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IS5 Aosrra= t 
The NASA Hypersonic Research Engine (HRE) Project was initiated in 1967
 
for the purpose of advancing the technology of airbreathing propulsion for
 
hypersonic flight. A large component (inlet, combustor, and nozzle) and structures
 
development program was encompassed by the project. The component development pro­
gram was culminated in 1974 with the tests of a full-scale (18 in.diameter cowl and
 
87 in. long) HRE concept, designated the Aerothermodynamic Integration Model (AIM), I
 
in the NASA Lewis Research Center, Plum Brook Station Hypersonic Tunnel Facility
 
at Mach numbers of 5, 6, and 7. AIM tests descriptions, data results, and analysis
 
results have been previously documented. Four reports document computer program
 
analysis results of the AIM experimental engine performance. Enough information
 
is included in the four reports to enable additional analysis and/or additional
 
or different interpretation of the AIM data. The present report (Volume II)pre­
sents computer program results for the Mach 6 performance tests. Program results
 
are contained in three additional volumes that have the following subtitles:
 
Volume I - Mach 6 Component Integration
 
Volume III - Mach 7 Component Integration and Performance
 
Volume IV - Mach 5 Component Integration and Performance
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An extensive aerothermodynamic development program for the purpose of
 
advancing the technology of airbreathing propulsion for hypersonic flight has
 
been conducted by NASA inthe form of the Hypersonic Research Engine (HRE)

Project. The engine components (inlet, combustor, and nozzle) aerothermody­
namic development program culminated in the testing of an engine which inte­
grated these components and allowed assessment of engine performance at Mach
 
numbers of 5, 6, and 7. This engine was termed the Aerothermodynamic Inte­
gration Model (AIM) and was a water-cooled, hydrogen-fueled, full-scale
 
configuration of the HRE design concept, 18 inches in diameter at the cowl lip
 
and 87 inches long.
 
Descriptions of the AIM tests and a computer program used in the engine
 
performance analyses, as well as data results and analyses, have been previous­
ly documented. All of the results of the engine performance computer program,
 
including enough information to enable additional analysis or interpretation

of the data, are reported in four volumes. Volume I present' Mach 6 component
 
integration results that were obtained with supersonic combustion. During
 
the integration tests, inlet unstart limits were determined for fuel injection

from the first stage fuel injectors only and for multi-stage fuel injection.
 
Optimization of the fuel injector combination that would yield the best
 
combustion and engine performance was attempted. Volume II (present report)
 
presents Mach 6 engine performance results during supersonic and subsonic
 
combustion modes. Combustion mode transition was successfully performed, exit
 
surveys made, and effects of altitude, angle of attack, and inlet spike position
 
were determined during these tests. Volume III presents Mach 7 component
 
integration and engine performance results with supersontc combustion modes.
 
Fuel injector optimization was again attempted, exit surveys made, and the
 
effects of low free-stream total temperature, free-stream oxygen content, and
 
angle of attack were studied during these tests. Volume IV presents Mach 5
 
component integration and engine performance results with supersonic and subsonic
 
combustion modes. Combustion mode transition was successfully demonstrated,
 
exit surveys made, and effects of free-stream total temperature, free-stream
 




The NASA Hypersonic Research Engine (HRE) Project was undertaken to design,
 
develop, and construct a hypersonic research ramjet engine for high performance
 
and to flight test the developed concept on the X-15-2A airplane over the speed
 
range from Mach 3 to 8. It should be emphasized that from the beginning the
 
design was specified to be a research ramjet engine to conduct meaningful
 
experiments and was in no sense intended to be a small-scale prototype of a
 
propulsion system for any particular mission.
 
About one year after the development phase of the HRE program was underway,
 
the X-15 program was phased out; as a result, adjustments to the project plan
 
and scope were necessitated, which were, however, effected without detriment
 
to achievement of the basic project objectives. The result of the adjustment
 
was that ground testing became the major experimental effort for the HRE program.
 
Engine aerothermodynamic components (inlet, combustor, and nozzle) were developed
 
in separate ground-test programs. Results of the development tests are document­
ed in references 1 through 3. Regeneratively cooled engine structures were also
 
included in the ground-testing program. Tests of the hydrogen-cooled engine
 
structure progressed from small panels and problem area components in laboratory
 
setups to wind-tunnel tests at Mach 6.7 of a full-scale, flight-weight engine
 
termed the Structure Assembly Model (SAM). Results of this program, which was
 
completed in May 1971, are reported in reference 4. Culmination of all the HRE
 
development testing was the engine tests of what was termed the Aerothermodynamic
 
Integration Model (AIM). The purpose of the tests of this full-scale, water­
cooled, hydrogen-fueled engine was tp integrate the aerothermodynamic components
 
and to assess the engine performance at Mach numbers of 5, 6, and 7. Success­
ful tests of the AIM were completed in April 1974.
 
The AIM employed the HRE design concept of an axisymmetric engine, 18 inches
 
in diameter at the cowl lip and 87 inches long. Versatility was incorporated
 
into the AIM to allow: (1) inlet spike translation for optimum air flow and
 
inlet internal contraction ratio variation; and (2) hydrogen fuel injection for
 
tailored fuel distribution for proper heat release in a diverging combustor, and
 
to change the mode of combustion from supersonic to subsonic or vice versa. The
 
AIM tests are reported in reference 5 and data results of the tests have been
 
analyzed in terms of engine performance by use of a computer program (ref. 6)
 
generated during the HRE program. Results of these analyses are reported in
 
references 7 through 9.
 
The purpose of the present reports (herein and refs. 10 to 12) is to present
 
experimental engine performance results obtained from computer program analyses of
 
the test data. These results contain the free-stream conditions, pressure distri­
butions, fuel injection configuration and rate, etc., that should enable additional
 
analysis or interpretation of results other than those previously reported. It
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should be noted that all units are in U.S. Customary Units because the data
 
results from the HRE contracts, which were initiated in May 1965 with a follow­
on effort in February 1967, were under that system. Because of the cost that
 
would have been incurred if the contractors had been required to change to the
 
metric system, the U.S. Customary Units were retained through the HRE contrac­

















RCL cowl lip radius at 120 tangent point (see table 3), in.
 
x longitudinal distance from inlet spike virtual tip (see table 3), in.
 
xCL longitudinal distance from inlet spike virtual tip to the cowl li.p
 
120 tangent point (see table 3), in.
 




AAx difference between an actual xCL value and the Mach 6 xCL value
in.




angle of attack, deg.
 
* 	 fuel equivalence ratio; value of unity is for stoichiometric com­
bustion (subscript symbols or notations, such as a or ERlA,
 
represent the values for the designated fuel injectjP (e.g., 1A),
 


















Experimental tests of the HRE/AIM were conducted in the Plum Brook Hyper­
sonic Tunnel Facility (HTF) (figs. l(a) and l(b)) at nominal Mach numbers of
 
5, 6, and 7. The AIM isshown partially installed in the HTF inthe photographs
 
of figures l(c) and l(d). During the tests the engine was nearly completely

enshrouded except for an li-inch gap between the facility nozzle exit and the
 
front of the shroud as depicted in the schematic of figure l(e). This test
 
configuration was suggested by results of a subscale tunnel starting investiga­
tion reported in reference 13.
 
A description of the facility and the results of calibration tests are
 
presented in reference 14. The test facility used an induction-heated, drilled­
core graphite storage bed to raise the temperature of nitrogen to a nominal
 
49600 R at a maximum design pressure of 1200 psia. The nitrogen was mixed with
 
ambient-temperature oxygen to produce synthetic air. Diluent nitrogen was
 
added with the oxygen in the mixture at tunnel Mach numbers below 7 to control
 
free-stream total temperature and to supply the correct weight flow. Because
 
of facility heater deterioration and a lack of time to implement necessary

repairs, true temperature simulation of 37000 R at Mach 7 was not achieved; a
 
maximum temperature of about 31000 R was obtained.
 
The original test plan is summarized in table 1. Because of testing

problems and limitations in facility schedule, the test plan was altered to
 
provide a maximum of data to meet the test objectives. Details of the AIM
 
tests are described in reference 5. General test conditions, results, and
 
remarks of the AIM tests were tabulated in references 5 and 9 and are presented
 
herein as table 2. All tests (reading numbers in second column) are listed
 
including the tests that were aborted because of tunnel starting or other
 
problems. Run numbers were assigned to AIM reading numbers or groups of AIM
 
reading numbers with the same test objective (some readings represent zero
 
success, partial success,or are reruns of others) to provide a means for a
 




The HRE/AIM was a full-scale (18 inches indiameter at the cowl and 87
 
inches long), water-cooled, hydrogen-fueled research engine. Details of the
 
design and fabrication of the AIM have been reported in references 16 through

29. The design isdescribed generally in references 5 and 9, and some diffi­




A schematic of the AIM is presented infigure 2 and the coordinates are
 
listed in table 3. The AIM incorporated a mixed compression inlet with a trans­
lating spike that enabled the close-off of the engine (an early HRE program
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requirement). The inlet was designed for spike translation to the most open

position for Mach 4 to 6 operation with spillage occurring up to Mach 6. At
 
Mach 6 "shock-on-lip" occurred, and from Mach 6 to 8 the spike was designed to
 
translate to maintain shock-on-lip over this Mach number range. An "upsloping

throat" was incorporated inthe inlet which enabled the inlet to not only main­
tain shock-on-lip with spike translation for Mach 6 to 8, but also-to have
 
increased inlet contraction ratio with increased Mach number. The combustor
 
was designed with diverging walls and the area distribution is shown in
 
figure 3(a) with fuel injector locations indicated. Figure 3(b) presents a
 
sketch of the combustor with the locations of the staged fuel injectors and two
 
sets of ignitors indicated (athird set of ignitors planned for the outerbody at an
 
x-station of 54.38 inches was not installed). The set of ignitors at an x-station of
 
42.0 inches malfunctioned and use was discontinued (see fig. 3(b)) about midway

inthe Mach 6 test program (see discussion in ref. 5). Injectors IA,IB,iC,4,

2A, and 2C were designed to allow optimum distribution of the fuel in the com­
bustor to obtain a fuel equivalence ratio, , of unity during the supersonic

combustion mode. During the supersonic combustion mode, it was desired to
 
inject the maximum amount of fuel from the first-stage injectors (lA and 1B)

without unstarting the inlet; all of the fuel was designed to be injected from
 
injectors IA and 1B at Mach 8. Injectors 3A and 3B were designed for use in
 
the subsonic combustion mode. The locations are tabulated infigure 3(b) for
 
the designed Mach 6 inlet operating position; cowl lip positions other than the
 
Mach 6 position (because of spike translation) result indifferent x-station
 
values for the injectors and ignitors on the outer wall and also for injector





Planned instrumentation for the AIM is documented inreference 15. All of
 
the instrumentation planned was not used because of facility instrumentation
 
recording channel limitations or damages to instrumentation in inaccessible
 
places during the AIM final assembly or during AIM repairs at the test site. A
 
list of all planned instrumentation is presented in table 4 (obtained from ref.
 
5)with notations indicating the items not installed or damaged, the recording







A computer program that incorporated methods described inreference 15 was
 
used in reducing the data from the AIM tests to engineering units. Listings of
 
this program were checked for accuracy and determination of steady-state

conditions. Times of interest were selected from each run and the information
 
from the engineering units computer program was used in a performance analysis
 
computer program which incorporated methods described in reference 6. After the
 
erroneous surface pressures were eliminated, the remaining pressures at each
 
station were averaged by the performance computer program which then performed

surface-pressure integration by linear interpolation and determined the skin­
friction coefficients. Chemical equilibria of the synthetic air and fuel-air
 




Description of Performance Program Methods
 
General.- Several methods were used to establish validity of critical
 
parameters, such as the wind tunnel Mach number. The first method used curves
 
generated from instrumentation rakes installed during calibration of the wind
 
tunnel. The second method used measured values of Wind tunnel total, pressure

and temperature, and pitot pressure at the spike tip along with real-gas, normal­
shock solution to calculate the wind tunnel Mach number. The third method used
 
measured values of wind tunnel total temperature, spike-tip pitot pressure,

and spike cone surface pressure, along with the real-gas, normal-and conical­
shock solutions, to calculate the wind tunnel Mach number. Calculations made
 
utilizing each of the three methods indicated good agreement. After confidence
 
was established in the three methods, the use of the third method was discon­
tinued, since it required excessive computer time. Additional information con­
cerning tunnel Mach number determination is contained in reference 9.
 
The conditions at the inlet throat were determined by computing the momentum
 
and total enthalpy from the pressure forces and accounting for friction and
 
heat losses incurred on the inlet spike and the internal surfaces. The inlet
 
mass flow ratio and additive drag were determined from theoretical calculations
 
(ref. 31). Pressures used in these calculations were obtained as follows:
 
(1) for conditions where inlet start was obtained (Mth > 1), the calculated
 
mass-momentum-average static pressure was used, and the measured static pressures
 
at the throat were not used; and (2)for conditions where inlet unstart was
 
experienced (Mth < 1), the average of the measured static pressures at the 




For both cases above, the flow was analytically expanded (isentropically)
 
from the inlet throat conditions to the freestream static pressure in order to
 
determine the hypothetical static enthalpy and associated velocity which are
 
required to compute the inlet kinetic energy efficiency and the inlet process

efficiency (as required under the contract statement of work). Also the flow
 
was analytically compressed (isentropically) from the inlet throat conditions
 
until the calculated total enthalpy matched the known total enthalpy after heat
 
loss. For a started inlet, a side calculation was made by isentropically
 
expanding the flow to an area which was arbitrarily set 10 percent larger than
 
the throat area (for flow stability). At this point, the flow was passed through
 
a normal shock. The limiting subsonic pressure recovery for the inlet and the
 
corresponding kinetic energy and process efficiencies were then determined from
 
conditions downstream of the normal shock. These inlkt performance parameters
 
were considered of interest as indicators of the overall inlet performance and
 
of flow conditions prior to inlet unstart.
 
Two methods were used to calculate conditions at the combustor stations:
 
(1)up to the first station where fuel was injected, the mass-momentum-averaged
 
static pressure that satisfied the state, continuity, momentum, and energy

equations was calculated; and (2)at stations downstream of the first fuel
 
injector the average of the measured innerbody and outerbody pressures was used,
 
and the combustor efficiency was calculated to satisfy the conservation equations.

For these methods it was assumed that the flow area equals the geometric duct
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area (no flow separation). The amount of hydrogen required to react in order
 
to satisfy the measured static pressure, the duct area, the heat loss, and the
 
conservation equations is computed by the program. Of the total hydrogen injected
 
or present in the flow at a given station, the amount which reacts has been
 
named "real" hydrogen and is used in the equilibrium chemistry process being
 
completed. The hydrogen which is not reacting has been named "inert" hydrogen.
 
The concept of real and inert hydrogen and the station-wise conversion from
 
4nert to real is simply a bookkeeping procedure in the program which simulates
 
or "models" the mixing process. The inert hydrogen is assumed to have the
 




The combustor throat was defined as the point of minimum-flow area between
 
the struts in the subsonic combustion mode and at the strut exit plane in the
 
supersonic combustion mode. When the computed one-dimensional Mach number at
 
the assumed combustor exit was found t be less than 0.95, the computation was
 
considered to improperly represent the subsonic combustor flow situation in
 
that the flow must have reached a sonic point further downstream. With the
 
area increasing added combustion (heat release) downstream of the assumed com­
bustor exit station is implied. Therefore, a side calculation was made of the
 
combustor efficiency required to produce sonic velocity at the assumed combustor
 
exit station, as if this added heat release occurred prior to the assumed com­
bustor exit station. For this condition, the performance program printout
 
shows results under the heading SONIC THROAT (e.g., reading 94, time 150.342 sec).
 
The regeneratively cooled tombustor performance ("COMBUSTOR REGEN" in the
 
performance program printout) was simulated by recalculating the total enthalpy
 
at the combustor exit as the sum of the free-stream enthalpy of the synthetic
 
air, the enthalpy of the hydrogen fuel at 500R, and the absolute value of the
 
heat loss through all the engine surfaces wetted by the internal flow stream.
 
Using this total enthalpy, the stream total pressure, and the same combustion
 
efficiency, the combustor exit static-state properties were also computed.
 
Nozzle performance was obtained by isentropically expanding the flow from
 
the actual and regeneratively cooled combustor exits to the nozzle exit area
 
and to ambient pressure ("NOZZLE AE" and "NOZZLE PO" in the performance program
 
printout). The flow was then isentropically expanded from the actual combustor
 
throat to those nozzle stations representing the locations of pressure taps,
 
and the local skin-friction coefficients were calculated using the Spalding-

Chi correlation. The nozzle vacuum stream thrust coefficient was also computed,
 
This coefficient is arbitrarily defined in previous HRE documents (e.g., refs.
 
3 and 15) as the ratio of the actual nozzle exit total momentum (stream thrust)
 
divided by the theoretical nozzle exit total momentum where the flow was
 
isentropically expanded from the combustor exit conditions to the nozzle exit
 
area (512.389 in2). The actual nozzle exit total momentum was determined by
 
taking the combustor exit total momentum and adding (or subtracting) the
 
pressure force, the friction force, and one-half of the calculated drag force (one­
half of strut assumed to be charged to the nozzle component). The hypothetical
 
static enthalpy resulting from the computed isentropic expansion from the com­
bustor exit.conditions to the free-stream static pressure was used to calculate
 
the nozzle kinetic energy and process efficiencies.
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Side calculations were made of a fictitious stagnation combustion process
 
(constant pressure and zero velocity) with 100 percent combustion efficiency
 
and no loss to the walls (denoted in the performance program printout as
 
"FICTIVE COMBUSTOR"), followed by an isentropic expansion to ambient pressure
 
to obtain the combustor effectiveness. Also to obtain the combustor effective­
ness, the flow at the combustor exit was expanded to free-stream static pressure
 
and the total momentum at this pressure was determined. The combustor effec­
tiveness (ref. 15) is then the change in total momentum for the actual combustor
 
process from the combustor entrance condition to the expanded (free-stream static
 
pressure) condition divided by the change in total momentum for the fictitious
 
process mentioned above from the combustor entrance condition to the expanded
 
(free-stream static pressure) condition. Side calculations were also made of
 
a fictitious nozzle to determine the static and total conditions ("FICTIVE
 
NOZZLE" in the performance program printout) required to match the actual
 
vacuum specific impulse at the nozzle exit.
 
Calculation of cooling load distribution.- For the AIM tests, the heat
 loss distribution was determined from the differences between the skin thermo­
couples inbedded in the engine surfaces and the cooling water temperatures.
 
Standard heat-transfer equations were used to obtain local heat losses. These
 
losses were then adjusted linearly with the overall heat loss as measured by
 
the overall water temperature rise. The detailed equations and procedures
 
used for these computations are presented in reference 9.
 
Tare forces.- Purge nitrogen was injected in the AIM cavity between the
 
non-metric "windshield" shroud and the metric outerbody to assure that hot
 
tunnel gases did not enter into this cavity. This method produced a large tare
 
force which was of the same order of magnitude as the engine net thrust. An
 
effort was made to reduce and even control the tare force by suitable control
 
of the pressures in two parts of the cavity. This tare-force control concept
 
was, however, not achieved. Since the thrust is considered the most important
 
measurement in evaluating the engine performance, special tare-force calibration
 
tests were made and the results carefully correlated in order to determine the
 
correction for the measured thrust. The method and procedures are described
 
in detail in references 5 and 9.
 
External drag.- The external drag was calculated from the summation of
 
pressure and friction forces acting on the external metric surfaces of the AIM.
 
The method and procedures are described in reference 9.
 
Strut force calculation.- The performance program was originally programmed
 
to calculate strut force based on a theoretical calculation, assuming uniform
 
flow ahead of the strut. This force should be a drag,term since, theoretically,
 
pressures downstream of the maximum strut blockage should be lower than upstream.
 
However, test data indicate that this is only true with subsonic combustion.
 
Upon examination of the test data, it appeared that measured static pressures
 
between struts on both the inner and outer walls (there were no measurements
 
along the strut surfaces) could be used to represent the forces occurring on
 
the strut surface. Thus, a pressure integral was used to determine the strut
 





Performance correction for regeneratively cooled system.- The AIM incor­
porated a water-cooled jacket in which heat was rejected and not recovered. In
 
order to compensate for this heat loss, hydrogen fuel was heated up to 15000 R
 
to simulate a regeneratively cooled system. The deficiency of energy in the
 




In order to correct this deficiency, the performance computer program
 
(ref. 6) incorporated a side calculation in which the energy deficiency,
 
because of the heat loss through internal surfaces, was added to the stream at
 
the combustor exit with no total pressure change. The flow was then expanded
 
to the nozzle exit with measured nozzle efficiency. The differences between
 
the heat added to fuel and the internal cooling loss are presented for several
 
tests in reference 9 as table 6.6-1.
 
Performance correction for inlet total 
temperature.- Because of the
 
facility heater deterioration, the true temperature simulation of 37000 R at
 
Mach 7 was not achieved (the test Mach number was generally about 7.25 requir­
ing a simulation temperature of about 39600 R). It is known that the effect of
 
decreasing total temperature is to increase the engine performance. Therefore,
 
it is necessary to correct the measured performance for Mach 7 (ref. 11) to
 
properly account for deviations in test conditions. Theoretical calculations
 
indicate that,at Mach 7, a decrease of 5600 R would increase the thrust coef­
ficient by 5 percent and the specific impulse by 3.5 percent. The accomplish­
ment of this correction in the performance computer program (ref. 6) employed
 
the methods discussed in reference 9.
 
Determination of tunnel gas composition.- The oxygen-to-nitrogen ratio
 
was determined from the flow measurements of oxygen, diluent nitrogen, and
 
nitrogen entering the storage heater, and checked by gas samples taken through
 
two aspirating thermocouple probes 1800 apart in the facility nozzle entrance
 
prior to each run. The samples were collected in high-pressure bottles and
 
later analyzed on a mass-spectrometer. The measured compositions for each
 
run are presented in reference 9 as table 6.8-1. The one-dimensional perfor­




Selected points of interest of the HRE/AIM test data have been analyzed
 
by use of the one-dimensional performance analysis computer program (ref. 6).
 
The amount of material generated requires four volumes. Mach 6 engine perfor­
mance results are presented herein. Mach 6 component integration results,
 
Mach 7 component integration and engine performance results, and Mach 5 component
 
integration and engine performance results are presented inreferenceslO to 12,
 
respectively. All of these results were used in references 7 through 9 in the
 
discussion of the results of the AIM test program.
 
9 
Selected Test Points for Performance Analysis
 
Details of the AIM tests were discussed in reference 5 which included
 
a list of all the HRE/AIM tests; this list is contained herein as table 1
 
(included in each volume). The individual AIM tests were recorded as consecu­
tive reading numbers that extended through number 97 for a total operation
 
time of 112 minutes with 41.5 minutes of combustor operations. About 60
 
successful tests are noted in the first column of table 2.
 
Reference 5 documented the fuel injection schedules, both planned and
 
measured, for the successful tests. The measured fuel injection schedules for
 
the successful Mach 6 engine performance tests are contained herein for
 
convenience in figure 4. Such plots were reviewed and points (run time) of
 
interest were selected for performance analysis. The selected points were
 
listed in reference 9 and are included in table 5(a) for the results presented,
 
in reference 10, table 5(b) for the results presented herein, and tables 5(c)
 
and 5(d) for the results presented in references 11 and 12, respectively, where
 
,the times correspond to the abscissa in figure 4. The first column of table
 
5 indicates the page number of the initial page of the data for a given test
 
point (specific time of a reading number). Table 5 indicates the general test
 
conditions and fuel injection equivalence ratios, *, for the first-, second-,
 
and third stage injectors and the accumulative @-value. Also, the use of
 
ignitors is indicated and the general purpose of the test is noted.
 




(1) Fuel equivalence ratio values, , in table 5 for reading 93 are lower
 
than the values indicated by the fuel injection schedule (fig. 4(a) of ref. 12).
 
In preparation for the performance analysis, the tunnel measured oxygen content
 
was found to be about 34 percent instead of the standard 21 percent; therefore,
 
the fuel equivalence ratios were corrected to account for the difference in
 
the available oxygen for combustion.
 
(2) Time 235 seconds in reading 90 is for an inlet unstart condition.
 
With an unstart, the captured mass flow is, of course, greatly decreased,and
 
since the fuel flow rate is still high, the c-value would be high as indicated,
 
therefore this time is not very meaningful.
 
(3) At Mach 7 the agreement between computed thrust (afunction of fpda)
 
and measured thrust was not nearly as favorable as experienced for Mach 6.
 
Examination of the surface static pressure distributions on the outer combustor
 
surface in the vicinity of the pressure rise indicated some pressure instrumen­
tation to be faulty. For reading 89, more reasonable values were substituted
 
for the measured pressures and the performance recomputed. The recomputation
 
was performed for two different times, 316.47 and 327.27 seconds (see table
 
5(c)), and the results indicate a much more favorable agreement between the
 
computed and measured thrust. The channel numbers in which new pressure values
 
were substituted are noted on the first page of the results for these two times.
 
A more detailed discussion of this exercise is contained in reference 9 (section
 




(4) Times 264.04, 274.84, and 275.74 seconds of reading 96 had a fuel
 
flow measurement malfunction that indicated no fuel flow from injector IB. Injector
 
IB manifold pressure, however, indicated flow to exist at pressure levels about
 
equal to planned pressure levels (p-values about the same as for injector IA).
 
The performance calculations for these times of reading 96 erroneously used
 
only fuel flow from injector IA.
 
(5) At time 313.54 seconds, also of reading 96, the test chamber pressure
 
was noted to be high, thus yielding unrealistically high pressures on the AIM
 




Description of Performance Computer Results
 
The selected points listed in table 5 were analyzed using the performance
 
computer program described in reference 6. As noted in the Method of Computa­
tion section, the AIM test data were reduced to engineering units and reviewed
 
for erroneous data. Such data were "coded out" in the performance computer
 
program. Table 6 indicates the channels that were coded out. The COXX indi­
cates the code outs for a reading number, e.g., for reading 33, C033 is
 
indicated. Channels that are coded out are listed adjacent to the notation
 
KODSEL, e.g., for reading 33 the first and last of 85 coded out channels are
 
60 and 399, respectively. The locations and type of measurement for the listed
 
channels may be determined by referring to table 4.
 
Several points (run time) of interest were selected for each run as indi­
cated in table 5. The page numbers indicated in the first column of table 5
 
are output listings of the performance computer program (ref. 6). For each
 
time of interest there are seven or eight pages of computer output listings.
 
On each of these pages a standard heading exists: READING number (test number);
 
BLOCK number (numbered sequentially and corresponding to recording times of test
 
data); TIME (of data recording, seconds); MACH number (inwind tunnel); PT (total
 




Station flow parameters.- A summary of flow parameters at each calculation
 
station in the AIM is contained on pages 1, 2, and 3. Each station is headed by
 
a station designator (i.e., WIND TUNNEL, INLET THROAT, COMBUSTOR, etc.), followed
 
by three integers (the zero following the combustor designator is meaningless).
 
The first integer denotes the station number, the second denotes the combustor
 
station, and the third denotes the number of interations required to converge on
 
a solution. The third integer may assume values between 0-21, 100-121, and
 
200-221. A value of the third integer equal to 21 denotes that the mass flow
 
was too great or the flow area too small to obtain a solution, 121 denotes that
 
the solution for total conditions did not converge in 21 interations and 200-221
 
denotes that the mass flow was too small or the flow area too large to obtain a
 
solution. When both solutions for static and total conditions have converged,
 
the third integer may assume the values 1-20 or 101-120 depending upon which
 
solution (static or total) required the larger number of interations. Columns
 
2-8 have two rows of values for each station; total and static conditions in
 




Most of the station designators are self-explanatory. The first appearance
 
of the designators WIND TUNNEL and SPIKE TIP 'NS (NS = NORMAL SHOCK) reports
 
conditions in wind tunnel and upstream of the spike tip based on a wind tunnel
 
Mach number determined from calibration runs. The second appearance of these
 
designators reports these conditions based on a wind-tunnel Mach number calcula­
ted from the total and pitot pressures and the total temperature of the synthetic

air applied to the normal shock equations. The designators INLET UPNRSK and
 
INLET DNNRSK denote conditions upstream and downstream of a normal shock positioned
 
at a fictitious flow area 1.10 times the flow area at the inlet throat. The
 
designator COMBUSTOR REGEN denotes, for cases with fuel flow, conditions at the
 
combustor throat simulating a regeneratively cooled ramjet. In some cases (e.g.,

reading 94 time 150.342 sec) the designator SONIC THROAT appears ahead of the
 
COMBUSTOR REGEN. This denotes the results discussed in section entitled "Descrip­
tion of Performance Program Methods." NOZZLE AE and NOZZLE PO report conditions
 
when the flow is expanded isentropically to the nozzle exit area and to the wind­
tunnel static pressui-e, respectively. NOZZLE AE REGEN and NOZZLE PO REGEN denote,

for cases with fuel flow, conditions at the nozzle exit simulating a regeneratively

cooled ramjet. FICTIVE COMBUSTOR denotes stagnation combustion conditions (zero

velocity and constant pressure) with combustor efficiency equal to unity. FICTIVE
 




Definition and units of parameters in the SUMMARY REPORT, pages 1-3 in
 
the computer listings, are listed below:
 
P - pressure, psia W/A - flow rate per unit area, lbm/sq in
 
T - temperature, OR W - flow rate, Ibm/sec
H - enthalpy*, Btu/lbm A/AC - mass flow ratio 
GAMMA - specific heat ratio M0MTM - flow momentum, lbf 
MOLWT - molecular weight Q - dynamic pressure, lbf/sq in
 
SONV - conic velocity-, ft/sec IVAC - vacuum specific irhpulse, lbf-sec/lb
m
 
MACH - Mach number PHI - equivalence ratio (see'discussion in
 
VEL - flow velocity, ft/sec Ramjet Performance section)

S - entropy, Btu/lbm-OR ETAC - combustor efficiency
 
*Two values were reported. The first value (column 4) was the JANNAF-based
 
enthalpy. The value in parentheses (column 5) was the enthalpy potential
 
or the sensible enthalpy based on the equation
 
T T
J Cp,idT ai(T) E H2f98 C~iT i T 
s f d C + j CpdT ai(T) 




-E H298 i(T )
+. / Cp.dT ai(T) + z 0 dT 
fi 298 C 
where: C i is specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/Ibm - OR, and oi(T) is
 
the mass fiaction of the specie i as a function of temperature and Hf is fuel enthalpy.
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Cooling and surface-pressure parameters.- Surface pressures, cumulative
 
surface-pressure integrals, cumulative cooling losses, cumulative surface area,
 
and pressure ratios for axial distances from the AIM virtual spike tip are
 
listed on pages 4 and 5.
 
Definitions and units of the parameters are as follows:
 
XABS - axial distance from virtual spike tip, in
 
P-IB - surface pressure on innerbody, psia
 
'OB- pressure on cowl inner surface, psia rX
 
PDA - cumulative surface-pressure integral, ]0 ABSPdA, lbf
 
Q0X - cumulative total cooling loss, Btu/sec
 
Q-IB - cumulative cooling loss from innerbody, Btu/sec
 
Q-0B - cumulative cooling loss from outerbody, Btu/sec
 
CAWALL - cumulative surface area, sq in
 
P-IB/PS0 - innerbody static to wind-tunnel static-pressure ratio
 
P-IB/PT0 - innerbody static to wind-tunnel total-pressure ratio
 
POB/PSO - outerbody surface static to wind-tunnel static-pressure ratio
 
POB/PTO - outerbody surface static to wind-tunnel total-pressure ratio
 
Drag and heat-transfer coefficients.- Longitudinal values of drag force
 
and drag and heat-transfer coefficients are listed on page 6 (for some cases
 
on page 6 and 7). Definition and units of the parameters are as follows:
 
X - axial distance from spike virtual tip, in
 
DDRAG - incremental frictional drag force, 1ff
 
CDRAG - cumulative frictional drag force, lbf
 
CF - friction-drag coefficient
 
HC - heat-transfer coefficient, Btu/(sec-sq ft-°R)
 
Ramjet performance.- AIM performance parameters and pertinent information
 
are contained on page 7 (page 8 for some cases). The performance parameters
 
are generally self-explanatory; detailed discussion about the methods of com­
putation are presented in references 6 and 9. Parameters listed below STATIONS
 
are presented since they are related (except for the inlet throat) to the cowl
 
leading-edge station. The NOMINAL COWL LEADING EDGE refers to the XC (table 3)
 
value for the Mach 6 design operating position. SPIKE TRANSLATION is the
 
recorded distance between the nominal and the actual Xr value (this distance
 
is designated as AAx in symbols and used in figure 3(a)-; all dimensions other
 
than those for the inlet spike are corrected by this amount.
 
The fuel injectors and their corrected stations in inches are shown. A
 
letter in the VALVE column indicates the injectors that were in use during the
 
respective time. Table 5 indicates the general fuel equivalence ratio values
 
for the various injector stages. The actual fuel equivalence ratio, however,
 
for each injector can be determined by noting the step increases in the PHI
 
column on the output, pages 1-3, for the respective time (ignore 0.01 or O.02
 
changes); the step difference at the combustor station corresponding to the
 






The Hypersonic Research Engine/Aerothermodynamic Integration Model was
 
tested in the NASA Hypersonic Tunnel- Facility at the Plum Brook Station of the NASA
 
Lewis Research Center. Synthetic air (heated nitrogen with proper amount of
 
oxygen added) was delivered by the facility at nominal Mach numbers of 5, 6,
 
and 7. The Mach 5 and 6 tests were conducted at true air temperature while
 
Mach 7 tests were conducted at Mach 6 temperature (30000 R) because of heater
 
deficiency. Changes in total temperatdre and fnstream oxygen content at
 
Mach 5 and 7 were also explored. The hydrogen fuel was heated up to 15000 R
 
prior to injection to simulate a regeneratively cooled system.
 
The engine testing was completed with an accumulated actual running

time of about 112 minutes with 41.5 minutes of combustor operation. The
 
important achievements realized from this test program which advanced the
 




1. Realistic engine performance levels for hypersonic flight were
 




Mach Equivalence Thrust Specific
 
No. Ratio Coefficient Impulse
 
5.1 1.0 0.910 2740
 
6.0 1.0 0.735 2360
 
7.25 1.0 0.570 2170
 
2. Engine inlet performance agreed well with theoretical prediction.
 
Combustor efficiency of 95 percent was achieved. Nozzle vacuum thrust
 
coefficient was lower than predicted.
 
3. The interaction effects in staged fuel injection were very important
 
in achieving auto-ignition, high combustor efficiency, and overall
 
performance. High supersonic combustor efficiency in a diverging duct
 
was difficult to achieve. The strong stage interaction effects
 




4. The "transonic combustion" or "mixed combustion mode" was the most
 
efficient heat addition process in the range of Mach numbers and
 
temperatures tested in this program.
 
5. The effects of ignitors, altitudes, spike translation, fuel schedules,
 
angle of attack, step and struts, inlet gas composition, inlet total
 
temperature, and component interactions were investigated and correlated.
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6. Stable subsonic and supersonic combustion and convertibility over a
 
range of fuel equivalence ratios at Mach 5 and 6 was demonstrated.
 
7. The overall cooling load and its distribution as compared with
 
theoretical prediction was determined.
 
8. Experience was acquired infree jet testing in a ground test
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Table 1. - Summary of planned HRE/AIM wind tunnel tests.
 
(obtained from ref. 9 and 15) 
PTO, TIO, FUEL FUEL INLET COI8USTICN 
RUN No PSIA .ft I - SYSTEMS SCHEO. I., lIN nlo, RUN TYPE AND PIUPOSE 
I 6 466 1500 - - 4 23 - Purge force, rnta case 
2 6 466 500 0 - - I 90 - Pu'ge force, effect of spike postt. 
3 6 466 1500 3 - - 4 23 - Purge force, effect of angle of attack 
4 6 466 20W 0 - - 4 23 - Operation checkout, effect of higher WO 
5 6 466 300 0 - - 0, I 71, 2.52 
4 23, aft stop - Airfioe calibration, effect of altitude 
6 6 930 2946 0 - - 0, I 71, 2.52 
4.23, Aft stop - AIrflo calibration, noimnal case 
" 930 29465 - - 0, 1 71, 2 52 
4 23, Aft stop' - Airflow calibration, effe=t of angle of attack 
8 6 930 2946 0 Ia, Ib I A 23 Supersonicl Ionet-cmbustor performance, ignition and inlet unstart limits 
9 6 930 2946 0 Ia, lb in, 2c 2 A 23 Supersonic lmlet-combuszcor Performance, injector optimzation 
10 6 930 2946 0 Ic. 4. 2., 2c 2 4 23 Supersonic lnlet-cnbustcr performance, injecor optiniat ion 
II 6 930 2946 0 Ia., b, Ic, 4 3 4 23 SupersonIc lnlet-ccmbustcr performance, injector opt mization 
12 0 930 2946 0 TDO T85 4.23 Supersonic lnlet-combustor performance, injector optmuzaton 
13 6 466 300 0 1a, lb, 2a, 2c 2 4 23 Supersonic Inlet-cobustor performance, effect of altitude 
14 6 700 3000 0 1.. lib 2a, 2c 2 4 23 Supersonic Inlet-cibustor performance effect of altitude 
15 6 930 2946 0 Ia, ib, 2a, 2 c 2 Aft stop SupersonIc )nlet-corbustcr performance, effect of spike position 
16 6 930 2946 0 )a, lb, ia 2c 2 2 52 Supersonic lnlet-combustor erjormance. effect of spike position 
17 6 930 2946 0 Ia, lb, 2a, c 2 1 71 Supersonic lnlet-cormbustor performance effect of spike posit on 
I8 6 930 2946 0 3a, 3b 1 4 23 Subsonic lnlet-coebustor performancet subsonic combustion 
19 6 930 2946 0 3a, 3b 5 4 23 Subsonic & 
transition Engine perforance, SUbsonic cotustion end transition 
20 6 930 2946 0 Ia, lb, 2, 2c 2 4 23 Supersonic Engine performanee , .. i.u .... 
21 6 46 2946 0 IA, lb. 2a, 2c 2 6.23 Supersonic Engine performance effect of altitude 
22 6 930 2946 3 [a, Ib, 2, 2c 2 4.23 Supersonic Engine perfomrnce, effect of angle Of attack 
23 7 520 150 0 - 2 881 Purge force 
24 7 520 3965 0 - 2 34, 2 88 
3.24 - Airflto calibration, effect of altitude 
25 7 1000 340 0I 918, 2.88 
3 24 - Alif)o calibration,rn, sl case 
26 7 100 3840 3 2 S4, 2 88 
3 24 - Airflte calibration, effect of angle of attack 
22 7 520 & 3905 
I000 3860 0 Ia, lb 6 2.88 Supersonic tnlet-coebusctr performance, Ignition And inlet unstart limLts 
28 7 1000 3240 0 Ia, Ib, 2a. 24 7 2 88 Supersonic Tntecombustor perfornce injector optization 
29 7 1000 sf40 0 Ic 4, 2a. 2c 1 2 88 Supersonic Inlet-cOcbustcr performance, injector optimization 
30 7 1000 3840 0 Ia, li, I., 4 8 2.08 Super1nlae-coebustor perfno.nce injetorOtl ation 
31 7 I000 3840 0 TB TA0 2 88 Supersonic !nlet-ombustor performance injector optimization 
2 7 522 3965 0 IA, lbs 2a, ZO 7 2 8 Supersonic Inletcombustor performance, effect of altitude 
33 7 700 3965 0 Ia, lb, 2., 2c 7 2 88 Supersonic Inlet-combustor performance, effect of Alttude 
34 7 J00 3840 0 Ia, l6, 2a. Zc 7 3 24 Supersonic Jolet-cosbustor performance, effect of spike position 
35 7 1000 3840 0 1a, Ib 2a, 2c 7 2 S4 Supersonic Inlet-cembustor performance, effect of spie position, 
36 7 1000 Sf40 0 I , le, 2a, 2c 7 2 98 Supersonic Inlet-conbustor performance, effect of spike position 
37 7 1000 3840 0 Ia, lis 2a, 2c 7 2 88 Supersonic Fnglne perffomancem,ronslai case 
38 7 522 3965 0 Ia, Ib. Un, 2c 7 2 88 Supersonic Engine performance, affect of altitude 
39 7 1000 3640 3 Ia, lb, 2a, 2c 7 2 B8 Supersonic Engine performance, effect of angle of attack 
40 5 445 100 0 Ia, lis Z , 2c - 423 - Purge force 
41 5 206 2210 0 In,1I, 2 , 2c - A 23 - AIrfl. calibration 
42 5 41.5 2210 0 Ia, Ib, 2A, 2' 9 4 23 Supersonic lnlet-corcbustor performance, nominal case effect of altitude 
43 5 415 2210 0 Ia, Ib, Za. 2c TB 4 23 Supersonic lelnt-conbustor performance, arid ignitor flo rate 
44 5 415 2210 0 Ia, 11, 2., 2c 9 4 23 Supersonic Engine performane, supersonic combustion 
45 5 iS 2210 0 3a, 3b t0 4.23 Subtonic Engine perfonnece, subsonic ¢nobustion 
46 5 415 2210 3 1a, lb, 2a, 2c II 4 23 Subsonic & 
Supersonic Engine performance, effect of angle of attack 




Table 2. - HRE/AIM Test Run Summary 
(obtained from ref. 5). 
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Sec Objective of Test Convents 
I I th roin S 9/14/72 -A - Pr--r* refAren--ft vid due to roecnhan'cal Interference betwen AII and 
o-airfln enenaPurge systn tzellbrat inn outer CORIIbody 
2 6 10/31/72 6 466 1500/210C 4.266 A - W0 Fiei ty and eg Inn Test te Mnsated due to cool lg syste overpressur abort yeC 
c1e6 Mout failure 
3 7 I1/I 6 466 150 4 266 A 2 26 - S n e as run 2 Tunnel nnzzie stared Inlet started Wtron shocks in test 
seton Cel pressure - 2 o puts 
4 8 11/2 6 466 500" 4266 A 5 ttab l facility Test aburted due to facility problem (TAFP) 
opteratona procedure 
S 9 1/16 6 466 1500 4 2 - l ----... .Seas run 4 Fatllity shroud extended and washer added to assist tunnel 
start (TAFP) 
Ia 11/16 6 IS4600 4 266 - S as run 4 TAFP 
II 11/16 6 6 1500 4 266 2 39 - asas run Nozzle start and nt start obtaIned 
Cell pressure- I 2 psI. ' edge nozzle pressurechanged free 
50 to 60 pse Noemproverent In cell pressure 
6 12 11/21 6 46 2250 3962 Ot - - Ima s run La TAFF 
13 11/21 6 466 2250 3 962 - 07 - - Sa as run 4 Vedge otle pressure 55 to SO psig No tunnel rozwle startCon le start. d when Inlet tlosed for shutdown 
7 14 11/21 6 46 2950 3 962 a . - Seneas run 4 TAFF 
8 05 12/8/72 6 6 2950 266 . I - Sae as run 4 TAFp 
9 16 1/18/73 6 466 2000 4 26 It 4 0 - 35 - - Sav as run 4 Frnt cordustlon attexpt TAFp 
17 1 IT.t. 1.0 - - S6n asrun 4 Notle start not btan.d TAFf 
e IC, 4 I 0 - est as run 4 Nozzle start obtained by cycling Inlet spike open and closed 
Inlet start ebtaInd Fuel rtnd Co eolvalence ratio n .25 
prior to tunnel unstart and TAFF 
10 19 2/2 6 w6 2950 0 / I l - '3 - Seea s run 4 hoole start wtin Inlet partlally open (A 0 SO) TAFT. 
4N Co fuel Injected 
II 20 2/2 6 46 2950 0 99/ It. 04 l I 02 - S Sa e as run 4 No star, at W - 0 W9 nozzle started by cycl no Inlet spike 
4.00 t, ustor lit causing tunnelunstart 
12 21 2/05/73 6 750 3000 09/ - IT ... s a i fa I Jet pup Installed Test aborted due to freezing of coolant 
400 operat onal procedure supply syston 
13 22 2/2 6 750 3000 0 / 
4 N 
- tI - 22 - a eas run 12 above Jet pu used for this test Nozzle start obtained Unstrt 
experlenced when Inlet was opened Test aborted eanuallY 
Nozzle restartnoted during shutdovn 
14 23 2/21 6 750 3000 0 99/ C1 . 8 - c S as run 12 above Jet po" and wdge nozzle Inlet pressure vared Nozzle start 
4.00 sas not obtained Use of jet pu~p did not affect teat cJusber 
prasure Seals between AIR support struts and facill ty shroud 
blown out 
15 24 2/23 6 750 3000 0 99/ - C2 - - - e aS run 12 above at ponp inactivated TAFF 
25 2/23 6 750 3o00 055/ - ¢ .C-- - s Sa as run Q above TAFF 
4 00 
26 2/23 6 750 300 0 99/ IA 1 C2 . 4, -- an aea run 12 above Nozxle stert end engine start obtained Fuel Injected for 4 
4 0 seconds prior to nozzle unstart Upstart attributedto 
excessive fuel Injected Caused by facility valve ptfunetlon 
I6 27 3/i 6 930 3100 0 99/ C2 1 42 - S as run 12 above tootle starr and Inlet start obtained Jet p sop nectivatd 
4 00 Fuel uaS Injected engine Inlet ustart experienced 12 seconds 
later Inlet start reestb Isea and fuel again Injected 
Inlet unstereperienced 9 seconds later Test was xnuelly 
aborted C-1 lead..g edge ass ,bly separated fren the outer 
body Causeof the separtion was attributed to failure of 
the serw heads Tbe fellure uss caused by overheating or the 
sereads resltng froo Ingestingthe hot tunnel orTresnent 
into th, are. Iogesteon of tunnel aebleI as the resuit of 
. astoct tandng Os the AIM cowl 
Additnonal diagnostic inStrunanteton wae Installed In the 
I_ facility shroud and diffuser 
17 28 3/16 6 930 3100 0 9/ IA 1 02 I II tst a blish fc.llty tunnel toefnyueation sae as config except washer Inside 
4 00 .pertIon procedurn druezer changed to 44 5 nch. Tunnel unstert observed I 
to obtuinhypersonic
airflow 
seconds After fuel Introduced Start reestablished Tes, 
nmnually shorted 3seconds later hen encesnie heavtin of
net-AI r Iolleading edge assenly nount flange was noted 
In heatsng of the uternal skin of the AI ias noted 
* see figure 5-9, reference 5 
Table 2. - Continued. 













































Min Sac Objectlve of Test 
Sane as run 17 above 
Save as rn 17 .aA 
teonennts 
ac-rn of reading 23 with seat repaired Jet pun" did not 
pSr6rove tunnel start 
Shroud Inlet washer replaced w1i4 coe-cyl inder and 15 
o 
tonicadiffuse r Ilet contraction repiC ed with 7 tOng, 
tuniel nozzle did not start 




- Si - stebicsh operational
roendure 
F t ron with fuiystsrtedtunnei Shroud int cone 
cylinder repiaced with original in dieter anherstart obtained ten int spike was cycled twice. 
supersoni ie. o diffuser Test tnenied ie. target 
conditlons achieved due to limited supply of nitrogen 
Test Cail pressur, s I 2 psla 





r 1 42 - ete lne effect of 
varying wedges I 
fioe 
Tunnel config Identical to run 20 Tunnel stareobtalned 
hen Inlet pik: cycled let Test cell Pressure of l 0 psI. 




















- Invet rgte inlet 
unstart limit with first 
tag. combos tto, 
Checkout AIM andI.t.11 Fuel rich at 
first successful sope rsonic canoscon ran Inteot 
Inlet unstart when first stage eqolvalence ratio reached 
0 3 He second stage fuel added O-ring beeen the 
outerbody and the c.I leading edge etruded 
Tunnel start and Inlet start obtained 6 of I 35 set 4tp a150 psileand a of ''o0 st e 'To - 930 pal. Fal .?yfu 
PT4 ­ 750 pla control value for InJectotuannel can oprate at> IS ogellaced Son pried Ale and0 otrIEsion of sirtenljm sold. 
24 35 5/16/73 6 750 3000 6 19/4009ty IA I5 24 2C C - 25 
we 
-
at PT0 - 930pIa 
l~hecksut AIM and 
facli ean in-
je r Iest,. 
collieg on outer wal body crossover rnwafold noted Erosion 
_ced by Carbon dust In tunnel flow 
Tesi se5 ahorted when englne Inlet unstart s oberved three 
second s ater Initiation of fuel Injection The engine untert 
was of Injetting eelsl. fuel,Cau.ed by aelfunnicn 
of facility control valve. Inspection of the unit realuted that 
























lth design injector 
lacatno. and decaren 
auto igntlon ift 
%-one effsct of 
rst stage I on co­
boatr oerfonnc 
first good run with design Injector lecations Auto Ignition 
oh Coned etA- 055 .fIrst stage did not Ilight nt seond 
i1 .t...luel addnd Overal rarped to I Owitlhfirst stage 
heldat 0 24 
Test aborted due to at .functionof the sten eJector syntn 




Test absrted een inlet onsterted tlIfunctionof the facilityfuel con to vITv resulted 9. rnJp.tln, xesv fuel int 
fnjectar 2C 3 nal1 Cracks in opibe skin Sn region of Ignitors 
fo:d, In ps ruin inspection Cracks repaired to prevent water 
1%ekinto wardbustor 














99/400 IA,15 2A 2C 2 )9 2 
.CnC o s tAr 
Cs ..ut.r opt.. 






Fuel Control probloss encountered 
28 52 6 750 0 99/400 IA.15,2C,4 E 21 50 Cans tr optleization Investigating parromance rronneet due to to nelet e nltarted at overall 6 of 
njecting fuel closer 
3 10/10 - - purge sP yen calibration test Evacuatedtest 




C, 3 0o 2 13 Csbustor aptlnizatnon Attnngt to detennn affect of first stage 5and thrust on 
perfomanee Auto ignition obtained at 0 .54 Oata taken 
with Ignitors on and off to detrene effect on perforeatn 
Inspection If unit revealed excessive coolant leak at splke 
Igni tor body Interface tpair necessery Tunnel operating 
prevedu re Codified to reduce water Ingestion Into AIM wall 
55 10/17/74 - . . .. ..­e ­ u r e systen cal bratios :enacuated test cell 
t 36 15/2/7 6 750 00 - C --­ ohusuor opeitelaion fe-, of fuel split between let and second stane injectors at 
oe l I na Al.. .11 
second i e fuel iddfr.Inrby" id sytom 2C) Fuel Systm purges t rned off 
toa daterymino affect on cribustor wll press.ure distribuytion 
round thIrus.t -eeur-ent affected by th.-l .. '. nonI of fuel 
manifold 18 Inlet unstarred at overall 0 of 1 0 with first 
sgSO 0 Cavity pressure top MAE repa~red for th s rVn 
_E...untered fuel controi probleas 
Table 2, - Continued.
 
i ro.inl t Cood ti m In le t 
______ Spike fuel 
Run t, d leg sacT Poil sio* Injectors Tunnel Run UsiefilRio i 	 chio Tyo. Oat.At :i~n 	 UsedcTO' onfig* 1.i sac tml. SacO Objective of Test Cop;e. 
57 11/2/73 6 750 300 0 W9/ IA.l5.ZA E . . ....
l%0 2C 
58 11/7/74 - ­ .......---- ge syt. calibration storelIne effect of the.lI aryanion of fuel tanifolid It. 
31 59 1118/73 6 750 300 tC uo ntnlizationsr TArP 
60 71/8/73 6 750 3000 0.99/ TA,ISA, E 2 34 2 04 C ltor oPtimization overall held constant wile aun of fuel fr. innrbody 
40O 1C and outlrbody injectorvaried Fuel temp.ratr.
ensatTon added to fuel .control 
32 61 11/13173 6 750 3000 0.99/ IA,IBeS, E 2 5P 2 20 Oaterals effect of inlet mossflowsreio, of 0 81 and 0 58 ran by varying the inlet
I 721 Sc spike position on spike position AIMwtall pressure distribution reasured with 
2 52 engine perfornnance fuelmllne purge flow shut Off Remorked section Of the lnneerbedy 
assesbly burned and dansaged sectionduring consustion, damned 
-s removed Operational Procedure nodified to prevent further 
I_ 	 _ _ _ _ _ daeae 
33 62 11/20/73 6 930/ 3000 	 E Perfscrancar test TATP 
466
 
63 11/21/73 6 930/ 3000 
 0 99/ IA*1.,. 2 59 1 52 perfureec test Tunnel total pressure varied to determine effect of altitude 
4J6 4 00 2t on parfornne 
34 64 11/26/73 6 750 3000 059/ l8.SA,2C. 0 30 2 35 Subsonit-supersonlc Transilion froe subsonic to supersonic combustion nod40087 75 3 calss r 	 akd. decstrated Insopecon of unit revealed coolant was fl TngtraeWM.3Ilalo tin IS fuel -n Ifold and I nickel plated sectiln of the 
Inserbody ted blistered,. apora tlon at the spske skirt-splIe 
body has prosressed to cpprhons tely I 0 Inches Fouwrd facing 
step at the Int.fce of the tOa lasgin edge a ul y and th 
outerbody lad progressal to eppro..ately 065 Incies Largerfuel watering venturl Installed I fuel system E35 65 12/11/73 6 750 3000 40 IA,l.. t 5 2 4 Suersonic cctsstoel. Instrurestation rask Installed tAk caused tunnel to unstart 
C with instruentt on rig at - I 5 E1 s5ust gas sml In date taken 
66 12114 -, 
-,t C ., pu-r nyst- calibration 	 TAtP 
67 1214--
. . . Prga syst cibration lMIpurge forte calhbration with call evacuated 
36 60 12/14/73 6 750 3000 -. . Tire. of ute.dy state fuel flow Iicreased to 20 ecunds to alo 
os sampling date to steb.l1e 
65 12/14(73 6 750 3000 4 0s IA.1B,2AU t 3 50 17 Supersonic conbustion Onetunnel unsteart expe rienced seer end of run Several tunnel 
Ic 	 unstarts prevented by shutting off ful Inciplent rntart 
detected by eonitoring luminescent normal shock position In 
T V yie of tuenal 
37 12/19/73 750 -	
- N-- of6 3000 -.--	 -esine effects Test telneated pre turlly due to frozen vnt valve 
angie of attack 
71 12/19173 6 400 3I.zas 	 leading after run to750 3000 iA, 56 2 29 Cos edelaseossy renoved this Poty 
I 2C facing stOp noted after reading 6 
72 psrg. syt calibration Calibration Wlth IB fuel Iejector nanifold heated test e11 
evucualad.
 
47 73,74.75 1/22/74 7 10O 3200 -	 ...... - - - -h 7 facility check- Test aborted due to facilily problens (TAFP)
S-	
­ out 
76 1/23/74 7 -	 pas-- failow 3200 	 - - h 7 ty chek T 
77 1/23/74 7 130 3200 2 57 F 2 each7 facility check- Altept to start un-e at ,eeth 7 uniuccessfA Secendary ocean 
out 	 ejector usedwedge nozzle pressure varied, Inlet spike assesly
translated 
4 7 1/25/74 7 1000 3500 2 57 G 2 ---	 Mach7 facility check- Test aborted whlie atteerting tunnel start TAFP unusual 
out arunt of carbon dust deposited on AlIt 
49 79 2/15/74 7 I00 310 - - I - -acility ceck-.out AlM novedcft 5 S inches
 
00 2/15/74 7 1103 3100 2 57 - Ol - .
 -racil ity check-out TAP (d ar wlate sys tes frozen). 
8I 2/20/74 7 10o 330 2 57 U, 2C 2 0 38 . -7 acity chock-out 	 Closeout doors tnstalled In tunnel closure Tunnel started when 
wesoeule- crmsu- sd Tunnel unstarstd wenr e 	 coreustor 
II Restat not obtained due to change In wed, noccle Inlet 
pressure 
so 82 2/22/74 	7 3300 -5 F0l0 TAFP Seal around outer tol body support duouged 
83 /22/74 7 1000 2300 2 57 - 2 2 -05 Fals ,ty check-out 	 Tunnel start no oblaIed 
51 8485.86 2/28/74 	 7 1000 3300 - .,- -- iiiy eck-out TAff
 





















MiSe Objectiveof Test caren 
52 88 2/28 7 ION POD 2 57 IA. IR. 2A, 
2seal 
F 2 45 1 31 Combustion evaluation First successful Mach 7 run Tunnel closure removed Diffuser 
repare,d Effect of fuel injection location Investigated 
now2 Ignitors on. Outer cow? bodysupport deeaged by carbon 
particles in tunnel flow due to failure of carbon part In facility
heater Shroud Inlet pressure rake hit and damaged Repaired 
outer tol 
Installed 
body support and water cooled protective wedpe 
Coolant leak at the Interface of spike skirt and 
spike body noted at angular location 2700 In addition to leak 
at 180 degrees noted In Rdg6 Leakat 1800 progressedto 
approximately I 25 inches Conel leading edge tip radius and 
spiketip daaged by particles amaged areas remarked 
53 89 3/15/74 7 low 3000 2 57 IA. Is.A. 
2C.4 
F 3 2 02 Coembustorptimization Performance easured with vartous fuel Injection schemes TTO 
varied during run Ignitors on Test terminated prematureTy 
due to failure of transducer In fuel control causing fuel con­
rolvalve In fully pen Abnormala.eunt of carbon dust 
observed in tunnel flow. tonl leading edge tip radius and spike 
tip agaIn damaged Tip section repaired 
5t 90 3/8/75 7 1Q00 30 2.57 IA,IIIC* F 3 09 1 I C $omebasroptimization Second stagete InJect on clossr to Inlet (injectors IC, 4) 
4 Inlet unst.,rs encountered 
55 91 3/12/74 7 ION 3000 2.57 IA. 1.2C. 
4 
F 2 52 1 32 Effect of anole 
actack 
of Tunnel start improved at angle of attack Tunnel started at 
PTO­ 850 pile. 3 Inlet unstarts encountered due to excessive 
litstage fuel Total coolant leak into combustor eastiated to 
be 5 0 gpo 
s6 92 3/18/74 7 1000 290 2 57 TAIS.2C,4 F 3 50 2 30 Combs ter rf..ncewith Instrumentation lItrentation take blockage had aerseInlet spike stroked twice to start tunnel effect on tu nuelsart 
, 
Oxygencontent of 


















0 85 - - Facility check-out 
tonibiscor optlmiz'at ion 
First Mach 5 run Subsonic combustlondata obtained. Run 
teprinrted prnturely (TAFP) 
Subsonic and supersonic combustIon and transiton demontrated 
(b) 30 300 4 0o 31A,IA.IA. 3$A,30 2 25 2 Oh 
Four unstsrct eperienced. thes unscarts 
cell pressure one to injecting excessiveinto the AI" tiore carbon in tunnel filo 
actrlbucd to high
fuel intentionaIlyCowl leadnp edge 
c) 206 2210 4.00 IA,l5,2A and spike tip damaged Both raeorked. 











3 41 3 20 Coebustor optimization 
All consents madefor Idg 94 appl Icable for this run. encept 
contton wan I ilfed tO supersonic c usition rode your 
engine unstarts experienced Three unstarts were attributed 
to facilIty eonditions and the other to progracmed to datenrsell 
206 2210 40 IA 1i2A. inlet unstart Ilmit 
2C 




F Evaluate effects of 
angleof attack 
Subsonic and supersonic combustion and transition demonstrated 
at angle of attack Intentional engine unstart obtained when 
excessive fue as injected in superson.i cotbust on nde 
___________ 206 2210 4 00Go ____ 
61 97 4/22 5 4.00 2A, 34, 5 F combustorperformance
with Instrumentation Combustor exit low conditions surveyed Gas sampl ing datataken Blockage of instrumentation rake had adverse effect 
rakeinstalled on tunnel operation 
P3 
(A 
Table 3 - AIM aerodynamic coordinates 









34 860 	 I 72 974 70 355 7
 
Vertex r -2 438 	 r 0.204
r 4
8
x 0 595r OU 	 1O--
348 7* 
I 698 - -V. 0 	 0 0r 0001 
- :-- z - 76 0l036 -".-_-112* 
r 12 567 :73224 
-6 	 006 8841j x 73.046
406 	 XCL=34






 x,in r,In 

40 894 11 611
0.595 0 0 900 36 750 10 103
0 698 0 123' St llne
° 
 36 250 9 975
 
19 304 3 411 36.000 9.808 External
 
18 360 3 237? 10
 
20 443 3 633 	 35 750 9 685
 
35 437 9 487 370
21.691 3885 
 34 860 9 053
22.830 4.122 
 34 848 9.029 900
23 850 4.338 °
 
25 875 4.782 
 34 884 9 000 12
 
26 766 4 985 
 35 397 9 104
 
27 900 5 256 
 35 874 9 192 10'
 
28 904 5 518 
 36 171 9.241
 
29 655 5 726 83644 9391: 
* j
30 360 1 5 819 	 36 414 9 272
 
32.760 	 6 660 3765 9 32
 
500 9 695 5 6450
37710 7607 220' j40
37 71  8 	 40 894 9 720)
38 070 8 734 41894 9 810
 
38 538 8 874 42 894 9 890
 
43 894 9 960
38.826 1 8 942 

39 132 I 9 096 46 294 10.132
 
39 780 9.096 	 55 760 10.873
 
40.500 9 180- 5 645' Throat 	 57 000 10 955
 
42 00 9 318 58.000 11OoO Internal
 
-3.400 9 415 58 700 11022
 
44 O 9 452 	 61 900 11022 -Thermal
 65 980 11022 throat
45.000 9 518 






47 000 9 624 
 67 740 11 348
47 600 9 650
9.670	 11 572
48.00 ~ t68.78048.400 9.7 
 69.740 11 7
 
55 760 9 670\ End of 	 11 773
69 740 

55 760 9 4061 spike, step )04 	 11989
70 820 12 	146
71 660 

72 260 12 249
61.900 
9 406 Thermal throat: 
65 740 9 406 

67 553 9.072) 7220 12 249
 121  35785 406 2.278 90I72 
° 
j 	 72 9208  498696 20.833 
86.976 	 00 90. 73 046 12.365 
73 224 12567 900 1 
72 974 12 791 10 
70 355 13 493 jIS External 
67 000 13 493 
c) Internal struts (6) (d) Cowl lip design positions
 
-x-	 Ax,8 3957 	 in in xCL/RCL 
CL CL
 
r.- 5.942 3.01$ -r-CL' 

Close off 	 39 150 0 0 4 350 




Mach 8 36 990 2 160 4 110 
Mach 7 35 270 2.880 4 030
 
x=55.958 61 90. 64315 	 Mach 4 - 6 34 884 4 266 3 876
 
24 
Table 4. - HRE/AIM Instrumentation
 
(obtained from ref. 5).
 
(a) Coding for Instrumentation list.
 
The code for the instrumentation listed In the "Identification" column
 
is as follows. Sample, S-P-14.492-00 11'-90-3 (A-B-C-D-E-F).
 
"A"designates the component on which the instrumentation is located
 
S = inlet spike assembly
 
I = innerbody assembly
 
NP = nozzle plug assembly
 
CO = cowl leading edge assembly (outside)
 




N = nozzle shroud (combustor side)
 
NO = nozzle shroud (outside)
 
CE = combustor exit
 








T = temperature 
"C" designates the location of the Instrumentation in terms of station,
 
with the inlet spike assembly positioned for testing at Mach 6 condition.
 
"D" designates the angular location In degrees and minutes.
 
"E" designates position of the pressure pickup with respect to airflow
 




CA = chromel alumel
 




"F"designates the leg through which the leads are brought out.
 




xxx/yy In the "Reading No." column Indicates the Channel No. (xxx) on
 















Table 4. - Continued. 
(b) Instrumentation list. 
Measulre- READINGNWOBER 





5-P - 0 595 - 0 - 0-3 
S-P - 1. 492 - O0N1 - 90-3 
S-P­ 24 83­ 27)081 " 90-3 
















S-P - 30 695 - 359036' 
S-P - 35 085 - 359034' 
S-P ­ 35 07) - 26935' 
S-P - 35 071 - 179-28'S-P- 35 079 - 8923' 
















S-P - 36 87 - 359"30' 







S-P - 36 482 -0929, 









S-P - 37 5 
S.P­ 38 0 
- 0 
0 
- 903 -NOt Routed 









-P ­ 38 017-2927' - 903 
S.P­ 3800 - 1790231 -90 
-p ­ 38 0O 270 . 90 
S-p - 38 5 - 0 - 90 
;P " 39 024- 35925' -90-4 
S-P . 39021O 269025' - 90-4 
- - 38 996 17923y - 90-4 





















S-P ­ 39497-35924' 
S-P- W0027 - 359241 
S-p - 40 023 - 2628' 
-P - 40 015-179 0 2 
S-P- 40 O2 - 89020' 
S-P - 41-498 - 35930' 
-P -42464359O28' 
-97 13 30/iS -
- 90-4 131/125 
- 904 132/2512 
- 90" 267/2! 
- 904 133/255 

























S-p ­ 43.7 - 180 
S-P - 43 7 270 














S-P- 47 315-35928' - 90-4 
S-P - 47301­ 269022, - 90-4 
S-P­ 47 289- 179011 - 904 
S-P­ 47 309 - 8920' - 90-4 
-p - 48 109­ 359o28' - 90-if 



























S-T - 37 789 ­ 359030' - CA-3 303/5OP
S-T - 38 017 ­ 354035- - CA-3 N/U
S-T­ 40 021 - 3 54030 
' 
- C-4 305f5 
S-V- 41 965 - 359o30' - -4 306150.,
S-T- 4 796 - 354027 ' - CA-4 307/SOP, 
* 
* 
52-S LVDT(Spike Pstilon) 120/100,t - 4 372 Inches 
77-T toed Cell 277/300Mlb - 20a I 
SCcOtnuus to end 
Table 4. - Continued. 
(b)Continued 
lien rtelsure-RDI NG MKOER 




P 5- 529­ 2690491 -
- -5t4 12 - "g.41 " 90-3-  
1 3/20-13/25M1 




















4 - 56 0 - 17r030' - W 
1-p 56 0 - 262030. - 90 
I-P-I 799 359P45 ' - 90.4 
Not oted 
HotRuted 
270/75- , - -t- - -­ -270/20 270/50 
10-1I i-T 540 T-II-Y - 55 25 -00Nt - 0 Rtd Not Routed 
12-1 
.3-I. 
T - 60 -





'4- 60 019- ,zO -.rA-. 
- 6*. 799 - 354-56-- CA-0 
290/50 a 
309/50-
I - , 
Contlnuou to end 
Measure-
.t READINGNMUIER 
NHoe r IdcntIlfl~t.Ion 31 33 34 36 37 38 51 57 6t 63 64 65 69 70 73 78 84 8 89 91 92 93 96 97 
-
1-1p NP-P- 66.640 - tAl04- 90- -44/20-
2-HP HP4 - 6&S - ;938 ' 90-. t45 /00-3-NP HP-P - 694405 - 10 8' 90-4 147/10
4-NP HP-P - 70790 - 24012 - 90-4A I7/10 
5-HP NP-P- 70 465 ­ 012 , 904 148/10 




HP-P­ 74 550 NP-P - 77 400 - 00,0' - 90A, - 60-0' - 90-4 
149/10
150/10 
8-u Ip-, 0I.255 - .z00 8'. 50-4 151/10 
9-mPto-ftP HPP - 4.105 HP-P 86.%7 -1$5'-- 90. - X-4 152/10 153/10 
II-P P-T 68080 1211-5' CA.- 310/50 -
I-NP NP-T - 70 790 - 24 5-12'- A-3 311/50-
I3p NP4- 74 45 - 1 Not RoUted 
I45P IIT - 81.300­ .250 8 - CA-81312/50 wy -. 
totnosto ,d 
Table 4. - Continued. 
OD 
(b)Continued. 
Masurs- IG t S~ 
lab r ldtntlflcat on 31 33 3. 36 37 38 51 57 61 63 94 70 73 78 ft Be 1 91 92 93 % 97 
Ico0 - 35.525 - 83 2 - 90 /u --­
2-O0 CO-P- 35.514 - 171-508 - 90- 155/25--NfU
3-C0 0P - 35 5 - 262056' - 90-3N/u-
4-C CO-P- 35 519 - 352'59' - 90-3 27/- -C P - 37 040o- 8 304'.- 9O -2- 1u/U,6-CO CO-P- 37 044­ 13 ' - 19415911S- - -
7-CO C-P - 37.047 - 263P ' - - N/U"3 -/U
8-CO CO-P- 37 0"'- 353P2. - 90-3 161/IS- - --
9-CO O-P: 39 008: 7,:90-4wu 
-
io- P - 9.106 - 73 7' -90-'. 163/IS-WSlI-CO CO-P­ 3 -0  - 26 0 1' - 90-3 /uWU1l
12C0 O-P - 39 000 ­353 - O- 15/5- -10 
;S3-CO 00-4".509- of06- - 904 K/U-
w4-COC-P - 40 W7 - 17Y' 6' - 904. r6715-
26-O CO-O 40 so -1Y. 4, 90-3 9/25--K-tt d 
270 -I -P0004-22 02'- 90370/S----
18-CO CO-P- 0 30 2100 ' - 71-3 f/JU-- 0U 
19-CO C-P - 680 - 3 -003 f- -
201-O CO-P- 40249-3 ' -: 135-13173/OS-20-C M-P - 40.654 - 330 0' -/U 
22-C0 O-P- 40 004 - 00 S - 0- N/u75123-CO C -40364- 35;7" ­ 75-3 N/U --24-CO W-P - 40 655 ­ 03- 3 t0-3 177/15-
25-0 COP- '0.209­ 1ir, - 135-4117/I5-175
z6-CO O-P -406s6-2r5 '-10.I/ 179-15---
30-C -355 14 -359P58. 90- IM0-
32-C C-P- 36.0 - 0 " 90 181/S-
33- C-P - 366 - &0' - 9A 10/50-
33-C C-P- 736 S-0- .-W- 0 3/so--
35-c -P- 37034- 00- 90-4 184/50--
36-C CP - 37.044-90eIO' - q0-4185/so- ­
37-C -P 370M' - 903 Km-3DS/su38& C-P-37103-2707' 
- S070/S9 
39-C -P - 37 5 - 0100'-. 9 187150- 7 
40-C C-P - 38.044 - 0-10' - W-k 1/S --
41-C -P - 38M - 9100'- 86-4 ls/o- -MI 
43-C C-P - 3 .104 - Ir' - 86-3101/-
C -P- wos4 - 011-9 47'-4-3 
-45-c - 3910% ­ op S,- 9443O150--
46-c c - 390M- S97'. 94-4 194/50--
47-C C- - 39.019 - lee0 ', - 94- Ilm, 
45"C C-P ­ 3904.- 27000' 9'-3 195/50-49-C C-P- 39 501 ­ 35904' - 94-3 136/50O-
50-C C-P-39995- P00'- 90-' I7/SO --
52-C C-P -39.9A4-'W 0 7- 9­ 3 19 5 0-3C C-P- 0 04- 2700 5 - 90 o .ed 
54-c C-T- 37 044 309'-4 31/"0-.
-c C-T - 3 014- s ' -C­
4 15/S 
96-c C-T­ 39.994 - a0' -C 316/50 -
57-C C-T -0.0 900O - Co Not. 
8-C C-T ­ 0 004 ­ 15007' /-3 U--­59-C C-T - 40 000 27 CA-3 /s0

















155/25 155/25- -- U f55/15 125120 K/u1561A--- 056/15 I56120 
157/2. W 1/U N/U N/u 157/2& - 257/
..­ 0 0 
159115 
WU N/U K/u 160/10 - 160/1o
6/IS - 161/10 -- 161/10 - 161/10
62/00 10UWU N/U I/U 16910- 1 0lO 
V16/10 
N/UIS f51015 
167/11 167/IC --. u 167/10 - KIu 
1701;1 170/15 170/I­17110 171/10 
171/10 172/10 172/10 
I I I 1 73/0174/10 I/U ft/U /U 0/U 174110 f/U 174/10 N/U 
. /u 04/U 176/107/vvus U U K/u 177/IS N/U 177/IS 1/u 




Ih/ 104/5 - -0Ova 







25/2 - - .9 /0195/25 2965 
197/25 527S ; 
t99/2$--------------------­
tcont~ouousto ads z 
Table 4. - Continued, 
(b)Continued. 
Hassure- ;NME 




















































04- 41 06 - 000 , . -1104 201175.-
0-P ­ 41.061800' - 1104 272/75 
-p - 4106 - 210o0 - 110-3 N/J ­ f /U 
P - 4106 - 33000 - 110.3 0l/ - -U 
0-P­ 43 786- 100 - 90-4 202/75-O-
0-F - 43 786 - 10 0 ' - 90-4 l/U -
0-P­ 43 731- 1800' - 90-3 204/75 -
0-P- 43-786-2700' - 90-3 IU-
0-P­ 45 222- 100' - 904 206/75
0-P ­ 47016- 100' ­ 904 273/75 
0-P­ 49 005 - 100' - 90-4 207/75
-P -49 020- 90OI - 90-4 N/U-
-p - 9003 - IW, 90-4 /U-- * 
-e 49 005 270' 90-3 M/U- -
N-p- 49.50S- 0 o - 903 H/U--
P - 50 405 - - 904 208/75
-P - 50411- 900 - 904 IU- -
P - 50 411­ 10 ° - 9N-4 U-
P-. 50 41 - 270- - 93 M/U--- -
- 50 w5 ­ 10 - 90-4 N/U--­
p - 52 5 - 00 - W90-320/75
0-P - 53 006 - I 9 4 210/75-0,-P 53 00 - 90 9.4 N/U --
.P-53 006.I I0 9-4 212/75 H/U--
i P - 52."3 ­ 2700 - 90-3 H/U --
P - 54 510 - 0 - 90-3 214/75 
04- 56 - m - 9421 
p ­ 57 451 - 0O - 90­3 W/U -­
- 58 4 73 ­ eo - 4 216/75 -216/50 
-P . 9 474 . 00 - 0- 3/U -I 
-P - 60 476 - - 904 217/50- --
-P - 61 870 - 00 - 90-3 18/50-
O-P ­61 9--. 100 . 9 NO8- /U-----
0-P - 61 881 -180 - 903 220/75-­
-P -61 874 - 290P - 9,3 R/U -­
0-e- 62 976 ­ 00 - 90-4 NIU-
0-P - 63 974 - 00 - 904 N/U
0--64975- 10 - 9b-422220 -22250 
0-T- 41 978 - 00 -­ 3 317/5v 
0.T­ 42 581 - 00 - 03 318/S5ur 
0-T - 43 786 - 3 -A-4 319/Sv 
0-T­ 45 234­ 35W - CA- 320/5ovI 
-T - .6507 - 00 C'-3 209/Sv .-
0.T­ 46 510­ 900 - 0- 293/SMv 
0-T 46520- 1800 -IW 3 294/5u 
0-T­ 46 491 - 2700 - *3 295/S(ur 
0-T­ 47 016 - 3590 -A-3 321/5 
0-T­ 48 0 - 00 - - Not Routed 
&T - 49 05 - 3590- 0- 22/0v 
-T - 50 005 - 00 rC3 323/0mvl 
w-50 -Tl900 - CA NOt outod 














203/75 - 03/00w 
273/10 






































































'Contintu to and 
Table 4. - Continued. 
(b)Continued. 
neNumber tI Iantl IcatIton 31 33 34 g6 137 1 8 51 57 61 
READINGHNGOER 
6563 6h 69 70 73 78 84 88 89 91 92 93 36 97 
3-0 0T - 50.010 270 
RE- -T - 51 505 3590 
C5.0 -NT - 2 010 -
56-0 -T - 52 996 359 -
57-0 -T-510 -0 
58-0 0-T - 0 W 
e9-0 0-T - 56 0o - 0 
° 
60-0 0-7 - 56 00 - 120o 
61-0 0-7 - 56 00 - 240 
62.0 -T . 57 010 - 0o 
630 0 7 ­ 57 970- 00 
64-9 0-1 58 969 - 0o 
650 0-1 - 59 976 - 0o 
66-0 0-I - 60 971.- Go 
67-0 1 - 62 474 - 00 
6-0 0T - 62 174- ,200 
6-0 0 - 62 1714- 22.0 
7o-0 0-T ­ 63 970 - 0 
7'-o 07 - 61 1.75- Do 
720 0- - 65 224- 3590-
73-0 ID - 66 0 - 00 
- CA- Not Routed 
- CA-3 324/0av1 
- CA- 325/50 v[ 
CA-3 326/50ov 
- CA- No Route 
CA- Not Routed 
- CA-3 327/58v 
- CA-3 297/50 
- CA-1 29B/50ev 
- CA-3 328/50av 
- CA-3 329/50av 
- CA-3 330/50av 
- CA-1 331/50,v 
- CA-I 332/50mv 
- CA-. 333/S50, 
- CA-3 299/50ev 
CA-4 3o/SiI 
CA-3 334/SCy. 
- CA-I. 335/50o, ,.1 
CA-3 336/50av 
- CA. Not Routed 
-­
"On, uoLO to cnd 
NicleREADINCt ure 
aNueNoncer I13t ct 3 333 , 374 36 37 51 5 7 61 63 
N4E0R 
64 65 5 696 700 73 - 78 84 D8 89 92 92 93 96 97 
I-N -P - 66 635 - 298055. - 80-3 223/20 _ 
2-IN N-P - 67 305 - 2400 - 78-3 22I5 
3-N N-p - 68 18 - 1800 Not1outed up-n H-P - 60 000 - It01.9K 90-3 225/10 - -
.-N N-P - 69 605 .503K - N/i - H/IM 6-N H-P­70 360- 3586' -
90-390-3 227/Re 
7-u H-P ­ 71 225­ 299 
° 0 ' - 90-3 N/-0 -
8-N HP - 72 320­ 229/-
9-N N-P - 73 030 - I78 17 -92 5-4 230/10 
10N -P - 73 224 - 0-10' 188-. N/u 
IN N-P - 733324-180 
0 
11' -88-3 232/0 I 
12-N N-T - 67 330 - 337oo77 - 0A-1. 3 1OI 
3.N N-T- 680805- 113049' - -1 302/50 -~ 
I N-T- 70 36 : 353 351' - CA- 337/50nv 














Hcr IdentiflctIoln 31 33 
16-NO NO-P- 70 921­ 20012K - 90-4 233/0I0IN 
17-NO No-P­ 70 917­ 330 
8' 
- 90-3 34/10 
18.NO 71 00 131.53' 90-4 235/101!9-N  NO-P-P- . 51.-­ 50010,-­ -1. H/li--
20-HO No-P­ 71 053­ 155035- 90-41. 
210o NO-P- 71 978- 00l 90-. 238/10 -
22-NO O-P ­ 70 965­ 180012 - 90-. 239/10 
23-O NO-P- 71 965 - 18304 3 - 90 3 R/I 
. . 
24-HO NO-P- 71 60 - 19053K - 903 N/li 
26-N O-P- 71 955 - 20013 - 90-3 N42/027-NO NO-P- 72,925 - 22?3 - 90-3 213/10 
28N0 NO-P- 71 940 - 22753 - 90-3 N/u 
29-N NO-P- 71 920 - 2360 - 903 25/10 
30-NO No-p- 71 957 - 33008' . 90-3 216/20 
31-NO NO-P - 71 971 -
3M 90-4 22/7/10 
32-NO N-P - 71.970 - 346056 - 9- N/u 33-HO NO-P- 71 970 - 353035 - 90-2 29/10010 











37 38 S1 57 61 
READINGNUM 












































































































Table 4. - Continued. 
(b)Continued. 
REDING NUIER 
tdetf o1 33cat 30. 36 37 38 51 57 61 63 6 65 69 70 73 78 8 88 89 91 92 93 96 97 
OC 
S-p$-
- 69 34 - X 
;A ­ 172­X-3A -25 - X­3 
ISO-X z51/1oj 
N/U2L44/200 I - 3/300 -
S-P IC- 175 - X-3 
S? - IC - 25 ­ X-3 
S-P 2C - 175 -X-I 
S-P 2C - 25 - X-4 
I-p-. 5 - X-4 
;-p-3O - 275 - X-4O-p . to - 90 - X.4 
N/U 
NU 
NX-4 123150 23150 
N/--14/5 -o-2I/50 
N/U - -
N/U --240/20 - -77/3W 
,-- f/U 47/30D 
3/50C 31/50 75150-
N-- 7-100 
O-P - 00 ­ 270 - X-3 
O-P - 4 - 9 -x-4 
O-P ­ 4 - 270 - X-X 






-P -2A 270- X-3 
O. - m 90 - . 
O- - M -270 -3 









S-T - IA - 30 - CA 
S-1 - IC ­ 1DO­ CA-4 
54/50 
55/50 
ST - It ­ 30 - Ca. 
5T ­ 2C - 180­ 04-3 56/5057/50 
S- 20 - 30 ­ CA.3 58/50 
I-T ­ 30 - 9 - CA-. 
1- - 3B ­ 270 ­ CA-4 
0-T 10 - 90 - cA. 
04 - I - 270 ­ A-3 












- 90 - CA-I 
- 270 ­ CA-3 
65/S0
66/50 
D-T M - 90 - CA-. 
0-7 - 3 - 270 - CA-




S-P IN 02 HotRouted 
0-F IN 0 2 ; ­ X-4 2361300 -236/50 
O-P - I0 02 0ot Routed 
S-P IGN H,2 X X= 252/300----252/50 
S-P - ON"I NotAute.d 
0-P -GN 2 - X -4X. 253/300--------
0-P - IONH 2 N t R e253/50 
p - ON (7IP) - I - -. 
1 0 r0 (7 J) - K ­ -I. 
ST-P - H 20IN (LE) - X ­ 04 Visually Nonltored 
ST=P - H20 IN (SIDE) X -
0-P. - 0 - - - I 













































Table 4, - Continued. 
Cb) Continued. 
READIN NUISER 
det ficat on 1uber31 33 34 36 37 38 5I 57 61 61 65 69 70 73 78 84 88 89 91 92 93 96 97 
OC-P - H20 IN (A) - X ­ X-4 
oC-P H20 In (a) - x - X­
OC-P ­ H,0 I" (C) - X - 0X4 
OC-P - I 20 IN (D) - X - X-4 
S-p H20 OUT (TIP) - X .-4 
IP - HO OU . X X. 
ST-P - H20 OInY(LE) - X 3 Visual y non. ored 
S-p . N0 OUT(SIDE)-X Y-3 
OP - 20 OUT .X--3 
OC-P H 0 Orl (A) - 0 - -3 
OC-P - HIl0Cn (.) - K - 0-3 
8C-P ­ "20 OUT (C) - - 0.3 
OC-P - H20 OT (8) - I - 2-3 
ST-H . 2OUT-X - CuC-4I ---- -.---- --.---- -T---- . --- 36/5 ---36 5 1 
S-T ­ 20 IN- XCU -4 370 .. ....-
-.. .. -... 387/5--
I-6T -IltC N-K-:Ct-I hh/3l~~ - -- - -­
ST-,T -H' 0 LE- X -Cu-3 
ST-T -. 20 IN ILE X - TC-33 72/a S
-__- -­ 366/5 
37 
5T-T - 2o 0IT (SIDE) -X-CuC-
11-,-'-2 (SIDE)-X-CucC 37- - ' :-- 36/369/5-
-AT .­ 2 00- . X -cuc-3 ---- 3n/­
0-67 H20 IN- X C 3 374/&TS 373/5 . 
HyP -IN . x - X-XHyD-p OUT . X - X oVa yNonsoredV~uly to d 
A - 0 6 3 - CuC-4 
1A -35 75 356-CuC-3 
TIB -486- 181 - CuC-41 1 1A 3 5 75; 176 - 1-3 
I--T34
375/15-s 











/&Thj I-353/5 - 352/ 
-
0T2556-177CUC-4 




./ -------------- 38S/S. 
6T3F-562- 356- ccc-3)
6T3t55655-CC-3 
71 FIS3 - 9176 ­ CuC-4uT3E 55 6 - 175 CuC-4 
T4 - 72 36 -356 - CuC-4. 
TEO­ 66 68-356 - CuC-. 
AtI'" 72 36 - 176 CuC-4I 
67G 






















JZ . ...... .. 
Table 4. - Continued. 
(b) Continued 
measure- RCADINGNUMBER 





aT5J-40 04 ­ 340 0 -4------.363/5­
815K 47 4 - 357 CUC-.3 )-
AT5K47 84 -1CJC4 








76- T6M 50 8 



















10 ­ 356_-c-c- 38 - 354 c 
38-I-3 - -- --­ 382-383/5-v - - -





CoaY ­ 74 - CuC-X 
y IOUTA-X - X-4 
254/25
309/25T 2 -- -
--- ), -
87-F P-G CT20i -X .X 4 36// 
81-F 0-P H20A - x ­ X-3 5 
82-F O-p "20 IA P -X - VI...1s,/ t rd 
93-F 
M-F 






PURGECAVITYPA--X -X - X 3 254/25 PURGECAVITYPA2-X - X - X-3 2S /25 
PURGECAVITY pBI -X - X CAX­3 256/25 PURGECAVITYp52 - *X- 3 2971/25
INNERNOT CA/V s _ X : 
2 




0:2F PURGECAVITYT - - / 
931F
;0 -F PURGEG'URECAV:TyPN'ECAVITY T =X - *C = J7/0 N 
,,-, PU- C.Dio-F I URGE GOV 7Y 7025 
I01-F~C.11 71SOOed .1EG .IT 



















-66 74 ­ 0 -00 X 
-67 04 - 13 -y 
-67 04- - 109- 1157/5o 
- 67 0N - 0 - 193 - X 
- 67 04 - 0 - 283 - N 
- 66 74 - 110 - 00 - X 















































- 67 04 - 110 - 108 - X 
- 67 04 - 110 - 198 - X 
- 67 04 - 110 - 288 -
- 66 74 - 180 -00 - X 
-67 04 - 180 - - x 
-67 04 - 180 - 91 - X 
- 67 04 - 180 - 181 - X 
-67 04 - 180- 271 - X 
- 66.74 - 280 - 00 - X 
-67 04 - 280 -355 - X 
-67 04 - 280 -85 - X 
- 67 .: - 280 - 175 - X 
















































- 66.74 - 330 - 0o - x 
-67 04 - 330 - 3 - X 
-67 04 - 330 - 93 - x 






















330 - 273 
- X - x 
- P/R - x 















































CE-G-TT - 70 
CE-G-RT - 70 
CE-G-PT - 70 
CE-G-PS - 70 
CE-G-GS - 170 



































CE-GRT ­ 170 
CE-C-PT ­ 170 
CE-G-PS - 170 
























CE-G-TT - 260 
CE-G-RT - 260 


















CE-G-PS - 260 















CE-G-TT - 350 
CE-G-RT - 350 
CE-G-K - 350 





















Table 5. - Summary of HRE/AIM test points used for analyses.
 
(a) Mach 6 component integration results;
 
P * RaigPT'. T1 - iLtors9 
ag m Inj.1101 In .2/0, Ij.3 n 3 Purpose & Remarks 
No.* Number Ti sa R i. a 10323 
- 33 126a5 6.0 750 3000 35.2 0 0 0 0 No No fuel injection
 
A,161.151./.24 0 0.24 1,2 1st stage only
I 0 

168.0 IA,IB/.3 0 0 0.30 1st stage only
 
1A18/.3674 65 0 0 0.36 Max. 0, engine unstart
 
577 34 98.15 6.0 750 3000,35.2 0 0 0 0 1,2
 
-I 104.45 1A 0 02 1st stage only,,18/.20 0 
148.55 IA,1B/.23 2A/.58 0 0.81 lst and 2nd stages
 
a81 181.85 iA,1i/.21 2A/.56 3A/.39 1.16 Max. 0. 3 stages
 
196.25 -2A/.44IA IQ/15_ 3A/.32 .91 1 Mx. 0. 3 stages 
36 a 119.18 6.0 750 000 .2 0 0 0 0 0 No Auto ignition 
I a 124.58 j IA.lB/.26 0 0 0.26 
2A,2C1.34 0 C.59
 
f50 1__ IA.IB/.23 0 0.92
 
7:13.68 [ [ jA,1B1.25 
58.78 2A.2C/1.9 
11515 I.78 - JIB21A,/ 2A,2C1.9 0 0.73
 
124 173.19 4 4 -4- IA.1B/.22 2A.2C/.75 0 0.97
 
.33 38 96.24 6. 5 iDOi 35.20 000 0 0 No107.05 IA.1/.33 0 0 0.33 1st stage only
 
113.35 a 2C/.38 0 0.38 2nd stage only transient isaAB/__116.95 j,_8 1 2C/.67 0 85 4 data 
167 165.93 6 50305i2o0 0 0 0 0 No 01A,1B and 04,2C
 
I75T 17 j 1A,IB/.24 4,2C/.26 0 0.50
 
i8 180-33 1A.I/.20 4,2C/.41 0 0.61j $ IA.IB/.20 4.2C/.53189.33 _______ - 0 0.73 
J.9 54 15646 6.0 2 0 0 0 0 No Constant 01A,18, 02A.2C 
2 - 185.2 IA,IB/.21 2A2C/.64 0 0.85 ramped up 3 times 
215 1200.56 j A.lBI.23 2A,2C1.43 0 0.66 
0 0.49{1A,IB/.24 A.2C1.25222-316 
2.a1 235.66 0 0.7826f1A,15I.8 2A,2c/.6 
23) 2535.66 $ $ lA.18 2A.2C/.52 0 0.76 4 _.____ 247 - __ lA1B/.20 2A,2C/.61 0 o.81 No80.66 ­
26$ 57 195.11 6.0 750 3000 35.2 0 0 0 0 0 No Optimized performance 
263 207.71 1A,18/.21 2A,2C1.73 0 o.94 J 1A,1B/.32 2A,2C/.60 0 0.92 a , [/ 234 71 __ 
Variaton of fuel schedule
- 0.2 2871287.81 I~~A,1B/.21A2/54007 
303 1 1178.19 11A,IV/.21 2A,2C1.64 0 0.85 
.31)1 186.29 1 1A,18/.22 2A.2C/.65 0 0.87 
31) 1202.49 1I1A,18/.21 2A.2C/.65 0 0.86 
37 223.19 IA/.Z1 2A,2C1.66 0 0.87 
230.39 IA,lB/.21 2A,2C/.67 0 0.88
 
3 1241.19 IBI.19 2A,2C.68 0 0.87
 
157249.29 15.2 A,2C/.68 0B.2 0.92
 
3 1258.29 -0 2C/.76 0 0.76 
367 1____264.59 110 12A,2C/.801 0 0. _____ 
*Reference 10
 
Because of insufficient valid engine surface pressure
 
measurements, performance results were not obtained.
 
a Listings not available. 35
 
Table 5. - Continued. 
(b) Mach 6 engine performance results,
 
age Reading 0 0 CL' Inj11./0 	 qntors&ReakgT 
 & RemarksInj.23Purposeo. Number Time No psa 0 in. II lt 
5- 61 178.86 6.0 750 3000 36.7 OF 0 0 0 0 No Effect of spike position 
63 198 66 1AIB/.l3 2A.2C/.36 0 0.49
 
7Z 205.86 _IA,1/.15 2A.2C/.49 0 0.64
 
81 212.16 	 1Al8/ 15 2A,2C/.61 0 0.76 
90 222.06 	 + A~lB 4 2A,2C/.73 01A. 	 0.87 
990 	 Effect of spike position
 
)8243.66 __IA,181.30 0 0 0.30 _____ 
246 36 jA.18..30 2A.2C1 47 0 0.77 
1 U 251 76 j IA10/.29 2A,2C/.65 0 0.94 
13_ 262 56 _IA,181 27 2A.2C1 96 0 1 13 High test cell and 
14 1 1 273.-36 IA.18/.26 2A.2C1 15 10 41 AIM nozz. pressures 
153 63 186.15 6.0 930 3000 35.2 0 0 1o Effect of altitude
 
16/ 1 19245 :11+ i IA,8I 24 2A,2C/.56 0 0 o j
 
2195 _ IA.B/ 24 2A,2C/.76 0 001 
1 5 IF 275:25 470 __ _IAIBI.26 2A,2C/.73 0 0 99 ______ IF ____ 
J93 64 	 156.11 0 750 3000 32 0 0 0 0 No Subsonic-supersonic 
2.oi 167 61 1.24 2A,2C/ 77 0 01 transition
 
209O 202 021 0 0 3A.38/.85 0.851
 




233 	 29381 10/.26 2A.2C/.8 0 1.06 
2 65 	 764.03 6 0 750 3000 35.2 0 0 0 0 0 N Supersonic combustion 
24.9 1_ 1 174.83 _Jj IA,1/.23 0 0 0.23 with instrumentation rig,
 
25 1180.23 jjIA8I.24 2A,20/.34 0 0.58 gas sanpllng
 
2.6s, 1 196.43 J [ B/.24 2A.2C/.59 0 0.83
 
273 201.83 I I I A:/.24 2A.2t./.80 0 1.04
 
28), 	 218.03 -Ps,1z/.8 2A,2C/760 103$ 
___ 23.1 	 1:25 2A.2C/.79 0 1.04 -F IF 
297 69 	 177.00 6.0 750 3000 35.2 0 0 0 0 No Supersonic combustion
 
1 [ A 8/.22 0 I98.60 0.22 with instrumnentation rig,
0 
212.10 	 Ae/ 23 2A,2C/.48 i 048 gas sanping 
226.50 	 IA.18/.23 2A.2C/.59 0 0.82 
7.39 j, 256.20 j 	 IA.IA/.22 2A,2C/ 69 0 0.91 
-337 265.20 IA.IB/.23 2A.2C/.79 0 2.02
 
345- 71 160 54 6.0 750 3000 35 2 0 0 0 0 No Angle of attack perfom­
-353 	 171.39 IA.18/.22 0 0 0.22 suice 
.361 	 ?174.94 1I.1B/.22 2A.2C/.31 0 0.53
 
193.4+ IA.18I.24 2A,2C/.59 0 0.83
 
__97___--------34 1A,18/.24 2A,2C/ 81 0 1.05
 
395' 248.74 0 2A,2C/1.33 0 1.33
 
393 266.74 0 2A,2C/.87 0 0.87
 
27034 2A,2C/.87 0 0.87
 
.409 281474 0 2A,2C/.66 0 0.66
 





Table 5. - Continued,
 
(c) Mach 7 component integration and engine performance results.
 
Page* Readnr,2T7 P7T XIL. ~.1 gnltr ups eak
No. Number Time psia 0R In. I jI Purpose & Remarks
 
54 8 236.40 7.25 1000 3160 36. 0 0 0 0 2 Exploratory run 
(1a- 1 245.40 ___ 3170 _ IA.181.30 0 0 0.30
 
70 261.60 3250 IAlB/.42 0 0 0.42
 
78 269.70 Jl 320 1A,oB/.55 0 0 0.55
 
86 11 270.60 3270 0 0 0.57 urAo18i.57 
271.50 3270 0 0 0.58 aA.1B/.58n 
278.70 3270 1A.4.16 2A,2C/.70 0 o.86
 
1) F285.90 3250 JA,4.31 2A,2C/.60 0 0.91
 
20 1294.00 132001 IA.41,28 2A.2C 57 0 0 85 

123 1 1 299.40 13150 _ A.4/.45 2A,2C/.46 0 0.91
 
138 30.7 1 3090 ___ IA.4/.49 2A,2c/.41 0 0.90 _
 
J47. 89 250 77 7.4 I000 1790 36.61 00 0 0 0 0 No Effect of l TOw
 
I-rc, 272.37 7.25 3180 1A,18I.-32 2A,2C/.47 0 0 79 2
 
164 283.17 1 3270 IA,18/.34 2A,ZC/ 55 0 0 89
 
13290.37 1 3270 0 2A,2C/.75 0 0.75
 
11294.87 
_j _ 3310 0 2A,2C/.92 0 0 92
 
189 304.77 j 3290 0 2A.2C/.59 0 0.59 ______ 
197 310.17 __ 3060 IA.l8/.32 2A.ZC/.57 0 0.89 
____ 
209,z *R 316.47 7.30 2720 IA.1B/.29 2A,2C/.54 0 0.83 
o u327.27 7.34 2410 IAwt8/.28 2A,2/.54 0 0.82 
352.47 7..2~ 3300 I__ 2A.2C/ 57 0 93 _____A.10/.36 0 
2-49- go 197.22 7.25 1000 30o00 3676 OF 0 0 0 0 No Optimlzattoh
 
2 57 1 1206. 22 IA.18/.48 0 0 0.48 2 _____
 
2 6r 212.52 1 IA,IB/.49 4/.05 0 0.54 __ __________
 
273 1217.02 -i j A,l0/.48 1c.4/.34 0 0.82
 
2.81 23052 A,B/.26 C,4.51 0 0.77 
a9r 246.72 IA_____ 0___ 0 0.51__ 
305 
__ 247.62 1IA/. 55 0 0 0 55 __ 
313 91 175.65 7.25 1000 3100 36 613 t 1A,1B/.39 0 0 0.39 2 Angle of attack 
1 2Z80.15 IA.18/.47 0 0 0.47 2 _____ 
3Z9 186.45 0____ 0____ 0_____ 0 No____
 
337 190.05 1A.I2.51 4/.13 0 0.64 2
 
345* 203.55 IA.l8/.52 0 0 0.52
 
26.1ar 3 181. 27 4. 2C1.34 0a7 0 61
 
36!1 224.25 _ _ 11.48 4,20/50 0. 0 78
 
319 226 95 __ _ TB//28 4,2C/.45 0 0.73
 
3 7 229.65 101.33 4.2C/.39 0 0.72
 
25.5... --- 8.29 0 _ 
____ 
B_ 2C/.41 0.70 ___ 
.3-93 92 186.87 7.38 1000 2050 36.6 ou 0 0 0 0 NO Supersooic combustion
 
40120577 .29 285 IAID/484.2C/.34 0 0.72 2
 
.409 227.37?A1/5 4.2C/.43 0 0.3 cotn ect
 
290.3 7.2 301AIb/.4 4,2C/.58 0 0.1 
42! 24.07.3 8/ 4,2C/.55 0 0.912
 
433 ~ 312.87 7.25 3000 AI/364,2c/.49 0 00
 
*Reterence 11 
*Recomputations were made with surface pressure substitutions
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Table 5. - Continued.
 
(d) Mach 5 component integration and engine performance results:.
 
Pg RednT T xCL. Iemanu0 

No. Nuer Tine ps . ao nj 1/0 Inj 2/ 1i -3/03 11 2tr Purpose & Remarks 
N . N 93 134.03 5.1 420 2100 35.2 00 0 o 0 
 No fuel injection
 
0142.13 2A.29 02 2 2nd stage nnly 070 56Subsonic Wobustlon70 150-23 j 1 0 2A/-31 3A,38/.25 05 usnccmuto 
158.33 J0 0 3A.3B/.60 0.60 and 0, content effect
 
86 62.83 o 0 3A.3B/ 71 0.71
j j94 174.53 0 0 3A,38/ 49 04 ____
 
102182.63 
___0 0 3A.38/.35 125_
 
13 5.! 42 2230 352 0 0 0 0 Subsonic combustion 
118 ___ 140 44 0 2A1 49 0 0 49 2
 
/ 26 _____150 34 0 2A/1.49 3A4.38/.47 0 96 ______
 
34 ___ 157.54 0 0 3.4,3B/2.03 1 03 _ __________
 
142 _ _ 163 84 0 0 3.4.38/1 19 1 19 _ __________
 
150 _ 180 04 0 0 3.,3/59 0 59 _________
 
218-74158 214 24 300 2940 0 2A/! 53 0 0 53 Effect of T.1.0
 
IF& 25.14 J [0 2A.153 0 
 0 53­
, 2A/1.5416(28.4 0 3A,38/.5 1.4I High test Cell and18.4,. I74 
- AIM nozz. pressures 
3 231.34 IA.IB/ 15 0 0.15
 
/91 ____233 14 1A,I8B/ 0 0 0.25
___ 25 iz:~izi 
13.9 23 04 t __ 1A.16/.27 0 0 10.271 
207 95 129.55 5.2 300 2430 35.2 0 0 0 0 No Supersonic combustion
 
2 1!5- 1 140 35 5.1 - 3080 IA,18/.16 0 0 0.16 2
 
223 160 15 ___ 2940 1A 2A.2C/.68 0 0.86
.416.18 
23/ 169.15 1A: 18/. 19 2A.2C/.83 0 1.02
 
23? 189 85 0 2A,2C/ 99 0 0 99 ____ _____
 
247 196.15 0 2A,2C/.86 0 0.86
 
25-T ____ 204.25 0 2A.ZCI.71 0 0 71 _ ____
 
263 211.45 0 2A,2C/.58 10 0.58
 
27/ 217.75 0 2A.2C/.70 0 0.70
 
27P 228 55 _,1.22 .8 ZA.2C".63 0 0.85A. 
287 241 15 __ _0 0 0 0 No
 
2 95r 252.85 320 2800 1 .18/. 18 2A,2C/.70 0 0.88 2
 
303 289.75 310 2890 - 0 2A,/.86 0 0.86 AIM nozz. press, high 
311 310.45 420 2230 0 2Ac/.66 0 0 66 Effect of TT 
319 V__ 3%7 65 420 2230 _ _ 0 2A,2C/.51 0 0.51 $ ____________ 
327 96 73-44 .1 420 2230 35 2 30 0 0 0 0 No Angle of attack perform­
3.36 4164 f0 2A/38 0 038 2 ance 
2-44 150.64 j0 2A/1.45 3A.3B/.38 0 83 
3-6 165 94 _0 0 3A,38/.87 087 
3 6 0 172 24 __ __ 0 0 3A.35/.59 0 59 
366 180 34 _ ,0 0 3A4.30/.43 0 43 + _________ 
376._ __ 244.24 __ 300 2925 0 0 0 0 No 
I ' o394 264 04 420 2230 1 1 0 0 0.10 2) Fuel flow fleas.E8.1 

Aj'".4.821 0 
400 275.74 i 1.20 0 0 0 20 2 flow only indicated 
.992 274.84 0 021 2l -malfunction;- ]-A­
408 _ _294.64 0 0 0 0 N 







Table 5. - Concluded. 
(d) Concluded. 
"XPT,Page Read nC 
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High test cell and 
AIM nozz. pressures 
*Reference 12 
Table 6. - Instrumentation code-outs for HRE/AIM performance computations. 
C033 0000000 PROCOEF C033
 
C033 0000100 KDOSEL 60, 05, 67. 83, 84, 85. 86. 87, 88, 91, 92,123,126,148,154,156,150*160,162,16
 
0035 0000200 KDOSEL 165,166.168,171.172,174,175.176,180,101812,183,185,6191.206
 
C033 0000300 KDOSEL 208,212,226,228,230,231,236.239,240.241.244,2128.249,290,292
 
C033 0000400 KDOSEL 305305.307.308.309,310,311,312,313.314,315.316,317,318,319
 
C033 0000500 KDOSEL 320,321,32Z,323.324,325,326,327.328,329.330.331,332,333.334
 
£033 0000600 KDOSEL 335.336,337.338
 
£033 0000700 KOOSEL 399
 
C033 0000800 QUALIFY AINLETT 
C033 0000900 AT 3(2);SET VAL(11,INITRO)-.73448,VAL(lIOXY)..26552jDSPLAY VAL(11INITRO).VAL(12IOXY) 
C033 0001000 QUALIFY STAPRS t 
C033 0001100 AT 320(2);DISPLAY 'INPUT PSI(1.1). THEN TYPE GO
C034 0000000 PROCDEF C034 
C034 0000100 KDOSEL 60, 65, 67, 84, 45o 96o 87. 8, 92. 123,12.,148.154,56,158,160,12,164 
C034 0000200 KDOSEL 166,153,171,172,17k,176.180.131.182.183.186.191.195199201 
C034 0000300 KDOSEL 206.208,212,226.228,230,231.236.240,241.244.248.24925229022 
C034 0000400 KDOSEL 305,506.307,308.309.310,311,312.313.316,315,31,317318.319 
C034 0000500 KDSEL 320,321,322,323,326,325,326,327,328,329.330,331,332,334.335 
C034 0000600 KOOSEL 336.337,338 
C034 0000700 KDOSEL 399 
0036 0000800 QUALIFY AINLETT
 
£034 0000900 AT 3(2);SET VZL(IINITRO)-.73k48,VAL(11IOXY).,26552jDISPLAY VALCIL.INITRO).VALC11.IOXY)
 
0036 0000000 PROCDEF C036
 
C0036 0000100 KDOSEL 60, 65, 66, 67.123,24.116.156.156.158.160.142.10660168171172174131
 
£036 0000200 KDOSEL 182.186191,195,199.206.208,21.228, 230. 231.238.240A41,244
 
.036 0000300 KOOSEL 248.249.252,28,290.292294.305.310,312:313.314.315.320
 
C036 0000400 KOOSEL 399 
£036 0030500 QUALIFY AINLETT 
C036 000600 AT 3(2).5ET VAL(li, INITRO)-.73441.VAL(1. IOXY)-.25532;OISPLAY VAL(1i, INITRO).VAL(11. IOXY) 
£038 C00000 PROCOEF C038 
C038 0£00100 KDOSEL 60, 65 6 67,223,124.146,156,168.174.281.18211911,199.201o206.2 
C038 £038200 EDOSEL 20231.236 240.241.246.k48,269.252,290,292.294,305,310,312,313
 
C038 0CC0300 KDOSEL 314.315.319,320
 
C036 C£00400 KOOSEL 399
 
C038 0000500 QUALIFY AINLETT
 
C034 C030630 AT 3(2).SET VAL(11,INITRO)-.73441,VAL(11.IOXY)o.2552;ISPLAY VAL(l. INITRO),VAL(1. fOXY)
 
C038 0000700 QUALIFY STAPRS
 
£036 00000 AT 320(2),DISPLAY 'INPUT PSI(1I1). THEN TYPE 60'
 
C052 00000 0 PROCDEF C052
 




£052 0000400 QUALIFY AINLETT
 
£052 0000500 AT 3(2),SET VAL(11, INITRO)m.703kIVAL(l. IOXY).25552;DISPLAY VAL(11,INITRO),VAI(11, IOXY) 
C054 000CO0 PROCDEF C054 
C054 0000100 KDOSEL 65 66. 67,124,137,139,141,156,165.168.178.181,182195,199,200,201,206,226,230 
C054 00020 KOOSEL 249,252.268, 290,292,294,305.313,314,315.319.320.329,399 
C054 0000400 QUALIFY AINLETT
 
C054 0000500 AT 3(2);SET VAL(CI IITRO)a.73441.VAL(1,1 IOXY)-.26552;OISPLAY VAL(ll.INITRO),VAL(11,FOXY)
 
£057 C000000 PROCDEF C057
 
C057 0000100 KDOSEL 62, 65, 66, 74.124,137,139.1580160.16,172.179,181.182.183,187,q,195199

£057 £000200 KDOSEL 201,206.226,230.218.21.,252,29.290.292.294.305.313,314.315,320,321
 
C057 0000300 KDOSEL 329
 
C057 0000400 KDOSEL 399
 
£057 0000500 QUALIFY AINLETT
 
£057 0000600 AT 3(2),SET VAL(11,INITRO)-.73613,VAL(11, IOXY)-.26387,DISPLAY VAL(l, INITRO).VALC11, fOXY)

C060 0000000 PROCDEF C060
 
C060 0000100 KDOSEL 62. 65, 66, 74,124, 137,139,158,160,168,172,179,181, 182, 1".187,190,1953199
 
C060 0000200 KOOSEL 201,205,226,230.268,249,252,289.290,292,294,305.313,314,315,31,320
 
C060 000030 KDOSEL 321,329

£060 0000400 KDOSEL 399
 
C0060 0000500 QUALIFY AINLETT
 
C060 000600 AT 3(2);SET VAL(11,INITRO)-.73613,VAL(11,IOXY)-.26387jDISPLAY VAL(il, INITRO).VAL(11.,OXY)
 
C061 0000000 PROCDEF C051
 
C061 0000100 KDOSEL 62, 65, 6, 74,22k,237,139.158,160,168,172.17q.11,182,183,187,190.195.199

£061 0000200 KDOSEL 201,206.226,230,248.249,252,289.290,292.29.305,313,31315.319.320 
£061 0000300 KDOSEL 321.329 
C061 0000400 KDOSEL 399 
C061 0000500 QUALIFY AINLETT
 
C061 0000600 AT 3(22;SET VAL(12,1NITRO)-.73928.VAL(11.IOXY)-.26072,DISPLAY VAL(lI, IIITRO),VAL(11.IOXY)
 
£063 0000000 PROCDEF C063
 
£063 0000100 M0OSEL 62, 65, 66, 74,124,137,139.158,160.1,68172,179,181,182,183187,290195,19? 
C063 0000200 KDOSEL 199,201,206,226,230,268,249,252.289,290,292,294,305,313,314.315,319 
C063 0000300 (DOSEL 320,321,329 
C063 0000400 KDOSEL 399 
C063 0000500 QUALIFY AINLETT 
C063 0000600 AT 3(2);SET VAL(lI. IHITRO)-.7726,VAL(1 IOXY)..2276;DISPLAY VAL(ll, INITRO),VAL(11, IOXY) 
C064 0000000 PROCDEF C064 
C064 0000050 KDOSEL 62, 65, 66, 74 
£064 0000100 DOSEL 124,137,139.148.138.160.168,172,179.181.182.183,187,190.195 
C064 0000200 KDOSEL 197,199,201.206,225.230,218,249,252.289,290.292.294,305,313,314,315 
C064 0000300 KDOSEL 319,320,321,329,399 
0054 0000400 QUALIFY AINLETT 
£064 0000500 AT 3(2);SET VAL(11,INITROJh.76751VALC11,IOXY)-.23249,DISPLAY VALC11,IHITRO).VAL(11,10XY) 
£065 0000000 PROCOEF £065 
C005 0000100 KDOSEL 62, 65, 56, 74.137,139,181,182,183,187,288,190,195,197,199,201,206.226,230 
CO05 0000200 KDOSEL 2103252,29.290.292.294.305,313.314,315.320,321,329.399 
C065 0000400 QUALIFY AINLETT 
C065 0000500 AT 3(2);SET VAL({1,|IITRO)o.76751,VAL(11,IOXY)-.23249;DISPLAY VAL(11, IITRO),VAL(11,FOXY)
 
C069 0000000 PROCUEF C069
 
C069 0000100 KDOSEL 62, 65. 66, 76.137.139.181.282,183,187,190,195,197,199.291.206,225,230,248,252 
C069 0000200 KDOSEL 289,290.292,294,305,313,314,315,320,321,322.329,399 
CO L
C08 88ss ss




Table 6. - Concluded. 
Coll #o000 PA0CDEF Coll	 1 17,1?
Coll 0008100 XIOSEL 53, 12. 85. 56. 74.11%.37.1327151.. O12170"Il112"117" 19.
Coll 0000200 KOOSEL 2 0S20 .248. 249.252 90.292°t $3s1313.315.$320.321.3243fl.390 
C07l 0000500 QUALIFY AINLITT VAL1IINITft).YAL(l.tNUT)Co71 	 0008600 AT 3(2);ST VAL11. INIT40)W.75N52,VAL(1IStOXY)..2S4IS;OISPLAY 
C0$ 0000000 PROCOtF Cos8 
Cogs 0000100 KOOStL i9, 22. 23. S. 35, 0o. $I, 54. 67, 74, ,s.2&.,137.130.lS?.15S.110 
CosI 0000200 f000t 16.2,l5.15.160K.10.71.72173.174.17S.l7177176#ll9.h 
cost 0000300 KOOSEL 182, lt, 1 9.107,190o201°2227.230,055242,249 
COI 0000400 XDOSEL 230.252o278o01.200292.30.3l,314.315,320.321.329.349 
C0s 0000500 KDOSEL 0 
Co8 000O00 QUALIFY AIRLETT	 | VAMLt.1tfI0).IVAL(I, *01?)
cOe 0000900 AT 3(2),St VALI111128)s.7528.VAL( II0 X)a.24872OISPLAY 
Co8 0001000 QUALIFY ANOZ AC

008 0001100 AT )5(SFS 
 OAg0fE1-$.S*Q0AC0SPLAY ORAMfXED.AOEX.PSIAT,2OMGSEI a 0.5f- O 
Coss 0001200 QUALIFY CO"VTA 
Cos 00:1300 AT O;SlTLVCS)CV(53.MV(S6)4W(53)IOIPLAY S(S).MVESS).NVC05 
0st 0001400 SITPS 123,.0500 
Cos8 0000000 PROCDEF C019 
0000100 O$L 14, 55. 0o. S2, 64. 07, 74, 0,1124,2117.137,15i.lu0.1S0t18.lCoss 

C0s 0000200 KOOSEL jflo1l5.470,19l0181 18S37o1.190.19Sl19S.l0I 
Co8 00030 K 21224,227250.133201,261,250.252,219.290.291.209IOOSEL 	 1CS 
C00 0000400 KOOSEL 30.731.030.32l.329.399
 
0069 000600 QALIFY ATHLETE
 
VAlI. IMIT),VALIS. Il'y)
0080700 AT 3(ISEt VALE2I. Iht0)..75141.VAL(I1. IdZ?3%2851*SIIPLAYCos9 
C09 0000100 QUALIFY CONYTA 
Col8 0000900 At 0;ILT V(S).N(5).M(50)44V(53)JOISPlAY 33),MY(51).Kf(5S3
 
00s 0001008 SEIPS 123.0.090
 
c00 00000000 MOCCF C00 1 75 1 7
 
con 0000100 KDOSL 54. s, 60, 82, 54., 7..117.150.152 





.COgs 0000303 RlSEL 00 
C00 000400 KOOSEL 292.2)4.303.313.314.315.320.32128 
Cost 0000500 iDOSIL 399
 
COO 0400600 QUALIFY AINLT I I S INITfO).VAL(l1sJU1T)

0000700 AT 3(2020tt VALt 21. I1TAO)..711.VAL( 1. I 
OXY)-.. S OISPLAY VAL(l.¢098 

0090 
 0000800 QUALIFY OMTA KVIS31IMVCS).VS660 
0091 000000 PROCCI Cool
 
Col 000100 KDOSL 54, 53. 50, 62. 4,7. 74, 7
 
Co09 000900 AT 0'StT MY(I )a*C(53).It(56)-4V3)JOISPUVT 
117o 195.197o19204.214
 
Cool 0000300 KOSEL 22.122,230.224 1 2000 22.294. 365.313

Cosf 0080200 KOOSEL 7. .171.182.183. 025 21 

COgs 000400 00OSL 3it,313,3 20.31 320.H
 
0C0600 QUALIFY AIILETT J
0091 	 OIPLAY VAL(A1INITRO).VALUIIIS!YSCD91 0000100 AT 3(20;0[T VALIIXIfl*TtO).-73B9.VAL(11.*Ofl)%5Il 
C091 000800 QUALIFY ENGMH
 
c091 0000900 SET ALPHIA-.O;OISPAY ALPHA
 
c091 0001000 QUALIFY COMYA
 
C0il 0001108 AT CiSET MvISS)1 4V(51).MVESS)46(5l)3hI$PLAY MY(61).VMYSE).MV(B5)
 
Cos1 000120C STPS 123.0.690
 
COS9 0000000 PROCDEF Col
 SO. 67. It.i17o.i ts.8175t7.2l,182.241017.39,10IS$Co92 0000105 tOOSL 54. 55. 50° 52. 2 844 .loSZZ60°u00 0 KOSL 197, i,900,28022612720.23C092 

C02 £30300 KDOSEL Ro,61fit 2 Il2 72.289,2#0:19294.,38
 
£092 0000400 KDOSEL 313,311.313,320,321.329.310
 
C0s 000500 QUALIFY AIOZ Ps AI DU 4.O I
 
£ll O00000 AT 560(3),SIT ORMEX.$..OAC,&OISPLAY dtMl.SOS0EZX M UO t AIt * 

0s1 0000700 QUALIfY COHVTA
 04 $3),M0(6S)MVE56)C92 000000 AT OsSET MV(65)CVC53.NVESS).Mv(53),OISMAY 









OIO).*$44295u0PLAT VAlt. IUItOI.VALCII.IOU?)£093 0000500 AT 3(220;511yALE2l.1hhTRO)..S5508.VALEII. 

Co93 0800700 TUNNOPT 3
 




c004 0000600 QUALIFY AINLETT
 
0094 8000700 AT 3(2)3SST VAL(E11 NITAO)'..75184VALI.I01Y)..2I71SJOIEPLAY VAL(1IIItft)i.ALE11.I0)
 
c004 000800 TUwNOFT S
 
cogs 000000 PROC0F Col9
 
Co0 0000100 COMACMS T T 
AIMLE0095 C00000 QUALIFY 	
.S3IjDISLAY YALII INITtO)VALC11. IMY) Co95 0000700 At 3E2)s5E VALlIoINItNO)..7405VAL1.. 

Cos 000000 TUNOPT 3
 
Cos 00000 0 PROCOEF COSS 
C000 0000100 COMACHI 
C090 0000600 QUALIFY AIILITT VALII*, NITIO)VALE1 02?IOXY) 




C09 00080 PROMF 
 C00 
C0097 8880100 K0OEL t.$, ,0 , 2. 66 65, 6?, 7O,124.17138111.18u1 ?.10h lh 
0097 0006200 KDOSIL 1St 226o230.21.2,0.288o20022.94.05.313.$gjt,315,32228.399 
too? 0000500 QUALIFY AIMLETT O) V I 2 2 0 1 DIPLAY VA1L.t, INIiRO)VAtl(11. lay)s. 7701#. AL( 1. IOXY)-.0097 0000600AT 3(2)2T VAL( 11, IKIT 
-QUALIFY AIOL	 O I X DCO? 0000700 	 *E11IATM. 0t - *.5 40*A 
0097 00000 AT 5403)SEt DM *-..5t ACJ0O$SPLAY DMSEX R 
COSS 0000000 uN10?PT 3 
A£0STR	 s s O8 ¢0097 9001000 QUALIFY 	 COMUSTI0'Co7 0001100 At 30($) T ICTPXCTOISPLAY I$LI.XCt.ICTP.STE'3 
CO1ACHS 0000000 PR00F COMACHS 7bl24.l3tl)9.lS? 10.,21S,175.17|IlCOAD*3 0000180 KOOSIL 54. 55. 58, 12. 64. 65.SS. 57. l,2.20252Io.2I5.290.tt2°294.31COISACK0800200 KDOSIL III12.183.1?.0190o187,1t9.106.22.230 
0000300 KOOS[L 313.314.315. 32.321.529.f!COMACH0I 
0
~IG 	 421 
op Q Aq4 





















(e) Schematic of HRE/AIK test section located in the free-jet test chamber of the HTF.
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Figure 2. - General Configuration of the AIM 
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(a) Combustor area ratio distributions
 



















Injector Injectors Diameter, in.Anglea, deg. S/d x, in. Location
 
1A 37 0.119 90 13.1 40.5 I.B.
 
1B 37 0.119 90 13.9 41.25 O.B.
 
1C 37 0.119 106 13.5 44.5 I.B.
 
4 37 0.119 90 14.2 44.5 O.B.
 
2A 60 0.095 67 11.4 48.5 O.B.
 
2C 60 0.095 119 10.6 46.5 I.B.
 
3A 114 0.090 65 7.0 53.75 O.B.
 




Ignitor x, in. Circumferential locations Anglea, deg. Location 
I 42.00 55 110 165 230 290 350 94.5 I.B. 
2 50.98 40 100 - 220 240 280 60.O
b O.B. 
a. With respect to AIM centerline.
 
b.Also looking upstream, ignitors #2 are inclined 300 clockwise.
 
c. Plug welded prior to reading 57.
 
(b) Combustor configuration and parameters.
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(a)Reading 61 - Measured Equivalence Ratio, 0 
Figure 4. - HRE/AIM fuel equivalence ratio;
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(b) Reading 63 - Measured Equivalence Ratio, 
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t = 178.86 sec. 
55
 
READING C 0061 SLOCK =. 86 TIPF a 178,86? MACH 6.0 PT = /1J5.249 TT 2991.6 PAGE 
iRAMJtT PERFORI4NCE 
S U m m A R Y R P 0R I 
WIN P I 
IqND TUNNEL 1 
H 5AMPA MOLWT SONV MACH VEL S W/A w A/AC
0 5 
"QMTV 0 IVAC PHI ETAC 
0.000 7b.249 R998 668.9( 794) 1.2929 28.95S 2560 
0,000 0,389 40T 
SPIKE TIP NS 2 
.31,3( 98) 1.3989 28.954 98 5.989 5919 1,827 0.10600 21.230 0.7820 
0 6 
3980 9,750 187.t, 
0,600 18.675 2998 668,9( 791) 1.2928 2d.95" 2h50 
0.600 17.008 2935 b09.8( 775) 1.2948 28.954 2554 0.362 976 d,080 0.10600 21.230 0.76 0 '051 1b08 1908 
WIND TUNNEL 3 0 0 
0.000 745.249 !998 
0.000 0.400 410 
606,9( 794) 1.2929 28,955 4580 
.30,5( 9) 1.3969 28.954 993 5,9o0 5916 1,827 0.10818 21.668 0.7e20 4064 9.946 167.6 
SPIKE TIP Ns 4 o 0 
0.600 14,675 2998 
0.600 16.930 4931 
INLET THROAT 5 
bbl,9C 70) 1298 25.952 580 
b4a.9( 774) 1.29U9 e8.954 2553 0,390 1000 2,080 0.10815 21,68 0.7820 
0 3 
40b4 1.681 187, 
40,400 07,5 2961 857.9( 783) 1,2940 28.954 2565 
40.400 19,271 1512 245.4 370) 1.3473 Z8,454 1870 2.4a9 4544 1.884 1.08512 21.230 0.0764 3375 76,622 159.0 
INLET UPNRSK 6 0 3 
40.400 307,275 2961 657,9( 783) 1.2940 28.954 2565 
40.400 16.527 1453 229.7( 359) 13506 28.954 1836 2.522 4629 1.64 0.98647 21.230 0.0840 3010 70.963 160.6 
INLET DNNHSR 7 0 4 
40,400 140.460 2961 6S7,9( 763) 1,2940 28,954 2565 
40,4O0 120.028 2857 6a6.5( 753) 1.2973 R8,954 2523 00097 153 t.936 0.98647 21.230 0,084U0 3410 19.21 160.6 
COPSUsTOP 0 8 ± 3 
0,41O 307.172 2961 657.9( 783) 1.2940 28.954 2565 
40:410 19.270 1512 
COMBUSTOR 0 9 
445( 374) 1.073 28.954 1870 2.49 5 3 1.8B4 1.08497 21.230 0.0764 
2 3 
3375 76.608 159.0 
40.841 401.878 2958 656,8c 782) 1.2902 20,954 2564 
40.841 "19.562 1522 248,2( 377) t.3468 28,954 1876 2,410 4522 1.885 1,08860 21.230 0.0761 3365 76.497 15t.5 
COPBUsTOR 0 to 3 4 
4S1.3i 177.602 2953 65b,o 781) 1,2943 28.954 2562 
41.331 20.243 1567 a60,o( 389) j.3444 28.954 1902 2,339 4448 1.890 1.07705 £1,230 0,0770 3334 74,456 157.1 
COMOUsTuR 0 12 4 
410.00 sb,352 2951 6549( 7;0) 1,2944 28,954 2561 
4I.500 20.658 1594
CO 81USOR o 12 267.2( 396) 1.3030 28.954 1917 2.298 4405 1.894 1.06990 21.230 0.07755 4 3316 73.235 150.2 
41.834. 37,019 2948 653,9( 779) 1.2945 25.954 4560 
41.831 21,S71 16$5 283,7t 413) 1.3399 28,954 1951 2.206 4304 1.901 t,051a7 21.230 0,0788 3276 70,338 154,3 
COMBUSTOR 0 13 6 3 
0.460 483,440 2941 651.7C 777) 1.2947 28.95N4 2557 
42.460 23.945 1807 325,2( 454) 1.3332 28.954 2034 1.988 4042 1.918 1,00372 21,230 0.082b 3174 63.054 149,5 
COPBUsTO 0 10 7 0 
42.826 160.732 2936 650.3( 776) 1.2948 28,954 2555 
42.826 25.778 1899 350.5f 479) 1.3297 28.954 2002 1.860 3873 1.926 0.98531 21.230 0.0841 3111 59.305 108.5 
COFPUsTOR 0 i5 8 A 
42.891 157,326 2935 
40,091 26.060 1913 
650,0( 776) 1,2949 28.954 2555 
354.5( 483) 1.3291 28.954 4090 1.840 3805 1.928 0.98134 21.230 0.0e95 3101 58.639 108.1 
COMBUSTOR 0 16 9 5 
44.310 119.142 2912 642.9( 76 9) 1.2956 28.954 e545 
44.310 29.445 2093 404,bf 533) 1.3226 28.954 2180 1.584 3453 1.944 0.91035 21.230 0.0911 2965 48.851 139.7 
COMBUSTOR 0 17 10 5 
04.800 115.332 2903 640.2( 7661 1.2959 28,9Su 2541 
44,800 29.501 2103 407.6( 536) 1,3222 28.954 4185 1.561 3411 1.946 0.89658 21.230 0,0924 2950 b7.534 130.9 
COPaUSTOR 0 18 11 5 
U5.6I 114.207 2888 635.7r 762) 1.2964 28.950 2535 
45.611 2b.994 2088 403.2( 532) 1.3228 28.954 2178 1.5o6 3410 1.90S 0,88737 21.230 0.0934 2544Q7.027 136.7 
READING Z 0061 BLOCK m 68 TIME = 178.862 MACH b6 PT = 745., 49 T1 x 2997.0 PAGE
 
P T H GAM A moWT SONV MACH VEL S */A A/AC MONTM Q TVA PHI 0TAC 
COMBUSTOR 0 19 12 5 1 
40#Z60 li3.615 2876 63,!.1( 756) 1.49b7 R8.954 a530 
46.460 27.296 2051 .59a.9( 522) 1.58 I 2b.954 21bg 1.602 3460 1.944 0.66285 21.2.30 0,0961 4955 46.39b 139,c! 







1.2968 213.954 2530 
1.3242 28,954 2158 1,606 3465 1.940 0.86054 21.d3n 0.0963 2956 46. 35 139.e 
COMBUS.TOR 0 21 14 5 
47.31o 110.774 2858 626,7( 753) 1.2973 28,954 2523 
47.310 03.780 1981 373.5( 5o2) 1.3266 28.954 2125 1.676 3S59 1.994 0.60039 21.231 O.I056 2979 44.275 14U.3 
COVVU;8TuR 0 U 15 5 
48,110 106,463 28844 622.7( 709) IR977 28.954 2518 
48.11o 20.730 1925 357.7( 486) 1.,287 46,954 4095 1,7 58 3642 1,94b 0.73492 21,2S0 0.1128 3002 41.590 141,4 
COMBUS.TOR 0 23 16 5 
"8051 101.209 2832 b19,1( 7a5) Ja9dl 2b95a 2513 
48.d5j 17..$69 1857 338,9( 468) 1.3313 26.954-060 
1.818 3744 1,947 0065t32 21.23f0 0.1263 3033 3e,190 142,8 
COMBU37OR 0 94 17 5 
50,301 92.413 2811 612.7( 739) I.M298 8.954 2504 
50.501 12,674 1741 507,at 436) 1.3359 28,954 1999 1.957 3910 1.951 0.53338 21.230 0.1554 3085 32,014 145,3 
COMBUS TOR 0 25 18 5 
504831 89,473 a805 610,9( 737) 1.2990 28.954 2501 
50O831 11.505 1709 298,4( 427) 1.3374 28.9S4 1981 1,996 3954 1.953 0,49883 21.230 0,1662 3099 3U,656 146#0 
COMBUSTOR 0 26 ;9 4 
52,24 83.787 2790 606,5( 733) 1,2995 28.954 2495 








60;,1( 728) 1 3000 28,95 4 288 
5 4,3 41 679 2 15 30 250 .2( 379) 1.346 3 28,95 4 1881 2 228 4190 1.959 0 ., 346 21,2 O 0,2379 3179 22 6 ')l1 0a90 
C) COMBUSTOR 0 ZIB 21 5 
. 54.84 75.688 2708 600.0( 727) 1.3002 20,954 2486 
r OBJT5.891 06.4?1 9L5I5 4 ,1( 375) 1.31172 28.954 1872 2.248 u208 1.960 0.33421 21.230 0.2400 3185 21.657 I50.0 
55,591 73.2q6 Z763 598.5( 725) 1.3003 28,954 2404 
55.59,1 5.933 1493 240,4( 369) 1.3484 28,954 1860 2.276 4433 1.962 0.31505 21,a30 0,2631 193 20.724 150.4 







1.3004 28.954 2483 
1.3486 28.954 1857 2.213? 4238 1,962 Q.SltO4 2t.230 0.2665 3194 20.485 150.5 





597,0( 724 ) 1.3005 28,954 2482 
220.2( 349) 1,3527 28.954 1814 2.393 4342 1.971 0.2473 21.830 0,340i 3235 16.445 1520 





594.3( 721 ) 
209.3( 338) 
1.3008 28,954 2478 
1.3552 26.954 1769 20 54 4389 1.971 0.22b31 2t.2S0 0,3679 3251 lb.369 153,4 
COMBUS;TOR 0 33 26 4 
57,631 62.450 2749 594.Z( 721) 1.3008 2b.954 2478 
57=.831 30751 1374 200.Y( 338) 1.3553 28,954 1780 P8.40 4391 1.971 0.22464 91.2S0 0.3699 288 1529 15 .e. 
COMBUSTOR 0 34 27 
97.971 62,322 2748 594',0( 721) 1.3008 ?b.954 a477 
57,971 .71,! 1370 208,0( -437) 1.3555 218.954 178h 2,ubl 039b 1,971 0,e2S08 43.230 0.1716 3253 15.,!38 153.2 







1.3008 28.9-54 R477 
1.3556 26,954 1785 2. 04 4397"1.970 0.22556 21,230 0.3675 354 15.413 153.3 
COMBUSTOR 0 36 29 
58,331 63.554 2746 593.3( 720) 1.3009 28,954 21177 
56.331 3.711 1302 205.8C 335) 1.3bbO ed.95Q 17B] 2.a75 004 1.970 0.2Z461 21.a3O 0,3h87 3256 15.358 1"30 
tnCOV8U;TOR 0 37 30 1 
S6.557 63.847 2740 593.0( 720) l.0O~q 28,954 ?476 
58.557 3.680 1357 a011.6( 333) I10583 28.954 17/8 
2,419 all08 1.969 0,22439 21.23n 0.36q4 32b8 15.3753 8 















1,3011 48.b4 d474 
1,3570 26.980 1771 2.49b 4419 1.969 0.22081 21.e30 0.3783 32b1 15.169 153.6 





590,4 717) 1.3012 28.954 2472 
199.8( 329) 1.3574 26.954 1767 2.502 4421 1.969 0.21907 22,230 0,3777 3260 15.078 163.6 





588.3t 715) 1.3010 28.954 
2OI.8( 331) 1.3569 28.954 
2469 
1771 2.4083 4398 1.967 0.22710 21.230 0.3650 3249 lb.b22 153.0 












587,1( 714) 1.3016 28,954 2168 
203.6C 333) 1.3565 28.954 1776 2.i167 4380 1.9bb 0.23326 21.230 0.3553 
35 2 
584,7( 71j) 1.3016 28.954 2464 
g06.5( 335) 1.3556 28.954 1782 2.441 4350 1.971 0.2110 21.230 0.37U9 
3a40 15878 152.6 
3226 14.947 15d.0 
COMBUSTOR 0 4366.571 55,648 2715 
66.571 3.448 1366 





1.3019 28,954 2460 
1.35b8 26.954 1783 2,437 4306 1.976 0.20555 21.230 0,4032 3224 13.683 1510 





1.3019 28,954 246b 
1.3939 d8.954 1299 4,016 5216 1.976 0.04279 21.230 1,9371 3595 3.468 169.3 







1,3019 28.954 2464 
1,3919 28.953 1341 3,840 5160 1.976 0.01995 21.230 1,65q3 3570 4.006 168.2 






.17,6( 111) 1,3018 2b,954 2464 1.3991 28.954 1055 5.20P4 S89 1.858 0.08635 21.230 0.9599 3717 7.365 175.1 







7o3) 1,3028 28.954 2452 
1W8) 1.3969 28.954 1215 ,345 5280 1.953 0.04279 21.230 1.9371 3616 3.511 170.3 
READING 9 0061 bLOCK =88 TZHE a 178.862 14AL H 6.0 PT 2 74btR9 TT = 2997.6 PAGE 
Xpes P.10 P.08 PDA Qux W-10 cl-Pa CANALL p-Ib/pso P-18/PTO P.Oa/PsO P-OB/PTO 
e).981E.01 t.O4OE 00 0,000 b0.547 -Ol O.OUO 0.000 0.000 2,470E-02 2.6752 00 1.396L-03 0.000 0.000 
1.836E O1 1.040E 00 0.000 .3.66E 01 U.000 0.000 0.000 i.634E 02 2.675E 00 1.39&E-03 0.000 0.000 
3.070E 01 2,190E 00 .O00 .1.656E U2 O.Ovu O.UO0 0.000 5.053E 02 5.634E O0 2,939E.03 0,000 0,000 
3.50aE 01 3.89 E 00 0.000 .3.6R72 02 O.OVO 0.000 0.000 6.804E DR 1.004E 01 5.22AE-03 0.000 00000 
3,555E 01 3,960E 00 0.000 .3o985E 02 0.000 00000 0.000 7.013E 02 1.019E 01 5.314E-O3 0,000 O,000 
3,606E 01 3,870E 00 0.000 -4,382E 02 -1.171F 02 -1.7tIE OR 0.000 1.246E 02 9.956E 00 S.1936-03 0.000 0,000 
3.648E 01 ".232E 00 0.000 -d,729k 02 -1.199E 02 .199E 02 0.000 7.443E 2 1.089k 01 5,678E-03 0.000 0,000 
3,671E 01 4.212E 00 5.694F 00 -5.506 02 -I.a15E 02 et.21SE 02 0,000 7.551E 02 1*0832 01 5,65IL-03 1,465E 01 7.640L.03 
3.671E 01 4,211E 00 5,729E 00 -5.507E 02 -1.215E 02 -t12S 02 0.000 7,5but 02 1.083E 01 5,651E-03 1.474E 01 7,688E.03 
3.701E 01 4.18SE 00 7.490C 00 -5.5M9 02 -1.23bL 02 -1.236E 02 0,000 7.860E 02 1.077L 01 5.b66.0 1.927E o01 .OSE-n2 
3,73BE 01 4,032E 00 9,700E 00 5.S12E e-14 02 .264E02 0,0OE00 8,a50E 02 1.037E 01 5,41%E-03 d.495E DI L,302E-02 
3.503E 01 3,7652 00 1.249E 01 *5,30SE 2O-1o315E 02 .t.315E 02 0,000 6.950E 02 9.686E 00 5.052L-03 3.413E 01 1,676E,02 
3.87$E 01 1.159E 01 1.559E 01 -5.408h OR -1.503E 02 -1.403E OP. -1.802E 01 9.7519 02 2.981E 01 1.55SE-02 4.009E 01 2,091EI02 
3,684E 01 1.257E 01 2,597F 01 -5.44bE OR -4,614E 02 .1,41E 02 -1.959F 01 9,854E 02 323E 01 1,687E-02 4.110E 01 2.1446-02 
3.901E 01 1,44E 01 1,684E 01 -5,527E 02 -1.614E 02 .1.t49E 02 -2.251E 01 1,004E 03 3.7072 01 1,934E.02 4;,333E 01 2.260E-02 
3tq502 01 1.861t 01 1.936E 01 -. 770E 02 -1.872E OR -$9563E 02 -3.090E 01 IoO03 4]788E 01 2,497E-02 4.981E D1 2.598EP02 
3.986E 01 1.677C 01 a.1212 01 -5,81SE 02 -2040 2O J.1671E 02 -3,703E 01 1.102E 03 4t0ISE 01 2,2516-02 5,457E O| 2,846E-1)2 
4,O00E 01 1*606E 01 9,034E US -5.809E 02 -2,112E£ 02 1E 04ttBO-3,940E 01 1,1189 03 41,132E 01 ?.155t202 St23e 01 297996,02 
4.0332 01 1.730E 01 10827E 01 -5,798E 02 -2.2t$8E 09 .1.13E 02 -4,490E 01 1.1$7E 03 4.451E 01 e.3U12-08 4.701E 01 2,424-202 
4.040E 01 1.756E 01 1.834? 01 -5.802E 02 -2,3a62 02 -1.86SE 02 -4.61S2 01 1.166f 03 Q.517E 01 2,356L-02 41.70E O! 2,46BE-02 
4.041E 01 1.760E 01 1,635E 01 -5.801E 02 -2.331E 02 ,t,868E 02 -4,032E 01 I tbbE 03 4.527E 01 2,361E-02 4,72ZE 01 2,46SEvIJ2 
4.064E 01 1.9ZLE 01 1.079F 01 -5,809E OR -2.5?3E OR w2,037E 02 -5,354E 01 1,216E 03 4,941E 01 2,577*02 4.833E Dl Z,5?I0V 
4,133E Oi 2,104E 01 4,42SE 00 .6,014E 02 .2.8blE 0 .2246E 02 -6.159E 01 1,2749 03 5,413E 01 2.UU3-02 1,13H2 Ol 5,9382P03 
4,150E 01 2,1b7E 01 4,196E 00 .6,15SE 02 20659 OR .,322E 02 -4.4329 01 1,294E 03 5.576f 01 2,908E.02 1,080E ol 5t631E.03 
4.183E 01 2,924E 0! WSO5E Do0 6,493E 02 -3.14E£ 02 -2,47SE 02 -6.950E 01 !.333E 03 7,523E 01 309ZUE-02 9,647E 00 5,032E*03 
4,246E 01 4.365E 01 3,479E 00 -7,380E 02 3.644E 02 P2,784E 02 -8,575E 01 1.9O8E 03 1.123E 02 5,857E-02 8.950E O0 4,668E-03 
4.283E 01 3.952E 01 3,322 Do0-7o9M2E 02 -3.961E 02 .2,958E 02 -1.003F 02 1,452E 03 ItOMT 02 5.303E-02 8,54SE 00 4,457E-03 
4,289E 01 3.878E Ul 3,294E 00 -8,031E 02 -4.020E 02 -2,988E 02 -1.032E 02 1,460E 03 9,978E 01 S,204E-O2 8,473E DO 4,420EP03 
4.4131E 01 2.27SE Ol 1:217E 01 .9,134E 02 -5,51SE 02 .1.596E 02 .1.919E 02 1.631E 03 5.85RE 0l 3.052E.02 3.130E Ol1,t633EP02 
4,480E 01 10721E 01 1.523E 01 -9.208E 02 P6,098E OR .3o763E 02 *2,314E 02 1,690& 03 4.42SE 0l 2,310E.OZ 1t91SE ol 2e044foOZ 
4,561E D1 1.509E 01 a.030E 0! -9.131L 02 07,0159E 02 -4,078E 02 -2.960E 02 1,789E 03 4.087E 01 2.132E-02 5,222E 01 2,723E- 0 
4.626E 01 !i e2E 01 I.8ilIF 01 .8.918E 02 -7.808E 02 .4.30SE 02 .3.503E 02 1,609E 03 3.814E 01 1.989E-02 4,736E DI 2,470E902 






1,536E 0! -8,504E 02 .8,961F 02 -4.656E 02 -4.305E 02 







3,950E 01 2,060EPOR 
3,35de Ot !,?48EWU2 
4,885E 01 
5 03 oE_01 
1.087E Ot 
1.7 11E 00 
1,087E 01 .7,75SE 02 -*0.592f 03 -5,136L 02 -5,451E 02 
7 711E 00 -7.060E 02 . 1.12E 03 .5.5 48 E 02 6.3 9 E 0 9 
2,189E 03 
2. 370E 03 
2.798E 01 




1 98 4E 01 1.035 E.02 
5.0839 01 6.554E 00 6.554E 00 .6.863E 02 -1.231E 03 -5.689E 02 ob,6222 02 2.437E 03 1.686E 01 B,705203 1,686E 01 8,795E-03 
5,224E O 7,044E 00 _7.044E 00 -6,361E 02 -1.325E 03 .6.040E 02 -7.205E 02 2,614L 03 1.812E 01 0.a52E=03 1.812E 01 9,452E-03 
5,43aE 01 3,712E 00 "3.712E 00 .9,769E 02 ot.4.592 03 .6.490E 02 o.t9RE 02 2,681E 03 9.551E 00 4,982E.03 9,551E Do 4.q82E.03 
P 
5.464E 01 
5 0559 E 01 
3,0752 00 
3.2 1SE 00 
3.57SE 00 -5.674E 02 -1.46ZE 03 .6.596E OR -8.022E 02 
3 *215E Do -5 5 42 E 02 -Is495 E 03 -6 73 4E 02 8.2 13 E 02 
2,94aE 03 
3 0 40 E 03 
9.197E O0 
8 271E 00 
4,797E-03 
4.3 14E-03 
9.197C DO 4.797E-03 
8.271E 00 4 3 14E 03 
S 5.576E O! 3.134E 00 ,134E 00 -5.515L 02 I!.SUdE 03 .6.764E 02 -8.256E 02 3.062E 03 8.061E 00 4.205E.03 b,061E 00 4t20SE-03 
5.635E 01 2.085E 00 2,850E 00 -S.094E 02 -1.527E 03 -6,864E 02 -a.4O E 02 3.102E 03 5,364E 00 2.798E-03 7.332E 00 3,844L*03 
5,776E 04 2,958E 00 2.958E Do -4.8876 02 -1.503E 03 -7.077E 2 -8,799E 02 3,209E 03 7.6!0E OU 3.969E-03 7,610E Do 3.969EP03 
5.763E 01 2.362E 00 2.962E 00 -. 6.79E 02 -1,5b5E 03 .7.08SE 02 -0,767E 02 3,216h 03 6.078E 00 3,170k-03 7.b2E DO0 3.975E-03 
5,797E 01 4,362E 00 2.973E 00 -4,659E 02 =1,590E 03 .7.104E 02 -6.601E 02 3.234E 03 6,07BE Ou 3.t70E-03 7.648E 00 3,999,01 
5.80SE 01 2,979E 00 2,979E 0o .4.847E 02 .1.593E 03 -7.114E 02 .8.820E 02 3.240E 03 7.66E 00 3,997L.03 7.663E 00 3,9979003 
5.833E 01 3.000E 00 3.000E 00 -4,808L 02 -1.6U4E 03 -7,150E 02 -6.886E D? 3t4but 03 1.716E OU 4.aS0352 7.7lb2 O0 Qt0?5E-U3 
5.856E 01 2.9052 00 2.908E Do =.78DE 02 -1.612E 03 -7.17BE 02 -8,938E 02 3.309e 03 7,481E 00 3,902L.03 7.481E DO 3.902E-03 
5.928E 01 2.612E 00 R.612E 00 -4.7OSE 02 .63tE 03 -7.,!622 OR -9.101E 02 3.402E 03 6.721E OU 3,506 -03 b.721E 00 3,506h-03 





1.250F 00 -4.649e 02 -1.714C 03 .7.5!UE 02 .9.593E 02 







3.216E O0 1,6771,03 
6.33SE 00 3.304EP03 
6,619E 01 3.693E 00 3ob93E.00 .4.649E 02 .1.7bbE 03 -7.759E 02 .1.012E 03 4,2b9L 03 9.499E 00 4.955h.03 9.499E O0 4.955E.03 
tn b.657E 01 2.550E 00 3,080F 00 gO.(,qk 02 -1-797E 03 -7.784E 02 -. O01E 03 4.337e 03 6.560E OU 3.422E.03 9.982E 00 5.207E.03 










0Eoa.1.7YE 03 .7.766E 
C.00 

















.,.6L49L o2 *1.buE 03 -7,799E 
.4.276E 02 -1.835E 03 .7,890E 
02 -1.022E 03 











6.914E 01 2,487E 00 2.610E 00 -3.686E 02 -1.8mbE 03 .7.919E 02 -1.054E 03 4.66SE 03 6.399E 00 3,338E.03 6.7191E 00 3,502E.03 
6,991E 01 1.33bE 00 2,931E 00 -3.1052 02 -1.8b7E 03 -7,949E 02 11.069E 03 4.760k 03 3.434E Ov 1.791-o3 5.245E O0 2.726E.0 
7.063E 01 1.219E 00 1,490 O -2.716E 02 1 .8b9E 03 .7,973E 02 .1,072E 03 4.848E 03 3.13bE 00 1u635E-03 3.833E 00 1.999E03 
7124E 01 t1.tO1 00 1.32E 0O0 -2.437E 0 -1.860E 03 -7991E 02 -1.080E 03 4.922E 03 2.681E O0 1.503.03 3.401E 00 1,774E-03 
7.21gE 01 9,169E-01 1060E 00 -2.085E 02 -.. 897E 03 -8.016E 02 -1.095E 03 5.036k 03 2,359E 00 1.230E-03 2,727E 00 1.422L.03 
7.262E 01 8.2502.01 1.071E O0 .1,949L 02 -1.9uE 03 -8,026E O .1,102E 03 5.088E 03 E.1246 00 1.107E-03 4,755E 00 1,437E03 
7#415E 01 7,521E-01 1.110E O0 -1.508E O -1,926E 03 .8.057E 02 v.120E 03 5.213E 03 1,935E 00 1,009E-03 2.856E 00 1,489E.03 










-1.247E 02 -1.937E 03 .8.072E 02 -1.130E 03 
.1.24e4E 02 -1.937E 03 -8.072E 02 .1.130E 03 
















7,923E 01 8.000.oO1 0.000 -8.905E 01 .1.96lE 03 .8.123E 2 -1.118E 03 5.525E 03 2.058E 00 1.073L-03 0.000 0.000 
8313E 01 3,050E01 0.000 -6,543E 01 -1.963E 03 -815%2E 02 .1.1482 03 5.630E 03 7.846E-01 4.093h.04 0,000 0.000 











03 -8.220E 02 .1,145E 03 











READING = 0061 HLOCK 9 48 TIME z 178.862 MACH 8.0 PT 141>.24q TT Z2997,6 PAGE 6 
UnAU CORAG CF HC 
4.040F 1-1 1.220E 02 1.420E 02 2,353E-03 b.66E-02 
4.O41E 01 2.11?E01i 1i 2E 02 2.353E-03 5.366E-O 
4.064E 01 9.105E 00 1.313E 02 2.3bbE-03 5.437E.O 












N'4126f O 1,276E 01 J.bSOE OR 2.619Ek03 5,7125-EO 
4,283E 01 7,093F 00 1.721E 02 2,693E-03 5.6vE-Oe 
4,289E 01 1.239k 00 1.733E 02 2.705t.U3 b.817E.02 
4,431E 01 2.551E 01 1.986 02 2.86E.03 5,755E.02 
4.480E 01 8,j835 00 2.070E 02 2.659E-03 5.b986.O 
4,561E 01 1.336E6 o 2.204E 02 2.657E.03 5.630E.O 











4.811E 01 1,183E 01 2.5931E 02 2,762E.03 4.453E.04 
4,085E 01 1,096E 01 .694E 02 2.715E.03 3.609Z.02 
5.03o 01 1.7126 01 2.465E 02 2,638E-03 3.039ff.02 
5,083E O 5.509E 00 2.92OF 02 2.617E.03 a.810E5.O 
5,224E 01 1,321E 01 3.052F 02 2.556E*03 2,3.0E.02 
5,q3E 01 1,662E 01 3.219E 02 8.482E-03 1.826E.O 
5.484C 01 3.51SE O0 3-254E 02 2.71E-03 .7'IE-02 
5.559E 01 5o24 00 3.304E 02 2.o54E.03 L.6dbE.O? 
5.576E 01 1,095E 00 3.31SE 02 2.blE.03 I,6U .02 
5.635C& I 1,775E 00 3.33E 02 2.378E-03 1.208501 
5,778E 01 4.041E 00 3.373E 02 2.343E-03 1,094E8O2 











5,633f 01 1.276E 00 3.390E 02 2.323903 .001EOk 
5.856E 01 1.029E 00 3.409E 02 2.316E03 1.075E.02 
5.928E 01 3.267E 00 3.48j 02 2.303E.03 l.OblE.02 











6,619F 01 1.126E Of 3.756E 02 2.326E-03 1.064 02 











6.8h7T 01 6,873E 00 3.850E 02 2.338.-03 9,6SM-03 
6,914E 01 2.407E 00 3.874E 02 2.289E03 T,9E03 
6,991E 01 2.286E 00 3.697E 02 2,209L-03 5,8376.05 
7,063E 01 1.79E 00 3,915E 02 2.18b8&-3 4.9439-03 
7,124E 01 1,309E 00 3.928E 02 2.146E-03 4.564E03 
7.419L 01 1.824E 00 3.946F 02 2,105E-03 3.8796.03 
7,262E 01 7.602E-01 3,953E 02 2,097E-03 3.7551.03 
7,415E 01 2,636E 00 3.980E 0 2.o90EO.03 5.6966.03 
7,430E 01 2,38!E-01 3.982E 02 2.0756.03 3.411 .03 
7.505E 01 9.340E-01 3.99eE 02 1.966E-03 2.1bE-03 
7.5056 01 J.415S-0- 3.9929 02 1.9bTE-03 2,147E-03 
7,63sF 01 4,3506.01 3.996F n2 1.945E-03 1.969E.03 
7,923E 01 1.014E 00 4.008E 02 ,04SE-03 3.215E03 
8.313E 01 9.915E-01 4.0165 02 1.6755E03 1.551E.03 
8.59E 01 3,751k-01 4.0209 02 1.894603 1.7fVE-03 
0 6B.68E 01 1.817EI-01 '.022 02 1.27L-03 2.153E-03 
.­' 8.a88E 01 0.000 .u22E 02 1q26L-03 2.154E.03 





CALCULATED THRUSTa,62,t . (LEF) 
MEASURED tHRUSTob..$, ,.*,.,... .649, (LdF) 
CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE .,.,..,..., 1462. 

MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE............... .68Q. 

CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT........... .. 1848 

MEASURED THRUST COEFFICIENT ....*...,.... .,2758 









STREAM THRUST.........s .*.* ....,,... 






.. .. too. 
MOMENTUM AND FORCES
 
INLET FRICTION DRAG......,¢*,, .o,.,. 
INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE, ...... .,o.. 
COMBUSTOR FRICTION DRAG ... .... 
















COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE..... .. o*. -151, (LBF) 

NOZZLE FRICTION DRAG,,,..... ....... , 24,98 CLaF)
 
NOZZLE STNUT DRAG "., ....... .. oo. 000 (LOF)
 
NOZZLE HOMENTUM CHANGE .. ,........ 392, (tLF) 

NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL....t ....... , 41, CLBF)
 
EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG "" 60.07 (LBF) 

EXTERNAL PRESSURE NTERRAAL.: ,,,,,,,,,,, -1102. CLEF)

TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG... sq. , ..... , "1162, CLBF) 

TOTAL STRUT DRAG,..v,...... ,,,,..., 1102 (LBF) 

CAVITY FORCE*..,..* ......... .a1028a (LSF)
 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE ..,...........o.26. (LBF)

MEASURED LOAD CELL FOREtt...*s...o,,. 





NOINAL CO-1. LEADING £DGE,..., ,.,.., 





N G  
COAL LEAOI E...........,., 

NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EDGE ......... 

NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE...,....*., 

STRUT LEADING EDGE., ,............... 

SIkUT TRAILING EDGE.. ..................... 


























ANGLE OF ATTACK ...... o................ O ,00 (DEGREES) 
MASS FLOw RATIO.......... o.... ,....... 0.7800 
ADOITIVE DRAG COEFFICIENT............... 0.029 
LIMITING PRESSURE RECOVEHY EPFICIECY.... 0.1857 
DELTA PT2,... ,..,......*..a 0,1390 (PSI)........ 

TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUPERSONIC..... 0.4123
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUBSONIC,...... 0.1885
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUPER80NIC.,.o 0.9052
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC...... 0.9130
 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC... 

KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY SUESUNIC...*. 
ENTHALPY AT PO - SUPERSOEIC.,..,........ 


























VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT Ce.... 1.0059
 































FLAVING a 0061 BLOCK '.110 TIME = 198.662 MACH 6,0 Pf = 744.999 TI = 298a.8 PAGE
 
RAMJLT PERFORMANCE 






GAMMA M0IWT SONV MACH VEL b IA K AIAC NUPTN G IVAC PHI tTAC 
0.000 744.999 2989 666,2( 7g1) 1.2932 28.955 4576 
0,000, v.387 405 .31,7( 97) 1.3989 28.954 986 5.993 5910 1.826 0.10592 21.219 0.7843 3986 9,728 187.3 
SPIKE TIP N8 2 0 6 
0,600 18,700 2989 666.2t 7l 1.2930 208.954 2576 
0,600 17.045 2926 
WIND TUNNEL 3 
647,d( 
0 0 
773) 1.2950 28.954 25S1 0,380 971 2.079 0.10592 21.279 0.7843 40t6 1,598 191.1 
0.000 744.999 2989 6b6.( 791) 1.2932 28,95b 2576 
0.000 0.401 409 -30.6( 98) 4.3989 28,954 991 5.959 5906 1,826 0.10852 21,800 0.7043 4082 9.959 18702 
SPIKE TIP NS 4 0 0 
0.600 18.700 a989 b6b.2t 791) 1.2930 28.954 2576 
0.600 16.951 2923 646.3( 772) 1,2952 28.954 2550 0.392 999 2.079 0.10852 21,800 0,7843 tOb2 1.684 187.2 
INLET THROAT 5 0 4 








1.3453 28.954 1892 2.334 4416 1.807 1.08568 21.279 0.0765 3320 7A.514 156.0 
40.400 27b.500 2920 
40.400 17,403 1489 




1.2953 28.954 2548 
1.3486 28,954 1857 2,4Z7 4508 1.887 0098698 21,R79 0,0842 3356 69.139 1577 
40.400 137,506 2920 6A5,4( 771) 1,2954 28,954 2548 
404 00 116.75e 2812 
COMBUsTOR 0 8 
613,2( 7o0)
1 4 
1,2968 28,954 2504 0.507 1269 1,935 0,98698 21,279 0.0642 3356 19.46a 157.7 
40.0 199.546 3168 645,4C 862) 1.2840 28,523 Z663 
40.410 28.455 2011 298.6( 520) 1.3231 26.524 2154 1,934 £166 1,970 1.08778 21.323 0.0765 3319 70,420 155,6 0,06 0,85 
COMBUSTOR 0 940.835 176.361 321640,835 41.644 2310 
a oa6£3.S( 875)368,2( 606) 1.2817 28.$87 26771.3119 28.588 2296 1,617 3711 1.980 1.09145 21.323 0.0763 3273 62.954 153,5 0,06 1.00 
COMBUSTOR 0 to 3 21 
41.325 153.547 3209 641.Z( 873) 1.2819 28.586 26T5 
41,325 32.780 2250 350,6( 588) 1.3139 28,587 2Z68 1.682 3813 1.989 1.08008 21.323 0.0771 3174 64.004 14 9 0.06 1.00 
CONBUSTOR 0 11 4 21 
41.500 141.433 3206 
41.500 35.110 2330 




1.2819 28,586 2673 
1.3112 28.587 2305 1.384 3651 1,994 1.07268 41.32V 0,60776 3117 60,656 146.2 0.06 1.00 
41.825 121.564 3201 638.7( 871) 1.2820 28,586 2671 
41.825 33.834 2390 391,5( 629) 1.3091 28.587 2333 1,508 3517 2.004 1.05464 21.323 0.0789 3015 57.637 141.4 0.06 1.00 
COPBUSTOR 0 13 6 2 







657) 1.305 268.587 2376 1,379 3278 2,021 1.00735 21.323 0,0826 2840 51.320 133.2 0,06 1.00 
42.810 90.157 2859 635.3f 793) 1.29Q83 27.459 2592 
42.e1n 29.001 2186 429.a(S89) 1.3207 27.459 2287 1.404 3211 2.049 0.99180 21.372 0,4841 2758 49.494 129.0 0.13 0.11 







635.R( 773) t.3015 27.304 2568 
429.3( 56q ) 1.3240 27.384 2255 
9 21 





634.7(769) O1.30I27,372 2563 
430.2c 567) 1.3245 27.07a 2251 1.4 3199 2.041 0.98626 21.372 0,0846 2742 49.039 126.3 0.13 0,00 






450.8( 587) 1.3221 27.371 2547 27,371 285 1.285 2935 4.056 0,91581 21.372 0.0911 2562 41.778 119.9 0.13 0.00 







1.3038 27.371 2540 
1.3224 27.370 2260 1.2b1 2922 2.057 0.90082 21.372 0,0926 2546 40.906 119.1 0.13 0.00 








4$.605 31.348 2367 

COMBSsTOR 0 20 

46'a5v 66.55b 2666 

46.25 32.579 2247 
0 

COMBUSTOR 0 21 

46.260 61.960 2591 

06.260 32.59b 2170 

MHOBUsTOR 0 22 

46.320) 63.440 ?578 

46,320 32.712 2159 

COMBUSTOR 0 23 

47.310 68.779 2548 

47.31D 34.602 2158 

COMBUSTOR 0 24 













COMRUSTOR 0 a6 

50.285 63.276 2444 

50,285 20,6633 1853 

COPBUSTOR 0 27 

50.a95 63.292 2443 

50,295 Z0.542 1850 

COPOUSTOR 0 28 

530.82 5 65,343 2376 

50,825 15,742 1666 

COMBUSTOR 0 29 

52,23s 55.b22 a618 

52.235 IS,375 191S 

C0PBUSTOR o 30 

54,335 51.259 2730 

54,335 11,t37 1900 

COMBUsTDR 0 31 

54,835 51 166 272S 

54,835 10:492 1857 

COVOUsTCDp 0 32 

85,585 50.623 2730 

55.585 9.434 1817 

COPBUsTOR 0 3S 

55.760 50.606 2728 

55,76 0 9.187 1803 

COMBU8TOR 0 34 

56,345 49.177 2913 

56.341S 7.282 1917 

COPBOUSTUR 8 35 

57.770 44.464 2b47 

57.770 5,b80 1747 

COMHUsTuR 0 36 

57,82S 39,901 2984 

57.82s 6.717 1958 

COMBUSTOR 0 37 

C57.965 4U.003 2977 

J 5 7 9 65 6 5 9 5 19 43 





8il.2( 786) 1.2982 27.520 2580
 




611.3t 183) 1,3072 25.631 2600
 




611,2f 760) 1.3106 25.55b 2570
 




610.7( 756) 1.3112 25.545 25b5
 




601.4( 746) 1.3122 25,544 25St
 




593,9( 158) 1,3138 25.543 2540
 




587-0f 732) 1,3136 25.546 R531
 




58241( 759) 1.3173 23,936 2588
 




58a,0 758) 1.3t74 23.93S 2586
 




578.9C 737) 1,3202 23,884 2557
 




S71.4( 815 ) 1.3090 24,26 2657
 




561.3f 852) 1.303S 24,260 2700
 




$59,2( 850 ) 1.3036 24.461 2695
 




556.1( 851 ) 1,3033 24.274 2699
 




555.5( 851 ) 1,3030 24.474 a699
 




553,3( 912) 1,2946 24s460 2769
 




548.bt 890) 1.2976 ?a.408 2743
 




S48.4( 935) 1,2910 24.544 2793
 




548.0( 933) 1.,!914 24.538 2791
 |9 3 .1( 58a2) 1 32 e0 4 4 5 39 2 2 86 1 .,4 5 4214 2 3 3 b 0 .227 15 21.6 43 0 .37 17 

M(OTM Q IVA PHI ETAC
 
4S42 37,401 118.9 0.13 0.19
 
2543 35,369 lit.3 0o31 0.0S
 
4544 35.,4 ltb,3 0.31 0.01
 
2546 35.14 lid,$ 0,31 0.00
 
e593 31.519 120.7 0.31 a.00
 
2659 26,719 124.7 0.31 0.00
 
2707 2h.933 12b.? 0.31 0,00
 
2940 2b.665 136#0 0,49 D03
 
2941 28.674 136.00.49 0103
 
2986 27.212 138.1 0,49 0,00
 
j0b9 R3,243 141.9 0,49 0.11
 
3221 20,715 14910 0.49 0,17
 
3246 20.304 45Q.1 0,49 0.17
 
3279 19.615 151,0 0#49 0.17
 
32b 19.971 15?.0 0.49 0,11
 
3409 15.928 15707 0,49 0P5
 
S455 15.493 159.8 0.49 D.23
 
3457 1Q.930 159, 0.49 0,29
 
3 4 60 1 4,87 5 16 o.0 0 .49 0 2 9
 
UEAOINO 2 0061 BLOCK 0- 110 TTMF = 198,bbl! MACH b.0 PT a 744.999 17 = 4980.8 PAGE 
P I H GAMVA M0LWT ONV MACHI VEL Is HA w A/AC VPIM Q IVA Phl ETAC 






SU7,8C 866) 1,3009 24.341 9715 
161,8( 482) I.Su37 du,.ioj 2113 205UO 43q5 2.30b 0.22978 41,623 D,3674 346?.1.6"0 160.1 0.49 0.20 





547,0f 842) 1.3042 24.2T4 2687 
147,7( 4053 1,3505 24,274 2041 2.190 4470 294 0.,2894 21,623 0,3680 3468 15,90 160.4 0,49 0,17 










1.3076 24.dO4 2657 







544,7( 754) 1,3193 23.971 2549 
92,2( 282) 1038a6 23.971 1666 2.860 4759 2,10 0,2296 21,623 0.37S3 
3 6 









1.2698 24.902 2928 
1.3007 24.988 2565 1,5!3 3905 2.362 0.22353 21,643 0.3777 3495 13,566 I6lob 0.49 0.47 







1.2667 25.054 2943 
1.2969 25,0bj 2S99 1.481 3850 2.383 0.23131 21.b23 0.1650 3U96 13.b39 161.7 0.49 0.50 







532.911163) 1.2535 25,304 3004 
282.5( 926) 1,2805 25,319 2743 
38 4 










1,246 25.490 3038 










1.2405 2b,537 3007 





6S0,7(1333) J, 228 25 499 3142 
410 8(1127) J, 5tS 25:SS0 2950 1,16 0 3421 2,449 0.20936 21,623 0.4032 3ses 11,131 165.6 0,49 0,70 




0 739 17 20 
522.9(1205) 1.2405 25.537 3047 
2 2a 5 ( 49 7) 1 326 9 25.568 2106 2 9 11 613 2 2 .417 0.0 43 S8 2 1 ,623 t,9 371 4487 6,153 207 5 0 .49 0 ,70 




0,387 1 463 
522,9(1205) 1.4405 25.S37 
301,2( 417 ) 1,3 401 25,5 b8 
047 
1953 3,3 01 6 449 2 .417 0.0 28 24 21 .b23 2 9900 46 AI ,830 21 4,2 0, 49 0 70 
NOZZLE AE REGEN So 43 4 $8.801 27,133 4141 650,7(1333)
86.601 . U.60 3 19 90 158 0( $67) 
NOZZLE' PO REGEN 51 44 4 
1.2228 25,499 3142 
1.3167 25 566 2229 2,05 4 6362 2.449 0.0 435 6 21.6 03 1.9372 467 4 4.306 eld,2 0. 49 0 70 
88.60t 27,133 4141 
88 . 60 1 U 3 67 16 23 
FIC11VE COmaUSTR 71 
6S0.7(13333 1.2228 
258 9 ( 46 1) 1 .3313 
64 0 
25,499 3142 
25 568 a05 0 3 ,29 1 67 46 2 ,449 0 0266 3 2 1 623 3.1 698 4049 9 79 ?,224. 2 0. 49 0 7 0 
66,565 076.500 4473 
66.565 0.387 1016 




1,216S 26.283 3208 
1.3610 2b.360 161S 4.821 7786 2,257 0.05064 41.6a3 I.6b79 $398 6.124 249.6 0.49 1,00 
18801 
8 a.8 o1 
170805 3789 
.910 1970 
502,0(12043 1.2412 25,537 3026 
- 148 .3 1 577 ) 1.3 15 4 25.568 Z2 45 2 5 43 570 4 a. 444 0.0 4358 21 6 23 1.9371 285 3 ,86b 19 b.2 0 ,49 0 70 

























































-4.430E 2 -.a,513! O -2573E O2 













1.670E 01 ".231E 00 5.6722 O0 -5.551k 02 -2.669 02 -2.669E OP 0.000 7.548E 02 1.093E 01 5.660E.03 1.46SE 01 7.6146.03 
3.671E 01 4,231E 00 5.70E 00 -5.552! 0 .2.6/OE 02 .2.670E 02 0.000 7,551L 02 1.093E 01 5,679L-03 1.474E 01 7,662E.03 
3.701E 01 4.210E 00 7.492F O0 -5,586k 02 .2,717E 02 -2.717E 02 0.000 7,864E 02 1.087E 01 5,651U.03 1.935E 01 .006E.O 2 
3.737E 01 4,071E 00 9.650! 00 -5.563E 02 -2,716E 02 -2,776E 02 0,000 8.44T 02 1.051E 01 5.464.03 ad4,9E 01 1.295E*02 
3.803E 01 3.820E 00 1.251F Oj -5.3622 02 .2,869E 02 .2.889E O2 0.000 8.9539 02 9.865E 00 5.1286-03 3.231K 01 1.619EO 
3.e7S 01 1,151t 01 1.566E 01 -5.46E5 02 -3,250E 02 -3,078E 02 .1. 22! 01 9.754E 02 2.9712 01 1,5446.32 1,043E 01 2,101E.U2 
3.883E 01 1.241E 01 1.602E O -5.506E 02 -3.273E 02 -3.108E 02 .1,646E 01 9,850E 02 3.204E 0l 1,666"-02 4.138E 01 2.151.02 
3.901E 01 1.42SE 01 1.691E 01 -5,579E 02 -.368E 02 .3.178E 02 -1,9002 01 1.005E 03 3.688E 01 1.917E-02 4,3662 01 2.269.E02 
3.950! 0133.98SE 0l 1.854E 01 2.R70! 01 1.937E 01 .6 B16E 02 -3,680E 2.115E 01 -5,943E 02 '3.9bIE 02 -3.419E 02 .3,640E 02 02 .2.605E 01 03.1106 01 1.0blE 03 1,102E 03 4.717E 01 5.884E 01 2.486E.02 3.058E-02 5.002E O 5.462E 01 2.600E.02 2.839E.V2 
4.O00E 01 2,452E 01 2.021F oj .6.O08e OR v4,075E 02 -34743E 02 -3.316E 01 1,11E 03 6.333E 01 3,2921-02 5,216E 0t 2.7121.02 
U4032E 01 3,351E 01 1.810E 01 -6.270E 02 -4,30SE 02 -3,988E 02 -3.774E 01 1.156E 03 b.654E 01 4,098E.02 4,674E 0 2.430E-02 
4. 4oE 01 3,559! 01 2.0692 01 .6.349E 02 -4434C 02 .4.046E 02 -3.860E 01 1.1o0S 03 9,192E 01 4,7781-02 5.344E 01 8.7781.32 
4.041E 01 3,587E 01 2.104E 01 -6.3572 02 "4,444E 02 *4o05aE 02 .3.89E 01 1.166E 03 9.264E 01 D.815-02 5.433E 01 2,824E.02 
4.C83E 01 4,762E 01 3,566E 01 -6.720E 02 -*646! 02 -4,397E 02 -4,467 01 1,216E 03 1,230E 02 6,393E-02 9.210E 01 4,787Epba 
. 4,132E 01 6,119E 01 4.375E 00 P7,608E 02 05,336E 02 .4.821E 02 -5,196E 00 1.274E 03 1.580E 02 8.213E-02 1,130E 01 5,872E.03 
4,150E 01 6.604E 01 4,182E 00 .8.140E 02 .5,519E 2 .4,980 02 .5.3906 01 1.294E 03 1.705! 02 8.864,.02 1.080E 01 5.6146-03 
4.182E 01 6.3e4E 01 3.825E 00 -9.100E 02 -5.8(1 02 -5.2892 02 .5.82!E 01 1.333C 03 1.649E 02 8.570L-02 9.878E 00 5.134&EU3 
.2146E 014.ESIE 01 5.9551 015.464E at 3.525E 00 -1.072E3.3602 On -1.197E 03 .6,672E 02 .5.902E05 -7#16SE 02 -6,227E 02 -7.702E 01OR -9.565E 01 1.406E 031.450C 03 1.53bE 021.41LE OR 7.9936.027.33419-02 9.104E 00M.6T6E 00 0.7321.U34,511EP03 
4,282E 0| 5.4S0L 01 3.356E 00 -1,149E 03 7.200E 02 .6.236E OR -9.647E 01 1,451E 03 1.407E 02 7,316E.02 6.666E 00 4,504E*03 
4.268E 01 5.359E 01 3.325F 00 -1,162C 03 -7.3vlE 02 -6.2949 02 -1,006E 2 O 1,459E 03 1,3a4E 02 7,193Ew02 8,587E 00 4,4632P03 
4.431C 01 3.358E 01 IP891E 01 ,1,318£ 03 -9,809e 02 .7,454E 02 -2,355E 02 1,6312 03 8,678E 01 4,507E-02 4,08SE 01 2,539Ew4 
4.b802 01 2.670E 01 2.427F 01 -1.327E 03 -1.077E 03 .7.797E OR -2,972E 02 1.690E 03 b.89SE 01 3.58AL-02 6.a692 01 3,2%8E-QR 
4,5oE 0l 2.962E 01 3,307E 01 -1,319E 03 -1,233E 03 -8,326E 02 -3.999E 02 1.7892 03 7.650E 01 3,976E-02 8,541E 01 4.440C.02 
4.625E 01 3.196E a1 S.319E 01 -1.292e 03 -1,368E 03 -8.736E 02 -4,84&E 02 1.868t 03 8.255E 01 4.291E.02 8.572E 01 4.456E-02 
4.626E 01 3,200E 01 3.32CF 01 -1.291E 03 -1,360E 03 .8.742e 02 .4.86!E 02 1.b9j 03 8.2641E 1 4.2956.32 6.573E 01 4,4569.02 
4032E 01 3.222! 01 3.321E 01 .1,208E 03 01.372E 03 .8.780E 02 -4.942E 02 1.076E 03 6.320E 01 4.3?QE.02 6.570E 01 4.4574002 
4.73!E 01 3.581!E 01 3.339E 01 .1.228E 03 01.571! 03 -9.383E 02 *6.330E 02 1.998& 03 5,248E 01 4.807E-02 8,62$E 01 4.a2wE.U 
4.1IE-01 3,551C 01 3.354F O -1,t53 03 -1,733E 03 -9,848E 02 -7.487E 02 2.097E 03 9.1712 01 4,767E.02 8.661E 01 4,5022.02 
4.684E 01 3.367E 01 3.3672 01 .1.038E 03 .1.8612 03 .1.026E 03 -8,553E 02 2.189E 03 8.69oE 01 4.3501-02 8.696E 01 4.5202.02 
5.082E 01 2.063E 01 ?.063E 01 .6.360! 02 -2.I5E 03 -1.102E 03 -1.0232 03 2.369E 03 5,328! 01 2.7691-2 5,328 01 2.769E-2 
5,029E 01 2.054E 01 2.054E 01 -B.3m4E 02 -2.127E 03 -1.102 03 -1.02! 03 2.370E 03 5.305E 01 2.757E-02 5.305E 01 2.757E-02 
5,082E 01 1,5?7E 01 1.57*E 01 -7.8401 02 -2,194E 03 -.129E 03 -1,065! 03 2,437E 03 4.06SE 01 2,113E-02 4.065E 01 2.113E,02 
5.2232 01 1.5376 of 1.5372 01 -6.697F 02 -2.3672 03 .1.2952 03 -1.161F 03 2.614! 03 3.971E 01 2.064E.02 3.971!E 01 2.064E-02 
5.433E 01 1.144E 0t 1.1'4E 01 -.522E V2 -2,515E 03 .1.283E 03 .1.2q1! 03 2.8OM 03 2.954E 01 1.535i:.2 2.954E 01 1.5351.02 
5,483E 01 1,049E 01 1,049E 01 -Uo936E 02 -2,600E 03 .1.303E 03 .1.3182 03 2.9"E 03 2,709E 01 1.408E.02 2,709E 01 1.4086.02 
5,558! 01 9.034E 00 9.434E 00 -4.551L 02 -4,606E 03 -1.330E 03 -1.350E 03 3,040E 03 a.436E 01 1,266E.02 2.436E 01 1.2666-02 
5.576E 01 9.187E 00 9.187E 00 -4,4676 02 -. 700E 03 .1.336E 03 -1.365! 03 3.Ob2E 03 2.372k 01 1.233E-02 2.374e 01 1.233E.02 
5.634E 01 6.201M 00 8.362E 00 -3.221E 02 -9.7472 03 .1,3556 03 *1,392E 03 3,1026 03 1.601E 01 8,324-03 2.160E 01 1.12aEw02 
5.777E 01 9.880E 00 5.880E 00 -2.714E 02 -2,849E 03 .1.397L 03 -1.452! 03 3.209E 03 1.518E 01 7.892E-03 1.518! 01 7.892E.b3 
5.782E 01 7.650! 00 5.784E o0 -2.698E 02 -2,663E 0 -1.39BE 03 -1.455! 03 3.216F 03 1.976E 01 1.047L-02 1.494E 01 7.763.03 
5.796E 01 7.650E 00 5.540E O0 -2.661E 02 -2.862! 03 -1.402E 03 -1.460E 03 3,234E 03 1.971E 01 1.027E-02 1.431!E 01 7.4362P03 
5,804E 01 5.zOE 00 5.4002 O0 .2.639E 02 -2.867E 03 .1.404E 03 .1,463E 03 3.2M4E 03 1.395! 01 7.249L-03 1.395E 01 7.2149203 
5,832E 01 4,912E 00 4,912F O0 -2.5722 02 -2,803E O 1i.11E 03 -1.4722 03 3.280 03 1,269E 01 6.594L.03 1.2692 01 6,594E-03 
5855! 01 .446E 00 4.446E 00 .2.526E 02 -2.896E 03 -1.417E 03 -1.479E 03 3.309E 03 1.108E 01 5.9b7k-03 1,148E 01 5,967E.03 
5,927E 01 2.950E 00 2,950E O0 -2.426E 0U ,.,9322 03 -1.433E 03 .1.499E 03 3,4022 03 7.618! 00 3.960E-03 7.bl82 00 3,940E.03 
6.029E 01 9.O00! 00 9,0005 00 -2.267E 02 -2.904E 03 -1.454E 03 -1.530E 03 3.532E 03 2,3246 01 1.2082-02 2,324F 01 1,208E.02 
m" 6.230! 01 q.725 00 9.725F O0 -2.205! U2 -3.100 03 .1.489E 03 .1.611F O 3.7902 u3 2.511E 01 1.305L-02 2.511k 01 1.305E.02 




































* .4bE 03 
sI.b78E 03 .1.795E 03 











6.660E 01 1.380 01 1,412E Ot -226SE 02 .3.409E 03 *1.591L 03 -1.818E 03 4,342E 03 3,564E 01 1,852E-02 3,647E 01 1.895E.02 









.3,54E 03 .1 637E 03 -1.905E 05 

















1.30E 02 -3.615E 03 -1,659E 

























03 .1.671E 03 -2.005E 03 











7.26jE 01 I.OSE 00 1.867E 00 3,876L 02 .3.7db6 03 .1,680E 03 -2.046F 03 5.088E 03 2.602E 00 1.456E.03 4.822E 00 2:506E.00 
7,414E 01 7.8901.01 3,05F O0 4,060E 08 -3.7b6E 03 .1,687E 03 -2,079E 03 5.273E 03 2,038E 00 1,059E-03 3.370L 00 1.752E-03 













.7Tb3E 02 .3,7d8E 
',760 20  -3.768E 
4,869E Oz .3,846E 
5.166t 02 .3,633E 
03 .1,691E 03 -2.090 03 
03 -1.691E 03 -2.oqE 03 
03 wi,695E 03 .2,131E 03 





















8,312E-01 8.500E-01 0.000 5,584E O -3.841E 03 -1,710E 03 -2.131E 03 5,630E 03 2.195E OU 1.141E.03 0.000 0.000 









3.8571E 03 ,726E 03 













REAOIUG c 0061 BLOCK m 110 TIPE 1q.662 MACH 6.o PT = 744.999 7T c 2988.8 PAGE 6 
X DDRA CURAr CF HC 
4,050E 01 1.242E 02 I.,!D2E 02 ,3B02.03 5.4B4E-02 
4.0 1E 01 2.106E-01 1.E441 02 2.58E1-03 6.744E.02 
4s063E 01 8.877t 00 1.333E 02 2.775E-03 8.ob7E.02 
4,132E 01 1.028E 01 1.436E 02 2.805E-03 6.7099.02 
49150E 01 3,713E 00 1.073E 02 2.902E03 b,812E.0Z 
4.162E 01 b.700t 00 1.540E 02 2.q2klo. b.35E.02 
4,206E 01 1,25E 01 1.66SE 02 3.113E-03 5.609E-02 
4.281E 01 6.725E 00 1.732E 02 3.272E-03 5.0h9E.02 
4.28 2 01 
4.268E 01 













4.480E 01 7.6731 00 2.061E 02 3.124E.03 4.5B5E.02 
4.560O 01 1.2ole o1 2.181 02 3,12aE-03 5.016E.02 
4,625E 01 9.414E 00 2.27b2 02 3.023L-03 4.733E.02 
4.626E 01 1.448E-01 2.277E 02 3.174E-03 5.214E02 
4.632E Ol 8,151E.01 R.852 02 3.1302-03 5.3011.02 
4o731E 01 1.266E 01 2.411E 02 ),.091E.03 5.3b3.02 
4,6iE 01 9,164E 00 2.03F 02 3,009Eb03 5.2b22.02 
4,8B4E 01 7.535E 00 2.578E 02 2.9862.03 5.13O.02 
5.028E 01 1.4431 01 2.7226 02 3.07CE-03 3.8b2lE02 
5.0292 01 9.8582-02 2.723E 02 2.8351-03 4.aI62-02 
5.082E 01 5,0151 00 2.77)E 02 2,765E-03 3."bVE02 
5,223E 01 1.2129 01 2.894E 02 2,6472.03 3,563.02 
5.433E 01 1,S63E 01 3,050E 02 2,692E.03 2.715E.02 






















5.796E 01 7.182-oi 3,223E 02 2.745E-03 1.74 .02 
5.804E 01 4.699L.01 3.2282 02 3.263E.03 1.255E.04 
5.839E 01 1.633E 00 3.244E 02 2.5322'03 1.42E.02 
5.855E oi 1.15OE 00 3.256E 02 2.4515.03 l.3 0EPO2 
5.927E 01 3.6299 00 3.892E 02 2.333-0"3 1.95lE.04 
6.02q-01 4.6072 00 3.338 02 2.3302-03 2.303E-02 
6.230E 01 9.364E 00 3.432E 02 2.965E-03 1.950K.02 
6.372 01 7.340E 00 3.505E 02 3.024E-03 a.170E-02 






















6,990E 01 2.974E 00 3.7832 02 3.078E-03 1,068E02 
7.062E 01 2.426E 00 3.6071 02 3,027E.03 8.8172.03 
7.123E 01 1.819E 00 3.OZS 02 2.991E.03 f.593E.03 
7.2181 01 2.UR2E 00 3.8092 Oa 2,929E-03 5,STE.i0 
7.261E 01 9.S5lE-01 3,859E 02 2.907E-03 5.2b2E-03 
7.414E 01 2.051E 00 3.889E 02 2.047E-03 4.009E-03 
1.q9E 01 a.013E-01 3.891F 02 2.832E.03 3.7981.03 
7.504E 01 9.5M0DE01 3.900E 02 2.7236-03 Z.3dSE-04 












8.312E 01 1.422E 00 3,930E 02 2.7b 9 -03 3,419E-03 
REACG a 0061 BLOCK U,110 TIPE 0 196,b66 HACH b.O PT P 744.9q9 TI 2 9 ,. PAGE 7 
X DORAG CDRAG CF HC 
8.593E 01 




















CALCULATED TNRUST.....,..........,.. 207, (L6F) ANOLE OF ATTACK ,.,.,.......,.,,... ... 0,000 (DEGREES)

MEASUREO NUST....., .. LBF) MASS F O RATIO.....s ............... *,.. D.7843
,........ 215, 

CALCULATEO SPECIFIC IMPULSE.............. 600 tLUF-SEC/LBP) ADOITIVE DRAG COEFFICIENT.....,.......... 0.0a5
 
MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE............... ba4 (0F-SEC(LBp) LrrXTING PRE5SURE RECOVEHY EFFICZENCY.... V.181
 
CALCULATEU THhUST COEFFICIENT..,....... 00629 DELTA PT.................*... ........ o .1412 (PI)

MEASUREO THRUST COEFF2CENT... "...... 0,0862 TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - bLPESCNIC ..... 0.3711
 
TOIAL PRESSURE RECOVERY * USONXC....... 0Q.8j6
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY" SUPERSONIC.... 4.9022
 
REGENERATIVECOOLED ENGINE PERFORNANCE INLET PROCESS EFPIC1ENCY - SUBbONC...... O.9136
 
CALCULATED KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUPEkSONIC... o.9299
 
STREAM THHUST......... .......*.o,,...,. 44b, (LBF) KIhETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY . SUHSUNIC.. . 0.8903
 
NET THRU87 .......................... 365. (LBF) ENIHALPY AT P0 wbb /LBM)
- SLLPRSONIC.'.,........ (0Tb5 

SPECIFIC IMPULSE.,................... 1118. (LF.SEC/LSM) ENIHALPY AT PO - SUBSONIC..,........ 24.01 (bTU/LBM)
 






FUEL.AIR RATIO.............. ........... 0.0162
 
INLET FRICTION DRAG,...................... t24.2 (LBF) EQUIVALENCE RATIO.......................... 0.492
 
INLET MOMENTUM CfAE.,, ............ *159.1 (LBF) COPBUSTOR EFFICIENCY,.... o....t..,..., 00702
 
COBUSTOR FRICTION DRAG ............. . a39.9 (LBFI TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO..................... o.o96
 
COPBLSTOR STRUT DRAG.*,..,.......... .. .35.56 CLEF) CONBUSTOR EFFECTIVENESS,...E,., ,,. 0.6308
 
COPGUSTUR MOMENTUM CHANGE,..*.*...... 1/4 (LSF; INJECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS 0.4534t O.4212t 0,7521t O.leb
 
NOZ4LE FRICTION ORAG...... ..... ...... R9.80 (LBF)
 
NOZZLE STRUT URAGo ....................0.00 (LBF
 
NOZZLE MOMENTUM CMANGE....,,........ 79e, CL8F) NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PRESSUrE INTEGRALG......, 822, CLEF)
 
EXTERNAL FRICTION ORAG,........*.. . 4 I (LBF1 VACUUM STRLAP THRUST COEFFICIENT * CS .. 0,95R9
 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL ,..,...O1107.l. (L6F) NOZZLE COEFFICZENT . CT,........,,., D,8839
 
TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG...................... .- 1169. (LBF) PROCESS EFFICIENCY....................... 0.90 8
 
TOTAL STRUT ORAG,....*........... .. *,56,=,,, (tbF KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY............* 0.8997
 
CAVITY ORE. ,..............*...., .987. (LBF)
 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE,,,.....,,.. . 1949. (LBF)
 
MEASURE) LOAD CELL FORCE......... ,, -l4ls (LEF;
 





NOMINAL COWL LEADING EDGE............... 3U. 84 (IN) INJECTURS STATION VALVE
 
SPIKE TRAHLATION.-................... .i824 (IN) IA 40,400 A
 
INLET THROAT.......................... 40.400 (IN) Is I42.810 a
 
CA4 LEADING EDGE,.................... 36.7ov 1(N IC 44,300
 
NOZZLE ShRDUD TRAILING EDGE.,.,,...,, 75.4O9 (IN) 2A 50,26S
 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EOGE., ......... 88.801 (IN) R 46,250 E
 
STRUT LEADING EO5E....................... b7.96b (IN) 3A 55,575
 
STRUT TRAZLZNG EJIE..........*.l......... b6.5b6 (IN) 3H 57.760
 









READING --0061 BLOCK 118l TIME = 205.86R MALM 6,0 Pi c 744.999 IT m 2q99.I PAGE 
RAMJET PERFORMANCE 
b U P fA A R Y R E P 0 R T 
P 7 H GAHPA HOLWT SONV HALH VEL $ AA A/Ac mvmlmN IVAC PHI ETAC 
WIND TUNNEL 1 0 5 
00000 144,999 0915 666,9(792) 1,a931 g?8,955 !571 
0,000 0. "B QV5 .31,6( 97) 1..5989 28.953 987 5.994 5912 1.827 0.10593 21.166 0.7601, 390 9.73 187.4 
SPIKE TIP NS 1! 0 6 
0.000 16,7t2 2991 6f26.9( 792) 1.2930 26.954 2577 
0,600 17.057 1299 048,1( 774) 1.29b0 28.954 a552 0.3 0 971 e.VQ? 0.105q3 21.166 0,7801 u0 7 1. 98 191,2 
qINO TUNNEL 3 0 0 
0,000 744.999 4991 660,9( 7q2) 1,,!93$ 28.95S E577 
0.000 0.401 409 -$0.6( 98) 1.3989 28.954 992 5,956 5908 1.827 0.10854 21.688 0.7801 4063 9.966 187.1 







64 . (77 ) 
1.2930 Rb.954 d571 
1.29 1 954 2550 0392 999 2 079 0. 0 5 4 .b 8 ,7 l 0 1# 5 1 7 $ 
INLET THROAT 0 4 
v 40,400 409,615 290b 649.0( 768) 1,0957 2,954 e.544 
59 40.400 16,643 1470 a34.2C 363) 1.3497 P0, "4 1846 a,447 0517 1.876 1.08509 21.166 0.0162 3339 70,175 157*8 
V)INLET UPNRSK 6 0 3 " 
w 0.400 309.61S 2908 642,0C 768) I,.2957 Z0.954 a544 






1,3530 48,454 1811 
" 
2.54V 4601 1.878 
" 
0.98645 21.166 0.0ob3 3373 7U,526 159.4 
40 40i0 139.419 2908 642.0( 768) 1.29b? 28,954 854 
40:400 il9,225 2806 bile3( 738) 1.2990 28.954 2502 0.495 1239 1,933 0.98b 21.166 0,0838 3373 1b,995 :5944 
COMBUSTOR 0 8 1 3 
4Qiql0 25.0l] 1736 dbi=l( 4ab) 1.33b7 ed.d48 !OZO 4.16 0 4362 1.954 1,067b/ 21.217 C,0762 3339 73.73?. 157.4 0.07 0.414 
COMBUSTOR 0 . 9 a 202 
40,85! 187.014 254 640,5( 690) 1.2799 20.5RS 294 
4O.891 35.087 226 324.7( 580) 1.3147 R8.S29 2263 1.7b4 3975 1.984 1.0911a 21.217 0.0759 3304 67.406 15b,7 0.07 1,00 
COMBUSTOR 0 to 3 21 
41,341 1610B68 3246 638,2( 887) 1.2800 28,521 2691 
4131 48,985 2166 316.0( 571) 1.3157 R8.529 2239 1.793 a015 1.994 1.U7929 21.217 0.076b 3218 67.349 151.7 0.07 t.00 







1.2801 ?5,5RB Zbgo 
1.3132 28.529 2273 1'.7Q7 3879 1.998 1.0721b 21,217 0.0772 3173 64.650 149.5 0.07 1.00 








364,0( 60 9 ) 
1.2802 28.526 2688 
1.3100 28.b29 2316 1,592 36138 2.008 1.05538 !1.217 0.078b S075 60.$70 144.9 0.07 t.00 
COMBUSTOR 0 13 6 21 









1.3046 Rb.529 2389 1,392 3324 2.0Z4 1.00660 21.217 0.0823 29Q4 52,001 136.9 0.07 l,00 
42826 98.643 e850 633.( 795) 1.4987 27.268 2596 
42.826 30.894 4164 4Z .1f 587) 1.3217 27.268 ZZ84 1.443 3299 2.05 0.98998 21.271 O.nb39 dBIR 49.993 134,2 0.15 0,11 
COMBUSTOR 0 is a 21 
42,036 l0t.656 V771 033-IC 772) 1,3024 27.185 a569 
414836 3Q.816 2003 4122.5( 563) 1,)254, 27.183 R2417 1.445 32h6 2.004 0.9877V 21.Z71 0,084J 2010 49.429 13 .) Oil50OD 
COPOUSTOR 0 1b 9 21 
42.901 99.874 2756 63, .b{ 768) 1.3030 27.171 !564 
42.90t 30,306 e013 423.1( 561) 1.3259 27.17D ?243 1.94 3e8 2.04q 0.9851d 41.271 0.084 0795 49.571 131.4 0.15 0.00 
COMAUSTUR 0 17 10 "21 
44.310 74.820 2718 020.5(756) 1.3043 27.169 at-47 
44.3t0 Z7.803 e.145 445.Z( 582) 1.3234 e7,169 d27q 1,3UO 2962 2.060 0.91W7 21.2T1 0.0909 2606 44o04 12dlb 0,1s 0.00 
COPVUsTOR 0 to 11 21 
J44 .500 
C'0 4 4.6 00 
7, .379 2702 
2 b 9 3 4 2 1 3 5 
lbl(5) 
4 4 1 .7C 5 7 9 ) 
1,0048 27.168 e540 
1 .3 3 8 e 7 .1 6 5 ?.7 3 1 .2 9 9 2 9 5 2 2 L 6 1 QO t 9 9 43 l l 0 0 9 2 3 d 5 b 9 q l .4b 4 1 ? 1 .1 O .1 5 O 'O u 
=
,READING =00bj BLOCK =."a II 205.862 MACH 6.0 Pi 744.91)9 71 = 99$,l PAGE Z 
P M GAMMA POLIT 9ONV MAL" VFL 5 01/A A/bC ROtlim Q IVIAC PHI VAC
 
CONBUSTOf, 0 19 12 21 
-3 45,621 7S.354 a800 bOb,O( 779) 1.3000 00.01 4575 
W4 5,021 33.99 a336 464,5( 638) 1.31b4 27. 01 2366 1,134 2679 2.06b 0.6898U 4 .971 0.0933 !b t 04 21.b 0.15 0,1b 
C0148USTOR 0 Ro 13 "21 
46.250 69.243 2b52 01T, ( 799) 1.3085 24.93h Rb~t
 
CONOUS70R o 21 la -21
 
4b.260 70.892 2562 617,1C 171) 1.3126 24. 8 25qll

4o.260 3b,427 !106 486,,!( 6QI) 1.3860 24.b~b 2397 1.0bb 2559 2.194 0.67254 21.432 0.0959 4575 39.703 120,1 Q.313 
0.01
 
COMBSsTOR 0 22 15 21
 
46-336 71,195 0547 blb.3( 766) 1.3133 !4.635 2588
 
4*,336 35.bgb 2053 
486.V( 63 ) 1.S267 84.6b5 e391 1,007 2551 2.191 0.66928 21.432 0.0963 2577 34.464 120.4 0.38 0.00
 
COPBUSTOR 0 23 lb 21­
47,31o 70.765 4515 606.5( 75S) 1.3144 24.833 2673
 
47.310 37.773 4160 489.3t 639) 1.3204 24,b33 !395 1.011 2422 4.188 0.80934 21.432 0.1034 
 2bJ4 30.463 12d.0 V,38 0,00
 
COMBUSTOR 0 24 17 21
 
46.110 68.994 2490 596,3(7147) 1.3152 24.633 2S61
 
48.110 35.172 2114 474,4( 624) 1.3281 24.632 2$71 1,050 2490 2.18b 0.74339 21.412 0,1126 d673 ?k.7h3 124.7 0.48 0,00
 
COMBSsTOR 0 25 18 21
 
48.661 68.438 2472 590,6( 741) 1.3158 29.637 2551
 
48.d61 34.100 !05b 454.3( 605) 1.33b1 24.b37 2340 1.116 2611 4.165 0.664ra 21.432 0,1263 2718 26,88b 12996 0P 8 0.00
 




50.301 6?,775 ?344 588,0( 760) 1.3230 22,151 a603
 
500301 21,003 1783 391,7C 564) 1.3435 a4.751 F288 1,370 3134 R.326 0.54360 R1.609 0.155s g!d94 F .476 136.0 V.04 0001
 
COMBUSTOR 0 27 20 a
 
50.311 62.777 2344 581.9( 760) 1.3230 22.751 2603
 
50. %! 20.926 1781 391,0( 563) 1.3436 22.751 R287 1.373 3138 2.326 O.542gO 41009 o,1554 d991 26.479 136.1 0.64 0,01
 
COMBUsTQR 0 28 41
 
50.841 63.77d P.308 583.8( 747) 1.32b5 22.730 2586
50.8 1 16.042 1650 35b.R( 519) 1.3494 24,730 2207 
1,53e 3362 2.32u 0.50774 e.1,609 0.1b6a d9be 26.684 13d.3 Q.64 0,00
 
CU"BUsTOR 0 29 22 4
 
5a.251 54,959 2536 573:9(8135) 1,3137 4a,953 2666
 
52.251 15.862 1668 338.5 59SW 1.3376 22,953 R27 1.47b 3412 Z.360 Q.43273 21.609 0,f950 3097 ".080 14143 O 0.008
 
COMBUSTOR 0 30 9!3 5
 
54,351 46.163 a867 561,at 939) 1.2979 23:a28 9
 
5 4,351 14. 664 21 66 3 IS 91C( 6 0 ) 1. 3RIS 2 3 R87 48$ 1. 413 3509 2. 40 7 0.S5 468 21.609 0 2379 3250 19 3 41 1 50 ,4 0.6 4 0.21
 
Com UsToR . 0 $1 24 3 
 "
 
54.851 6.357 2851 558.4( 933 ) 1.2966 2S.418 4812
 54.851 . 13.021 2108 291,3( 668) 1.3244 a5.078 24142 
1.4$1 3656 2.405 0.3401d 21.609 0.2480 32b3 19.128 151.9 0.64 0.20
 
COMBUSYOR 0 32 25
 
55.601 44.954 2902 554,4( 950) 1.2960 i?3,JJ6 2831
 
55. 601 1 2.067 2146 27 -.6 C 673) 1 3230 23 ,3 6 24 48 
1 052 4 37 1 R .414 0.320 0721.609 0 2631 3326 lb.044 153 9 U.64 0.23
 
COP USTQR 0 33 26 3
 
55.760 U4.704 2q11 5b3.5C 953) 1.2956 a3.346 !83
 
55.7 60 11.86 4 21 07 ?71 V( 67) 1.3229 23. 7 a48 1.53b 3760 2. 1 4 Q.l1083 21 ,609 0 2063 3335 lb.51 4 154.3 0. 04 0.2
 
COMBUSTOR 0 34 27 4
 
56,361 38,340 3075 550.7(1011) 1.2875 23.510 2894
 
56.361 0.869 2187 227.5( 692) 1.31U6 23.512 2469 1.628 A021 2,439 U.44608 21.609 0.3Q01 3473 15,50R 160,7 0.64 0,29
 
COPOUSTOW 0 35 2B
 
57.786 02.422 2928 5 4.9( 959) 1..!q45 23.384 2839
 
5 7.786 b.539 073 16 b.b( 58b) 1.33 a3 44.38b 2303 1.8 64 hJ40 2. 416 0 22929 21.609 0.3679 
 3 b3 i IS . 6 t63. 4 0. 64 0.2 4
 
COMBUSTOR 0 36 29 4
 
57.t"1 35.578 3e13 544.8(1059) 1.2804 2 .66O 4940
 
57.8 41 8.525 2317 Z1b.2( 735) 1.3120 2S.62 4527 1.607 4061 2.5 3 0.22873 21.69 0.3689 3533 1.35 163.5 0.04 0 34
 
COPOUSTOk 0 37 30 3
 
57.981 35.724 3198 5a,.3(I053) 1.26tl 43.646 2q353

57.9 BI 6.301 2288 410.2 (, 7Z5 ) 1.3132 23.6 4h 2513 1,627 4088 , 2. 453 0. 22 70 1 dl.609 0 37 17 3 6sb 14.41a 163. 6 0. 64 0.3 4 








GAMMA MOtT SONV MACH VEL 5 i,/A i A/AC hOVIm r IVAC PHI ETAC 
58.061 48,141 2797 544.0( 914) 1.3006 23.264 2768 
58.061 5.659 1660 143.7( 516) 1,3428 23,265 2183 2,050 agis 2.345 0,22963 21.609 0.3674 3538 15.971 Z63.! 0.64 0,R0 
COMBUSTOR 0 39 32 4 
58.341 56.629 R659 543,1( 866) 1.3070 43.140 2733 
58.341 4.762 1436 116,7( 4 3 1.3554 Z3,140 2045 2.2$3 4609 2.366 0,22883 21.609 0.3687 3545 10.389 164.1 0.64 0,15 
CUBUSTCR 0 aO 33 a 
58,567 b4535 2603 542.5( 6u6) 1.3095 230U91 2709 
58,567 4,397 1342 107.5( 413) 1 ,36V9 23.U91 1983 2.352 4665 2.355 0.2a836 21.609 0.3695 3549 10,556 164,3 0.bA 0,14 
COMBUSTOR 0 "1 34 5 
59.291 66,713 2414 540.5( 782) 1.3181 22.928 2627 
59,291 3.R25 1030 72.6( 310) 1.3792 "28 1755 2.757 4839 a.304 0.22482 41.609 0.3753 35o 16.906 164.1 0.b4 0.08 





537.7(1160) 1.26N5 23.967 3030 
238,1( 870) 1.2940 2S.975 2696 1.45 3871 4,440 ae2338 21.609 0.3771 S576 13,440 165,5 0.64 0.45 







1.705 23,873 2996 
1.3017 24.78 2619 1,934 4017 2.466 0.23116 21.609 0.3650 3579 14.A31 165.6 0,64 0.4R 





527.0(143) 1.2498 24.242 3094 
280.0(10l0) 1.2758 24.258 2852 1.233 3515 2.491 0.23742 21.609 0.3553 3579 12.971 165.b 0,.D 0.5s 





517,5(1268) 1.2a07 R4.405 31 4* 
3 20.01105) 1.2625 24.427 2946 2,067 31t4 2.504 0.22505 21.609 0.37149 3580 10.995 165.7 0.64 0.60 
COMBUSTOR o 46 39 3 





336.V1(28) 1.259k 24.447 2968 2,011 
40 21 







1.2219 24.389 3220 
1.2577 24.446 2970 1,31b 3905 2.542 0,20922 21.609 0.4032 3694 12,696 170.9 0.64 0.61 
NOZZLE A Li 1 4 
88,817 27,762 3876 515.9(1273) 1.2391 24.425 3127 
88.817 
NOZZLE PO 
0.761 1740 -276.2( 5?7)
49 4a 4 
1.3260 24.450 2166 2,907 6296 2.510 0.04355 21.609 1.9371 4606 4,261 213.1 0.04 0.61 
88,837 27.762 3876 51519(1273) I.E393 24,425 3127 
88,d17 0.388 1471 -364.0 439) 1,3401 24.458 a002 3.315 6636 2.510 0.02760 21.609 3.0481 759 2.654 220.4 0,64 0861 
NOZZLE- AE REGEN 50 43 4 





1954 -204.b( 598) 1.3165 
51 44 4 
44,458 2287 2.8b2 6b22 2.542 0.01355 21.609 1.9372 4789 4.414 221.6 0.04 0,61 
88,817 27.762 4163 645.2(1402) i.2219 24.389 3220 
85.817 0.388 1624 -314.3( U89) 1.3317 24.458 2097 3.304 6929 2,542 0.02617 21.609 3.2Z43 497A 2,818 30.4 0,64 0.61 
FICTIVE COQdUSTR 71 64 0 
66.581 409.615 4838 515.9(16a0) 1,1977 25.S36 33S9 
6b.58j 0.388 1145 -881.9( 326) 1.34d0 25.697 1729 4.837 8363 2,346 0.04706 aI.t09 1,7928 5795 @.117 268. 0.64 1.00 
FICTIVE NOZZLE 72 65 0 
88,a17 21.395 3816 490.9(1269) 1.2?10 24.428 3104 
88.017 0,856 1872 -23Z.4( 570) 1.3200 24.458 2241 2.684 6015 2.525 0,04355 21.609 1,9371 4465 4.071 d00.a 0,64 0s61 








3 ,50 8 E Of 
P.18 PDoB 
t.04SE 00 0,000 
1,045E 00 U.000 
2.235L go0 OuO0 




















0 0 0 0 
CA AL P"Ih/Fso 
2.47CIE-02 ?.&906 O0t/ 
I=b34m UP2 2.69)E OU 
505,5L 02 5.761E 00 










0. 0 0 0 




0 0 0 0 
loB/ 


















=.403 12E OR O,OV 0 000 
-4.035E 0! -,5.26E 0 R .3.284t 02 
..76E V2 -6303E 02 -3.363E 2 O 
-5.57tE 02 ..41E 02 3.410E 02 
-5.572E Oe -3,411E 02 -30"11E 02 





































30739E D 0 82OE 00 
3.803C 01 3.650E 00 
3.6752 01 1,14hE 01 
.0865 0 1 1 ,2 5 2E O f 
3.901E Of 1,420E of 
3 9 5 0 E 01 1 6 0 7 E 0 1 
3 98 7E 01 1.6976 01 
4.000E 01 1.659E 01 
4.03 4E 0 1 2 ,59 5 E 0 1 
4.040E 01 2.758E 01 
4 , 0 4 1I E 0 1 2 .7 8 6 E 0 1 
4,0856 Di 3,997E 01 
4.13 4E 01 5.344E 01 
4,1130E Ol 5.782E 01 
4 ,16 4E 01 6 .O0 aE 01 
4 ,246 E 0 1 6 ,40 1E 0 1 
4.28 3E 0 1 5 .8 42E 0 1 
Q.28 4E 0 1 5 .8 ab E o f 
4.2 9 o E 0 1 5.7 2YE o f 
4.431E 01 3.57E 01 
4148 0 E O1 2 ,8 2 0 E 01 
4,562 E Of 3.26BE 01 
4,0 6 2 01 3 .612L 0 1 
4.;26 E of 3 617 0 1 
4 .6 3 4E 0 1 3 ,5 9 E 0 1 
4.73 1E 0 1 4,191E 01 
4.8 11 E 01 3.750 E 01 
4.886 E 0 1 3 ,21 0 E 0 1 
5.030 F,01 2.100 L o f 
5,031E 01 2.093E 01 
5*084E 01 1.6849 Of 
5 225E 01 1.58 6E 01 
5, 0 3 SE Of 1.466E o f 
5. 85E 01 1,302E 01 
$.560E 01 1,207E O1 
5.576E Of i.1662 01 
5 636E o1 6,637E 00 
5.779 e 01 6539 E 00 
5,7b4E 01 1.069e 01 
5.798 E 01 1.069 E 01 
S.006E 01 5.659E 00 
5 ,8 3 4E 0 1 4. 7 62 E 00 
5.8 5 7 E 0 1 4 397 e 00 
5.929 E 01 3 225 E 0 
6 0 3 1 E 0 1 1 .0 0 9 E 0 1 
b-232E 01 9.1125E 00 
9.725E O0 -5.582E 02 -3.546E 02 -3,546E 02 0.000 
1.248E 01 .5.38662 04 .3°665 02 -3.685E 02 0,000 
1,55BE 01 -5.483C 02 -4.Ob5E 02 .3.901E 02 -1.636E 01 
1 6 0 1 E O! 5 5 28 L 0 2 -4.1 9 00 2O .3 .9 40 0 2 1 .7 9 SE 0 1 
1.660E 01 -5.596E 02 -4.211E 02 -4.007F. 02 -2.04SE 01 
1 .9 2 62E o 5.824L 02 -4oS $ 2E 02 ".4. 5 E 0 2 2 .806 E 0 1 
2 105E 01 5 0671 L2O 4=. 817 E OR -4.479 E 02 3.376 E O 1 
2,(116E 01 .5.868E Od -4.9e5E 02 -0.5bSE 02 .3.974f 01 
1 7 8 0 E O f =5 9 6 8 E 2O b.2 4 E 0 2 -u.B IS E 02 .4.09 2E O l 
1:924F Of -6.005E 02 -5.2T8E 02 -4.559E 2 -4.182E 01 
1 9 4 9E 01 -6 0 0 9 E 2 -5 ,20 7 E O R -4.8 6 7E 0 2 -4.1 9 7 E 0 1 
3,02DE 01 .6.?67E 02 -5.695E OR mS,209 2 O -4.860E 01 
. 252 00 "7 020E 02 6 176 E2O 5 618E 02 5.579 E 01 
4.302E 00 -7.436E 2O=.3113E 02 .5.798 2 .5.806E 01 
3,625 E 00 8 . 340 b OR 6.6 99 2 6.U6 9 E 2 O -6.2 9 4~E 0 1 
3.5 40 E 00 9 .9 23 L O R .1.412E 02 .6, 0 2 O 8 ,26 3E 0 1 
3 .3 7 2E 0 0 -1.077 E 0 3 8 .0 1 4C 02 -6 9 7 4E 02 -1 ,0 400 2 
3.36 7E 00 1 .0 7 9 E 0 8O$o oE 0 2 6 9 63 E2O 1.0 47 F 0 2 
°33 7 E 00 -1.0 9 3 E 0 3 -b.1 ) 2E O R -7.0 4 0E 02 -1 .0 9 2E 0 2 
1,991E Of -1 ,259E 03 :1:970E 03 8 161E 02 - R 5 5E 02 
8 5 67 F 0 1 -1 ,2 06 h 0 3 1 JItO E 0 3 o8. 502 E O R 3. 19 B E O R 
3.532F 01 1.2 61E 03 1. 337 E 03 9.0 42 E2 -4,32 5E 02 
3.46 9 E 01 1 2 3 7 E 0 3 1 ,4 b7 E '03 -9.444E 0 2 5. 22 3 E 02 
3,468E 01 -1 236E 03 - 1. 4b9E 03 9 .450E02O 5.23 8E 02 
3 ,4 6 1E 01 1 .2 3 3 E 0 3 1. 4b5E 0 3 -9 , 49 7 E 0 2 -5 .3 50E 0 2 
3 3 6 4C 0 1 1 .184E 03 -1.696E 03 -1.0 10 E 03 -6 .8 6 2 E 02 
3 ,28 4E 01 1.117 E 03 1. 872 E 03 -I.057E 03 -8.155E 02 
3.2 1 0 E 0 1 -1.0 0 4E 0 3 2 .0 67 E 0 3 t.,09 9 E 03 9 . 37 1 E 0 2 
e.I00E 01 .8.0 64 OR 2.3 a02 03 -1 177 E 03 1 1 43E 03 
2.09n2 01 -8.053E O2 -a,3d2E 03 -t,17BE 03 .14lSE 03 
1.684E 01 -7.531E 2O-2,411E 05 -1.20SE 03 -1.206E 03 
1 5866E 01 6.322 E 02 -2.6 4E 03 - 127 E 03 -1.351E 03 
1.466 E 0 1 =a .6 4 aE 02 - 2. 69b2 0 3 -1 .3 6 6E 0 3 -I.53 2E 03 
1.502E O01. 2U.22U! e.959C 03 -t.3876 03 -1.572E 03 
1. 072 01 -3.797E 02 -6.047TE 03 -|."16E 03 "1.b lE 03 
1,186E 01 -3.699E 02 ..06E 03 m.4.22E 03 -1,643E 03 
1 110E 0 1 .2 29 4E 02 -3,1abE 03 -1, 443E OS . 1 .683E 03 
6539 E Oa 1.6 66 E Od -3.2 9 E 03 . .48 E 03 -1.761 F 03 
.363FE 00 -1.648E 02 - 3.2!,E 03 -1.489E 03 -1.764E 03 
5 915 F O =1.60 BE 02 S3.26E 03 -i. 49E 03 -1.770F 0 3 
5659E 00 -1.584L 02 -3.209E 03 "i.496E 03 -1.774 01 
4 7 6 2 E 00 -1.916E 0 2 -3 2 8 8 E 0 3 l~b o 4E 0 3 -1.7 8 5 E 0 3 
4.S9 7 E 00 1. 472 E 0 2 S.303E 0 3 1 5 1 0 E 0 3 1.7 9 3E 0 3 
3.225 00 o . 8 0O ! -3.3 45F 03 - 1.529 V 03 -1. 817 E 03 
1 0 0 9 F U l -1.21a L U2 - .47E 0 3 -1 5 5 3 E 0 3 -I.6 q F OS0 




9.1557 L 02 
1.004E V3 
1 .0 6 0 E 0 3 
1.103 E 03 
1.118E 03 
1.15 7 E 03 
1.16ME 03 
1 . I 6 0 3 
1,217E 03 
1.27 SE 03 
1.293 03 
1.3 3 4E 03 
1.407% 0 3 
1 . 4hle 0 3 
1 ,4 5 2E 0 3 
1.4bO E 0 3 
1.630E 03 
I. 6 8 ? t 0 3 
1 790 E 03 
1 .8 6 7E 0 3 
1.8 68 L 03 
1 .8 7 7 E 0 3 
1 . 99 7 E 0 3 
4.096E 03 
2 ,I q0 E 0 3 
2.370 E 03 
2.371E 03 
2.4M 3 
2.615 E 03 





3.209 E 03 
3,R1b 03 
3. 2 4E n3 
3.24ut U3 
S.2 80 E 0 3 
3 .309 E U 3 
3. 02 E 03 
3 ,5 3 RE u3 
3.7902 03 
1.053E 01 5,479E-03 
9.934E 00 5.168E-03 
!.955E 01 1.537 -02 
3,430 E 0 1 1.6 0 E- 0 2 
3.0664 01 1.906E-02 
4.b6 4E 0 1 2 ,426 E-0 2 
4.379 E 01 2 27 ft0 2 
4.280E 01 2.227?-02 
6.69 6 E 0 1 3.4 4F .02 
7.117E 01 3,7U3L-VE 
7.1 b bE 01 3 .7 3 q t -02 
1,031E2 0 5.366E-02 
1 379 E O R 7 17 4E 0 2 
1.492E O2 7.762E.02 
1.5 49 E 02 8 0 56E2 
1 6 5 2 E2 8 5 92 E -0 2 
1.50 7 E 0 ,! 7 ,641E ,02 
1 . 50 3E 0 2 7.821 E .0 2 
1.4 7 8E " 7 ,0 h -=0 2 
9 .211E 01 4,792E- 02 
7 .2 7 6E 0 1 3.7 8 !E W0Z 
8. 432 E 01 4.37 E 02 
9 .3 19 E 0 1 4.8 96E 02 
9.333E 01 4.865SE PO 
9,4 4 DE 0 1 4 ,9 1 1 t-02 
1.0 8 1E 02 5.6 2 S E= 0 2 
9. 7 6E 0 1 5.03 4E 02 
8 2 8 2 E 0 1 4.309E -0 2 
5. 419 E 01 2.819 E 02 
5,399E 01 2,809t-02 
44O l=.0 2 2 26 1201A=2 
4.093 E 01 2 ,%9E 02 
3 .7 83 F. 0 1 1.9068 t -U 
3.360E 01 1.74BE-02 
3.113E 01 1.64" -02 
3.061E of 1.592L-02 
1 713E 01 8,909 0 3 
1.6 87 6 01 8.777E-03 
2.75eE Of 1.4352-02 
2.75 BE O f 1. 435 E 02 
1.460E 01 7.596h,03 
1 2 2 9 C 0 1 6.3 9 3 E 0 3 
1 114E 01 5 9 0 2 E -0 3 
8.3 R12 00 .329 L-03 
2 ob D3 E 0 1 1 .3 5 4 L-0 2 




4,13 1 k 0 1 
4,335E 0: 
4 ,9 54E 0 1 
5 ,431 E 01 
5.200E 01 
4 5 9 3 E 0 1 
4o9b5E 01 
5 .O 2bE 0 1 
7,792E 01 
1 166E 01 
1.110E 03 
9.8 6 9 E 00 
9.13 4E O0 
6.7 0 0E 00 
0 .68 8 E 0 0 
i ab1p E O 0 
5.136E 0i 
6.6a3E 0 1 
9,11 2E 01 
a.9 51E 0 1 
a.94SE 01 
8 ,9 29 E 0 1 
8.6 79 E 0 1 
6.475 E 0 1 
,8 2 2 E 0 
5. 419 E 01 
5.399E 01 
4,345E 01 
.693 E 01 




2 .6 4E 01 
I.i87E 0f 
1044 E 01 
1. 526 E 01 
1,460 01 
1. e2 92 0 1 
1 13 4E 0 1 
6.321 E 0 
2 . 6 D3 h O] 




Z .149 E-U2 
2.25 SL­
2 5 8 0 E P0 2 
2.6826E 4 
R.705i-02 
2.3 89 E 2 
2.563E.02 
2.6 1 6 E -U2 
4,054E-02 
6 07 0 -=03 
5.774E=b3 
5 13 4E 03 
4 7 5 2E 93 
4.52 6 9 ,0 3 
4 5 20 E -0 3 
4.=60oe-
2 67 28-b2 
3. 445 E. 2 
4.7 40 E-b2 
4.65 7 E P0 
4 .65 C.02 
4 ,6 4 5 6 , 2 
4 515 02 
4. 409E -02 
4 3 0 9E-0 2 








1 .90 E02 
8.7 77 P 3 
8.541E-Q3 
7.939 E -3 
7.596L-V3 
60.3 9 L 0 3 
5 .9 0 2 E 0 3 
4329 -03 
1 .35 4E -02 
1.20SE-02 













P.OH PDA ODA W.IX 
1,430E 01 .IJ.92t v2 *A.bb7E 03 -1.625h 
1.530E 01 -l,12E 02 -3.842E 03 -1.694E 

































1.577E 01 -1.192E 02 -3.90)E 03 
6.SOOE 00 4.480E 00 -4.OOE 03 
-1.715E 0-3-2,185E 03 


















2.912E 02 -..119E 03 
3,891P 02 .4,l6E 03 
.1.789E 
.1.799L 
03 -2.330E 04 




















.522t 02 .4.196E 03 
S.201E 02 .0.2a*E 03 
-1.606E 03 -2.390E 03 






















5.28E OP2-4,25BE 03 .1617E 03 'd.'441E 03 
6.0351 o2 .4,304E 03 .1.826E 03 -2.478E 03 
















7,506F 01 7,353E.01 9.200E.01 6,349E 02 -4.301E 03 .1,03M 03 .2.497E 03 5,074F 03 10,97E 00 9.8701.04 I.084 00 5.636C.04 
7.506E 01 7,351E-01 4,156E.01 6.357% O2 -4.308E 03 -1.831E 03 .2,497E 03 5.37$E 03 1.94E 00- 9.067E.04 1.073F 00 5,bS1E~b4 
7.09E 0% 6.650E.01 0.000 6.505E 02 .4.367E 03 1837E 03 .2.530E 03 b.42Qb 03 1.7lbE 00 8.96b4.04 0.000 0.000 







7.501E 02 -4.390E 
7,722E 02 -4,40M 
03 -. 861E O 













8.8816 01 1156 00 0.000 7.969E 02 -M.4etE 03 -. 91E 03 -. b30E 03 5.707E 03 3.057E 00 1.591E-03 0.000 0.000 





READIG c 0061 BLOCK = 118 TIrE m 05.8t MACH t,.O PT = 7Lq9Q9 TT * 2091.1 PAGE k 





























4,246E 01 1. 7E 01 l.bSE 0 3.081E.03 5.9bbE.02 
4.283E 01 7.054e 00 1.722E 02 3.52E-03 5.37E.02 
















4,562E 01 1.207E 01 2.166E 02 3.064E03 b~.M7E-02 





















4,886E 0l 7.785E 00 R.557E 02 2.95SEe03 5.103E.02 







































































50g9E 01 3,64SE 00 39266t 02 2.302Ew03 1.17ZE-02 
6.03iE 01 4,665E 00 3.313E 02 2.403E03 .SubE.02 
6,232E 01 9,7126 00 3.410E 02 3.002E-03 1.9bbE.02 





















































7.263E 01 9,843E-01 3.84ME 02 2,916E-03 5.602E.03 
7.416E O 3.052E 00 3.874E 02 2.859E-03 4.351E-03 
7.431E 01 2.501E-01 3.877E 02 2,843E-03 4.0 7Eo03 
















8.310E 01 1.722E 00 3.924E 02 2.817E-03 4.31BE-03 
READING = O|oI aLOCK 1168 TIME 205.86! A0t 0toPI c 744.499 T 2-91.1 PAGE 7 
X UDSAG CORAG LF HC 
6sb95E 01 7,533E-01 3.931E 02 2.7t3-0 3 3.57bE-O3 
8.t0jE 01 3.170Ee-0 3.930E 02 2.600E-u 4.50bt.* 
8.882E 01 0,000 3.93 lE 02 2.8OOE-03 4,Sv9E"03 
I-. 








 ... . .. 403. (LOF) ANGLE OF ATTACK ...... ... ,. .......... 0.000 (DEGREES)
MEASURED TIRUST.................... 
 .. 459. (L)F MASS FLO" HATIU..,.o.......o.......... 0.7801

CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE.............. 911. (L8F.EC/LBM) ADDITIVE ORA(, COEFFICIENT..........o.... 0.0293
 
MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE*............,. 
 1046, (LtF.SEC/L8M) LIMITING PRESSURE RECOVERY EFFICIENCY.... oaO4a
 
CALCULATED THRuIST COEFFICIENT............ 0.1618 DELTA PT.........., .... ,*........ 0.1374 (PS

MEASURED fFRUST COEFFICIENT.............. 0,1840 
 TOTAL PRESbURE RECOVERY - SUPESUNIC..... 0.4156 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY w SUOSONIC.... . 0.1871 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY " SUPERSONIC.... 0,9119REGENERATIVE-COOLED ENGINE PERFORMANCE 
 INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY . SUOSONIL...... 0.9155
 
CALCULATED 
 KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUFERSNIC... 0.9308
STREAM THRUbT..........,................ 4643. (LBF) 
 KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SU8SOlC ..... 0.8865
NET THRUSI................Il. 
 541, (LBF) EN1HALPY AT PO * SUPERSONIC.............. -8,20 (UTU/LSM)

SPECIFIC IMPULSE...................... 
 1312. CLOF.SEC/LBM) ENINALPY AT PO SUBSONIC................ 22.71 (BTU/LBM)








FUEL.AIR RATIO.... .*.*.*.....**... *. .0239
INLET FRICTION ORAG.................. 121.8 CLeF) EQUIVALENCE RATIO....................... 0,637





.... ,........ 240oj (LSF) TOTAL PRESSURE RATID....,,.............. 0.097
COOBUSTOR STRUT DRAG............ ....... 
 45.00 (LBF) COMBUSTOR EFFECTIVENESS .........,,,...... 0.578Z
 
COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE.m.=.,,,o.,,,,, 341o LBF) INJECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT4 0,5460# 0.026t O,7129, 0.7143

NOZZLE FRICTION DRAG....t........ oo, 31.09 CLeF)
 
NOZZLE STRUT ;..000 (LBF)

NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE................. 885, (LOF) NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL.............. 916. (LBF)

EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG ... 634 LBF) VACUUM STREAM tH$UST COEFFICIENT - C8.... 0.9694
3.(............. 

EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL ................'1110, (L8F) NOZZLE COEFFiCIENT * CT .... ,.....,.,, 0.8978

TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG.....o.........,-,,. .1173. (LBF) PROCESS EFFICIENCY....................... 0,9549

TOTAL STRUT DRAG.... .... ,,,,,*,,, "45,00 (LBF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY ........ ,.,....p 0.9f39
CAVITY FORCE.....,..............,..'101M LBp)
 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE.....*..... -1763. (LeF)

MEASURED LOAO CELL, FORCE.,,............ -1728. CLOF)






NUINAL COWL LEAOIk'h EDGE, ..........o 3a.da4 (IN) INJECTORS STATION VALVE
SPIKE TRANSLATION...........,.......... 1.b40b (IN) IA 
 40400 A
 
INLET THROAT........., ... .. o,..*, 40400 (IN) IB 
 42.626 6
COWL LEADING EOGE...................o. 36.725 (IN) 
 1C 44,300
NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EDGE, .. ,,..,,.,,, 75.065 (IN) 2A 50.301 0
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE,,,,.,.., ,,, .8811 (IN) 
 2C 46O250 E
 
STRUT LEAUING EDGE,,.......... .. . (IN)
, , 57.981 3A 55.591
 
STRUT TRAILING EDGE,.....,.,..,,,, , bb.b81 
(IN) 38 57.776
 





t = 212.16 sec.
 
81 
READING C 0061 BLOCK m. 15 TIPE = 212.1t iACm b.o pr z 745.499 Tt z 2991,1 PAGE 
RAMJLT pEPFURIANCE 7 / 











666,9( 7q2) 1.2931 28.95$ 2577 
.31.6( 97) 1.3989 28.953 987 5.992 5912 1.827 0.10b00 21.194 0.7806 3972 9.739 187. 







1.2930 28.954 2b77 
1.2950 28.954 45b2 0.361 972 2.079 0.10600 21.190 0.7806 4047 1.b0 191.0 







792) 1.2931 28.955 2577 
98) 1.3989 28.954 991 5.960 $908 1.827 0.10847 21.686 0,7806 4062 9.959 181.3 
SPIKE TIP NS 4 0 0 
0.600 10.700 a991 666.9( 7q2) 1.2930 28,954 2577 
O0600 16.951 2925 647.0( 773) 1.2951 28,954 2550 0.39e 999 2.079 0.10847 21,686 0.7806 k4062 1.084 187.3 







1,2958 28.954 2543 
1,3496 28.954 1847 2. 443 4511 1.878 1.08587 21.194 0.076Z £341 7b.131 157.6 







1.2958 28.954 2543 
1.3529 28,954 1812 2,53b 4595 1.878 0.96716 21.190 0.0838 3375 70.491 159.2 
INLET DNNNSK 7 0 4 
40.400 139077 9Ob 641.31 767) 1,2958 28.954 2543 
40.Q0 0 119.157 a804 610.t( 737) 1.2990 28.954 2501 0.4496 190 1.934 0.98710 21,194 0.0838 3375 19.018 159.? 
COMBUSTOR 0 8 1 2 
40.410 433.551 3048 
Q.441O 24.420 1781 




1.2896 88.890 2628 







1.2801 28,532 2692 
1.3137 28.534 2267 1.725 3910 1.984 1.09800 21.245 0.0760 3303 66.360 155.5 0.07 1.00 









1.2802 28.532 2689 
1.3146 28.533 2254 1,751 3946 1.993 1.08016 21.245 0.076b £211 6b.i39 151.2 0.07 1.00 
COMBUSTOR 0 11 i 21 
4L.500 149.421 3439 
aih500 33.114 4294 




1.2803 28,532 2688 
1.3119 8.533 2290 1.658 3797 1.998 1.07319 21.245 0.0773 3163 63.324 148.9 0.07 1.00 
41,839 127.999 3233 
11.039. 33.133 2376 




1,2804 28.532 2686 
1,3091 28,533 2328 1.556 36823 2.008 1.05416 21.245 0.0787 3060 59.360 144.0 0.07 1.00 
42.460 100,168 3221 631.5( 879) 1.2807 28.532 2681 
Q .460 33.487 2513 413.6( 667) 1.3045 28.533 2390 1,382 3302 2.084 1.00792 21.245 0.0823 2886 51.726 135.9 0.07 1.00 
COMBUSTOR 0 14 7 21 
"2.82a 96.138 2848 632.9( 75) 1.2988 27.Z49 2598 
42.824 30.583 2171 424.3( 589) 1.3214 27.249 2288 1.412 3230 2.056 0.99076 21.300 0.0839 2796 49.739 131.3 0.15 0.11 







1.3025 27.16 2569 
1.3252 27.164 2251 1.433 3227 2,007 0.98873 21,300 0.041 2794 49.b6b 131.2 0.15 0.02 
COMBUSTOR 0 16 9 21 







1.3258 27.151 2247 1,443 3219 2.047 0.98619 21.300 0.0803 4779 09.336 130.5 0.1S 0.00 
44.310 73.663 2714 619.8( 755) 1,3045 21.150 2546 
444310 27.569 2146 445.6t 583) 1.3234 27.150 2280 1,094 2952 e.062 0.91452 21.300 0.0909 2596 41.952 121.9 0.15 0*0JJ 







1.3050 27.149 2539 
1.3239 27.149 2273 1.297 297 2.06? 0.90124 21.300 0.023 25b3 41.278 121.3 0.15 0.00 
READING n 0061 BLOCK = 125 TIME A 212.162 MACH 6.0 PT = 745,499 T1 a 2991.1 PAGL 2 
P T h GAV.YA HOOIT SO!V MACH VEL b 4*/A w A/AC $OM7M Q IVAC PHI ETAC 





606.7( 78h) 1.!969 27.11 2583 
466,5( 650) 1.3137 27.311 2J34 1,103 2629 d,071 0,89147 21.300 0.0933 2501 3b.420 121.2 0.15 0.18 





621.1t 815) 1.3091 24.413 2658 
501.7! 696) 1.3209 24.413 2486 0,9.3 2445 2.244 0.87575 21,503 0,0959 256b4 33.273 119.2 0.4k 0.06 





621.0( 779) 1.3141 24.309 2613 
501.8f 661) 1.3261 24.309 2435 1.003 2403 2.229 0.87525 21.503 0,0959 2564 33.226 119.1 0.44 0.01 
COVBUsTOR 0 92 15 21 
46.334 70.717 2521 620,2( 773) 1.3150 eb.294 2605 
46.334 38,227 2171 502.4t b~b) 1.3268 24.294 R428 t,000 2428 2.226 0.87157 21.503 0,0963 4566 34.891 119.3 0.44 0,00 







609.3( 761) 1.326! 214.!92 2588 
511.8( 665) 1.3260 24.291 2442 0,90b 2410 2.221 0.81175 21.503 0,1034 
17 21 
!600 21.b77 120.9 0,44 0.00 





501.0( 654) 1.3271 244.291 2424 0,919 2228 2,220 0.74 21,503 0.1126 
18 21 





591,7( 745) 1.3177 24,.96 2564 
477,5( 632) 1.3"94 24,296 2389 1,000 2389 2,216 9,66476 210503 0,1263 2701 24685 129.4 o.d 0.00 





590,3( 7b) 1,3225 21.959 26t3 
417,8( 624) 1.3396 21.959 2398 1,225 2938 2.401 0.54641 41.720 0.1552 2969 E4,947 136.7 0,76 0.03 







590.2( 797) 1.3225 21.960 2664 
417.1( 6?4) 1.3396 21,960 2397 1.228 2943 2.401 0,5.570 1.720 0,3564 
21 3 
2971 2.95b4 136.8 0.76 0,03 
50.8e9 60.243 282 585.1( 801) 1.3217 21.982 2669 
50.839 20.383 1618 380.4c 597) 1.3420 21.982 2350 1.362 3201 2.403 0.51035 21.720 0.1662 3048 25,384 139.4 0.76 0.04 
COMBUSTOR 0 29 22 5 
52.249 51.627 2743 573,( 928) 1,3047 22,317 2823 
52.249 21.725 2231 382.3t 739) 1.3224 22.317 2563 1.206 3092 2.457 0.u3496 21.720 D.1950 3172 20.902 146.1 0,76 0.15 





323.8( 11) 1.3105 22.639 2652 1,294 3432 2.495 0,35650 21.720 0.2379 
24 3 
3373 19.014 155.3 0.76 0.26 
54,649 45,530 3086 556.1(105!) 1,2879 i2.668 2953 
54 49 15.79b 2418 301.7! 801) 1.3110 22.669 d637 1.353 3568 4.498 0.34193 21.720 0.2480 3412 18.959 157.1 0.76 0.27 




14.674 24 9 
551,7(1019) 1.2840 22.750 2979 







550.8(1084) 1.2833 22.765 2984 




370597 3510.440 9506 
27 4 $4797(I17) 1,9741 22.939 3042222,38 8299 1.7042 22,943 2663 1,51b 4036 2.532 0.24935 21.720 0,3401 3634 15,639 167,3 0.76 0,36 
CO bUSTOR 0 3b 46 
57,784 42.788 3140 541.5(1070) 1.28485 22.753 2969 
57.784 7.276 2077 142.2( 676) 1,32a4 22,155 e450 1,8d4 4470 2.500 0.23055 21.740 0.3678 3703 16,015 170.5 0.76 0.30 





541,3(1174) 1.269a 23.v2o 3064 






540,0(1165) 1,2711 3.U04 3056 
51.979 d.965 2478 163.9( 817) 1,3044 23.009 c643 1.599 4226 2.537 0.!2817 41.720 0,3717 3708 IA.985 170.7 0.76 0,38 
READING -- 0061 60ICK 2-145 JIME m 212.162 MACH 6.0 OT = 70,,4q TI a !91, 1 PAGt
 
P T H GAMPA MOL wT SONV MACH VEL 4 /A A/AC Kl¢I7 p IVAC PHI ETAC
 
COPOUSTOR 0 36 .51 |0

58,059 49,769 2960 540.5(1005) 1.2935 24.589 9!903
58,059 b-088 1788 106,2( 57b ) 1.3361 U,1590 2293 2.046 4651 2.477 0.43077 21,120 0.3675 3711 10.679 170.0 0.76 0,24
 
COMBUSTOR 0 39 32 5
 
55, "9 61.829 R765 539,5C 935) 1,30e5 22.415 26
 
50,339) 
 41837 1474 73.2( 471) 1.3S30 22.416 2103 2.297 4630 2.440 0.43001 21,720 0.3687 3718 17.a66 171.2 U.76 0.18
 
CO B UTO R 
 0 0 3 3
58.56s 61.400 2777 538,8( 939) 1, 020 22.4?8 2831
 
58.565 4.864 1486 72,11 475) 1.3522 22,424 4111 
Z2629 432 2.442 0.22953 21.720 0.3695 3723 17.Z37 071.4 0.76 0.19
 
COMBUSTOR 8 41 3 a
 
59,28q 50.927 2824 536.5( 956) 1,2995 22.475 2849
 
59,289 4.950 1519 70.4( 492) 1.3490 22.475 2143 2.2b4 4830 2.460 0.22597 21.720 0.375$ l7sb 1h,961 17R.0 0.76 0,20
 
COPOUSIOR 0 na 35 6
 
60.309 33,399 3770 S3$,2(1301) 1,2487 23,393 3163
60,309 11,287 3006 221,9(1006) 1.2801 25,41R a859 1.381 3947 2067 0.22453 21.720 0.3777 
 S756 13.771 174*9 0.76 0.50
 
COMBSsTOR 0 43 36
 
b20319 37,590 3545 526,011I 7 ) 1,2626 23,182 $098
 
62,319 9.600 2629 lbb,7f 870) 1,2907 23,191 2700 1.568 4240 2,543 9,23Z35 21.720 0.3650 $760 15,310 173.1 0.76 0,43
 
COMBUSTOR U 44 37 5
 
63.739 5 ,974 396R 520.7(1372) 1.2354 23,627 3209
 
63,739 14,431 3334 254.2(1127) 
I.R630 23,657 2976 1.227 3b51 2.t74 0,2386Q 21,720 0.35553 760 13,5 @ 173,1 0076 0,58

COMBUSTOR 0 '45 38 a
 
66,203 3;,4SI 4105 509,5(1424) 1.2240 23,809 3239
66.2113 16@726 3645 305.5(1243) 1.2466 23.847 3078 1.038 3195 2.985 0.22621 
21#740 0,37119 3763 11.231 1"*2 0.76 0.64
 
COMBUSTOR 0 46 39 3
 
66.579 29.226 4111 507,6(I426) 1,2220 23,820 3239

oo,579 16.353 3bb9 316,9(1260) 1,2439 2S,859 3092 0,994 3075 2.591 8.21030 21,720 0,4032 
 3763 10.001 173. 0.76 0,64

COMBUSOuR REGEN 47 40 -21
 
66,%7q 49.Z26 4374 640.6(1531) 1,2055 23,764 3321
66,579 10,414 3637 2979C(1 0) 1.2446 23059 3071 1,349 4142 2.622 0.21030 21,720 0,4032 3878 13,537 175.5 0,76 064
 
NOZZLE AE 46 41 4
 
85.615 R9,Z26 4111 507,.( 1398) 1.2228 23.520 3239
ba.815 0.B89 IQ06 .361,4( S99) 1.3159 23,882 2285 a.tB 6594 2.591 0.04378 21,720 1.937p. 4858 
 4,446 923.7 0076 0.64
NOZZLE/ PO 49 42 4
 
86,615 29,E26 4111 507,6(1398) 1.2228 23.820 3239
88.815 0.386 1505 .469,8( 490) 1.3312 23,082 2098 3,334 6993 2,591 0,02640 ?1,720 3,2120 5040 2,669 232.1 0,76 0.64
 
NOZZLE AE RFGFN 50 43 1
 
88.el5 29,926 4374 640,8(1531) 1,2055 23,764 3321
 
88,815," 0,883 2123 -285.6t 674) 1.3066 2 .882 2403 2,8$3 6808 
2.022 0.0Q377 21,720 1,9373 503401 32 10 0,76 0,64
NOZZLE PQ REGEN 51 44 4
 
8a'8ts 29,226 4374 640,8(1531) i,2055 23.764 3321
88,815 0,385 1743 -417,5( 543) 1.3234 a3.062 2191 3.31.1 7277 2.622 0,02503 41.720 3,3884 5249 R,830 441.7 0,76 0.64
 
FICTIVE COMBUSTR 71 64 0
 ()6,579 405.326 5074 $07,6(1789) 1.1634 24.915 3462
 bo,579 0.356 1?.74.1029#9( 375) 1.3375 25.02 1834 4.7b3 L4771 2.422 0.04352 21.72a 
1.9484 bits V.936 281.5 0.76 1.00
 
FICTIVE NOZZLE 72 65 0
 
88515 22,058 4044 478,3(1400) I.,22q 23095 3215
ba615 0.930) 2058 304,d t 65 a) 1.309 42. 882 23 69 
2.6 4b 6273 2 607 0.0 37 0 21.720 1.9371 696 4,,d6 b 216 .40 76 0 64
 























I,0U6E 01 1,050E 00 0.000 -3.U98L vl 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.b34L 02 a.707E 00 1,408L-03 0.000 O0000 
A.070E 0f 2.2p0e 00 0.000 -1.68% 02 0.UV0 0.000 0.000 5,0'43b 02 5,776E 00 3.005E-03 0.000 0.000 
3.50SE 01 3,930E 00 0,000 -3,683E 02 0,0V0 0.000 0.000 6,804E 02 1,0106 01 5.272E-03 00000 01000 
3,55SE 01 4.0409 00 O.00v -4.046E 02 OOUV 00000 0.000 7,013E 02 1.042E 01 5,4199-03O0009 Do000 
3.606E 01 3.960E 00 0,000 -4,4529 OR -3.372E 02 .3.372E 02 0.000 7.246E 02 1*0216 01 5,312E.03 0.000 01000 
3,6486E 01 4,?4E 00 0.000 -4.803E OR -3.454E 02 -5.45aE 02 0,000 7.443E 02 1.094E 01 5.693E-03 0.000 0.000 
3,672E 01 4,238E 00 5.680E 00 -5,567E 02 -A,5V1E 02 .3.501E 02 6,000 7.555E 02 1.093E 01 5.665E.03 1.465C 01 7,619E-U3 
$.026E 01 4.38E 00 5.t17E 00 5,5886 OR -.6.504E 02 -3.502E 02 0.000 7 5SSS 02 1.093E 01 5.604F,03 1,474F. 04 7.668E-O3 
3.701E 01 4.230E U0 7.457E 00 .5,622F 02 -3.541C 02 -. 561E 02 0,000 7.66E 02 1.091E '01 5,674E.03 1,9M3 01 leD09-02 
3,739E 01 4,089E 00 9,750E 00 -5.S976 02 -3.641E OR -3041lE 02 0.000 8.254E 02 I.0SOE 01 5.4859-03 4,514F 01 1,30814-U 
3.803E 01 3.850E DO 1.250E 01 .5.399L 02 .3.704E 02 .3.784E 02 0.000 8.945E 02 9.927E 00 S.t aE.03 3,222E 01 1,676E,02 
3.075E 01 IoI45E 01 1.558E 01 -5.098E 02 -4.1/bE 0e -4.005E 02 -1,723E 01 9,746E 02 2.9S36; 01 1.5 6E-02 4,017E 01 2.090E-UR 
3.685E 01 1.250E 01 1.6006 01 -5.5,0E 02 -4.253E 02 -4.044E 02 .1,886E 01 9.856E 02 3.222E 01 1.6766E02 4.126E 01 2,146F-02 
3.1.90E 01 1.420E 01 t.681E 01 .5.611E 02 -4.3E 02 -4.113E 02 -4.152E 01 1.004C 03 3.661E 01 1.905L6D0 .3$E 01 2.25SE-02 
3,9506 01 1.809E 01 1.927E Of -5,839E 02 -4.655E02 -4.=g363E 02 -2.952C 01 1.060E 03 4.664E 01 2.426E.02 4:969E 01 2556=oO 
3,98TE 01 10T09E 01 doe E 01 -5,8866F 02 -4,986E 02 .4,593E 02 -3,5118E 01 1.103F. 03 4.400E Ul 2,292E-a b.447E 01 2.834E-02 
4,OO0E 01 1,673E 01 2,020E 01 -5,803E 02 -$,ObIE 02 o4.60SE 02 -3,758E 01 1.118t 03 4.314E 01 2.244E-02 5,207E 01 2,709EPOR 
4,034E 01 2.6939 01 1.780E 01 -5,992E 02 -$965E OR -4,93SE 92 -4.496E 01 1.157E 03 6.944E 01 3,613E-02 4.590E 01 2.388E-U2 
4,040E 01 R.B78E 01 1:94BE 01 .6.038E 02 -5.42E 02 -4.9829 02 -4,9SE 01 1.164E 03 7,421E 01 3.660E.02 ti.0214E of 2.6i4EP02 
4.041E 01 2.908E 01 1 9786 01 .6.043E 02 -5.441E 02 -4,990E 02 -4.411E 01 1.1866E 03 7.4"E6 01 3.901E.02 S.095E 01 2.650E-02 
4.085E 01 4.229E 01 3,180E 01 -6.3RU6 02 -5,847E 02 .5,337E 02 -5.101E 01 1,217E 03 I.O90E 02 5.673E-02 8,199E 01 4.2669002 
4.134E 01 "'5.705E 01 4.590E 00 -7,133E 02 -6,338C02OS ,7556 02 -5.853E 01 1.275E 03 1.471E 02 7,653E-02 1.173E 01 6,103E*03 
4,150E 01 6.191E 01 4,316E Do -7,556 02 -6,5069 02 -5089% 02 -6,095E 01 I.a94E D3 1.596E 02 8.305E.02 1,113k 01 5.7899-03 
4*1849 01 6,2441 01 3,825E 00 .8,537E OP.-6,87?E 02 -6.212E 02 -6.599E 01 1.334E 03 1.610E 02 8.376E.02 9.80 E 00 9$11 w3 
4.246E 01 6.34IF'0t 3.561E O0 -1.015E 03 -7,6b76 02 .6,801E 02 .665C 01 1,400E 03 1.635E 02 8,506E-02 9,182E 00 4.77 7kb3 
4.,02e 01 5.776E 01 3.407E 00 -1.09SE 03 -8.222E 02 -7.133E 02 .1.089E 02 1.451E 03 1.489E 02 7.748E-02 6.784E 00 4.570EV03 
4,283E 01 5,760E 01 3.403E 00 -1.101E 03 -8.2 8E 02 .7,12E 02 -1.096E 02 1.052E 03 1.485E 02 7,727E-02 8:773E 00 4:564B-03 
4,e90E 01 5,659E of 3-37SE o0 -1.114E 03 -5,3413E OR -I#Z00E 02 -1.143E 02 1.4bOE 03 1.499E 02 7.591E-02 8 702E 00 SM7-03 
4.031E 01 3,465E 01 9.04BE Of -1,27411 03 -1,101E 03 08.342E 02 -2.667E 02 1.630E 03 8.93SE 01 a.6006E02 S,82E 01 2.748EwU2 
4.4B0E 01 2.704E 01 2.642E 01 01,279E 03 -1,206E 03 .6.689E 02 -3.369E 02 1,690E 03 6.971E 01 3,627E-02 6,613E 01 $,544E*02 
4,562E 01 3#398E 01 3.63SE 01 -1,270k 03 -1,360E 03 -9,238L 02 04,563E 02 1,789E 03 tl.763E 01 0,559h-02 9.37aE 01 4,876E-02 
4ob2SE 01 3,934E 01 3.640E O1 P1.246E 0$ -1.519E 03 -9abSOE 02 -5.539E 02 1.867E 03 1.014E 02 5,277E.02 9.385E 01 4.802E.U2 
4.626E 01 





-1,24SE 03 -1,SiIE 
-1.242E 03 -1,5W8 
03 
03 
*9.696e 02 .5.5559 02 











4.731E 01 4,834E 01 3.648E of -1.197E 03 01.771E 03 -1.032E 03 -7.393E 02 1.997E 03 1.246E OR 6,464E-02 9 406E 01 4.893EP0a 
4.8119-01 4.477C 01 3.694E 01 -1.1276 03 -1.9t,9E 03 -1.060E 03 -8.885E D2 2.097E 03 1.154E 02 6@006E.02 9:42 E 01 4.62E002 
4.886E 01 3,660L 01 3,660E Of -l.OOIE 03 -2.153E 03 -1.124E 03 -1.029E 03 2.190E 03 9.437E 01 40 09E-0a 9.437E 01 4=09E.02 
5.030F 01 2.4816 01 2,481E 01 -7,707 02 -2.46SE 03 -1.205E 03 -1.27BE 03 2P570E 03 6.396L 01 3.347E-02 6.396E Of $337C-02 
5,031E 01 2,472E 01 a.472E 01 -7.714E 02 -2,4USE 03 wl.20SE 03 -1.260R 03 2.371E 03 6.375E 01 3.316 902 6,37$E 01 3,316E,02 
5,084F 01 2,036E 01 2@038E 01 .7,091E 02 02,54SE 03 -1.23SE 03 -1.362E 03 2,437E 03 5.256E 01 2,734E-02 Si256E 01 2,734EP0 
5.a25E 01 2,172E 01 2.172E 01 -5.534E 02 "2.850E 03 -1.30SE 03 -IoSO4E 03 2,61SE U3 5,602E 01 ?.914-02 5.604E of 2,914E.02 
5,435E 01 1,732E 01 1.732E 01 .3,385E 02 -4.158E 03 J1.403E 03 -1.754E 03 2,881E 03 4.467E 01 2,30UE-0a 4,46U6 0 2.324F.V2 
5.485E 01 1.580E 01 1.560E 01 -2.954E 02 :3o2e5E 03 jt.425E 03 o1.B006 03 2,945E 03 4.073E 01 2.119E-02 4,075E 01 2,11 9EV2 
5.560E 01 1,467E 01 1.467E of -2.3656 02 .33el 03 1:1.456E 03 -1.865E 03 3.041E 03 3,784E 01 1=9086*02 3,7a4E 01 1,96SE-U2 
5.576E 01 1.443E 01 1.443E 01 -2.2aaE 02 - .50E 03 1.463E 03 .1.877E 03 3,061E 03 $,721E 01 1.936L-02 3,721E 01 1,936EwQ2 
5.636E 01 7.3442E 00 1.354E Of -6,519E 01 -3,408E 03 -1,486E 03 -1.922E 03 3,10aE 03 1.893E 01 9,848h-03 31091E 01 l.8t6E,0 
b.778E 01 7.276L 00 7.276f 00 8,872E 00 -3.542E 03 -10634E 03 -2.009E 03 3.209E 03 1.876E O 9,760E-03 I.876E 01 9,760E-03 
5.784k 01 1.155E 01 7.034E 00 1,091E Of -3.547E 03 -1.535E 03 -2.01t6 03 3.al6E 03 4.97eE 91 1,549E-02 14014E 01 9,436FwQ3 
5.79BE 01 I.0SSE 01 6.419E 00 1.529E 01 3.5508E 03 -i.50E0 03 -2.OteE 03 39234E 03 2.97BE 01 1.549L-02 1,6556 01 8.6119*Q3 
5°006E 01 6.068E 00 6,068E 00 1.7806 ol -3.bb4E 03 .,52E 03 -2.022E 03 3.244E 03 1,56$E of 8.139E.03 1.56SE 01 811$49EP0 
5.034E 01 4.837E 00 4,837F On 2.491E Of -3°5t56E 01 -1.5SIL 03 -2.O3SE 03 3.200h 03 1.247E 01 6.489L-03 1.,TE 01 6,489E.03 
5.856E 01 .8664E 00 4,664E 00 2.963E of -3.5.02E 03 -1.558L 03 ,!.044E 03 3.3098 03 1.454E 01 6.525t-03 1,254 01 6M5SE603 
S.9W9 01 4,950E 00 4,950E 00 4.294E 01 -3.6b0E 03 -1.578E 03 -2.072E 03 3.402E 03 1.276E Of 6.640t.03 1.R76E 01 6,660 *O 
6.031E 01 1,129E 01 1.129E 01 6.174E 01 -3.7=eE 03 -1.b05E 03 -d.11/E 03 3,532E 03 4.910E 01 10514E02 2.910E 01 1.514E-Ua 
.n 6 232E 01 9600E 00 9-600E 00 6.418t O) -3.819E 03 -1.652E 03 -2,227E 03 S.7906,03 2.4754 01 1.26L 02 2.475E 01 t2 6E 2 
READING w 0061 BLOCK R-125 TIE 4 212.162 MACs b.O P! a 745*,99 TT A 249t.1 PAGE 2
 
XAB3 P.l P.0 PDA 
 GOX U-I8 0-08 CAWALL P.Ia/PSO P.1B/PlO PsOb/PSO P-OB/fO6s374E 01 1,423E 01 1.423E 01 6.41BE 01 e3.99bE 03 .1.687k 03 -2.3081 03 3.972E 03 3.669C 01 1.909L.02 3.4'9E 01 1.9U9t.02C 6.620 E 01 1,673E 01 t.673E 01 6.418 01 .SIRd3SE 03 -1.761L 03 -2.476E 03 4,269E 03 4.313E 01 2.244L.02 4.313 01 2.2441P26*.658E 01 1.560E 01 1.711E 1 6.4181 01 -4.279E 03 
-1.774E 03 -2.505C O 4.337E 03 4.022E 01 .,093OE02 4.411E 01 2.291E.02
6,662E 01 1.560E 01 1.71E O 6.418t01 4,tu4E 03 -1.776e 03 -2.500E 03 4.342E 03 4.022E 01 2,093E-02 1.421E 01 2.30O-02
 
6,662E 01 1.483E 01 1,735E 01 6.418C 01 -4.32E6 03 .1.783E 03 .2.523E 03 4.368E 03 3.8255 01 1.990t.02 4.74E 01 2.327E.02
6.8081 01 8.470E 00 6,990E 00 1.974E 02 -4.457E 03 .j,831E 03 .2.626E 03 
 4.563E 03 R.184E 01 1.1366.02 1.80E6 0 9.3 6e,]
6.91SE 01 6.1991 00 7,065! 00 3.427E OR - .b7 0$ -1.646E 03 -2.661E 03 4.665L 03 1.596E 01 6,316E-03 1,624E 01 9.4/7E-03

6.992E 0i 3.590E 00 5.484f 00 4.955E 02 *4 .SoE 03 -1.860E 03 -.2702E 03 4.760E 03 9 .57E 00 4.816E-03 1.414E 01 7.356E.93 
7.064E 01 2.786 00 4,005E 00 5.964E OR -4.6141 03 .1.871E 03 -2.743E 03 '4.846 03 7.184E O 3.737E-03 1.03"E 0 5.372Ew037.12SE Ot 2.105E 00 3.248E 00 6.613E 02 -4.65E 03 .1.879E 03 *2.776E 03 1.922E 03 5.426E 00 2.82a4.03 8.37bE 00 4.357E.b37.220 E 01 1.4906 00 4.070E O0 7.3108 02 "4.700E 03 -1.887E 03 .2.820E 03 b.03bE 03 3.6578 00 2.006E-03 5.337E 00 2.777e.03 
7.263E 0i 1.220E 00 1,931E 00 7.154G 02 -4.7?E 03 .1.890E 03 2,637E 03 5.088E 03 3.196E 00 1.636e-03 4./86E 00 2.590e-ot7.416E 01 8.147E.0 1.435 00 8.170E OR -4.7t02 03 -1.900E 03 -2.580E 03 5.273L 03 4.101E 00 1.09E-03 3.700E 00 1.9251.U3
7,431E 01 7,750t.01 1,971E 00 8.2156 02 -4.7056 03 -1.901E 03 .2.884E 03 5.290E 03 1.998E 0O 1.04E-03 3,277E 00 i.7OSt-o37.506E 01 8.16.01 '4.5002.01 8.499E20 -4,008C O -1.90SE 03 .2.903E 03 5.374E 03 2.110E 00 1,098E.03 1.160E 00 6.036E.04
7#506E 01 8.185E0l 4.456E.01 8.5088 02 .4.808E 03 .1,905E 03 %.2903E 03 5.3759 03 2.1109 00 1.098E03 1,149E O0 5.977E-49
7.63q1 01 8.950E.01 0.000 8.689E 02 "4.854E O olv9J 03 -2.942E 03 5.426E 03 2.308E 00 1.201E.03 0.000 0.0007.924E 01 1.665L 00 0.000 9.2016 02 -..8b7E 03 .1,924E 03 *2.92 03 5.5251 03 4.293E 00 2.233E-03 0.000 0.00081314E 01 118 00 0.000 9.810E 02 -4.8blF 03 -i.938E 03 .2.942E 03 5.630E 03 3.055S 00 1.590E.03 0.000 0.0006.59se 01 9.200E.01 0.000 1.004E 03 -4.893E 03 -1,9511 03 .2.942E 03 5.664E 03 
 2.372E 00 1.234E.03 0.000 0.000
8.0881 01 1.250E 00 
 0.000 1,031E 03 -4.915E 03 -t.973E 03 -2.942E 03 5.707E 03 3.223E 00 1.677E-03 0.000 0.000
8 
.86 tE 01 1.251E 00 0.000 1.031E 03 -.4915E 03 o1.9731 03 .2.942E 03 5.707L 03 3.d25E 00 1.670E.03 0.000 0.000 
REAVING - 0061 BLOCx ; 125 TbE = 212.16? MACMCh t. PI 745.499 IT Pa991.1 PAGE 6 
X ODRAG CORAG CF H0 











4.l3uE 01 1.0IE 01 1.4202 02 2.819E.03 b.5b4E.02 
4,150E 01 3,5102 00 1.4552 02 2,870E-03 6.)bE.02 
4.184E 01 7.164E 00 1.526E 02 29562E-03 6.4vbE-02 





















4.480E O 7,612E 00 2.014E 02 3,0752.03 4,844E-02 
4.562F o 1.1972 o0 2,164E 02 3.090E.03 5,5032W.0 
4:625E 01 0.928E 00 2,253E 02 3,5372.03 4.9992.02 
4,626E 01 1.393E-01 2.d54E 02 3.200E-06 5,6174E02 









































5.4852 01 3,528 00 3,0172 02 2,992E03 3,173209 
5.560E 01 5,3322 00 $.0712 02 2,9692.03 3,0dSE.O 
























5.034E 01 1.766E 00 3.1852 O Z8.SOIEi03 1.514E.04 

































6.8082 0 7,8732 00 3.702E 02 3.2292.3 1,697E.02 











7.825E 01 1,999E 00 3,812E 02 3.049E-03 8.5/9E-03 
7.2202 01 2,6272 00 3-8382 02 2.9882.03 .4t3E-04 
7.2632 01 1,0312 00 3.8492 0a 2,969E.03 5,8bbE-03 
7.4162 0l 3.200E 00 3.881E 02 2,91U403 4,550E-03, 
,7,431E O 2,621E-01 3,bO3g 02 2,896E.03 4,2 35-03 
70506E 01 1.0132E 00 S.d9'4 02 2.8216-03 ?-"376.06 
70506E 01 1763E203 36.894E 02 4.82-03 e.9E9.03 
7.6392 01 6.325E.01 3.900E 02 2.666e-03 3A11E-03 
o 7.924E 01 1.6192 00 3,917E 02 2,945 .03 b.Oi6E-03 
.3 8.31AE 01 1.8562 00 3.935E 02 2.874 .03 4.650E-03 
READING a 0061 tLOCK =ia TImE : 212.102 A§r 6.0 pi a 145,499 TT r 299.1 PAGE 7 

























CALCJLATE) THRST,...........,.....,,,,, 0. (LdF) ANGLh OF ATTACK ,............. ..... 0,000 (DEGREES)
MEASURED THRUST......o...,......*....... 
 699. (LBF) MASS FLOw RATIOe........,, ... ,,. 0.r06
 
CALCULATED SPECIFIC INPULSE,.......... 1196. (LdF.StC/LBm) ADDITIVE DRA& COEFFICIENT.,.....,....... 0.0292
 
MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULbE,, .., ....
4 1307. CLaF.SEC/LaM) L1ITING PRESSURE RECOVERY EFFICIENCY.... 0.1842
 CALCULATEL) 1iRUST COEPFICLENT,,..**.... 09252A DELTA PT2...................... ........ 0.1376 (PSI)
MEASURED THRUST COEFFICIENT.............. U.280 
 TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY . SUPEMStN4C..... 1.4146
 
TOTAL PRESSUE RECOVERY - SUbSOQ C....... 0.870
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC.,.. v.9 118
 
RE&ENERAJVECOOLE, ENGINE PERFORMANCE INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUPSONIL...... 0.9156
 
CALCULATED 
STREAM THRUST,o.*.... ... ...*,,, ,,,.
NET THRUST...............**............., 
SPECIFIC IMPULSE*........................, 





KINEIIC ENLRNY EFFICIENCY - UPERSONIC... 0.9evd 
9INETIC ENERGY EPFCIENCY . SUbSUNIC.O,,. 0.8857 
ENTHALPY AT O * SUPERSONICo.............. .. 14 




MOMENTUM AND FORCE5 





COMBUSTOR FRICTION ,,, ?RAG..CLF)
39. i,,, TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO....S..... ,... .... 0.0948
COMBUSTDR STRUT DRAG.........*...,,,,*, 
51.20 CLaF) COMBUSTOR EFFECTIVENESS................. 0.bla6
COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE............... 
 4a3. (LaF) INJECTOR DIbCHARrd COEFFICIENT$ Ob,9 0.6972, 0,7711, 0,704
 
NOZZLE FRICTION DRAG,.....,... o*,**,*33.39 (LBF)
 
NOZZLE STRUT ORAG...................... .1 0.00 (LeF)

NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE...,... . 933, (LBF; 
 NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL,*............. 966, CLAP)

EXTERNAL FRICTION IJAG.*............,... 63.73 CLBF) VACUUM STREAM 
THMUST COEFFICIENT - CS.so. U.9b67
 
EXTER'&L PRESSURE INTEGRAL..,.........., .1111, (LBF) NOZZLE COEFFICIENT . CT.................. 0.89)b

TOTAL EXTtRNAL DRAe....t,,*.......,, 
-W75, (LOF) PROCESS EFFICIEtCY......,,.,...,. 0,9503
TOTAL. STRUT 
 . -51,20 CLOF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY.,,, 09269 
CAVITy rORCE...... ....... ..,......... .. -Io . (LDF) t 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE..,............ .1597, (LWP) 
MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE............ * 80. CLAF) 





NOHINAL CO L LEADING EDGE.................. 3,884 (IN) INJECTORS 
 STATION VALVE
 $PIKE TRAN.LAT6N... .. ....... 1.386 (IN) 
 IA 4OQO0 A
 
INLET THROAT....... os.....,... ........ 40.4OU (I N ) 1 42.B24 
COVN. LEADINGEDGE..........,,..*...,.... 36.72$ (IN) IC 4q,3OO
NOZZLE SNRUO TRAILING EDGE. ,.,.. . 75,064 (IN) 2A 50,299 aNOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE...... ....... 8b.85i (IN) aC 46,R50 E
 
STRUT LEADING EDbE .. .......... b7.979 (IN) 5 55,589
, .... 

STRUT TRAILING EDGE... .... **,*........ 0b,579 (IN) 3b 57,774

COFBUSTOP EXIT...........,., ,*...*,..66,57N (IN) 
 C 46.324 
Reading 61
 
t = 222.06 sec.
 
90 
READING C 0061 BLOCK ; 136 TIME 9 222.062 MACM 6.0 PT = 745.749 TT a 2991,4 PAGE 
RAMJET PERFORMANCL 
8UMMARY REP0RT 
P T H GAMMA MOLWT SONY MACH VEL S W/A A/AC MUPTV 0 IVAC PiI ETAC 
WIND TUNNEL 1 0 5 
0.000 745,749 4991 667.0( 792) 1.2931 28.955 2577 
.O00 0,388 405 -31,6( 97) 1.3989 28.454 967 5,992 5912 1,827 0,10604 21.296 0.7841 
$PIKE TIP N3 2 0 6 





b67.0( 792) 1,2930 20.954 2577 
b64.l( 774) 1,2950 28.954 2552 0.3b3 973 2.080 0,10604 21.296 0.7801 4066 1.003 190.9 
WINO TUNNEL 3 0 0 
0.000 745,749 a991 
0.000 0.401 409 




79R) 1.2931 e8.955 a577 





6670( 792) 1.2930 28.954 2571 
6Q',O( 773) 1,2951 28,954 2551 0.394 999 2.080 0.10846 21.781 0.7841 0b01 i.o84 187.3 
INLET THROAT 5 
4o400 4S.,483 2908 
40.4c -14.042 1479 
0 a 
641,9t 768) 1,R957 26.954 2544 
a3b.6( 365) 1.492 2,954 1851 2o433 4S04 1.879 1,08653 a1.296 0.0765 3354 76.047 157.5 







1 2957 28.954 3544 
.3525 28,954 1817 2.9526 4588 1.879 0.98776 21.296 0.0842 4389 70.426 159.1 
:NLt DNNRSK 7 0 4 
40'0c 139:319 a908 
qo.400 119.039 a0S 
COMBUSTOR 0 8 
40,410 230.328 3066 
40.q10 24.775 1806 







I.957 28.954 2544 
1.R990 28.454 8501 0,497 t242 1,93 
1.2888 28.369 2631 
1.3321 28.369 2053 2.10b 4323 1.956 
0,98776 21,296 .O0o4I 
1.08878 21.343 0.0765 
309 19.071 159#1 
3354 7S151 1571 0,07 00b6 
40,035 188,894 3226 
40.035 35.915 2202 
COMBUSTOR 0 10 
641.0! 879) 112812 24.564 2662 
330.4( 57S) 1.3155 2S,565 2245 1.75b 3941 
3 21 





638.7 877) 1,a843 2856b4 2679 
324.6C( 69) 1.3162 28.565 2235 1.77) 3964 1.988 1.08107 R1.343 0,0771 3225 66,601 151.1 0.07 1.00 




'41,S0 150,720 3216 
41.500 32,540 2262 
COMBUST0R 0 12 
63799( 876) 1.2814 28,564 2678 
348.1{ 592) 1.3133 28.565 2274 1,675 3808 1,993 1.07366 21,343 0.0776 
5 it 
3173 63,536 148,7 0,07 1.00 
3 41,825 130,00a 3211 41.825 32.579 2340 
COMBUSTOR 0 13 
636.3(875) 1.2815 28.564 2676 
370.8( 615) 1.3107 20.565 2310 1.578 3645 2,003 1.05561 R1,343 0.0789 
6 26 
3076 59.792 144,1 0,01 1,00 
j:1 
42,460 101,174 3199 
42460 32.952 2479 




1,810 28,564 2672 





634.0( 794) 1,2985 27,372 2594 
422.(8 85) 1,3215 27.372 2280 1,42b 3251 2.046 0.99284 21,394 0.0841 2816 50.15" 131.6 0.14 0.11 





633,9( 7T2) 13019 27,293 2568 
422.9( 563) 1.3251 27.293 2246 t,447 3249 2.000 0.99197 21.394 0,0842 2813 50.084 131,5 0.14 0.02 







1.3025 27.281 2563 
1.325b 27.281 2242 1.444 3238 2.040 0.98730 81.394 0.0846 2799 09.684 130.6 0.14 0,00 







621.5! 756) 1.3038 27.479 2546 
457,6( 594) 1,3216 27.279 2298 1.246 2863 2.051 0.91676 21.394 
Ii 21. 







1.3043 21.279 2540 
1.3217 27279 297 1,2S1 2828 2.050 0.90177 21.394 0,0926 268 39,636 123.3 0.1 0,00 
;READING x 0061 ftOCK 2, 136 TIME = 222,06R MACh 6.0 PI a 745,749 TT A d99itd PAGL 
P T H GAMMA M0OVT SONV MA H VEL 6 W/A p) A/AC MOVIM 0 IYA PHI 0TAC 







1.3031 21,325 265 
1,3163 27.325 Z364 1.049 2479 2.047 0.09362 21.394 0.0935 2665 34,421 124,6 0,14 0,05 







630,2( 029) 1,3096 23,983 R683 
521*3( 722)1 ,3202 23.983 R529 0,943 2334 2,266 0.87915 21.642 0,0961 
14 21 







630,1( 791) 1.3149 23, 76 ab35 
S21,3( 683) 1,3256 " 9676 a475 0,94? 8335 2,251 0@87876 41,642 0,096a 
is 21 






521 4( 678) 
1 3157 83: 80 2627 
1:3264 21 960 2467 0.943 2326 2,209 0.87554 21,642 0,0965 P.670 3t,646 X23.4 0.49 0,00 




77.583 844 6 18 at 774)
4785S ZZ06 5245( ASO1 
6 Z4 17 21 
1.3189 23.857 2611 







609 8( 765)1 ,3178 23,§57 2998 
509:0( 664) 1,3278 23,097 2446 0,918 2246 2,242 0,74e9l 21,642 0,1129 
to a " 
2898 260115 1297 0*49 000 
4e,045 '72.123 2609 
46.845 38,025 UJ6 
C014BUSTOR - 0 4 
601:6( 814) 1,3105 24,019 2660 
4735( 687) 1,382 24,019 2475 t,023 2532 2,263 0.66905 21,642 0,t263 
19 -6 







604,1( 887) 1,31,94 71,360 2791 
428piC712) 1,3316 al:360 2540 
20 ' 2" 







604,0( 888) 1.3153 21,461 0792 
427.51 712) 1,33t6 2106% 2540 
al 4 










1 3122 21:26 0820 







586.7(1064| 1.292S 21.806 2985 
401,7( 682) 1.3006 21,107 2761 
25 5 





57144(1182) 1,R764 2?6126 3095 
306,4( 924) l,a997 22#130 9798 1,301 3640 2,579 0,3S951 al,904 0,2379 3604 20,336 164o6 0,07 0,31 
COMBUSTOR 0 31 24 2 
54,635 49,308 333S 
541835 - 16 37 9 2603 
COMU 8SIR 0 39 
567.8(1180) 1.27bS 62,2o9 3092 
275 1( 89 4) 1,30 23 2 2,133 F760 
25 4 
1,387 38 27 
.. 





563:0C1207) 1,2725 22*a08 3116 
953.3C 904) 1,3000 22o213 277t L,491 3936 2,506 0.32$04 21,904 0,2631 3701 19.884 169,0 0.87 0,34 







562,0(1213 )240,1( 9o7 ) 
a7 4"" 
1.2717 22,224 3120 





554,6(1282) 1,2611 22.406 31T6 
187,8( 924)1 .2952 22,416 2782 1,548 4308 2,612 0.25146 21,904 0,3401 3877 1634 177*0 0.87 0,40 







551,8(1197) 1.2734 22.210 310S 
109!.6( 7S731.I3140 a2215 4569 1.846 4741 a,585 0.23242 21.904 0,3679 
29 9 





551,6(1332) 1.2528 22.5% 
164,5( 961) 1.2894 R22,5 
3212 
2821 1.500 4401 R.624 0,23476 21.904 0,3690 Wit1 15.654 180.4 0.87 0 44 





551.0(1323) t,2543 22,528 320S 
157.1(. 9Q5J 1.2913 22."43 2602 I.5b5 4440 2.622 0,ei010 dt.904 0,3717 J954 15,4175 180.5 0.07 0.43 










K GAMMA MOLT SONV MAGH VEL 8 r/A £ A/AC 
31 it 
550.7(1127) 1.2831 2.04 3041 





IVAL Phi ETAC 













549,6(10521 .h292821,863 2968 
so*o( 536) 1.3442 21.664 2246 9.290 5099 2,522 0.23191 
33 4 
548,8(1126) 1.4831 22.044 30 1 






26070 81Blv 0.87 0,23 























546.2(1349) 1,?498 22.609 3224145.2( 9 07) 1.2860 22628 84 1.56 4479 2.625 0.a2788 21.904 0,3753 
35 4 
592.4(1459) 1.2296 22.909 3295 
185.1131) 1.2668 24.951 2989 1.15 AU9 2.647 0,R2643 21,904 0,3777 
36 4 
53.9(1369) 1.470 2,.676 3233 
R2O.O( 976) 1, 860 22,699 2631 1.595 4516 2.622 0.3431 21.904 0,3650 
37 5 
527,6(1553) 1.2104 23.203 3344 









18a.2 0.87 0,46 
183.3 0.87 0,55 
l83*S 0.87 0,08 







514.3C1601) 1,1986 23.:372 3364 
278o7(1403) 1,337 23 458 3U04 
39 3 
3,Ob 3477 2,665 0.25612 i,904 0,3749 o0lO12,026 163,1 0,87 0.70 
66.$65 31.249 4460 512.I(16091 1.1956 23.401 336666,565 1698 4031 292,1(14321 1.2182 23,487 3224 1,029 3317 2,672 0.21207 21q904 0,4032 
COBUsTOR REGEN 47 40 a1 
66,$65 34.e49 4660 63690(1693) 1*1021 0304 38 
66.565 817) 37140 t$7.9( 1313) 1.2319 23,516 3121 1056T 4891 2.699 0.21207 21,904 0,032 
NOZZLE AE 4t 41 4 





10,933 183.1 Q.87 0.71 
16,12U 190.6 0.67 0.71 
4.794 37.8 0.87 0,71 
2,866 248.6 0.87 0.71 
NOZ4LE..At REGEN 5088,801 31.249 4660 43 5636.0(1693) 1.0821 23,314 3428 
88.801 
NOZZLE 
0.969 2395 *389.2( 790) 
PO REGEN 51 44 5 












Z3,551 4315 3 33b 772 2 699 0 02356 21.904 36302 5619 4,847 956,b 0*87 0 71 
FICTIVE COM1USTR 71 64 0 
66.565 305.183 5263 512,1(1924) 1.1702 24,291 355066,565 0.388 1406-1163.3( 427) 1.3263 24.714 1937 4,7d7 9156 2.49 0.04000 R1.904 2.1167 
FICTIVE NOZZLE 72 65 0 
88 001 21.052 4367 479.6(1579) 1,1951 23,404 3337 
88,801 1.093 2455 *366,9( 812) 1.893 23.551 2585 2.518 6508 2.698 0.04415 21.904 1.9371 
6444 
4973 
5.749 !9. 0.7 1.00 
4.465 927,0 0,87 0.71 
Co
 
READING 0 0061 BLOCK a W 6 TIME 2 22R.0b2 MACH 6.U PI --745.749 71 29910 
 PAGE 0
 
X A S S (0 .1 8 P .0 6 OA Q0x U I g Q. u CA A 4L P -1 0 /Ps o P -W~ P T O P O l/ p s o " P . 0 8 & 4 0 
to 6.981E.01 1.04hL 00 0.000 -4,5b3E Ol 0.0QQ .000 U.000 2.470E-02 R.693E 00 1.401E-03 0 00D 0,00
,p 1836E 01 t.045E g .O000 3.401 0f 0.000 0,000 O.000 $1,634 V2 2,693E 00 1,40IL-U3 0m00 OoO 00oQ3WO70 01 2.245E 00 0.000 -1.682t 02 0.000 00000 0.000 5,051 E02 .7eE DO 3,010 -QS 0,000 0.000
 
3,508F 01 3,945E 00 O.000 -3,68SE 02 0,000 0,000 0.000 6,804E OR 1,017E 01 5,290 .03 0.000 m010
305550 01 4,0605 00 0.000 1.O52E DR 
 0,000 0.000 0.000 7.0136 02 1,046E 01 5,44E-03 0,000 0.000
 
3,606E 01 3 9709 0 0,o00 .,400a DR . 3 1 t.O4 3,3 9E 02 0,000 7,24E 02 1.0 3E 01 5,) 3E-03 0,000 0 000
3.6 4 6 E o l 4 , 2 6 1 E D o o.0 0 o -4 0 1 2 E 0 2 -3, 4 9 E0 2 -3 , 4 1 9 E 0 2 7 0 48 2 5 1 E -
Q , U o Q 3 E0 1 .0 9 8 E 01 .7 1 4 3 0 , 0 00 0 , 0 0 0
3.i70E of 4,252E00 5-683E 00 -5,5M~ 02 -3,4b4E 02 m3.464E 02 0.000 7.54S0 02 I,0q';E al 5.704L-03 1,465E 01 7,621E-U3

3.671E 01 4,252E 00 5.719E 0o -5.S86E 02 -4.465E 04 *3.4659 OR 0.000 7.551E 02 1.096E ol 5970?E-03 
 1,474C 01 7,,696-03

3*7 0 1E 0 1 4,2 4 0 E 0 0 7 ,5 2 0 E 0 0 -5 .6 2 1 E 0 2 -3 s be 0 2 -3 ,5 26 E 0 2 0 ,0 0 0 7.8 64E 0 2 1 ,0 9 3E 01 5.6 8 6E -0 3 1 , 403 8 0 1 1 .0 0 8 k -U R 3,737E 01 4,102E 00 9,7000 g0 -5,598E 02 03.6Q4e 09 -3,602E 02 0.000 8,247e 02 1,057E01O 5.501h-03 
 4,S000 01 1,301E-gil

3.603E 01 3.855E0O0 O.5.398E02 * 3.747E 02 .3.747E
1.25801 
 02 0.000 B.qs3E 02 9.935F 00 5.169E-03 3.242E 01 1.667E.02
 3.875E01O 1,148&01 1,574E 01 
-5,498L 02 -4,10E0 O -3,965L 02 -1.648E 01 9,754E 02 2.g6Ok 01 1.540h*02 4.057E 01 2.1lit-02
 
3,8836 02 1.23SE 01 10611E Of -9,5389 02 -4,1759 02 -309976 02 -1,781601O 9,850C Oe 3.191E 01 1.66CE-02 4,153E 01 2.161E-00
3,901E 01 1,42E 01 1,700E Of -5,609L 02 -4,aT6E 04 04,OOE 02 ?,0S6E 01 1,00SE 03 ,670E O1 1,909k-02 4:$82E 01 2.2flOg-UR

*950E 01 1,850E 01 1 950E Of -5,842E02 1.061E 03 2,08$t-02 5 08S 01 R,blaEpba
OE =,59tE 09 a4,$14E 02 -2.8teE 01 4,766E 01 
3m985E 01 1,789e 01 2:130E 01 -5,901E DR 4*8OeOE 09 
-4,!10E 02 e4*063E 01 1,109E 03 4,6116 01 2.3"60=02 5,490E 01 2,856E00

4#OOoE 01 1,764E 01 a,0310 01 -5,905E02E w9U7E O1 -4sb?8E 02 -3.084E 01 
 1.119E03 4007EE 01 2,366E=02 5,23SE 01 2,?23Seba
 
.0 3 2 0 0 1 2. 6 9 7 E 0 1 1.8 1 0 E 0 1 -6 OaE0 ,! -$.?/O0 O2 4.B oE 02 - 4. 0 7 7 E 0 1 1 . 1 56 E 9 3 6 .95 RE 0 1 3 .6 1 h 0 2 4 . O t Qe01 47 ft - V 
.6.070E 02 OE 

4 ,041E 01 2 9 439 0 1 2 .0 1ae 0 1 .6OEs 02 5 ., 6 E 92 -

4,040E 01 2,914E 01 1,989E of -5*337E02 ,9180 02 -4.190E 01 1.165E OS 7,510E 01 3,907E020 5,1269 01 2966E-02
 
-4,2 58 0 6 0 03 5 1 87E
4.9 asE 02 E, o~l 7 ,58AE 3 .9 46 E-02 01 2 6 99 4 poa
4sO83 E 0 1 4: 1 63E 01 3 : 020E 0 1 6, 358 90 9 0 5.73 6 F 02 1 5 2 9E 02 04, 641E 0 1 1 #216 9 03 
i,07 3 E O S.S82E-O 2 7 , 183 E 0 1 4,05 0E0 2
4,132E 01 5 SUE0 01 4 e? 00 *7,1670 02 -6,R12F 02 *S,6569 02 *5#557E01O lma74E 03 1.436E 0a 7*47LE-02 10179E 01 6 t3sfi-b3
 
4@1500 01 6,075e Of 4,430E0O0 -7,649E OR 6b,309E OR w,800E02 5.606E 01 1.566E DR
O 1,294E03O 8,146E-02 1,116E Ol 5: 8 6im 3
4, 0 2EE01 6 128E 01 3 ,87 SE 00 8.5 4E OR 6,7J00 OR 6,103E 02 
ob.2650 01 1 333E 03 1.579E 0d 8,218E-02 9 987E 00 5,196E0 3
 
4.Z46E 01 6: 23at of 3o37ge Do "1.01b0003 *7.517F0 OR -6.690E02 02E 1,606E 02
OE8.Va7 1.4086 03 8.357E-02 9,224E 00 11.799toUS
4,281E 01 5 7 290 01 3 2416E 00 -1 09 6t 03 -0,0 "E 02 *7,O03E 02 1,030E DR 
1.450E 03 1.476 E 02 7.68 2E-02 b,bO QE 00 4.5 61E03
4#282L Oi 5,714E 01 3#412E Oo 1:09SEE 03 P6,048E 02 -7,0120 02 -1,036E DR 1,051e 03 1.413E Ot 7,662EwOZ 8,)92E OD 4,5750O 3
4.2 8 8E O l 5. 69ee o f 3,38 1 E D o .1,1 1 1 t 0 3 " 8,1 49E 02 -7 ,0 6 9E 02 91 ,0 8 1E 02 1, 459 E 0 3 1, 449 E O R 7,5 3 7 9 0 2 6,7 1 4E 00 4 9 ,50 V
4.431E 01 3,567E 01 a.7070 01 -1,251E03 -1,070E 03 -8,211E 02 w2,489E02O 1,631E 03 9,194E 01 4.1639-02 6.077E of $,63OEP02

4.4 8oE 0 1 2.66 1E 0 1 3,522E 0 1 -1,2 42E 03 -1. 1 66E 03 -8 558 E 02 3 1 21E OR 1 69 09 0 3 7 ,3 74E 01 3,837 L0 2 9,076E 01 4,7429- 02
4 5 6 0 E 0 1 3.6 3 3 E o f 4.8 59 F 0 1 -1,2 0 4E 03 -1. 3 27 E 03 9.1 0 1 C O R -4.17 0E 0 2 
1 .7 89 h 0 3 9. 3 6 4E 01 4.8 7 2 L 0 2 1. 2 5ZE 0 2 6 . 516E -U Z
 4.6 2SE 01 4,252E 0 1 4 *6 49E 0 1 =t ,ISE g 0 3 : 1 -46 1 E0 3 N9 05 E 0 2 -5-0 116 02 1 8 68 E0 3O 1 .0 9 6 L 0 R 5 , 70 2E 0 2 1, 1 9 8 E 0 2 6 ,2 33 E -02
4.6R6E 01 4,262E 01 
 4,6450 01 "1,1S86 03 o # b3E 03 09,S31E 02 *5.10ZE 02 1.869& 03 1.09a0 02 5,7159-02 1,197E OR 6,2294PUZ4,632E 01 4,319E 01 4t6R6F 01 -1,149E 03 P1,476e03 9*570902E5.19QE OR 1,676E 03 1.113E 02 5.791E-02 1.19RE OF 6.2034-1)2
4.7310 1 5.69E 01 
 4303E 01 1.07E 03 ,1 07 E 03 w1,02E 03 6.8710 02 1.996E 03 1.3SE OR 7.06SE-02 1,109E 02 5.710 EP2
 
4,811E01 4,927E 01 4.042E 01 .9,9?IE02O -1,904E03 .1,-069E 03 -8.334E 02 ?.,097E 03 1.270E 02 6.607L-02 1,0O4E 02 5,40E-02
4 8 8G E 01 3,80 a0 01 3, 8O RE 01 =8. 999 E0 2 -2,0 61E 03 1 11 2E o3 9 ,683E 0 2 2 189 E 03 9,800 E 01 5 09 9E m00 9. 00 0 O 5 09 9L 02
 
5.0 28 E_01 2.796E of 2.79 6F 0f 6.15OE 02 
- 4.40 E 03 -1.19 E 03 -1.21SE 03 2.369 E 03 7.207E 01 3 0750E-02 7.207 E0 1 3 ,750E .02
5,029E,.01 2,789E 01 a:789E Of *6,13S0 DR a.411E 03 -1.294E 03 al,21TE 03 
 2,310E 03 7,i89E O1 3,740E-02 7,189E01O 3,740t,02
5 ,0 8 2E 0 1 1 19 E 01 : 5 ,4166 E 0 2 02 5 2 E 0 3 "1 *4230 03 " 1 ,8 9 O F 0 $ 2. 437 E0 3 6 2 3 5 E 0 1 3 ,2 4e -E
2 ,419 E0 2 ,46 
 0 2 6 ,9 3SE 0 1 3 ,2 E "02U
5,223E 01 2,610E 01 2 610E 01 3,597E02 -2,709E 03 -1.296E 03 
-1.493E 03 2.6149 03 6.727E 01 3,5000e-02 6.727E Di 3,560EPOR
5.433E 01 1.849E 01 I.e49E Di -1,102E 02 -3.130E 03 .1.396E 03 -1.734E 03 2.860E 03 4.765E 01 2,479h-02 4:76SE 0%, 2.479EPUZ
 
5.463E 01 $.638E01 1,638a 01 .6.f1880 01 -3.RU4E 03 -. ,18E D3 -1.78SE 03 
 2.944E03 4.221E O1 2.196E-02 22 1E 01 2.1960 U2
1.515E 01 1 .l 
5.55 8E 01 1.515 E0 3,866 E 00 
 3.309E 03 1. 51 E 03 1, 658E 03 3 0 40 E 0 3 $ 0 06bE 01 2.032 E0 2 3,90 E 01 R,03 2Em O2
5.S76E 01 1.487E 01 1.487e D1 9,631E 00 -3,332E 03 al,45S0 03 w1.674E 05 3.062E 03 3.832E 01 1,994E.02 3 M]E Of I 994E.02
 
5.63 E 01 7.779E 00 1.391E 01 1 760E 02 "3.405E 03 1 ,81E 3 1.9 24E 03 3.102 E 03 Z.OO JJE01 1.0 43E-0 2 3.58 6E 01 1.866E- 02
5 777 E 01 7 651 E0O0 7. 651 E 00 2,527E 02 3 5 54E 03 -.1 ,3 SE 03 -2.0 23 E 03 3 ,209 E 03 1.97 2E 0| 1.0 26 E0 2 1.97 2E 0 2 1. a 6E 02
5,?GEE 01 1.279E 01 7,409E0O0 2,5496 E023559E0 3 -19532E 03 -2,026E 0 3,216E 03 3.296E 01 1.71SEvO2 
 1.910E01 9.935E-03
5.76C 0: 1.279E 01 6.794E o 2.595E 02 "3.5 1E 03 -1.537E 03 -2.03E 03 3.23E 03 3.296E 01 1 7150-02 1.751E 01 9 ,li00 03
5 . 80 4E 0 1 6 .,4 3 E 00 6.443 E0O0 
 2 6 a2 E 02 -3 5 186 03 -1.5 40E 03 - 2 039 E 03 3 ,24 E 03 1. 66 00 01 8 ,63 9Eo 03 1,660E 0 1 8.6 39 E ,03
 5.832E 01 5.212Ee 00 5.at2E 00 2,698E 02 -3.602E 03 -1.549E 03 e.05OE 03 3.260E03 1.343E 01 6.990E-03 1.343E 01 6.94OEPO)

5,0550 01 6.301E0 0 6,302F 00 2,75 4E 02 3 6 21E0 3O-1,556E 3 -4.065 E0 5 3.399E 03 1.6 2E 01 
8. 449 E03 1.6 24E 01 8, 049 EPU3
5.927 E 01 9,7 87 E 00 9.7760O0 2.97 2E 02 - 3.6 7E 03 -1.577E 03 -2.099 F 03 3.402E 03 2.523 E 01 1,312E02 2,623 E 01 1,312E0 2o
6.0 29E 01 1. 074E 01 1.17 4C O| 3.221 E 02 -3.759F 03 1, 0 50 03 " 2.15 E 03 3.5 32 E 03 3.U25 E0 1 1.57 4h 0 2 5. 0 25 E 01 1 57 06 PQ26.2 30 E 0 1 1 DOSE 01 1 005 E 01 3. 246E 02 -3.9 45 E 03 1. 655 E 03 . 289 50 3 3.790 E 03 Z.%9OE 0! 1.3 48 L-0 2 2.590 E 01 1 3 48 a0 40
 





















7.360E 0 0 
PDA ODX U-1B qotB 
3,246E 02 4.065E, 03 .1.692k 03 -2,393F 0 
3.24bt 02 *.375E 03 -1.771E 03 -2,604E 03 
3,246E 02 .-4.dSE 03 .1785 03 .2.b4OE 03 
3.246E 02 -4,430t 03 .1.786E 03 .,60143E 03 
3.246E 02 -4.4ibbE 03 -1.794E 03 -2,661F 03 










































6.117E 02 -4.6daE 03 
7.656E 02 .4.742E 03 
n1 .6SQE 03 .2,823E03 



















8.663E 02 -4.798E 03 
9,313E 02 -4,843E 03 
-1.883E 
-1.890E 
03 -2.q15k O 





















1,520E 0 0 
1.00*E 03 .4,902E 03 .1,899F 03 .3,002E 03 
1,047L 03 .4,9e3E 03 .1,903E 03 .3.021E 03 
































1.128k 03 -5.018E 03 -1.918C 03 -3,10OE 03 
Ii29E 03 -5.018F 03 .1.918E 03 -3,100E 03 
1.150E 03 '5.041E 03 *i.9251 03 03,149E 03 































%,29SE 03 .S113E 03 *1.96SE 
1,324E 03 -5,135E 03 .1.986E 
1,324E 03 .5.135E 03 -1.906E 
03 .3.149E 03 
03 -3,149E 03 
















READING a 0061 bLOCK 2-t36 TIwE 0 22,062 MAC" 6,0 PT 7M5,749 TI 2Q91,, PAGE 6
 
DDRAG CDRAG CF HC 










4.083E 01 9.000E 00 1.319E 02 2,643E03 7.718E02 
4,132E 01 1,047E 01 1.424C 02 2.800E.03 6.485E.02 
4.150E 01 3.807E 00 1:462E 02 2.854E.03 6.645E.02 
4,182E 01 6.861E 00 1.S31C 02 2.9S3E603 6:370E.02 
4.2U6E 01 1.27O 01 1.58E 02 3.073E03 5.659E.b 
4.a8IE 01 6.741E 00 1.725E 02 3.239t-03 b.2TYE.02 
4.2829 01 .834 001 1,727F 02 2.982E-03 5.707E-02 
4.288E 04 1.154E 00 1:73BE 02 2.949En03 5.758EOO 


































































59,822E 00 3.0816 021.4379 O0 3,094E O2 


























































1.339E 01 3.660E 02 




















































































BLOCK * 136 TIME 0 222.061 MACH t*U PT 7453.749 TT e.'JREADING a 0061 
x DDRAG CURAG CF HC 
8.593E 01 8.469E-01 4.034E D2 2.912E-03 3.976E-03 
8,879E 01 3,661E'01 4,037E U2 2.953E'03 5.2abE.03
 
8,OeoE Oi 0,000 ,4.037E 0 2.953E.03 b.278E,03
 






CALCULATED THRU!T,..o....,...,.,... .,**. 

MEASURED THRU0T.............,.. ,.,. 

CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE..,.....,..,., 

MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE,...,,....... 













MEASURED THRUST COEFFIVIENT,..-...,,,,.1 01,393 

















MEAURED LOAD CELL FORCEW,.,,....,,.









INLET THROAT.... ................. 

COWL LEADING EDGE.,.,,,, ,...,,
0

NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EDGE..,.*........ 






STRUT TRAILING EDGE...,...,....... .,, 





10 1, (LBF) 

INLET MOMENTUM C7ANOE,, ,,..,..... .729? (LOF) 

COM8UsTOR'FRICTIONORAG..,,...... .... 245.1 (LBF. 

COMBUsTOR STRUT ORAG................... s40.1b (LOF) 

COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE,............... 656, (LaF) 

NOZZLE FRICTION DRAG.'.....,, ,0,,,.....a 35,88 (LBF)
 
NOZZLE STRUT ORAG...,., .,..,.... i0O0O (LBF)

NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE 963, (LUF) 

NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL.,.,..,,,,.,..,. 949 (LSF)
 
EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG.,.,**,.....,*,,, 64,86 (LSF) 

EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL.#........... ',1115,
(LaF) 

TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG..n........,...* .1180, (LaP) 

TOTAL STRUT DRAG*..., ,**,,,,*,*,,.*...'40,16 (LOF) 

CAVITy FORCE.......,.................. .OTa. (LaF)
 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE.,,.,....... . '1364, CLBF)
 


































ANGLE OF ATTACK ........... ,...,... 0.... (DEGREES)
 
MASS FLOW RAfIO....o........,.......... Q07841
 
ADDITIVE DRAG COEFFICIENT............. 0.0285
 
LIMITING PRESSURE RECOVERY EFFICIENCY.... O.1841
 
DELTA PT2........ o... o............ ...e 0.1300 (pSI)
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUPERSONIC... 0,0096
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY w SUBSONIC...*,go OI868
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY p SUPERSOhIC.... 0,9108
 
INLET PROCtSS EFFICIENCY S 0.9154
UBSONIC,#.,.. 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY * SUPERSQNIC,., 0,9299 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SU8S0NIC..... 0.8863 
ENTHALPY AT PO - SUPERSONICo.,,......... , 7.70 (8TU/LBM) 
CONbUSTUR
 
FUtL.AIR RATIO......,*s.........pt,. . 0.025
 












VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT * CS.... 0,9548
 




KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY................ 0,8965
 
FUEL INJECTORS 
INJECTORS 8TAlIOK VALVE 
IA 40,400 A 
Is 42.810 8 
IC 44,300 
2A 50,285 C 








t = 231.06 sec.
 
99 
READING Q 0061 BLOCK 2,146 , b 5 V 9 TI = 0,3 /Dq /AOS -=77, P
 
RAP"hT PERFORMANCi. 
~5 U M M A R Y R F P n R T 
P T H GAMMA NOLw7 MOV MACH VEL 3 W/A A/AC MOPI1h 0 IVAC PhI EIAC 







1.2933 28.955 2575 
1.3986 28.9514 98S 5,995 5905 1.826 0.10bO5 13.5VO 0.0970 2507 9,7$3 187.2 
SPIKE TIP NS a 0 6 
0,600 19.1ou 2985 
0,600 17.486 2925 






1,2932 28.954 2574 





665.0( 790) 1.2933 28.95S 4575 
*30 1( 99) 1.3989 28.954 994 5.934 5898 1.826 0.11098 14.127 O.U970 2642 10.172 187.0 









1.2932 26,954 a574 
1.2953 28,954 2548 0.392 999 2.071 0.11098 14.127 0.4970 2642 1.722 187.0 







1,2959 28.954 2541 
1.3438 213.954 1908 2.27b 4344 1.903 0.9014J 13.500 0,0585 2085 6005~b 154.4 
INLET UPNRSK 6 0 3 
40.400 215,919 2903 
40.400 14.934 1516 






1.2959 26,954 2541 






607.4( 734 ) 
1.2959 28.954 2541 
1,2994 2,8.9S4 2496 0.513 128t 1.947 0,81949 13.500 0.0643 2109 16.110 156.2 





640.1( 766 )263.0( 392) 
1,2959 26,954 254 
1.3038 28.994 1908 2.276 a 1.903 0.901 1 II.S00 0o585e 2085 60.84? 154.11 
COMBUSTOR 0 9 a 3 
40,646 d15=749 2899 
40,606 17,62s 1579 
COVBUSTOR 0 10 
41117 216.256 2891 
414117 17.41S 1569 
COMOUsTOR 0 It 
639,0f 765 ) 1,2940 28.954 2S00 
263,4(392) 1,3437 Re.954 1909 2,271 435 1.902 0,90640 
3 , 
63(),7( 763 ) 1,2963 28.954 4537 




ao0a 61,067 154. 
20bI 60,823 15q*l 
01.500 218,49 2885 
41,500 16.817 1547 




1.2965 28,9S4 2534 
1.34S4 28,954 1891 2.306 43&1 1.900 0.88806 13.500 0.0594 2005 60,183 ism's 
41,626 ?19.074 RB82 
41,626 -16.535 1537 




1.2965 28.954 2533 
1,3U60 28.954 1885 2.eO 4373 1.899 0.68139 13.500 0.0598 2O68 59095 154.7 
42,117 205,879 2874 631,6( 758) J,R968 28,9S4 aS5o0 
42,117 16#lb6l 1549 255p1[ 384) 1,34b3 25,954 1891 2.295 U3a0 1,903 0,84885 13*900 0.0b21 2078 57.255 153,9 




16 0 S59159 2 
629.8( 756 )
?66.8 ( 396) 
1.2970 20.954 2527 
1 3 31 28.95 4 1916 2 224 4262 1 909 0,82055 13 500 0 0b42 20b8 5 43 9 152.4 







1,2971 28.954 2526 
1.3421 28,954 1926 2.195 0228 1.912 0,806S2 13.500 0.O654 2049 52.997 15107 
COMBUSTOR 0 16 9 5 
43.611 
3 ,611 
135.255 2845 623,0(749) 1,2977
10. gE4 17 ?II 99 0 ( 2 8) 1.3373 
28.954 2508 
26.954 1982 2 0 31 027 1 929 0.72 414 13.500 0.0 12 8 1996 5.3 1 R0 .8 







1.2978 Za.954 a917 
1.3370 28.954 1986 2.021 a014 1.929 0.12152 13.500 0.0731 1992 45.005 147.6 





617,9(7laa) 1.2983 28,954 2511 
315.7t 445) 1.3346 213.954 2015 1.949 3888 1.936 0.69657 13.000 0.0757 1960 42.093 145.2 
READING = 0061 RLOCK c 144 ri?,E = 231.062 rlACH 6.0 PT = 7US.999 TT --2964.8 PAGE 2 
P T H GAH A fOLPT SONV flACH VEL 5 W/A w A/ c NOPTh 0 IVAC Phl TAC 
COMBUStuR 0 19 la 5 
64.800 t09,W8 !1316 61nl( 141) 1,£qb7 2b,954 2506 
44,000 17*163 1804 344t5( 453) 1.33 3 26.954 2033 
1.873 31307 1.940 0.67846 13.500 0,0777 1939 U,139 143.6 
COMBUSTOR 0 20 13 4 
46,260 95,810 !780 603.5( 730 ) 1.2998 28,954 4491 
46.Z60 t6.604 1824 329,9( 459) 1.3325 28.954 e043 |.811 3700 1.911S 0.63112 13.500 0.0835 1906 3b.890 141.3 
COMBSTOR 0 al14 a 
46,396 9 .421 2777 60R.61 7Z9) 1.2099 28,954 a490 
46496 16,511 1091 329.1f 4SO) 1.3326 26,9S4 2041 |.812 3699 lj94 6 0.6285 13.500 0.0039 1907 30,127 141.? 
COMBUSTOR o ea 15 4 
47.1ti 92.074 2161 S97.8( 725) 1.3004 e8.954 2483 
47.111IS1.491 1796 322.2f 45) 1.3336 20.954 2028 1,831 3714 1,946 0.59866 13.500 0.0080 1907 3.b55 141.2 
COMBUSTOR 0 23 16 5 
47,310 91.13R2 757 Sqb.6( 723) 1.3005 28,954 Z461 
470 10 l5oI94 1790 320.6( 449) 1.3138 26.954 2025 1.835 3716 1.94b 0.59096 13.500 O.Oa9 1906 34.129 141.2 
COMBUSTOR 0 24 17 
48,11 85.94a 2740 591,7( 719) 1.3011 48,954 2474 
48,10 13.417 1749 309.4( 438) 1.3356 a8,954 2003 1.076 3758 1.949 0.54009 13.500 0.0976 1912 31,545 141.7 
COMBUSTOR 0 25 18 A 
49P636 9,110 Jb13 27295( 4O1) 1.34Z0 Z6.954 19ES 2.044 3941 1.q53 0.41735 13.500 0,1263 1949 25.562 144,3 
COMBUSTOR 0 Z6 19 41 
51.086 71.743 2686 575.7( 703) 1.3028 2b,9S4 24SI 
51.066 6.629 14197 241.5( 370) 1.3461 28.954 1862 2.196 4089 1,955 0.33917 13,500 0.1954 
COMBUSTO R 0 27 20 
1980 21.b53 146.6 
51.617 70.699 2679 573.5( 701) 1.3030 28.954 2448 
51,617 5.965 058 231olf 360) 1,3S03 28,954 4839 Z.251 4139 1.955 0.3172: 13.500 0.1662 
COMBUSTOR 0 Re at 4 
1991 20.403 147,lj 
S3,026 67,495 2662 568.5( 696) 1.3036 28,954 2401 
53.026 4*683 1376 209.4( 338) 1.3552 28.954 1789 2.369 4239 1.957 0.27035 13.500 O.t9g0 2012 17.809 149#1 
COMBUSTOR 0 29 F2 
55.126 6266q4 2641 562.5( 690) 1.3042 28.994 2432 
SS.126 3.521 1290 167,2C 316) 1.3604 28,954 1736 2.496 4334 1.959 0,22158 13,500 0.2379 2033 14,924 150.6 
COMBUSTOR 0 30 23 
55,626 61,836 F637 S61,3( 689) 1.3044 28,954 MO3 
55,626 " 3.313 1272 IB2.4( 311) 1.3615 2B.954 1724 2.5R5 4355 1.96D 0,21253 13,500 0,2480 2038 14.383 150.9 
COMBUSTOR 0 31" a4 
55.760 61,656 2636 561.0( 688) !.3044 28.954 2430 
55,760 $,260 1267 161,1( 310) 1,S618 28,954 l7a! 2,533 4360 1.960 0.21024 13.500 0.2507 
CUH5USTO R a 32 25 3 
20.59 14,446 151.0 
56,376 59,353 2631 559,6( 687) 1.3006 28.954 428 
56.376 .,01 !t50 151,0f 20) 1.3692 28,954 1644 2.750 4b22 1.96?. 0.1622U 13.500 0.3250 e080 11.397 !54.1 
COMBUSTOR 0 33 26 4 
57.136 99,739 2626 557.9( 685) 1.30h8 26,954 2425 
57.136 a,037 11E1 143,7( 213) 1.3710 28,954 1624 
2,80R 4552 1.961 0.15498 13,500 0,3401 
COMBUSTOR 0 34 27 2 
2068 10,965 154.6 
58.561 60.178 2616 555.1t 6a2) 1.3051 28.954 2421 
58.561 1.787 1075 132.1( 261) 1.3739 28.954 1593 2,889 4600 1.9591 0.14325 13.500 A.3679 C!099 10.241 155.5 
COPROS70R 0 3b 28 3 
58.617 60.190 2616 555.0( 682) 1.3051 26o954 24ZI 
58.611 1,779 1074 13118( 261) 1.3740 28,954 1592 2.892 0602 1,959 0.14287 13.500 0.3689 d099 1Q.218 155,5 
COHBUsTOR 0 36 29 3 
1"58.757 60.145 261-3 554.7( be;) 1,3051 28.954 2D21 
1=-58.757 1-799 1070 130.9( 260) 1.3742 b.954 1569 2.898 "605 !.959 0.14164 t3.500 A.3716
IAGO B UTO R 0 31 30 3 
2100 10.154 155.5 
58.836 (11.047 2614 554.6( 682) 1.30b1 28.954 2421 
58.836 1.775 1068 130.4( 259) 1.37.6 28.954 1588 2.901OW0 1.95a 0.14346 13,500 0.3674 41U0 I0.R71 15b~i, 
REAPING r 0061 bLOCK z 1916 7TPF 1 231.062 MACH 6,0_ pi 74S.999 IT = 2Q84.b .PACE 
P 7 H GAMPA MOLWT S0NV MACH VEL 5 /A 0 A/AC MUMTP P IVAC PHI EIAC 
PACOPbUSTOR 0 Sb 31 3 
€ 59,117 61.547 e613 554-1( 682) 1.305a 26,954 2420 
59,117 1,756 1062 IR8.9( 258) 1o3747 20.954 1584 2.911 4613 1,957 0.14J04 13.500 0.3085 a101 10.253 155.7 
COMBUSTOR 0 39 32 
59,342 61,875 2612 553.7( 681) 1,3052 28,954 2409 
59,342 1.745 1058 127.8t 257) 1.3750 28,954 1581 Rq 1 4616 1.957 0.14269 13,500 0.3694 2102 10,237 155.7 






125.3( 254 ) 
1,3053 26,954 2418 
1,3756 28,954 1573 2,939 4624 1.956 0.14046 13,500 0.3753 d104 100693 155.8 
COMBUSTOR 0 41 34 a 
61.086 6a,047 003Z 551,3( 679) '1,305S 26,954 ?.46 
61.006 IsOTE 1042 123,8( 253) 1.3760 28,954 1S69 2.947 4625 1.956 0.13956 13.500 0,3777 2103 10.030 155,8 
COMBUSTOR 0 42 35 3 
63,096 61!.725 2595 549,0( 616)1 ,3057 28.954 241 
63,096 1,754 1048 125.5C 854) 1.3756 20,954 1573 R,947 4605 1.95Q 0.14441 15,500 0,3690 dO9b 10,334 155.3 
COMBUSTOR 0 43. 36 3 
64,S16 63.932 4590 Sal 4( 675) 1,3059 28.954 2410 
64,516 1,817 1053 12b:6( 29S) 1.3153 28,994 1517 2.91 4$89 1.91 0.14833 13,500 0.3953 091 10,578 154.9 
COMBSTOR 0 44 37 a 
66,980 $8.146 2580 544.5( 672) t.3062 28.954 2406 
66.980 1.745 1061 120,6( 257) 1,3746 26,954 1583 2.882 4S62 1,95e 0.1u060 13.500 n.3749 2082 9.968 154,2 
COMBUSTOR 0 45 38 5 
67,356 53,834 2579 544.1( 672) t.3063 28.954 2405 
67.356 1,625 1062 128.8( 258) 103747 28.954 1503 2.679 4558 1.963 0,13071 13.500 0.4032 2081 9'ag9 1941 
NOZZLE AE 46 39 5 
B9.S92 530634 457q 544,1( 672) 1.3063 28.954 2a05 
89,592 09IS3 547 R,5( 131) 1.3984 28,953 1146 
NOZLEPO4740 5 .542 5206 1.963 0.02721 13,500 1.9372 4260 2,01 167.4 
89,592 534834 2a9 544,1( 672) 1.3063 26,954 e 05S 
89,592 0.387 713 42,5( 171) 1.3936 26.954 1306 3,W3 Solo 1.963 0.05100 13.500 1,0335 2205 3.971 163.3 






-13.bf 11S ) 
1,3063 28,954 24o5 
1,3991 28.954 1074 4.919 5283 1.667 0.07982 13.50D 0.6604 2282 6,553 169.0 
FICTIVE NOZZLE 68 61 o 
89,S92 1842,984 2565 540.1( 668) 1.3066 26.955 2399 
89,592 ­ 0-033 130 -96.3( 31) 1.38711 28.954 55110.148 5652 1.719 0.02721 13,500 1.9371 2388 2,390 176.9 
READING m 0061 DLOCK 0 146 TIME a 231.06? HACt 6.0 PT = 175,999 TT =29811.8 PAGE 
XAS8 p.IB P-06 PDA QOX W-Is 0-08 CAWALL P.If8/Pso P,18/pTO P-08/PSO p.CB/Plo 
6.981E.01 1.0 ,SE 00 0,000 D..41L.01 0,000 0.D00 0.000 2,470E-Q2 2.7ZSE 00 1,41AL-03 0.000 0.000 
1,836E 01 1.055E 00 0.000 -3.5M5 o! O.O~u 0.000 0.000 1.034E 02 2.725E Ou 1,414L-03 QU00 0.000 
S.070E 01 2.209E 00 0.000 -1.657L 02 0.000 0.o00 0.000 5.053E 02 5.186k 00 3,003E-03 o.000 0.O00 
30508Ff Ol 3.9559 0 .00OD -3695E 02 0,000 0.000 0.000 6.804E 02 1.022E 01 5,302E-03 0.000 0.000 
3,SS5E 01 4#040E 00 0.000 -4.059E 02 0,000 0.000 0.000 7,011E 02 1.044E 01 5.aJ66.03 0.O00 0.000 
3.606E 01 3,965E 00 0,000 -4.46S E02-.10E 02 "2.163C Oe. 0.000 7.246 02 1.024E 01 5,315e.03 0.000 00000 
3,648E 01 4,284E 00 0.000 -4,818k 02 -2.216E 02 .2.216E 02 0.000 7.,q3E 02 1.107E 01 5.743L.03 0.D00 0.000 
3,701L ol 4.240E 00 0.000 -5.29nE0 2 -2.2b= c OR R.284E O2 0.000 7,696 02 1.09 ,E 0| 5.6auL.03 0.000 0.00O 
3,749E 01 0.071E 00 5,6i59E O0 -6.29SE 02 -2.3bUE 02 -2,350E 02 0,000 7,934 02 1.052E 01 5.4584-03 1.46aE 01 7.586E.03 
3,750E 01 4,069E 00 5.7075 00 -6.296t 02 -2.35IE 02 .2.351E OR 0,000 7.937E 02 1,O51E 01 50 55E-03 1,474F AL 7.65OE-U3 
3,803E 01 3,8$59 00 9,935E 00 .6,252E OR -2.4d7E 02 .2,427E 02 0.000 8,502E 02 1.004E 0t 5.208E.03 2.566E 01 1.332L,02 
3.817E 01 5,029E 00 1.102E 01 -6.2D3h 02 -4.448E 02 -2.446E 02 0.000 8,650E 02 1.299E 01 6,742E-03 2.848E 01 1,478E-02 
3,87SE 01 9.921E 00 ;.318E 0f "6.U3F 02 -Z.292E 02 .2.546E 02 2,544E O1 9.Z94E 02 2.S6OE 01 1,330E-02 3,559E 01 1.847E-0 
3.901E 01 1,210E 01 1.500E 01 -6.118E 02 .2,3dOE 02 a.595E 02 2,750E 01 9.586E 02 3.125E 01 1,622L-02 3.876E 01 2,011E-Ua 
3o9SOE 01 1.615C Of 1,732E 01 .6.204E 02 -P.79bC 09 -. 699gE 02 -. 713E 00 1.0laE 03 4.172E 01 2.165 -02 4,973E 01 Z,341E,94 
3.963E 01 
4oO00 E 01 
1.620E 01 
1,636e 01 
1.791E 01 -6,223E 02 o2.871E OZ P2.72eE 02 -1.43SE 01 











4,0409 01 L,6019 01 1079AI Of -6,P66E 02 -3,349E OR -2.927a OZ -4.215E 01 1,JISE 03 4,137E 01 2,147E-02 4,634E 01 2,40SE002 
4,041C 01 1.601E 01 1.790E 01 -6.26SE 02 -3.35bE 02 -2.9309 02 -4.251E 01 1.119E 03 4.134E 01 2,146e-02 4,634E 01 2,40SE"O2 
4,O6SE 01 1.580E 01 1.79SE 01 -6,250E 02 .3.507E 0R .2,997t 02 -5.04)eE 01 t,147E 03 4.082E 01 2.tl9k-02 4.437E 01 2.40E-02 
4.112E 01 
4.13O E Ol 
1,540E o! 
1.5079 Ot 
1.830F 01 -6,169E 02 -3.615E 02 .3,138E OR -6.775F 01 











4.163E O1 1,S07E Of 1*951E 01 .6.004E 02 =..16E 02 .3.3OSE 02 8S586C 01 1.262E 03 3.894E 01 2.02E-02O 5.040E 01 2.616E-02 
4,912E Of 1,5079 01 3,825E 00 -6,014E 02 94,508E 02 *307q6 02 -L.0]OE 02 1,3209 03 3.694E 01 2.021E-02 9,880E 00 5,1279-93 
4.246F 01 1,507E 01 3.756E 00 .6.1629 02 -4.750E 02 .3,603E 02 .1.147E 02 1.3bDE Ol 3.6944E 01 2.0?1E.02 9.703E 00 S,M03 
4o282E 01 1.500E of 3,725E Do -6,22SE 02 -4.859E 02 .3.659E o2 -i,099£ 02 1.379E 03 3.874E 01 2.OIOE-02 9.bUE 00 4.993E-03 
4.361E 01 1,450E 01 2.933E 00 .6,5gaE 02 *5.668E 02 -4.O00E 02 -. 669Eg 02 1,498E 03 3.746E 01 1,944E.02 7.576E 00 3.932E-03 
4,368E 01 1,447E 01 2,881E 00 .6,61BE 02 =5.70qE 02 -4.021E 02 -1,700E 02 t.S06E 03 3,73BE 01 1,94OE O0 7,44E 00 3.862E-03 
4.431E O t.416E of 4.730E Do o6.849E 02 -6.359E 02 =..22E 02 -a.t35E 02 1.5626 03, 3.667E 01 1.8986-02 I.R22E 01 6,340E-03 
4.480E 01 1.391E 01 6.16DE 00 .6091h 02 -6.861E 02 -4,37AE 02 -2.493E 02 1.641L 03 3.594E 01 1,86SE-02 1.591E 01 6,257E,03 
4.626E 01 1,2OSE 01 1.04dE 0t -7.107E 02 .8,3o4E 02 -. 7. T6F 02 .3.508E 02 1,819E 03 3.11,!E 01 1.615E-02 2.692E 01 1,39TE-O2 
4.640F 01 1,187E of 1.082E O -7.097E 02 -8.1432E 02 -4.8346 oZ -3,598E 02 1.836& 03 3.0676 01 1,592EvU2 2.795E 01 1,45DEPUZ 
4.711E 01 1,096E 01 9.75SE 00 .7,009E 02 -9.073E 02 S#.026E 02 4.046hE 02 1.924E 03 2.031E 01 1.409E-02 2.520E 01 1.308 E02 
14.7319 01 1,0719 01 9o46oE 00 06,98oE 02 -9@242E 02 -5.078E 02 w4,163E 04 1.949E 03 2,76SE 01 103$5k*02 2,4414E Of 1.26SE-02 





6,000E 00 -6.320E 02 -1.108E 03 -5.643E 02 -5.436F 02 











. 5.162t 01 5,158C O0 5.1513E 00 5,749L 02 -1.236F 03 .6,058E 02 -6.298E 02 2.485E 03 1.332E 01 6,915E-03 1.332E 01 6,915t,03 
5.303E Of 31144E 00 3.144E Do -5,042e 02 -1.303E 03 -6.317E 02 -67Sb 02 2.662E 03 8.120E 00 4.,tE-03 6,10E 00 a.?I4EwQ3 
5.513E 01 2.567F 00 Z.587E 00 .5,127E 02 -1.383E 03 .6047?E 02 .7,185E 02 2.928h 03 6,684E 00 3.469E-03 6.684E 00 3,449EW03 
5 563E 01 2,717h 00 2.717E 00 .5.058F. 02 -1,400E 03 .6.716E o2 7.279E 02 2.992E 03 7,017E 00 3.642E-03 7,017E 00 3,642EvO3 











2.392E 00 -d.612F. 02 -1.443E 03 .6.817K 02 -7.416E 02 
2.062E 00 -0.525E 02 -1.44bE 03 -6.917E 02 -7.S45E Oa 
1.793C 00 -4.368E 02 -1.484E 03 -7.081E 02 .7579E 02 





















q. 5,876F 01 1,667E 00 1,756E On -4.37ZE 02 -1.489E 03 .7,100E 02 -7.786E 02 3.241E 03 4.359E GO 2.262 -03 4.5U5E 00 2.353EwU3 
5.864F 01 1.701E 00 1.741F On -4.365E 02 -1.491E 03 lT.lo8E o2 -7.797E 02 3.252E 03 4.496E Do 2.333E.03 4.496E 00 2.333E-03 
S,912E 01 1.687E O0 1*687E 00 .41.342E 02 -1,497E 03 .7.136L 02 -7.833E 02 3.287E 03 4.3S9E 00 2.262t.-03 4.359F. 00 2.26?E-03 
b.934E 01 t.W0E 00 1,601E 00 U.326t 02 I1.Su,!E 03 .7,156F. 02 -7.86,E 02 3,316k 03 4.13bE 00 2.146F.-03 4.146E 00 2.146F.-03 
6.007E 01 1.325E 00 1.325F Do -4.286 02 -1.517E 03 -74218E 02 -7052KE 02 3.409E 03 3,423E 00 1,7764-03 3.423E 00 1,776E-03 
6.109E O1 i,275L 00 I.M7E OD .4,256L Od -1.5.$5E 03 -7.291E 02 -0,062E 02 3.539E 03 S.293E 00 1.709E-03 3,093E DO 1.709E-03 
6,310E 01 1.S5SE 00 1,52SE 00 -4. ?53E 02 -1.566F 03 .7.397E 02 -8.263F 02 3.797t 03 3.939E 00 2.044L-03 1.939E 00 2.,44L-0 
b,452 01 
F'6 698E Of 
1,781t 00 
2.53 6b. 00 
1.781F Do .4.253E 02 -1.567E 03 .7.457E 02 -8.414f 04 
2.53 6F no -4.2 b3E 08 -l.6 2bF 03 7 ,$73E 02 8 .6 9F 02 1.9130E 03 . Z9 6L 03 4.bOjE 00 6.55 1E 00 2.3Usft=03 3.1100E.03 4.601E 00 b.55 1E O0 2.358E-03 3.400E 03 
6.736E 01 d.137E 00 4.651E 00 -4.253E Oe -1.bh2E 03 -7.592E Oe. .8,732E 02 4.344E 03 5.5a1E 00 2.865E-03 b.6149E O 3.554E-03 
5 READING c 0061 bL0CK a 146 TIME z 231.Ob MACM 6.0 PI = 105,999 T= 29d4.8 PAGE 
XABS P.18 P.O PDA GOX 0w113 0,00 LAjALL PwIB/rSO il-1b/P1O Ps00/Pso r.0B/P[,0 
t.7'oE 01 2.137h 00 mo~EtE O0 .­a2a3E 02 -1.6.fE 03 -7.594E 02 8.736E 02 4.349E 01 5.b52E 00 2,eb5L-O t.k0oE 00 3.,71t -03 










03 -7.675E 02 

















7.07oE 01 1.355E 00 1,OO4E 0 -3.262E 02 -1.67bE 03 -t.722E 02 -9.03tE 02 4.767E 03 3.500E 00 1.816E.03 2.592E 00 I.3M5E"03 









-2q78E 02 *1.665E '03 -.7741E 02 -9,106E 02 
w2.778E 02 :1:69QE 03 .7.755E 02 *9.l6bE 02 
















7,341E 01 7,OSOE-01 9.E6bE.OI -2.383E 02 1.7e E 03 -7.781t 02 -9.424E 02 5.096 03 1.821E 00 0.45SE.Ud R.394E 00 1.R2E.03 
7.494E 01 7,596Eo0 6300E.01 .2.021m 02 -. 74dE 03 -7.BOSE 02 .9.620E 02 5.200E 03 1.962E 00 1,018h-03 1.6MT 00 8.4MSE.0 
7.o509E 01 7.650E-01 5.733E.01 .1.990E 02 .1.144E 03 -7,8086 0EO 9,34E 02 5.297E 03 1,976E 00 l.OS2.03 1.481E 00 7.685E-0 
7.584E 01 6.9 -u01 2.900E.01 .1,806E 02 -1.754E 0'3 -7.819E OR -9.716E 02 5.3d E 03 1.7941E 00 9.3 2E-04 7,491E01 3.887E'0( 
7.58oE 01 6.943 -01 2.885F.o .1.800E 0 -1.754E 03 .7.819E o2 .9.717E 02 5.332E 03 1.793E 00 9.307L.04 7.45E-01 3.867 .0a 
7.717E 01 5.70OE-0 0.000 .1.666E 02 -1.773E 03 .7.839E 02 .9.8R9E 02 5.443E 03 1,472E Ou 7.64JL604 0,000 0.000 










-1.6? 6 E 03 
-7.932E 
-7.985E 
02 .9.5 1E O& 











4.959E 01 5,100E01 0,000 -9,703E 01 .1.685E 03 8.083E O -8.772E 02 5.71E 03 1.317E 00 6.836E,04 0.000 0.000 
8.95E 01 5.lOlE&01 0.000 .9.703E 01 -1.60bE 03 .8,083E 02 -8.772E 02 5.714L 03 1.318E 00 6.838E-04 0,000 0.000 
READING v 0061 L0CK 146 TIYE 2 231,062 VACH 6.0 PT 745.499 TT 49f0,40 PAGE 6 
K DDRAG CD0AG CF HC 
's04Fo 01 1.083E 02 1083E 02 2.609E.03 5.016E.02 
4,041E O 1,853E-01 1,085E 02 2,609E-03 b.QlbE-02 
4.065E 01 4.385E 00 







4.150E 01 7.06E 00 1.287E 02 2.591E-03 4.895E.02 
4.lb3E Ol 2.314E 00 .3IOE 02 2,582E-03 4.86E-02 
4.212E D1 8.785E 00 1.3956 DR 2.599i'03 4,691E.02 
4.406E 01 5,9616 00 1.457F 02 2,644E-03 4,435h.02 
4.262E 01 2.651E 00 1.484E 0 2.663E.03 4.596Z.04 
4,361E 01 1,587E 01 1.643E 02 2.765E.03 4.3$3E302 
4.36SE 01 9,800E-01 1.eS2 02 2.771E.03 4.3a8E02 
4.q3j 01 9.3036 00 1,745E 02 2,826E-03 4.2R0dE02 
4.480E 01 6.929E 00 1,615E 02 2.862E-03 4.238E.02 
4,626E 01 1.960E 01 2.011E 02 2.902 -03 4.003E.02 
4,640E 01 1.TiE 00 2.0289 02, 2.906.03 5.902E"04 
4.711E 01 6.984E 00 4.1OS oz 2.8901-03 3.7119-02 
.73jE 0t 2.434E 00 2,143E 02 2,867E-03 3.717E.02 
4.6116 01 9.324E 00 
4.964E 01 1.5206 01 






5.109E 01 i.1SAE O 2,503F 02 2.6S7Ea03 1.904E.02 
5.1'6E 01 3,661E 00 2.5409 02 2.622E.03 1.750E.02 
5,30 E 01 8.169E 00 2.6289 02 2.548E603 l4356E02 
5.513E 01 1.0936 01 2.737C 02 2.469 .03 1.1 7 O 
5.563E 01 2.297E 00 2.760F 02 2.451E-03 1.O1IE.02 
5:576F 01 5.971E-03 1.7665 02 2.446E-03 IObbE02 
5.636F 01 1.254E 00 2.779C 02 2.306E-03 7.S824E03 
5.714E 01 1.494E 00 2.793E 02 2,27E03 7.1,dOE03 
5,856E 01 2.570E 00 2.819E 02 2,226E,03 6.405E03 
5.8629 01 1.6049-0t .621O 02 *,Z25e-03 0.384E-03 
5.876E 01 4.024E.01 2.825E 02 2.22a±.03 6,5e26E03 
5,884E 0l 2,318E-01 .827E 02 2.214E.03 6.373E03 
5,912E 01 8.0856g01 
5.934E O1 6.499E.01 










6.109F 01 2.864E 00 2.91E 02 2.173E.03 b.obEO03 
6.310E 01 5.703 00 2.948E P2 e.171E.03 6.267E.03 
6.452E 01 4.13SE 00 2,989E 02 2.170E.03 6,4OE-03 
6.698E 01 7.099E 00 3.060E 02 2,202E-03 (.201E-03 
6.736E 01 1.028E 00 3.0719 02 2.230E.03 5.844E.03 
6.740E 01 1.192E.01 S.072C 02 2.260E.03 7.666E-03 
6,160E 01 6,656E.ul 
6,926E 01 SaVs O0 










7.070E 01 1,706E 00 3.1656 02 2.120f.03 4.472E-03 
7,142E 01 1.341E 00 3.179E 02 2.078E.03 3.7d2E-03 
7.403E 01 1.016b 00 3.189C 02 2.Obt9.03 3.525E.03 
7.298E 01 1.527E 00 3.204E 02 2.056E.03 3.566.E03 
7.341E 01 6.B8OOE-01 3.d116 02 2.043E.03 3.3636.03 
7.g4uE 01 2,Zb2 00 3.33E 02 2.013t-03 !.912E.03 
7.50)E 01 1.943E.01 3.235E 02 2.006E.03 !.608E.03 
7.586E 01 8.a9?E01 







7,717E 01 4.903E-01 3.249E 02 1.971E-03 e.546E.03 
- k).00 1 F 01 1.003E 00 3.259E! D2 1,975E-03 e.714~E-03 
WJ 
8.3q2E 01 1.003E 00 




1.9 04t-0 3 
2.187E-06 
2.141F-03 
READING = 0061 bIOK 2,1b TIME 231,n62 MALN 6,u PT = 7f5,q99 TT = 2qh4,h PAG L 





















CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE.,,.,,....,,,, 

MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSF..,....,..., .
 
CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT .,......... ..129 

MEASURED THRUST COEFFICIENT............. -.3281 

















THRUST COFFICIENT4,.,,, .,,*... .. ,...... 
MOMENT H AND FORCES
 
INLET FRICTION ORAG,,..,.#..,............ 

INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE .................. 

COMBUSTOR FRICTION DRAG.., ,,..,,,,*,,, 

COPBUSTOR STRUT DRAG,......,...,... 

COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE................ 

MOZZLE FRICTION DRAG............... .... 

NOZZLE STRUT ORAG. ,,.... ,.,I.,.....
...
 
NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGEo....,*.o.,,..... 

NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL*.............. 

EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG ..... ,...to. 

EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL ...,......o.. 

TOTAL EXTERNAL ORAG.........,........... 

TOTAL STRUT DRAG....,.... ......... a...... 

CAVITY FORCE...... ........,.... 

CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE............... 

MEASURE@ LOAD CELL FORCE.......,,,..,... 





NOVINAL COWL LEADING EDGE,,, .,,,,, ,, 

SPIKE TRANSLATION,..... ................ 

INLET THROAI..,, oo... ,..,,,.,.,.. ,.. 

CO' LEADING EOGE, .. ,...........3,,

NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EDGE ... ........... 

NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE................ 

STRUT LEADING ECGE..,.................,, 

STRUT TRAILING EDGE.., ............. 































































ANGLE OF ATTACK ............ ,,........, 0,000 (DEGREES)

MASS FLOn HATIU.......,s.o,.....,...... 0.44970
 
ADDITIVF DRAG COEFFICIENT,........o.,... 0.0972
 
LIPITING PRESSURE RFCOVENY EFFICIENCY,... 0,1469
 
DELTA PT2.,....*.. ,,of......... 0,11.5 (PSI)

TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY . SUPERSONIC..... 0.2894
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUBSONIC......, 0,1512
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY . SUPERSONIC,.., 0.6764
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY . SUBSONIC....... 0.9004
 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUPEkS0NIC... 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC..... 
ENTHALPY AT P - SUPERSONIC.......,... . 
ENTHALPY AT PD - SSONIC,.........o ..... 
COWOUSTOR
 





































NOZZLE COEFFICIENT - CT ...,......... .*0.9962
 
PROCESS EFFICIENCY o................., 1,3163
 
























t - 243.66 sec.
 
Fuel equivalence ratios, , were higher
 
than planned because the change in cap­
tured mass flow with inlet spike position
 
change was not accounted for in the
 







READING q 0061 bLOCK 2 160 TIME t 203,66? 4ACH 6. 01 a 7Q5,249 Tf =i,. PAGE I 
RAMJET PERFORMANCE 
S U M M A P Y R F P 0 R T 
P T H GAMMA POLWT SONV MACH VEL S t/A A A/AC tU-TM 0 IVAC PHI ETAC 
WIND TUNNEL 1 0 5 
0.000 745,249 2993 667,3( 792) 1.2930 28955 578 
0.000 0,388 406 -31,5( q) 1.3989 28.954 987 6.991 5914 1.827 0.10598 13,4137 0.4950 4519 9.739 187.b 
SPIKE TIP N8 2 0 6 
0.600 19.087 a992 667.3( 792) 1.4929 28,954 2578 
0.600 17,469 2933 649.3( 775) 1,2948 28.954 2554 0.37e 950 2,078 0.10596 13,4$7 0,4950 2612 1,564 194.4 
WIND TUNNEL 3 0 0 
0,000 145,a09 2993 6b67,3 792) 1,2930 28,955 2578 
0.000 0.413 413 -29.8( 99) 1.3989 28,954 q96 5.930 5906 1.827 0.11074 10,041 004950 2630 10.164 181,3 







1.2929 26.954 a578 
1.290 28.954 2551 a,392 1000 2.078 0.11074 10.0l 0.4950 2630 1.720 187.3 
INLET THROAT 5 0 6 
40.400 25a.l4 2873 631.4( 757) 1,2968 28.954 0529 
t0o.00 15.582 1455 S230,3( 359) 1.3505 26,454 1837 2.038 4480 1.889 0,89861 13,437 0.05a8 2104 62.557 156,6 
INLET UPNRSK t 0 3 
40.400 252,124 2873 631.4 757) 1.2968 28.954 2529 
0.400 13.361 1398 215.3( 34j) 1,3538 28.954 1803 2,531 4563 1.889 0,81692 13,u37 0.0642 2125 57.927 158.2 
INLET DNNRsg 7 0 a 
40,400 L14,530 2873 631,4( 757) 1,2968 20,954 2529 
40,400 97.870 2771 600.9( 728) 1,3001 2 954 2467 0096 1235 1,943 0.816f9 13.437 ,0.042 d129 15.673 158.2 
COMBUSTOR 0 8 1 4 
00,410 146.572 3R56 634.0( 9j6) 1,2798 27.740 2733 
00.410 27.804 2220 310.8( 599) 1.3147 27.702 2289 1,757 4022 2.052 0.90287 13.503 0.0584 2100 56.434 155.b 0.15 0.61 
COMBUsTOR 0 9 a 4 
00,650 43,893 3415 632.3(963) j,2719 27.933 2781 
40o.650 32.518 2469 336.9( 676) 1.3034 2T.936 2403 1.600 3844 2.067 0.90012 |3oSu3 0.0581 2097 54.251 155.3 0.15 Oe 
COYBUSTOR 0 to 3 202 
41.120 122.675 3545 b28.6(1002) 1,2650 28.102 2817 
41,120 42.279 2812 3099( 772) 1.2906 26.108 253L 1,364 3456 2.077 0.90361 13.503 0.0583 4082 abb2l 15.e 0.15 1.00 
COMBUSTOR 0 11 0 R00 
41,50 117.71 3536 62595( 999) 1,2653 28.102 2813 
41.500 50.889 2950 433.5( 85) I.858 28.108 2590 1,197 3099 2.079 0.8896U 13.503 0.0$93 2073 49.850 153.5 0.15 1.00 
CONBUSTOR 0 12 5 200 
41.630 lb.0l 3563 624.51 q98) 1,2654 28.102 2812 
U1,630 53.205 2985 444.81 826) 1.Z846 28,108 2604 1,151 2999 2.080 0.88278 13.503 0,05q7 4072 41,137 153.b 0.15 1.00 
COMBUsTOR 0 13 6 21 












617.5( 9q91) 1.2657 20.102 2804 
423.7( 80 b) 1.2868 28,107 2578 1,200 3113 2.100 0.82189 13.503 0.0641 1906 39.767 141.a 0,15 1,00 
'COWSUSIOR 0 15 8 21 
42,620 78.953 3507 61b,?( 990) 1.2657 268.102 2803 
42.620 35.124 2944 431.7( 013) 1,2859 28,107 2588 1.174 3038 2.105 0,80740 13,503 0.0653 18b2 38.115 137,9 0.15 1,00 
COWBU$TOR 0 16 9 21 
43,605 57.107 2770 614.6( 812) 1.3025 e!.820 2636 
43,605 26.441 2308 464.5( 664) 1.3180 25.82 2020 1.132 2741 2.178 0.73014 13.568 0.0726 1647 31.097 121.4 0.30 0.11 
COPBUSTUR 0 17 10 21 
43,615 59.382 2621 614,5( 766) 1,30"3 25,b70 2578 
43061s 26.353 2155 464.7( 68) 1.3251 25,670 4352 1.104 27S8 2.161 0.72694 13.568 0.0727 1645 31.011 121,2 0.30 0,02 
COPOUSTOP 0 18 I1 21 . 
43,680 58.36S 2596 613.7( 759) 1,31o5 25,6b4 A56s 
U3,680 26.780 2131 96'.4( 610) 1.3262 Z5.64b 4341 1.1o8 2733 !.159 0.12b73 13.5t8 0.0730 1634 30.020 120.5 0.30 0,00 
READING c 0061 BLOCK =,160 TIME Z 243.662 MACt- C:0 Pl =-7a5.2u9 TT = R992.$ PAGE 
P T H GAMA MnL6 I S(K MALH VFl, $ #/A A/AC mU pi G IVAL PhII TAC 
I- CumeUsTOR 0 19 12 21
 
1-444.310 45.201 2568 6b.7t ISO) 1.3114 Z5044q 2555
 
1 1419.310 23.269 4154 472.7( 618) 1,3254 25.644 4353 1.096 2579 2.111 0.7000b 1$,568 00757 1539 28,001 113.4 0. " 0,00
 
COMBUSTOR 0 20 13 21
 
44,800 113.V8 2547 598,9( 143) 1,3121 25,644 2595
 
44,000 21.315 2146 470,4( 615) 1.3257 25.644 2349 1.060 2536 2.17o 0.68342 13.568 0,0775 1493 2b.933 110.0 0.30 0.00
 
COMBUSTO)R 0 21 14 21
 
46,260 40,045 2974 578.5( 874) 1.2914 26.147 2703
 
46.460 26.4S2 2706 499,0( 7871 1,3006 26.198 2587 0.818 2116 2.218 0.63566 13,568 0,0a33 1457 20.904 107.4 0.40 0,31
 
COMBUSTOR 0 U2 15 21
 
46.400 4a.943 2552 516,5( 703) 1.3110 a5,717 2543
 
46,400 26.946 2282 49.6( 657) 1.3201 25,717 2413 0.864 2086 2,176 0.63115 13.568 0,0U39 lq5q 2U,466 lt/b 0*30 0.05
 
COMBSsTOR 0 23 It) 21
 
47.115 42.i0l 24bi 567,4( 715) 1.3148 25,055 2504
 
47o115 24.087 2166 473,3( 621) 1.3280 25.055 2358 0.920 2171 2.167 0,b0a39 13,5b6 0.0876 1474 20.380 108.6 0.30 0101
 
COMBUSTOR 0 24 17 21
 
47,31o 41.809 2444 56t5elf 710) 1,3155 25,645 2497
 
47.310 24.326 2143 469.0( 614) 1.3258 25.t;45 4347 0,934 2093 2.1§6 0.59401 13,508 0,0891 1480 20.260 109.1 0.30 0.00
 
COMBUSTOR 0 25. 10 21
 
08.110 39.165 2416 556,4( 701) 1.3165 R5,64 2463
 
48,110 19,834 ?046 439,OC 584 ) 1.3292 25.644 2296 1.055 2424 2.167 0.54327 13568 0.0975 1517 20.463 111.8 0.30 0.00
 
COMBUSTOR 0 26 19 at
 
49,640 36,049 2308 500,9( b8S} 1.3181 8$.644 2460
 
49,640 13da25 1866 38361( 528) 1.35S9 25*643 2199 1.278 28110 2.167 0.41946 13.568 0p1a63 1629 lb,31o 120.1 0.60 0.00
 
COMBUSTOR 0 27 20 21
 
o )
51.090 3d,531 2018 50,5t l0o 1,3153 25,73? 2479
 
51,090 9.b27 1792 331,7( 904 ) 1.3379 25.132 2152 1.458 3137 2,180 0.34088 13,568 0.15S4 1706 16.620 125.8 0.30 0.06
 
COMBUSTOR 0 26 21 21
 
51,620 33.163 Z331 524,9C 6741) 1.3191 ?5,057 a441
 
51,620 0.129 1642 310.4( 460) 1,3453 ?5,657 4069 1.964 3276 8,168 0.31880 IS.66 0.1662 17V7 16.230 127.3 0.30 0,01
 
COMBUSTOR 0 29 22 21
 
53,030 32.623 2294 516.7( 662) 1.3206 25.646 24a3
 
S5S.030 6.631 1538 282.8( 428) 1.350b 25.046 2006 1.705 3421 2.164 0,07171 IS,5b8 0,1950 1774 14.445 130.7 0,30 0,00
 
COMBUSTOR 0 30 23 21
 
SS,130 31,845 2261 506o6( 651) 1.3217 25.604 2407
 
55,130 40729 1394 240R?( 386) 1.3502 25,644 1916 1,904 3647 2,16R 0.R2270 13,568 0.2379 18R6 1d.623 134.6 0,30 0.00
 
COMBUSTOR 0 31 24 21
 
55,630 31,852 2254 504.6( 609) 1.3219 25.644 2403
 
55.63o.- 4.696 1387 238.8( 384 ) 1.3586 25,0413 1911 1,908 3647 2,161 0,21360 13,568 0m2Q80 1836 12.105 135.3 0.40 0,00
 
COMBUSTOR 0 32 25 21
 
55.760 31.135 2273 504,o( 655) 1.3210 25,664 2412
 
S5,760 4.60e 1402 236.5( 388) 1.3576 25,664 '1920 t.905 3658 2.165 0,21137 13,568 0q2500 1839 12,017 135sS 0,30 0,01
 
COMBUSTOR 0 33 26
 
56.380 24.659 2460 S01,6{ 712) 1,3123 25,857 2492
 
56,380 4,189 1586 2R9.5( 441)1.3a60 25,857 4026 1.841 3690 2,a03 0.16301 13.5b8 0.3250 19U5 9,$47 140,4 0,30 0,13
 
COMBUSTOR 0 34 V7 21
 
S7,140 30.419 22b6 490.7( 60)1 10211 25.67S 21109
 
57,14o 4,754 1227 182,tC 337) 1,3675 25,675 1802 2,208 398o 2.166 0.15577 13,5ibi 0.3401 1918 9.63b 141,4 0,30 0.02
 
COMBUSTOR 0 35 28 21
 
58.565 32.313 22a5 494.0( 640) 1.3229 25.648 2389
 
58.56S 2,2U5 1118 159.5( 306) 1,3740 25.648 1726 2,371 4091 2.155 0.1440d 13.568 0.3b7b 1937 .157 142.7 0.30 0.00
 
COMBUSTOR 0 36 29 4
 
513.620 28,087 2322 493.9( 670) 1.3184 25.744 2432
 
$80620 a.820 1296 180.2( 356) 1,3ba2l R5.7 4 1847 2,J45 3962 2.178 0.14359 13.5b8 0.3689 1937 6,841 142.8 0,30 0,06 
COMBUSTOR 0 $7 30 3 
58.760 26.389 4312 493,St 666) 1.3189 25.735 002
 
58.760 2.149 1277 177,bf 51) 1.3640 25,73a 1330 ?,Ib7 3975 2.176 0.142S3 13,568 0.3717 1938 b.0Ob 142.9 U.30 0.06 
READING C (4061 BLOCK = 160 TIME C 2u3.662 MACM b.0 PI = 745.249 TT = 299,,9 PAGE 3 
p T 11 rA -A M00 T bQNV mA(,H VEL 8 v,/A A/AC hovl IVAC PMI ETAC 
COMBUSTOR 0 30 31 21 
58.840 46.716 2337 4q3.2( 674) 1.1177 25.761 a418 
5B.840 1.9b9 1202 141.7t 329) 1.36Bh 2S.761 378? 2,334 1586 2,183 0,14413 11-$56 0-3675 j939 9.314 142.9 0.30 0,07 
COMBUSTOR 0 39 32 21 
89*120 31,160 2234 092.5( 60) 1.3224 25.661 2392 
59.120 1,687 1049 l3b,9f 286) 1.3778 25.061 1673 2,544 422 2,159 0,14368 13.568 0,3687 1941 9.432 143,0 0,$0 O.01 





491,9( 637) 1.3232 25 b0 2385 
138.5C 284 ) 1.3783 25.b 6 1668 2.5,!l 4205 2.IS3 0.14341 13.Sbb 0.3694 1942 14.372 143.1 0,3 .00O 





490,3( 635) 1,3235 25,644 2381 
147.9t 293) 1.3766 25.644 1691 2,441 4139 2,149 0.14116 13.5b8 0.3753 1946 9.080 143,4 0.30 0,00 





488,0( 633) 1.3237 25.6b4 2377 
138.2( 283) 1,3785 ?5.693 1665 Z.513 4184 2.147 0,14026 13,568 0,3777 1950 . 1 413.7 0.30 0.00 





463,7( 699) 1,30S5 25.873 2472 
176.66 393) 1,3544 25.873 1925 2*0 6 3980 2.192 0.14514 13,560 0.3650 1948 8.841 143.5 0.$0 0,14 
COVOUsTOR 0 44 37 
64,520 29.064 2352 480,9( 6781 1.3t66 2b.81.5 244 
64.52o 2.969 1321 165-6( 363) 1,3608 25.813 1861 2,134 3S72 2.177 0.14907 13.5b6 0.3553 04 5 9,203 143.4 0.30 0.11 





47S.St 68)8 1.2905 26.40a 2657 
247,6C 623) 1.3150 26.403 8335 1*446 3377 2.261 0,14031 13.568 0.3749 1942 7.415 143.1 000 0.47 





474.6( 861) 1.2883 26,451 2672 
2S5,0( 645) 1,3120 26,452 Z368 1,400 3315 2*?71 0,13137 13,568 0.4032 1941 6.767 1431 0,30 0,80 





671.90049) 1.2649 26.442 2891 
477.1C 863) 1,2876 26.45t E674 10168 3122 2,33Z 0,13137 1,5568 0,403e. 2067 6,374 154.3 0.30 0.50 





474.6( 8s2) I, 883 26.951 2672 
.63.6t 306) 1.3660 26.482 1712 3.088 5285 2.271 0,02734 13.868 1.9373 2400 2.a6 176.9 0.30 0.50 
NOZZLE PO 49 42 
89.596 16.207 2948 
"89,59B 0*386 1118 
NOZZLE -AE REGEN 50 
4741.6( 852) 1.2883 26,451 2672 
,73,.4(30) 1.3638 26.452 1737 3.014 5a36 2.a71 
L13 







671.9(10a9) 1.2649 26.44 2891 







PO REGEN 51 
16.207 3SL5 
O UT 1600 88 1450 
44 3 
671.9(1049) 1.2649 26.442 2891 
6.9f 397) 1,3472 26,452 192l 3,D08 5768 2,332 0,02627 13,568 2,0163 2633 2055 194.1 0.3D 0,50 
67.36o 252.124 3699 474.6(1098) 1.2539 27.112 2906 
67.360 0,388 767 -438,2( 199) 1,3807 27,022 1388 4.870 6758 2.106 0.06046 13.568 0.8762 2937 6.35U 216,5 0,3D 1,00 






-77.2( 313 ) 
1.2911 2b,451 2638 
1.3646 26,452 1728 2.966 5126 2.27S'0,02735 13.568 1.9371 2342 a.178 172.6 0.30 0.50 
READING = 0061 B4LK M 160 TIME v 243.662 AGQ ,6, PI = 745.e[1 TT 2092#,5 PAGF 11 
YABS P-Z8 P-OB PDA LJOx W.IR &.08 CA6ALL Pl/ P-18/PTO P.O6/ Slu P.QB3,100 
.­ a6901E.01 
Ia .8B36E OL 
L 3,07DE 01 
I ,O~s 0 


































































4.277C 0000 o 4.83BE 02 .426~E 02 -*2.42 02 
4,240& DO 0.000 -5.309E 02 -2.502E 02 0Z2O 
4.060E 00 5.670E 00 -6.319E 02 wd.575L 04 -2,575E 02 
4.OSBE 00 5,716F 00 .6.3208 02 -Z=b75E 02 -2,575E 02 
3086SE 00 9,906E 00 o6.276E 02 -2.65BE 02 -2.b6E OR 





















































02 -­$-2b9E 02 -2,BaDE 02 -4.393E 01 
02 -3.376iE 02 -2.901E 02 -4.749E 01 
02 -3.955E 02 -3,093E 02 -8.921E 01 
































4 362E 01 
4.36BE 01 
4,431K 01 
4 ,0 0 F. 0 1 
4,626E 0 1 
4.640E O1 













4,98 RE 01 
4.873E 01 
3.818E 01 
2 .99 6 E O 1 
2 741E 0 1 
2.716E 91 
2 .5 9 2E 0 1 
2 557E 01 
2.281E 01 -6.021E 02 -4,44E 02 "3,34SE 02 -1,095E 02 
2.842E 01 .6.003E 02 -4.835E 02 -3-579C 02 -1,256EOE02 
4,056E 01 -6.001E 02 -4,845F 02 -3,585E 02 -1,460E 02 
3.194E 01 .6.025E 02 .5.089E 02 .3,732E 02 o1,3S7E 02 
3.962E 01 -6.085E 02 -5,58le 02 -4,036C 02 01,545F 02 
4.729E 01 -6,1O7E 02 ob,994E 02 -4#. 98E 02 -1,696E 02 
4,99RE 01 -6,095 E 02 -6,11JOE 02 -4.392E 02 -1,717E 02 
3,900F 00 .6,707E 02 6.6979 02 -4.75BE 02 -1.939E 02 
3,79BE 00 .7,614E 02 -7.O053E 02 -5.OJSE 02 -2.068E 02 
3-750E 00 -8.0WE 02 -7.262E 02 -5*133E 02 -2.129E 02 
2,896E 0o -1,003E 03 -858SE 02 *5,81SE OR P2.769E 02 
9 888 F 00 wl O0 SE 03 8 601E O R 5 82 2E 02 2 7 79E 02 
2,e3jE 00 -I.0ISE 03 -0,794E 02 *5,860E 02 -2,S4OE 02 
8*362F 00 -1.103E 03 -9.791E 0a -6.260E 02 -3.531E 02 
J ,Ee7E 0 1 - It 0 E 0 3 - 1*07 1E 03 -6 .5 4 ge 02 a4 ,166E 0 2 
2 5 49 6 01 - 1 ,164E 03 -1 3 48E 03 7 350E 02 -6 12 5E 0 2 
2.673E 0l 1,160tE 03 .1.374E 03, -7.4ZUE 02 06,312E 02 
2:3 86E 0 1 -1,139E 03 1 ,49 8E 03 7,78 7 E 02 -7,19 4E 0 2 
2,30 BE O t - 1,131E 03 wl5 49E 03 -7 88 SE 02 -7 .409E 02 
1,072E 03 4.311E 01 
1.11E 03 6.907E 01 
1.119E 03 6.971E 01 
1,147E 03 8.b3UE 01 
1.202E 03 1,15SE Oe 
1.247E 03 1,O05E 02 
1,262E 03 1.456E OR 
10320E 03 1.650E OR 
1,360E 03 1,784E 02 
1.379E 03 1.714t 02 
1,497E 03 1.289t 02 
1 .498E 03 1 ,9 84E 02 
1.506t 03 1.2S6E 02 
1,582E 03 9.041E 01 
1 6 41E 0 3 7 ,724E 01 
1 0819E 03 7.0 66E 0 1 
1.836L 3 7.003h 01 
1 .92 4E 03 b .680E 0 1 












6 685E 0 2 
6,5 9EWQ2 
5.143E-02 
4,OaO L, O 2 
3 67 BE-0 2 
3.b tL-02 
3 .47 7 k ,0 2 












7 ,444E 00 
7,298E 00 
2,1$bt Ol 
3 .2 65 E -0 1 
6 57 2E 01 
6,69DE 01 
6 *1 5PE 0 1 












3 875E P0 3 
3,799E,03 
1.IREPO2 
1 ,7 0 0 E - 02 
3 .42SE 02 
3.586E,02 
3,20 1E -02 
3 097E -92 
4 ,81 1E 0 1 
4,964E Ol 
5.109E 01 
5 ,16 RE. 0 1 
5.300.01 
5.513F 01 
5 563E 01 
5.576E 01 
5. 638E 01 
5 -7 1 4E 0 1 
1 .98 0E 0 1 
1,372E 01 
9.627E 00 






1 . 83 !E 00 
1 9 8 7 E 0t - 1 ,0 87E 03 - 1 ,6 48 03 n8 2 6 6E 02 -8 .213F 0 2 
1.37ZE 01 -9.632E 02 -1.558E 03 -8.94?E 02 -9.638E 02 
9,627E Do -8.799E 02 -2,017E 03 -9,515E 02 wl.015E 03 
8 ,12 9 E 0 0 8 5 1 4E 0 2 -2 015 E 0 3 .9 708 e 0 2 -1.10 4E 03 
6.63SE 00 -7.969E 02 -4,187E 03 -tOIBE 03 .1,169E 03 
4.T2SE 00 .7.343E 02 .2,3d3E 03 -1,077E 03 -I.P.14E 03 
4.696E O0 -7 22tL 02 -2 ,351E 03 -1,089E 03 - 1.26Re 03 
4.6OSE 00 -7.190E U2 -2.35BE 03 I$.D92C 03 -1.266E 03 
4.189E 00 -6.5 i8t 02 -2 392E 03 1 107 6 03 -1 285E 03 
3 .67 5 E 00 6 , 3 6 SE 02 -d.4 S IE 03 -1 .1 25E 0 3 -i. 3 0 6E 0 3 
2 .0 47E 0 3 
2.237E 03 
2.418E 03 
2.9S E 0 3 
2.662E 03 
2,99F.03 
2 992E 03 
3,009E 03 
3. 051E 03 
3 .1 0 9E 0 3 
5 , tO AE 01 
3ib38E 01 
2.482E 01 
2 0 9 6E 0 1 
1.709E 01 
1,2104 01 
1 .210E 0 1 
1,8BUE 01 
1 ,080E 01 
M .7 2 4E 00 
2,8 5 78 -0 2 
1,842L-02 
1.292E-02 
1 0 9 1 L- 0 2 
8.898E-03 
6,340EN03 
6 301E 03 
6.ft4-03 
9.62rE-03 
2. 4159E 0 3 
5 .12 1E 01 
3.538E 01 
2.48aE 01 
2 .0 qbL 0 1 
1.709E 01 
IsFlbE Ot 
1,21DE 0 1 
1,188F. 01 
I.O S0F 01 
9 .47 3 E O0 
2 .66 6 E -02 
10342E-02 
1.292E-02 
1.091E - 02 
8.898E-03 
6.340E-93 
6 30 16 03 
6.184 PU3 
5 .621E 03 
4.9 3 1 E 0 3 
5-857E 01 
5 862 S 0 1 
5 8 7 6 E 0 1 
5 88 4E 01 
),91 2E 0 1 
5,93 $E 01 
6 007E 01 
6,109 F 0 1 
6 310E 01 
2o24SE 00 
3 , 45 0E 00 
3 .45 0 E 00 
I.q69E 00 
1,687E 00 
1,7e 5L 00 
;.087B E 00 
1,9 12E 00 
3.150E 00 
2,24SE 00 -6.t 02 -2,494E 03 01.154E 03 -1.340E 03 
2 ,189E 00 6 .148 E OP - g!,4 9 6E 03 - 1.155E 03 - 1 3 41E 0 3 
2 .0 49 E 00 6.13 SE n ­ 2 *SU 2E 0 3 -1 158 E 0 3 .1,3 44E 0 3 
1.9 69E o -6 .127E 92 - 2. 5 05E 03 - 1.1 59E 03 - 1 3 45e 03 
1, 687 F 00 6.103E 02 -2,515 E 03 .1.164E 03 1 3 91E 03 
1 .18 3E 0o -6 086 E 0O !- d 5 22E 03 - 1, b6BE 03 -1.35bE 03 
20 87 F 00 6 033E 02 -2,5 45E 03 -1,178 E o3 - 1 367E 03 
1 0 12e 00 5 .987E 02 ­ 2,51SE 03 -1.190E 03 vi.3 45E 03 
3.150E 0 5. 981E 02 -2.63 E 03 -1. 07E 03 - 1. 427E 03 
3.217E 03 
3 ,2 2 4e 0 3 
3 .241 C 0 3 
3 .252F 03 
3 287E 03 
3 316E 03 
3 .409E 03 
3 539E 03 
3 797E 03 
S.786E 00 
8 8 9 3 E 00 
8 ,89 3 E 00 
5 ,O75E O u 
4.35 0 t 0 0 
4.59 bE O G 
5 38 1E 00 
4,930E 00 
8 120E 00 
3.012E-03 
9 6 29 E­0 3 
4 6 29 L 03 
8,641E-0 
2 26 4E 0 3 
2 392 t-03 
2,80tE-03 
2 566E 03 
4.227E 03 
9.786E 00 
5 .644E 00 
S.28 2E 00 
5 .075E 00 
4 350E 00 
4 59bE 00 
5,381 F 00 
4 9 30E 00 
8.120E 0 
3.012E.03 
2 9 3 8 E -03 
2 7 49 6 -03 
2 6 41E P3 
2.2 64E 03 
2 39 2h -u3 
2,80 IEw03 
2.566E 03 
4.2 27E 03 
6 6 98F 01 5 3 94 00 5 39 4E 0 -5 98 1E 02 -2 7 4bE 03 1 .235E 03 -1 5 10E 03 4 .296E 03 1.390E 01 7, 238E 03 1 390E 01 7 ,238E 03 
PAGE 5
E 4 243.662 MACH 6.0 P? - 745.449 Tl = 29q2.5R ADING A 006t BLOCK 9 160 Tb 

COx U.19 Q-O0 CAWALL P.IN/P$o P-.I/PTO P.OU/PSO p-OB/pio
XA8S P.I P-OB PDA 

5.981E u2 -a.7b E 03 .1.239E 03 1.520E 03 4.34dE 03 1.228E 01 6.390E-03 I.486E 01 7,734tfou36.736E 01 4.762E 00 5.764C O 

6.7M0E 01 4.76E 00 5.803E no .95.981. 02 .2.7bOF 03 -1.239E 03 -1.521E 03 a.349E U3 1.228E 01 6,390E.03 1.496E 01 7.787E-03
 
6.0002 0o. .981t 02 .2.760E 03 .I,ZaIE 03 -1.526E 03 4.375b V3 1.162E 01 6.0516.03 1.047E 01 8,051E-03
6,760E 01 4,510E 00 

-1.564F 03 4.591L 03 6.213E DO 3.c34e-03 8,678E 00 4.,361E03
0
4.926E 01 2,410E 00 3.250E 00 OR.7.2,816E 03 -t.252L 03 
6,9q3 E 01 1,961E 00 3,00o0 Do .".980e 02 4..833E 03 -1.2552 03 -1,578E 03 4.672E 
03 5.055E 00 2o6312.03 7.733E 00 0,02SL.03
 
.,767E 03 3.725E 00 0.939L-03 6.761E 00 3.519L.03
 7.070E 01 1,44SE 2.623E 00 -4.374E 02 .2,853E 03 .1.258E 03 -1595E 03
0 0 
 3.606E 00 1.077L-03 b.052E O 3.046L-03
7.142E 01 1,399E 00 2.270E 00 .3,87E 02 .2.872E 03 -1.260t 03 .IblaE 03 4.855e 03 

03 -. o26E 03 4.9292 03 3.506E 00 0,225E.03 4.798E O0 2.498E03
7.203E 01 1,360E 00 1.861F On .3.50F Cc!2.888E 03 .1.26 

03 *I.bau1 03 5.043E 03 2.54BE 00 1.396-03 3.158E 00 1.642a.03
7.29sE 01 9.883E01 1.225E 00 -3.091E 02 .2.909E 03 -1.26SE 

03 .1.6l1E 03 5.096E 03 2.ItIF. 00 1.100.03 2.9420E O0 1.590E.03
7,3 0 01 8.200E-01 1.133E On -2,945h 02 .2.917E 03 .1.266E 

5.2OE 03 1.691E O0 6.803E.04 2.075E 00 1.080&03
 7.M94F 01 6.561E-01 8.050FOO -2.542E 02 o2.9IF 03 -1.269E 03 -j.b7lF 03 
03 -1.674F 03 5.2972 03 1.bSOE 00 8.588E-04 1.858E O0 9.672E-04
7.509E 01 6.400E0*1 7.2086.0o1.2.512E 02 .2.9001 03 t.27DE 

03 -1.685E 03 5.3B2E 03 1.408E 00 7,330E.04 1.733E-01 4,025.04
7.584E 01 5,462E.01 3.O00E.01 .2.328 02 .2.956E 03 -I.i71E 

03 -.160bE 03 5.382E 03 1.07E 00 7.3a3L-00 7.6750E-1 3.995EoO.
 7,584E 01 S.457E-0o 2,977F.00 -2.322t 02 -2.95bE n3 -1,271E 

03 5,434E 03 9.796L-01 5.099E-04 0.000 0.000
7.717E 01 3.800E-01 0.000 .2.224E C2 -. 9OE 03 .1.273F 03 .1,107E 

03 -1,708E 03 5.532E 03 7.605f-Cl 3.954E204 0.000 0.000
8,00RE 01 2,QSOE-ot 0.000 .2,089E 02 -Z.96oE 03 -1.276E 

.1,959E 02 .3,115E 03 .1.78E 03 .1,837E 03 5.637h 03 8,120L-01 .27E-04 0.000 0,000
8,392e 01 3,1506-01 0.000 

6,673t 01 3.250EV01 0.000 .1.888t OR 3,117E 03 -1.280F 03 -1.031E 03 5.691E 03 8.376E-01 Q.36IE-O04 0,000 0.000
 




9 6 E 01 3,70E.01 0.000 .1.804F 02 -3.119E 03 .1.282F 03 -1.837E 03 S.?1 e 03 9.540E-01 9.966L-04 0,000 0.000
 
C.0 
READING = 0061 BLOCK Nm o0 TlvF - 243#66e VACH 6.0 PT Z ?c5,U9 TT Z t99e,5 PAG 6 
x DDkAG CDRAG CF PC
 
4.OOE 01 1.090E V2 l.Q90F 02 2.483E-03 4.7u7-02
 
'J.OIE 01 1.88OE.01 1.O91E 02 2.q3t6-Q3 b,SlEOl
 
4,065E 01 4.611C 00 1,138E 02 3.019E-03 I.OBOE-02
 
4.112E 01 8,7569 00 1.225E 02 3.184E-03 7.715S-02
 
4.150C 01 6,619E 00 1.291E 02 3.317E-03 7.9b5E.O
 
4.163E 01 2.146E 00 1.313F 0? 3.335L.03 6.0U9E.O2
 
4.212E 01 6.390b 00 1.397E 02 3.313E.03 6.300E.02
 
4,246F 01 5.837E 00 1.455E 02 3.4426-03 b.013E-02
 
4m262E 01 2.576E 00 10481E 02 3.490E03 5,bbE1.02
 




,36 2E O 1.39AE-01 1.633E 02 3.42E-03 4.691E.02
 
4.368E 01 8.127E-01 1.641 02 3.345L-03 4.742E.?
 
4.431E 01 7.577E 00 1.717E 02 3.412E.03 4.1bE.02
 
4.80E 01 5.652E 00 1.773E 02 3.489E-03 3.8CE-02
 
4.6 6E 01 I.9,E 01 1,92M 02 3.525E.03 3,900E.O2
 
.64DoE 01 1.306E 00 1.935E 02 3.787E-03 3,Sb0OE02
 
4.712E 01 6.580E 00 .001E 02 3.533e.03 3.7336-02
 
4.?31E 01 1,700E g0 2.018E O 3.404E.U3 S.745-E-0
 
4.811E 01 6,928E 00 2.087E 02 3.405E-03 3.38E-02
 
4.964E 01 1.219E 01 2.209E 02 3.210E103 2,809E.02
 
5,109E 01 9,93E 00 2.309E 02 3.06 E.03 2,270E-02
 
5.162E Ot 3.358E 00 2.442E 02 3,089E03 1,996E602
 
5.303E 01 8.191E 00 2.424E 02 2.927E-03 .7T8E-02
 
5.513E 01 1.029E 01 2.527E 02 2.785E-03 1,318E-02 
5,bb3E 01 2.186E 00 2,549E 02 2.763E.03 1.314E.02 
5.576E 01 5,501E-01 2.554E 02 2.756E-03 1.35bE-02 
9.638E 01 1.203K 00 2.566E 02 2.661E-03 1.199E.08 
5.114E 01 1.5069 00 2.581 02 2.77BE.03 8.647E-03
 
b.857E 01 2.674E 00 2.6086 Op 2,506E-03 7.861E-03
 
5.862E 01 1,589E-01 2.610E 02 2.503E03 9.257E.03
 
5.876E 01 4.009E01 2,614E O 2.610E.03 8,B!E.03
 
5,884E 01 2.726E-01 2.616E 02 3.271E-03 5.930E-03
 
5.912E 01 9,7966,01 2.626E 02 2.589E.03 6.267E.03
 
5,935E 01 6.821E.01 2.633E 02 2.443E.03 6.745E.03
 
6,007E 01 2.075E 00 2,654E 02 2,413E603 7.5b9E03
 
6,109E 01 2.850E 00 2.68RE 02 2.379E-03 7.124E.03
 
6310E 01 5.569E 00 2.7386 02 2.42qE-O3 1,002E-02
 
6,452g-01 LI.170E 00 2.780E Op 2.6506.03 9.045SE-03
 
6.698E 01 7,110E 00 2.851E 02 ?.764E.03 1.Z89E02
 
6,736E 01 1.020E 00 2.861E 02 3,200E.03 l.088E602
 
6,740C 01 1.114E.01 2.66E 02 3,213E-03 1,0756-02
 
o.7606 01 5.57BE.01 2.868E Op 1.211E-03 1.072E.02
 
6,926E 01 4,369E 00 2,911E Op 3.068E.03 7.531E.03
 
6.993E 01 1.497e 00 2.946E 02 3.039E-03 6.919E-03
 
7.070E 01 1.623E 00 e.913E 02 2,998q.03 b.Ob9E.03
 
7.142E 01 1.408E 00 R.957E 02 2.973E.03 5.654E03
 
7,203E 01 1,121E 00 2.968E 02 2.946E.03 5.168E.03
 
7.298E 01 1.528t 00 2,983E 02 2.873E-03 3.9tE3.03
 
7.3atE 01 6,062E-01 2.989E 02 2.849E.03 3.619E-03
 
7,494J 01 1.9106 00 3.008E 02 2.769E:03 2.921E.q3
 
7.509E 01 1.603E-01 3.010E 02 2.776S.03 4.771E.03
 
7.584E 01 6,698E.01 3.vl7E O 2.6866E-03 1.944E-03
 
7.5806 01 1.097E-03 3.017F 02 2.685E-03 1.939E.03
 
7.717E 01 3.393E6O 3.020E 02 2.660E-03 1.7d9gE03

8.002F 01 5.714E-o1 3.026E 02 2.60-l03 1.410E.03
 
8.392 01 5.699E-01 3.031P 02 2.594E-03 1.533F-03
 
READING 0 0061 8LOCK ;3160 TIME 0 243.62 MACti 6.0 P1 n 7?5.249 TT 2 2992 5 PAGE 7 

























 ANGLE OF ATTACK .... ....... ...... 0,000 (DEGREES)

MEASURED THRUST,..,... ............... 431, CLBF MASS FLOm RATIO........................ 0,4950

CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE,.,......... .3596, (LBF.SEC/LBM) ADDITIVE DRAG COEFF!CILNT...o.......o.... 0.0978
 
MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE............. .3286. 
(LOF-SEC/LBM) LIpIIING PRESSURE RECOVERY FFFICIENCY.,.. 0.15±5
 
CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT .......... 0.1889 DELTA PT............. .....,.......... s 0.1134 (PSI)

M.ASUREU THRUET COEFFICIENT,............ ..1726 
 TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUPERSONIC..... 0.3383
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY , SUBSONIC.....o 0.1537
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY t SUPERSONIC.... 0,8903

REGENERATIVE-COOLED ENGINE PERFORMANCE 
 INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY SUBSONIC.,.... O90a
 
CALCULATED , 
 KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY * SUPER8ONIC... 0.9074
STREAM THRUST........... ,.... 8561, CLeF) 
 KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY t SUBSONIC.. ,. 0.8618
NET THRUST,....,........... ........ 252. (LeF) ENTHALPY AT P0 . SUPERSONIC............. 
-2.81 CBTU/LBM)

SPECIFIC IMPULSE.so,..eo,......o,..,.oo. *192 . (LBFEC/LUN) ENTHALPY AT PO SIJSONIC.......,. BITUILB)
w9.0? 







FUEL-AIR RAII. . . . . . . .... o 0,0098INLET FRICTION DRAG.,. ,,*o, 109.0
, ..... (LOF) EOUIVALENCE RATIO.......,.v .... so,as 0.297
INLET MOMENTUM 7 2ANGE..........09.* COMBUSTOR EFIENCY........,...... . 0,497
CLEF) 

COMBUSTOR FRICTION DRAG.,..... ,,op. ,*. 017t. (LOP) TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO..0.....,.......... 0.0643
 
COMBUSTOR STRUT DRAG.................. to12,64 (LF) CONBUSTOR EFFECTIVENESS,......... ... , 0.3392
 
7COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE........ ... , -162, (LOP) INJECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS 0.7187v 0.6013t

NOZZLE FRICTION OAG*,,,@., ........ a,, 17.48 (LOF)

NOZZLE STRUT DRAG............ ........, *O.OO (LEF)
 
NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANCOE. .....*o. (O8F) NOZZLE
..... OO. 

NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL.........0... 41O. (WL)

EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAGo ....,,,..,060,. 59,02 CL8F) VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT * CO.... 0.9757
 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL............. so (LBF) NOZZLE COEFFICIENT * CT................... 0.9006
1152 

TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG.o,. .. .. q . -1211, (LaP) PROCESS EFFICIENCY....,....,*......... 0.9931

TOTAL STRUT DRAG..,o ,.ooa,.,.,....*.,* -12.64 (LBF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFIC9NCYo.94. ... 09418o 

CAVITY FORCE...,.. .. ... .. **....1043, (LF)

CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE,......,..... 2725, (LBF)

MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE .............. to665. (LbF)






NOMINAL COWL LEADING EDGE ... .34,.8 4 (IN) INJECTORS STATION VALVE
 
SPIKE TRANSLATION.,,.q,, ............... 2.620b (IN) IA 40,400 A
 
INLET THROAT,..,.........., ,...... 40.400 (IN) 
 18 43,605 B
 
COlvL LEADING o J7,S0o (M 
 I0 44.300
 
NOZZLE SMHOUD TRAILING EDGE*..., ... 75,844 (IN) 2A 51.080
 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE,, 
..... 89.596 CI!) 2C 46,250

8TRUT LEADING EDGE.....,.... ,... 58.76U 
(IN) 3A 56.370
 
STRUT TRAILING EDGE*,..,,,,... ........ 67.36V 
(IN) 38 58555
COMBUeTOR EXIT ......,*at,.......,.,,...67,360 (IN) 4 47,105
 
Reading 61 
t = 246.36 sec, 




RLADNG = 0061 BLOCK =At Tl7u 4 246-3b2 1JiCH 6.0 PT c 75.a94 7T 2999.5 PA0t
 
RtAMJET; PERPOflMANCE 
 3-/X- 2) 
S U M H A R Y R E P 0 R T 
co P T H GAMPA MOLWT 6ONV MA(H VEL 5 -/A v A/AC MOTM 0 IVA PHI ETAC
WIND TUNNEL 1 0 5
 
0,00D 745,499 2994 667C 793) 1,2930 28.955 2576

.00) 0.388 406 -31.5( 97) 1.3989 28.953 987 5.991 5915 1,827 0.10ba l5.46 0 0.4957 2,524 9.74 187.5
 
SPINE TIP NS 2 0 6
 
0.600 19.100 4993 b67.6( 793) 1.2929 28,954 257f
 
0.600 17.482 2934 649.6( 775) 1.2948 28.95 2554
 
0.371 950 2.076 0.10604 13.460 0,U957 2817 1.565 194.4
IINU TUJNNeL 3 0 0
 
0.000 745.499 2994 667,6( 1q3)j,esO t8.955 z576
0,000 0.414 413 .29.7( 99) '.S59 28.954 996 5.q29 5907 1.827 0,11079 14.067 0.4957 2635 10.171 187.3
 
SPIKE TIP ?15 4 0 0
 
0.600 19,100 2993 567.6( 793) 1.2929 28,954 2578
 
0,600 17,312 2927 647,7( 773) 1.2950 ab.954 a551 
0.392 1000 2.078 0.11079 14.067 0.4957 2635 1.722 187.3
 
INLET THROAT 5 0 5
 
40.400 243.310 2909 6a2.2( 7O) 1,2957 28.954 e544
40.400 16.154 1504 243,1C 372) 1,3478 a8,954 
1865 2.395 U466 1.095 0489948 13.460 0,05H4 211I 6d.462 156.8
 
INLET UP'NSK b 0 3
 
40.400 243,310 2909 642,2( 76) 1,2957 28,954 454a
 
40.400 13,842 1445 227.5( 356) 
1,3511 28,954 1831 a.488 4555 1.895 0.81771 13.460 0.064 2134 51.884 156.5
 
INLET 0NNRIK 7 0 i
 
40,00 114,730 2909 642z( 768) 1,2957 Z8.954 3544
40,400 47.803 R805 610.9( 737) 1,!990 28.954 2501 0.500 1251 
1.947 0.81771 13.40 0,0643 2134 15,904 158.3
 
COM8STOR 0 0 1 A
 
40.41O 1 5,693 3278 6i4.9( 923) 1.2792 27,713 2743
 
40.410 F6.246 251 332,6( 607) 1,3139 27.71S 8303 1,744 4016 2.056 
0.90378 13,527 0,0584 2111 56.406 156.1 0.15 0.59

COfBUSTOR 0 9 a 4
 
40.648 133.629 3441 643.3( 972) 1,2710 27.910 2791
41.648 3,.986 2519 346.2t *85) 1.3025 27.914 ?417 J.590 3842 Z.V71 0.90099 13,527 0.0581 2106 54.273 155.7 0.15 0.80

CONBUSTOR 0 10 3 202
 
41.118 l22.866 3580 639.9(1014) 1,2635 28.094 3831
41.118 42,025 4840 396.9( 781) 
1.e8q5 28.101 2546 1,370 3487 2.081 0.90458 13,527 0.0584 2094 49.014 154.8 0.15 1.00
CO"UsTOR 0 11 4 200 
44.soo 118,331 3575 637.0(1012j 1,2637 28,094 2 28 
41.500 S0. 81 2978 440.5f 824) 
1,2848 28.100 2602 1.205 3136 2.D83 0,89050 13.527 0.0b93 2087 43.401 154.3 0.15 1.00
COMBUSTOR 0 12 5 200
 
41.628, 116.891 3672 636.1(1011) t,2638 26,04 287
 
41.628 5Z915 3013 01.8( 835) 1,2836 28.100 a616 1.161 
3036 2.084 0,88379 13.527 0.0598 2086 41.703 154.2 0,15 1,00
COkBUSTOR 0 13 6 21
 
2.118 10215.2 3$61 632.3C1007 ) 1,!640 28,094 3832
 
42.±8 33.821 3801 
 384.4( 769) 1.4908 8,101 45a9 1.392 35 1 2.092 0,85100 13,527 0,0621 2018 46,571 149,2 0.15 1.00COMBUSTOR 0 14 7 21
 
a2.460 66.225 3553 629,6(1005) 1,2640 28.194 2619
42,460 3a.500 a952 43a.2( 816) 1.2855 26,100 2591 
1.213 3142 2.104 0,82275 13.527 0,0642 1921 h0118 14*0 O.S 1.00
 
COMBUSTOR 0 15 8 21
 
42.618 79.506 3549 628. 4(1003 1.2640 28.094 2818
42.618 35.148 a977 440,3( 824) 
1,2846 28.100 2601 1.179 3067 2.109 0.80849 13.527 0.0653 1878 38.541 138.8 0.15 1.00

cometSTOR 0 1 9 ?1
 
43.603 57.523 28v9 627.7( 826 ) 1.3012 25.808 265a
 43.603 26.527 2340 474.b( 674) 1.3169 35.008 2436 
1.136 2760 2.183 0,72970 13,592 0.0727 1663 31.385 122.4 0.30 0.11
COSUSTOR 0 17 10 21
 
43,613 59.799 2660 627.6( 779) 1.3081 25.65o 2597
43.613 26,440 2106 474.8( 6283 1,3240 25.56 2368 1.1&7 27b5 2.166 
0,72966 13.593 0.0277 1661 31.350 122.2 0.30 0,02
COP8USTOP 0 10 11 21
 
43.678 58,737 2635 626.9 772) 1.3092 25,634 2587
 
43.67a E5.071 2163 474,8( 6?1) 
1,3251 25,034 2358 1.10 2759 2.165 0.72586 13.592 0.0731 1650 31.119 121.4 0.30 0.00
 
REAGNG a 0061 BLUCK C 163 TIVE 246,3b2 MA(l' 6.U PI c 7d5.1499 Ti = 2q93.5 PAGb 2 
P T h fkA"A ?)OdtTrO.V MAGH VEL S q/A A/AC Uv v 0 IYAL PHI 0TAC 





619.5( 763) 1.31(1 25.031 2575 
491.1( 636) 1.3234 25.631 2383 1.Qo4 2535 2.174 0.102Uo 13.592 0.0756 1559 2?.671 1IU.? 0,30 0.00 
COPBUsTOR U 20 13 21 
44,800 u7.025 2590 613.4( 757) 1.3107 25.630 2566 
44.800 24.711 2219 493.b( 638) 1.3262 25,tSO 2186 1.Odb 2448 2.176 0.68360 13.592 0.0/76 1545 26.005 11.a 0.30 0.00 
COPHLfsTUI 0 l1 14 Si 
ab250 
46.2 5 0 
O9.413 2530 
35.554 !337 
61U.9( 792) 1.31U" 23.816 2635 
54,t( 726) 1.3210 23,616 2539 0,720 1828 2,295 0.64071 13,685 0.0834 1537 l O,2O6I11.3 0,51 0.03 
COPBUSTOR 0 d2 15 21 
46.26o 49,924 2464 610.6( 770) 1.3176 23.756 2607 
46.260 35.631 2270 514,1( 704) 1.3241 23,756 2S08 0,729 1828 2,286 0.64114 13.665 0.0833 1538 18.214 11.4 0.51 0.00 





609,1( 765) 1.3182 23.747 2600 
545.9( 702) 1.3244 Z37417 a506 0.7L2 1785 e.283 .0660 13,6d5 0.0039 1548 27, 6l jajI, 0.51 0,00 
COO8STOP 0 24 11 21 
47.113 50,661 2424 6008( 756) 1,3191 23.745 2587 
47.113 34.079 2200 s2.1( 680) 1.3267 23.745 2472 0.792 1959 2.274 0.61036 13,685 0.0875 1597 16.581 116.7 0.51 0.00 





594.7( 932) 129u 24,250 2800 
518.7f 8 S4) 1,3021 24,250 2699 0,741 2001 2,338 0.59922 13.685 0.0892 1613 18.638 117.9 0.51 0,22 
COMBUSTOR 0 26 19 21 
ao'L1g 49,I98 2475 590,6( 7Y3) 1.3163 23.819 abo6 
48,Zlo 30,986 2212 500.3( 683) 1.3253 23.819 2474 0,859 2126 2.287 0.54779 13.68S 0,0975 1679 18.100 122.7 0,51 0.0) 
COBUSTOR 0 27 20 3 
49.638 46,909 2455 576.1f 766) 1.3168 230835 2596 
49.638 17.962 1939 4O1,1( 591) 1.3350 23,538 2323 1.274 2960 2.286 0.442307 13,685 0.1263 1840 19,461 134.5 0.51 0.04 
COMBUsTOR 0 28 21 9 
51.078 42,550 2331 571,9( 784) 1.3237 21,907 2646 
51.078 12.644 1719 350.0( b63) 10466 21.907 2292 1.452 3329 2.433 0.3U713 13,79q 0.155 1930 17.958 139,9 0.77 0.03 
COP8USTOR 0 29 22 2 
51.088 a2.541 2331 571.8( 78Q) 1.3237 21.907 2646 
51.088 12.607 1718 349.9e 563) 1,3467 21.907 2291 1,54,3332 2.43S 0.34o6e 13,799 0.1554 1931 11.952 139.9 0.77 0,03 





560.3( 780) 1.3241 21.905 2640 
321,6C 534) 103503 214905 229 1.509 3512 2,431 0.324Z? 13.799 00662 1960 17.696 14a0 0.77 0,03 
COBUSTOR 0 31 24 4 





e98.0( 5a0) 1.3424 22,069 2316 t.563 3619 2.463 0.27633 13,799 0.195w 
25 a 
2025 15.540 14b.8 0.77 0.09 





239,5( 556) 1.3441 22,I50 2270 1,732 3932 2.475 0.22648 13.799 0.2379 
26 4 





546.2C 881) 1,3101 22.199 2766 
234,9( 571) 1.3415 22.199 2296 1,719 3946 2.484 0.21723 13.799 0.2480 2120 13.322 153,6 0.77 0.11 





5455( 880) 1,3102 22,198 2765 
230.9( 567) 1,3422 22,198 2288 j.734 3968 2.484 0.21493 13.799 0.2507 2123 13.252 153.9 0.77 0.13 
COm6UsTOR 0 35 28 5 
5t.378 25.855 2956 542.7(1007) 1.2935 L,.516 2906 
56378 ).843 2080 214.8( 682) 1.3245 22.517 2467 1,642 4050 !.5a 0,16579 13.799 0,325s 2224 10.43b 161.1 0.77 0.24 
COMBUsTOR 0 36 29 5 
57.13o 33.356 86314 539.3( 891) 1.3086 22.,38 2776 
57.138 3.792 1536 142.0( 4q) 1.3512 2a.238 2154 2.070 0459 2.487 0.1584I 13.799 0.3401 2243 10.977 162,5 0.77 0,15 





533,5(1035) 1.289 22.612 2934 
179.2( 685) 1.3228 22,013 8466 1,70b 4211 1.552 0,16b47 13.799 0.3675 2275 9.585 164.9 0,77 0,27 
= 061













53 t(0 )1,2tqn 2E,,,08 4932 
177,?t 582) 1.3R32 22.010 24162 1,714 442t1 2551 0,10bO0 13.799 (,3t89 2276 58v 1 4,9 V.77 0.47 










2.0524 240o 1,70B 4220 2.553 0,14498 15.799 0.371t5 1!79 9,507 tb5,l 0.77 0.27 
58,038 
".,838 
24, 2 3051 
4.982 2102 
532,5(0000) 1,28b5 22.627 a939 
175.9f 688) 1,3222 22,629 4471 II7Y 4224 2.552 0, 456 0.,799 0,3b75 2281 9.b2,? ib$,3 0,77 0,21 





1.2(10),876 e2,o 6 Z945 
173.5( 693) 1,..32q aa.648 R478 1.708 4233 2.554 0.14610 13.799 0.3688 22b6 9.61v 165.7 0.77 0.28 





530,701009) 1,2927 22.553 a907 
191,8( 634) 1,3292 22.554 2389 1,623 4S5A 2.539 0.19585 IW,99 0.360M E290 9.069 166.0 Q.77 0,25 







1.3107 221a7 2752 
1,3619 22.217 2015 2.347 4729 8.4A7 0,14356 13.799 P.3753 2299 J0,550 16b6 0.77 0.14 






167,3( 725 ) 
1.2829 22.102 2975 
1.3167 2Z,744 R523 1,678 4234 2,b63 0.14265 13.799 0.5177 2306 9.385 161.1 0.77 0,31 






t2$,6( 599) 1,2946 22.536 2087 1.3335 22.537 2331 1t9l0 A453 2.526 0.I4761 13,799 0,3650 2302 10.214 166.9 0,77 0.24 





a, 67 2996 
0 47 
515.6fl1a9) 1.2557 23.220 51?1 
262,3(t108) 1,217 23,233 2867 1,242 35bD 2.603 0.15161 
400 





507,2(1280) I.R495 23.327 3LA2 
290,6(t076) 1.4728 23.443 a937 1.1Z1 3292 2.613 0,14371 13.799 0.3749 2295 7.351 166,3 0.71 0.50 
COYBU$TOR 0 48 41 3 
67.35a 17.794 3738 
67#358 9,284 S273 
COMBUSTOR NEGFN (49 
67.356 17.794 4019 
67.35a 9.380 3553 
NOZZLF AE 50 
505.8(1291) 1 d68 23.363 3149 
314.0(itil 1.2683 23,S80 2971 1.048 3114 2.621 0.13360 t3.799 0,4032 
42 21 
634.0(1402) 1, 22g 23.33S 3245 






16b.3 0,77 0.51. 





V.460 1646 -289.6( 517) 
PU 51 44 3 
1.2468 23.363 3t19 







1,aa68 a3.363 3149 
1,1372 23.386 2107 3,040 6421 2.621 0,02416 13.799 2,2299 2976 2.411 a15.() 0.77 0.51 
NOZZLE AE REGEN 5a 45 
89.590 
69,590 
17,794 4019 634,0(1402) 1.2295 23.335 3245 
0.520 1848 -220.0( 587) 1,3234 23.386 2280 2,866 b537 2.654 0,02781 13.799 1.9371 30bl e.425 221.9 0.77 0.51 







1,2245 23.335 3245 
1.3292 23,566 2205 3,040 6704 2.654 0.02289 13.799 2,3534 3109 4.385 22b.3 0.77 0.51 
FICT~vE CUMt3USTR 73 66 o 
67.35s 243.310 5072 505,8(1793) 1.1799 24,bUb 3a61 
07.358 0.380 1362-1010.8( 404) 1 .33 11 2',142 1894 4 .60d 8729 2.446 0,0400b6 
FICTIVE NOZZLE 74 67 0 
13.799 1,3314 3076 5.489 260.9 0.77 1,00 
89.59q 
89.594 
11.888 3603 483.3(1270) 1.2478 23,363 3127 
0m58b 1077 .210,0( 596) 1.3221 23.58b e297 2,564 5690 2.049 0.02781 13,799 1.9371 2817 2.546 204.1 0,77 0.51 
ReADING z 0061 B-LOCK = 103 T~rE X 246.362 MACH 6.0 Pf = 745,499 It 4993.5 PAGe 
XARS P-IB P.OB PDA oux ii-IB 0.08 CAw&LL PmlB/PSU P-iBtPTO P-OB/pSo P-O8/PlO 
6.961F.01 11055L 00 0.00c -4.6BE8-O1 0.000 1.O .000 O.o ..470E-02 2.71RE Ou 1.415 -03 .o 0.000 OO 
1.a36E 01 t0n55E 00 0.000 -1.515F 01 O.OuO 0.000 0,000 1.6S4E 02 e.71E DO 1.4115E-03 0.000 0.000 
3.070F 01 2.2652 00 U~uO0 -1.697E 02 uDUOO 0.U006 v,000 51053L OR b.634E 00 3.038 -03 C.Vov 0.000 
3.50BE 01 3.963E 00 0,000 -3.715 02 O.0UO 0.000 U.000 6.804E OR 1.02LE 01 5.316?-03 O.000 0.000 
3.555E 01 4.0802 O0 0.000 .4.082E O 05 .000 0.000 0.000 7.013E 02 1.051E 01 5.473 -03 0,000 0.000 
3.606E 01 3.9dDE 0000.OD -4491E 02 -2.297E 02 -2,297L 02 0.000 7.246& 02 1.025E 01 5.339E,03 0.000 0.000 
3.646F 01 4.276E 00 0.000 .844L 02 -2.35"IE OR . .35ZE 02 U.000 7,44SE 02 1.101E 01 5.735E-OS 0.000 0.00n 
3.1E 01 4.240E 00 0.000 -5.315t OR -a.42 02 R.26E 02 0,000 7.69be 02 I.OQ2E 01 5.687%-o3 o.000 0.000 
3.750E 01 4,ObaE 00 5.075E 00 -6.324t 02 .2.49bE 02 .2.496E OR U,000 7.935& 02 l.U4?E 01 5.451 -03 1.462F 01 7.61U2-0 
3.750E 01 4.061E 00 5.722E Do -b.325E2O -4.49/E2 .2.497E 02 0.000 7.93BE 02 1.046E 01 5.44BE-03 1.474E 01 7.676E-03 
3.803E 01 3.870E 00 9-903E O0 -6.279E OR -2.57BE 02 2.578E 02 0.000 8,S00E 02 9.969E no 5.191 .03 2.551E of 1.328EP02 
3-017E 01 14.989E 00 I.rOOF 01 -6.53D2 02 -2.601E 02 -2.601E OR O.000 8.650E 02 1,28SE Of 6,693E-u3 2.8345 01 1.476E-02 
3.875E 01 9.689E 00 1.36BE ni -6,j4RE 02 -2.077E 02 .2.733E 02 6,565E 01 q.293E U2 E,496f 01 1,300 -02 3.bRSE 01 1.835EP02 
A.901E 01 1.179E 01 1,48BE Of -6,130h 2 -2.02 02O .81RE 02 7.098E 01 9.565E 02 3.037E 01 1.581E-21 3.634E 01 199 bE-Ua 
3,950F. 01 1.119E 01 1.714E 01 -6.tOOL 02 .2,648E 02 -2.996E 02 3,483E 01 1.014E 03 2.882E 01 1,501 -02 441E 01 2,300E O2 
3.963E of 1,264F 01 1.774E 01 -6.0O80E 02 -2.750E 02 -3.053E O2 3.029E 01 1.0296 03 3.255E 01 1,695 -02 4.569E 01 2.379E-U2 
4.O00E 01 1.683r Ot 2. 36f! 01 -6.007F 02 -3.0b5E 02 .3.238C 02 1.727E 01 1.072E 03 o.335E 01 2.2S7 -02 6.019E 01 3.134E-02 
4.040E of R.667E 01 2.942E Of .5.*71E OR *3,42892O =.,42f 02 3.311E 00 1,118E 03 6870TE 01 3,578 e02 7.579E 01 3.947E,02 
4.041E 01 2,692E 01 2-95BE 01 .5,969E 02 -3.436E 02 *3.467E 02 2.964E 00 1.119E 03 6.934E 01 3.611 -02 7,61B2 01 3.967E.02 
4*065E 01 3,278e 01 3.319E 01 -5.973E 2O ",6blE 04 -3,607E 02 -5.325E 00 1.147E 03 8.44S2 01 4.39BE-02 8.549E 01 4.452L-02 
q.1122 01 4.435E 01 3:970E,01 .6,003E 02 04.114E 02 .3ma98E 02 2,159E 01 1.202E 03 1.IaR2 OR 5.949E-02 1.02SE 02 5.325EOi 
4,150E 01 5.374E 01 4,742E 01 -6,0I02 02 -4.498E OR -4.151E 02 -3,473E 01 1.247E 03 1.384E 02 7.20be-02 1,222E OR 6,361E*02 
'4.163E 01 5.581E 01 5 002E 01 -5,993E 02 4.631E 02 .4.239E 02 .3,913C 01 1,262E 03 1.438E 02 7.4W. 02 1.aM 02 6.7%0EP02 
q.212E O1 6,369C 01 3.950E 00 06,592E OR .5.147i2O"4590E OR -5.569C 01 13eOE 03 1.041E OR 8.543E-OR 1.017E Of 5,29elEP03 
4.246E 01 6.919E Of 3.613E 00 -7.501E 02 -5.507E 02 -4.837E o2 -6.696E 01 1.360E 03 1.782E 02 9.28IL-o2 90823E 00 5. 151E03 
9.262E 01 6.655E 01 3.750E 00 -7010oF 02 -5,671E 02 .4.949C 02 -7.,114E 01 1,379E 03 1.714E 02 9.926 -02 9.660E 00 5.03f0*03 
4.36OE 01 5.013C of 2.92SE O0 -9.901E 02 -6,8896 02 -5.607E 02 -1.282E 02 1.497E 03 1,291E 02 6.T2 E-O2 7.535E Do 1.9a4E-03 
4.361E 01 4,996E 01 2.917E 00 -9,929E 02 -6,9 04EORS613E 02 -1.291E 02 1.498E 03 1.287E 02 6.702E.02 7.514E 00 3,913E-03 
.36BE 0; 4,888E Of 2.862E 00 .1.003E 03 .6.999E 02 -. 6542 02 -1,345E 02 1.506E 03 1.299E 02 6.5 ,%-o2 7.374F 00 3.840E-0) 
443E 01 3,835E 01 1.208E 01 -1,086E 03 P7.995E 02 .6.039E 02 -1.957C 02 1.582E 03 9.880E 01 5,145E-02 3.1tEe 01 i.621E-92 
4.4802 01 3,019E 01 1.9RUE 01 -1.114E 03 .6.83TE 02 -6,319E 02 -2.5teE 02 1.641E U3 7.776L 01 400a9 -02 4,9$SE 01 2.580E.02 
4.62SE 01 3,071E 01 4.040E Of -1,074E 03 -1132E 03 -7.096E 02 -4.229E 02 1.818L 03 7,910E 01 O.119E-o2 1.041E OR 5.420E-02 
4,6R6E 01 3.071E 01 4.055E 01 -i.073k 03 -1.134E 03 .7.10H£ 02 -4.241E 02 1.819E 03 7.911E 01 4.120L-02 1.045E 02 5.439E"02 
4.640E 01 3.076E 01 4,257E 01 "1.063E 03 -,.157E 03 -7.172E 02 -4.402E 02 1.86E 03 7.94E 01 4,126E-02 L.097E OR 5,711E-02 
4.711E 01 3.102E 01 3.71 E 01 .1.007E 03 .1,271E 03 .7.529E 02 -S.1626 02 1.924E 03 7.990E 01 4.161E-02 9.567E 01 4.9029,02 
40731E 0 
4j.811E.01 1,109E 01 3.240E Of 36565F 01 2.957E 01 .9,898E 02 -1.300E 03 -7,624E-9°t82E 02 -1.411E 03 .8.0029 02 -5,377E 02 02 -h.W0E 02 1.948E 2.0a7E 03 03 U,0082 01 8.346E 01 4.1706-02 4.346E-02 9.183E 01 7.618E 01 4.782E-92 3.967E.02 
4.960EU ,601 1EO.T9be Of -7.407E 02 -L,6V9E 03 .8.672E 02 -7.418E 02 2.237E 03 4.627E 01 2.409E-02 4.627E 01 2.409E.02 










-6,30OIE 02 -i.7122 03 .,R46E 02 -B.473E 02 
-5,9832 02 -1.820E 03 -9.U41E 02 -8,762E 02 
















b,513E 01 6.862E 00 6.662E 00 -4.339E OZ -a.0952 03 .1.053E 03 -1,041E 03 2.929E 03 1.766E 01 9.205L-03 1.768E of 9,2052,03 
.563E 01 6,7252 O0 6.72SE 00 -4.163e 02 -Z.107E 03 -1.066E 03 -1.06L2 03 2,992E 03 1,732E 01 9.0atE-03 1.73aE 01 9.091E-03 









-3,103f 02 -4.174E 03 
.2.894E 02 .2.22 03 
-1,085E 03 -1,069C 03 











5.856E 01 4.977E 00 4.977E On -2.541E 02 -4.301E 03 -1.135E 03 -1.166E 03 3.217E 03 1.282E 01 6.676E-03 1,282E 01 6o6762-03 
5.662E 01 &.875E 00 4.Y78E o0 -2.526E 02 -2,304E 03 -1,136E 03 "t,16BE 03 3.224E 03 1.256E 01 6.539E-03 1. B8!E 01 6,677E-03 
5.676E 01 9.875E 00 4.981E 00 .2.494E OR -2,311E 03 i,*139E 03 -1.172F 03 3.241E 03 1.256E 01 6,539E-03 1.283E 01 6,681E-03 
5,884F 01 4.9P2E DO 4.982F 00 -2.47ME 02 -ao315F 03 -.IAIOE 03 -1,175E 03 3.252E 03 1.283t 01 6,683E-03 I.?83E 01 6.683E.03 
5.912E 01 40q87E 00 4.987F 00 -2.409E 02 -4.3e.9E 03 -..1SE 03 -1,183E 03 3,287E 03 1.2852 01 6.690 .03 1,2852 01 6,690E,03 
5.93aO 01 G,702 00 4.07VE O0 -2.363E 02 -2.339k 03 -I.1ugE 03 -1.190E 03 3.316L 03 1.151E 01 5.99(6 -03 1.151L 01 5.996E,03 
6.0O07E 01 2.1RE2 00 4.6iRE no -2,26aE 02 -a,370E 03 -1.161E 03 -I.P092 03 3.409E 03 Na4bL 00 3.773 -03 7.445F 00 3.1771E-03 
6'.109F, 01 5.06RE 00 5.062F no -2.173F 02 -2.411E 03 -t.175E 03 -1.236E 03 3.539E 03 1.3D4E 01 6.791 -03 1.304E 01 6,791E-23 
0'.31D2 of 4.20Uh 00 Q.40uF 00 -R.16ZE 02 -4.490E 03 -1.197L 01 -1.293E 03 3.797E 03 1.002k 01 5 b3m -03 1.OBOE 01 5,63AL-U3 
REAUING Q 0061 BLOCK =, 163 Tlvr -- 24b.36? oA CH 6.0 PI 10r5,4q9 T 2993 ,$ PAGE9 
XABS P-18 P-OLA PrlA QOX 0I a-Ob CA., AL P.-I b/VSO r- 161PT1 Pwclb/Pso P-08/,PT7 
F b.W52E 01 8,487C 00 6.487E O0-.?064L 02 -8.S5h 03 t2l Ol I37 03 3.960E 03 2.186E 01 1.138L-02 8.18bE 01 1.138E.02 
6-698E ul 









.bb4S 03 -1.240& 03 qI.OWq 





















02 12.690E 03 
02 -£,'70YE 03 
.1.249E 03 .1.407E 03 




1 .378E 01 
1.186E-02 
7. I76 E03 
2.4lbE 01 




7 .070rE 0 t 

















1 . 8?k 
01 -2.793E 
01% -,5gE 






- 1.273E 03 
- i.7qh 03 
-1,282E 03 
. I 285E 03 
- I 520E 03 0 .612E 03 
. I ,540E 03 4707F 03 
. I.bblF O03 .855E 03 
- I .570E 03 4.929E 03 
9.868E 00 
5 .47 E 00 
4 .395E DO 
3.5666 Ou 












7.296F 01 9.,7846-0% 16bb O0 1.9L6L 02 -2 .139E 03 . I.289E 03 -1,601E 035.S.O 03 2.521E O001.3 3.03&-O S.O0E 00 1.563E-03 






2.058E 02 -2*899E 
2.45i7E OR -2. ,!9E 
03 
03 







































-1 .650E 03 
. I ,65LE 03 
5,382E 03 








8 4 QE01 
4,427E-04 
4.39SEP04 
7#717E 01 3.BOOE-01 0o000 2,761L 02 -2.977E 03 -1@29SE 03 -1,67BE 03 5,434E 03' 9,789E01 5,097E.04 0,000 0.000 
6.002E 01 3.550E-01 0.000 ROM28 02 ,2.9blE 03 J.,303f 03 -1,67SE 03 5.532E 03 9.145E-01 1.,762E.Ob u.000 0.000 
8.392E 01 30MSOgul 0.000 3.0135E Oe. -2.905E 03 -1.306E 03 -1.678E 03 5.637E u3 9.789E.01 5.097%-0b U.060 0.000 
8.613F 01 3.650E-01 0.000 3.168E 02 ,2,9dBE 03 .1,310E 03 .1,67BE 03 5.6919 03 9.402E.01 4.896E.Ou 0.000 0.000 
b,959E 01 4.600E-01 0,000 3.269E 02 -R.994E 03 -1.315E 03 .1.678E 03 5.714E 03 1,18SE 00 6.170E.04 0.000 0.000 
8-959E 01 4,602E-01 0.000 3,268E 02 -999E O) -1.31SE 03 -1,678E 03 5,714E 03 1.185E 00 6,173t-04 0,000 0 0000 
READING = 0061 lILnCK - 163 TIjE a 20.362 MACH 6.0 PT 7a5,499 IT 4993.5 PAGE 6 
x DDRAG CDRAG CF HC 
4.0 0E 01 1.092E 02 1.09,E 02 2.5171-03 4.BuUE.02 
4.01E 0a 1.894E01 1,094E 02 2.951E-03 e.59eE.0a 
4.065E 01 4,5SE 00 1.140E 02 3.028t-03 7,luCE.Oe 
4.112E 01 8,814E 00 1.228E 0 3,186t.03 7.7u4E.02 
4,150E 01 6.735E 00 1.295E 02 3,321E-03 7.94E13.02 
4.163E 02 2.103E 00 1,317F 02 3 3381-03 8.0190-02 
4.212E 01 8,505E 00 1.402E O 3.319E-03 0,294E-02 











9,361E 01 1,382E-01 1.641E 02 3.431E-03 4.707E.02 






















4.71t6 01 5.583E 00 1.990E 02 3.460E-03 4.618E002 
4.731E 01 1,549E 00 4.005E 02 3.137E.03 4.618E.02 
4,811E 01 6.41E 00 2.069E 02 3,638E-03 4.0/7E-02 
4.964E 01 1.201E 01 2.189E 02 3.1006.03 3,694e.O9 
5.108F 01 1,067E Ol 2.298E 02 3.361E-01 2,Tb3E.02 
5.109E 01 7.1406-02 2,299E 02 20987E03 3.111E.02 
5.162E 01 3.504E 00 2,334E 02 2.926E-03 2,830602 
5,303E 01 8.486E 00 2.419E 02 2,823E.03 2,595E.02 
5.5136 0i 1.10E 01 2.529E 02 2-829E'03 a,0036E02 
5.563E 01 2.473E 00 P.554E O 2,866E03 1,941EPO 
















5.062E 01 1,944E.01 2,bbE O 3.03E-03 1,33DEw02 
5.876E 01 9,0S9E-01 2.631F 02 3.027E003 1.330E-02 
5.884E 01 3.16BE-01 2.63E 0 3.446E-03 1,151E-02 
5.912E 01 
5.9346- 0 


















6,052E 01 5.103E 00 2.8DE0 02 3.03E-03 1.803E.02 
6.098E 01 7,990E 00 2.920E 02 3.911E.03 1,59i:0E2 
6.736E Ol 1.15SE 00 2.932E 02 3.51BE-03 1.$p4E.02 
6.740E Ol 1,171E'01 ?.33E 02 3.s5 1E-03 1soE.0a 
6,76o0 01 5.90dE01 i.939F 02 3.533E-03 1.494E.02 
6#926E 01 5.145E 00 2,990E 02 3.366E03 l.41EEO 
6.993E O 1.966E 00 3.010E 02 3.331E-03 1.046E02 
7.07E 01 2,099E 00 3.032FO 3.25aE-03 8,168e.03 
7.102E 01 1.7806 00 3.00BE 0 3.205L-03 o,839E.03 
1.403E 01 1.296E 00 3.061E 02 3,166603 5.862E.03 
7,298E 01 1,693E 00 3.076F 02 3,0906E03 4.248E6.03 
7.341E 01 6.553E01 3.084E 02 3.06BE.03 3,817E.03 
7.494E 01 2,0925 00 3.105F 02 3.023E-03 3.2bE-03 
7.509E 01 1,783E-01 3.107E 02 3.O011-03 3,085E.03 
7-at,584E 01 7.144E.O1 3.115E 02 2.928e:03 .1"E-03 
t\D 7.584E 0I 1,219E-03 3.115F 02 2,92K.0E3 .13E.03 
W 7.717F 01 3,7Ot-O 3.118E 02 2.699E03 1,9147E.03 
REAOING a 0061 BLOCK =.163 TIVE u 26,362 MAC 6.0 PI = 705.099 TI 2 .S PAGE 7 
QDDRAGCORAG CF mC 
t'3 8O002E 01 b.617E01 3.125E 02 2.672L.03 1.818E.03 
8,392E 01 7o9L-91 3,3IS 02 £.86E.QS 1.,eE.03 
8.673E 01 3,66SE"01 3.136e 02 2.843hs03 1.8b4E.03 
8959E 01 1.616E-01 3.137E 02 2868E-03 Z.199E-03 
8,959E 01 D.000 3.37E 02 2.868E-03 2.2u0E-03 








MEASURED ?HRU6T.,,.....s,............. .51. (LBF) MASS FLO4A RATIO.......,...... .......... 0.4957
 
CALCULATEQ SPECIFIC IMPULSE............. -2. (LSF.SEC/LBM) ADDITIVE DRAG COEFFICIENT............... 0,0975
 
MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE................ .152. (LBF.SEC/LBP) LIMITING PRESSURE RECOVERY EFFICIENCY.... u.X516
 
CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT.......o.. -. U03 DELTA , .. .T... 0.1152 (PSI)
 




MEASURED IHRUST COEFFICIENT.............. ..040b 	 TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY s SUPERSONIC..... 0.3264
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY s SU8SONIC....... O.1b39
 
INLET PROCESS EPFICIENCY . SUPERSONI,..,. Qo$835
 
REGENERATIVF.COOLED ENGINE PERFORMANCE 	 INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY a SUBSONIC..... 0. 019
 
CALC'JLATED KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC... 0.917
 
STREAM THRUST .......... ..a....*...... 49,9. (LOF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUbSONIC..... v.8735
 
NET THRUST,............................ 112. (LBF) ENIWALPY AT PO - SUPERSONIC.,...... 0.51 (6TU/LB1)
 








PUElLAIR RATIO ......* ... *. so, . ...*. ... a0.0251
 
INLET FRICTION R AG......., 109.1 (LaF) EQUIVALENCE RATIO...................... 0.765
 
INLET MOMENTUM CHANGEvs....*..,. ..., .706,3CLF) COMBUSTOR EFFICIEC........,.......... . 0.509
 
COSUSTOR FRICTION .. ,., 1RA9...e84.0 CLBF) TOTAL PRESSURE RA IO.......,...... 0.0731
 
COBUSTOR STRUT DRAG.. ............. ,, -138 (LBF) COMBUSTOR EFFECTIVENESS.................. 0.409
 
COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE ............ 183, CLBF) INJECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS 0,721a, 0.6000, 0.7591, 0,7430
 
NOZZLE FRICTION bRAG....,..,....., 20,57 (LSF)
 
NOZZLE STRUT DRAG...,,,og...,,..,..... . 0 .00 CLEF)
 
NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE.............,goes 5ea. (LBF) NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PRESSURE INTERAL ..4...,,0,0,, 543, CLEF)
 
FXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG............ 59.28 (LB) VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT - CS,... 0,9569
 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL,,.e....... , .l1b6, (LBF) 	 NOZZLE COEFFICIENT * Cl.,....... ........ 0.8818
 
TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG... io,........,.... 1215. (LeF) PROCESS EFFICIENCY..,..e............ 0.9111
 
TOTAL-STRUT ORAG....,s.... ....... , 12,38 (LOF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY.............. 0.9043
 
CAVITY FORCE,......,., ......... go1034, (LeF)
 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE.,,,, .. ,.. *aoR249. (LOF)

MEASURE4 LOAD CELL FORCE................. .2300. CLBF)
 
FUEL VACUUM SPECIFIC IMPULSE 0.0. 0, .148.7w -10.9.
 
STATIONS 	 FUEL INJECTORS
 
NOMINAL COWL LEADING EDGE.,,,,,., 30.884 (IN) INJECTORS STATION VALVE
 
SPIKE TRANSLATION, .................. 2.6185 (IN) IA 00.400 A
 
INLET THROAT ............... 4O.400 (IN) 43,603 3
0 ........ 	 16 

COWL LEADING EOGE..,........,*.,..,, 37,502 (IN) IC 44.300
 
NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING LDbE.......... 75.844 (IN) 2A 51.078 D
 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EOGE,....... ,.. 89,S94 (IN) 2C 48.250 E
 
STRUT LEADING EDGE...................... 56.758 (IN) 3A 56,368
 
STRUT TRAILING EDGE..........,.. ......... 67.350 (IN) 36 58.553
 







t = 251.76 sec.
 





READING C 0061 BLOCK q 169 lImE v 251.762 NACH 6.0 P1 = 745.74q TI m a993,1 PAGERAMJE1 PERFOR14ANCk
 
S U M 1 A R Y R E P O R T 
P T M GAM$A MULNT SONV MACH VtL b W/A A/AC fUPTI 0 IVAC PHI tIAC 




0.388 4 6 
667.S( 793) 1.2930 28.955 2S78 
-31.5( 97) 1.3989 28.954 987 5.991 5914 1.827 0.10605 13.526 0.0980 4536 9.747 187.5 







1.2929 28.954 2578 
1.2948 28.954 e554 0.372 9J9 !.070 0.10605 13.56 004960 a630 1,564 194.5 







667.5( 793) 1,2930 2a.955 9578 
.29.7t 99) 1.3989 28.954 996 5.929 5907 1,827 0.1108 14.1141 001980 2649 10.178 187.3 







1,2929 28.954 2578 
1.2950 !s954 2551 0.392 1000 2.07B 0.11008 14.141 0.4980 2649 1,723 187.3 





629.0( 755) 1,2971 26,954 
22a.1( 351) 1.3523 26.954 
aS46 
1818 2,481 4S12 1,88 0.90174 13.526 0,0586 2125 63.33 157.1 







l,971 28,954 a526 
1,3556 e8.954 1765 2.573 4593 1,085 0.81977 13.52b 0,0644 2106 58.510 &98.6 
INLET DNNRSE 7 0 














1.2772 27,821 2748 
4.3118 27.823 2314 1734 4012 2.054 .09059913.591 0.0586 2125 56.493 156.3 0.15 0.69 
COBUsTOR 0 9 2 4 
40.343 134,004 3471 630,3( 979) 1,2690 20019 a796 
40.643 33.3006 2S9 334.8C 693) 1.3006 20,024 2425 1.586 3845 9.068 0,911i2 13.591 0,0582 2121 54,440 156,l 0.15 0,90 
COMBUSTOR 0 10 3 202 
*1,113 126.796 3536 627,0( 998) 1.2655 28.109 2813 
4L.113 41.892 2777 380.7( 761) 1,2918 26.11 2519 1.394 3510 2.074 0.90703 13.591 0,0585 2111 9.480 15b.3 0.15 1.00 







1,2657 Ba,109 2810 
1,2870 28.114 2577 1,226 3159 2.076 0.89R68 13.591 0.0594 2104 43,824 154.8 0,15 1,00 
COMBUqTOR 0 12 5 200 
to E1.622119.980 3525 41.622 54.775 2951CjOMBUSTOR 0 13 
623,3( 995)
435.7( 815)6 21 
1.2658 28,109 e809 
1.2858 28.110 2591 1.1§3 3064 2.076 0.88632 13.591 0,0599 2104 42.205 154.8 0.15 1.00 
S 42it 105,913 3513 619,6( 991) 1.26*0 28,109 2805 
42.113 33,863 2738 368.6( 750) 1.2931 23.114 2502 1,41b 3544 2,084 0.85308 13.591 0.0622 2036 47.008 149.8 0.15 1.00 
COPBUSTUR 0 14 7 21 
42.460 88.o44 3505 616.9(9e9) 1,2661 28.108 802 
42.460 3o.526 2892 416.9( 797) 1.2878 28.114 2566 1.233 3164 2.09b 0.82490 13.591 0.n63 1938 40,556 142.6 0.15 1.00 
COMBUSTOR 0 15 8 21 
02,613 82,091 3501 615,7( 968) 1,2661 28.108 2800 
4a.613 35.843 2927 427.( 807) 1 8065 28,114 2580 1,180 3066 2.101 0.81131 13.591 0.0654 1896 38.662 139.S 0,15 t.00 
COHOUsTOR 0 16 9 21 
43,597 60,167 2770 61'40( 810) 1,3020 25.885 2632 
43,597 31.402 2377 486,2( 684) 1,3156 25,085 d451 1.032 2b28 2.170 0.73306 13.655 0.0727 1659 20.803 11.5 0.29 0.11 
COMBU$TOR 0 17 10 21 







1,3225 25.736 2305 1.059 2525 2.153 0.73129 13.65 0.0749 1659 2b.696 121.5 0.29 0,02 
t' 4 3 .673 61.036 2599 613.0( 758) 1.313 25b714 2566 
"43.673 31.149 2210 488.3( 634) 1.3233 Z5.714 2378 1.051 299 2.152 0.72979 13,655 0.0731 1643 26.33b 120.3 0.29 0.00 
READING 2 0061 R40CK o jbq TrMF = 251.762 MACH 0.0 Pl = 785.14o9 TT Z 2993.1 PAG 2 
P T H CA VA MICE.W SONV MACH VEL /A A/AC (JYTM 0 IVAC PHI EI'AC 




3-455 8 11S 
604.0( 70) 1.3113 P5.711 2552 
S94-0 667) 1.3197 2b.710 4431 0.830 2018 2.159 0.703q$ 11,655 0,0757 1525 a4.073 111.7 0.29 0.00 





596.1(1112) 1,2515 27,010 2933 
537.1(1008) IZ58Z2 7,01o a876 0,597 1718 2.2480 o~b 13,6 6 0.0717 1465 16,320 107.3 0R9 0.81 





540,4( 85) 1,3t0l 23,,e7i ZOq
5b9.4 824 ) 1.3120 2S,471 26801 0,352 1024 4,354 9045F0 13,792 0,0834 1436 10.276 10.1 0,60 0,10 
COMBUSTOR 0 22 15 at 
46,,!60 51,740 2385 590.a( 765) 1.3209 a3,080 4606 
46,200 46,727 2327 S69-5( 744) 1.3229 23.060 2576 0.395 1018 a.328 0.b45J8 IJ,792 0,083b 1435 10.202 104,0 0.60 0.01 







1.3248 23,OR9 e.561 
1.327 P3.029 2558 0,$b5 984 a.3i9 0.64067 13,792 0.0040 1447 9,b0l 104,9 0.60 0.30 
COPBVSTOR 0 24 17 21 











574.( 735) 1.3244 23,024 2564 
S5,4(69b) 1.3262 23,023 2605 0,558 1397 2.317 0,00321 13.792 0,0893 15as 13.098mb .006000O 





564,6( 924) 1.2983 23,593 2798 
508W $868) 1.3036 23,553 2726 0,417 1602 2,385 0,55134 13,792 0.0977 1607 14,410 116.60.60 0,20 
COPSUsTOR 0 27 20 13 
49.632 





1,3253 23'055 2541 
1 .3416 23:05 S 2 293 1 .?Q3 2759 2 3 19 0 .42831 13 79 2 0.1263 1792 ta.283 129. 9 0.60 0.0 1 





551W 773) 1,3303 20.772 2645 
351.ZC $73) 1.3508 20.771 BUD 1.3b" 3165 252 0,35070 13.943 0,1554 1801 17? 55 134.9 0.94 0,03 








50,6( 531 ) 
1.3356 R0.684 2588 
1.3573 20,664 224 1t'11 3169 2.498 0,35030 1S.943 011554 1881 17,252 134.9 0 9u 0,00 





545*9( 725) 1,3363 20688Z Z576 
318W 498) 1.3617 20l88 2182 1,545 3372 2,494 0,32761 13.943 0.1662 1910 17.168 137.0 0,94 ODO0 





532.2( SO) 1,3253 20.864 2b880 
30309 579) 1.44b4 20,884 2327 1,452 3580 2.543 9.27922 13.943 0.1950 1980 14.665 142.0 0.94 0.06 







1,304 21,11b 2799 
1.3372 21,1115 24 5 1,451 3534 2.586 0,ZZ885 13.943 0,2379 E075 IZ,570 146.9 0.94 0.13 







1,3132 21,126 2800 
1.33b? 21,126 2410 1.512 3644 2.586 0.21950 13,943 0.2480 R095 12.430 1500 0.94 O.14 





509,7( 903) 1,3145 21.139 2806 
Z43.01 637) 1,33831 23,139 241 1,51d! 3652 589 0.21707 13,943 0.2500 2100 12,321 150,8 0m94 0,14 




7 7 59 0 43 
505.0(1074) 1.2908 21,534 2992 
241.7( 81 4) 1.3 1 41 2 1 5 3 5 26 b 6 1 ,3 b2 3 63 0 2 658 0 16 7 5 2 13 9 43 0 32 5 0 g! 19 9 .449 159 .1 0 .9 4 17.26 










1.3025 21,032 2893 
1,3345 21,332 2437 1,105 41 j e 02a 0.16067 13.943 0.3401 2a46 to0e51 jbi 10.94 a.20 
58-557 
5 a 557 
22,39 Z9bo 
-J579 2139 
a9l,8(1064) IIJ916 21,5140 2980 
Ib0 ,9 E 73 6) 1, 215 81,5 41 4 " 4 1.593 4069 4 .65 3 0 ,1 47 95 13 9 43 0 3 679 22 0'9 9 ,35 b 164 .Z 0 9 4 0 e6 
READING = 0061 BLUCK c 169 TIME a 251.704 PIACM 6.0 P7 = 745.749 TF = 2993.1 PAGL 3 
P 7 h GAMMA MHOLwT SONV MALH VEL b W/A A/AC mOelm 0 IVAC PHI ETAC 
CU BUSTUS 0 36 31 
56,613 R1.966 S06a 491,6t[096) 1,2674 21.015 3012 
5b.01 3 6.v3b 2271 176.6( 785) 1,31$5 21,617 2641 1,915 3970 2,664 0.10758 13.943 0.36bg 2291 9.10b 164.3 0.94 0,28 
COMBUSTOR o 39 32 2 
58.753 
58.753 
' 21,93Z 3064 
5.947 2264 
49V,9fj09b) 1.2874 21.616 3012 
17 .2t 782) 1.3158 21,616 9617 1,523 3967 2.064 0.14654 13.943 0.3715 2294 9.079 164.5 0.94 0.Rel 







1.2941 F1.498 2960 
1.3E57 el,49 2503 i.6bb 4162 2.bU4 0.14617 13.943 0.3674 2296 9.56, 164.6 0.94 0.25 
CO BUSYOR 0 Ql $4 
59,IL3 4,912 2a75 469.2(1024) J.a966 21.455 2939 
59.1t3 4.875 1948 128.5( 666) 1.3301 21.1456 2450 1,134 4249 2.635 0.14765 13.943 0.36E7 4302 9.749 165.1 0,94 0.23 







1.2955 21.977 2948 
1,3287 21.470 a465 1.722 4243 4.638 0.14,735 13.943 0,36V5 13Q6 9.717 165.4 0,94 0,24 
COMBUSTOR 0 43 3b 
60,063 23.771 2979 46 840C063) 1.2914 21,555 2979 
60.063 5ot25 2076 130,3( 7t2) 1.3237 210556 2516 1.673 4212 2.648 0.14505 13.943 0.3753 2318 9,494 lb6.R 0.94 0.26 
COMBUSTOR 0O 44 37 4 
61.082 'IPSS4 J207 480.16|0) 1.2797 21.768 3062 
61,082 6.187 2415 161.5 837) 1.3082 2%.771 2686 1.4B7 3993 2.675 0.14414 13.943 0.1777 2329 8.944 167.U 0.94 0.33 
COMBUSTOR 0 45 38 
63,092 21.770 0E19 471.3tl002) 1,2967 21.445 2914 
63.092 4.400 1608 81.4( 6113) 1.3360 2t.446 2367 1.866 4417 2.616 0,149|5 13.943 0.3650 Z3,?6 1O,230 166.8 0,94 0,23 





465.1(1291) 1.2582 22.143 3177 
477,2:1112) 1,2766 22,152 2996 1.024 306b 2.703 0,1S319 13.943 0.3553 2323 7,300 166.6 0.94 0,43 
COMBUSTOR 0 47 Go 3 
66,977 19.320 3561 452,7(128S) 1.296a 22*159 3171 
06.977 10.104 3107 a59 LC11015 1,2774 a2sk60 2983 1.043 3112 R.706 0,14521 13.943 0,3749 2309 7.023 1ob.3 0,94 0,44 





450,6(1286) 1.2S79 22,166 3171 
Z?.8(1I07) 1,2769 2Z176 R990 1.0a5 3066 WIZ1 0,13500 13,943 0.403Z2 318 o.431 lbf6m3 U.94 0,44 
CONUUsTUR REGEN 99 42 21 
67.3Sz 17,06€ 3950 629,6ti/Jb) 1.2358 22.139 3311 
07,352 13ve5d 3759 V10,1(1367) I.R459 24,03 3242 0.654 R115 2.760 0.13500 13,943 0m003i! 040 A,436 160,4 0,94 0.44 
NOZZLE,- AL 50 43 3 
89.589 
89,589 
17.946 3564 '450:6C1267) 1.2579 Z22,16 3171 
0.478 15S8 .3440( S06 1,3410t id,176 2150 2,933 6306 2.712 0,02&10 13.943 1,937 2970 2,754 213,0 0.94 0.44 





0,388 1 "9 
450.6(t267) 1.2579 22.166 3171 
-371,7[ 478) 1,3443 22,178 2097 3,059 6415 2,712 ,2449 13,943 2,2226 3001 2.44? 215,9 0.94 0,44 
''0 NO ZZLe AE REGEN E2 45 A 
ag 589 
69)8 90 
17.946 3q50 629,6 146) 1.235A 22.J39 3311 






po R939N 53 46 
17.946 3950 629.6[ti 6) 1.2358 22.139 3311 
0.388 1669 -297,4( 552) 1.3334 2a.176 2234 3,049 6611 2,760 0.02274 13,943 2,3942 3190 2.407 226.8094,4 
"'-
S 
FICTIvE COMBUSTR 73 6667 35a a63.977 5ae48 450.6C1963) 
67:352 0.388 % 88w144.6( 460 ) 
L165 93.937 J564 
1,3196 24.433 1999 4.608 9210 2.537 0.03800 13.943 1.4323 4134 b.440 49b.5 0,94 1.00 






155T -337,4( $12) 
1,2610 ?4,168 5143 
1,3391 !2.176 2162Z .846 6157 e.713 0.02810 L3.9q3 1.9371 2914 2.689 209.0 0,94 0.44 










































P-0 PDA gOx U.18 0.06 
0.000 -4.651E-01 0i 0.000 0.000 O4.10E-O 
0,000 -3.515E 01 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0,00n *1,70t ad U,OuO n.O00 0.000 
0.000 .3.728E 02 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 -4.096E 02 0.000 0,000 0.000 
0.000 O4,504E2 .2.317E 02 -2.317E 02 0.000 
0.000 *4.855E 02 -2.373E 02 *2.373E 02 0.000 
0.000 .5.326f 02 .?.MM?E OR .".O47E 0 0.000 
5.b7*E 00 .6.330E 02 *?.517E 04 -2.b17E 02 0,000 
5.723E O0 .6.331E 02 -2.518E 02 -2.518E 02 0.000 
9.970E O0 .6.285E O 41.6OuE Od -2.600E 02 0.000 
1.102E Oj .6.236E 02 -2.b62E 02 .2.623E O 0.000 
1.360E 01 *6i134e 02 -5.7g9 OR -. 75aE 02 -9,949E 01 
1,503F 01 -6.116L V2 *3.906E 02 -2.8 30E 02 1.076E 02 
1,735E 01 -6,082t 02 *4.449E 02 -3.008E 02 -1.441E 02 
1,792E 01 .O6.061 02 -. 544E 02 .3.060E 02 .1,485E 02 
2,367E 01 -5,900E 02 -ob7E 02 .3.239E 02 -l.614E 02 
3,016e 01 -5.933L 02 -5.211E 02 .3,452E 02 -1.759E 02 





































































1.46 E Ol 7.61IL.03 
1.474E O 7.674E-S 
8.btE 01 1,337E-02 
2,839E 01 1.478!E02 
3.55!E o 1.8blk-OS 
3,871E 01 2.015E.02 
4.467E 01 2.326E.02 
4.617E ol ,2.iOO&.0 
6.147E o 3.aOOf"wf 
7.768E O 4.o4E.b2 





















3.397E 01'.3.9Z4E 02 .5.31E 02 3.588E 02 .1.844E 02 
3.972E 01 .5.939E 02 -5.81E 02 -3.86E 02 -2.007E 04 
4:759E 01 -5#938E 02 '6.251E 02 .4.$09E 02 -2.142E 02 
5,007E 01 -5,919E 02 -6,313E 02 m4.8e9 02 .2.184E 02 
4.SOE 00 -6.507E 02 .6.877E 02 .4.526E 02 -2.350C 02 
3.902E 0 .7.428E 02 -7.242E 02 .4.776E 02 -2.466C 02 
3.750E O0 -7.828! 02 -7,4o3E O .4.887E 02 - 516E 02 
2.873E 00 1.0OSE 03 .8.766E 02 .5.625E 02 -3.148E 02 
2.864E o0 .1,005E03 -8.764E 02 .5,633E 02 -3.151E Oa 























































1.449E Oj 1.132 03 -. ,OISE 03 .6.181E 02 



































5.007E 01 -1.185E 03 -1.451E 03 *7.706E 02 -. 808E 02 
5.025E 01 -1,186E 03 -1.454E 03 .7.713E 02 6.823E 02 
5.2 6 SE 01 -1.173E 03 -.1.46E 03 -7.1aE 02 .7.024E 024.5I! 01 -lal 03 '1,633E 03 vO.3344 02 -7.999E 02 
4.309E 01 .,090L 03 -1,671E 03 -8.478E 02 -8,235E 02 
3,473E 01 *1.005e 03 .L,807E 03 .9.032E 02 *9.o3OE 02 
1.682E O1 -8.082E 02 .2.041E 03 .,0o029 03 -1.039E 03 
1,01E Ol 06.908E 02 *2.25E 03 -1h087E 03 *s,1688 03 
1.277E 01 Q6.90E 02 2.25b6E n3 .1.0879 03 -1,1699 03 




























































1.031E Ol 1.031E 01 -5.808E O *2.5l4E 03 -1.189E 03 -1.335E 03 
8,92 005E8.9a5E 00 -4.749t vs -2.16BE 03 .1.!83E 03 -1,485E 03 
8,125E 00 8,125E 00 .4.528E 02 -2.822E 03 .1.303E 03 .1.519E 03 
8,058E 00 8:058E 00 .4,470E 02 .2.848E 03 .1.309E 03 -1.529E 03 
7.759E 00 7 759E 00 -3,274E 02 .8,9u2E 03 .1.333E 03 .1.56bE 03 
3.185E 00 7,387E 00 -2.980E 02 .2.976E 03 .1.363E 03 -1.613E 03 
5.979E 00 5.579E C0 2.51QE 02 13,086E 03 .1.413E 03 -1.673E 03 
6,562E 00 5.509E O0 -2,503E 02 -3.090E 03 -1 415E 03 "1.675E 03 


























































5.230E O0 -2,446E 0! -3,104E 03 .1.422E 03 *1.68E 03 
4WS5 00 -2.380L 02 .3.12E 03 .1,431E 03 .1.691F 03 
4.934E o0 -.2333E 02 -3.167E 03 .1.438E 03 -1,699E 03 
5.12$E 00 -2,19B 02 -3.183E 03 -1.458E 03 -1.725E 03 
6.187E 00 .2.065E 02 -3.249E 03 .1.483E 03 .1.766E 03 







































-. ObE 02 
GUX Wi18 
*3.45E 03 -,Sh9E 03 
Q2-0 






1.4baL.02 d.814E l 
P-UB/PTO 
I.Ub4L.2 
6,bQ8 F 01 1.010e 01 I.OIOE 01 -2.053t 02 -35.a2E 03 -1.598F 03 .2.O34 03 4.296t *,3 t,60EE 01 1.355E-02 e.t0aE 01 1.355LuZ 
6,735E 0 9.I7E O0 9,979E O0 4,053E 02 -3.660E 03 -1.60E 03 -2.054E 03 4.34ut 03 2.366E 01 1.232E-02 d.570E 01 1.338k-u2 
64739E ni 9,187E 00 9.966E Oo .2.0b3E U2 -3.663E 03 -1.607E 03 -2.0566 O 4,349E 03 2,366E 01 1.2328-02 2.567E 01 1,336E.U2 
6,79E 01 8.810t 00 9.900E 00 *2,053E 0 .T.678E 03 -1.611E 03 .2.067 03 .315F. 03 E.elOOl 01 l,8at.02 !.550L 01 ±aeaE.uz 
6.92sF 01 6.730E 00 4.6208 o0 "1.248E 02 -3.784E 03 -1.640E 03 -2.1t43E 03 ".591E 03 1.476E 01 7.664t-03 1.190E O 6,195E03 
6.992E 0I 4.190t 00 4.792E 00 -2.662E 01 -3,819E 03 .1,649E 03 -2,170E 03 4,672E 03 1,079E 0 5.618L-03 1,444E 01 6,026L-03 








.3.857E 03 -1.657E 03 *2?200E 03 

















10864E 02 -3.918E 03 -1.667E 
2.317E 02 -3.9b3E 03 .1.671E 
03 -2.252E 03 



















2.466E 02 .3.966E 
























3.11E 02 -4,093E 



















7,71bE 01 4,a.$EC01 0.000 3,236E Od W4,057E 03 t.6814 03 -,373E 03 5,434E 03 1.249E 00 b.50UPE-04 0.00 0,000 
.8,001E 01 8.6506.01 0.000 3.506E 02 "4.063E 03 .1.690E 03 .2.373E 03 5.532e 03 2.228E 00 1.160E.03 0.000 0.000 
8.391E 01 











3.837E 02'.4.Ob9E 03 .1,697E 
3.971E 02 .4.075E 03 .1,702E 
4.119E 02 -4.05E 05 -1.712E 
4.119E O -,085E 03 -*1712E 
03 -2.373E 03 
03 .,.373E 03 
03 -2.373E 03 





















REAVIN( Q 0U61 BLOCK :-b9 TIME = 251.762 ACH b.0 PT a 745.749 TT 2991 
X DORhG CDRAr CF HC 
CW 4.040 01 1.093E 02 1.09 5F 02 2.52b-03 '. ,QbOE02 
















4.162E O 2.044E 00 1.320E 0 3.303E03 8.116E-02 
1.2l1E 01 8.498E 00 IU05E 02 3.278E.03 6.384 .02 
















4.367E 01 7.538E-01 1,61JoE 02 3.3JE-03 5.08SE-0 













































































































































6,739E 01 1,152E-01 2.181F 02 3.085E-03 1.574E-02 





























































BOCK - It9 TImE 251.76RRE!NC V 0061 
wDAR4u CVRA( CF 
8.000f 01 qo.0E"-ul a.979 02 20A67E-03 
8.39 1 E 01 i.I06E 00 2.990E 02 2.qO7E.03 
8.672E Ol 4.93UE-01 2.995E 02 2.85?E-03 
8.9SsE 01 2.056E-01 2.997E 02 2.883E-03 













READING = 0061 BLOCK =-1b9 TIE 2 251.762 MACH 6.0 D7 = 705,749 TT = a993. 




E'GINGr PERFO' 4NCE JNLET
 
CALCULATED THRUST,.,, .,,,, .......,, 86. (LBF) ANGLE OF ATTACK .. ,,.,................. OOU0 (DEGREES)
MEASUREO lHRUST,..........,...,.... 120. (LSF) MASS FLOW RATIO...,......... .... ,p... 0.4980

CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE........, .o. 207, (LBFSEC/LBO) 
 ADDITIVE DkAG COEFFICIENT................ 0.0968
MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE.......,,,.... 288. (LBF.SEC/LSN) LIrITING PRESSURE RECOVERY EFFICIENCY.,. o.lStb
CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT.......,... 0.Vo b 
 DELTA PTa.....,..,...,...,.......,..go. 0.1127 (PSI)
MEASURED THRUST COtFFICIENT...,,., ,,., O.Oq01 
 TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY . bLPEfSONIC ..... 0.3540
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY . SUBSONIC ....... 0.1548
 
INLET PROCESb EFFICIENCY . SUPERSONIC.... 0.8948
REGENERATIVE.COOLEo FNGINE PERFORMANCE 
 INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC.... 0.9053
CALCULATED 
 KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - bUPERSOKIC... u.9067STNEAs ThRLIST,.,,oe,.. .. , 3077, (LOF),,,#.. ,,,,, KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC..... 0.8594
NET THRUST, .
 . ab0, (LeF) ENIMALPY AT PC * SPERSONIC........*. 
-4.5 (BTU/LB$)
SPECIFIC IMPULSE .. 599. (LBFvSEC/L4B) ENTHALPY AT PO - SUE0NIC 
....... ...., 28.21 (BTU/LBM)
 






INLET FRICTION DRAG,....tI..,.... 109 5 (LOF) EQUIVALENC .. U,9j9
TIO....,..., ............
E
INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE,.......,, .... to. 0702.6 CLBF) 
 COMBU$TOR EFFICIENCY..,..........,....... 0,440
COMBUSTOR FRICTION DRAG..,.,, ,,...=.., 168.5 CLBF) 
 TOTAL PRESSURE RATIC,,..,........, 0.0680
COMBUSTOR STRUT DRAG ... .. *t2.2 (LOF) 
 COMBUSTOR EFFECTIVENESS,............,... U.0161
COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE ... ,......... 194, (LBF) INJECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS 0.7063t 0.5789, 0.7760, 0.7035
NOZZLE FRICTION DRAG, ...... .o...,.. 91.65 (LBF)

NO LE STRUT 0RbGc,,.oes .,.,.... , ... . 0,00 1LF)

NOZZLE MOMENTUM CMANGE. ,,.,. ... 596, (BF) 
 NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL........0...... 617, (LOF)

EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG ..... ,*.,,*,,. 59.72 CLBF) 
 VACUUM STREAM THHLST COEFFICIENT. CS .... 0.9812
EXTERNAL PR4SSURE INTGRAL,......,...... 
 .'11. (LBF) NOZZLE COEFFICIENT . CT..........,.....,. 0.9068
 
TOTAL EXTERNAL OPAG...................... 
.ieao. nLB 
 PROCESS EFFZC NECY......o....... 0.9973
TOTAL STRUT ORAG....0 ..o...,m.....,,ss 12,61 (LaF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY,.........,... 0.9593
 
CAVITY FORCE...go,, o
...too... ... .1050. CLOF)

CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE ..... ,...,to. *R18J (LBPF

MEASUREO LOAD CELL F =150. (LBF)
 





NOMINAL COWL LEADING EDGE ................ Su.B84 (I4) INJECTORS 
 STATION VALVE
 
SPIXE TRANSLATION......o.,... , ....... 2.6125 (IN) 
 IA 40.400 

INLET THROAT. .,,,,,,,,,,*.,,, 400.,. 
A
 
4OUQQ (IN) to 43.s97 B
COWL LEADING EDGE... .. ,. 43.,496 (IN) 1C 44.300
 
NOZZLE SHROuD TRAILING EDGE.............. 75.A31 (IN) 
 2A 51.072 0
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE,..,..*.. 89.589 (14) 2C 
 46.250 E
STRUT LEADING FDGE........,............ 58,753 (IN) 
 3A 56.363
 
STRLT TRAILING EDGE ..... .... (IN)
,,  t7,35z 
 38 56.548





t = 262.56 sec.
 
4's were higher than planned,
 
PEADING m QOhI ELOCK = 2l TIVE = 262.562 AtC 6.0 PT z 7(45,49 TI m 299U1 PAGE 
RAMJET PERFORMANCE 
e. S U S M A P 0 R T 







793) 1,2930 28.95 
97) 1,3989 28.954 
2578 
987 5,991 5915 1.821 0.10598 13.640 0.5026 e558 9.741 187.5 
SPIKE TIP NS 2 a 6 
0,600 19.087 2993 
0,60Q 17.469 2934 




1.2929 28.95u 2578 
1.2948 28.954 2554 0.31 950 2.078 0.1059b 13.644 0.506 2652 1.565 j9.4 
0,000 745.e49 2993 
0,000 0.413 413 
SPIKE TIP N5 1 
667.6! 793) 1.2930 28.955 2578 
-29.7t 99) 1.3969 26.954 996 5.930 5907 1.827 0.11072 14.254 
0 0 







66/.6( 793) 1,29Z9 28.954 4578 
o47.6( 773) 1.2950 28.954 2551 0,392 1000 2.078 0,1107! 14.254 0.5426 4670 1.720 187.3 







1.2950 28.954 2553 
1.3468 28.954 1876 2.386 4477 1.897 0.90542 13.644 0,0586 2146 62.991 157.3 









77))1.2950 28.954 e553 
361) 1.3501 28.954 1842 2,478 4564 1,897 0.82311 13,644 0.0647 2169 5d.386 159.0 





648,7( 774) 1,2950 28.954 2553 
611,1( 743) 1,2983 28.954 2510 0.01 1258 1.948 0,88311 13.644 0.0647 4169 16,091 159,0 
CO6USTOR 0 8 1 4 
40,410 144.418 333a 
40,410 29.364 2319 
COMBUSTOR 0 9 
651,7( 939) 1,2768
332.3( 627) 1.3111 
a 4 
27.769 a760 
27.772 2333 1.714 3998 2.059 0.90970 13.710 0.0588 2146 56.518 156.5 0.1 0,64 
40.631 133,569 3489 
40.631 33.981 2575 
COMBUSTOR 0 10 
650.4 986) 1.2689 27,959 2806 
357.1( 702) 1,3002 27,964 2440 
3 202 
1,970 3831 2,073 0.91470 13.710 0,0585 2142 54,456 156.2 0.15 0.84 
41.10 124.171 3599 
41.101 42,738 2857 
COMBUSTOk 0 11 
647.5(1019) 1.2630 28,103 2836 
40.6( 786) 1.2890 28.1O 2552 
4 200 





644.9(1016) 1.2632 28,103 2833 
452,8( 833) 1.283P 28,110 F614 1.186 3100 2.084 0.89636 13.710 0.0597 2117 43.184 154.4 0.15 1.00 
COMBUSTOR 0 12 5 200 




1.2633 2b.103 2832 
1.2828 2b.109 2626 1.149 3016 2.084 0.89053 13.710 0.0601 2116 41.739 t5'.3 0.15 1.00 
COM8UsTOR 0 13 6 21 





397,6( 779) 1,2897 28.110 2543 
7 21 
1.371 3487 2.093 0,85827 13.710 0.0624 046 46.511 149.3 0.15 L.00 
42.460 86,317 3571 638.3(1010) 1.4634 28.103 825 
U2.460 36.902 2975 442.0( 823) 1.2848 28.109 2600 1.205 3134 2.105 0,82855 13.710 0,0646 1946 40.350 141.9 0.15 1.00 
COMBUSTOR 0 lb 8 ?1 
"Z.601 80.615 3568 637,2(1009) 1.2634 28.103 2824 
42.601 36.314 3007 452,( 832) 1.2837 28.109 2613 1.165 3043 2.109 0.81589 13.710 0.0656 1907 30.581 139.1 0.15 1.00 





635,0( 828) 1.2999 26.066 2654 
518.6! 713) 1.4118 26,066 2492 0.968 2413 2.167 0.73672 13,765 0,0730 1662 R7,624 120.7 0.27 0,11 
COOSUSTOR 0 17 10 21 
43.596
U3.596 61,239 2699 33.649 2341 634,9( 784) 1,3064 25,922 2601519.3! 670) 1.3183 25.922 2433 0,9b8 2404 2.152 0.73608 13,765 0.0730 1658 27.501 120.4 0.27 0.02 












!U27 0,978 2374 2,150 0.73229 13.765 0,0734 1645 27.020 119.5 0.27 0,00 
RFAVZtG 6061 HLOCK c 181 7TTHE U 262.56i MACH 6.0 PI 745.249 TT P 2993.0 PaG
 
p T h GA4P A MOLWT SONV MACH VEL 8 W/, AIAC MD 7m Q IVAC PHI ETAC 
C(IkBUsTtk j 19 14 21 
414,10 53.,03 264h o25,3f 768) 1.3085 25697 2578 
44.3t0 36,930 2453 bb3.a( 7 6) 1.3198 25,1397 4419 0.7U9 1764 2.156 0.70095 13.765 .0760 1513 19.377 109,9 0.70 00 
C041USTOR 0 20 13 21 
44.800 44.837 353q 617.7(1044) 1.2640 26,889 287b 
44.000 4S.045 3 3 579,9(1009) 1.26al 26,091 2836 0.04 17AI 2.22U 0.b9D21 13,765 0,0779 1446 14.739 105.1 0.27 0.66 
COMBUSTOR , di 14 21 







88h) 1.3111 22.475 2777 0,201 b5b 2.432 0.65182 13,972 0,0b37 105 5.649 1O00b 0.73 0.013 
46.260 5$.893 2415 626.2t Sn6) 1.321'4 42f.073 !681 
46.260 54.321 2398 620.0( 8o2) 1.3220 22.073 2672 0.208 556 d.403 0.b5177 13.972 0,0837 1406 5.634 100.6 0.73 0,01 
COMBUSTOR 0 a3 16 al 
UO.381 b5.5a2 360 618,8{ 789) 1.3237 2 ,043 2654 0.196 520 d.396 QbU772 13,972 0,0842 1418 5.,39 10105 0.73 0,00 
COMBUSTOR 0 a4 17 21 
47,o96 52,636 2338 612,6t 781) 1.3246 22039 2643 
47P096 48.708 2294 596.5t 765) 1.3261 22.039 2619 0.34' 900 2,397 0.62077 13.972 0,0879 1467 6.68b 106,4 0073 0,00 
COMBUSTOR 0 25 16 21 
47.310 49.635 4082 609.3f1=11) 1.2323 23.695 3249 
A17,31o 416,745 4036 588,9f1393) 1.23Q4 23.699 3233 0.313 1011 2.505 0.60971 13.972 0.0895 1510 9.571 108.1 0.73 0.56 
COMOOSTOR 0 26 19 21 
da.110 47.116 2576 597,5( 8610 1.3131 22.275 2748 
48.110 39.316 2467 556.8C 824) 1.3168 22.279 2693 0.530 1427 2.436 0.55727 13.972 0.0979 1606 12.362 114.9 0.73 0.06 
COMBUSTOR 0 27 20 21 
49.621 43,244 2280 576.3( 759) 1.3261 U .073 2610 
U9.621 ! 0.587 189a 437.2 620) 1.3401 22.073 2391 1.103 2638 2.405 0.43195 13.972 0.1263 1812 17.710 129.7 0.73 0.01 
COMBUSTOR 0 28 21 21 
51,061 35,666 Ull[ 586,0( 841) 1.3319 19,18l5 ?762 
51.061 15.754 1797 4t6.9( 672) 1.3076 19.185 2505 2.161 2909 d.69S 005707 14.194 0.1552 1909 16,140 134.5 1. 0 003 
COffBUSTQR 0 29 22 21 





1660 416.5( 619) 1.3545 19.091 Z42O 
3023 2 






5786f 776) 1,3392 19.086 2676 
390.1( 590) 1.3578 19,066 23b8 1.297 3071 Z.661 0.33351 14.194 0.1662 1948 15.914 137,2 1.23 0,00 






560,0 878) 1,3ab6 19.299 2808 
367.9( 687) 1.3442 19.299 a524 1.229 3l00 !.7iq 0.284?4 14,194 011950 1042 13.695 143.9 1.23 0.06 
COMBUSTOR 1 0 32 Z5 5 
S. 55,111 29.367 2593 536.0( 992) 1.3126 19.553 2942 
55,111 11.Z12 2050 309,5( 766) 1.3321 19.553 2635 1.278 3366 2.76Z 0.232q7 14,196 0,2379 2168 12.187 152.8 1,23 0,13 






294.$C 718) 1,33V1 19.603 2q6519.605 R650 1.298 3439 2.770 Ci22345 14,194 0,2480 d194 11,941 154.6 1.23 0.15 
5COMBSsTOR 0 34 27 3 
55.760 26.562 2654S259.(1016) t,309;6 19,611 2968 
55.760 10.394 2077 287.8f 776) 1.33D2 19.612 2647 1.313 3476 2.772 0.22076 14.194 0,2510 a202 11.925 155.1 1.23 0.15 
COMBUSTOR 0 35 26 5 
S6,361 Z3.384 3147 523.S(1217) 1,a856 20.012 3170 
56.361 9.315 2550 263.9C 962) 1,30b8 20.014 2877 1.253 3604 2.840 0.170S4 14.194 0,3250 0365 9,551 16b.6 1.23 0.26 
COPBUsTOR 0 36 29 




182,0t 618) 1,3216 19.891 
30 4 





507.6cl1731 1.2905 19.955 3127 
145,7( SO5) 1,3207 19.956 2685 1,555 4255 2,825 0.15066 14.194 0,3678 2443 9.963 17R.1 1,93 0,24 
READTG = 0061 BOC K = lbi TIP'E M 262.562 '14k, 6.0 PT 745.2 9 IT = 2993.9 PAGL 3
 
p T 11 GAMMA MULWT 80NV AQH VEL 8 41A A/PC MONTM Q IVAC Phl ETAC
 
kCOYBUSTOR 0 38 31 a
 
C56,601 2S,0i7 3L60 507.4(122 0 1.2844 20.053 .172
c o 5 8 6 0 1 6 716 238 1 17 Gaq( 8 4 1) 1 312 a P0.05 6 2 7 83 1 .47 4 4 10 3 2 .b01 0 * 15 02 1 1 (419 4 0 3 689 2 4 5 9 .5 78 172 .e 1 . 43 0 2 7 
CUMdUBTUR 0 39 32 2
 
58,741 a2.970 31&1 506.6 I122 1,2844 20,055 3172
58.74! 4.620 2374 167,3C 8a8) 1.3t24 20.057 2779 1.4bs 4121 2.841 0.la91h 114.394 0.3716 2448 9.$50 17J.5 1.23 0.27
 
C UPBTOR 0 40 33 6
 
58,821 25,363 2989 50o,1(1152) 1,2430 lc9.916 3106
 
58.881 5.632 2095 127.6( 777) 1,32 0 19.917 2632 1.654 4352 2.81t, 0.15083 19,t9b 0.3674 2u50 10.202 17!.t, 1.23 %7.13
 
CQMSUSTQR 0 41 34
 
59.101 R6.460 49SA 504.4(1129) 1.2956 19.875 3064
 
S9.10i S.250 1996 109.7( 738) 1.3295 19.876 2576 1.725 A445 2.806 0.15039 1a.19C 0,3685 !456 10.387 L73.1 1,23 0,RR
 
COMBUSTOR O 42 35 4
 
59.327 25.760 2990 502.9(1152) 1.2929 19.922 3t06
 
59.327 5.479 2073 115.5( 768) 1.3257 19.923 26J9 I.Adl 4403 Z.814 0.!5002 la.196 0,3b94 2 bl 10.,?bb 173,4 1.13 0.23
 
COMBUSTOR 0 03 36
 
60,051 23,716 3166 497.6(1225) 1.2838 20,078 3173
 
60.051 6.812 2327 135.5( 868) 1.3138 20,U80 2761 1,547 4256 2.838 0,14767 14,194 0,3753 2U75 9,768 174#4 1o83 0.27
 
COMBUSTOR 0 44 37 4
 
61,071 22.577 3322 490.3(1268) 1.2154 20.220 3228
 
61071 6.937 RSAI8 151,4( 957) 1,3037 2D,224 2858 1.441 4118 2.854 0,10673 14,194'0,3777 2488 9,S90 17b43 1.23 0.31
 
COMBUS TOR 0 45 38 6
 
63.081 30.147 4853 478,6(1095) 1.2988 19.858 3046
 
63.081 9.600 M82 45.6f 6tS) 1.3374 190859 2463 1,890 4655 2,782 0.1518Q 14.194 0.3650 2463 t0.983 17510 lea300 22
 
COVUU ;TuR 0 46 39 5
 
64.,0O ?1,789 3645 470.7(1423) 1,2558 20.519 3329
 
64.501 12.094 3224 275,3(1237) 1,2758 20.$49 3152 0.992 3127 a.676 0.15595 14.194 0.3553 
 2460 7,578 174.7 1.23 0.39
 
CO OU STOR 0 47 40 3
 
66,965 20.630 3630 454,9(1415) 1.2561 20.556 3321
 
66.969 10,779 3169 241.8(1213) 1.2T57 20,567 3126 1.045 3265 2,880 Q.14782 14,194 0.3749 
 9475 7,501 174#4 1.43 o.40
 
COMBUSTOR 0 48 41 3
 
67.341 19,164 3632 452,4(1416) 1.2556 20ob62 3320
 
67.341 10.183 3182 244.4(1219) 1.2749 20.573 3131 1,03U 3226 2.887 0,13743 1u.t94 0,4032 2475 6.889 174,4 1.23 0.40
 
COUBSTOR REGEN 49 42 21
 
67.341 19.164 39SI 611,9(1559) 1.Z372 20#543 3439
 
67.341 13.127 3671 472,5(1433) 1.2517 20,559 3333 0,792 2641 2,929 0.13743 14.194 0.4032 2521 5.641 177.6 1,3 0,40
 
NOZZLE AE 56 43 3
 
839.577 19.164 3632 452,4(1399) 1.2556 20.562 3320
 
89,577, 0.511 1573 -421.6C 59) 1.3391 20.577 2256 2.931 b63 2,887 0.02861 14.194 1.9310 3171 2.940 4230 1.23 0,40
 
NOZZLE PO 51 4A 3
 
89.577 19,164 3632 452s4(1309) 1.2556 20,562 3320
 
89.577 0,388 1466 .462.0(5S 8) 1.3447 20#577 2183 3.099 6764 2.687 0.0 383 
14,194 2,3250 3215 2,505 226.5 1.23 0,00
 
N'OZLLE Af. REGEN 52 45 4
 
89.577 19.164 3951 611,9(1559) 1.2572 20.541 34139
 
89.577 0.560 1795 -336.0( 644) 1.3285 20.577 21100 2.89 6b87 a.929 0.02861 14.194 1.9371 3316 3.06a 233.6 1,43 0.40
 
NOZZLE PO FEGEN 53 46 A
 
69-577 19.164 3951l 611,9f15591 1.2372 20.541 3439
 
890577 0.388 1638 -396.7( 583) 1.3358 20,577 2299 3.090 7104 2.929 0,02241 14.194 2.472o 3380 R.474 236,t 1.23 0,40
 
FIC71VE CO~bUSTR 73 66 O
 
67.341 2B3,6?7 5276 452.4(2J23) 1,1733 22.12b 3729
67,341 0.388 142(11326.6( 477 ) 1,3266 24.426 4048 4,607 9435 2.t10 0o03726 14.196 l1b%4 310 5,463 303.7 1.23 1.00
 
FICTIvE NUZZLE 74 67 0
 
89,577 17.257 3562 419,4(1365) 1.2S88 20.56b 3293
 
89,577 0.529 1591 -414.8( 565) 1.33b2 20.577 2268 2.849 6461 2.888 0.02861 14.194 1.9371 3113 e,872 219.3 1.,6 0,40
 
READING a G061 BLOCK c IbI TIPF = 262.562 ACH bO PT c 745.2149 TT c 4993.4 PAGtz 
XAO$ P.18 P.OD PDA QOx W.IB Q-08 C~hALL P.Ib/Fs P WBPTO P.Ob /PBO P.OB/PlO 




















5.053 . U2 
.732E 00 







3.50BE 01 4,029E 00 0,000 .3.741E 02 0.000 0.000 0.000 b.6O h 0R 1.033E 01 5.379E-03 U.000 0.000 
3. 55SE O1 41115F ad 01000 -4.112t 02 0.000 0,000 0.000 7.013t 02 1.060E 01 5.S2F03 O.OOU 0.000 
3,606E 01 3, o5L o0 0.000 .4.522k 02 .2,266E 02 -2.268L 02 0.060 T.246 02 1.022E 01 50EO0 -03 0.000 0.000 
3,6h8E 01 4.289R O0 OoOUD -4.875E 02 -e,343E 02 -8.343L OR 0.000 7.443E 02 1.105L 01 5.7562-u3 000 0,0 0 
3.701E 01 4.Z50F 00 0.000 .5.347k 2 O -. 4416E OR -2,416E 02 0.000 1,696E 02 1.095F 01 5.7c3E-03 0.000 0.000 
3.748E 01 4o080g O0 5.672E o0 .30OE 02 -2,4133E 02 -2,0M3 02 0.000 7.946L 0? 1.051E 01 5.975b-03 1.46,!E 01 7,61th-03 
3,7482 01 4,078E 00 5,720E 00 -6.341k 02 -2.404E 02 -2,08aE 02 0.000 7,99E02 ,051E Di 5.07U,03 1.470F 01 7,.675t-03 
3.003E 01 3.e80E 00 lsO09E O! .6.293t 02 -4.50E2 OR .2.5b72 02 0.000 8,5l0e O2 91999f 00 5.26f.03O P.599E ol 1,3$epp 
3.815E 01 4.812E 00 1o1055 01 .6,2455 02 -2o5S7E 02 -2,587E 02 0,000 86461E 02 1.240E 01 6.057E-03 2,848E Ot 108,9B 2 
3,675E Ot q,449E 00 1,3952 01 -6.128E 02 -1.447E O'e-2.717E 02 1.271E 02 9,304E 02 2.435E 01 1.20L-02 3.595E 01 1.872E.02 
3,90JIF 01 I116E QI 1,521E 01 -b 6. 0 P ol,417E 02 .2.791F 2 1,3e74E 02 9,595t% 02 2,953E 01 1,53b2.U2 3,S19E 01 2,041F.02 
3o950E 01 1,0852 Ot 1o755E 01 -6,05UE 02 .1,890E 02 -2,962E 02 1.071E 04 1.015E 03 2,796E 01 1.456L.02 4,530E at 2,3599,22 







.5,943E 02 -a,257E 02 .3.1826 02 










7014 E 0! 
3oZb4E-02 
4.121EV02 
4.041E 01 2,786E 01 3,087E 01 -5,896E 02 -2.564E 02 -3.391E 02 8.069E 01 I.Ie02 03 7.179E 01 3.738E-02 7.955F at 4.142EP02 









-5.944C 02 .3,164E 02 -3.773E 02 













4.161E 01 -5,764E 01 5.0252 01 -5.979E 02 o3*6581! 02 o4,0822 O2 4,637E 01 1.261E 03 1,485E 02 7o735E-U2 1,2952 02 6,743EPOa 
4.R10E 01 6,447E 01 5.700E 00 16,587E 02 -41.078E 02 =05S 2 3.269E 01 1.319E 03 1,661C 02 8,651E-02 1.4691! 01 7,648E.03 
4.246E 01 6.949E 0t 4.316E 00 -7.529E 02 -4.4?82 02 -4.657E 02 ?2 2E 01 1.36HE 03 1.791E 04 9,324EW02 1.112E 01 5,792E,03 
4.260E 01 6,6885-TE 0 0.7FO -7,897E 02 -4.566F 02 -4.76CE 02 1.913E 01 1,37SE 03 1,774E 02 9.239E-02 9,728E 00 5,O65E*03 
4.399F 01 6,440E 01 2.950E 00 .1,021E 03 -5.866E 02 .5.529E 02 -3.371E 01 1.496E u3 1.560E 04 8.641E-02 7.603E 00 3.59~E.03 
4.360E 01 6.056E 01 2,942E 00 -1.024E 03 -5.862E 02 S5.537E 02 03,451E D1 1.497E 03 1.658E OF 8,6352-02 N5281E 00 3,9482*03 
4.366E 0i 6,ob0E 01 2,88Y2 00 -1,036E 03 -5.990E 02 -5.591E 02 -3,986E 01 1,505E 03 1.651E 02 8,596EP02 7,441 00 3,875EP03 






5 509E 01 
-1.,2SE 03 ,O.R47f 
-1,226E 03 "1oI58E 
OR 0 98f. OR .1.69E DR 











4,626F 01 5,034E 01 5o830E 01 -1,2241 03 o1.1blE 03 -70913E 02 -3,07?E 02 1.620E 03 1.297E OR 6,755E-02 1.502E a2 7,823E,02 
4.63BE 61 4063K at 6,0137E 01 o.1 2E 03 -1.09E 03 -$OISE2 02 03.874E D2 1.85S 03 1,279E 02 6.660E-02 1,569E 02 8.16BE-02 
WIDE710 4.543E at 59198E 01 -1,140E 05 -Jo350E 03 -8,6|8E 02 -4,680E 02 1,92SE 03 k,1712 O2 6.096E-02 1,340E 02 6,975 ,02 
4,731E 01 4*4176 01 4.93ZE Ot -1,116E 03 -1.396f 03 .8,795F OR vS,164E 02 S,9$06 03 1.3BE 02 5.9282-02 1 2712 02 6,6t7E,02 
4,611E- 01 3, 262 01 3,937F 01 -1.017E 03 o1.501E 03 .9,035E2 -6.172IE DR 2.048F 03 1.012E 02 5.268E-02 I,015E 0O! 5,2832wU2 
4.9626 01 2,059E ol 2.099E 01 -7,999E 02 -1.657E 03 -t.0562 03 .8.013E DR d,236E 03 5,305E 01 2,762 -02 5,105E at 2,762E.02 
5.106E 01 1,2752 01 1.575E 01 .6.650E 02 -2.137E 03 .1,153E 03 -9,841E 02 2.416E 03 4.060E 01 2.114E-02 4.060E at 2,114E-U2 
5.101E 01 1.572E 01 1:572E 01 -6.642E 02 -2.1)9E 03 -1,154E 03 -9.854E DR2.417IE 03 4.051E 01 2.109E-02 4,051E O1 2,109E.02 
5,160E 01 1,3914 Q1 1 394F 01 -6.232E 02 -2,243E 03 .1,187E o3 -I oS6E D3 2,484E 03 3.593E 01 1,871E-02 3.593E 01 %,B7iEO2 
5.301E 01 1,350E 01 1o350F 01 -5.218E 02 -2o5072 03 -1.269E 03 "1.23BE 03 2,661E 03 3.479E 01 1,811E-02 3,479E 01 1,81IC-02 
5.511E 01 1.121E 01 1,12SE 01 -3.8576 02 -d,847E 03 -1.374E 03 -1.473F 03 2.927E 03 2.889E 01 1.505E-02 2.689E Ol 1.50S2-02 
5.561E 01 1,db6E 01 1,066E 01 -3.573E 02 2.,!I2 03 .1.396E 03 -1.524E 03 2.991E 03 2,748E 01 1.431L.02 2,148E Ol 1.431E,92 
5.576E 01 1,05qE 0i1,I039F 01 -3.091E 02 .2.942E 03 J.4 03E 03 -1,S39E 03 3,010E 03 2.678E 01 1.3956-02 2.678E at 1.395E.02 
5.636E 01 9.315E 00 9.31SE ad -1.844E 02 -3.02SE 03 .1.429E o3 -1,595E D3 3.051k o3 2.400E 01 l.R50E-02 2,400E at 1,250E-02 
5.712E 01 5.616E 00 7,950F 00 -1,909E 02 . ,1$BE 03 .1.463E 03 -1,654E 03 3.109E 03 1.447E 01 7.535F.03 2.049E 01 1=057 02 
5,855E 01 6.007e 00 6,007E 00 -1.013E 02 -3,250E 03 -1.520E 03 -1,730E D3 5,217E 03 1,548E O1 8,060E-03 1.548E 01 8,0609.03 
5.860E 01 7.5002 O0 5,232E 00 .9S7E 01 . .254E 03 .1,522E o3 -1.732E 03 3.224 . 03 1.933E 01 1.006h-02 1.529E at 7,959E.03 
5.e7UE 01 7.500E 00 5,741E do0-qS7?E 01 -3.204E 03 .1.52%E 03 -1,73eE D3 3.2416 03 1.933E 01 1,006E-02 1.479E 01 7,703E-03 
5.62t2 01 5.632E 00 5.6326 00 -9,3486 01 -3.271E 03 -1.530E 03 -1.71)IF 03 3,a22 03 1,451E 03 7.557E-03 1.451E 01 7,557E PU3 
5.9ioE DI13.5,D50 0 5.2502 00 -8,63SE 01 -3.a95E 03 .1.539E 03 -1.7552 D3 3.207L 03 t,3532 01 7,045E.03 1,355E O1 7.045E.03 
$,933E 01 5,479E 00 5.479F 00 -8.116E 0t -3.316E 03 .1.547E 03 -1.770E D3 3.316E 03 1.412E 01 7.352E-03 1.412E 01 7.352E-03 











-3.496E 03 .1.546E 
-3ob62E 03 -1,630E 
03 .1. 99E 03 











REAGING = 0061 BLOCK = t8 TI4 = 262.b62 mACH b,.0 PT - 705.299 





YAB 8 PDA QOX 0-k CAAALL P.lblPSO .I/Plo P.Ou/PSO P-OB/PTO

, 6.4SOE 01 1.o0E 0o1 1.209E 01 *d.S7OE 01 -3.7/4E 03 I1.boS 03 a2.109E 03 3.qaoE U3 3.111 01 1.623E-02 3.01bl 01 1.623t-62
6096E 01 1.076 Ql 1.078F 01 .4.874k 01 -3.998E 03 -1,7146 03 2.2P4E 
03 a.296E v3 2.7786 01 1.'4/=t.Od 9.776E 01 1.46E-026.734E 01 9.787E 00 1.U582 01 *4,87aE 01 -4.034E 03 -1.722E 03 -2.312E 03 4.344E 03 42.622 01 1.3136-0, 2,7266 01 
 IJ19E.UZ
6.738E 01 9.7876 00 1.056E 01 *a,870E 01 .'.OSBE 03 -1.7236 
03 .2.3151 03 '.349E 03 2.522E 01 1.313L-02 2.120E 01 1.017E.2
 
6.758F 01 9.381E 00 1.04SE 01 .9.874E 

6,924F 01 6,010E 00 4,980E 00 
D1 .t.0569 03 .1.727E 03 .2.329F 03 a.A7SE 03 2.4186 01 1.259 O 2.6036 01 1.02E.02
3,703E Ot -4.179E 03 -1,756E 03 
 2.2 9aE03 4.991E 03 1.5496 01 8.064E.03 1.283E 01 6.602603
6.991E 01 4.35hE 00 0.8165 Go 1,392L 02 -4.217F 03 .1.764E 

2 40
03 -2.4 E 03 4.672E 03 1.122E 01 5.842k.03 1.249E 01 66501. 03
7.068 01 bOL 00 3.721E On 2.44t 02 -4,"bbE 03 -1.772E 03 .. 455E 03 U.77L 03 b.S10F 00 3.67T.03 9.bS9E 00 ,993U03
7*1o0 01 1.938e 00 2.67 E G0 3.13it 02 .4,292E 03 -1.7771 03 -2,b15E 03 4.8556 03 4,99bE 00 2.601b-03 .6602 00 3.583E-03
7.2016 01 1.505F 00 2.181E o0 3.5766 02 .4,3216 
03 .1.781E 03 -2,540E 03 4,929E 03 3.876E 00 2.019E6.03 5,621E 00 2,97ew.3
7-296E 01 1.50E1 00 1,420C 00 4,060E 02 .4,358E 03 1.7866C 03 @2.972E 03 5.043E 03 2.725E 00 )1319E.03 3.659E 00 1.905E.37,339E 01 8.5502601 1.329E O0 4.222E 02 .4,312E 03 -1.7886 03 e2.58E 03 
 5,096E 03 2.203E 00 1#1476.03 3.425E 00 1.763E.03
7.492E 01 6.319E.01 1.0056 O0 '4.6676 02 .4,411E 03 -1.793E 03 .2.618E 03 5.2806 03 1.628E 00 6.479L.04 2,590E 00 t.3'1E9037.507E 0, 6.100E.01 9,117E.01 4.700E 0. - 414C 03 -1.793E 
03 .2.b2OF 03 5.297E 03 1.572E 00 5.185E-U4 2.349. 00 1.223E603
7.582E 01 6,569E-01 4.450E.01 4.9256 02 -4,431 O .1.796E 03 -,2635E 03 5,382E 03 1.093E 00 
 8,814L.01 1l17E 00 5.971E.00
 
7:586E 01 6.571EN01 4,4296.01 4.933E 02 -4901E 03 '1.796E 03 2,6356 03 5,382E 03 1.693E 00 8,818E.04 1.140E 00 5.9386-04
7.ttgE 01 7.J00E-01 0.000 5.0812 02 . 46SE 03 .1,790E 03 .2.666E 03 5,434C 03 1.907E 00 9.930L.04 0.000 0,000
86000E 01 9.8506E-o 0.000 5.426E 02 .4.472E 03 .1.806E 03 .2.666E 
03 5.5322 03 2,538E 00 1.3226.03 0.000 0.0008.39o 01 7.700E-01 0.000 5.801E 02 -4.4016 03 -1.81SE 03 -2,666E 03 
 5,637% 03 1.9846 00 1.033L-03 0.000 0.000
86b71E 0J b.150EPO 0.000 9.9556 02 -4.408E 03 *1.823E 03 -2.666E 03 5.693E 03 1,585E 00 8.?52E.0D 0.000 0.000
8.957E 01 8.000E-Ol 0000 6.126E 02 -'.52E 03 .1.836E 03 -2,666E 03 5,714E 03 
 2.062E 00 1.0736-03 0.000 0.000
8.9586 01 8o00E01 0.000 6.126E 02 *4.S02E 03 *i.36E 03 .2.666E 03 
 5.714E 03 2.063E 00 1.074E.03 0,000 0000
 
READING m 0061 BLOCK m 161 TIPF = 262,56a IAC H 6.0 PT 2 745.249 TT c 2993.4 PAGE 6 
x DDRAG CDRAG CF HC 
U.OtoE 01 1.098E 02 1.0982 02 2.91E.03 4.ObOE.02 
4.04jE 01 1.908E-01 1.100F 02 2.9511.03 6.74E.02 
4.0632 01 4,275E 00 1.143! 02 3.047E-03 7.112E-02 
4,110E 01 8.901E 00 1.2322 02 3.198E-03 7,7312-02 
4,150E Ol 7.0782 00 1.303F 02 3.325E-03 6.019E-02 
4.16bE 01 1,34 E 00 1.321E 02 3.340t.03 ,0b6EoO2 
4,2102 01 8.5072 00 1.406E 02 3.321E.03 b.*40ZE.0 
4.246F 01 6266E 0 1.469F 02 3.4452-03 6.031E-l0 
4.260E 01 2,287E 00 1.49aE 02 3,488E.03 5.783E.02 
4.3592 Dl i.3352 01 I.635 02 3.877E-03 4,3eSE.02 
4.360E 01 1.2171.01 1.636E 02 3.06bEn0 5.0002.02 
4,3662 01 7.3622-01 1~b.4E 02 3.402E-03 5.0512.02 
4.431E 01 6.340E 00 1.707 02 3.5832-03 4.4,AE.02 
4,460E 01 3,6855 00 1.744E O 3,713E-03 3,9102.02 
a,62S 01 7.8972 00 1.623E 02 5,0512E03 1.90bE-02 












4,7312 01 9.216EI01 1.861F 02 3.775.03 J,555i.02 
4.811E 01 U,386E 00 1.905E 02 4.3202.03 3,07bE-02 
4962E o 1,071F 01 e.012E 02 3.2711-03 3.6V22o.0 


































5.712E 01 1.779E O0 2.083E 02 3.166E-03 1,71bE02 
5.855E 01 3.384E 00 2:417E 02 3.017L-03 1.6612E-0 
5,860E 01 2.101E201 2. 14e o2 3.0,87.03 1.713E.02 
5,874E 01 5,3012.01 a.424E 02 3,1512E03 1.662.E02 
5,82E 01 3o322E-01 2,427E 02 3.422203 1.401!.02 











6.1072 01 3.796E 00 .2,513E 02 3.08BE-03 1.YuOEO0 
6,305E 01 8,1541E 00 25952 02 3,1202E.03 1,33ZE.02 











6.7382 01 1.228E.01 2.738F 02 3.4662.03 1.743E.02 
6.758E 01 6.17BE-01 2.744E 02 3.59E-03 1.7$4E.02 
6.9R4E 01 5.4462 00 2.799E 02 3.310E-03 1.3tO0E02 
6.991! 01 2.101E 00 2.8202 02 3.276E03 1.2412E.02 
7,0685 ol 2.2532 00 2.8422 02 3,2032-03 9,738E03 
7.1402 01 108479 00 2.661F 02 3.1512.03 8.0382.03 
7.201E 01 1,388E 00 2.070E 02 3.1152-03 6.903E.03 
7.2962 01 8t41E 00 2,893E 02 3.0512.03 5.216E-03 
7339E 01 7.2602.01 2.900E 02 3.030E-03 4,7bE.03 
7,492E 01 8.208E 00 2.9232 02 2.979E-03 3.8512-03 
7.507E 01 l.Q20Eo01 2.9252 02 2.967E-03 3,6492.03 
7.5822 01 8.372E-01 2.933F. 02 2.910EtU3 2.8672.03 
' 7.582E Di 1.4462-03 2.9332 02 2.Q092-03 2,863E.03 
7.71SE 01 S.079E.01 2,938! 02 R.950-03 3.559E.03 
READINB = 0061 BLDK Ib TIME 262.b62 MACH b.0 PI H145.2M9 TI 2993u PAGE 7 
x OnFAG CORAG CF HC 
8.O0oE 01 l.I4E 00 
8.390E 01 1. 2SE 00 
8.671F 01 5a9BE-Oi 
8.957E 01 2,302E01 























CALCULATED THRUOT,., ,,,20. 

MEASURED THRUST..,*... **...,.. es 

CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE ,.....,.. 

MEAS iED SPECIFIC IMPULSE,.,...,,.,,,,. 

CALCULATEd THRUST COEFFICIENT,......,.... 0.1070 

MEASURED THRUST COEFFICIENT.,..,*,,,,.... 0,1Ib 





STREAM THRUST....... o,,......*....... .. 3255, (LBF)

MET THRUST............................... 410, (LeF)

SPECIFIC IMPULSE,....,,,,, ............. 744, (L8F.SEC/LBm) 





mLt FRICTION DRAG, , ,...,.,......... 109.8 (LBF) 

INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE.*.,oo,..,, ., "b99.7 (LBF)

COMBUSTOR FRICTION RAGo.,p ..... ,...e 163.8 (LaF) 

COMBUSTOR STRUT DRAG.............*.. .*.. 11.0.6 (LF) 

COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE..,,.*..,..., 329. (LBF) 

NOZZLE FRICTIONDRAG.,,........ ....... 23.3t (LF)
NOZZLE STRUT DRAG....#,.....,**.... , .0,00 (LBF)

NOZZLE NDMENTUM CHANGE....,..,,.....,, 6. CLSF) 

NOZZLE PRESSURE ZNTEGRALo..e.,.,.,,,,n", 661, CLBF)
 
EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG..*. .,... , 61,45 (LWF)

EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL...,...o...,,. -1181@ (LaF) 
TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG............*.....* :243, (LEF) 
TOTAL'STRUT ORAG,...,,,...,,.,.,,,,,,,, .11,06 CLSF) 
CAVITy FORCE* ,,,.,,,.,..,,, 1125, (LEP) 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE................ 2101, CLEF)
MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE.... *o....so,,, .o2040. CLBF)
 


















COWL LEADING E3GEo,...,,,,,oo ,,,, 0*,,,
NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EDGE...,,,, .... 

NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE,,,.......,...., 

STRUT LEADING EDGE,.,,,.,,,.,..........., 



























ANGLE Of ATTACK ..*. ........ ...... 0oQ0O (DEGREES)
 
MASS FLOW RATIO,,,, .. ...
,,,, ,,.. 05026
 
ADDITIVE DRAG CnEFFICENT ................ o.DqSS
 
LIMITING PRESSURE RECOVERY EYFICIENCY.,.. 0,1531
 
DELTA PT2., ...,.. ,a............... .. 0.1166 CPSI)

TOTAL PRESSUHE RECOVERY - SUPEkSONIC,.,.. 0.3269
 
TOTAL PRE8URE RECOVERY . SUdSONIC.,,,,, 0.1554
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY v SUPERSONIC.... 9.8814
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC...... 0.901?
 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - $UPEkSONIC... 0.9e56
 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY . SUBSONIC...,. 0.8614
 
ENTIALPY AT PD . SUPERSONIC,.....,..... 1.66 (BTU/LB)











TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO, ....... ... #......s 0.0787
 
COMBU5TOR EFFECTIVENESS,......,...,,, 0,4940 70
 




VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT - CS.,,.. 0.916
 




KINETIC ENERGY EFFICJENCY.,,.o.... ... 0,9603
 
FUEL INJECTORS 
INJECTORS STATION VALVE 
IA qo.400 A 











t = 273.36 sec.
 
4's were,higher than planned.
 
Test cell pressure was high which resulted
 




READING -- 0061 BLOCK -- 193 TltE Z 213.3b? hACH 6.0 PT = 745.714Y 11 = 300|10 PAGE 
IRAMJET PERFORMANC 
S U lm A RY gPO 0R 
P T M GAMMA MOlLwT SONV MACH VFL 8 w/A A/AC hopim 0 IVAC Phl ETAC 





670.Of 705) 1.29aB 28.955 2581 
-31.1f 98) 1.3989 28.954 989 5.987 V92S 1.828 0,106n9 13.015 0,A937 2519 9.765 1870B 







1.2926 26.954 2581 
1,2946 28,954 2S57 0,374 955 2.079 0.10609 13,1b1 0.4937 2603 1.575 194.0 





670.0( 795) 1.2928 28.95b 2581 
-29.5( 99) 1.3989 28.954 998 5,931 $916 1,828 0.11040 13,961 0,41937 2619 10.151 181.6 







1.2926 28,954 2581 
1.2948 28,954 R555 0.392 1001 2.079 0.11040 13,961 0,0937 a619 1,717 18708 







1,2972 20,954 ?5a5 
1.3510 28.954 1832 2.44 4474 1,888 0,89786 13,41S 0.0583 2097 62.421 156.3 







1,2972 28,954 25aS 
1.35A3 a6,95a 0798 2,534 4556 1.8B8 0,81624 l3oalg 0,0042 2118 S7.798 157.9 







1.2972 26,954 252S 
1.3004 28,954 2483 0.496 1232 1t94? 0,81624 13.415 0,0642 2118 15,623 157,9 





631,3( 939) 1,2758 27,827 2757 
321.8C 637) 1.3090 27.b30 !347 t,677 3935 2.061 0.90216 13,482 n.0583 2097 55.167 15b.5 0.15 0.71 







629:8( 992) 1 a669 28,041 2808 
351 7( 723) 1:2966 Z8.047 2467 1,512 3730 2,075 0.90734 13,482 0.0580 2090 52tb96 155.1 0,15 0.94 




45,330 2 666 
626,9f1002) 1.2649 28.094 2817 
404.9f 789) 4,2886 28olO0 2556 1,304 3332 9,079 0.90289 13,482 0,0583 2073 46.756 15308 Otis 1100 






624,4(S000) 1.2651 R8.094 2814 
450,2( 834) 1.2857 28,100 2614 $119 2952 2,08a 0.88890 13,482 0.tI592 2058 40.781 15a,7 0015 1.00 





6a3,5( 999) 1,2652 28.09S 2814 
460.3( 843) 1,2826 28.100 2627 1,088 205e 2.083 0.88201 13,462 0,0597 2054 39,177 J52,4 0.15 1,00 
COMBUSTOR 0 13 6 21 
42,t22 99,322 3S25 
42,122 374143 2846CO~bSO 0uo14 
620,9( 996) 1.2653 28.094 4810 







t.2654 28.094 2807 -
1.0850 28,100 2S98 1.157 3006 2.102 0.62119 13,482 0.0641 189 36.$60 140.3 0915 1,00 





61 O5( 992) 1.2654 28,094 2805 
448.9( 832 ) 1.2837 28.099 26J2 1.109 2896 2.107 0.80674 11.482 0.0652 1846 36.300 137.1 0.15 tO00 





613.4( 805) 1.3018 26.192 2621 
$14.1( 707) 1.3120 24,192 2481 0,898 2230 2.151 0,72803 13.52.9 0,0726 1618 25.227 119.6 0,26 0.12 





613.4( 762) 1.3081 26.050 2568 
S14.4(8664) 1.3184 20,050 2022 0.918 2225 2.136 0,72625 13.529 0,0727 1617 25,111 119.5 0,26 0,02 







1.3092 26.029 2559 
10M19 26.029 2417 0.905 2189 2.135 0.72364 13.529 0.0730 1602 24.613 118.4 0.26 0.00 















bO4,it 7ab) 1.3102 2b.Oo 2S46 
b52.3( 695) 1.3155 26.026 2470 0.654 
13 21 





596.5( 960) 1,2766 26,796 2790 
566.9( 932) 1.2797 26.797 2756 0.441 1 17 2.197 0.68197 13.529 0.0775 119 1c.96 104.9 0.26 0.53 





616,5( 889) 1,3108 21,672 8790 
619.7f 886) t.3141 21.OEz 2785 0.1b7 437 2.473 0.b454? 13.777 0,o033 1376 4.381 99.9 0.82 0.08 





616.3( 80 4) 1.3247 6la.6( 800) 1.3251 
21.476 2682 
21.470 2677 0.1td 434 2.442 o.6Q496 13.777 0.0834 1377 4,348 100.0 0.82 0.01 





614.0( 709) 1.3266 
610.9( 785) 1.3269 
21.48 2662 
21.448 2657 0.148 394 2.43a 0.6u040 13.777 0.n8d0 1390 3.923 100.9 0.82 0.00 





602.4t 775) 1.3279 23.403 2642 
5893f 762) 1.3291 21.443 2623 0.3V5 801 2.436 0.61452 13.777 0.0875 1859 7.6U5 105.9 0.82 0.00 
COMBUSTOR 0 25 18 21 
47.310 50.393 3767 598.811328) 1.251 22,795 3209 
47.310 '7.92R 3729 582.4(1312) 1,4547 22.796 3195 0.284 907 2.579 0.60364 13.777 0.0891 1482 .o50b 107.6 0.02 0.43 





56.0( 8Z) 1,3186 
549.1( 807) 1.3218 
21.636 2729 
21,636 2679 0,500 1341 2.471 0.55181 13.777 0.0975 1580 11.498 114.7 0.82 0.06 






418.8b( 604) 1.3304 1.3447 21.471 2595 21.471 4370 1.117 2647 d.440 0.42590 13.777 0.1263 1791 17.522 130.0 0.0 0.01 







972,3[ 846) 1.3358 18.300 2784 
43a.5( 708) 1.348S 1.300 2573 
22 7 





572.2( 781) 1.L436 
43a,3( 642) 1.3567 
18.192 2692 
18.192 2467 1,072 2646 2.746 0.35268 14,038 0,1554 1894 14.501 135.0 1.41 0.00 
CO$8USTOR 0 30 23 4 









680) 1,3515 18.R?7 2528 1,068 2699 2.770 0.32984 14.038 n,1662 1942 13.837 138.3 1,41 0,03 
53.032
S3,032 - 32.962 234215.394 1937 54a,3( 932) 1.3252 18,489 2889367.7( 758) 1,3403 18.489 2642 1,119 2956 9.821 0.28111 16.030 0.1950 2058 £2,914 146.6 1.41 0.08 







516.7(1045) 1.3119 18,123 3017 
28J.o 811) 1.3312 18.723 2708 
26 4 
1,206 3428 2,86b 0.23040 14,038 0.2379 2197 12.273 156.5 1.41 0,14 





263,2( 817) 1.3299 
21 3 










18.772 2111 1.312 3558 2.874 0.d1872 14,038 0,250b 2230 12.094 158.9 1.41 0.16 
COMBUsTOR 0 35 28 5 
56.362 23.804 3175 503.9(10285) 1.2844 19.170 3252 
56.382 9.403 b69 228.2(1014) 1.3060 19,172 a950 1.259 315 2-.946 0.16866 14.0138 0.3250 2403 9,736 171.2 1.41 0.26 






148.7( 878) 1.3191 
19.070 3196 
19.071 2783 1.501 4176 2.927 0.16116 14.038 0.3001 2U35 10.58 173.5 1.41 n.23 






110-6( 676) 1.3181 
19.134 3218 
19.135 2776 1.56" 4343 e.934 0.14895 10.038 0.3619 d482 10,054 176,8 1.41 0.25 
READING C 0061 PLOCX = l95 TIME 2 273.362 HACH 6.0 PI = 0 749 17 = 3001.5 PAGE 3 








487.3(J306) 1.28in 19.238 3a68 
40.OC 964) 1. 088 jq.a 0 2884 1.441 4168 2.952 0.14851 140sa .Nb9| 2abh 9.620 17b.9 1.43 0.28 






136.6f q63) 1.3089 
19.241 3269 
19.244 2882 1.454 4184 d.954 0.14147 14.0O8 0.3717 207 .589 177.2 1.41 0.28 






93.0( 841) 1. 210 
19.102 3201 
19.104 27 0 1.64 4a34 2.926 0.14917 14.O18 0.3674 2489 10.480 177.$ 1.41 0.24 






76.0( S6) 1.3255 
19.071 3182 
19.072 2683 1*665 4519 2.918 0.14863 14,0360,3688 2496 10.439 177.8 1.41 0,23 







1.2880 19.14 3217 
1.3194 19.144 2754 1.611 4437 2.931 0,14183314038O 0.3b95 as01 10.929 l7a'a 1,41 0.25 







477si(365) 1,2738 l9v365 3316 











469,80317O ) 1,2729 1908B6 3319 
113.8(1022) I.W01 19.393 2946 1.43 4221 2.963 0,14511 14.038 0.37T7 2531 9,519 180.3 1.41 0.31 





457:6(1166)1 R9Z64 19,040 3138 
3 7( 717) 1:3348 19,041 2551 1.868 4766 2.090 0,15016 14,038 0,3650 2526 11,1R2 179.9 *4 0,23 







1,2535 19.687 3418 
1.2727 19099 328 I,0a0 323 2.986 0.15423 14,038 0,3553 a522 7.891l 179.6 1,41 0.39 







19 099 3408 
19:711 3207 L,053 3376 2.966 0,14620 14.038 0,3749 2516 7,671 17992 1.41 0.39 





430,8(1499) 1,2935 19,707 3408 
21194(0Z91) 1.2732 190716 3216 19030 3313 20495 0,13591 14.0$6 0,4032 2515 6.998 179,2 1.41 0,39 
PO . 
67*362 199488 4000 
679362 8580 3401 
NOZZLE,- E 50 
89.998 19.48a 3673 
603,4(1652) 1,2339 l9o682 3531 
a97.5(1373) 1.2644 19,714 3293 1,108 3912 3,040 0.13591 
43 
430,8(1419) 1,2535 19,707 3408 
t4.038 0.403a 2593 8.264 184#7 1,41 0.39 
89 *598 OS21 1598 -492,6( 593) t.3378 19.722 2321 2.q28 6798 2.995 0.02829 14,038 1,9370 3224 2,989 12 9.7 1.41 0.39 





19,482 3673 00,6(1479) 1,2535 19,707 3408 
0.390 1464 -537.6( S48)1 .3437 19,728 ?24 3,105 6962 2.99S 0.02333 14,038 2.3495 3272 2.524 233*1 1.411 0,39 
_iJ NOZZLE Ak REGEN 52 45 4 
89,598 
89,598 
19.482 4000 603,4(1652) 1.2339 19,682 3531 
0.572 1828 -399t6( 686) 1.3269 19.722 2473 2,805 7080 3.040 0,02829 141038 1.9371 3375 3.115 20U.4 1.41 0.39 







la2339 19g,602 3S31 
1.33 6 19.722 2364 3.096 7319 3.040 0.02190 14@038 2.5024 3Q43 2.491 245.3 1.41 0,39 







1.1926 21.008 3803 
1.3374 21,181 2020 4.670 9435 .802 0,D3874 14.038 1.4146 4258 5.681 303,3 1.41 1.00 
FICTIyE NOZZLE 
,89 598 18.741 
189:598 0,521 
74 07 0 
3604 395,9(1466) I.Z569 19.709 33800 
1575 -501.6( 584) 1.339 19.72a 4306 2.906 6702 2.990 0.02829 14.038 1,9371 31833 2.947 226.7 I.441 fl,9 
READING 0 0061 BLOCK c.193 T vE =-273.36? MACH 6.0 Pf 74b.7114 TI 3 001'.5 PAGE4 
XABS 
6.9816-01 








0 ,0 0 0 
PDA 
.4,64pa-1 






6 .0 0 
Q.Ou-
D,000 
U .0 0 
CbwALL 
2.47ft-OP 
1 6 34L 02 
P. IBPsu-
2.721F 00 
2.7 2 1E 0 
P.15/PTO 
1.4216-03 
i.U21L .0 3 
P-Oa/pso, 
0.OD0 
0 .00 0 
p.08P10. 
0.000 
0 .00 0 



































-4.521E 02 -2,336E 02 

















3,701E O1 4,295E 00 0.000 .5,350E 02 -?.46TE U -2.467E 02 0.000 7,b96E OR I. I O0 5.759E-03 u.000 0.000 
3,750E 01 4,093E 00 5.693E 00 -6.368E 02 ,540 E 02 -2.540L 02 0,000 7,937E V2 1.051 01 5 . 466L03 1.ablE Of 7.634E03 









-a.62dE 02 -2.622E 02 
















3,901E 0 1 
305DoE 01 
3,963E 01 
















4 6 26E 01 
9.756E 00 1:37SE 01 -6.18SE 02 -4301E 02 -2.774E 02 -1.534E 02 
1.16BE 01 I 490E 01 -6.171E 02 -9.507E 02 -Z.8418F 02 1.659E 02 
1.240E 01 1,711E 01 -6.17t 02 -4,963E 02 -3o020E 02 .1.943E 02 
1.371E 01 1,771E 01 -6.160E 02 -5,053E 02 .3.014E 02 -1.979E OR 
1,735E 01 2099E 01 *6,1049go -5,3?.E 02 .3e242E OR *2,VBIE 09 
2,870E 01 3.08)e Of ob.O7SE 02 eS~bibE 02 -3.46E 02 -2.190C 02 
2o899E 01 so099E 01 -6.076L 02 -5,604E 02 -3,451E OR -2,193E 02 
3,587E 01 3.512E 01 -6,09SE 02 P5.8QOE 02 -3,581E 02 -2.259E 02 
4,921L 01 4:145E 01 -6,181E 02 -6,233E 02 -3,847E OR -2,386E 02 
5,99aE f44 01 065E!,20€8e 02 90,562E OR -4,075F 02 "2.488E OR 
6,13SE 01 5,Q76E 01 o6,283E 02 -b660E 02 -4,158E 02 -2,Sa3E 02 
6,b66E 01 7.650OE 00 -6,912E 02 -7,135E 02 u4,483E 02 *2.052E 02 
7,027E 01 6.722E 00 -7,77SE 02 -7,462E 02 -. 7239 02 -2,739E 02 
6.967E 01 6,275E 00 -8.1eSE 02 -7,6a3E 02 -49843t 02 Z.,78CE 02 
6,599C 01 7,18TE' 00 -1.036E 03 .6,911!og .5 ,6o33C OR -3,R7?CZ 02 
6*595E 01 7,196E O0 -1,036E 03 -13,926E 02 -5,642C 02 -3,280E 02 
6,57iE 01 7ma56E 00 -IO05E 03 P9,O3RE 02 oS.698E 02 -3.334E 02 
6.3Z7E 01 1 997E Of mt,163E 03 ol,017E 03 0,40bE 02 -3,913E 02 
6,154E Ol 2:989E 01 -l,R2gE 03 -1,14VE 03 .6.726E 02 4,477F 02 
5.214F Of 5,926E 01 -1.221 03 .1,446E 03 -BoO89E 02 -6.57OF 02 





















1 819 F 03 
2.!)q4E 01 is3086-02 
3.050E 01 1,593E-02 
3.183E of1,%663 w02 
3,520E 01 1.839E-02 
4,454E 01 a,3?7E-Oa 
7,368 01 3.849E-02 
7,441E 01 3,8VTE-02 
9,207E 01 4,810E-02 
1,263E 02 6.599E-02 
10530E OR 8,036L.0z 
1,515E 02 15,427E-02 
1.710E 02 80q35E-02 
1.004E 02 9,423E.02 
1.786E 02 9.3426-02 
1,6941E OR 69Egva 
1.693E 02 8:844E-02 
1.687E 02 8o,611-EN 
1.627E 02 8.497EoO2 
1.580E0 O .R5EE*O2 
1,330E 02 6.99IL-02 
1 337E 02 6 , 98 2E-0 2 
.525E 01 
3.82bE 01 












1: #45f 0 


























7 97 4E P0R 
4,640E 01 
WIRtE 01 


















6,23SE 01 .1,206E 03 -1.4806 03 -8o226E 02 .6,578E 02 
59308E O1 f"lo135 03 01,644E 03 -8-853E 02 -7,592E 02 
5 ,O SEE 0 1 -l ot l it 03 -1,689 E 03 -9 ,0 1 7E 0 2 a7 ,87 8E 0 2 
4.020E 01 -1,010E 03 -1.879E 03 -9,68it 02 P9,1O0E 02 
2,0329 01 -7,879E 02 -2,234E 03 w1,086E 03 at153SE 03 
1,86OF 01 .6.434 02 -2,512E 03 -10185E 03 -1.387E 03 
1.059E 01 -6,424E 02 -2.574E 03 .1,1869 03 -1.366E 03 
1-79OR Ql .5@919E 02 -2,6969 03 -1.219E 03 -1,476E 03 
1.539E 01 -4,6136F 02 -2,993E 03 .1.302E 03 ..69E 03 
1,1F1 Of -3.20gE 02 -3,Sb3E 03 .1.406E 03 .9,4H 03 
1,637E 03 
1,9241E 03 
1,9 4BE 03 





















































.91SE 02 .3.428E 03 -1.4V7E 
o2,S44E 02 -3,44bE 03 .1.433E 
03 .2,DOOE 03 

































9o40SE 00 -1.098E 02 -3,534E 03 .1,460E 03 P2,D72E 03 
7,9O7E 00 -7,612E 01 *3,6?6E 03 -1#493E 03 -2.133E 03 
6.R33E 00 -2,552E 01 -3.762E 03 ,..!)4E 03 -2.214E 03 
6 166E 00 -2376E 01 3 7bbE 03 - io550E 03 - 2. 7E 03 
5.99SE 00 -1,980k 01 -3,777E 03 .1.554E 03 -2.R2E 03 
5,89SE 00 -1,741E 0! -3,784E 03 -I,557E 03 -2.227E 03 
5*55DE 00 -9,938E 00 -3SSe 03 -1.566E 03 -2.22E 03 
5.972E 00 -4.333E 00 -3,830E 03 -i,573E 03 -2,2STE 03 
?, 2E O0 1.369E 01 -3,907E 03 -1.5911E 03 -2,313E 03 
7e;2bE 0D 3.043E 01 .4.011E 03 m.bJAE 03 -2.393E 03 

























































ktkU1NG = 0061 b5.0CK = 195 TIME * 273.362 MACH 6.0 PT z 745.749 TT 3001.5 
YAS P.1 P.03 PDA OOX W-1 Q V CAOALL P,1B/p5o P1b/PT0 POb0/PSO P.OB/PTO 











4.S5aE 03 .1.728E 
-4,5"E 03 -1.7376 
03 -2.7q6E 03 











.740E (11 1.001E 01 
oo760E 01 9,S97E 00 










=-4,53E 03 -.1738E 03 -2,225E 03 
-4.5600 03 -1,742E 03 12,838E 03 
-. 
4 










2.743E 01 1,433L-02 
2.721E l i1.4ItE=0Z 




























2.236E 02 -4.746C 03 n.784C 03 -2,963E 05 
3,295E 02 -4.780E 03 -1,793E 03 -2.996E 03 
3,982L 02 -4..5 E 03 -1799E 03 -3.026E 03 
4.4276 02 -4.854E 03 -. 803E 03 -3.051E 03 
4.982E 02 -4.893E 03 -.1.082 03 -3.085F 03 
5.09E 02 04.908E 03 .,61OE 03 .3.096E 03 
5.55E 02 4.949E 03 .1.816E 03 .3.133E 03 
5.586E 02 .4.9622 03 .1.816E 03 -3.136E 03 




















































1,000E 00 0,000 
8.1002-01 O0000 
1.04SE 00 0.000 
5,974E OR .5.0o7E 03 =.19b3t 03 -3,185E 03 
6.323E 02 SSE 03 I.1.30E 03 .3,1852 03 
6.710E 02 .5.042E 03 .1.840C 03 .3.165 03 





















6.9S9E 01 1,555e 00 0.000 7,230E 02 -5.046E 03 -1,863E 03 -3,186E 03 5.714E 03 3.992E 00 2.085E.03 0.000 0,000 
8.960B 01 1,556E 00 0.000 7,230E 02 .$,048E 03 .1.863E 03 3.185E 03 5,714E 03 3,994E 00 2.087E.03 0.000 0000 
cO-­
READING = 0061 tLOCK c 193 TIME c 273,362 MACM 6.0 P1 7iST79 71 : 301,,b PAGE 6 
1xnRAGI-,A CDRAG CF sC 
r'J4.OoE 01 








1.10 4E 02 
iSOE 02 









4-150E O "t- 13E 00 1-301E 02 3.352E-03 6.056-f02 









1.339 E Ol 
l.0bE.01 
1IS0IE 02 
1.45 9E 02 
1.484E 02 
1.616E 02 



























































































































































2.67 5E 02 




















73 8E 02 


































Z.86 7E 02 




















=a_)NG0 b0 L(ILRC 193 TIWE - 273.362 MACH 6.0 PT a 745,749 TT 301, 
xlMIAG CDRAG CF HC 
o0 2a.beF 02 2.99 -03 '4.546E-03 
d.392E 01 l,260E 00 2.90SE 02 2.936E-U033 3.bbE-03
 
6,59E-Ot 2.911r 02 2,963E.0 4.634E.03
 




8,959E 01 3.266E-01 4.I14f 0 3.O1E-03 b.LSQE-03
 
8.960E 01 0.000 









- ENGINE PERFORYANCP INLkT 




ANGLE UF ATTACK ....... ...... I ...... 0.000 
MASS FLO% RATIO.....................,.. 0.o4937 
(DEGREES) 
CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE................. b91. (LeF-SEC/LBM) ADDITIVF DRAG COEFFICIENT................ 0.0981

MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE.............,. 
 577. (LBF-SEC/LSV) LIPIIING PRESSURE RECOVERY EFFICIENCY.... 0.1510
 
CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT............ O.1 70 DELTA PT2................................ 0.1130 (PSI)

MEASURED THRUST COEFFICIENT.............. 0,1435 
 TOTAL PRESSURE RLCOVERY * SUPENSONIC..... 0.3382 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY * SUbCICNC....... 0.1532 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC.... u.a9a7 
REGENERATIVE-COOLED ENGINE PERFORMANCL 
 INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY * SUBSONIC...... 0.9051
 
CALCULATED 
 KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY S
UPEkSONIC... 0.9004
STREAM THRUST............................ 3331. (LBF) 
 KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC..... 0.8549
NET THRUST.........,................, 516. (LBF) ENTHALPY AT PO - SUPERSONIC.,.........,. -3.28 (BTU/LBh)

SPECIFIC IMPULSE ..... ................... 829. (LBF-.EC/LSM) ENTHALPY AT PO - SUBSONIC.........I...... 28.61 (BTU/LBM)











INLET FRICTIONDRAG...................... 110.3 (LeF) EQUIVALENCE RATIO....s,................o. 1.412
 
INLET MOMENTUM VNANGEq.................. *718o CLeF) CO$I3USTOR EFFICIENCY..,.................. 0.390
 
COM8UsTOR FRICTION DRAG......... 1574g CLOF) TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO................... 0.0772
 
COMSUSTOR STRUT o.#42 
CLBF) COPOUSTOR EFFFCTIVEMESS.................. O. 43
 
COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE........,..... 418. CLeF) INJECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS 0,6833, 0,43489 0.7700, 0,6999
NOZZLE FRICTION DRA.,..... 23o98
.....(LeF)

NOZZLE STRUT DRAGooooo, ,,0*0......... -0.00 CLBF)
 
NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE.....*............. 607, (LSF) NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL................ 691, CLWF)

EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG..,............ 72.60 
CLaF) VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT - CS.... 0.9870
 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL............... .1401, (LOF) NOZZLE COEFFICIENT . CT.................. 0.9136
 
TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG........,,.=
4 ,,, -* (LBF) PROCESS EFFICIENCY...................... 1.0127
 
TOTAL STRUT DRAG.4.............., 1... .8.4 (LSF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY,..... 
 .. 0.9720
 
CAVITy FORCE.......... 01266, CLeF)
 
CALCULATEO LOAD CELL FORCE..",.,...... *a371, (LF)

MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE,.....,. ,.... -2380. (LBFJ






NOMINAL COWL LEADING EDGE..,,,...., 34.884 (IN) INJECTORS STATION VALVE
 
SPIKE TRANSLATION,.......... ...... , 2.622b (IN) IA 40.OO A
 
INLET THROAT ...... .... .. 0....40 is 43.607 B
, 0 (IN)
COWL LEADING EDGE ....................... }7,S06 (IN) 1C O44.300
 
NOZZLE SHROUC TRAILING EDGE....,..,,.., 75.846 (IN) 2A 51.082 0
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE................ 89.598 (Im) 2C 46.250 
 E
STRUT LEADING EDGE....................... 56.76e (IN) A 56372
 
STRUT TRAILING EDGE........,,..,,.,. 67.3b2 (IN) 38 58.557
 
COMBUSTOR EXIT......... t...... 
. . . . . . . . 




t = 186.15 sec.
 
READING = 0063 BLOCK 
P T 
WIND TUNNEL 1 

0.000 924.499 3019 

0.000 0.489 411 

SPIKE TIP NS 2 

0.600 22.437 3019 
0.600 20.228 2948 

%IND TUNNEL 3 

0.000 024.499 3019 

0.000 0.473 407 

SPIKE TIP NS 4 

0.600 22.437 3019 

0,600 20.343 2952 

INLET THROAT 5 

40.400 356.168 2990 

40.400 19.983 1483 

INLET UPNRSK 6 

40.400 356.168 2990 

40.400 17.159 1425 

INLET DNNRSK 7 

40.400 153.390 2990 

40.400 131.581 2887 

COMBUSTOR 0 8 

40.410 355.308 2990 

40.410 20.008 1484 

COMBUSTOR 0 9 

41.300 282.118 2983 

41.300 23.188 1632 

COMBUSTOR 0 10 

41.365 277.854 2983 

41.365 23.484 1643 

COMBUSTOR 0 it 

41.500 268.541 2981 

41.500 24.038 1666 

CQMBUSTOR 0 12 

42.460 233.981 2970 

42.460- 25.977 1752 

COMBUSTOR 0 13 

44.085 215.026 2947 

44.085 25.810 1771 

COMBUSTOR 0 14 

44.310 213.061 2944 

44.310 25.891 1775 

COMBUSTOR 0 15 

44.800 208,073 2937 

44.800 26.111 1785 

COMBUSTOR 0 16 

44.800 208.091 2937 

44.800 26.113 1785 

COMBUSTOR 0 17 

46.260 188.098 2919 

46.260 25.242 1803 

COMBUSTOR 0 18 

47.310 172.574 2907 

47.310 23.664 1805 





H GAMMA VOLWT SONV PACH VEL s S/A W A/AC 
0 5 
676.8( 802) 1.2933 28.832 2595 




676.8( 802) 1.2932 28.831 2595
 




676.8( 802) 1.2933 28.832 2595
 




676.8( 802) 1.2932 28.831 2595
 




668.2( 794) 1.2942 28.831 2583
 




668.2( 794) 1.2942 28.831 2583
 




668.2( 794) 1.2942 28.831 2583
 




668.1( 794) 1.2942 28.831 2583
 




666.0( 792) 1.2944 28.831 2581
 




665.8( 792) 1.2944 28.831 2580
 




665.4( 791) 1.2945 28.831 2580
 




662.0( 788) 1.2948 28.831 2575
 




655.0( 781) 1.2955 28.831 2566
 




654.1( 780) 1.2956 28.831 2565
 




652.0( 778) 1.2958 28.831 2562
 




652.0( 778) 1.2958 28.831 2562
 




646.7( 773) 1.2964 28.831 2555
 




643.1( 770) 1.2968 28.831 2550
 
325.31 455) 1.3342 28.831 2038 1.957 3988 1.920 n.97564 33.326 0.1334 

PAGE 









































COMBUSTOR 0 14 

47.325 172.341 2907 

47.325 23.613 1804 

COMBUSTOR 0 20 

48.110 162.896 2899 

48.110 21.761 1787 

COMBUSTOR 0 21 

48.775 156.337 2892 

48.775 19.353 1749 

COMBUSTOR 0 22 

49.305 152.648 2887 

49.305 17.489 1711 

COMBUSTOR 0 23 

50.715 141.781 2875 

50.715 13.945 1639 

COMBUSTOR 0 24 

52.815 127.585 2861 

52.815 10.662 1564 

COMBUSTOR 0 25 

53.315 125.683 2858 

53.315 10.034 1543 

COMBUSTOR 0 26 

54.065 122.740 2853 

54.065 9.226 1517 

COMBUSTOR 0 27 

54.825 119.675 2849 

54.825 8.540 1494 

COMBUSTOR 0 28 

55.760 115.762 2845 

55.760 7.846 1472 

COMBUSTOR 0 29 

56.250 100.589 2843 

56.250 6.026 1424 

COMBUSTOR 0 30 

56.305 100.481 2842 

56.305 6.005 1423 

COMBUSTOR 0 31 

56.445 100.067 2842 

56.445 5.946 1421 

COMBUSTOR 0 32 

56.525 01.397 2842 

56.525 6.006 1419 

COPBUSTOR 0 33 

56.805 101.602 2841 

56.805 5.962 1415 

COMBUSTOR 0 34 

57.031 101,788 2840 

57.031 5.935 1412 

COMBUSTOR 0 35 

57.755 101.219 2837 

57.755 5.802 1405 

COMBUSTOR 0 36 

58.775 101.390 2834 

58.775 b.729 1397 

COPBUSTOR 0 37 

60.785 102.991 2828 

47 60.785 5.985 1404 

= 64 TIME = 186.154 MACH 6.0 PT = 924.499 TT = 3018.6 





643.0( 769) 1.2968 28.831 2550
 




640.5( 767) 1.2970 28.831 2546
 




638.5( 7651 1.2972 28.831 2544
 




637.0( 764) 1.2974 28.831 2541
 




633.5( 760) 1.2978 28.831 2537
 




629.2( 756) 1.2982 28.831 2531
 




628.2( 755) 1.2983 25.831 2529
 




626.9( 754) 1.2984 28.831 2528
 




625.7( 752) 1.2986 28.831 2526
 




624.3( 7511 1.2987 28.831 2524
 




623.7( 751) 1.2988 28.831 2523
 




623.6( 750) 1.2988 28.831 2523
 




623.4( 750) 1.2988 28.831 2523
 




623.4( 750) 1.2988 28.831 2523
 




623.0( 750) 1.2988 28.831 2522
 




622.8( 750) 1.2989 28.831 2522
 




622.0( 749) 1.2989 28.831 2521
 




621.0( 748) 1.2991 28.831 2520
 




619.3( 746) 1.2992 28.831 2517
 
















































a COMBUSroR 0 38 

C/i 62.205 104.145 2824 

62.205 6.199 14t1 

COMBUSTOR 0 39 

64.669 96,208 28t8 

64.669 5.958 1422 

COMBUSTOR 0 40 

65.045 89.121 2817 

65.045 5,551 1424 

NOZZLE AE 4t 

87.281 89.121 28t7 

87.281 0.498 737 

NOZZLE PO 42 

87.281 89.121 2817 

87.281 0.489 733 

FICTIVE COMBUSTR 62 

65.045 356.168 2817 

65.045 0.489 494 

FICTIVE NOZZLE 63 

87.281 81.660 2796 

87.281 0.515 756 

= 64 TIME = 16.154 MACH b.0 PT = 924.499 TT = 3018.6 .PAGE 
H GANWA MOLWT SONV MACH VEL S W/A W A/AC MOMTM 0 IVAC PHI ETAC 
31 5 
618.2( 745) 1.2993 28.831 2516 
219.3( 349) 1.3541 28.831 1615 2.461 4468 1.946 0.3661b 3:.326 0.3553 5192 25.423 155.n 
32 4 
616.3( 743) 1.2995 28.831 2513 
222.2( 352) 1.3535 28.831 1822 2.437 4441 1.951 0.34708 33.326 0.3749 5172 23.951 155.2 
33 2 
616.0( 743) 1.2996 28.831 2513 
222.6( 352) 1.3534 28.831 1823 2.134 4437 1.956 0.32267 33.326 0o.4032 5169 22.247 155.1 
34 3 
616.0( 743) 1.2996 28.831 2513 
48.5( 178) 1.3931 28.831 1330 4.006 5329 1.956 0.06717 33.326 1.9371 5766 5.562 173.0 
35 3 
616.0( 743) 1.2996 28.831 2513 
47.7( 177) 1.3933 28.831 1327 4.018 5333 1.956 0.06641 33.326 1.9591 5769 5.504 173.1 
55 0 
616.0( 743) 1.2996 28.831 2513 
-10.2( 119) 1.3990 28.831 1092 5.125 5598 1.860 0.10335 33.326 1.2589 5956 8.991 178.7 
56 0 
609.8( 737) 1.3002 28.831 2504 
53.2( 183) 1.3923 28.851 1347 3.918 5277 1.960 0.06717 33.326 1.9371 5722 5.509 171.7 
4 READINC, = 0063 BLOCK = 54 TIVE = 186.154 VACH 6.0 PT = 924.1199 TT =3018.6 PAGE 
XABS P-IB P,08 PDA QoX 0-1B G-OR CAWALL P-TB/PSO P-lB/PT0 P-Os/PSO P-OB/PTO 
6.981E-0i 1.315E GO0 0.000 -5.469E-01 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.470E-02 2.687E 00 1.422E-03 0.000 n.000 
J.836E 01 1.315E 00 0.000 -4.378E 01 0.000 0.000 0.O0O 1.634E 02 2.687E 00 1.422E-03 0.000 0.000 
3.070E 01 2.690E 00 0.000 -2.061E 02 0.000 0.000 0,0no 5.053E 02 5.497E 00 2.910E-03 0.000 D.000 
3.508E 01 4.810E 00 0.000 -4.492E 02 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.804E 02 9.829E 00 5.203E-03 0.000 0.O00 
3.518F 01 4.820E 00 7.214E o0 -5.308E 02 0,000 0.000 0.000 6.850E 02 9.849E 00 5,213E-03 1.474E 01 7.804E-03 
3.519E 01 4.820E 00 7.167E 00 -5.309E 02 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.852E 02 9,051E 00 5,214E-03 1.465E 01 7.752E-03 
3.555E 01 4.855E o0 4.311E On -5.407E 02 0.000 0.000 0.001) 7.214E 02 9.921E 00 5.251E-03 8.809E 00 4.663E-03 
3.585E 01 4.810E 00 1.900E 00 -5.595E 02 -1.198F 02 -1.196E 02 0.000 7.524E 02 9.830E 00 5.203E-03 3.883E On 2.055E-03 
3.606E 01 4.760E no 2.999E no -5.739E 02 -1.212E 02 -1.212E 02 0.00n 7.734E 02 9,768E 00 5,170E-0)3 6.129E 00 3.244E-03 
3.648E 01 5.217E 00 5.250E 00 -5.9g3E 02 -1.242E 02 -1.242E 012 0.000 8.171E 02 1.066E 01 5.643E-03 iO?3E 01 5.679E-03 
3.701E 01 5.185E 00 8.091E 00 -6.299E 02 -1.497E o2 -1.281E 02 -2.157E 01 8.732E 02 1.060E 01 5.608E-03 1.653E 01 8.752E-03 
3.731E 01 5.031E o0 9.725E 00 -6.438E 02 -1.590E 02 -r.305E 02 -2.854E 01 9.058E 02 1.028E 01 5.442E-03 1.987E 01 1.052E-02 
3,803E 01 4.670E 00 1.631E 01 -6.606E 02 -1.809E 02 -1.363E 02 -4.456E 01 9.839E 02 9.543E 00 5.051E-03 3.332E 0t 1.764E-02 
3.833E 01 6,4q3E 00 1.911E 01 -6.583E 02 -1.908E 02 -1.394E n2 -5.135E 01 1.018E 03 1.327E Ol 7.023E-03 3.906E 01 2.067E-02 
3.875E 01 8.975E 00 1,86SE 01 -6.591E 02 -2.05SE 02 -1.452E 02 -6.055E 01 1.065E 03 1.834E 01 9.708E-03 3.818E 01 2.041E-02 
3.880E 01 9.303E OD 1.862E O1 -6.593E 02 -2.079F 02 -1.461E 02 -6.176E 01 1.071E 03 1.901E 01 1.006E-02 3.806E 01 2.015E-02 
3.901E 91 1.053E OL 1.90BE 01 -6.569E 02 -2.162E 02 -1.499E 02 -6.62qE 01 1.094E 03 2.152E 01 1.139E-02 3.900E 01 2.064E-02 
3.931E 01 1.657E Ol 1.976E 01 -6.648E 02 -2.295E 02 -1.565E 02 -7.299E 01 1.130E 03 3.386E 01 1.792E-02 4.03BE 01 2.138E-02 
3.950E 01 2.024E OL 1.420E 01 -6.752E 02 -2.382F 02 -1.612E 02 -7.703E 01 1.151E 03 4.136E 01 2.189E-02 2.902E 01 1.536E-02 
3o980E 01 2.091E 0l 5.050E 00 -7.051E 02 -2.536E 02 -1.700E 02 -8o35SE 01 1.187E 03 4.272E 01 2.261E-02 1.032E 01 5.462E-03 
4.O00E 01 2,133E r0l 4.934E 00 -7.282E 02 -2.642E 02 -1.765E 02 -8.771E ol 1.209E 03 4.360E 01 2.308E-02 1.008E 01 5.337?E-03 
4.040E 01 2.51SE al 4.697E 00 -7.780E 02 -2.874E 02 -1.909E 02 -9.653E 01 1.256E 03 5.145E 01 2.723E-02 9.599E 00 5.081E-03 
4.041F 01' 2.527E 01 4.691E 00 -7.792E 02 -2.880E 02 -1.912E 02 -9.676E Ol 1.257E 03 5.164E 01 2.734E-02 9.586E 00 5.074E-03 
4.130E 01 3.3B2E 01 4.164E 00 -9.089E 02 -3.583E 02 -2.270E 02 -1.313E 02 1.363E 03 6.910E 01 3.658E-02 8.508E 00 4.504E-03 
4.136E 01 3.444E 01 4.125E 00 -9.192E 02 -3.648C 02 -2.299E 02 vl.349E 02 1.370E 03 7.038E 01 3.725E-02 8.429E 00 4.462E-03 
4.150E 01 3.574E 01 4.588E 00 -9.407E 02 -3.786E 02 -2.359E o2 -1.427E 02 1.307E 03 7.303E al 3.866E-02 9.376E 00 4.962E-03 
4.246E 01 1.342E 01 7.879E 00 -1.021E 03 -4.943E 02 -2.808e 02 -2.139E 02 1.501E 03 2.743E 01 1.452E-02 1.610E 01 8.5"3E-03 
440E 01 1.777E ol 1.345E 01 -1.041E 03 -7.248E 02 -3.569E 02 -3.679E 02 1.698E 03 3.632E 01 1.923E-02 2.749E 01 1,45SE-02 
4,431E 01 1.838E OL 1.323E 01 -1.044F 03 -7.574E 02 -3.670E 02 -3.904E 02 io725E 03 3.755E 01 1.988E-02 2.703E 01 1.431E-02 
4.480E 01 1.969E nI I.P74E 01 -1.054E 03 -8.247E 02 -3.886E 02 -4.301E 02 1.785E 03 4.023E 01 2.129E-02 '2.604E 01 1.378E-02 
4.480F 01 1.969E 01 1.274E 01 -1.054E 03 -8.247F 02 -3.886E 02 -4,361E 02 1.785E 03 4.023E 01 2.130E-02 2.604E 01 1.378E-02 
4.626E 01 1.962E Ol 1.130E 01 -1.071E 03 -1.004E 03 -4.49BE 02 -5.543E 02 1.965E 03 4.009E 01 2.122E-02 2.310E 01 1.222E-02 
4.731E 01 1.957E 01 1.026C 01 -1,071E 03 -1.123E o3 -4.909BE 02 -6.31SE 02 2.OgBE 03 3.999F Ol 2.117E-02 P,098E al 1.110E-02 
4.732E 01 1.946E 01 1.025E 01 -1.070E 03 -1.124E 03 -4.915E 02 -6.329E 02 2.0g7E 03 3.977E 01 2.105E-02 2.09SE al 1.109E-02 
4.811E 01 1.370E 01 1.169E 01 -1.053E 03 -1.209E 03 -5.207E 02 -6.886E 02 2.195E 03 2.600E 01 1.482E-02 2.390E 01 1.265E-02 
4.877E 01 1.292E al 1.292E 01 -1.014E 03 -1.276E 03 -5.444E o2 -7.319E 02 2.278E 03 2.640E 01 1.397E-02 2.640E ni 1.397E-02 
4.930E 0 1 .389E 01 1.389E 01 -9.772E 02 -1.327E 03 -5.627E 02 -7.639E 02 2.344E 03 2.839E 01 1.503E-02 2.839E 01,1503E-02 







8.100E 00 -8.286E 02 -I,587E 03 -6.609E 02 -9.180E 02 







1o65SE 01 8.761E-03 
1.471E 011 7,785E-03 






5.362E 0,0-7.600E 02 -1.704r 03 -7o185E 02 -9.852E 02 











5.625E 01 5.87BE 00 3.878E 00 -6.925E 02 -1.770E 03 -7.479E 02 -1.022E 03 3.209E 03 7.925E 00' 4.195E-03 7.925E 00 4.195E-03 
5 , 6,0E III 2,100E CO0 3°8121E 10 -6,1014E 02 -I,772E 03 -7 * 801E (02-1,023E 03 3,216E 03 4,291E 00 2,271E-"3 1,11OBE1 o0o 4,133E-03 





3.592E 00 -6.875E 02 -1.781E 03 -7.524E 02 -1.028E 













-- 5.703F 01 3.350E 00 3.350E 00 -6.798E 02 -1.799E 03 -7.602E 02 -1.039E 03 3.309E 03 6.846E 00 3.624E-03 6.846E 00 3.624E-03 
5.775E 01 3.510E 00 3.510E 00 -6,705E 02 -1.824E 03 -7.705E 02 -1.054E 03 3.402E 03 7.173E 00 3,797E-03 7.173E 00 3.797E-03 
5.877F 01 4.875E 00 4.875E 00 -6.608E 02 -1.859E 03 -7.831E r12-1.079E 03 3.532F 03 9,962E 00 5.273E-03 9.962E 00 S.273E-03 
6o07SE 01 2.925E 00 2.925E 00 -6,599E 02 -1.917t 03 -8.028E 02 -1.114E o3 3.790E 03 5.977E an 3,164E-03 5.977E 00 3.164E-03 
6,220F 01 1.744E o0 1.744E O0 -6.599E 02 -1.952E 03 -8.150E OP -1.137E 03 3.972E 03 3.563E 00 1,886E-03 3.563E-00 1.886E-03 
6.467E 01 4.169E o0 4.169E O0 -6.599E 02 -2.017E 03 -8.381E o2 -1.178F 03 4.289E 03 8.519E 00 4.509E-03 A-510E On 4.509E-03 
ci 6.504E 01 5.587E O0 4.539E 00 -6.599E 02 -2.027C 03 -8.419E 02 -1,185E 03 4.337E 03 1.142E 01 6.044E-03 g,275E on 4.909E-03 
176.508E 01 5.587E 00 4.578E 00 -6.5'39E 02 -2.028E 03 -8.423E 02 -1.186E 03 4.342E 03 1.142E 01 6.044E-03 9,356E 00 4.952E-03 
READING = 0063 8LOCK = 64 TIME = 186.154 ,ACH bO PT 
= 924.l99 TT = 3018.6 
 PAGE 5
 
XASS P-I P-OB PDA 
 OX a-Is 0-OR CAWALL P-IB/PSO P-IB/PTO P-0B/PSC P-OB/PTO
1 b.528E 01 5.226E 00 4.775E 00 -6.599E 02 -2.034r 03 -8.442E 02 -1.18E 03 4.368E 03 1.068E 01 5.655E-n3 q,758E 00 5.165E-03
'Cii 	 6.694E 01 2.230E 00 4.420E 00 -6.125E 02 -2.o074 03 -8.580E 02 -1.216E 03 4.583E 03 4,557E 00 2.412E-03 q.032E 0 4.781E-03 
6.761E 01 2.183E 00 4
5.602E 00 -5.397E 02 -2.088E 03 -8.622E 02 -1.225E 03 4 t65E 03 4.462L 00 2.362E-03 1.145E 01 6.060E-03
6.838E 01 2.130E 00 4.066E 00 -4.480E 02 -2.104E 03 -8.664E 02 -1.237E 03 
 4.760E 03 4.353E 00 2.304E-03 A.310E O 4.398E-03
6.910E 01 1.838E nO 2.630E 00 -3.807E 02 -2.119E 03 -8.697E 02 -1.250E 03 
 4.848E 03 3.755E 00 1.988E-03 5.374E 00 2.845E-03
6.971E 01 1.590E O0 2.419E 00 -3.354E 02 -2.133E 03 -8.721E 02 -1.261E 03 
 4.922E 03 3.249E 00 1.720E-03 4.943E 00 2.616E-03
 
7.066E 01 1.390E 00 2.090E 00 -2.770E 02 -2.154 03 -8.755E 02 -1.27AE 03 5.036E 03 2.841E 00 1.504E-03 4,271E 00 2.261E-03
 
7.109E 01 1.300E 00 
 1.991E 00 -2.535E 02 -2.163E 03 -8.768E 02 -1.286E 03 5.088E 03 2.657E 00 1.406E-03 4.069E 00 2.154E-03
7.262E 01 9.676E-0l 
 1.640E 00 -1.849E 02 -2.187E 03 -8.809E 02 -1.306E 03 5.273E 03 1.977E 00 1.047E-03 3.351E 00 1.774E-03
 
7.277E 01 9.50E-01 1.425E 00 -1.797E 02 -2.189E 03 -8.812E 02 -1.308E 03 
 5.290E 03 1.911E 00 i.01 1 E-03 2,912E no 1.541E-03
7.352E 01 8.034E-OL 3.500E-01 -1.498E 02 -2.I99E 03 -8.828E 02 -1.316E 
03 5.374E 03 1.642E 00 8.690E-04 7.152E-01 3.786E-04
 
7.353E 01 8.027E-01 3.443E-01 -1.491E 02 -2.199E 03 
-8.828E 02 -1.317E 03 5.375E 03 1.640E 00 8.682E-04 7.035E-01 3.724E-04
7.485E 01 5.700E-01 0.000 -1.346E 02 -2.220E 03 -8.852E 02 -1.335E 
03 5.427E 03 1.165E 00 6.165E-04 0.000 0.000
7.770E 01 2.900E-01 0.000 
 -1.174E 02 -2.224E 03 -8.889E 02 -1.335E 03 5.525E 03 5.926E-01 3.137E-04 0.000 0.000
 
8.160E 01 5.150E-01 0.000 -1.002E 02 -2.227r 03 -8.921E 02 -1.335E 03 
 5.630E 03 1.052E 00 5.571E-04 0.O00 0.000
8.441E 01 5.950E-01 0O,00 -8,785E 01 -2.229F 03 -8.945E 02 -1.335E 03 5,684E 03 1.216E 00 6.436E-04 0,000 0.000
8.7 27F 01 7.350E-Ol 0.000 -7.180E 01 
-2.234E 03 -8.987E 02 -1.335E 03 5.707E 03 1.502E 00 7.50E-04 0.000 0.000
8.728E 01 7.353E-01 0.000 
 -7.180E 01 -2.234E 03 -8.987E 02 -1.335E 03 5.707E 03 1.503E 00 7.953E-04 0,000 0.000
 
PEADIM6 = 0063 BLOCK = 64 TIME = 186.154 WACH e,.0 PT r 924.499 TT z 3018.6 PAGE 6 
X ODRAb CDRAG CF HC 
4.040E 01 1.361E 02 1.361E 02 2.158E-03 5,284E-02 
4.041E 01 2.142E-01 1,363E 02 2.159E-03 5.287[-02 
4.130E 01 1.916E 01 1.555E 02 2.281E-03 5,690E-02 
4.136E 01 1.412E 00 1.569E 02 2.289E-03 5,728E-02 
4.250E 01 2.944E 00 1.598E 02 2.308E-03 5.791E-02 











4.480E 01 1.022E 01 2.300E 02 2.416E-03 5,835E-02 
4.480E 01 2.608E-03 2.300E 02 2.416E-03 5,835E-02 
4.626E 01 2.964E 01 2.597E 02 2.4'7E-03 5.570E-02 
4.731F 01 2.008E 01 2.797E 02 2.456E-03 5.204E-02 
4.732E 01 2.679E-01 2.800E 02 2.455E-03 5.194E-02 
4.811E 01 1.403E 01 2,Q40E 02 2.450E-03 4.830E-02 
4,877E 01 1.109E 01 3.051E 02 2.426E-03 4.390E-02 
4.930E 01 8.245E 00 ,134E 02 2.402E-03 4.049E-02 
5.0?1E 01 1.977E Ol 3.331E 02 2.356E-03 3,359E-02 











5.082E 01 7.204E 00 3.780E 02 2.256E-03 2.217E-02 
5.576F 01 8.372E 00 3.864E 02 2.241E-03 2,060E-02 
5.625E 01 2.687E 00 3.890E 02 2.195E-03 1.618E-02 
5.630E 01 3.803E-01 3.894E 02 2.195E-03 1.612E-02 
5.644E 01 9.544E-01 3,904E 02 2.193E-03 1.598E-02 
5.652E 01 5.500E-01 3.909E 02 2.187E-03 1.612E-02 
5.680E 01 1.920E 0 3.928E 02 2.181E-03 1,601E-02 
5,703E 01 1.546E 00 3.944E 02 2.177E-03 1.595E-02 
5.775E 01 4.914E 00 3.993E 02 2.169E-03 1.562E-02 
5.877E 01 6.839E 00 4.061E 02 2.159E-03 1.544E-02 
6.078E 01 1.363E 01 4.198E 02 2.159E-03 1.598E-02 
6.220E 01 9.865E 00 4,297E 02 2.158E-03 1,642C-02 
6.467E 01 1.695E al 4,466E 02 2.186E-03 1.579E-02 
6.504F 01 2.450E 00 4.491E 02 2.211E-03 1.486E-02 
6,508E 01 2.480E-01 4.493E 02 2.226E-03 1.413E-02 
6.528E 01 1.211E 00 4.505E 02 2.222E-03 1,395E-02 
6.694E 01 9o001E 00 4.595E 02 2.142E-03 1.025E-02 
6.761E 01 3.141E 00 4,627E 02 2.168E'03 1,152E-02 
6.838E 01 3.561E 00 4,662E 02 2.124E-03 9.685E-03 
6.91OF 01 2.774E 00 4.696E 02 2.062E-03 7,541E-03 
6.971E 01 2.020E 00 4,710E 02 2.041E-03 6.933E-03 
7.066E 01 2.873E 00 4,739E 02 2.013E-03 6.210E-03 
7.109E 01 1.222E 00 4.751E 02 2.003E-03 5.947E-03 
7.262E 01 3.933E 00 4.790E 02 1.962E-03 4.968E-03 
7,277E 01 3.280E-01 4.794E 02 1.944E-03 4.600E-03 
7.352E 01 1.239E 00 4.806E 02 1.826E-03 2.651E-03 
7.353F 01 1.801E-03 4,806E 02 1.825E-03 2.639E-03 
7.485E 01 5.735E-01 4.812E 02 1,819E-03 2.620E-03 
7.770E 01 8.664E-01 4.821E 02 1.709E-03 1,553E-03 











6,728F 01 0,000 4,836E 02 1.822C-03 3.115E-03 
ccI 










CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE.............. 











CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT............ -. 1811 

MEASURED THRUST COEFFICIENT................- 2134 





STREAM THRUST............................. 0. (LRF) 

NET THRUST... .......................... ........ 0. (LBF) 







INLET FRICTION DRAG.................... 136.1 (LBF) 

INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE...................... -914.1 (LBF) 

COMBUSTOR FRICTION DRAG.................. 313.0 (LBF) 

COMBUSTOR STRUT DRAG.............,........ 11.55 (LBF) 

COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE...........,..... -206. (LBF) 

NOZZLE FRICTION DRAG.............,....... 34.73 (LBF)
 
NOZZLE STRUT DRAG.......................... 0.00 (LBF)
 
NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE.................... 553. (LBF) 

NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL................... 588. (LBF)
 
EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG................... 50.83 (LBF) 

EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL............... .- 1255. (LBF) 

TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG........................ -1305. (LRF) 

TOTAL STRUT DRAG....................,.,..... 11.55 (LBF) 

CAVITY FORCE.............................. -1060. (LBF)
 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE................ -2932. (LBF)
 
MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE................. .-3034. (LBF)
 




NOMINAL COWL LEADING EDGE................ 34.884 (IN) 

SPIKE TRANSLATION...............,....... 0.3049 (IN) 

INLET THROAT.............................. 40.400 (IN) 

COWL LEADING EDGE........................ 35.189 (IN) 

NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EDGE.............. 73.529 (IN) 

NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE................ 87.281 (IN) 

STRUT LEADING EDGE........................ 56.445 (IN) 

STRUT TRAILING EDGE.......................... 65.045 (IN) 





ANGLE OF ATTACK ........................ 0.000 (DEGREES)
 
MASS FLOW RATIO.......................... 0.9838
 
*ADDITIVE DRAG COEFFICIENT................. 0.0006
 
LIMITING PRESSURE RECOVERY EFFICIENCY .... 0.1636
 
DELTA PT2..................................... 0.1484 (PSI)
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUPERSONIC..... 0.3853
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUBSONIC ....... 0.1659
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC .... 0.8903
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC...... n.9035
 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC... n.9461
 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC,.... n.8g67
 
ENTHALPY AT PO - SUPERSONIC............... -0.97 (RTU/LBM)
 








CONBUSTOR EFFICIENCY ....................... 0.000
 








VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT - CS .... n.9923
 




KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY................ 0.9840
 
FUEL INJECTORS 















FLAV0NG a 0U63 BLOCK .rl TT C - I9,q b MACM 6,0 RI = 92b.79 TT N ?q 5,3 310317-- PAGE 
RAMJET PtRFOR A CE
 
S IJ M A Y R E P OR T
 
WIbOW O U N p 11 0 8 5 GA P 'k tOL T SONy HACH VFL 5 ,/A AAC . r~t~ IVAC PslT N EL bAG
 
0,000 92b749 2996 67U.,( 196) 1.2939 28.832 a586
 
0.000 0.486 4ub -31b 
 98) 1,9386 28,831 990 5,968 5927 1,613 0,3203 33.401 0,9847 o276 12.199 187.9SPIKE TIP A3 2 0 il
 
0,600 22.487 2998 
 670.6t 796) 1,d938 2b.d3l 4566
0.000 20,294 2929 o9,0( 776) 
1,2960 R88.3l 2559 0.400 1024 2.u69 0.132a43 33,001 0.9847 6182 2.10b 18b.1
WIND TUNNL 3 0 0
 
0,000 926.749 2998 670.6( 796 1.2939 26032 2586
 
0.000 0-474 403 -32.3( 97) 1.3987 28,831 986 6,014 5931 
1.813 0.12999 32,784 0.987 61b3 11.980 188.0
SPIKE TIP N3 0 0 0
 
0.600 22,487 2998 67.Ob( 796) 1.29$8 28,831 2586
0,600 20385 d932 650,5( 777) 1.2959 26,831 
2560 0,391 1002 2.069 0.12999 32,784 0,9847 bb3 d024 188,0
 
INLET THROAT 5 0 a
 
00,000 352,741 2962 659.6( 786) 1.951 R8,831 2572
40.q00 20.056 1472 235.4C 365) 1.3506 28,31 1852 2,088 
4607 1.870 1,17111 33,001 0,1114 5355 83.855 160.3
 
INLET UPNRSK 6 0 3
 
a0.00 352.741 2962 659.6( 786) 1,2951 26,631 2572
40,40o 17,217 1415 Z202C 350) 1,3539 298,31 1817 2,580 
4689 1.876 1.06064 33,401 0.1225 5408 77.!b8 161.9
 
INLET DNNRSK 7 0 4
 
40.000 153.090 2962 659,7( 786) 1,2951.28.831 R572
00.400 131.242 2860 628,8( 7563 
1.2982 28,831 2530 0,491 1243 1.934 1.06464 33.4UI 0,12B5 5408 20.571 161.9
 
COMBUSTOR 0 8 1 21
 
40.410 295,213 2916 659,8( 806) 1.2976 R7.581 8612
 
40,41o 15.304 1408 214,6( 3o3) 1,3555 27,580 
1855 2,544 4720 1,956 1.1751o 33.520 0.1114 5354 86,195 159.7 0.12 0.07
C0eBU8TOR 0 9 2 at
 
111000 Z24,901 2044 661.2( 814) 1.3014 26,484 2636
 
4t.300 19,777 1567 268.4( 424) 1,3483 26,484 1991 
2,226 4433 2,031 1,18137 33,631 0.1111 5197 81.395 154.5 0.44 0.04
COPBUsTOR 0 10 3 21
 
41.310 234.911 2804 661.2( 802) 1,3033 26.442 2621
41.310 19.828 1525 268.91 412) 1.3508 26.4a2 1968 2,251 
4430 2.024 1.18110 33.631 0.1112 5195 81.317 154.5 0.O4 0.01
 
COOU$TOR 0 11 4 21
 
41*375 233,431 a797 b6.0( 800) 1.3036 R.6436 2619
 
41.375 20.155 530 272.2t 40) 1.3506 26.436 1971,2.237 4410 2.024 1,18289 33.631 0,JlO 5183 81.076 154.1 0.24 0.00
 
COMBUSTOR 0 12 5 21
 
1.SO0 228.059 2795 bbO.6( 799) 1.3037 26.435 d68
 
C81500 . 21.304 1560 a81.3( 422) 
1.3491 26.435 1989 2.190 4357 2.025 1.18317 33.631 0.1110 5159 80.105 153.4 0.2a 0.00
COMBUSTOR 0 13 6 21
42.460 187.204 2783 656.7( 795) 1.3040 26,435 2613
 
42.460 17.016 1551 78.7 
 420) 1,3495 26.434 1984 2,192 0349 2.039 1.17155 33,631 0.121 5046 79,186 150.1 0,O4 0.00
 
COBUSTOR 0 14 7 5
 
44,095 163.202 2873 648,0( 822) 1.2996 26,558 2644
44.095 35.824 1990 371.51 
 o&8) 1.3290 26.55$ 2 25 1.671 3719 2.097 1.13128 33.031 0.1161 493" 65.38e 146.7 0.C0 0.10
 
COMBUSTOR 0 15 8 3
 
4,.31o 156,220 2913 646.6b 834) 1.2977 26,b05 2658
 
44,310 37.414 2073 382.S 573) 1.325b8 26.605 2266 1.604 3635 2.064 1.12931 
33.631 0,1163 914 63,795 106.1 0.24 0.14
 
COMBUSTOR 0 16 9 3
 
44.800 143.918 2981 643.1C 855) 1,2944 26,690 2681
44.800 4e.400 238 406-9( 622) 1,3190 26,690 2345 1,6ob 
 3437 2.o75 1.12491 33,631 0.1167 4861 60.Q9e 144.5 0.44 0.21
 
coMSUSTOR 0 17 to 2
 
44.810 143,83? 2981 643.0( 855) 1,2904 26.689 2681
44,810 42 4013 2237 407.1C 622) 1.3190 26.690 2345 
1.46" 3436 2,075 1.12492 33.631 0.1167 4859 60.065 144.5 0.44 0,21

COPU8TUR 0 18 11 11
 
06.450 126.44 2673 b43.4( 826) 1,3096 24,d63 4678
a0.250 00,356 2074 441.0(.625) 1,3300 24.263 2378 1.339 S183 .200 1.06860 33.892 0.1238 4759 54,852 14o,4 0.51 0.04
 
READING 9 0003 BLOCK 71 TIME 192 "54 MACH 6,0 PT 926.749 17 a 2998.3 
 PAGE 2
 
P T h GAMMA MCLw4 SONV MACH VEL S N/A w AtAC murm 0 IVAC Ph1 ETAC 





b63.4( 826) 1.3096 24.464 2678 
491.1( 625) 1.329q ?Q.264 2378 1.338 3161 2,200 1.06194 33.892 001239 4759 54.800 ldo.V 0.bl 0.04 







1.300 24.422 2732 
1.3216 24.422 2462 1.2b7 3095 2.220 0.99368 33.892 0.1332 4822 47.t89 142.3 0.51 0.12 
COk'USIUR 0 21 14 2 
















1,276 24,550 2773 
1.3170 24.550 2500 1,2b8 3168 2.234 0.92591 33.892 0.1429 "15 45.590 145.0 0.51 0.18 
COPBUSTOR 0 23 If b 
48,775 104.015 2731 633,0( Q3) 1.3078 22,492 2810 
48.775 39.606 2164 425.0f 706) 1.3271 22,492 2519 1.281 3226 2.367 0,85951 3d.1b7 0.1552 5000 43.090 14b.3 0.80 0.10 
COMBUSTOR 0 2q
48.78s 106.925 a733 




1.4077 !2,494 2810 
1.3270 22.494 2520 1,281 322 2.367 0.85839 34.167 0.1554 5002 43.052 146.4 0.80 0.10 










l.3024 22,603 2855 










1.2885 22.895 2965 
1,3097 22.896 2670 1,297 3461 .017 0.68420 34,167 0,1950 5345 36.803 156.4 0,80 0.24 







1.3b08 ?3.070 2637 1,503 3964 2.433 0,56079 34.167 0.2379 5633 34.547 164,9 0.80 0.30 
5332s 80.431 3376 606.6(lae2) 1.767 23.152 3042 
53.325 22.907 2543 289.2( 832) 1.3050 23.155 2670 1.493 3985 2,442 0.53787 34.167 0.2480 5687 33.313 166.5 0,80 0.33 
COMBUSTOR54.075 078,301 893430 22 4603.2(1161) l273q9 23.213 3059 
54,075 21.085 2555 268.9( 035) 1.3038 ?3*217 2671 1.531 4090 2.4480.50701 34,1670.2631 5764 34.224 168.7 0,80 0.35 
COBU8T570 0 30 23 3 









1.3039 23,256 2660 1.580 4202 2.451 007946 34.167 0.2782 5834 31,313 170.7 0.80 0.36 
Ed 55.760 55.760 75.030 3500 17.503 2529 596.1(1186) 1,2701 23.299 3080 824.z3 824) 1.I035 a3.305 P652 1.646 4313 2.455 0.05017 34.107 0.2963 5909 30.176 172.9 0.80 0.3 







0 3368.585 3533 
594,3(1330) 1.2473 23,705 3191 
23l.2( 986) 1.2822 23.727 2834 
26 5594.0(1198) 1.2681 23,337 3089 
1.504 4262 2.99 0,36267 34,167 0.3678 6087 a4.022 17891 0.80 0.52 
96.315 12.487 2413 166.6( 781) 1.3071 23.344 2592 1.784 4624 2,465 0.36152 34.167 0.3690 0091 95.901 1700 00.39 
j COHHUSTOR 0 34 27 3 





593.5d1200) 1,2679 R3,343 3091 
163.8( 781) 1.3070 23,350 2591 
28 6 





593.2(1322) 1.2487 23,685 3186 
214,0( 966) 1.2 43 23.705 2812 1,539 4327 2.496 0.36294 34.167 0.3675 6106 24.407 078.7 0.80 0.51 
COMBUSTOR 0 36 29 3 
56.81s 60.839 3851 592,2(1314) 1.2500 23.66 3180 
. 56.615 15.525 a885 207.8( 908) 1.2864 23.686 2791 1.571 4386 2.493 0.36174 30,167 0.3688 6124 2A.651 179.2 0.80 0.50 









1.2523 23.029 3170 
1.2894 24.b46 2761 1,612 0450 2.M89 0.36119 34.167'0.3693 o137 24.980 179.6 0.80 0.49 
READING a 0063 BLOCK = 71 TIME = i92,05a vACff 0.0 PT s: 926,749 IT a 2998,3 PAGE 3 
P T H GAMMA WOhAT bONV MALH VEL 8 -/A A/AC -M()VIH P IVAC Ph ETAC 
CUOUSgt~OR 
537 N5 
57 .76 5 
U 30 
6b.609 3679 
12 . 96 0 Z5 7 1 
31 
S69.0(1151) I£eb(0l
15 9 6 ( 8 36) 1, 2 9 
d3.498 3132 
23 50 9 2 6 8 1 7 4 4 1635 e, 7 5 0 .35 b5 b 3 0 0 0 , 375 3 ti b8 2 5 . 60 5 18 0 ,5 0 60 0 .4 .0 
COMBUSTOR 0 39 32 7 
8-857858 ,18 5 12015"1 298S6,78 7 14 17 586,1(1001 ) 1.4947 45 ,2( 46 4) 1,35a3 
42,633 29VI 
2 R.433 2086 2 .09 4 5 ,0 2 2,3 7 4 0 ,$ 3 8 U2 3 4 1 67 0.3177 h6bi ea=5 m 18 uVg 0 80 0 2 ? 







581,0(1465) 1.8229 24,139 3276 
d6a.B(11803 1,2550 8A.195 3017 1 , 393 3990 2.h17 0.36549 34.107 0.3050 6107 Edbbd 180-5 0.80 0.67 





577.,2(1(29) 1.°2 1 214.041 3254 
241.2(1122) 1.2633 24.06b 2965 1.383 4100 8.509 0,37b39 34,107 0,3553 6156 23.917 I8U.2 0.80 0.63 
COMBUSTOR 0 42 35 4 
64.679 54.447 0! 569m8(I5003 1.2139 24.75 3293 
64.679 Za,700 3742 a92.6(1259) 1,2431 24*443 3082 1.208 3724 2,58 0,3S5A3 34,107 0,3749g bli 20.594 179.5 0.80 0.72 







&.2057 24.380 3308 






637,8(1585) 1.1979 24.339 3347 
65,055 24027 4104 404m8(1397) 1,2208 24.436 3193 lOb9 3414 2,550 0.33080 311.107 0.032 6190 11.55d 181.2 U.110 0.76 
NOZZLE AE 45 38 5 
87.291 
87-v9i 
47.956 d452 568.6(1915) 1,2057 aq,380 3308 






56b,6(15153 1.2057 24.380 3308 
87,291 
NOZZLE AE 
0,486 1617 -52a.2( $09) 
REGEN 47 4O 5 




47,95b 4580 637.6(1585) 1,1975 24,339 3347 
1*41 2R60 032Ro6( 709 ) 1.2987 24,502 2441 2.840 6932 2.550 
PO REGEN 48 41 5 
0.06886 34,187 1.9371 80b 7,419 236,0 0.80 0,76 
87.991 47,956 4580 637,C8(5)
87,a91 0.486 1756 -4q5.9( 536 ) 
FICTIVE COMBUSTR -68 6% 0 
1.1975 24.339 3347 






1278 -936.3( 372) 
,1882E 25,091 3457 
1.3396 25,340 1833 4,134 8678 2.384 0,05416 34,167 2,41632 9522 7.303 278.7 0.80 1,00 
FICTIVE NOZZLE 61; 62 0 
87,e9l 
87,291 
30-198 4400 550.1(I13) 1.2031 24,373 3286 
1.71S 2484 -942.8( 788) 1,2qO4 24tSOR 2551 2.470 6299 2.568 0.06886 34.167 1.9371 1539 6.741 220.7 0.80 0.76 
RLAVIN4G ; 0063 SLLC 2 71 yIME = 192.454 frAC" 6,0 PI m 926,749 1I 29983.3 PAGE 4 




















































































3o606E 01 4,840E 00 2.969F no .5773E 02 -1.8OE OP. *1.86E 02 0.000 7.729E O 9.950E 00 5.223P-03 6.104E 00 3.204 - 3 





8,053E 00 -6.338E 





1.96S5E OR .,154E 01 




























Q2.o906 02 .4.455E 01 
v2.136E 02 .5.1SF 01 
















3.881E 01 9.765E OC 1.645E 01 .6.66SE 02 -2.8oE 02 *2.221E 02 .b.189E 01 1.07RE 03 2.008E 01 1.050E-02 1.793E 01 1.991EPOZ 





IdoraE 01 .6,1499 02 3.07U 02 q2.3416 02 *7.302E 













3.981E 01 2.110E 01 5.175E 00 -7,155E 02 -3,30E 02 -2.085E 02 -8,349E 01 1,187E 03 4.339E 01 2.277E.02 1.064E O 5,584a.03 
4.000E 01 2,143E 01 5.053E O0 .7.378E 02 -3.4?2E 02 -2.548E 02 -8.736E 01 1.209E 03 4.406E 01 2.313E.02 1.039E 01 5.453E-03 







.7,94E oa .3.661E 02 .2,698E 02 





















4.l93E O0 .0.25BE OR .401E 02 -. ,06E02 -1.337E 02 
4.l5OE o0 -9.365e 02 4.4O09C O o3.093f 02 1t.3776 0 
5.1079 00 .9.75E 02 P4,605E 02 .39.49E 02 '.,4S7E 02 

































1,126E 03 .8,a5cE O .5.0o2E OR .3.854e 02 
.1,143E 03 -9.31s Oa *5.229E 02 aooOo8E 02 
.1.186E 03 .1.049E 03 -5.768E 02 -4.705E 02 



































7.6SE 02 .7.010E 





















%1.141E 03 .1.752E 03 -B.b E 02 .8.908E O 
e1.9E 0) *,.7b9E 03 0.637E 02 08,953E 02 2,094E 03 2.097E 03 9.585E 01 9.569E 01 5.031E.02 5.022E,02 9.240E 0l 9.272E 01 4.85002 4.866E-9 
4.011E -01 4,4059 01 4.214E 01 -1.0354 03 -1.971E 03 ,;.433E 02 -1.028E 03 2.194E 03 9.056C 01 4153e.02 8.664E 01 4.547E-02 







.9.046E 02 -.2142E 03 
.7.48tE 02 .2.267E 03 
-I.010E 03 -1.132E 03 

















05,357E 02 .8.572E 03 .1.186E 03 .1.387E 













5,332E 01 2.291, 01 
5.407E 01 2.o18E 01 
5.483E (it 1024E 01 
5.576E 01 1.750E 01 
5.626E 01 1.657E 01 







.1628E 02 -3.o040 03 .1.365C 03 -1,05SE 03 
-7.772E 01 *.3.18E 03 '1.035E 03 '1.7P3E 03 
4,353E01 03.271E 03 -1.082E 03 *1.789E 03 
8,565E 01 -3.399C 03 .1.535E 03 .1.865E 03 
2,668E 02 -3.464E 03 -1.560E 03 -1.904E 03 











































03 -1.919E 03 

























03 '1.946E 03 



















'3.642E 03 -1.6236 03 -2.018C 03 











Cn 6.079E 01 2.065 01 2.065E-0O 3,879E 02 -3.916 03 -1.713t 03 -2.203F 03 3.190t 03 4.245L 01 2.226-02 4.240t 01 2.2286.02 
031 6.2216 01 1.9b06 U1 1.9806 Oj 3,819E 02 '4.047E 03 .1.749E 03 -2.2986 03 3.9726 03 4,070E 01 2,136E..02 4.010E 0) 2,l36E.02
 
REOING 1 0063 6LOK a -71 TIME c lq2,a5t 4ACtC 6.0 PI 1 926,709 TT = 299,3 PAG 5
 
XABS P-l8 P-08 PnA Gox Q-IB 
 0.06 CA.LL P.I/ps9 F-i'Oplo P-u8/$80 PPOB/PTO
6.4E 01 2.27oE 01 aj!.7E Ol 3,679L 02 .4..9?E 03 -1.820t 03 -2.474E OS 0,269L 03 M.b67E 01 .9a .-O 2 6bfi7E O 
 2,449EOtPb.5SE 01 2,4SaE 01 20314E 0j 3.879k 02 -4,339E 03 .1.837E 03 *2,50RE Os 4.337L o3 s.o~ak 01 2.696E.02 '6.7588 01 2.497E.02b-6nS9E 01 2.452F 01 4.319E O1 3,879E 02 *4.343E 03 -1.839k 03 -2.505F 03 LS.342t 03 5.0U E 01 2.t6ibE.02 0,167E 01 2.60 8.026.529E 01 2,32ME 01 2342F 01 3o879E 02 
.4.366E 03 .1,046k 03 -2.520E 03 4.368E 03 
 4.177E 01 2.507E-o 4.616E 01 2.548E802
6,695F 01 i.2'4E 01 1:19SE 01 
 5.8sbe 02 o4.5AiE 03 .1.893E 03 *2.624E 
OS 4.583. 03 2.578E 01 t.353-0-2 24 01 1.289E.02
6,762E OL 9,L809 00 i.132E 01 8,132E 02 .4.572E 03 .1.908E 03 .2,664E 03 .'5 
4,6659 03 1.887E 01 9.906E-03 2.3"OE 01 1.222902
6.G3qE 01 5.320E 00 b,612E 0 1.0'47E 03 .4.628E 03 1,9g22E 03 s2,704E 03 
 0.(60E 03 1.094E 01 5.700E.03 1.770E 01 9,293t-03
6.91 1E 01 4.218E 00 6.075E 00 1,201E 03 .4.675E 03 -1,933E 
03 -2.7ZE 03 .84BE 03 .b7E 00 4.55RE.03 1.249E 01 6.5558-03
6.972E 01 3,285e 00 5.000E 
O 1.300E u3 -4,714F 03 -1.940E 03 -2.774E 
03 4.922E 03 6.753E 00 3.94E503 1.026E 01 5.395E103
7.047T N2 a.*39 00 3.3259 Oo 1.4099 03 -'.7b6E 03 -1.949E 03 -2.820E 03 $,O3bE 03 4.786E 00 2.52IE.03 b036F 00 3,58.03
7.l1OE 01 1.895E 00 3.090E O0 
 1,446E 03 04.790E 03 *,9.52E 03 -2.83BE 03 9.083 03 3.89bE 00 2,05E.03 6.353E 00 3.334E03
7.263E 01 1.189E 00 22.55F 00 I.544E 03 .4.850E 03 *1.9
61e 03 .a.889E 03 5.273e 03 2.445E 00 1*283E-03 ,.636E 00 2,433E.3
7.278E 01 1.120E 00 1.960E 00 
1,550E 03 .4.854E 03 '1.962L 03 Z8893E 03 
 5.290E 03 I,30ZE 00 L.12oE.03 4.029E 00 2.11SE03
7.3S3E 01 1.070 00 4.950E.O 1,590E 03 
*4.800E 03 .1.966e 03 -. 915E 03 5.374E 03 2.199E 00 l.154E.03 9.971E.01 5.233E.94
7.354E 01 1.069E 00 4.771E801 1,591E 03 4.861E 03 -1.966E 03 -2,915E 03 5.375E 03 2.198E 00 1.154 .03 
 9.80E-01 5.tq8E.bM

T,.186E 01 9.800E801 0.000 1.61S3 
 03 -4.932E 03 01.971E 03 -2.960E 03 i 032.SE go 1,057E-03 0.000 0.000
7.771E 02 2.515E 00 0.000 1,683E 03 y.q94SE 03 01.901E 03 '2.9bP 
 03 5,525E 03 5.17DE 00 2.714E-03 OPOOO 0,000
8.$61E 01 1,750E 00 0.000 1.774E 03 .4.950E 03 *t.98E 03 -2,960E 03 9.630E 03 
 3.598E 00 1 8688.Q3 0.000 0.000
8@44RE 01 1.300E UO 0.000 1.808E 03 
*4,9bE 03 -1.996E 03 *4.960E 03 5,t85E 03 2.673E 00 1.4U3E-03 0.O*u o.OuO
6.72E8 01 1,900E 00 0.000 1,8a? 03 .4,969E 03 -.2.08E 03 -.2960E 03 5.707E 03 
 3.906E 00 2.050E-03 0.000 0.000
8.729E 01 1.901E 00 0.000 1#847E 03 
 4.96b9E 03 .2.008E 03 .2.960E 03 5.707E 03 3.909E 00 2,0526.03 0.000 0,000
 
QEA ING 2 0003 BLOCK 2 71 TIME 2 192.45 MACH 6.0 P1 2 926.709 TI 29q,3 PAG. 6 
x DORAG CDPAr CF HC
 
4.040E 01 t,363E 02 1,363E 02 2,149E-03 5.2d2E-02
 
4.041E 01 2,293E-01 1.366E 02 2,419 -03 4.iYeE-Oa 
4.13oE OZ 2.169E 01 I.581E Da 2.54SEO3 4,999E-02 
4.131E 01 2.3232'Oi 1.87E 02 2.341E-03 5.3uOE-02 
4,137E 01 1,462 E 00 1,401E 02 2.315E.03 5.397E-02 
4,150E 01 2.796E 00 1,b29F 08 2.328E-03 5.591E-02 
4.a46E 01 2.152L 01 1.65E 02 2.379E03 4,7UE02
4,409E 01 3,458E 0l 2,190E 02 2.456E.03 7,116E.02 
4.031E 0 .,215E O0 2,233E 02 R.540E-03 7.193E-02 
4.480E 01 9.SOSE 00 .N28E2G Z.5916-03 7.477E.02 
4.481E 91 1.8b2k2Ol 2.329E 02 2.635E-03 7.364E.02 
4.625E 01 2.798E 01 2.609E 02 2.966E-03 b.7UlE-0d 
4.626E 01 1.839E'01 2.611E 02 2.616E-03 7,66SE-

4,731E 01 1,T09E 01 ,78PE 02 2,605.03 7,631E*02
 
4.733E 01 3.958E-01 2.786E 02 2,694 .03 7.393E.02
 
4.811E 01 1,206E 01 2.907E 02 2.661E03 7,144E-02
 
4.877E 01 1.037E O 3.010F 02 2,9646.03 6.R55go0g
 
4.878E 01 1.522E-01 3,012E 02 2,676E203 6,920E02
 
t.931E 01 7,agSE 00 3.086E 02 2.643E-03 6.709E.02
 
5.072E 01 1.22K 01 3.24BE 0 2.623E-03 6.114E 02
 
5. E201 295O1 01 30519E 02 2.643103 4,770E.Oa 
553.3E O -5796E 00 3.577E 02 AO710203 4*5392E.O 
59407E 01 8,5496 00 3.662E 02 o2ZTE,03 4.244E*.2 
5.4839 OL 8.434E 00 3.746E 02 2.725E03 3.973EwO2 
5,576E I 9,935SE 00 3.846F 02 2,710E03 3.714W20 
5.626E 01 3.289E 00 3:879 02 2,.687E"03 3.3b0E"02 
5,631E 0i 4,864E"01 3S883E 02 2,836E.03 2.691E.0 
5.*i5E 01 1,264E 00 3#890E 02 Z,650E2w3 t.64C*EP2 
5*653E 01 7,394E-01 3.003E 02 3,098E03 R,877E.0a
9
5.681E 01 2,592E 00 3. 29E 02 2,826E-03 3.076E202 
5,704E 01 2.015E 00 3,990 02 2,805E03 3.odOE.02 
5.776E 01 6.5|5E 00 4.013E 02 2.75E-03 2.7y7EaO2
5.678E 01 9.595E 00 4.111E 02 2,665E*03 1,853E*o
 
6,079E 01 1.6896 O 4,280E 02 2.451E.03 4.138e0o-

6.9EE 01 1.1529 O 4.395E 02 .9789.03 3.346e*.0
 
6.468E.-r 2,109E 01 4.605E 02 2,996C.03 3,baE"0i
 
6,505E 01 2,835E 00 4.63E 02 3,132F.03 3,301E02
 
6.509E 01 2.906E-01 4.636E 02 3.241E.03 3.346E.02
 
6,529E 01 i,48 E 00 4.651E 02 3.235E-03 3,3Z72E02 
6.69SE 01 1.268E 01 4.778E 02 3,101E03 9,493 - 8 
6.62E 01 4, 38E 00 '.82SE 02 3,07±E.03 t.2489,02 
6.639E 01 S,0Ele 00 4.075E 02 3,010E-03 1;7o00e02 
b.91E 0% 4.058E 00 4.916E 02 2.903E-03 1.4bE0-
6.972E 01 3.022t 00 4.946E 02 2.9315-03 4.1-1902 
7,067E 01 4.0029 00 ,698be02 2.075E.03 9.331E-03 
7,l1oE 01 1,S769 00 5,0020 02 2.857E03 8.502E203 
7.263E 01 t,840E 00 5,050E 02 2.802E-03 b.43E-03 
7,278E 01 3.896E-O1 5.054E O 2.7846-03 5,900E.03 
7,353e Ot 1SO7E 00 5.069E 02 Z.67q4.03 3.471E.03 
7.354E 01 2.262E-03 5.0692 02 2.67BE-03 £457E-03 
7.0866 01 7,831E-01 5.077C 0G 2.707E-0 .llbOE-O3 
7.771E 01 2.214E 00 5.099E 02 2.633E.03 8.470E.03 
8,LbiE 0% 2.744E 00 5.127E Op 2.762E.03 6.4u72 03 
8,42E 01 1.158E 00 5.1382.02 2.706E-03 5.07bE-03
 
8.728E 01 4.926E-01 5.143E 02 2.750E-03 b.7b"F-03
 
8.729E 01 0.000 5.14"E 02 2.750E-03 t.7bE-03
 






ANGLE OF ATTACK ..., ....... , 0.00U (EGRLES)
.......
MASS FLn RA IU......................... ,984GS1
 
ADDITIVE DRAG COEFFICIENT ....... . ,, 0.0005
 
LIT'ING PREbbURE RECOVERY EFFICIENCY.... 0.1b48
 
DELTA PTZ,,.,. ....... ..... ....,. 0.14 (PSI)
,... 

TOTAL PRESSURE RLCOVERY . SUPENSUNX ,.... 0.3806
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUBSONIC..,..... O.1652
 
ICLET PROCESS EFPICTENCY - SUPERSOnIC..,. 0.8907
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SuBSOi6,.,.,,. 0.9040
 
KINETIC ENERbY EFFICIENCY - SUPEKSONLC... 0.9446
 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY . SUBSONIC..... 0.8941
 
ENTMALPY AT PO - SUPERSONIC..,,,. 
-2.35 (BTU/LBM)
 






EGUIVALENCE RAT .ER T.o.,..... , 0,799

COPBUSTOR EVFICIEHCY,...,.,.,..., , , 0.757
 








VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIEIT t CS,., 0,9510
 
NOZZLE COEFFICIENT s CT.....,........., 0.8756
 
PROCESS EFFICIENCY.,o,@,m ....0.. ...., 0, 7.8
 
9IhETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCYg .o, ,,., o.0,900
 
FUEL INJECTORS 
INJECTORS STATIoN VALVE 
1A 0.400 A 











a LNGI E PERFORMANLE 

CALCULATED TMhUST ..... , ,,* ,* 1e59, ((OF)
MEASURED THRUST,... ............~,,i 14148. (LOF) 

CALCULAIEC SPECIFIL IMPULSE,.......... t&46. (LBF-SEC/LUM)

MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE,,,*..,,,,,, 1893. (LUFSEC/68M; 

CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT,, ..,.,,.. 014030 

MEA5UREU THRUST COEFFICIENT ,,,....,,.,, Ub35 







NET THRUSTo,.,,, .. ,. ,,, , 9*,,,,, 

SPECIFIC IMPUSE.,o .,,*.,**,, 1 o, o 









COMBOISTOR FRICTION DRAG....,,,.~,,.*,,,. 

COI4BUSTOR STRUT DRAGt,, ..............
o 
CUUEUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE.,......,,*, 

NOZZLE FRICTIQN DRAG.... to,.......t~o.. 

NOZZLE STRUT DRAG*.$.. ... ,...,, .
 
NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE...,,4,,,0 

NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL.. ...,.........

EXTERNAL FRICTION ORAG.,.4.. ,,.,I,,,* 

EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL...........,... -a2, (LeF) 

CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE..,....,........ -lOba, 

TOTAL EXTERNAL ORAG,,,...,,.. 
TOTAL STRUT 




CAVITY FORCE...... ., ,,,...0,.,, .1011. (LMF) 
(LaF)

MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE,,to,,,,,,,,, 







































COWL LEADING EDGE.. ,.................. 35.s19 CIN)
NOZZLE 8HROUD TRAILINU EDGE....,..,,.O, 73,539 (IN) 

NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EOGEs...,,...,#,, 87.2 CIN)

STRUT LEADING EDGE......., .. ,.,.o.., 56.45b (IN) 

STRUT TRAILING EDGE,... , ....... 65,055 (IN) 
















t = 216.75 sec. 
RLADING v 0003 RLOLK 0 - 9 TIME 0 21b.750 ACf 1 925.49E ATI 1 2980.56.U1eP F 
.,p 	 UPm A R Y R E P rlR T
 
wN UNL P T 1 0h GAMVA MOL-T $014 MACH VEL 8 m/A AAC 

0.000 925,749 a981 665,2( 70) 1,2945 26.632 e579
 
0.0e00 0.483 462 .3dS( 97) 1,3876.83~t1 985 5,998 5909 1,811 0.13219 33.392 0,9862 

SPIKE TIP NS 2 0
 
0.600 Ra.518 4980 665,2( 791) I.E9144 26031 2579
 
0,600 20,346 4912 (244,7( 771) IZ965 d8,431 4552 0,397 1014 2,060 0.13219 .3,392 0.0862 

WIND 	TUNNEL 3 0 ,0
 
0,000 925,749 2901 665.2( 791) 1.2945 20,8632 2579
 
0.000 0.479 400 .33.0( 96) 1.3087 Z6.831 983 6,015 5911 1.811 0.13057 32.982 0,9662 

SPIKE TIP NS 4 0 0
 
O.bO0 22,512 29b0 6b5.?( 791) 1,2g44 P8,d3l 4579
 
0,600 20,407 9914 600C5 772) 1,R965 28,831 2553 0,392 999 Z.068 0.13057 32,9b2 0.9862 

INLET TMROAT 5 0
 
40,400 3555,00 2929 649,6( 776) 1,2961 26,031 2b59
 
40,400 19.726 14,44 28,1 ( 57) 1,3522 28.01 1835 2,502 4593 2.872 1.170aa 33.392 D,1114 

INL.ET UPNRSK 6 0 3
 
0.400 355.200 2929 6R9.6( 76) 1.296t 28 ,b 1 2559
 
40.40o 16,938 1388 21S,2( 343) 1,3555 28.831 18010te94 4673 1.872 1,06389 33,392 0,1225 

INLET DNNNSk 7 0 4
 
40.40o 152 307 2929 649.6( 776) I.a96l 268581 2S599
 
40.0" i30:653 2828 619,1( 746) 1.2992 28.831 Z517 0,490 la34 1,930 1.06389 33,392 0.1225 
COMBUSTOR 0 8 1 21 
4O.410 295.126 2893 654,5C 798) 1.2q83 27,602 2601 
40,410 15,599 1403 213.2f 362) 1.3556 27.601 1851 2,533 4688 1.9S2 1.17423 33.508 0.1114 

COPBU$TOR 0 9 a -21 1
 
41ta98 a20,964 2aza 65649f 609) 1,3019 26#4?87600
 
41*a98 190993 1509 265*0( 424) 10461 26*478 1993 2,209 4403 2,031 1.16056 33.621 O.mit 

COMBUSTOR 0 to 3 at 
alOf8 a31,0)10 Z788 f65o.l( 797) 1,3038 26,434 8615 
410308 R0,042 1506 264,3( 412) 1.3508 26*435 1969 2,234 4400 2.024 1.%809| 33o621 0,1112 
COMBUSTOR 0 It 4 81 
91.373 Z29.460 2781 655OC 79S) 1,304t 26,429 2612
 
41o7l 20.364 1531 272,61 414) 2.3506 26.429 1972 2,221 4380 2,024 1.18223 33,bal 0,1110 

COMBUSIOR 0 12 5 at
 
41.500 225,220 2778 655.3( 794) 1.3042 20,428 9611
 
41.500 - 2a.267 1572 269.0t 426) 1.3484 26,424 1997 2.1W5 4305 2.025 l.t6a24 33.6al 0,1110 

COMBUSTbR 0 15 6 3
 
42,46o 19S,693 2790 P50@3( 797) 4,3034 26#457 26L4
 
42.460 0.724 1778 334.9( 48b) 1.3386 26,456 2115 1,872 3960 2.036 1.17116 33.621 0.1121 

CO bUSTUR 0 14 7 5
 
44.o93 137,097 3 95 b39.4( 9AJ) 1,2149 27.156 2815
 
44.093 57,330 2799 442s3( 790) 1.2946 2T,159 2576 1,21Y 3100 2,10b 1.13041 33.621 011161 
COMBUSTOR 0 is 8 3 
44.310 135,866 3414 637.7( 987) 1,2739 R7.183 a2O
 
44.310 59.225 2842 440.2( 804) I.aq30 27.186 2592 1,168 3079 a,107 1.12878 33,621 0,1163 

COMBUSTOR 0 to 9 3
 
44,600 133,549 4441 633.6C q95) 1.2725 27.228 2827
 
44.000 413.500 00 461.a( 829) 1.2b'98 47.231 2624 1.119 a936 2.109 1.12421 33s621 0,1166 

COMBUSTOR 0 17 10 0
 
44.806 133.503 3440 633.5( 995) 1,2745 27,228 28a7
 
q4,808 63,503 29,a3 461,2( 829) 1,2898 a7.231 26a4 1,119 2936 2.109 1,12388 33.621 n=ll68 

CUPBUSION 0 18 11 6
 
46.250 125.169 3021 64 ,5( 96b) 1.8q42 23.939 2850
 


























5328 85.554 t59.0 0.12 0107
 
b170 80,774 153,8 0,24 0,04
 
S168 80,743 153.7 0.24 0.01
 
5156 80.463 153.3 0194 0100
 
5139 79.09 I5E,6 0,?Q OOU
 
5020 72.069 149,3 0*24 0,09
 
4986 55,159 148.3 0.ag 0.60
 
49U2 59o.014b,2O~ 0.24 0.62
 
4960 5I.J04 1471a 0124 0.66
 
4gbB 51.275 147.7 V.24 0.66
 








READING C 0963 R OC = 95 TIME a 216.754 MACH 6.0 P1 a 925.709 TT = 2960.5 
p T M GmMHA MOLWT 5ONV MACH VFL a /A AIAC 

COPBUSIUR 0 19 12 2
 
06.260 125.144 3043 643.4( 967) 1.2941 23.941 0850
 
46.?.bo 64.093 2589 1487.6( 014) 1,3064 23.942 4652 1.05e 2790 4.,!83 i.07015 33,974 0,Id39 

COPBUETOk 0 2O 13 a
 
4T,310 Ia0,126 SZ46 63aWI0021 1,8834 241,19 2926
 
47.310 64,520ZO 4 A577,9( 091) ,0974 Z4.11 2743 1,014 2702 a.303 0.99579 33,974 0,13"R 

COP86TOR 0 21 14 2
 
47.333 120.115 3a48 632,4(1043) 1,4833 24.192 2927
47.333 64.687 E2 6 470,2( 89R) I,Z973 R4.194 2745 1.01? V778 P.303 0.99339 33.914 0.133.5 

COMBUSTOR 0 '22 15 a
 
98,110 IL5060 3462 624,9(1115) 1,2727 24,430 2994
 
48.110 64*547 3049 471,3( 967) 1.aS2 4,433.2OZ6 0.90 2772 ?.v3P0 0.92789 33.97U 001q30 
COMBUSTOR 0 23 16 6 
48,773 108.887 3143 638,4(1116) 1.2899 21.665 3049 
aS.773 53.995 R668 448,5C929) 1.3056 P.&686 282 19091 308a 2,505 0,86420 34.353 0,1552 
COMBUSTOR - 0 24 17'2 
48 783 1058 1 a 3145 63 8:3(1 1 17) 1 2 08 
R1 6 66 3 0 50 . 9
48.783 '%.l8s 26b9 446,0c 930 1,3055 21.689 asa6 10 3086 2.505 0.86307 34.353 0,1554 

Col 8a}sTOp 0 'as 18
 
49-513 105,193 3276 634#2(1167) 1,2834 21,015 3097
 
49.313 47.390 2737 416,0( 953 ) 1,3014 21,617 2849 1.160 3304 2.519 0.80718 34.3S3 0,166? 

COMBUSTOR 0 26 19 4
 
50,723 96'ob11 3591 624o3(1286) 1,2611 2Z,126 3198
 
10.723 36.394 Z9$7 354.4fI025) 1.2903 82,132 2918 1,259 367TJ 2,548 068794 34,353 0.1950 

COMBUSTOR 0 27 20 4
 
52,623 89.200 3838 611.5(1380) 1.2539 22,391 3269
 
52.623 27.712 2996 258,3(1042) 1.28tiS 22.406 2922 1.4.5 4204 2.369 0,56385 3U.353 0.2379 

COMBUSTOR 0 ae at 3
 
$3,323 000 29 $897 608,6(1387) 1,2527 P2017 3274
 
530323 25?0 2967 235,3(t031) 1,3851 22,433 2907 1,487 4323 2.S71 0oS4680 34.353 0.2480 

COMBUSTOR 0 29 22
 
34.073 86,797 3893 604,8(1401) 1,2S05 R2oQ61 3283
 
$4.073 23,114 2944 20615( 021) 1,9852 22,479 093 1,943 4464 2.574 0,50978 34.3S3 0.2631 

COMBUSTOR - 0 30 23 3
 
54,033 P6.276 3893 60to0(14011 1,2504 RZ,470 3202
 
54,833 20.625 287S 175.0t 993) J,2875 a.,04 aa6O 1,61U 4617 2,5714 0,48207 34053 0,2782 

COMBUSTOR 0 31 24
 
55.760 83,925 3944 596,7(IA120) 1,2472 22,534 3295
 
5S,760 18,922 2862 150,7( 905) 1,2864 22.553 ?859 1,652 4724 2,579 0.45257 34,353 0,2964 

COMBUSTOR 0 32 a5 5
 
560258 65,401 4393 594,5(1594; 1.2155 ZZg95 .5398
 
56,258 18.007 11441 159.5(1205) 1.9584 23#072 3055 1.927 4666 2.622 0.36052 34,353 0,36?9 

COMBUSTOR 0 3 ab 5
 
56,313" 76.458 3997 590.3CI440) 1,2435 24.589 3307
 
$o.313 13.697 2783 85,2( 955) 1.2889 ZP.616 2808 1,797 5047 2.590 0,36349 34.353 0,3690 

COMBUSTOR 0 34 27 3
 
56,053 76,864 4004= 593,7(1443) 1,2430 22,9 7 )309

56.as3 Ia.568 2785 82.2( 90) 1,2887 229624 2808 10802 S059 2,590 0.36088 34,353 0,3717 

COPDUSTOR 0 3S 28 7
 
$6.533 ' 66,764 4372 593.4(1506) 1,2173 22.976 3394
 
56.533 17.502 3385 146,0(1183) 1.2611 23.049 3034 1,559 4732 2.619 0.36492 34.353 0.3675 

COPSUSTOR o 36 29 3
 
56,813 67.792 4352 592,3(1578) 1.2189 22.9S8 3389
 
1 ' 56 0813 16.987 333 4 133 0 C(11 63) 1,263 U 24o026 30 16 1 .588 4790 2. 617 0, S6372 3 4353 0.368 8 6 
-, ONHUSTOR o 37 30 4 , 
- 57.039 69.719 4293 b91,41505) 1,2233 22,899 3377 
57.039 lo.154 3222 116.6(1120) 1.2607 Z2.959 d975 1,6313 4874 2,b11 9,36303 34.353 0,3b95 

PAG 2 
MUFTM 0 JVAC PHI ETAC
 
496I 40,403 14b.b O.01 0.19
 
5139 43t05e 1510 0,61 0.29
 
b141 OP.967 151.3 0.61 0,30
 
5e I 39,976 155.7 0.01 0.39
 
5010 41,395 157.5 1,00 0,21
 
5412 41.394 1S7's 1,00 0.22
 
$543 41.450 161.4 1.00 0,25
 
5843 39.284 170,0 3.00 D,35
 
6177 36.835 179.8 1.00 0.43
 
ba40 36,32a 181,6 1.00 0.(14
 
6324 35.366 184.1 1.00 0.45
 
6399 30,580 186.3 1,00 0.45
 
6460 33,R24 188.6 1,00 0.47
 
6679 26,431 194*4 1,00 0.6a
 
W63 28,511 194,6 1,00 0,49
 
6694 26,374 1940 1.00 0.49
 
6700 26.1334 195.0 1.00 0.61
 
719 27.075 195 6 4 00 0 60
 
6733 27,497 196.0 1,00 0.50
 
READING = 0063 8LOCX - .96 TI F 216.7b4 MACH 6,0 PI = 925.lu9 T1 = 080's PAGE 3 
P I M GAMPA MO~wT BONVY MACH VEL 8 /A A/AC POPTI, 0 I¥AC. Phl ETAC 
, COPOUOTUR 0 36 $1 4 














1,2789 21,981 3111 
1.3396 210989 2451 4,524 5681 2.494 0,45513 34.353 0,3777 6777 31,354 197,3 1.00 0.31 
COMBUSTOR 0 40 33 b 
60.793 63.729 4680 579,0-11705) 1,1918 2 *337 3047 
600793 200750 3874 171,9(1371) 1,0517 " 9488 3178 1,0a0 45111 R.63 0.36748 34.553 0,3650 0759 25.718 196o6 1.00 0.73 





574,6C1671) 1,1995 23,255 3432 
15 ,3CI33) 1.2410 2loS79 3136 1.464 4591 2.625 0,37744 34.353 0.3553 674"5 26.931 196.3 1.00 0,70 





566,1(1774) 1,1739 a3,559 3909 
M,9(1521) 1.2017 23,770 301t 1,267 4144 2.642 0.35717 34,353 0.3749 6719 23.041 195.6 1.00 0.83 
C688U,9TOR 0 43 36 5 
85O053 53,22 4983 564,701824) 1,1606 23*694 3484 
65.D53 25.254 452S 269.0(1628) 1,1799 23.944 33a4 t.157 3846 2.692 0.33261 34.353 0.A032 6715 19.880 195,b 1,00 0.91 





625,0(189S) 1,1576 23,621 3509 
144,3(1676) 1,1692 23.874 5360 1.115 3748 R.664 0,33261 34.353 0,4032 6752 19.372 196.6 1,00 0.91 
NOZZLE Ae ' 49 38 '5 
870989 
87,20" 
533.229 4963 564,7JI744) 1,1606 25ob94 3484 
1,632 27$8 0551,0( 917) 1.2709 24,05 2663 2,784 7472 2,658 0,06924 34.3S3 1,9371 8787 8040 a255. 1,00 0,91 
NOZZLE PO 46 39 5 
67,289 
87.ag9 
53,222 4983 564.M(794) 1,1608 23o694 $484 
0.483 2109 -793,X 676 ) 1,2946 ?4,a06 2368 3,4el13R843 2o452 0,02955 34,353 4,y339t 9363 3,185 al7ot5 1,00 0,91 
NO29LE AE REGEh 47 4D 5 
87,989 
87,289 
53422 5054 625,0(165S) 1,1576 23,621 3S09 
1,678 R86R "610,8( 957 ) 1.2670 24,204 Z7U9 29M6 7539 2,664 0.06924 34,353 1.9371 8882 85,112 25005 1,00 0.91 
NOZZLE PO REGEN 48 41 5 
87.289 
d7.289 
53.222 5054 625,00895) II576 23,621 3509 
0.463 ZiB0 -767.bt 102 ) 1,2918 a4.406 2405 3.471 8347 2.664 0,02894 34,353 4,6340 9486 3,155 ?76.1 1,00 0,91 
FICTIVE COMBUSTR 68 61 0 
65,053 
05,053 
355,200 5312 564.7(1955) 1,1695 24,044 3584 
0,48.5 1469-1340)a 449) 1.3a R o578 1983 0.b69 9258 2.492 0.04836 34,353 2,7724 10228 6,960 297#7 1*00 1,00 





54009(1787) I,|563 23,697 3448 
.38 5(1114) 1.2 483 24.19 4 2a941 2 305 6671 2696 0.0692 4 34353 1 9371 8197 7.179 2386 100 0,91 







































































7.116E 00 -5.349E 02 
7,070E 00 W5.350k 02 
4.395E O0 -5.450E 02 
,025E 0o .S.643E 02 









0i -3.47E 02 






































-6.343E 02 .1.4gb! 02 -3,256E 02 -2.196E 




















1.931E 01 .6,644E 02 -4.0 O3 .3.5339 O 
1.878E o .6.660t 02 -. 253E 02 .3.630E 02 

























0.60846 02 .4.366E 0 P3.713E 02 96,725e 01 

















.6.8706 02 -4,655E 02 




























4,978E 00 -70413E 08 .5,2a0! 02 bo4114S 02 o9,70bE 0l 
4,969E 00 *?.9a5E 02 -S,226E 02 .4,a4SE O v9.8tlE 01 
4.179E y0 .9.2879 02 *6.131! 02 o4.6709 02 .1o4bE 08 
4.170E 00 *9.303E 02 .6.144E 02 .4.67E 02 ,469E 0R 







































6:547E 00 .9.625E 02 b8.415E 02 .4,7756 02 -1.60E 02 
2.49E 0 -1.054e 03 *8.liE O 5,36E 02 .2o755E 02 
5.: 06 01 -1.057k 03 .1.180E 03 .6,056E 02 04,943E 02 



























.1.062E 03 -1.375E 03 
.1,062E 03 "-1377!O 
.7.713E 02 .6.035E 02 













4.625E o 6.336! 01 &.182F 01 .9,677E 02 1,853F 03 .9,53H6 02 -8.995E 02 1,963E 0! 1,313E 02 6.844E.02 1.343E oa 7.o01B.02 
4.O86E 01 6.333e 01 6,406F 01 -9,660k 02 -1.556E 03 -90449 02 -9,018 02 1,YbQE 03 1.313. O 6,841a.02 1344E O 7.OO6Ec08 
4.731E 01 5,998E 01 6.906E O -7.951E 02 o.E2E 03 -t0786 03 -1.ta4E 03 2,094E 03 1243E 02 6.479E.02 1.431E 09 7.060EK-U 




5 02E 01 























.1.080E 03 .1.149E 03 
-1.167E 03 -10106 03 
-.1.38E 03 q1,4tJE 03 
.1.239E 03 -1.4! E 03 
.1.293E 03 .1.529E 0) 











































3.701E 02 -3.604E 03 -1,610E 03 1.99496 03 
,394E 02 -3S. E 03 -1.649E 03 -2.0 g 03 
5.336t 02 -38E2 03 .10703E 03 -4.129E 03 





















5.576E 01 1.8929 01 189RE 0t 7.103L O "4,111E 04 .1.813E 03 *9.298E 03 3.165! 03 3,92d4 01 2,044L.02 3.92eE 01 2.0446E.9 
5,626E 015.631E 0101 
5.653E 01 
1,801E 01 1.801E Of9,467E 00 1:191E 01
e.6a5E 0.48790 1.765E 01 
1.750E 00 1.750E 01 
9,12E 02 04,185E 03 .1.840E 03 .2344E 039,71M 02 -4.19E 03 -1.843E 03 92,34E 039.29SE 02 A.212E 03 .I.B50E 03 -2.362F 03 
9.36E 02 4.24E 03 .1.850E 03 -2.370E 03 
3,209E 031,216E 033.234E 03 
3.215 03 









5.681E 01 1.699E )I1,J699E 01 9.591E 02 -4.?63E 03 -1.867E 03 -2.395E 03 3,280E 03 3.521E 01 1.835E-92 3*521E 01 i,815E-02 







1.015E 03 -4.39aE 03 
1.039E 03 -4.508E 03 
-1.09E 03 -R.83E 03 











3 6.079E 01 2.075E 01 2,0757 01 1.043L 03 .4.717E 03 .2.007E 03 .2.709E 03 3.790L 03 9.300E 01 2.2d16.02 4.3005 01 2.241E.U2 
C4 6,221E 01 2.024E 01 2.024E Oj 1.043E 03 "4.B/06 03 -..2047E 03 -2,823E 03 3,972E 03 4.196t 01 2.18Th02 4.196! 01 2.1879w02 















*5.1btE 03 .2.133L 





















10,501F OJ a.6ohe ot 2.450E Oj .o439 0 -5,ZjbE 03 -2,14E 03 03.067f 03 4.S34E v3 t.402E 01 2,81Is-a b.v9e 01 2.647E-02 

























1,251t 0$ v5,409E 03 -2,213E 03 -$lq55 03 
1.490E 03 -5.470E 03 -n2,1E03 -3,d39E OS 
1,734E 03 .So540E 03 .2.244E 03 .3.292E 03 
1,8914 03 -5.67E 03 .2.,!62E 03 *3.30SE 03 
1.992E 03 .5.661E OS .2,271E 03 .3,391E 0$ 
2t0?E 03 -5,734E 03 -2.281E 03 .3,S8E 03 
2,10E 03 .5.770E 03 .2.285E 03 -3,485E 03 















































2.249E 03 *5.8b7E 03 .2.297E 03 .3.560E 















7.354E 01 1.305E 00 5.672 .01 2.294E 03 -5,890E 03 -2.302E 03 .3,589F 03 5.375E 03 2.705E 00 1.41E-03 1,17bE 00 6.127E.04 







2.4060E 03 5,970E 03 .2)24E 03 *3.647E 













8.442E 01 1.425E 00 0.000 2.539L 03 -6,ooE 03 -2.354E 03 -3.647E 03 5,68E U3 2.953E 00 1.539E.03 0.000 0.000 
8.72E 01 2.090E 00 0.000 2,582E 03 -6,085E 03 -2,378E 03 .3."07E 03 5,707E 03 4.332E 00 2.258h-03 0.000 0.000 
O.72qe 01 2.091E O 0.000 2.582E 03 .6.02SE 03 -2,378E 03 .30607 03 5.707E 03 4.334E 00 2.259E.03 0.000 0.n00 
READING a 0063 BLOCK 0 98 TIME U 216.75k MACH 6.0 pI 925.749 TI = 2980.5 PAGE 6 
DORAG CORAG CF HC 



















































4,b25E 01 2o603E 01 2,532E O 3.145E.03 7.644EO02 
4,626E 01 l.70OEqOI Z,534E Op 2,79UE.03 8.664E.02 
4.731E 01 1,617E 01 2.696E O 2.758E-03 0J.666E02 











4.878F 01 1.54SE'01 2,916E Op 2.828E.03 7.9626.02 
4.931E 01 7,717E 00 2,993E 02 2,777E-03 7.6bOEOO2 
5.07RE 01 1,972E Cl 3.190E O 2.727E-03 b.792E602 
5sar2E 01 2.769C 01 3.467E 02 2.736E.03 5.4486.02 
5,332E 01 6.48J7E 00 3,53E 02 2,829E.03 4,998z"02 
5.407E 01 9,t6E 00 3,629S o 2.805E.03 t4684E.Oa 














3,7 5 02 
5.631E 01 5,e7lOE.O 3.879E 02 2.911E03 2o983e02 
5.61JSE 01 143 00 3.093E O 2.7186E03 3.132EPO 
5.&53E 01 8,384fo01 3o9016 02 3o217Ew03 3.IotE.O 
5.68E 01 2.940E 00 3.931E 02 2.89E.03 3.408E.02 
5,704E 01 2.272E 00 3,953E 02 2.87?E.03 3,3a4E-Op 
5.776E 01 7.379E 00 4,027E O 2,619E-03 3.00E-O02 











6,68E. 01 2.385E 01 4.694E 02 3.029E.03 3.8bOE.02 
6.505E 01 3.223E 00 4,727E 02 3.1971-03 3.650E02 
6.509C 01 3.332E-01 0.730E 02 3.334E-03 3.694 .02 
6.529E 01 1.707E 00 4.747E O 3.333E-03 3.61S3E02 
6.69SE 01 1,436E 01 4.8916E 02 3.240E,03 -e.oz70OE* 
6.76 E DI 5.276E O0 4.943E O 3.215E03 2.4229.02 
6.839E O1 5.524E 00 4.999E 02 3.161E-03 1.855E.02 
6,911E 01 4.399E 00 5,043E 02 3.118E03 1-497E.02 
6.972E 01 3.250E 00 5.075E O 3,0119.03 1.279E-02 
7.067E 01 4.298E 00 5.118F 02 3.040E-03 9.714E.03 
7.116E 01 1#690e 00 5.135E Oz 3.Oa68.03 8.9346.03 
7.263E 01 S.236E 00 5,187E 02 2.979E03 6.819Eo03 
























8.U4 2E 01 1.274E 00 5,2E8O2. 2,e87E.03 5.565E03
 
8.726E 01 5.500E.01 5.94F Op 2.93E-03 7.4d76E04
U? 6.729e 01 0.000 5.291E 02 2.923E-03 7.431E-03
 






MEASURED THRUST ........,,,.*.,*.... 

CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE.........,. 







:ALCULATELJ THRUST COEFFICIENT......... 0.6241 

MEASURED THRUST COEFFICIENT*.*,.,,, ..... 0,57O 







NET THRUST .............. ....... 

SPECIFIC IMPULSE......o..,. 0.,......, 





INLET FRICTION ORAGo,*o. oav. 

INLET MOMENTUM CHANGEem..,...=..... 

C0MBUTOR FRICTION ORAG...,,.o.,...,... 

COMBUSTOR STRUT DRAG..,*......., ........ 

COIBU3TOR MOMENTUM CHANGE, ......... ,.,... 

NOZZLE FRICTION DRAG.... 





NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL................. 
EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAGo... .. ...... 































TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG...,.,..,.....,..,. *1325. (LBF) 

TOTAL STRUT ORAG,...,..to......att.s, 8.54 (LF) 

CAVITY FORCE ........... 0....2.6.(.....
.1263, CLaP)

CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE......,....... -66.S (LBF)
 
MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE....,..,,,,,*o,., -8Ol. CLbF)
 




NOMINAL CUIL LEADING EDGE.... ,....... 4184 (IN) 

SPIKE TRANSLAIION. ......... ...... 03129 (IN) 

ZHLET THROAT ................ s..p, 40 409 (IN)

CO0 L LEADIN6 EDGE,.,...... ........... 315.97 (IN)
o. 

NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING E0bE...,........ 73.531 (IN) 

NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE............,... 87.289 (IN) 

STRUT LEADING EGE..;,..,............... 56.453 (IN) 

STRUT TRAILING EDGE.,...................... 65.053 (IN) 





ANGLE OF ATTACK s....a......o..,......, 0.000 (PEGREES) 
MA5S FLO $AIIQ.....,..., ...... ,. 0.9862 
ADDITIVE DRAls COEFFICIENT........... .., 0.0004 
LIFITING PRESSURE RECOVERY EFFICENCY ... Ub2 
DELTA PTE,....,,..................., 0.1474 (PSI) 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY . SPEkfSONIC..... 0.3837 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUBSONIC....s. 0.16415 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY * 8UPESONIC.... 0.8934 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - S BS0NIC...... 0.9060 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUFENSOUIC.., o.9378 
AINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY . SUBSONIC.... 0,6888
ENTHALPY AT PO . SUPERSONIC............... 4.68 CSTU/L1)
 




















VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIET v Cb,... 



































































t = 249.15 sec. 
177
 
9EADIN6 q 006 ULOC K - J34 TIM C 209.154 HA H 6.0 P1 = 472.999 TT = 29b9.0 PAGE
 
RAPJET PERFURmANCE 
p~a 8 U 0 k A R Y R E P Q R T 
co W N U N L P T 1 0 h 5G A M A h Q l T SONV A C Hi V E L S / A A/ AC m o o l m Q I VA L PHI ET A C 
0.000 474.999 2968 
O0q0D 0*247 404 
SPIKE TIP NS a 
bblS( 793) 1.2943 28.831 
-32.1( 97) 1.3967 25,831 
0 5 
2502 




10a 20 2917 
667,5( 793) 
646,IC 772) 
1.2941 28,831 25d2 
1.2963 28,631 a554 0,40b 1034 2.115 0.06756 17.0$4 0.9855 319!8 Lo085 1830 
WIND TUNNEL 3 0 0 
0.000 47Z,999 ?98e 
0R000 0.238 399 
SPIKE TIP NS 4 
667,5( 701 1.2943 ab.631 2582 
-33,2( 96) 1.3987 28.831 982 6.033 5921 
0 0 
1.,898 0.06572 lb,569 0.9U5b 3113 6.04q7 187.7 
O,6O0 11,350 2968 
01 0D I0,R89 2922 
INLET THROAT 5 
667,5( 793) 1.2941 26,831 2562 
b47.5( 774 ) 1.29b2 28,831 25S6 0.391 
0 4 





b48k7c 775) 1,2962 28,831 PSS7 
e20.5( 650) 1.3539 28,031 1818 2,54t, 4629 1.91S 0,S9195 17,0S4 0e 11ja 2733 43,013 160.3 
INLET UpNkSK t. 
40.400 189.740 2926 
40,400 8.422 1360 
0 3 
648.7f ITS) 1.2962 Z8.831 25ST 
206,0( 335) 1,3572 28.831 1784 2.638 4707 1,915 0.50359 17.054 0.1225 2759 39.760 161,8 





648:7( 775) l.a962 28.831 2557 
618 It 746) 1.2993 28,831 R516 0.487 1224 1.976 0.54359 17.054 0,L?25 2759 10,342 16196 




9 815 1 417 
640,6( 775) 1.2962 28,831 2557 
220 *8( 3 5 0 ) 1 .3 53 8 8 ,83 1 1819 2,5 4 4 4 627 1 .9 15 0 5 9 78 7 1 7 .0b 4 0 ,11 1 4 273 2 al!989 16 0.2 
COMBUSTOR 0 9 a 
41,310 11,041 1566 260=,(390) 1.3455 R8.831 1906 2.305 4393 1.931 0.59890 17.0S4 0,I1112 654 "00890 155.6 
COMBUSTOR 0 10' 3 3 
41,375 145.864 2916 645 8( 77 ) J', b5 28,831.aS53 
41.375 11,590 IS77 263,4( 393) 1,3449 28,831 1912 
COMBUSTOR 0 it 4 2 





645:3t 772) 1,2965 28,831 2553 
2693( 399) 1,3437 28*831 1925 2.254 4338 1.934 0.$9998 17.0S4 0,1110 2636 40.450 154,6 








1,3396 28 831 
2547 
1971 2,1R1 4181 1,9 43 0,59 409 11,05 4 0.1121 2504 36,599 Isi's 
COMBUSTOR 9 13 6 
44,095 112,474 2a09 
4.095 12.678 1693 
COMBUSTOR 0 L4 
631.6C 768)1,2.979 8e,631 4534 
2948( 2 4) 1.3391 26.831 1977 2 077 
7 4 





630,4( 757) 1.2981 
aq 9,4C 2 5) 1 3390 
28,831 2532 
28 831 1978 2 .069 409 4 1 9 5 0.57 268 17.05 4 0.1163 25 09 3 6.438 149 4 
COMBUSTOR 0 15 8 4 
44,800 108.625 a856 
44,800 12.b6 170 4 





1 3386 28 831 
2529 




12,830 170 4 
627:6( 7541 
297 q( 427) 
1129B4 28.831 2529 
1 338 9 28 831 198 4 2.0 48 4062 1 9 46 0 570 45 17.05 4 0.1167 2537 3 6.00 8 14 0.7 









748) 1.2991 28,031 
31) 1.3379 28.b31 
159 
1991 2.006 3995 1 951 0.5373 6 17 05 4 0.1239 255! 3 A.3 62 1 47 2 





616,.t73) 1,2qqb 48.b3i 
400 8( 430) 1.3381 2 8.831 
2513 
19a9 1 997 3972 1,955 0 50001 17.05 4 0 ,f332 2500 30 864 146 6 
READING c 000.6 FLOC K 41 134 TIME x p49915M MACrl 6.0 PT 1 472.999 IT a 2985.0 PAGE 
P T H GAMMA MULWT $ONV MACH VEL s /A 0 A/AC POPTH 0 IVAC PHI ETAC 
COPBUSTUR 0 19 12 4 
97.33s 69.907 2817 615.9( 7q) 1,2996 26.631 e513 
47.335 11.563 1715 300,e( 430) 1,3361 26.531 1969 1.9Y6 3971 1,955 0,49va5 17,054 0,1363 4!500 3uBRV J46,o 
COMBUSTOR 0 20 13 5 
48.1t0 85.32a 2806 612.7( 7a0) 1,2099 2o.a31 2500 
48.110 10.602 1693 294.et 424) 1.3391 ea.631 1977 2,0 7 3988 1.958 0.46591 17,054 0,1429 2502 28,876 146.7 
CONHUS7uR 0 9!1 14 
48,785 9-381 1651 283.$( 413) 1,3411 26,831 1954 2,0o9 U003 1,959)0.42546 17.054 0,1554 e9lb 26.918 1417,5 
COMBUSTOR 0 22 15 G 
49.315 60.532 c!791 608,2( 735; 1.3004 2031 a5oa 
49.315 0,458 1613 273,1( 402) 1.3430 28.831 1933 a.119 am9 1.960 0,4007I 17,0 4 0,1662 4531 25,503 146.4 
COSUTOR 0 23 it 5 
50.725 75.573 2776 603,9( 73L) 1,3009 a8.831 4996 
COMB STO0 4 1 4 .221 4195 1#963 0.3415a 17054 O,950 2558 22.265 150,0 
52,625 68.700 2758 590,s( 7p6) 1.3014 R6.831 2488 
52,825 5#007 3455 930,8( 40O) 1,3516 28.831 141 2.3530 4290 1,967 0.27991 17.054 0.2379 25441 18,660 15 
COMBUSTOR 0 25 18 
53.Us5 67.808 2754 597:3t 725) 1,3015 28.831 2486 
53.325 4,782 103492E53( 355) 1.3528 28.831 1829 2,359 431S 1.968 0.26847 17.054 0,0400 a59l 10.002 I119 
COMBSOR? 0 21 29 4 
54,075 66,416 2749 595,7t 723) 1.3017 Z8.831 2484 
54,075 . 389 1407 018,1( 347) 1.3544 280831 1813 2.398 4347 1,969 0,25307 11,05A 0.2631 2600 17.096 15E,4 
COMBUSTOR 0 27 20 5 
54.835 64,753 2744 594.1( 722) 1.3019 28,b3l 2482 
S4.835 4.06U 1385 212.3( 3a2) J.3557 28.831 1799 2.429 4171 1.970 O0,>3932 17.054 (?.?762 2607 26,257 l5a.8 
COMBUSTOR D Z8 21 5 
$5,760 62,604 2738 592,.5 720) 1.3021 R8.031 2480 
155.760 3,730 1364 206,8( 336) 1.3570 28,031 1786 2,0109 4393 1.972 0,22470 17.054 0,?963 9612 15.341 153'a 
COMBU57OR 0 29 22 
56.26o 55.952 2735 591.7( 719) 1.3021 28.831 2478 
56,266 2.623 1303 39Q,9( 320) 1.3607 28.531 1748 2,561 4478 1,979 0.18102 17,054 0,3678 26140 12,599 159,0 









1,3608 260831 1748 2.563 4480 1.979 0.19045 17,009 0.3690 2640 12.562 1540e 
h COMBUS TOR 0 3L 24 4 
, 56.455 55.663 2735 59.(70 ) 1,3022 28031 2478 
56 455 2,783 1299 189,9( 30) 1,36D9 28,031 1746 2.567 4482 1.979 0,17915 17,054 0.3717 2641 12,479 154.8 
COt*'8UTOR 0 32 25 4 














590,9( 7t8 ) 
188.4( 318) 
27 h 
1.3022 280831 2477 
1.3611 a8.831 0742 2.576 M488 1,978 0.18050 17.054 0.3688 2642 12.593 I5=,9 
.$. 7,041 56,772 2732 590.6t 715) 1.3023 28.831 2477 
57.041 4.776 1290 187,6( 317) 1.3615 i?0.b31 1740 2,500 4491 1.976 0.18009 17.05q 0.3693 2643 1,e.5d 155,0 
COMBUSTOR 0 35 26 
57,76s $6.694 2728 589,5C 7J7) 1.3024 26.531 2475 
57o765 2,705 1280 IS4,9( 310) 1.)621 28.631 1734 2,595 il500 1.971 0.17742 17.054 0,3753 2645 lz!,407 155.1 
COMBUSTOR 0 36 29 3 
".,789 57.021 2743 588.1C 716) 1,30e.5 20.3i 2473 
a,8785 2.663 le.70 182,4t 31a) 1.3627 280 31 1728 2.608 4506 1,976 0.17b30 17#054 0.3177 P.66 12.345 155.2 
"COMBUSTOR 0 37 30 5 
W 60.795 57,801 8716 565,9(7Tt3) 1.302fl 26,831 2470 
60.795 2.783 1276 l09,0( 313) 1.3624 213.631 1732 
2,590 448a %,975 0.48243 17.054 0.3650 2637 12,714 154,6
 
qEtAING C 0063 BLO a ;$4 TIME 0 2 ,lb4 hACrI 6,J Pr r '7e.999 T1i 296u 	 PAGE 3 
P T H GA~r'A MOL T ONV MA6h V L b r/A A/kC "O M1H VhAC PI tTAC 
)-DCBUPTOR 0 38 31 5 
62.215 5t.,302 2712 584,7( 712) 1,3029 28.831 246A
 
062.215 	 2.685 1283 185.9( A15) 1.3619 28.031 1736 2.576 A467 1.974 U.18738 17,05U 0.3553 2631 1Juvo Ism.4 
COMBUSTOR ( 39 32 4, 
64,679 53.651 2704 582,3( 710) 1.3031 28.631 2465 
64.679 e.776 1294 188.7( 38) 1.0612 28.651 1743 2.546 4438 1.976 0,17761 ±7.04, O.3?45 a619 12.50 £53.6
 
CUNEUSTOR U 4O 33 3
 
65.o5s 49.7M 2702 581,9( 710) 1.3032 28.831 2464
 
65.955 2.586 1296 189.1( 318 ) 1.3611 28.831 174a 2.542 a434 1.984 0.16512 17.054 0,403U 2617 11.377 153.5
 
NOZZLE AE # 34 3
 
87.e9jo 49,674 2702 581.9( 71O) 1,3032 28.831 2464
 
87.291 0,234' 668 31.7( 161) 1.3M57 20,8311268 4.139 5247 1.984 0.03431 17.054 I.9371 2898 2,803 16949
 
NOZZLE PO 42 35 3
 
87.J91 49.67q 8702 581.9( 710) 1.3032 28.831 0464
 
87.a91 0.27 678 34.2( 164) 1.3953 2b.831 1277 4.099 5235 1.984 0.03563 17.05 1.8687 e93 2.899 169.7
 
FICTIVE COMBUSTR 62 55 0
 
65,055 189,740 a762 581;q( 710) 1.3032 28.83t 2464
 
65.05S 0.247 463 -17.9( 112) 1.3991 28,831 1057 5.184 5478 1.861 0.05460 17.054 1.2194 2981 4,609 174.8
 
FICTIVE NOZZLE 63 56 0
 
87.29j 58.888 e699 561.0 709) 1.3033 28.831 2463
87.291 0.216 621 20.3f 150) 1.3970 28.831 1223 4.332 5297 1.972 0.03437 17.05a 1.9371 jqjs 2.830 170.9
 
READING c 0063 13LOCK a 134 TlvE = a49.154 MACH 60O PT c 472.999 IT =29dti.0 PAGL
 
XABS P.18 P.O5 PDA QOx W-LB 0.0a CA At.L V.Jd/pso P-WPTO P.08/pso P.08/Pro 
b,9ktjE-O1 6.750E-01 0.000 .4.766euOl V.Ouo 00000 0.000 2.070E-U2 2.731A 00 1. 27E-03 V.OUO 0.000 
1.836F 01 6,75O6-01 0.o00 -2.20t 0i U,UU .uooo0 0.000 1.639E 02 e,130E 00 1.427k-03 l.,OOU O.Ovo 
3.070E 01 1,405L 00 0.000 .1.068t O 0. vo n'000 U.000 5.053E OR 5.662E ", 2.910L.0 0,000 0,000 
3,50S5 01 2,46E 00 0.000 .2.32qg U2 DOUO 6,000 0.000 6,80aE 02 1.006E O1 5,56L-03 0.000 0.000 
3,519E 01 2,491 00 3.640E o0 -2.148L 02 OtUO 00000 0.000 6.054E 02 1,007L 01 5o2bbE-03 1,47RL Ol 7.695L-03 
3.520E 01 2.491E 00 3.023E On -2.748E 02 0.000 0,000 0.000 6,87E 02 1,007E 01 5.,bE503 1,96SE 01 7,699E,03 
3,55SE O .l S 2, 0 0 2.63SE 10 -Z.790E 02 0.000 0.000 0.000 7.209E 02 I.O0| 1 5.296E-03 1.066E 01 5.57tgoU3 
3-586h 01 2o,4835 O0 0W 5O0Do .870E Q2 -2.003E 02 -2.023L 02 0.000 7,529E 02 I.0CQE 01 5.250L-03 1.078E 00 3.700E-4)3 
3.606E 01 2.470E 00 2.169E DO -2.947E 02 -2.U45E 02 -2.045E 02 0,000 7.729E 02 9.99DE OV 5. 222L-03 8./74E 00 0.507L-03 
3,648E 01 2,666Lg 00 3.07ZE 00 -3035f.02 -2.O9SE OR -2.09SE 02 0.000 6,tbME 02 1.071JE 01 5.636E.03 1,22CE 01 6,495E.03 
L.7015 01 2,6055 00 4.11E Do .3.179E 02 -2.2tSE 02 -2,11 02 -1,041E 01 8.726E 02 1.054E 01 5,5075O03 1.703E 01 8.9036w03 
3.732E 0i 2,559E 00 4.887E o0 -3.2516 02 -2o.45 OR -.. 02E OR .1,390E 01 9,063E 02 3.035E 01 5,QIOE03 1.977E 01 1.033E-02 
3,803E O1 2-455E 00 8,197E 00 -3.344E 02 -2.514E 02 0.298E 02 -2.152E 01 9,634E 02 9.929E 00 5,190E-03 3.315E al 1,733E-U2 
3.834F O1 3.260& 00 9.615F 00 -3.5334F 02 -2,594E 02 -2,3455 02 -2.490E 01 1,01SE 03 1.318E 01 6,892L03 3,15 01 2.O4SE-02 
3.875E Ol 4,29SE 00 9.804C DO -3153z E02-2.701E OR -2.409C 02 -2.921E 01 1,054E 93 1,737E 01 9.081E-03 3,96SE Ot 2.073E-02 
3,8061E DI 4,blE 00 9082SE 00 -3,323E 02 -2.719E 02 -2020E 02 -R,990E 01 1,0?2E 03 1,504E 01 9 U32E-03 3,914E 01 2,077E,02 
3.901E 01 4*9609 00 9,688E 00 -3,310E 02 -2,773E 02 -2.454E 02 -3,197E 01 1,094E 03 2,006E 01 1,049L-02 3,997E 01 2,089E-02 
3,932E 01 6.367E 00 9,975E 00 -3.3336 OR ma804E Oa P2,511E 02 *3.5295 01 1.130E 03 30M5 01 1.169E-02 4,034E 01 2.1099 0l 
3,950E 01 1,026E 01 7.553E 00 -3.380E 02 -2.9 6E 02 *2,545E 02 -3.712E 01 1,15)E03O 9.15LE 01 2.170E-02 3,0$55 Ol 1,597E-02 
3.98JE 01 1.082E 01 3o2005 00 -.1.528E 02 -3.013E 02 .2.6106 02 -4.036E 01 1.187E 03 4.377E 01 2,288E-02 l.a9E 01 6.76SE-03 
4.00.oE 01 14115E 01 3@11RE On -3.037E 02 -3.072E OR .2,650E 02 -14.224E 01 la09E 03 4.511E 01 2.35SE-02 1.250E 01 6.979E-03 
11,040E 01 1*3a$E 1 2,921E 00 .3a8 6E 02 -3.2b02O-20416 02 -4.653E O! 1,256E 03 5,342E 01 2,793E-02 1,1816 01 6,1756*Ul 
4,041E 01 1,326E ol 2,9tbE Do P3,892C OR .3.210E Oa -2,744E OR .4.bWq Ot 1.257E 03 5.363F 01 206039-02 1.179E 01 6,165E-03 
4,131E 01 1.789E 01 2#487E 00 -4,56b 09 w,649E02 -2,976E 02 -6,731F 01 1,363E503 7,233E 01 3,781E-02 1,006E 01 5oME95 3 
4,137E 01 t.82?E 01 2o4S65 On -4.617E 02 -3.690E 02 .2,994E 02 -6.959E 01 t,3?IE 03 7.369E 01 3,895EEP0 9.934E 00 5,193EP03 
4,150E 01 1.886.E 01 2eo78E 00 -4.72tE 02 o3,71RE 02 *3,030 E02 7,42E 0! 1.386E 03 7,629E 01 3,9086-02 1,083E 01 5,662-O 
'42416E 01 7,32SE 00 4,379E 00 -5,01E 02 -4.535 E02 3.20E 02 -1.21SE 02 1.501E 03 2.682E 01 1,506E-02 1,771E 01 9,2$75-93 
4,409E 01 9,824E 00 7.275E o0 -5.241E OR -6,1139 02 .3.810E 02 P,303C 02 1.699 03 3,973E 01 Z.0776-02 Z,9401 1,530E-92 
4' 31E 01 1,018E 01 7mv5S5 O0 .5.260E 02 o6,327E 02 -39871E 02 -2,456E OR 1.725E 03 4,117E 01 2.195U,02 2,89SE Ol 1.513ew0a 
l,48oE 01 1.099E 01 6,a699 00 05,321C 02 -6075S9 02 -4,O0E 02 -2.70E 02 1,78SE 03 4,44E 01 2,93M-02 2.786E 01 i,456E,02 
4o8,15 01 l.'o98E Ol 6.883E 00 -5,322E 02 P6,7935 02 U.,Oloe 02 .2.784C 02 1.786& 03 4.4hZE 01 ?,322E-02 2,784E 01 1,4955wQ2 
4'66E 01 1.049E ol 6.089E 00 -5.4155 02 -7.965E 02 -4,391E DR 3,994E 02 1,96uE 03 4,241E 01 2.217E-02 2.46E 01 I.WS7502 
4.;31E 01 I.,0 E 01 5.514E 00 -5.41106 02 -8.770E 02 -4,648E OR -4.t2lE 02 1.094E 03 4.OqSE 01 2.141E-02 2,Z3OE 01 1.1565-02 
4,133E 01 l,OQRE 01 50500E 00 -5,41te O2 :6:766E OZ :4:664C 02 -4,134E OR 2.0979 03 4i.054E 01 2,119LO02 2,?2E 01 1,163EP02 





6,711E 00 .5,104t 04 
7.15E 00 a qlUE DR 
-9,700E 02 .4,986E D2 .47 95E 02 











5.072E 0l 3.219E O00 $,2195 00 -452qe DR .1.089E 03 -S.M885 02 -5.460E 02 2.922t 03 1,302F 01 6.B05E-03 1.30R5 01 6.8055-03 
5,282E 01 3,937E 00 3037E 00 -4,1355 02 -1,76E 03 S5o76aE 02 .6,001E 02 2,789E 03 1.592E 0t 8,32S5 03 1,02E 01 8.325Et03 
5,332E 01 $97SOE 00 39750e 00 a4.0355 02 -1,sybE 03 -955E 02 -6,18C 02 2,652E 03 1,517E 01 7,928E-03 1,517E 01 7,92S5P03 
5,4076 0Ol i507 00 
5oQ85E 01 2.400E 00 
P079E 00 -3,903e502 w1*224E 03 05.961F 02 -6o BZE OR 
a,4OE 00 -3.T97E OP. ot.250E 03 -6,071E 02 -6.433E 02 
2.94E 93 
3.046E 03 




tZ4SE ol 6*5 11E03 






2.1029 00 .3.693E 02 -1.219E 03 
1041lZ 00 .3.404h U2 P1,292E 03 
.. 95E 02 :b.S93E 02 
.6,25tE 02 .6,670E 02 
3,t6aE A3 
3.209E 03 








5.631F DI1,462 E 00 1-923! 00 -3.399k 02 -1.293E 03 -6.2575 E02 ,678 E023.216E 03 5,9155 00 3,092E-03 7,7796 00 4,067E-03 
V:5E5 01 1144RE 00 1,076S Do -33575 OP o .E97E 03 -bo270 E02 6.699E OR 3,E34E 03 5.9155 00 3,092E-03 7,5975 00 3,971E-5 
5,653E'0| 1,853E 00- 10539 00 -3.379E 02 -1,299E 03 v6,277E 02 o6.71LE 02 3,24SE 03 7,493E 00 3,91TEo03 7,493C O0 3,917E&Q3 
5,681E 01 1.762E 00 1.762E 00 -3.355 E02-1.306E 03 -6.503E 02 -6,75SE 02 3,B80E 03 7.128E 00 3,726E-03 7,la8F 00 3.726tv0) 
5,704E 01 1.871E 00 1,871F 00 -3.338E 02 -1.311E 03 "6.322E 02 -6.7q05 02 3.309E 03 7,568E 0-0 3.956E-03 7.568E 00 3.956E-03 
5.776E 01 2,22DE050 2,220E 00 -3,282E 02 -1,329E 03 .6.381E OP .6.909E 02 3, 0?E 03 8.979E 00 4,6431-03 8,979E 00 4,693E-1)3 
5,878E 01 2.6255 00 !.b25E 00 -3,226E 02 -1.3536 03 -6,U50E 02:-7.080C 02 3.532E 03 I.U62E 01 S,5505:03 1.06RE ol 555DE05 3 
6.079E 01 1,5755 00 1.5755 Do -3,221E 02 -1.391L 03 -6,554E DR .7,353E 02 3.790E 03 6,370E 00 $0930t-03 6o37D5 00 3.330E-03 
6,522t 01 l*j06E 00 l.j06E 00 -3,221E 02 -1.412E 03 -6616E 02 -?.BOSE 02 3,972k A3 4.474E 00 Z,339£-03 4,4741E 00 2,339 PO 
6,46BE 01 2.061E 00 2.061E 00 -3/221L V2 -1,03LE 03 -6.7385 02 -7,78eE 02 0,289E 03 60536E 00 4,358 -03 0,336E 00 U,358E-03 
f 6505E 01 2.850E 00 2.207E'00 -3,2RI5 02 - ,459E 03 -6,lb85 02 -7,833K 02 U,337E 03 1,153E 01 6mOdSL-Q3 8.926E 00 4,666E-03 
CO6.509F 01 2,850E 00 2.222E 00 -3.241E 02 -1.46CE 03 -6,760E 02 -7,838E 02 4.3411E 03 1.153E 0; 6,02S5"03 8.989E Do L,6995"03 
qEADIG = P063 BLOCK a AJS rh'E a 2z lba MACr1 6.0 P1 4 U72.999 TT m 29 l PAGO 5 
XAS Pole P-O PDA GOX (4.1B (-06.529E at 2.693E 00 2.500E O0 -3,221E C2 -1.463E 03 CA'ALL P.Ib PO PB/PTO P.06/pso POb/Pl0
-6.171L 02 -7.662F 
04 4.368t V3 1.049E 01 5.593t.03 t.3 2E nO 4.O8bZL"6.695E 01 1.390E 00 3,00E 00 
 2.93ge 02 .1.4E86 03 -6.844L 02 -8.038E O 4.563t 03 
 5.622E 00 2.939L-03 1.375E 01 7.186v'3flo 6.16a6 01 1,2606 00 2.4376 00 -2.511E 02 -1.497F 03 .6.866E 02 -. 102E 02 4.665 03 5.095F 00 2,6636wO3 9.658E 00 5.153M.03
6.8 3qE 01 1.110E 00 1.852£ 0O -2.067E 02 -1.57E 0$ *6.88E O -8.179E 02 4.760E 03 4.48966.9 1iE 01 9.286L01 1,3 5E 00 .1.738E 02 -1.516E 03 -6.90E; 02 -8.259E 02 4.848E 03 
00 2,347r.03 7.491E 00 3.9166.03
 
3.756E 00 1.963E.03 5.a78E GO 2.759L-03
6,972E 01 7,750E-01 taa89E O0 .1.511E 
02 *1.5d5E 03 6.917E 02 -8.33C0 O 4.942E 03 
 3.134E 00 1.6388.03 4.970E 00 2.5986.03
7.0676 01 6.717E-01 1.110C OD -1.2186E 
02 -1.5386E 03 .6.933L O -8.443E 02 5.03b6 03 !.717E 00 1.tOL..03 4.489E 00 2.347L-03I.JjoE 01 6.250E.01 1,002F O0 .1.099E V2 1.543k 03 .6.93QE 02 -8.491E 02 6.088L 03 2.526E O0 1.321L-03 4.214, 00 2.203E-03
7,263E 01 8.162 Ot B.O0OE.Ot -7.107E 01 -1.559F 03 -6.gSqE 02 .8.626E OR 
 5.273E 03 3.301E 00 1.726E-03 3.2366 00 l.691E-03
7.27sE 01 8.350E-01 7.0509.01 .6.757E 01 Si.5bOE 03 
-6.960E 02 -8.637E OR 5.2906 03 3.377C 00 1,765E-03 2.E51L O0 1,4909.03
7,353E 01 4.565E-0l 2.300E-01 
-4.817F 01 -1.507E 03 -.696BE 02 -8,7021
7354E 01 6.5566.01 2.275E.01 :.4,770E 02 5.374fE 03 2.65SE 00 1,388E-03 9.302E-O1 4.863E-04
01 -.150E 03 .6.960e 02 .8.702E 02 5.37bE 03 2.65iE 
O0 1,366L-03 9.199E-01 4.8096.0O
7.486E 01 3.400E01 0.000 3.716E 01 *1,5n2E 0'3.6.980E 02 .8.8366 02 5.427E 03 1.375E 00 7.188E-04 0.000 0.000
7.771E 01 1.750E01 0.000 .2.689E 01 -1.546E 
03 P7.000E 0 -8.456E 02 
 5.525E 03 7.078E.01 3.700E-04
0.161E 01 2.600E-01 0.00o -1.759E 01 *1.547E 0'3-1.018E 0000 01000
02 -6.450E 02 5.630E 03 
 1.05aE 00 5.497E-04 0.000 0.000
8.442E 01 2,850E01 O.OOo .1,1S39 01 -1,47U6 03 -7.033E 02 ?.768E 02 S.6OCE 03 
 1.153E O 6.025F.06 0.000 0.000
8.726E 01 30400E-01 0.000 .3.994E 00 .1,474E 03 .7,060E Oa .7.689E 02 5.707E 03 1.375E 00 7,188E-00 0,000 0.000
80729E 01 3.401E.01 0.000 .3.092E 00 *1.414E 03 .7.O60E 02 -7.684E 02 
 5.707E 03 1.376F 00 7.191E94 0.000 0.000
 
READING z 0063 bLOCK c 134 TIME M 29.154 MACH 6.0 PI a 472.999 TT a 4988.0 PM.E 6 
OORAG CDRAC CF tc
 
4.0UoE 01 7,839E 01 ?39E 0i 2.3t3.03 2.955E02
 
4.OalE 01 1.2002-01 7.$SE 01 2.3655-03 d.957E-02
 
4.131E 0l 1,066E 01 8,39E 01 2.510E-03 3.2UE.O2
 
4.137E 0l 7.944E01 9.018E 01 2.520E.03 A.24E.02
 
A.l5oE 01 1,S36E 00 9,172E 01 2,500E-03 abt25Ewo2
 
4-206E 61 1,1702 01 1,034E 02 2.617E.03 3.353E-02
 4.409E 01 1.957E 01 1.230E 02 2.642 -03 3.27E-

4.031E 01 2,524E O0 1.255E 02 2,F4E-03 3.275E-02
 
94.480E 01 5.752E 00 1.313E 02 2.662E-03 1.2b3E-02
 
i.01 01 1.1)76.01 1:314E 02 2.663ko03 3.2b4E.02
 
4.626E 01 1.655E 01 1. 79E 02 2.692E-03 3.1 0E-02
 
4.731E 01 1,127E 01 1,b92E 02 2,699E-03 8.919E.02
 
4.733E 01 2.605E-01 i.595E 02 2.699E-03 2.916E02
 
4.811E 01 7,762E 00 1.7ZE 02 2.688E-03 2.793E.02
 
4.876E 0 6.296E 00 1.735E 0? 2,657E-03 R.q47E-02
 
"&93tE 01 ,.6039 00 1,781E 02 2,626E-03 iabaE02
 
9.072E 01 1.1012 01 1,891E 02 2.565E.03 1.858E.0
 
5.282E 01 1,380 01 2.029E 02 2,499E-03 1.470E.02
 
S.332E 01 2.909E 00 2.058E 02 2.a8lE03 1.396E-.0
 
5-407E 01 4.152C 00 2.100E 02 2.458E-03 1.300E.02
 
$0383E O 3.976E 00 9.1401 02 2*.39E03 19216E02
 
5.576E 01 iS,567E 00 k.185E 02 2.22EOZ 1,1316E02
 
S.t26E 01 Ils01E 00 2,200E 02 2.35Sv03 8.7946E03
 
5,631E 01 2.087E-01 2.202! 02 2.354E-03 0.761E-03
 
5.645E 01 5,2316E01 2.208E 02 2.3522O03 8.687E-03
 
5,653E O 3,01.L01 2.211 02 2.345E-03 b.7?E-03
 
S.es1j 01 1.053e 00 2.221E 02 2.337603 8,6q9E.03
 
5.70E O 8,473E-01 2.230E 02 2,331E.03 0.05E.03
 
5.776e 01 2,691E 00 2.257E 0 a 2,318E-03 6,457o03
 
5.878a 01 3,740E 00 2.294E 02 2,3052.03 8.348E.03
 
6.079E 01 7,4b5E 00 2:368E 02 2,304E-03 8630E-03
 
b.221E 01 5,397E 00 2.422R 02 2,303E.03 6.86Y9603
 
6*46E 01 9,2625E 00 2.5136 02 2.3362.03 8.545E-03
 
6.505E 01 1.340E 00 Z652Re 02 2p3b66e03 t,0 3ECO.
 
6#50qE 01 1.372E-01 Re530E 02 2,356E03 7.9122o03
 
6.529E-01 6.777E-01 2.537C 0 2.352E-03 7.8186v03
 
6.696E 01 5.597E 00 2.593E 02 2.337E-03 7.555E-03
 
6.762E 01 1.93SE 00 2.612E 02 2.287E-03 6,P2lE.03
 
6.839E 01 1,9$1E 00 2i:31E 02 2.242E.03 S.ab9E.0$
 
6.911 01 1.5265E 00 a.646E 02 2.169E-03 4.243E-03
 
6.972E 01 1.127E 00 2.658E 02 2.166E-03 3.904E-03
 
7.067C 01 1.616L 00 2.74E 02 2aaEc03 3,964E.03
 
7.110E 01 6.900E-ul 2:081E 02 2.129E.03 3,307E.03
 
7.263E O 2.362E 00 2.704E 02 2,119E-93 3,300E.03
 
7.24SE 01 2,150E.01 2.707g 02 2.110E-03 1.16oE-03
 
7,353E 01 8.700e-01 2.7159 02 2.014E.03 ?.0871.03
 
7.354E 01 1.358-O3 a lse 02 2,0136-03 .o0815-01
 
7.46E 01 3.73E-01 2.719E 02 1.966E-03 1.702E-03
 
7.771E 01 3.500E-0 2.725E 02 1.854E-03 1.093E-03
 
8.161E 01 5.237E-01 2.7302 02 1.899E-03 1,3106.03

8.442E 01 3.1976.01 2.733E 02 1.904Eo03 1.4012.03
 
8.7286 01 1,456E-01 2.735E 02 1.9226.03 1.6626.03
 





READING C 0063 eLOCK P 134 TIME , Ul9.154 MACH 
ENGINE PERFORMANCE 

CALCULATED THRUST........,,.,,... I..... *28S 
MEASURED THRUST..........,........... 370, 
CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE... o,..... so. -205. 
MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE,......,,,. 370, 
CALCULATE iHRIIOST LO!FPICIENT............ .1794 
MEASURED 1I1RUST COEFFICIENT...,... ., . ..4325 




STREAM THRUSTI........o.................. ,,, 0* 

NET THRUST.,............., ..,......29809. 
SPECIFIC IMPULSE........ 2109. 

















INLET FRICTION A 780 (LBF) 

INLET MOMENTUM C4ANGE.6,...,.,..*......,,.6T7, (LEF 

COMAGOTOR FRICTION ORAGs... ....o.,,... 

COPBUSTOR STRUT DRAG.......,.,.... 

COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE.,a,.,..... .to 

NOZZLE FRICTION ORAG,..... ...... , 

NOZZLE STRUT DRAG.*.,.,*,***,,,*,***.,, 

NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE.... 0,*..,,*,,* 

NOZZLE PRESSURE INT GRAL 

EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAGo .......... 

EXTERNAL PPES8URE INTEGRAL ........... 

TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG....,............ 

TOTAL STRUT DRAG....................... 

CAVITY FORCE..,.. i............ ..* 

CALCUVATEO LOAD CELL FORCEI............. 

MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE... ,...*,.. 














































CORL LEADING EDGE,.,... .*,.,,,,... 35.199 (IN)

NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EDGE.............a 71.53y (IN)

NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE. ......oo.ogov 67.292 (2NC 

STRUT LEADING EDGE........................ 6.Sb (IN)












ANGLE OF ATTACK ... ,.. . ,,.,..o*... 0,000 (DEGREES) 
MASS FLO* RATI.o... .... ,.............. 0.9855 
ADDITIVE DRAG COEPFICIENT.....o.......... 0.0005 
LIPITING PRESSURE RECOVERY EFFICIENCY,... 0.1631 
DELTA PT....o....o.........,........... U.0747 (PSI) 
TOTAL PRESSUkE RECOVERY . SlPEkSUkIC,.... UV.40I
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY * 6U88ONIC....... O.1654 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY * SUPERSONIC... 0,6980 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY SSUBSONIC...... 0.9059 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC... U.93b3
KIZAETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY 6
SUBSONIC..... 008856 
ENTMALPY AT P0 - SPERSONIC ............. -6.31 (bTU/LSM) 
ENTHALPY AT P0 - SURSCNC.....,....... 29,15 (BTU/LM) 
CuVbUSTUR
 














VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT . C6 ... 1.00*0
 




KINEIIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY......... 1.0122
 
FUEL INJECTORS 

















-"~ $u v M A R Y R E P 0 R I
 
WIDTI~LP T 1 0H 5 ,'AM , hOLVT 5ONV MACM VEL S /A A/AC MUN IM a I A Phl LTAC 
0,000 471.R49 2994 669.4( 7951 1.2941 26831} 2585
 
0.000 0.e47 405 .31.7( 98) 1.3qb7 28.631 989 5.9qQ 5923 t.659 0.06733 16.969 0.9852 3190 6.198 487.6
 
SPIKE TIP NS 2 0
 
0.60o 11,350 2994 b6g.4t 795) 1,2939 28,031 2585
 
00000 10,226 R944 6488,2 774) 1.2961 213.631 85$6 0.,404 1032 2,116 0.06733 16.969 0,9852 3145 1,080 184,0
 
WIND TUNNF.L 3 0 0
 
V.000 471.449 2994 669.4( 795) 1.2941 28.b5i 235
 
00000 0.238 401 -32.8( 97) 1,3961 28.831 988 6.ni!& 592S J.B9 0.06564 L6.564 O0,9852 3112 6.047 187,9
 
$PIKE TIP NS 4 0 0
 
0.600 11,350 2994 669.4( 70)1 1,2939 20881 2585
 
0.600 10,289 292a 049,4( 776) 1,0960 R8.831 d558 0,391 l001 2.116 0.06564 16,56a 0o9852 SL12 1,021 187.9
 
INLET THROAT 5 0 3
 
406400 183,99 a931 65003( 777) 1.2960 Re,831 2559
 
40s400 4.950 1431 226.0( 35S) 1.3527 28.83t18I31 2,517 4608 L.910 0,S54 16,989 0. 1114 RTI7 42.638 199.9
 
INLET UPNRSX 6 0 3
 
40,400 183.599 2931 650,3( 777) 1.2960 a8.831 2559
 
40,400 8,545 1380 211.2( 341)1 ,3560 28,631 1797 2,609 
4687 1.918 0,54130 16.909 0,12253 2?3 39.,131 161,5
 
INLET DNNR8K 1 0
 
40,400 77,b65 2931 650,3( 777) 1,2960 a8.831 a559
 
40,40D 66*693 2830 6RD00 747) 1,2992 88031 2518 0o.O9 1231 1.977 0.54130 16,989 0,1225 0483 10,358 161.5
 
COMBUSTOR a a 1 21
 
40,410 LS4,266 269t 6 3,1[ 801) 1.8984 21,469 9606
 
004810 9.152 1444 224,3( 375) 1.3535 27,489 1860 a,463 4632 2.005 0.59764 17,0514 0sI114 2716 43.021 159.3 0oI3 0,07

COMBUSTOR 0 9 a at
 
41.a98 ItO,100 ?822 656,9( 811) 1.3023 26,333 2634
 
4lo298 li,513 IS5 277e(4341) 1.3470 26,33 L1014 206b4 4358 2.087 0.60094 17.114 D,1112 2646 40.703 154.6 0.?6 0.04
 
COPBUSTOR 0 10 3 RL
 
41,308 123,502 2780 656,8( 799) 1,3042 R6,289 ?610
 
41o000 11.539 1550 277*7( 422) 
1.3497 26o289 1989 2,190 4356 2,079 0.60111 17,1110 0,1118 2645 4u.6813 154.6 0.26 0,01

COMBUS TOR 0 It 4 21 
410373 1299824 2773 65be5t 196) 1*3046 26,263 2616 
41473. 11,711 IS54 48008( 423) 1,3496 26.083 1992 R,177 4336 2.079 0,00178 17,114 0,1110 R640 40,555 15402 0,26 0,00 
COMBUSTOR 0 12 5 21 
41.500 119.877 2770 656,0( 796) 1,3047 26.282 2615
 
41.500 . 12.219 1579 288.41( 430) 1,34a3 26.282 2007 2.1.7 4289 a.080 0.60179 17,11A) 0.1110 a6V9 40,107 M5.6 0,.!b 0,00
 
COM9U$Tb.R 0 13 6 21
 
42,460 100,987 2755 659,7( 790) 1,3052 26*2022607O
 
4a,460 '9354 1530 274,9( 416) 1,3508 a6#281 1971 2,195 4340 2.091 0,59615 17,116 0,1121 
 2S77 40,211 150,6 0,26 0,00
 
COMBUSTOR 0 14 7 21
 
44.093 96.470 2721 636.9f 780) 1.3062 26,286 2593
 
44,093 14.450 1709 325,7( 468) 1.3421 26.205 2083 1.901 3959 2.091 0.57541 17,110 0.1161 
 2536 35,405 148,Z 0.26 0.00
 
COMBUSTOR 0 is 6 3
 
4 .31, 92 762 2 49 6 3 7 2( 7 8) 1.3048 2 6,2 t 
6 03
 
'14,310 15.376 1774 334oR( 487) 1,3389 26.321 2118 1.838 3893 2.097 0,57496 17,110 0.1163 2529 34,764 147.8 0,26 0.03
 
COPBUSTOR 0 16 9 4
 
44,80o 83.758 2849 63215t 618) 1.3000 2bo440 2639
 
4 4 .80 0 1 1 ,46 4 1 9 56 35 2 ,1 ( 94 0 ) 1 ,3 3 0 5 2 6 ,4 A 0 ?2 12 1 ,693 37 4 5 2 .1 13 0 .57 225 1 7 .1 1 0 0 1 1 6 6 251 5 3 3 .30 9 1 4 6 9 0 .26 0 1 3
 
COMBUSTOR 0 l7 |0 a
 
44098 83.621 8850 632,4(819) 1.3000 26,442 a639
 
44.60 a IlA95 1959 352 ,4( 5 41) 1 330 4 2 6.442 2213 1691 37 43 2 113 0 57208 17 114 0 ,1168 251 4 33 27 6 146.9 0 26 0 13
 
COMBUSTOR 0 18 it 7
 
46.450 .888 2730 636.3f 867) 1.3071 23.682 2737
 
4b .290 23.17 6 21 42 42 4 5(,657 ) 1.3278 23. b82 2432 
1 3 Stl 3255 2 309 0.5 478 17 285 0 123 9 2 464 27.560 1 43 7 0.61 0 0 9
 
PAGE a
RLAOING = 006.3 LOCK N 163 TI2F a 275,25" 4&(?m 0.0 PT a 471.e49 TT = 8z94. 

P T H GAMA MOLHIs$OV MACH VEL S AIA iv A/AC MUfr' IVAL PHI ETAC 
CUMBUSTOR 0 19 d 
fl.d6o 
46.260 
65.818 733 636,Z( 868) 1.3070 23.b85 2738 
23.215 2126 a24.7( 658) 1.3277 23,6R5 2434 1.33b 3253 e.30 9 0,b4448 17.285 0,1239 2005 27,525 1 4,7 0.61 0.09 





623b5( 950) 1.295 23.9Q9 2829 
447.l( 776) 1.3118 23.909 2600 1,1al 2967 2.339 0.50665 17,265 0,133R2 2527 23,36k 146, 0.61 0.20 







1.2952 ?3.952 2830 
1.3116 23.952 2603 1.167 2959 2.339 0.5064 17.285 0.1333 e57 23.288 14b.2 0.61 0,20 





614.4(1004) 1.2874 24o130 2885 
49.1( 8 u2) 1.3028 24.131 2682 1.072 2876 2.355 0.47210 17.285 D.1430 2576 21.099 l9.1 0.61 0.27 





621.4( 962) 1.3074 
400.4( 750) 1.3261 
21,464 2883 
21.465 2594 1.259 3265 2.521 0.43950 17.471 0.1552 2617 22.299 149.6 0.99 0.12 
COMBUSTOR 0 24 17 2 
4.783 4.086 2746 621.3C 96R) 1.3073 21e.466 2803 
48.763 R1,190 2191 407.9( 751) 1.3263 21o466 2595 1.259 3268 2.521 0.43892 17,471 0.1554 2618 22.289 149.8 0.99 0.12 







1.3037 21.540 2913 
1.3245 21,540 2602 1.315 3421 2.531 0.41050 17.471 0.1662 2669 21.23 158.8 0.99 0.14 





604.5(1095) 1.2902 21,811 3021 
348.6( 843) 1.31a2 21.812 2709 1.321 3578 2.566 0.34986 17.471 0.1950 2791 19.454 159.8 0.99 0.23 
CLPBUSTOR 0 27 20 4 
52.823 43.924 3!40 589.4(11461 1.2830 21.967 3067 
52.823 11.887 ?400 257.9( 820) 1.3119 81.969 2670 1.586 4073 2.562 0.?8675 17.71 0.2379 2936 1.149 16b.0 0.99 0.28 





$86.3(191) 1.2767 2Z.085 3108 
260.1( 872) 1.3052 22.089 2734 1.478 4040 2,595 0.27503 17.411 0.2480 2964 17.269 169.6 0.99 0.31 
COMBUSTOR 0 29 22 
54,073 40.794 3397 581,8(1205) 1.2747 22.120 3119 










577.}(1207) 1.2742 22.144 3120 













2696 1.632 0401 2.605 0.23016 17,071 0.2964 3077 15.741 176.1 0.99 0.35 
COMBUSTOR 0 32 25 5 
c/ 56.25 30.502 3861 569.71381) 1 2461 22.603 3253 
. 56.258 U037 8965 192.2(1024) 12830 22.627 2891 1.503 4346 4,652 0.18538 17.471 0.3679 3174 12.522 181.7 0.99 0.47 
COBUSTOR 0 33 26 5 
56,313 35.273 3531 569.5(1255) 1.2668 22.28 3159 
50.313 
COMBUSTOR 
0.600 2432 129.1( 826) 
0 314 27 3 
1.306b4 22.290 2662 1.763 4694 2,619 0.18486 17.71 0.3690 3176 13.48b 181.8 0.99 0.37 





126.4( 826) 1,3062 22,299
28 6 





S68,4(1375) 1.2472 2Z.591 3249 
180.,(10071) .2848 U2.613 2873 1.534 4406 2.649 0.16b99 17.471 0.3675 3180 12.708 182,3 0.99 0.47 






169.8 992) 1.2864 
F2.580 3245 
2Z,602 2856 1.561 409 2.b"7 0.18497 17071 0.3688 3193 1R.817 184.8 0.99 O.ab 





566.0(1352) 1.2513 22.536 3232 
j55.1( 9S9) 1.2902 22.555 e819 1.609 4534 2.b2 0.18462 17.471 0.3695 3200 13.009 183.1 0,99 0,45 
~ 0060~rcLU C$ = 163 TIPE a 275.256 mACh 6.0 P1 - 'S7iaQ9 PL 33 
 T7 = 2094,o 
P T H GAPMA MfLIT SONV MACH vkL S 66 /A A/AC Wlm 0 IVAL PHI ETAC
M" COPBUSTO 0 38 31 4
 
CD 57,763 3tb.342 3612 $62.6( 125) 1.2620 22,375 3182
C 57.76
3 6.57V 2a9i lVU.4C 646) 1.3031 22.36 efbd5 1,774 757 2.623 0.1817F 17.uf1 0.3753 3I5 14.43b 114.0 U,99 0.40 
COBSTR 0 39 32 7 
58.783 59,917 8993 55.(1052) .2940 21,15 2971
58.783 3,4675 1515 R,5( 499) 
1.3504 R1,816 2160 2.443 5275 2.529 0,18060 17.471 0.3777 3220 IP.6bO 184.3 0.99 0.23
-tCPVU 8 TOR 0 Io 33 6 60.793 3J.074 4076 551,3t 
 63) 1.2302 22.b63 3302
 
60.793 9.650 3ab3 190.3(1131) 1.2601 
2U,907 2992 1.020 4e50 2.661 0.18689 17.411 0.3650 3210 12.344 163.7 0.99 fl.55
COPSUsTOR 0 41 34 3
 
62,213 30,513 4091 545.9(14168) 1.2?90 22.891 3304
62,2 10o150 3293 194,1(1146) 1.2661 22.936 3006 1,396 




 0 2 35 14
64.677 27.632 42!l 535.7(t516) 1.2173 26505a 3329
64 677 l1.00 3554 226,5(1?47) 1.8515 2 ,114 3093 1,267 
3920 2.672 0.18195 17.471 0.3749 3188 11.085 189.b 0.99 0.61
COM8UsTOR 0 43 36 4
 
65.053 2b,044,4343 533.9(1565) 1.2OS 23.85 3351
65.053 11.807 3805 Z7 1,9(1344) 1.235a 230 db4 3169 llJ 3621 2.085 0.16915 17,017 0.402 3186 9.519 182.3 Q.99 0.66
C0M$USTOP RE&EN 44 37 2 
6b.053 25*,4 4516 633.9(16373 1.1929 23,125 3403
 
65.053 9,516 3836 287,6(1357) 1,2313 23,258 
3178 1.310 4163 2.708 0.1691 17.071 0.ao3 3243 10.943 18.6 0,9 
 0.66
NOZZLE AE 05 38 5
 
87*289 25:040 4343 33.9(15s7) 1.2054 23,185 3351
87.269 0 698 068 0423,0( 674) 1,3076 "3O0 2402 2.881 6920 2,685 
0.03521 17.471 1.9371 4104 3.767 *3'49 0,99 0,66
NOZZLE Po 46 39 5
 87.28; 25.044 4343 533.(1537) 1,2054 23,185 3351
87.R89 0.247 1609 .585.2( Sil) 
1.3290 23,300 2136 3,503 7483 8.665 0.01732 t7,471 3.9393 4313 
 8.0i4 246,9 0.99 0.66

NOZZLE AE REGEN 47 A0 5 
87.289 25,044 4316 63$:V(1657) 1,1929 23.125 3403
87.26g 0*736 
227 *364 9( 731) 1,3012 a.va99 2486 2.843 7070 2,70e 0.03521 17,471 1.9371 14O0 3.869 8.O06 0.99 0.66
 
NOZZLE PO REGEN 48 41
 
87.289 25,04 4516 633,9(j637) 1.1929 23.125 3P03
87.289 0.247 1717 -547,7( 549) 1.3234 23,300 2j02 3.492 
7689 2.708 0.01Wbf 17,471 4.0915 4434 1.99a 653.8 0,99 0.66
FICTIvE COMBUOTR 68 61 0
 
65.053 163.399 5194 533.9C1899) 1.1654 4*.09 3534
65.053 0.147 1436,1143.6c 437) 1.3255 24,652 1959 
4,677 9162 2.532 0.02515 17.71 2.7127 S1W7 $.580 
a94.6 0,99 1.00
 
FICTIvE NOZZLE b9 b2 
 0
87.289 16.412 4278 506.4(j538) O1.206
23.184 3324
87,289 0-854 2350 -319.i( 777) 
1.9bS 23.299 8550 2,520 6427 2715 0.03521 17.471 1.9371 3910 
 3.517 224.0 0.9q 0,66
 


























1-636L 01 6.90DE01 O| ODO -2a2q6E 01 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.63at 02 2.794L 00 1.4614L-03 0.OOU 0.000 
3.07oE 01 1.435E 00 0.000 -1.091L 02 v.000 OUo0 0,000 5.053h O2 .810E 00 3.045£ 03 0,00 0.000 

























3.55SE O1 2.585E 00 2,77SE o0 .2.8143E 02 0.000 O100O 0.000 7,210E 02 1.047E 05 5.485k-03 1,123E 01 5.885E-03 
3-586E 01 2051E 00 2,025E Do .2.909E 04 -4.018E 02 -ROIBE 02 0.000 ?.SROE 02 1.033E 01 5.414E.03 b,199E 00 4.297EP03 





3,a56E 00 P.,078E 02 oe.O91E OR -2,091E 02 0,000 











.73ZE 01 2.716E 00 4.937E Do -3.11E 02 -2.319E 02 -2.197E 02 -1.4?0E 01 9.062E 02 1.1006 01 5.764E.03 1.999E Ot 1.0486-02 
3.1)03E 01 2,50SE 00 6,309E Do -3.41BE 02 -dS; E 02 P2.293E 02 -2.19BE DI 9,835E 92 1,014E 01 5,316 -03 3,364E Ol 1.763EwU2 
3.834E O1 
3.B75E 01 
3, 90E 00 
4,772E 00 
9.8OOE O0 -3.412E 02 -2.593E 02 
9,973E 00 -3,20E 02 -2.7D5E 02 
"2.340E 02 -2.53BE 01 

















.3.421t U2 aTU E OR 
-3,41BE 02 -9,7bOE OR 
*R04183E OR -3,043E 01 











.3 2E 01 68981E 00 1.032E 01 -3.451E O2 ma,876C 02 e2,517E 02 *3o584E O1 1,130E 03 3.5?RE 01 1,872E-02 4.181E ol 2,1919POR 





4:87SE 00 -3,631E 02 -3,UOoE 02 
4 849E 00 -3,72SE 02 -3.IUZE 02 
-2,627E 02 -4,091E 01 

















4,793E Do a3,9369 02 PS3a50E 02 v2,778E 02 *470M 01 
4,791E 00 -3.9416 02 -3.254E 02 -2,761E 02 -4.727e 01 




























44665E Do -4,598E 02 -3.750E 02 w3,O E 02 -7,0549 01 1.36E 03 
4,656E 00 .4,977E 02 .3.797E 02 ^.,ObSE 02 *7,319E 01 1,371E 03 
4,975E 00 .4.671E 02 -3,89E OR -3,106F 02 -7.869E 01 1.386E 03 
?*383E O0 5,06SE 02 -4,796E 02 -3,466E 02 -1.330E 01 1,S01E 03 
1:1489 01 oS.2?9E 02 ab*810E OR m*33SE 02 .,47E 02 1.699E 03 

























4,480E O1 2.006E 01 1:487E 01 -5,411E 02 .7,9d4E 02 -4,820E 02 -3.104E 02 1,785E 03 8,123E 01 4,257h.02 6.019C 01 3.11SYE-U2 
4.481E 01 RsO09E OL I 490E 01 -5,412t 02 -7,938E 02 -4826E 02 -3.1L2E 02 1,786E 03 8.133E O1 4,26RE=02 6,034E 01 3.163E-02 









2 1869 01 
2 669a 01 
2:7009 01 
2:89E 01 
-9,R69E 02 -1.077E 03 .B.SIE 02 -4.9199 02 
4*711E 02 -1,297Z OS -64547E 02 ob,41gE 02 
w v74E 02 -1#5019 03 -6,5626 02 *6,45JE OR 



























2 JR3E 01 
2.119E 01 
19907E 01 
-3,502E 02 -ja5739 O -7.459e OR -8,274C 02 
-3.491E OR -10575E 03 -7,461E 02 -8.26SE 02 
























02 01,8(19E 03 08*553E 02 -j,053E 03 







6.601E 01 -3,bO6EwOz 

































I.1S0E 02 -R.343E O 
1.589E OR *B,32E 03 
o1.04SE 03 .1.29BE 03 
















8 59ZE 00 
2,58LE OR 
2.606E 02 
.2,476E 03 -1.096E 03 mj.380E 03 














60 06E 00 
0.475E 00 
8,4081 00 
R.66bLE OR -a,93e 53 

















5.681E 01 8.175E 00 8,175F Do 2.803E U2 -2,5a3E 03 "1.113E 03 -1,410E 03 3.280E 03 3.31DE 01 1,73SE-02 3.310E 01 1.735E-02 




b.O79E 0 l 




1.0 1 5 E 0 1 
(b.970E 00 
3,675E 00 
9. 650E .O0 
1 ,0 1 5 E 0 1 
3,0?bE 02 -2.600E 03 -1.139E 
3.194E 02 -e*b70E 03 -1,163E 
3.210 L 02 -2.7 7E 03 -1,203E 
3 .2 1 0E O d - a 8 9 ,?E 0 3 -1 .23 1E 
03 -1,462E 03 
03 -1.507E 03 
03 - 1.595E 03 
0 3 -1 .66 1 E 0 3 
3.402E 03 
3,532E D3 
3 790E 03 
3 ,9 7 2E 0 3 
2.660E 01 
1, 88E 01 
3.907 F.01 
4 1 1 0E 0 1 
1.394E-02 
7,7Y8 -03 
2 0 46E-02 
2 ,1 5 4 L-0 2 
2.660E'01 
1.488E 0l 
3.907 E 01 
4 .1 1 0E 01 
1,394E,02 
7.79BE-03 
2 0 4SE -U2 
P .1 5L8E U P 
READiNG - 0063 R4OCk a 46$ TImE a 275.254 NACH 6.0 PT n 471.249 TI A 2949,a PAGE 5
 
XAB6 PqIfl P-Ob POA GOX 01O 
 CA.ALL PIb/PSO P-IB/PTO PsOb/Pso P-UE/PTO
6.46e 01 1.103E 01 1.103E n 3.lO1L 02 
-3.07LE 03 -1.291E 03 -1.780C 03 Q.2891 03 M.6bE 01 2.3'1E-02 M.4bE 01 2,341E612
6,505E 01 1,245f U) 1.116E 0j 3,210L 02 -3.1uE6 03 -.1302E 03 -1.800E 03 U.337E 03 5.b0E 01 2.602E.02 4.520E 01 2.369E02
6.50qE 01 1.2OEJ 01 1.118E 01 3.210E 02 -3.105E 03 01303-1002E03 ",3u2E 03 5.0OE 01 2,64L-02 4.526E 01 2,372E-023 
6,52g5 01 1,1809 0) 1.1259 01 3,21o 0? *3.1Z1E 03 *1.309E 03 o1.612E 03 MJ3b8E 03 4.780E 01 2.505O.02 4,$55E 01 2.387K"08
 
4,6 9
3e Ol 6,450E 00 6.030C O0 4.192E 02 03.322E 03 .t.347C 
 03 .1.5685E 03 4.5836 03 2.612E 01 i.369E02 
2.446aE 01 i.aOE6Uz
6,762E 01 4.742E 00 5,620E 00 5,358e02 '3,466t 03 -1.358E 03 1.911E 03 M.0SE 03 1,9,20E 
0 1.O06tO02 F.3579 01 1.E35k.Q8
6.839E 01 2.780E 00 M.421F 00 6.567L 02 .3.306E 03 -1.568E 03 1.9OE 03 4.730E 03 1.1 bE 01 5,899L.03 1.793E 01 9,395E13
6.911f 01 2,179e 00 3.125E 00 7.3e2e O- 3,344E O -1,3751 03 -1.969E 03 uo64bE 03 868236 

6.9 7
00 J.624E.03 1,65E 01 6.631E2.3
2E 01 1.67OR 00 
 2,b01E 00 7,873E 02 -3.373E 03 -1.380E 03 -1.993E 03 4.922E 03 6.76aE 00 3.54aL603 1.053E 01 5.519E-u]
7.o67E 01 1.S5E 00 1.785E 00 8.439E D2 
-3,413E 03 .1,3869 03 -9,027E 03 5.036E 03 4,839E 00 2,536E.03 7.228E 00 3.7688.0I
 
7,110E 01 9,80O0E01 1.643E OD 8.633E 02 *3.d49E 03 "1.388E 03 -..04E 03 5.08E 03 3.968h 00 
 2,080-03 6.655E 00 3,dS8E03
7.263E O 7,09RE-01 1.140E 00 9.150t 02 
.. 4r3E 03 -1.395E 03 .e.078E 03 5.273E 03 4.893E OU 1.490E-03 4.616E 00 2,419L.b3
7.278E 01 6,750E-01 1.013E O0 9.168E 02 -3.470E 03 "1,395S 03 2,061E 03 5.2906 03 2,733E 00 J.432E-03 4,203E 00 2.150E.03
7.353E 01 6,786E-01 3,800E.01 9.422E 02 3,496E 03 -1.398E 03 02.097E 03 
 5.374E 03 2.748E 00 1.44O-03 1.539E 00 8.064F6.U
9
7.354E 01 6,7861.O$ 3.766E.O .429E 02 -3.496E 03 .1.398E 03 -2.097E 03 
 5.375E 03 2.708E 00 1.4M-O603 1.52SE 00 '7.992&.04
 7.486E 01 4,8S0E"01 
 0.000 9.573E pD2"3.54e 03 -1.,403E 03 .2.131F 03 5,427L 03 Z.77E 00 1.45'46.3 0000 0.000
 
7.771E 01 1,175e 00 0.000 9.94S6 02 
 1,5143E 03 .1.413E 03 R8.131 03 5,525E 03 'J758E 00 2.493E.03 0.000 0.0008.161E 01 q,300E-1 0.000 1.040E 03 -3.554C 03 .1.424E 03 -2.111E 03 5.630 03 3.766E 00 1.973E-03 O,00 
 0.000
tE1 7.100E-01 0,000 1,058E 03 -3,565E 03 
 1.434E 03 .2.131E 03 5.b84E 03 2,875E 00 1.507E-03 0.000 0,000

8.728E 01 9.900E01 0.000 .078E 03 .3.5839 03 -1.452E 03 *8.±LE 03 5.707E 03 4.009E Ou 2.1028-03 ('OOO 0,000
8.729E 0) 9,906E-01 0.000 1.078E 03 -3,S83E 03 *t.52E6 03 -2#131E 03 
 9.707E 03 4.011E O0 2.102E-03 0,000 0.000
 
REAUVNG a 0063 BLOCK 163 TTiE v 275.25k MACH 6i Pt 471,249 TI a 299U.4 PAGE 6 
X DoRAG CORAG CF HC 
4.O4oE 61 8.117E o! 8.117F Of 2.377E-03 2.9/E.02 
4sO4jE 01 1,288E-01 8.1305 O! 2.711E-03 4.695E-0 
4.130E 01 1.222E 01 90)52E 01 2,847E.03 3.154E.02 
4.i3jE 01 1,298e-01 9.365E O 2.61Es03 3.3*UEcO& 
4.137E 01 8.181E001 9.446F 01 2.S8E-03 3.420E.O2 
4.15oE 01 1,589C 00 9,605E O 2.601.03 3.51osE.0 
4.2a6E 01 1.211E 01 1.082F 02 2.647E-03 2.054E.02 
4.409 01 1,9E 02 1,281E 02 2.691E.03 5.7d9E.02 
44E 01 2.4969 00 1.406E 02 2,703E-03 J.8b7E.02 
44 0E 5*S548E 00 1,36le 02 2.747E.03 4.094E.02 
4.0E 01 9.006E.02 1.362E O ,829E503 3.9EV5.Ot 
4.625E 01 1,659E Ol 1.526E 02 3.328E.03 4l.1fE-O 











4.811E 01 6.742e 00 1.698E OR 3:0E-03 4,557E02 
4.877E 0 SO37E 00 1.757E 02 3.4659.03 3,6*3E-02 
'078E 01 9,OOE-OZ 1,758F O 3.037E.03 4.263E.09 
4.931E 01 4.414E 00 1.802E O 2,983E-03 .042EO2 
5.072E 01 1.083& 01 1.9IE 02 2.929E-03 3.694E.O 











5.483E 01 4.913L 00 2.190E 02 3,0)0E.03 2.373E.0 
S.57 E 01 5.776E 00 2.248F 02 300OE.03 2.23gEO 











5.653E 01 4.265E01 a*281 O 344156o03 l.7s3e5oa 
5.681E O 1.49E 00 2.206E 02 3.139.0- .f8b9E.02 











6,07E 01 9.824E 00 a*499E 02 2.680E.03 a.345E02 
6,221E 01 6,683E 00 9,566E 02 3.222E503 1.0245.08 
6.46S,-Ol 1.213E 01 2,687F 02 3.2815o3 2,047E.02 
6.505E 01 1.6b45 00 2,703E 02 3,414E-03 1,969E-02 
6.509E O 1.692E-01 2.705sE 02 3.509E-03 1.9AE3.02 
6,529E 01 8.605E'01 2.714E 02 3.502E03 I9489060 
6.695E 01 7.W8e 00 4,78bE 02 3.368.03 1,404E-O 











6.972E 01 1.719E 00 a,882E Op 3.190E.03 7.200E.03 
7,067E 01 2.2825 00 a.90SE Op 3.135E-03 5,616E.0) 
7.110E Ot 9.0SEOl a.914e O 3.ILSE.03 5,113E,03 
7.263E 01 2.791E 00 2,942E 02 3,058E.03 3.9.E03 

























F-i 8.442E 01 6.738E01 2.994E 0 2.954E-03 4.145E03 
to 8.72E 01 2.8435E01 2.997E 02 2.989E.03 4.0 5E-03 
8.729E 01 0.000 2.997E 02 2.9b9L-o3 4.0d7E-03 







CALCULATED THRUST.. ..,.,, ,........ 722. (LAF) ANGLE OF ATTACK ,.... ... ,., .... . 0,000 (DEGREES)

MEASURED IHRUST...,.......,.,.,,o....,... 739. (LBF) MASS FLOW RATIO,......o.......to........ 0.982
 
CALCULATEO SPECIFIC IMPULSE...*......*, 1499. (LbF.SEC/LBP) ADDITIVE DRAG COEFFICIENT............... 0,0005
 
MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE ............. 1534, (LUF.SEC/LUM) LIMITING PRESSURE RECOVERY EFFICIENCY.,.. 9lb45
 
CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT.,........... 0,S5LI7 DELTA PT2*..........,.....a,#.... ..... 0&0748 (PSI)
 
MEASUREO THRUST COEFFICIENT.............. 0.U65a TOTAL PREjbURE RECOVtRY - SUPFkI5NIC... , 013896
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY s SUBSONIC,...... 0.1648
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC.... 08959
 
HEGENERATIVE-COOLED ENGINE PERFORMANCE INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - U80ONIC..... 0.9056
 
CAI.CULATED KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY . bUPERiSNIC... U,9344
 
STREAM THNUST...... .,................,., 009. (LBF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC..... 0.8oO
 
NET lHRvST . , **.,.,...,......81,,,* 7, (LBF) ENTHALPY AT PO sSUPERSONIC.............. -4,90 (bTU/LBM)
 
SPECIFIC LMPULSE..o=voa ....... .... .. 1698, (LBFPSEC/LBM) ENTHALPY AT PO soUPSONIC,. .......* 29o79 (HTU/LBM)
 






FUEL-AIR RATIO*............... *...... 0.0263
., 

INLET FRICTION ORAG...........,..... 01.8 CLPF) EQUIVALENCE RATIO....................... 0,986
 
INLET MOMENTUM C44ANGE,, .,,,, ,, .4748 (LOF) CONBUSTOR EFPICIENCY,..,......,....,,,. 0,655
.. ,. 

COMBUSTOR FRICTION DRAG.. ....,g... , o 189.a (LaF) TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO....,.....,.... 0.1364
 
COMBUSTOR STRUT DRAG#,,......,..o,.. 7.o,64 (LAF) COPBUSTOR EFFECTIVENESS,............... 06568
 
CONBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE.............. 469. (LaF)' INJECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS 0,86079 0,74840 0,76961 0,6728
 
NOZZLE FRICTION DRAG................... e9.31 (LOF)
 
NOZZLE STRUT ORAG..... ... ,...,. 0.00 (LF)
NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE..,..,........ 728, CLOF) NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRALoo,.o,.,....*. 757, CLOF)
 
EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG.*.,*,,*.,,,,. 37.1 CLDF) VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT - CS.... 0.9537
 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL........,...,. -795. CLeF) NOZZLE COEFFICIENT . CT ............. 0.8791
 
TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG,.... .,.,,....... .832. (LBF) PROCESS EFFICIENCY....................... 0.8977
 
TOTAL STRUT ORAG,.,..,......,,.,,...,.... 7.64 CLBF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY ..... *.... 0.6969
 
CAVITY FORCE..........,..............,. .652. (LIF)
 
CALCULATEU LOAD CELL FORCE.t,,........ -763, CLSF)

MEASURED LOAU CELL FORCE...*** ,.**,***,..746. (LOF)





NOMINAL CUL LEADING EDGE..........****.. 3.864 (IN) INJECTOR$. STATION VALVE
 
SPIKE TRANSLATION,.,.......v. ..... t., 0,3129 (IN) IA 40.400 A
 
INLET T$ROAT*.,.oov,..,,**,.,.*.,,,,, . 40*400 (I) 1B 41,298 a
 
COWL LEADING , 35,197 (IN) IC 44.300
 
NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EOGE.*.*...,,.... 73.537 (IN) 2A 48.773 V
 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE..,,.,.,**,,,, 87,R89 (IN) 2c 46,250 E
 
STkUT LEADING EOGE.o.......,,*......,... 56.453 (IN) 3A 54,063
 
STRUT TRAILING EDGEoo.**............... 65,053 (IN) 3B 564248
 




t = 156.11 sec. 
193
 
Rtk ING, Z OU60 BLUCK 58 TTYE = 156.111 MACH b .,Q PT = 747.999 TT i 2q55.6313 	 PAGE 
RAMJET PERFORMANrE
 
8a U M M A R Y R E P 0 R T
 
P 	 T H GAMPA M007T S0NV MACH VFL 6 N/A w A/AC Pb1 IVAC ETACtivI 	 P 1 I 
-INQ ,,V NL 	 5
 
74.007 :=909 ZF6 657,5( 783) 1,2qSi 2B88S k566 0QG,00 0 36,6 -'397 . 33.7 C 96) 1,3987 ZO,651 9709 .W 9881 1,8R3 0.10666 R6,978 0.9875 5029 9.148 18614 
SPIKE TIP NS a 0 5" 
0.6.00 1841t2 2956 08715( 783) 1.2950 28b5i 008
 
0,00 16.376 2869 03792( 764) 1.897 28 651 2541 0.391 
t006 2,080 O,1Obbb 26.978 0,9875 4907 I.bO 184,9
 
WIND TUNNEL 3 0 0""
 
0.000 747.999 29S6 657.5( 783) lo2951 aoob5a 2568
 
0,000 0.360 396 .34,I( 9S) 1,3986 28,851 976 6.025 5883 1,823 0.10556 26.700 0,9875 4978 9.650 186.4
 
SPIKE TIP NS 4 u 0
 
0.600 14.11a 2956 657.5t 783) 1,2950 28,8S1 2568
 
0.600 16@417 2890 637,1( 7&4) 
IZ970 28,851 Z542 0,392 995 2,080 0.10556 26,700 n.9875 4978 1.033 16boB
 
INLET THROAT 5 0 4
 
40:400 	 9":§33 2927 b4B88(775) 1,29b0 288,85 2557
 
4o o 6 01 149229.2( 358] 1.3518 26.651 1837 2.094 4582 1.887 0,94629 26,978 0,1113 
 4299 67,387 159,4
 
INLET UpNHSK 6 0 3
 
40.400 44633 2927 64e*8{ 775) 1.2960 28,851 2557
 
4000O0 13.799 139 al1oa( 340) 1,3551 26,851 1803 '2,586 4663 1,887 0.86026 26.975 0.124 4342 64,34a 160.9
 
INLEl 	DNNRSA ". 1 " ­
40,400- 122 955 R27 64aat 715) 1,2960 26,861 a557
 
40,400 105:428 2826 616,3f 745) 1:2991 26851 851B 0,49t 1239 1*945 Q*860a6 26,970 0,1822 4342 16,510 160.9
 
COMBUSTOR 0 a 1
 
40.410 283,945 Z9a7 64poet 775) 1.2960 20,85t R51 
4O0,4O0 169947 140 229*5(53S9) 1,3517 R8 85l 1838 2.492 4560 1,887 0,94617 26,978 0,1113 4298 67.349 159,3
cOmhUSTO - ' 0 9 2 a 
41.312 224,708 2920 646.6f 773) 1 99T2 88.851 2594
 
41c312 18,67a i597 abase( 39a) 
1:3436 28891 1923 R9261 4348 1,903 0*94878 26.978 0,1110 4177 64.106 154s8
 
COPBU8TOR 0 10 3 3
 
41.377 220.912 2919 646,4(773) 1.2962 26,051 2553
 
141,377 189881 1609 271o8f 401) 1,3031 28.651 1930
 
2,244 	439 1,904'0.94881 R6,978 0,1110 4167 63,836 194,5

COMBUSTOR 0 it 4
 
41,500, 214.063 2918 646o0( 772) 1.2963 28,851 2553
 
41,500 19.294 1630 277.5( 4o7) 1.3420 28.851 1941 2,,212 4294 1s906 0,94912 P.6*978 O.MtO 
 4149 63,335 153.8
 
COMBUSTOR 0 12 5 5
 
42,460 .186.164 2906 642*4( 169 ) 1.9668 28:851 2548
 42,Mb0 ' 20 0867 1715 3O Wo 43 0) 1.3379 Be 651 1988 2000 4136 1.914 0 93974 ?6 978 0 ,1121 - 4067 60 ,400 
150 07
 
44.097 171#003 2882 63511(7162) 1,2974 ZS*851 2538
 
44,097 20,765 1734 305,7f 43S) 1,3371 28,651 1999 200314060 X,917 0.907941 26.978 0.1160 4OZI 57.283 149,1
 
COFBUSTOR 0 14 7 S
 
44,310 169018 2578 634,1( 76L) 1,2975 26.851 a537
 
44w310 20.821 1737 306,6( 431) 
 1,3369 260851 2000 2,024 4048 1.918 0.90624 26.978 o.J16R 4015 97=017 140#8
 
C014BUSTOR 0 is a S
 
4,000o lb5.451 2571 632,0( 789) loa977 ?88651 Z534
 
44ge00 21 00 4 17 46 30 9.2( 43 8) 1 33 65 28 ,65 1 2005 2 ,O00 4019 1 919 0.90263 26 978 0. 1167 3998 56 ,378 146.2
 
COMBUSTOR 0 16 9 5
 
44,812 165,319 2071 631,9f 759) 1*2977 280651 2534
 
44,1 ?1,015 17117 309,3C 439) 1.336S 20851,2006 a,003 4018 Jo919 0.90261 26,978 0.1167 3997 58,362 168,2
 
COMBUSTOR 0 17 10 5
 
46,460 149.600 aB52 626,3( 753) 1,0983 28,851 2526
 
46 ,26 o 20,303 176 3 31 3 8 ( 443) 1.3358 26 85 1 201 4 1 903 3955 1 9 24 0 8503 4 26 978 0 1239 3960 S2.26 2 l 46 .8
 
COMBUSTOR 0 18 11
 
Q7.31 0 137.334 284O b22,6( 749) 1.2987 2b,851 2521
 
47#310 °19,008 1763 313,9( *43)1,3358 28,851 2015 1.951 
3931 1.920 0.79120 26.978 0.1331 3944 48030 146,2
 
READING ; 0064 BLOCK 0 58 TIME P 156.111 MACH 6.0 Pf m 747,999 TT m 29550 PAGt
 
P T H GAMMA MOLWT 8UNV MACH VEL b /A A/AC PUPTM Q IYAL PHI ETAC 
CURBUsTOR 0 19 12 5 
47,331 137.037 2840 622,5( 149) 1,2987 260851 2521 
47,337 18.994 1764 314,0( 443) 1.3357 28*851 aOS15 qV 3929 1.928 0.7900b 26.978 0.IJ33 3943 oue46 146,2 
COMBUSTOR 0 z0 13 5 
48,110 129.768 2831 619,9( 147) 1.2990 2b651 2517 
46.110 17,458 1745 308,7( 438) 1.3366 a60851 2005 1,9b8 3946 1.931 0,73724 a6.978 0,1429 3947 Q5.209 146.3 
COMBUSTOR 0 21 14 4 







a97,8( 427 ) 
15 4 
1.3384 e8*851 1983 2,018 14001 1.933 0.67770 26.978 0.1554 3q7| 42.146 147.2 
49.317 121,892 2819 614,2( 743) 1.2994 28,851 2512 
49,117 13,955 1667 Z87.6( 417) 1,3402 28*651 1962 2.067 40SS 1.934 0.63389 26,978 0.1662 3994 39,940 148.1 
COPBSTOR 0 23 16 5 
50.727 113,450 2006 612.6( 740) 1.2997 28.851 2507 
50.727 11,105 1594 267,9( 397) 1,3438 Z60851 192t 
2.162 4153 1.936 0.54025 26,978 0,1950 4037 34,869 149*6" 
CONBoWTOW 0 44 17 4 









1.3478 2B851 1878 2,261 4246 1,943 0,44279 26,918 0.23794 077 29,a21 151.1 
53,327 100,707 2786 ()07.1( 734) 1.3003 28.851 2499 
53,W' 709 1499 242,3t 372) 1,3489 28o851 1666 R,209 4272 le944 0,42470 db,978) 002480 4009 28,198 151,6 





605,7( 735) 1,300-3 28,651 2498 
235,2( 365) 1.3505 Z8,651 1851 2,327 4306 1,945 0,40034 26,978 0,631 4109 26,79V 159,1 
COMBUSTOR 0 27 20 
54,a37 96.153 2779 604,4( 732) 1,3006 268 51 2496 
54,837 6,77,6 1440 229,0( 358) 1,3518 268SI 1837 2,359 4334 1.946 0.37898 26.978 0,2782 4117 25,499 152,6 
COMBUSTOR o Re 21 5 
55.76o 93.186 2774 603.0( 730) 1.3008 28.851 2494 
550760 bo225 1426 223.0( 352) 1,3531 28,851 1823 2,392 4361 1.948 0.35550 26.978 0,2963 4129 24.091 153*0 
COMBUSTOR 0 29 22 4 
56,262 81.587 2772 602.4( 730) 1,3008 a8,855 2493 
S6,262, 4,751 1374 209,4( 359) 1,3562 28,851 1792 2,474 4434 1,957 0oZ8626 26.978 0,3679 4166 19,726 154, 




*7 3. 1373 
60a,3( 729)
209.2( 338) 
1,3005 805 S$293 
1.3562 28.451 t791 2,476 4435 1.957 0.28546 26.978 0.3690 4266 19,676 t54 








08 5( 338) 
1.3009 28,851 2492 









1.3009 88,051 2492 
1.3565 2U,851 17U9 2,464 4440 1.956 0.28663 26.978 0,3075 4168 19.77o 154.5 















1.3009 28,851 a492 







601,4( 729) 1.3009 28,851 2492 
206,3( 336) 1,3569 28.851 17a5 2,491 4446 1.956 0.aB520 26.978 0,3693 4171 19,707 154,6 
COMBUSTOR 0 3S 28 4 
S7.767 82,317 2766 600,6( 728) 1,3010 ?6,851 4490 
57#761 4.568 1354 204.1( 333) 1,3574 28.851 1779 2.504 4455 1.9S6 0.28068 26.978 0.3753 4174 19.43$ 154,7 










1775 2,513 4460 1.955 0,27888 26,978 0,3777 4176 19,330 154.6 
COIAOUSTuR 0 37 30 5 
W1 60.797 83.750 R757 597,Bf 725) 1.3013 28,651 d486 
60,797 4.711 1353 R03*9( 313) 1.357S 28o851 1779 
2,1195 4439 1,953 0.28859 26.97b 0,3650 4103 19,910 154.3 
READING a 0064 BLOCK : 58 TIME 0 156.111 MACm 6.U P1 M 147.999 TI 4 2955.b PAGE 3
 
P T ti PAMkA OLWT SONV !ALH VEL 0 N/A 14 A/AC WONTM G IVAC P61 ETAC 
1- CoPbUI4 0 38 Al 







205,8( 335) 1,3570 
32 4 










1790 2.455 4395 1,957 0.08096 26.978 0Q3749 4136 19.189 153.3 
COM8UBtCR 0 40 33 a 
65,057 72,273 2745 594,4( 722) 1.3017 28,051 2482 
65657 4,374 373 ?0901( 338) 1,3563 28,.851 1791 2.451 4391 1,962 0,26120 26.978 0.003a 4133 17.823 153.2 







1,3017 28s851 d482 
J.3942 28,851 1305 t,031 5259 1.962 0.05438 26.978 1.9371 4601 4.4UA 170,7 
NOZZLE P0 42 35 3 
87,293 72.273 274S 594,4C 722) 1.3017 28.851 E482 
87,293 0.386 795 44.8( 170) 1.3943 28.851 1302 4.044 5263 1.962 0.05378 26.978 1,9585 "607 4399 1TO,0 
FICTIVE COMUSTR 61 54 0 







115) 1.3991 28.851 1073 5.14 S519 1.668 0.08328 46,978 1.2607 4763 7.143 176,2 
87,293 1131 47 a724 587.9( 715) 1.3024 28851 2472 
87,293 - 0.313 579 1042( 140) 1,3979 268451 1181 4,554 5377 1.929 0.05437 6b.978 1.9371 4664 4.544 172.9 
READING C 0064 BLO k m 58 TIME x 156.111 PACm 6.0 PT c 747.999 TT m 2955.8 	 PAGE 4
 
XABS P.I6 PmoB PDA Gox W-Is G-Ou CkwA6L P.IB/.s0 P-Id/PTO P.08/pso P.08/1,10 
6.961E-01 I.DUDE 00 0,000 =..12L-01 0.000 0.000 0,000 2.470E-02 2 .695E 00 1.390L.03 0,000 O.000 
1.836E 01 1.04OE 00 0,000 -3,.463E 01 0,000 00000 0.000 1 .634 0? 2.b9bE DO 1,30M-03 0.000 0.000 
3.070E 01 2.175E 00 0,000 .1,650E 02 UOUO 0.000 0,000 b.053E 02 5.636E DO P.9O8E.03 0,0000 0,000 
30508E 01 3,801E 00 0,000 -3,612E 02 .oO0 0,000 0,000 6,804E 02 t.QObE 01 5.109L.03 0.000 0.000
 
3,519E DI 3.869E 00 b9696E 00 -0,268E 02 0@000 0.000 0.000 6.85SE 02 1,003E 01 5.172E-03 1.476E 01 7,615EPV3
 
34520E 01 3,86aE O0 5.066E 00 04,26ge OR 0.000 00000 0,000 6,$58L 02 1,002E O1 5,171E-03 1,467E 01 7.568EP03
 
3.555E 01 3.830E 00 3,610E 00 -4,341E 02 OoOOO 0,000 0.000 7.2086 02 9,92SE 00 5.1206-03 9,356E 00 4,827L-03
 
3.587E 01 3,864E 00 -4,469E 02 -jOQOE 02 0.000 IO0 E 01 4.535 00 2,340E,03
WS75E 00 02OOEO 7,530h 02 5,166L.03 

3.606F 01 3.885E 00 2,569E 00 -4.59SE 02 -1.051E OR -1.051E 02 0.000 7.727L VF. 1,007E 01 5,19Qt-03 6,656E 00 3,4J4L-U3
 
304B8E 01 4,2ZIE 00 4,349F 00 a4,796E 02 -1.077E 02 -1,077E 02 0,000 8,164E 02 1,094t nl 9,643L-03 1.127E 01 5,81493
 
WOI0E 01 a,205E 00 6059SE O0 -5,042E OR -102blE 02 ".1ilE 02 -1.9ORE 01 8vT22E 02 1.090h 01 5.622E-03 1,709E Ol 548176-*0
 
3o733E 01 4,070E 00 7,937E 00 v5,t05E 02 -1.333E 02 .132E 02 92.009E 01 9,064E 02 1,055E 01 9.441E-03 R*057E 01 1,06IEP 2
 
3.803E 01 3.770E 00 1.529E 0t -5,285E 02 -1.,93E 02 -1,183E 02 -3.108E 01 9,632E 02 9,769E 00 5.040L.03 3.444F 01 1,777E-02
 
3,835C 01 5.199E 00 1,570E 01 .5.261E 02 1,571E 02,.-.211E 02 .3,6OOE 01 1.019E 03 1,347E O1 6,951EP03 4.068F O1 2.099EPOR
 
30675E 01 7,ot7f. 00 ISR9F 01 .5,516 OR -;,603E OR -1.261t 0 -4,22E 01 1.O649 03 1,81H Ol 9.384E-03 3,963E 01 2,OQ49,02
 
3-682E 01 7,319E 00 1,522E 01 *5,RSOE 02 -1,7041E 02 -1.271E 02 -4.327E 01 1.072E 03 1.897E ol 9,78SE-03 3,94SE 01 2,035EP02
 
3,901E 01 8.09 00 L.554E 01 -5,239E 02 -1.765E 02 .1,303E 02 -4,624ff 01 1,094E 03 2,122E 01 1.095E-02 4,02?E 01 2,078EP02
 
3t933E 01 1,362E 01 1.606E 01 -5,28te 02 ol,876E 02 P1.065E 02 -9,109B 01 1.130E 03 31529E 01 1,821EWO2 4,1629 01 2414TENUR
 
3.950E D1 I,6S9E 01 1:206E 01 .5,363E 02 .1,941E 02 -IsGObE 02 -. 3?7RE 01 1.150E 03 4,298E 01 2,218E.02 3.1269 01 1.613EPOZ
 
3.982E 01' I,?IOE Ol ,7S£OE Do -5603E 02 -2,O?2E 02 mt,487E 02 =5,846E 01 I,Ie7E 03 4.431E 01 2,Z86E-02 Isd3jE 01 6,3506003
 
4,O00E 01 1.740E Ot 4:619E o0 -9.717E 02 -4.153E OR -19542E 02 -6,116E 01 10099 03 4.508E 01 2,32be-02 1,197E 01 176EV93
 
4vOQOE 01 awO 5 i 3bEO 1E EO02 .13=,6T29 02 -6.730E 01 1, 5E 03 5*327E 01 2,74SE-02 1,123E 01 s 794EP0
 
4,041E 01 2.064E 01 4427C 00 w6.1798 02 -a,350E 02 st.675E 02 vb,746E 01 IR579 03 5,340E 01 2,759E.02 Iti2iE 01 5,785twO
 
4.i3iE 01 2,776E 01 3v6614E 00 o7,2SE 02 -9,944e OR =.O0sE OR o9siBiE 0t1 ,3b3E 03 7,194E 01 3,712E-02 9,546E 00 4,925EP03
 
4.138E 01 2,828E Ol 3.6371 00 -7,318E 02 -2,997E 02 2.031E OR -9.669E 01 1.371E 03 7,327E O1 3#780E-02 9,4R6E 00 4,86SEo03
 
4,150E 01 2,9SE 01 3.963E 00 -7,477E OR -3,103E 02 -2.080E 02 -&.Oa3E 02 1.386E 03 7,580E 01 3,91OL-02 1I0O7E 01 5,2984-03
 
4,246E 01 1.102E 01 6.500C DO .8.1259 02 -4.076E 02 .2,0909 02 .1.586E 02 ISOIE 03 2.657E 01 1,474E.02 1. 84E 01 8,6M-Eb3
 
4&4IoE 01 1,449E 01 1,082E 01 -8,296E 02 -6,043E 02 03*19OE OR -2,053E 02 1,699E 03 3,754E 01 1,937E*02 ROM 01 O I YE10a
 
4.431E 01 1,494E 01 1 3,871E 01 ,767E 0l1
IcObOE 01 08,32SE 02 -6,30&E 02 03,277E 02 -S.302O toSE 03 1499g7E-02 .42SErb2
 
4,480E 01 109g7E O1 1,0349 0i -8.408E 02 ob.81SE OR P39474E 02 03.4O4E 02 1o784E 03 4.140E 01 2,136E-02 2,680E 01 1.363E,02
 
4,481E 01 1,598E 01 1,033E 01 -8,411E 02 -6.892E OR -3.479E 02 -3.413E 02 1.786E 03 Q,14OE 01 2.136E-Oa 2,67bE Ol 1.3829PO2
 
4,626E 01 1,610E 01 9*339E 00 -a,539E 02 -8.403E 02 *4.031E 02 -4372E 02 1.964E 03 4,172E 01 2,152E.02 e!,42E 01 1.249E,02
 
4.731E 01 1.619E 01 8.618E 00 .8.536E 02 .9,42IF 02 -.. 06E 02 -S.00SE 02 2.094E 03 4.195E 01 2,164 .02 R*233E ol 1.152E02
 
4,734E 01 1,6026 O1 8,6003 o0 -8,53SE 02 w9,O3bE 02 -4,41SE 02 "5*021E 02 2,09TE 03 4,151E 01 2.t 1E-02 2.2a9E Ol 1,15OEP02
 
4011iE 01 1,11SE 01 9,690E Do0eS,839 02 -toOW 03 w4,677E 02 -5,466E 0 O M 031QO i 089E 0&1,t491E-02 2,511E Ol $iME OO
 
4087 E Ot 1,064E O 1 1 06 E 01 "8,056ff 02 0,72E 03 -4@97E 02 5,820t 02 2 o7 E 03 ROSH6 01 1,0 2E 02 
 RO7 W8 01 1,43C:N
41-02E -1 1,139E 01 M.39E 01 -7.75&E 02 ol,114E 03 -Sm063E 02 -6.0O73E 02 2.3Y59 03 2,95RE O1 1.523E-02 20952E 01 1 523 0Z
 
5-073 E '01 4-575E 00 ,575E 00 -7.164Ee 0 -1.212E 03 -5,479E 02 -6,637E 02 2,528E 03 lo16bE 01 6#11 6E03 1,186E 01 6.116EP03
 
5.283E 01 6.487E 00 0.087S 00 -6.SSSE 02 -&,333E 03 -6.030E 02 -7.300E 02 2.789L 03 1.68SE Ol 8,673E.O. 1.681E 01 6,673E-93

SP333E 01 5,885E 00 5,0BSE 00 -6*394E 02 ml,359E 03 v6#l49E OR o7.444E 02 2,052C 03 1,52SE 01 7o8b$8.03 1,525E 0$ 7,868EP03
 
5,40SE 01 5,160E 00 5,lboE 00 a6,180k 02 01o397E 03 -6s)18E 02 o7,606E 02 2,948E 03 14337E 01 6#898Eo03 1,337E 01 6,8;8hpQ3.

5,484E 01 aQ2nSE 00 4,42SE 00 oS,995E 02 -1,431E 03 6.460E 02 -7,634E 02 3.046E 03 1,147E 03 5,q0M-03 1,147E Ol S.916C.03
 
5,576E 01 3,603E 00 3,603E 00 oS,8O9t 02 -I.tlE 03 -6966LE 02 -8,032E 02 3.164E 03 9,337t OU 4,817L.03 9,337E 00 4,817EP03
 
5,626E 01 3,197E 00 3,157E Do -5,417E 02 -1.407E 03 .6,74SE 02 -8,127E 02 3.209E Q3 8.280E OU 4.22OE-03 8,180E 00 4,220E.03
 
5-632E 01 1.87SE UO 3.108E 00 -S.AOSE 02 -1.489E 03 -6.7S4E 02 -6.137E 02 3.226L 03 M.SS9E 00 2, 07E-03 8,OS3E 00 4.154t.03
 
5.646E 01 1,875E 00 2.983E 00 .5,3886 02 -1,44ER 03 -6,774E 02 -8,162P 02 3,a3UE 03 4,859E 00 2#507E-03 7.730E 00 3.908EP03
 
5-654E 01 2,912t 00 WIR1E 00 w5.376e 02 -1$496E 03 o6o786E 02 -8,176E 02 3,245E 03 7,54SE 00 3,8939-03 7:545E 00 3:893E:(4

5,682E 01 2,662E O0 2,66aE 00 -5,340E 02 ol,SO03
O-60a2SE 02 -8992SE 02 3,2809 03 6.899E 00 3,559E.03 6 699E 00 3,599E b3
 
5,704E 01 2,814E 00 2.814F O0 .54313E 02 1,512E 03 .6,656E 02 -0,964E 02 3.309E 03 7.29dE 00 3,76RL-03 7,292E 00 3.76RE"4
 
5.777E 0l 3.300E 00 3o300E 00 -5.23CE 02 -1.534E 03 -6,948E 02 -8.3BBE 02 3.402E 03 8.551E 00 4.412E-03 b.551E 00 4,412E,03
 
5.879E 01 3.862E 00 3.8625 On .5.146E 02 l.,5b3E 03 .7.059E 02 -8.569E 02 3.532E 03 1.001E 01 5.1b4L-03 1.O01E 01 5,164E.03

6,o8oE 01 2.17SE 00 2,917SE Do -9,141E 02 -1.61RE 03 lo232E OR -8,8B5E 02 3.790E 03 5.636E 00 9.90BE=03 5o636E 00 2.908LP03
 
6. 222E 0 1,4816'00 1*481E 00 -S.14iE OR -1,641E 03 -7,33SE 02 -9.067E 02 3.972C 03 3.83BE 00 1,980E-03 3,83BE 00 1.980b=03
 
6,6BSE 01 3.216E 00 3.216E O0 -5.141E 02 =.,69E 03 -7-541E 02 .9,40IE 02 4.289C 03 8.334E 00 4.390E-03 13.334E 00 4,3b0E-43

S 	6 506E 0 1 4 ,46 RE 00 3. 48 1E .00 - 5 .141E 02 -1.7 3E 03 7.5 7 4E 02 -9.454E 02 4. 3 7E 03 1 .1 9 6t 0 1 5.9b6E 03 9.02 0E 00 4,654E 03
 
6,510E 01 4.462E 00 3.509E 00 -S.141k 02 .1,7U4E 03 P7.578E 02 -9.460E 02 4,342E 03 1,156E 01 5,966E-03 9,093E 00 4,691E-03
 
READING a O064 BL0CC = .8 TIME 0 S011 MACH b.0 PT : 7a7,9q9 iT c 2Q 5.A PAGE 5 
XABS P.18 POUB PDA COX W.1B G-08 
 CAhA6L F-Ib/PSu P.1L/P1O PO/P&Q pB/Pelo

kh 6.53 0 E 0 4.I68E 00 3.bSVE4 O0 -5.a1E OR *1.70uE 03 -7.595E 02 -9.488E 02 40 368E £3 1.080E 01 5,572E-03 9.M E 00 UtfbOE.03
 
tD 6.696E 01 1.720E O0 .30CE no -4.742E 02 *1,742E 03 -7,17E 02 -9.703t 02 ",S,3& 03 o,45?E 00 2,299E-03 1.11E 01 5.7Qg9-U3

Co 6,76 5 E 01 1.805E UO "cOYCE O0 -4,t E 02 1.750E 03 -7,754E O -9.702E 02 4.665L,03 4.686E 00 a 18E.03 1.158E 01 5,976E-03
6*8140k 01 1.910E 00 3.250E 00 -3.365E 02 -1.7t7E 05 .7.791E 02 -9.818E 02 T.760E 03 4AQE 00 2.553E-03 
 8,423E 00 4.34S .03
 
6.912E O 1,6o1E 00 2A.iOE 00 -2.805E 02 -1,70 03 '7,8 21E 02 -9,975E 02 a,848E 03 4,150k 00 2,IaL-03 5.168E 00 a.8?IE-03
 
6,973E 01 1,340E 00 1.942E O0 -2,429E 02 .1790E 03 7,8426 02 l.1006E 03 4,922E 03 3.472E 00 1.791E-03 5,032E 00 2.596E,03
 
7.068E 01 1.175E 00 1.680E O0 -1.949E 02 *1,8ulC 03 .7,8726 02 -1.020E 03 5.036E 03 3.O44E 00 1.571L-03 4,353E 00 2.26".03
 
7.111E 01 1,100E 00 1,001F Oo -1.755E 02 -1.azSE 03 -7.883E 02 -1,026E 03 5,088E 03 2,850E 00 1.O71E-03 4.149F 00 Z.14OkL.3
 
7.64E O 1,047E 00 1,320F DO .1.159E 02 -1.835E 
03 .7.9jtE 02 -. 043E 03 5,273E 03 2.713E 00 .40UE0O3 3,421E 00 .76SE-03
 
7,354E 01 1O016E 00 3.tO0E.O1 -8.136E 01 f1.8.SE 03 07.936E 02 -1.052E 03 5.372E 03 
 2.633k 00 1.358E-03 8.033E.01 4.144h-04
 
7.sSaE 01 1,016E 00 3.GS5E.01 -8.072E 01 .1.845E 03 .7,936E 02 -1,052E 03 5.172E 03 2,652L 00 1,358E-03 7,917E-01 4,oa64fU

7.487E 01 9.700.E01 0,000 -S,9VSE 01 .1.883E 0) -7.958E 02 -1.068E 03 5.424E 03 2.54Ek 00 1.97E-03 0.000 0.000
7,772E 01 8,O000EO1 0.000 -2,436E 01 *1,807E 03 -7,991E 02 -1.068E 03 5.523E 03 2.073E 00 1.070t-03 0.000 0,000

8,162E 01 8,350E-01 0.000 105BE 01 -1,070E 03 .8,O0E 02 
-1.068E 03 5,62BE 03 2,164E 00 1,I16L-03 0.000 0.000
8,443E 01 7,300E501 0,000 4,797E 01 -1,812E 03 -8,043E 02 .1,068E 03 S,682E 03 
 1.892E 00 9.759E-04 0.000 0.000
 
8729 01 9ao50E0o 0.000 4.818E 01 1.816E O 
-8,083E 02 -1.068E 03 5.705E 03 2.449E O0 1.263E-03 O.uO0 0.000
8,79E 01 9,455Z-01 0,000 4,018e 01 *.876E Ot aO8O E O2 ot1068E 05 
 57OSE 03 2.450E 00 1,264E.03 0,000 0000
 
REAVING 0064 BLOCK = 58 TI4E 9 156.111 MACH t.0 PT 0 7U7.999 TT 2955.8 PAGE 6 
x DDRAG CURAG CF HC 
.04oE 01 1.138E 02 1.138E 02 Z.225ec03 4.'v7E-O. 
4,04E 01 1.771E,01 1llOE 02 2,2268E03 4,40E7-02 
4,13Et 01 1.606E 01 1.300E 02 2,355E.03 4,7E.02 
'4138E 01 1,166a 00 1.312E 0 2.365SE03 4,784E.09 
4PiSOE 01 2,221E 00 1.)34E 02 2.383E=03 4.33E.02 
4,4 6E 01 1.717E 01 1.506E 02 2,452h-03 4.910E02 
4.410L 01 2.872E 01 1,793E 02 2,476E-03 4.$bOE02 
0.431E 01 3.671E 00 1,fl30E 02 2,482E-03 4.863E-02 
a.M8oE 01 8.439E 00 1,914E 02 2,496E-03 4,875E802 
M.481E 01 2 040E-01 1,916E 02 2,497E.03 4,876E.02 
a,6t6E 01 2.427E 01 2.159E 02 2.5a*6803 .6b3E.02 
4.731C 01 1,657E 01 2.32SE 02 2.535E 03 4.344E.oa 
41.734E 01 4.137E-01 2.329C 02 2o535803 4.336E.02 
4.61E 01 1,139E 01 2.443E 02 2.528E-03 4,028E-O 
4.879E 01 q.301E 00 2,536E 02 2.5018'v3 3.651E-02 

















5.408E 01 6,174E 00 3.076E O 2.333E-03 1,9bOE02 
5,S4874E 01 9.918E 00 3*IS5E 02 2.3165.03 i.os'iewoe 
5.576E 01 6,790e 00 3.2O3E 02 2.299903 1,lUSEt-0 
5.026E 01 2akE27 OO 3.2Rs5 02 ?.Au6Eoo3 1334E802 











5668 01 1.975E 00 3.857E 02 2.232E.03 t,380En02a 
5.704E 01 1,268E 00 3,269E 02 2.22BE-03 315Eoa 













6.222E 01 8.098E 00 3.558E 02 2,206E.03 l.3SbE.02 
6,408E 01 1.389E 01 3,697E 02 2,236 .03 1.1018.0 
0,5106E 01 2,08E 00 3:717E 02 2:2636:0$ ta5Emoa 
6.510E 0t 2,02SE-01 3.719E 0a a.266Ew03 It s4Bpoa 
6,5308E.01 9,836E-01 3.729E 02 2.262E03 1,137E02 
6.696E 01 7.615E 00 380SE 02 2,207E-03 9.31E.03 
6,763E 01 2,689E 00 3.832E 02 2.212E-03 9.616E.03 






















7,111E 01 1,023E 00 3.936E 02 2.008E.03 5,043E03 











7.487E Di 7W032E01 34092E 02 1,981E-03 3.893E.03 
7.772E 01 1.410E 00 4,006E 02 1,939E-03 3,341E.03 
8,162E 01 1.421E 00 4.0208 02 1,33E-03 3.*4i9E.03 
8.443E 01 7,121E801 a.028E 02 1.902E03 3.078E-03 
8.729E 01 3,O81Et01 4.031E 02 1.936Ee03 3.7.3F-03 
8.729E 01 0.000 4.031E 02 1.936E-0. 3.7348E03 







CALCULATED THRUST...oo e...**.,,,,,,, *bb, (LbF) ANGLt UF ATTACK ............ o.........0,000 (DE(.RtEa)

MEASURED THRUST.,..#,.,................. .553. CLBF) MASS FLOW RATIU.................. 0,9875

CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE,,.......... .367. 
(LBFSeC/LB3J ACITVE CRAG COEFFICIENT...,..&...,..... 0O00
MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE.,,,,,,,.,,. ebb", 
(L8F-SEC/L8P) LIMITING PRESSURE RECOVERY EFFICIFNCY.... 0,1620

CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT........... ..146b DELTA PT2.......,,,,,,....,..,,,.,...* 0.1193 (PSI)
MEASUREO THRUST COEFFICIENT..,,,.,.,,. 
-,2213 
 TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY * SLPEhSONZC..,.. 0.3805
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY SUBSONIC.,.,.... 0.1644
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC...v 0,6990
REGENERATIVE.COOLED ENGINE PERFORMANCE 
 INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC..,. 0.9039
 
CALCULATED KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUPEHSQNIC.. O,9b6
STREAM THRUSTo..., ...meo..,,,,,*,,, 
 O BF KIhEIIC ENERGY EFFiCIENCY - SUBSmIC..... 0,8968
NET THRUST.....a,..,.,.......,,,.,,....., 
 0, (LF; ENTHALPY AT PO * SUPERSIC.,,o,.,...,, 04.77 (BU/LBM)
SPECIFIC IMPULSEa,.,,....,,,..,.,,,,o. O (LBFS8EC/LSM ENTHALPY AT PC 
- SU8OQNIC,.,....#....... 28,98 CBTU/LBM)







FUEL-AIR RATIO,,.,..... .,, ..... 0,0000

INLET FR.C.iON 
 1Mo,8(LOP) EGU4VALENCE A, 0,00INLET MOMENTUM CNANGE.,,,....,.=,,, . *730 (LOF) COMBUSTOR EFFICIEN~y.m,......,, ..... 0,000
COMBLSTOR FRICTION DRAG ,.,,,,,,,,,,,,, 7.9 (LOP) TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO...o...........#.@ 0.2539 
COMBUSTOR S1RUT DRAG...*,*,,.,,,, ,,, O87 (LOF) C0BUSTOR EFFECTIVENESS,..,*.......... 0.670 
COMOUSTOR MOMENIUM CHANGE...,...,t.,. -166t (LBF) INJECTOR OSCHARGE COEFFICIENTS
 
NOZZLE FRICTION ORAG...... ..,..., 31-30 (LOF;

NOZZLE STRUT ORAG....4 .,.,,,*,,,,,,, 0,06 (Lep
NOZZLE MOMENTUH MANQE...,,,,.,,,,,,,, 531, CLeF) 
 NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL.o..,...,,..., 56, (LF)

EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG43,2,,,,, .,,,,.. 43,21 (LBF) 
 VACUUM STREAM THRUST CUEFfICIENT v CS,... ,0130
 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL, .,.,,,,,.,. -1025a (LF) 
 NOZZLE COEFFICIENT . CT.,.,.,,....,so... 0.9709
 
TOTAL EXTLRNAL DRAGo,,e,.,... 




9 ,,, 10;87 (LOPi KINETZC ENERY EFFICIENCY,......... 5
i.Ob 

CAVITY FORCE*,*o.o,, acoefa *o, *IGS1 (...)
 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE.,...,..,,, 2595. CLOF)

MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCEo,,eo o.ea .8O7, (LOF)
o






NOtINAL COWL LEADING EDGE,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 34,884 (IN) INJECTORS STATION VALVE
 
SPIKE TRANSLATION....... s.......... e,. 0.lt (IN) IA 
 40=400
 
INLET THROAT,,,*,..=,,,,.*,,,,,,,,,,,, *40;600 (IN) 18 R50305

COON LEADING EOGE, t"".,,.... ...1,.., 35,201 (IN) IC 44,300

NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EDOE..,..,.....g, 73o541 (IN) 2A 
 48,777

NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE.....I....,,,, 87.293 (IN) aC 46,250

STRUT LEADING EDGE.,....,,,,.,.,,.,*,, 56,057 (IN) 
 3A 5.067
 








t = 167.81 sec. 
201
 
PAGEBLOCK 4L 71 lI r 2 10 .811 ACH 6. PT = 7de.,0<i IT a 3n6A.1READING C 0064 

RA'A JET PERFOk'44.4CE 
[% il ~ A Q F P (. 4 T 
, P T ,GAP m%',T B0i V eALW VFL 6 1/A A/AC PC.-IFI- QI AC PHI V AC 
WIND TUNNEL t 9 5
 
0,000 7148.2,49 3063 600.1( 815) 1.2914 2 13,52 4611
 
0.40a 421 .28.0( lpt) 1,3989 2851 1007 5."2 5999 1.83q 0.10734 26,02A 0.97ql 5117 9.999 19Q.1
0*000 

SPINE TIP Ns 2 0 3
 
0,6i00 18,J62 3063 690,11 815) 1.2916 28,851 4btt
 
0.600 16.333 2990 667.9C 794) 1,293q 28.051 2562 0.408 1053 2.090 0.10734 26.920 6.9791 yq77 1.756 104.9
 
WIND TUNNEL 3 0 0
 
0,000 748,249 3063 690,1( 815) I.?Qh 28.852 21611
 0OiD0 0.384 4i5 -29.4( 100) 1.3989 28.851 1000 6.000 6000 1,83q 0.10373 ab.o1a n.9191 Qq48 9,074 190#2 
SPINE TIP NS 4 0 0
 
0,600 J8.162 3063 690,1( 815) 1.2916 28,851 2611
 
0,600 -. ?996 28.651 258A 0.391 1011 2.090 0.10373 26.014 0i97ql 49AB 1.29 190,2
16,47 669i6( 795) 1.2937 

INLET THROAT 5 0 4
 
40,400 301,775 30a4 b78,a( 804) Jia930 26.851 2596
 
1855 2.533 4698 1.893 0.94425 26.920 0.1113 4305 68.905 162.9
40,400 19.90l 1479 a37,0( 366) 1. 501 28.851 

INLET UPNRSK 6 0 3
 
40,400 301,175 3024 676.2 804) 1.2930 2509%1 2596
 
1.3534 260.51 1621 2,6R4 4778 1.893 Q.8R8111 26,9211 0.1224 k.c,7 63,763 164.4
40,400 13,67a IA21 Z21.9c 351) 

INLET DNWRSK 7 0 4
 
40,400 125,577 3029 678:2t 804) l.293o 2b.851 2596
 
M4,400 .107,967 2922 6U7 2( 773) s52§61 28,651 2S55 0.487 1244 1.993 0.85841 26.920 0.122 4427 1b.5M lbkok
 
COMOUSTOR 0 a 1 4
 
40,410 101,058 3024 670,1( 8U4) 1.2930 28,851 2596
 
40.10 15.936 1M80 237i4t 367) 13500 28.SS1 1856 2.53t 4696 1.893 0.94413 2h,94 0.113 43Lw 66.907 1628
 
COMBUSTOR 0 9 2 21
 
41,302 179,722 29S7 686,2( 850) 1,2972 26,508 R662
 260 O R
1.3440 20,500 2O35 2,220 4516 206a 0,95256 21.107 4.1! 6b,859 157,1 01 07




COMBUSTO 0 10 3 21
 
41.312 049.410 aha5 hbb2( 828) 1,3005 26.432 2656
 t 9 JJ 2-4--0141#312 16.02 15b5 279.0( 424) 1 Oa8b 26.432 1992 2,266 4514 Z.QQ9 0.95333 27, .,11 25Q 66.06 157,1 0., 
COMBUSTOR 0 11 4 21
 
410377 194.018 a873 b85.9( 25) 1,3011 26,421 265Z
 
41,377 tb125u 1564 284.2( 424) 1.3487 26.421 
199R 2.256 4494 2. O0B 0.95336 27.107 (.lIll 14249 66,590 156.7 0.2-4 0.00
 
COMBUSTOR 0 12 5 21
 
4t,500 lq1.23q 2870 685.3( 82") 1.3012 26.4i19 2651
 
1607 295.1C 436) 1.3466 26.419 20L8 IO 9 4 18 2.009 0,95367 27.107 0'illt0 4231 65.40b 196.1 0.2a 0.00
41,500, 17.876 

COMBSiTOR 0 13 6 0
 
4?,460 149,665 30217(179,7( 871) 1.4937 ?6,60b 2705
 1.756 3949 2.061 0.94425 27.107 n.il21 4141 7.955 M0 i QR4 0,15
42,460 28,339 2041 367.9( 563) 1.3267 26,6nb 224q 

COPBUSTNR 0 14 7 5
 
44.097 110.933 3637 667.1(1058) 1.2634 27.334 ?.891
 
44.097 54,722 3107 493.0( 892) 1,281? 27,340 4699 1.092 29Q6 2,139 0,91229 27,107 0.1160 4JU8 hi.771 151,0 9,24 oils
 
COMBUSTOR 0 lb 18 2
 
44,310 110.3a2 3639 665.5(1058) 1.2632 27,342 2891
 
1.28U2 27.3d9 2709 1.061 2875 4.139 0.91058 27.t07 0(1162 4103 a .695 15).3 Oi24 0.75
44.310 56.446 3154 500.3( 901) 

COMBUSTOR 0 16 9 3
 
944800 109.174 3616 661.?(1051) 1.2642 27.330 2884
 
44,600 60.408 3187 515.0( 912) 1.2792 27.336 2723 0.991 2705 4.13a 0.900S5 a7.1Q7 0.1161 4064 S8.12 15Q.7 0,24 0.74
 
COPEUSTOR 0 17 10 2
 
44.812 109.141 3613 661i1(1050) 1.2643 27.3R8 2883
 
44.512 60,387 3185S 515.0( 911) 1.2793 27,333 2722 0,993 2704 2,138 0,90t.94 27,107 0.1167 4083 38,11|3 150.6 0,24 0.74
 
COMBUSTOR 0 IS 1i b
 
46,250 102.609 3094 bb7.2(0n0t3 1.2916 23.112 28q4
 
527.6t 864) 1.3042 Z3.75a 27e.2 0.97 n RbaD 2.325 0,860-;g eT.411, Ai238 40Ohil 3-J.477 149.1i Oi63 0,1946.250 57.1 1]2712 

COMBUSTOR 0 19 la
 
46.260 102.7o 309t2 667.1(0 1) 1.291 23.7332894
 
47.260 57.148 247 527.7( g65)1 .37 23.7314 23 0.00 2601 R.S25 Q.6¢NA3 e7.o1 f.1239 4O17 .475 153 fo.63 009
 
COMBUSTOR 0 20 13 a
 
41,310 qd.708 3322 657.0(1n1)Yg 1.281 23,982 d97e
 
a7s3lo 55.948 2q27 510.a( 936) 1.a937 23.9840 2 0 .967 2711 .305 0.8C494 ?7.'Jh C.1.431 020 33,L'7 153.B C.63 n.29
 
COMBUSTOR 0 21 15 2
 
47,337 9S.649 3327 656.(6JW 1. Sll 23.986 e90I
 )
41.337 55.999 331 58.10.1(94 1.28su Ej.996 2704 0.996 2750q 2,316 0.6029t' 27,416 A.Y339 4,21 3J,b7 153.9 0.63 0.a9
 
C0148UBTOR 0 22 15
 
48.10 894.88q 355 6 9.1(1160) 1.86853 ?4.*56 3042
 
46.777 52.447 3131 487.7( OUN) i.28 24.246 2870 0993 250 P.363 0.79720 27.16| O.I429 4348 33,2t Ibo Q.63 0.39
 
COMBUSTOR 0 23 16 b
 
48,777 89.689 3242 660.1fitt3) 1.2657 21.56q 3100
 
48,777 43.60a 2751 460.7( 968) 1521 .571 2873 1099 3158 2.549 0.0732 2/.719 P.1552 4050 34,ZR it06 .0$. 0.23
 
COMBUSTOR 0 24 17 2
 
48,787 89.632 3245 656.1112071) 1.28bb el.57t 31ol
 
9,787 431,3b7 2752 400.Q( 977) 1.3219 21.S73 2878 1.101 3163 d.59 C.69641 a7,719 0.155Q 44b3 3o./e3 60.6 1,01 0.23
 
COPBUSTOR 0 25 19 a
 
0,717 879.010 3357 656.1(1207) 1.88L5 2,008l 3139
 
49.317 31.q50 76& 42.4?1077) 1.2965 21.*17 2878 1.193 34302,5 1 0.655131 27.719 0.1ho52 QSSA Q./73 164.4 1.01 C.26
 
COMBUSTOR 0 27 A0 4;
 
S002E7 79.4316 39 6,6(13309) 1.a25 22.008 3247
 
50*727 31'"O0 3(.0 366,6(10f))1 .2865122,V17 2964 1.263 314 2.591 0.#5559 27.719 .1179 4796 3e,092 173.0 1.01 0.36 
COMBUSTOR 0 27 20 G 
S21827 74.360 3663 b34.5(1409) 1,2511) 22.22 3297 
52,627 R107 3(,() 254.6(105?) 1.21341 22.239 293R l.576 h3312 ,o07 0.4546 27.71q U,.37 5Ob6 30.o23 182.8 1.01 0.42
 
CO 8USIOR 0 29 al
 )
53,027 73.620 39 2 016.1(16 1.2498 22.246 33010
 
53.027 RO,2007 5 274 37.(1041) 1.2847 2235 4921 1.521 4475 2.609 0,4361 V7.719 .P,.30 511$ 3Q.120 18".5 1.01 0.43
 
COROUV OR o 0 2 23
 
$4,077 72,246 39 8 620.1(143) 1.247Q 22.Q01 3310
 
54,Q?7 18.500 8951 20q,8(1032) 1.2847 22.314 0076 t,573 575B 2.t)12 0.41134 41.719 0.?-731 5181 e525 189 1 0I.44
 
COMBUS7 R 0 30 23
 
55,76o' 69.542 399A b2k0.2(l~b3) 1,2433 22,367 3394
 
55,760 15,241 2911 150,9(1014) ima6bt P2.394 2862 1.b71 4815 a,010 0,365?7 27,719 002453 53V5 27,332 191.4 101I 0.46
 
COPOUSTOR o 3e a5 5
 
56.262 b4.408 46S 61S.I(163b) 1,8081 22.649 3U26
 
$6,a6a 14.5S7 3502 164,2(1236) 1.2542 2k,947 3085 1.549 C766 d,662 0.29413 27.,q1 0. 579 517A 2).783 lq7.6 i.01 0.h2
 
CQPBUSTOR 0 33 2b b
 
56.317 62.060 I17 017.9(1499) 1.2349 22,"91 3352
 
S6.317 11.460 29Q8 qT7b00nto) 1,a833 22.531 2870 1.779 5105 2.634 0.,!9330 27.119 .jbq,, b461 PI.270 197.7 1,01 0.50
 
cop sUaTop o 34 27 3
 
56,457 61.851 4125 617,3t1502) 1.2343 22.501 3354
 
56.457 11.369 a912 94.2(1611)1 .2831 22.541 2871 1,762 5116 Z,635 0,aqjjq R7.719 01.1717 13a9 23,152 19filt, 1.01 0.50
 
CO BUSI0R 0 35 28
 
56,537 55.310 496 617.O()(12A ) 1,409Hl 22.k$32 3422
 
56.537 14,182 3449 151.1(1217) 1,25b4 2d.9?5 066 1.575 4828 P,b59 0.29451 al,719 P.3075 5 95 22.(.Ab 14€s,2! 1.91 f0.61
 
COMBUSTOk 0 36 29
 
56.817 5 0,)b5 4430 bib.9(1622) 1.21 ?,61b 3a49
 
tv0 56.817 1 ,800 3404 13 4 fr199) 1,2S1 ? 305n 1.60! 4An3 ,b 7 0,4q3118 ?7.719 0.3686 5510 R ,271 lq0.6 1.01 0.61
 
C= COPBUSTON 0 S7 30 4.
 
W 	57.043 51.d 9 4366 hJ5.u(Ib6h) 1.elo5 ?8,753 $007
 
57,043 13,079 $279 1?'J.7(1151) tA"?2*0A s0 1,6514 4973 2.6 1 0,2Q303 e7.719 r.3tQ3 5522 2e.647 19 0,d 1.01 0.58
 
PEA0pinc a CaM4 ikLPCK t 1t 1rt = Ir7.1 - f t " = 7 It T~If 3 1ot PAL-1 
COMF8USTC p057.767 
p T 




? .$b1 s5% 
A(e cL $ , 14 1, t I~L Pt'] WTAt 
'~51.767 10.770 ab!$& 63.$( 't1 9l I.?84A P'e.5bOl Fbq4 IAIF 5236 2.01£e~'~ 77 f'15 ,5,b ?3,.477 0 . 1.03 6,51 












8270 P.549 57$7 e.,33 0,0655 27.7l6 f.1777 b559 2b,/71 d0Qo5 1.01 0.30 










3?d4 l.ald 0571 2.679 0.29652 Z7.719 C.Sb b547 21..,63 ?t.l I,0 0,76 
COMBUSTOR 0 al 311 4 
62.217 55,294 4663 598,0(1711) It913 23.106 34$7 
42t.21 16.294 1790 )55.6(130b) j.2355 23.263 31b3 1087 4705 2,064 0.30456 d7.719 0.3b5" b537 24.471 199.7 1.ti 0,70 












23.24 3332 1.293 4074 2.o4 0.Qea8 !7.71q 0.37 4 q t.l97 1.01 1.92 
tOkBU37OR 0 43 3b 204 
65.057 h3.762 5118 587,aft93) I.I83 23.605 3518 
65,057 21.162 4713 296.8(1716) 1.15511 23.915 3365 1.19 3866 2.686 0.2683b 27.714 n.1012 5516 lb.123 199.v 3.01 1.00 







bu5.8(Z916) 1.15 23.b22 3541 




AE 45 3A 9 
43.762 5118 987.a(189) 
1.3e 3109 .577.3(j053) 
1.t43 23.605 3518 
1.2533 29.u47 2815 2.712 7634 2.686 0.055A7 2'.710 1.9371 1291 6.628 263.0 1.01 .D00 
NOZLE P0 46 39 5 
87.293 03.762 5118 587.4(1859) 1.1483 23.6bn5 3511 
47ta93 
NOZZLE AE 
0.404 2376 -5q 
REGEh 47 40 
3 ( 772) 
5 





5175 615.P(1918) 1.1465 23.542 3541 
3212 -534.8(1093 1.9451 2,4943 2852 2.695 7686 2,700 0.05507 27.71Q 1.9371 1354 6b73 65.3 1.01 1.00 








24.452 2523 30409 6599 4.700 O,t,'22a 27,719 u.8260 7q08 2,996 485.3 1.01 1,00 
FrCTTVE CUM13USTF 67 60 0 
65.057 3D1.775 5355 587.4(188) 1,1653 23.861 3606 
65,067 0.40A 150?-1168,6( U63) 1.3208 24,452 2008 4.668 374 2527 0.039A6 2',719 2.718 6357 5,8n7 301.5 1.01 1.00 
FICTIVE tOZZIE 68 61 0 
87.293 P3.151 5012 56.0n18v9) t.139 P3.546 38?Q 
67.293 1.939 3659 "328aC(1273) 1.2024 24.370 299t 2,231 6605 2.738 Q05587 27,719 1.9S71 6722 5.e05 o42.51.01 1.00 























0,000 .3.447E 01 
0,000 -J .652F 02 
0.000 .3.6a2E 62 
5.97E 00 -4,302E 02 



































































3,755F O0 a4.368E 0? 0.000 0.000 
1,80OF 00 .0.513E uP .1.669E 02 -1.669E C2 
2.07E nO -U.6I8E a? -1.667F 02 -l.872 02 
4.362E On U0.816F 02 .1.729F 02 .1.729t 0? 











































02 n1.937E 01 






























1.5699 01 -5.291E 02 -a.206E 02 
1.527 01 -5.292E 02 2.416E 02 
1.520 )1 .293E 02 -2.44 02 
1.S58E 0S -5,289E 02 -2.514F O 
1.620C a1 .5.338E 02 .2.643E 02 
1.238E 01 -5.441h 02 -2.720E oa 
5.400E 00 .5.656E 02 -2.873E 02 
5.189E 00 .5.825E 02 "2.969E 02 
4,727E 00 -6.213E 02 .3.197E 02 
4.716E 00 -6.222E 02 .3.503E 02 
-1.o40E 02 -3,462E 01 
.2.012E 02 p0.055E 01 
-2.026E 02 -4.1532 01 
-2.070E 02 -4.435F 01 
.2.15E 02 .0.8999 01 
-2.06E 02 -5.143E 01 
-2.314E 02 -5.590E 01 
.2.385E 02 5,804F 01 
w2.SbOE 02 .6.465E 01 




















































4s..30E 01 2.82iE 01 
40,1319 01 2.837E 01 
4.136E 01 2,891E 01 
4a1302 01 2.992E 01 
4,246E 01 3.349E 01 4141OE 01 5,665E 01 
.441E 01 5,967E 01 
4,480E 01 6.660E 01 
481E 01 6,653E 0I 
4625E 01 5,851E 01 
4,624F 01 5.846E 01 
4,712 Ct 5.260t 01 
4,734E US 5.265L 01 
4.081. 01- 5.40E 01 
A878t 01 1.1i5lE 01 
4,879E 01 m.3AOe 01 
4,932E 01 3.757E 01 
5.073E 01 3,148E 01 
5@283F 01 2.190E Ot 
b.333E at 2.O7E 0S 
3,687E 00 "7.278E 02 .4.009E 02 2,967E 02 .1.042E 02 
3.675F 00 o7.291E 02 -.AIE 02 .2.9722E 02 .1049F 02 
3,600E 00 -7.177E 02 -o4IflE O 3,004E UP -1,097E 02 
5.6289 00 7.534E 02 -4.20 E O 43,0b6E 02 -1.193E 02 
2.319E 01 ,.2585 02 -5.807E n2 -3.610C 02 .2.197E 02 
5.279? 01 -8,324E 02 .9.151E 02 04.79E 0? -4.356F 02 
5,023F 01 .8.3506 02 *9.d7E 02 -4.973E 02 .t,653F 02 
5.422E 01 .8,460L 02 -1.079E 03 -5,407E 02 5.386E 02 
5,420E 01 .6,470E 02 -1,062F 03 -5.418E 02 .5.405k 02 
5,715F 01 .7,76 O .1,4b1E 03 .6.686E OZ -7.820e 02 
5,717F 01 -7.772L 02 -1,4E 03 .6.697E 02 -7,844E 02 
5.9308 01 .6,310E 02 -1.7306 03 .7.565E 02 .9,735F 02 
5.935F 01 6E,?76E G2 -1,747 03 -7,587E O -9.783E 02 
5,084F 01 .oe9uuE 02 -1.929E 03 -8.195E 02 -1,109F 03 
4.351F 01 .3.03PE O2 .2.079E 03 .8,700E o -1.209E 03 
4.340E 01 .3.UOE 02 -2.061E 03 -8.707E 02 -1.210E 03 
3.757E a1 .. 2289 U2 .2.19E 03 .9.095E 02 .1280 03 
3.1489 01 2.633E 01 -2.452E 03 .1.007E 03 .1.449F 03 
2,190E 01 3.20?2 O -2,789E 03 -1.137E 03 -1.652E 03 















































































































02 -2.965E 0) -1.20SE 03 

































02 -3.16E 03 
02 -3.242E 03 
0 .3,?a8E 03 
02 -4.2b4E 03 
-1.287E 03 -1.896E 
-. 300e 0S1-1.93 
.1.311E 03 .1,9389 






































































6,060E 01 .721E 













02 -3.499C 03 -1.39L 01 
02 -3.609E 03 .. 443F 05 




3.'332 uI 1.46bE 01 
3.19nE v3 4.2h5a01 













READING =0064J BLO3CK 9 71 TTPF a !o7.811 '.ACmi 5.0 PT --74b3. U9 IT 2 b~ PAGE 5 
XABS 
S6,468E 01 
C 6,506E 01 
PwIs 





nPA 0x a-IP 
A,718* 02 -4.050! 03 .51,b7t 03 
,7XPL 02 -4.093E (3 -1.571 03 
0-ne 
























8.71SE 02 4 I!QE 03 .I.58E 03 -e.SOi 















6.763E 01 8026E 00 9.045E 00 1.236E 03 .. 3e2E A3 oj.691E 03 -2.678t 03 bl6&SE 3 1.980 ft 1073U-0 2.Z41E 01 .?09E02 
6.840E 01 4.390E 00 6.906E 00 1.029E 03 .4.375F 03 .6",E 01 2.716E 03 i.0oO 03 1.UbE 01 5.867E.03 1,711F 01 9.2a9E.3O 
6,9l2 01 3.453E 00 4.905E 00 1.554E 03 ". 2PE 03 -1.668E 03 -2,753E 03 U.848E 03 8,557E 00 4.615h-03 1.21se 01 6.55SE.03 
6#973E 01 2,160E o0 A.109e O0 1.63SE 0 .Q.0b9E 03 .1.675e 03 .2.794E 03 4.929E 03 b591E 00 3.555L-03 io1E 01 5,992E003 
7.068E 01 1.913E 00 2,070E 00 10M28 03 *4.SIJE 03 .1.6cE 03 .2.829E 03 5.136E 03 Si74JE0 0 ?,557E.03 7.112E 00 3,836E-03 
7.11E 01 1.975E 00 2.656E 00 1.757E 03 -4,534E 03 .1.6a86E 03 -2.807 M3 5.088! 03 3.Yn3E o E.i05s-03 6.582E 00 3,550DE03 
7.264E 01 1.4OE 00 1a89SE 00 ..845F 03 -4.590E 03 -1.695E 03 -2,895F 03 5,273k 03 3.b20E Ou 1.8981.03 ')..tbE 00 E,5339.03 
7.354E 01 1,329E 00 S.tSoEOl 1.A93E 03 -4,618E 03 .. 700E 03 .2.919C 03 5.372K 63 3.294F 06 1.o77-03 1276E 00 6.883E.O4 
7,354E 01 1329E 00 5.O09E.01 189Uk 03 .4.bl9E 03 -1.70oE 03 -2,919E 03 5.172E 03 3 293F O, 1.77tE-03 1.261E 00 6.801EP04 
7.4871 01 1,195E 00 0.000 1.9R1E 03 .q.666h 03 -1.706E 03 .2,960E 03 5.424E 03 8.961E 60 1.597L-0S 0.000 0.000 
7.772E 01 2.130E 00 0.000 1.988E 03 .4.617E 03 -.1716E 03 .2.960E 03 5,523E 03 5.278F 00 2.847L.03 0.000 0000 
8,1629 01 1,430E 00 0*000 2,064E 03 -4.688E 03 -1.727F 03 .2.960E 03 5,628L 03 3,543E 00 1.91L1-03 0.000 0,000 
.v4q3E.01 113SE 00 0,000 2.092E 03 .4.697E 03 o1.737E &3 o2.960 03 5.682E 03 2.612E 00 1.517E-03 0.000 0.000 
6,729E 01 1,650E 00 0.000 2.126b 03 .4,714F 03 -l,790E 03 -2.96OE 03 5.705E 03 4.089E 00 2.2(,E-03 0.000 0.000 
61729E 1 1.65IR 00 0.000 2.126E 03 .,714E 03 -1.754E 03 .2,960E OS 5.705E 03 4.091E 00 2.27E.03 0.000 0,000 




L.040E 01 1.152E OP 1,152E 02 

4.041E 01 1.797E.01 1.154E 02 

4,130E 01 1.793E 0' 1.333F 02 

4,131E 01 2.09Ewoi 1.335E 02 

4.1386 01 4.2bPE 00 1.307C 02 

4.150E 01 2.334E 00 1.371EEn2 

4,246E 01 1.740E 01 1.5M5E OP. 

4.4106 01 2.611E 01 1006E 02 

4.431E 01 3.123E 00 1.37P 02 

4.480E 01 7,245E 00 1,9102 02 

11,481E 01 1.704E201 1.911E 02 

4,625E 01 2.089E 01 2.12O2 02 
4.626E 01 1.39RE-01 2.122E 12 
4.731E 01 1.331E 01 2.255E 02 
4.734E 01 3.qOSE-01 2.258E 02 
4.81iE 01 9.694E On 2.3559 02 
4,0786 01 8,776E 00 2,443E 02 
4.879E 01 .3366Eo R.444E 02 
4.932E 0i 6.743E 00 2.512E 02 
5.073E Pi t.71E ol a.b83E 02 
5,283E 0& 2.393E 01 2,9229 02 
5.333E 01 5.603E 00 2.978E 02 
5SOW5 01 8.298E O 3,ON1E 02 
5.480E 01 6.149E 00 3.1'43 02 
S.S76F 01 9,530E 00 3.2389 02 
5.626E 01 3.156E 00 3.2702 02 
S.632E 01 4,651E.Ol 3.27 L 02 
5,646E 01 1.214k 00 3o28tE 02 
5,8542 01 7.219E-01 3.294E n2 
5,682E 01 2.530E 00 3.319F 0 
5704E 01 1.942E 00 3.3382 02 
$.777U 01 6,314L 00 3ol402! 02 
5.879E 01 9.186E 00 3.493F 02 
6,000E O 1.61OE 01 3,6SaF 02 
6,2*E 01 1,122 01 3,767E 02 
60468 01 2,0e14E ot 3.968F O 
6,506E 01 2.701E 00 3.995E 02 
6.510E 01 2.827E-uc 3.99 E 02 
6030E 01 1.440E 00 4O12F 02 
6,6q6E 01 1.214E 01 0.139F 02 

6.763E 01 .474E 00 4.178F M2 

6.840 01 .675E 00 0.259 02 

6.912F 01 3.720E 00 4.2b2F 02 

6.973F 01 2.755E 00 4.290E 02 

7.068E D1 3.661E 00 4.326F n2 

7,11IE 01 lo449E 00 4.31E 02 

7,264E 01 0 .596E 00 .387F 02 

7,354i 01 10~35E 0O 4.406C 02 

7.354F 01 P.568F-03 9.,406E! 02 

7.487E 01 8,953E-01 4,at5r n2 

7,772F 01 2.223E OP 4.437F 02 

8.162E 1 9.482E 00 4.46FE 02 

8.443E 01 1.oSOE 3P 1.737 OP 

" , 8,729E 01 4.56bE01 4.a77F 02 




































































































































































































































PT :7058.tJ9 T j 36
 





ENGITE PERFORMANCE I"LLI 
CALCULATED THRUST ........ 
 . .. .. . 161O. (LBF) ANGIE OF AtTACA .* . .. .. ... . GlfDFI3REES)MEASURED THRU$T.,vl o .... ia............... 1469. (LBF) ASS FLnl* HAI O ..............i. , .......... i791
 
CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE,........., dOO, (LhFI-SEC/Lbr) AOCITIVE PRA CUEFF7C7&NT. ,.... ..... . 0010
 
MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE.........I....... 1862. (LBF.SEC/Lllt) LIMITING PRESSURE PFCOVERV FFFICIF y.... ,.1655
CALCULATE0 THRUST COEFFICIENT .......... s 0.6249 UELTA PTi ........ , ..................... 0.119I (PSl)
 
MEASURED THRUST COEFFICzENT ......... ,... O.561 
 TOTAL PRESSURL RECLVERY - SLfEU'CIC...., (.40 3 
TnTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - S0 ICmi .... 17SC6 678INLET PROCESS EFFITEUCy - SLPERSCIIC,,.. C.8q46
REGENERATIVE-OOLED ENGINE PERFORMANCE 
 INLEI PROCESS EFFTCTEKCY - SLBEOIC.,.. .. Q,942
 
CALCULATED 
 KINETIC EPEqGY E FICIFNCY - SUPFRS ICI .9446STREAM THRUST................,.*..,. b7BO. (LBP) 
 KINETIC E"ERGY FPFIIfNCy - bLeSL;'1..... 0.0933
NET ,.. .... ,,, ...........16b9. (LBF) ENT"ALPY AT PO - SUPERSCIC.......... . -0,07 (BTU/LBM)SPECIFIC IMPULSE..... ................., 2075. (LBF.SEC/LBM-) 






SOmiEmTU ANIn FORCES 
FPEL.AIR RATIO,...,..,..,............. Oawl

INLET FRICTION 0RAGSit ........,,,,,,,,, , L15,e (LSF) EOIIVALENCE ..... .ATIO 1.011
.,.. ,...INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE, ............ a..lt -736.5 (LOF) CnmOUSTOR EFFICIEN'CY...... ....... ... 1.000
COMBUSToR FRICTION ORAG.....o,.......... 
 284.3 (LPF) TOIAL PRESS'JRE AIIfl.................... 0.1450
COMBUSTOR STRUT 
 ... .., -6.10 (LOP) CPPSTOEPPFFCTIvENFS.............,.,i.. 0.8648
COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE,.#............ 




NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE.#,..,*... ..... , 106, (LAF)
0 NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEOAL.................I1254. (LOF)

EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAGi.........,,, ,., 
 46.03 CLSF) VACLIUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT * Cb,... O,929EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL.............. .1060. (LBF) 
 NOZZLE COEFFICIFNT . CT................. .1.34O
 
TOTAL FXTERNAL ORAG.,,.................. .1106, 
(LOF) PRCCESS EFFTCIENCY................. . 0.7826
TOTAL STRUT ORAG.........*,*,*....., 

-6.10 (LBF) KTNETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY, ............ OE.217
 
CAVITY FORCE.................,......, 1146. (LOF)

CALCULATED LOAD CEtL. FORCE..,.,,. .. , -651, (LBP)

MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE.
.....,., ...*.. 7 (..iF) 











SPIKE TRANSLAIT ........................ Q,3I6b (IN) IA 
 4,.4O
INLET THROAT........ 4O,4O0 (IN) to 41.302 9
COWL LEADING EnGE.l................, , 30201 (IN) 
 111 4.300
 
NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EDGF.......... 71.5j (:') 
 A 48,777
NOZZLE PLuG TRAILING EDE ............... 87.293 
(IN) aC 06.250 A
STRUT LEADING EDGE...... ....... a........ 56.457 (IN) 
 SA Ii.067
STRUT TRAILING EDGE..,......,,..... 65.U5/ (I) 3o 56,252
COM5USTOR EXITr......too,..,........*o... b5,057 (IN) $ Q4,802
 
Reading 64 
t = 202.01 sec. 
209
 
READING a 00f,4 BiLOCK U 109 7IPE 22011 MACt 6,0 p14?1.14~9 1f = 2486. 3"$)- ~ P G; 
'AN4JET PERFORMANrEa 





H GAMMA $OLwr ONV H&LM VEL 8 H/A A/AC PUPIM N IVAC PHI ETAC 
0.000 747.749 286 666,1( 792) 1.29,1 28.b52 2581 
00000 0.390 404 *3dl( 97) 1.5987 6.b51 986 5.995 5913 1.827 0.10672 e6.933 0.9854 6049 9.807 18?5 
SPIKE TIP 3 2 0 a4 
0.600 18.125 2986 666.7( 742) 1.2940 2b.851 2561 
0,600. 16.36e 2918 646.0( 772) 1.2962 28.51 2553 0,399 1019 e.08 0.10672 86.933 0.0854 4984 1.690 185,0 
WIND TUNNEL 3 0 0 
0000 747.749 2986 666.7( 79q2) 1.2941 8.852 2581 
0.000 0.381 401 -32.7( 97) 1.3987 28.851 983 6.011 5916 1.827 0.10503 b.507 0.0854 4971 9.656 187.t 





666,7( 7q2) 1.2940 Ea.851 2581 
646.7( 773) 1-,961 28.851 ?554 0.391 1000 2.063 0.10503 26.507 0,9854 4q70 1.632 187,5 
INLET THROAT 5 0 3 
40,400 IO1426 j946 655.2( 781) 1.2953 28.851 2565 
40,400 15.560 1428 223.7( 3 3) I.3530 26,051 18 5 2.546 4647 1.885 0.94512 26.933 0.1113 4333 68.251 160.9 





655.2( 782) 1.2953 F8.851 2565 
209.1( 338) 1,3563 28,851 1791 2.638 4725 j,885 0.85920 26.933 0.1224 4374 63.089 16a.4 
INLET ONNRSK 7 0 4f 
40.00 124.152 2948 655.2( 781 1.2953 28,851 2565 
4O,4oo 106.764 2848 625.1( 752) 1.298a 26.851 224 0.406 1228 1.946 0.85920 26.933 0.1224 4374 16.393 162.4 
COI6UsT0R 0 a 1 3 
40,4to 300.828 2948 655,2( 781) 1.2953 28.851 e565 
40.410 15.575 1429 224,0( 353) 1.3529 26.851 1826 2.545 4645 1.885 Q.9450U 26.933 0,1113 4333 68.219 160.9 
COMBUSTOR 0 9 2 3 
41.31 R44,506 2942 653.4( 70) 1.295S 28.051 2563 
41.314 17,746 1557 57.8( 387) 1.3458 2 .851 1900 2,342 4449 1.899 0.94709 26.933 0.1110 42Z9 65.4068 157.0 
COVBUSTOR 0 10 3 3 
41.37941,379 240.563 294217.915 1567 653.3t 779) 1,29$5 28.851260.5! 390) 1.3 52 28.851 25631906 
2,386 4433 t.900 0.94656 26.933 0,1111 4221 65.416 156.7 





053,0( 779) 1,2955 28,851 a562 
265.6f 395) 1.343 28.651 1916 2.297 4403 1.902 0.90157 !6.933 0.1110 4205 64.036 156.1 









776) 1.2959 28.851 2558 
40) 1 406 28.851 1957 2.184 473 1.909 0.93965 26.933 0.1119 4136 62.306 153.6 





643,4( 770) 1.2qbS 28.651 
288,3! 418) 1.3400 280,51 
2549 
1963 2.1"7 4i5 1.912 0.90603 26.9$3 0.1160 4100 59.379 152.2 
COMBUSTOR 0 14 7 4 
44.310 189,786 2906 642,5( 769) 1.2966 28.851 ?548 
44,310 19,285 1673 289,2! 418) j.3399 28.051 1965 2.139 4205 1.913 0.90507 26,933 0.1162 4094 59.11 152,0 
COMUsTOR 0 15 8 a 
44.800 184.960 2900 040,6( 767) 1,2968 28.851 2546 
4,8000 19.466 1684 292.a( 421) I.3394 2b.851 1971 2,118 4176 1.914 0.90138 46.933 0.1167 4077 58.493 151.4 
COMBUsTOR 0 16 9 A 







4.3393 28,851 1972 2.117 41175 1.914 0.90134 26.933 0.1161 4077 58.478 151.4 
46.260 164,516 2883 635.6( 762) 1,2973 28.851 2539 
46,260 18,684 1704 297,7( 427) 1.3384 26.65l 1982 2.074 4112 1.919 0.84901 26.933 0.1239 4040 54.256 150.0 
COMBUSTOR 0 18 11 a 
47.310 152.539 2872 632.3( 7591 1.2977 28,851 2534 
47.310 17.676 1707 298.5( U28) 1.33E3 d8.651 1984 2.060 40B7 1.924 0.19013 26,933 0.1331 40,4 50.183 149.4 
o0
READING 0064 00OGK s 1o9 TlPe 20 .l01AC 0.G P1 0 747,749 1T 2 2966.3 PAGE
 
P T H GAMMA MOL T 600V MA(, VEL 5 w/A 0 AIAC tOMTM Q IvAC PHI ETAC
 
COPBUSToR 0 19 12 A
 
47.339 15d.183 2872 632.2( 7S9) 1.2977 28.851 4534
 
47.339 17.665 1708 298.6C 428) I.$38J 28.851 L984 2.059 4085 1.924 0.7891d 26.953 0.133 S 4023 50.100 t49.4
 
COMBUSTOR 0 20 13 5
 
48,110 IU4,075 2864 629,8( 756) 1,2979 26.851 !531
 
46,110 10.258 1690 M,39(0423) 1.3391 28,851 1975 2,076 al00 1.927 0.73623 26,933 C.IQ28 40V7 46,906 149,5
 
COPBUSTuR 0 21 14 9
 
48,789 138,646 28t87 6Z7.9( 7S5) 1.2981 2b.851 e528
 
48.789 14.415 1651 a83.4( 1131 I.J409 28.851 1953 2.12b 0152 1,929 0.67667 26.933 0,1554 4049 03.661 IS0.3
 
COMBUSTOR 0 82 15 3
 
49.319 135.901 28S3 626,4( 753) 1.2983 a8,a1 5 26
 
49.319 13.010 1014 a73,2( 4o3) 1.34 b 28*851 
1932 2.176 4204 1.930 U.63284 26.933 0.1662 4073 41,347 151.2
 
COPBUSTOR o 23 16 5
 
50,729 139,284 2840 b 2.7( 750) 1.2967 28.851 2521
 
50.729 9.758 1482 238.0( 367) 1,3499 28,BI t857
 
2.363 4388 1.927 0.53936 26.933 o.1950 4160 36.776 194.5
 
COMBUSTOR 0 a4 17 10
 
5R,829 llel,9tO 2819 616,S 743) 1.2993 26,851 2513
 
52.B29 6,000 1205 365,61 295) 2,3666 28.851 1685 2,819 4750 1,907 0,44206 ?6,933 0.2379 4342 32.030 16J.?
 
COMBUSTOR 0 25 18 12 
53,329 204.272 2813 bib.bf 742) 1.2995 28.851 2510 
532j-g 5.a69 1105 145.0( 274) 1,3717 28,851 1630 2,973 4647 1.898 0.2400o 26,933 0.2480 093 31,941 163,1
..='j COPOUsTOR 0 26 19 5 
54.069 53.632 3917 626,5(t21t) .2442 26,202 3041
 
S4.069 23,554 3313 401,3(0W ) lo2688 20,225 2623 1.109 3351 2,3iQ0.40490q 27.270 0.2t29 4431 21,126 162,5 0.43 0.73
 
) .	 COPdUSToR 0 27 90 a
 
V,4.o7g 53.596 3920 626,5(1212) 1.2440 26.200 3042
 
54.D79 
 23,577 3370 10]1 26229 ?824 1,108 33555 2.310 0.400467 274270 P.2631 4432 21.098 
COVOUSTOR 0 28 21 
' --5.839 41797(til1) 1,2506 ?6,S50 2921 1.098 3206 2.322 O.S38bf8 27.270 (.2782 4521 19.065 165.b 0,43 0.89 - 25.312 3643 

CO BUSTOR 0 29 222 02
 
55.760 49.734 4327 61d.7(1347) 1,21 2b,721 31213
 
55,76o. 26.a7? 3ass 4240(1180) 1.2372 26,779 2976 1.047 3114 2,326 0.35940 a7.Z70 0,2962 
 4633 17,395 169,9 0,43 2,00 
COPOUaTOR 0 O 820 
56,254 43.$28 4563 b0.iotj60O) Io1q75 23,B57 337S 
56,04 . 20.780 4214 460067) 1.2146 23.933 3261 0.913 2977 2.599 0o20 14 27.607 0.3677 5077 13.b64 183.9 0.85 0.71
 
COMBUSTOR 0 31 a4
 
56.264 43.525 4566 6145,1(1609) 1.1973 23,860 W35
 
56. bn 26.797 4217 468.0t146g) 1.2143 n.31 3261 0.913 2977 2.599 0.a9898 27.607 0,367q 5079 1 ,553 184.0 0.05 0.71
 
CO l0USTQR 0 32 25 14
 
50,3i9 43.349 466 644,8(1624 ) Jotq3S 23 906 3382
 
56019 25.50a 4P.26 450,4(1072) 1.2122 23.995 3259 0.957 3119 a.601 0.21l 27.607 0,3690 
 50bb 14,159 184.2 0,65 0.73
 
COMBUSTOR 0 33 2t)

56,459 43.204 44636 644.1Q636) l.1qlZ2 3.941 3387
 
5 6,45 9 25 .5 7 9 42b 6 
45 0 ,6(148 6) 1.2 0 91 2 4 ,03 5 3 2 66 0 9 0 d 31 1 0 2 .60 2 0 .2900 1 2 7 .60 7 0 .3 717 5 1 U3 1A.017 1 8 4 ,a 0 .65 0 .74
 
C014BUSToR 0 54 27 4
 
sb,539 43,879 4630 64 ,7(1633) $.1919 23,935 3386
 
56.539 27 08 3 4288 465 .4(14 0 ) 1.2 C83 2 4022 3275 0,912 298 1 2 .b0 0, 0g326 27 607 0 3675 5112 13 612 185.4 G,85 0 7 4
 
CONBUSTOR 0 35 28 4
 
56*019 a7.375 4352 4b4,&(I t9) 1.2029 aQ=094 3287 0,907 2980 2,602 0OJ9229 27.607 0,3688 5143 13,537 18b,3 0,85 0,76
 
COMBUSTOR 0 36 29 4
 
$7.045 44.177 4726 641.RC1669) 1.1639 24.047 3401
 
END 57,04S ?7.561 00O0 463.7(I537) 1.19b? 24.151 3295 0,9U4 2980 2.602 0.01l74 47.607 0.3(;95 5165 13,512 187.1 
0.05 0,78

COMBUSTOR 0 37 30 4
 
57.769 41 8I4826 63t.6(1707) 1.1752 24.168 3416
 
S7 769 9b9IS 5 45 47 46b.3(1585) 1.1876 2 4 2 66 3 117 O. 86b 2938 2 960 4 0.2 672 4 47 607 0 .3753 52 07 1 1 189 ,3 0 8 S 0 8 41
i 





36 31 A 








1.16714 20.479 34e8 
1,1778 ?4.420 3132 0004 2905 ?.*0503.28538 27,607 0.3777 b213 13.063 191,u DOB$ 0.69 













624,4(1735) 1,1686 R4.288 34241,
434.1(1605) 1.1806 24.437 3319 0.930 3086 2.601 
33 ( 
616,4(1724) 1.1711 24.272 3419 
4080}(IS?7) 1.1856 24.428 3301 0,98R 3243 2.598 
34 Rl 
0,29551 21.607 0.3t,50 
0,30332 21.607 0.3553 
!)22 
52114 
N14o6 189,9 0,05 0.89 







651,6(1743) 1.16b5 24.236 3434 
4411901600) L.,1818 24.400 3318 0.976 3239_2.605 
35 5 




46,241 4871) 618.4(1710) 1.1711 R4.,7M
1,179 ?409 -467.4( 795 ) 1.2639 24,03 
PO 43 36 5 
2iJ19 




46,241 4874 618,4(1710) 1.1711 24.,272 3419 
0.390 1935 -663.bt 599) 1,3058 2 ,634 2258 35417 8010 
AE RESEN 44 37 5" 
R.596 0.02575 27.607 4,1664 7291 3,205 2614,1 0,85 0,88 
87,a9s 
NOZZLE PO 
1,198 2545 -47,0t f815) 
REGEN 45 38 5 
1.0818 24.633 2566 2.890 7414 2.605 0.05564 27,607 1.9371 b956 6,411 454.0 0,85 0.80 
87'.J95 46.241 4920 651.6(1743) 1,1685 24,aS6 3434 
87.293 0.390 1974 -S0*b( 6L2) 1.3041 24.634 2279 3.S4.1 
FICTIVE COMBUSTR 66 59 0 
We7 a,60 0.02544 a7,601 4.2365 l3bo0 61992 266,9 0¢05 0.88 
62*219 301#426 $52 618,4(1869) 1,1750 24.b94 35256a219 0-390 1372-t006a( 4o7) 1,3319 25.085 1903 4,730 
FICTIVE NOZZLE 67 bo 0 




1,6035 000 -al5,5( 984) 1.1669 a4.9%5 3375 1,2642 24.629 ?767 2,362 6534 2.643 0,05564 a7,607 1,9 71 6402 5.6s0 an1,9 Dos5 0,s 
PACE
READING Z 0064 BLOCK 3 109 TTHE a 202.011 MACH 6.0 PI = 747.749 TT a 2966.3 

XASS p.I8 
6.981E.01 1.000E 00 
1,836E 01 1.040E 00 
3,070E 01 2,19S2 00 
3.508E 01 3,89E 00 
3,520E 01 3.899E 00 
3, 2E 01 3,899E 00 
3.5552 01 3,910E 00 
3.587E 01 3,910E 00 
3.606E 01 3.910E 00 
3,b482 01 4,226E 00 
3.7O01 4,240E 00 
3.733E 01 4,099E 00 
3.603E 01 3.790E 00 
3.63S2 01 5.3l92 00 
3,8 7 E 01 7.243E 00 
3.082E 01 7-5732 00 
3.901E 01 8.490E 00 
3,933E O 1*38aE 01 
3,950E 01 1,669E 01 
3p 822 01 1.711E 01 
4,O0E 01 1,736E 01 
4sOLIOE 01 2,0689 01 
4,041E 01 2,076E 01 
4.131E 01 20279 01 
4.13BE 01 2,881E O1 
4.150E 01 2,981E 01 
4.246E 01 1.147E 01 
4.4109 01 1,497E 01 
4#431E 01 1042E 01 
4440E Ol lo6469 91 
4,4812 01 1,646E 01 
4,626E 01 1.614E 01 
4.73t2 01 I,5912 01 
4.734E 01 1.574E Ol 
4,811E 01 1,105E 01 
4,879E 01 1.065E 01 
4,432E 0t 1.148E 01 
5,073E2. l1,656~E 01 
5.283C 01 2.010E 01 
50313E 01 2,186E 01 
5,407E 01 2*35S2 01 
5,4082 01 2,3582 0l 
5,484E 01 2,531E Ot 
5,576E 01 2,627E 01 
5.62SE 01 2.679E 91 
5,062 01 24600E 01 
5,632E 01 2,41SE 01 
5,646E 01 ?.415E 01 
5.654E 01 2.708L 01 
P-08 PDA uux 6.16 Omna CAvALL 
0,000 =..16E-01 0.000) 0.0O0 0.000 2.470L-02 
0.000 .3.U63E 01 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.6s4E 02 
0,000 .1 .6seE 0Og O.Ovu 0,000 0.0n0 5.053e 02 
0*000 .3,631E 02 0.000 00000 0.000 6,odgE 02 
5,756E 00.4="2c)5E 02 0.000 0S000 0.000 6,8b6 02 
5,724E 00 .4,296L 02 ,UOuOO0 0.000 .D 6058E 02 
3,835E 00 -4.366L 02 0.000 0.000 0.000 7,0 6 k 02 
2 , 0OE 00 -4,509E De - I,7 022E 02 t.782k 62 0.000 7,931E 02 
2.881E 00 -4.609L 02 .1.6uaE 02 .1.802E O2 0.000 7,7abE 02 
4,596E 00 -0,796E 02 -104E02O- 10346E 02 0.000 8,16U 02 
6.760E 00 -5,03SE 02 -Z.ObdE 02 -1.904E U2 -1,536E 01 13.7 2? 02 
8.062E 00 -5,152E 02 -2,1146E 02 .1.940E 02 -2.058E 01 9,065E 02 
1.328S 01 .5.282t 02 -2.342E 02 -2o02E 02 -3.175E 01 9.031E 02 
1.565E 01 -5.26dE 02 -2.434E 02 .2.066E 02 -3.67B2 01 1.019E 03 
1.539E 01 -5.2b28E 02 -e.5ba 02 .Z. Ia2 F 02 o4.306 01 1,064E 03 
1,5352 01 -5.262E 02 -R.573E 02 -2.132E 02 -4,414E 01 1.072E 03 
1.564E 01 S5.256L 02 -dobIRE 02 -2sl6J2 02 .0.7t1L 01 1.094L 03 
1,6tE12Ol 5.30SE 02 *8,733E 02 P2.4122 02 -5.ZOE 01 1,130E 03 
1046F 01 -9,37qE 02 -a.7 W 02 -2,241E 02 -b,4662 01 1.150E 03 
B.5SE 00 -5.5742 02 02.89BE 02 =.22 02 .5.905F 01 1.187E 03 
8,43E 00 -5.700t 02 -2.954E OR .2.333E OZ -6,VU 01 1.209E 03 
8#225f 90 -6,007E OR -3,09bE 2Op 2a433 02 -6,830E 01 1.25SE 03 
8,219E 00 -6.013E 02 -3.14)DE 02 .2.415E 2O *b8"e01 1.25%E 03 
7,1529 00 -6,084E O4 03,574E 08 02,6185 02 99,5629 01 1,363E U3 
7019F 00 6.q55E 02 -3.619E 02 .2.634E 02 -9,852E 01 1.371E 03 
7,88OF 00 -7.092E OR -3.70bE OR -2.660E 02 -1,04RE 02 1.$802 03 
9.Z33E On -7.606E 02 -4.S4ZE 02 -2.916E 02 -1.627E 02 t.50SE 03 
1,153E 01 -7,6506 02 -6.29DE 02 -3034SE 02 -2,94S 2OE1,699E U3 
1.132E 01 -7,706 02 6,594E 02 -3.398E 0Z n3,126E 02 1,725E 03 
laoSSE 01 -7.786& 02 o7 0OW 02 -3@519E 02 -3.SIQE 02 1,784E 03 
1.0849 01 -1.7dqE 02 -7*047E 02 -30522E 02 -3.52S2 02 1.766E 03 
9.442E On -7.909E 02 -8*3b02 02 -3.872E 02 -4.506E 02 1.9646 03 
8.428E 00 -7.9056 02 -9-210E 02 .4.12SE 02 -5,153E 02 2.094E 03 
8.400DED -,09t E 02 -9,303E OR -4,&32E 02 -5.171E 02 2 097E 03 
9,599E 00 -7,756E 02 P9.941E 2 O. 4.31SE 02 S5b23E 02 2:194E 0 
1,0652 Ol -7,934E 02 -1,047E 03 -4o081E 02 -5,986E 02 2.2196 03 
1.1082 01 -7.12BE 02 -1,005E 03 -dob08E o2 -6.245E 02 2.3456 03 
1.656E 01 .6,092E OR -1,105E 03 .4,946E OR -6.9002 02 2.52SE 03 
2.010C 01 a,074E 02 -1.3b4E 03 .5.4482 02 -8.092E 02 2.709E o3 
2.186E 01 .3,529E 02 -1,404E 03 S#56le 02 .8,470E 02 2.853E 03 
2.155E 01 .2*661E 02 -Io 86E 03 -5,74S2 02 .9,122E 02 2.947E 03 
R.358E 01 w2.649E 02 =0.08E 03 o5,745F 02 -9,131E 02 2,948E 03 
2.531F 01 WtoU 02 -1,579E 03 -S.926E 02 .9,865E 02 3.0464 03 
2-6279 01 -5,103E 0l 1,t699E 03 -6.144E 02 -1,064E 03 3.164 U3 
2.679S 01 3.q53E 02 -1.7b6E 03 -6.25S2 02 -1.140E 03 3.208E 03 
2*680E 01 3,971E 02 -1.7b7E 03 .69257E 02 -I=!a2E 03 3.09E 03 
2,068S 01 4.047f Oa -t.7752 03 -6.268E 02 g.146GE 05 3.216E 03 
2*7009 01 4,2M 02 al.794F 03 .6c297E 02 .1 164E 03 3.234E 03 





































































































P-Obl/ oP 08O/PlO 




1.47bE 01 7.6982003 
1.467E 0l 7.6540203 
9. U2 72E0 5.128tm03 
5,381E 00 R,8082-3 
/.382E no 3,8536-03 
1:17aE 01 6,146E005 
1 732C 0l 9,04itWO3 
R.066E 01 1.07B2W02 
$.404E 01 1.77fiEP02 
4.010E 01 2.093E-U2 
3. 9 452 01 2.059E-02 
3o934E 01 al053apga 
4,0O07E 01 2,0916-02 
4,1a92 01 2,1552PU2 
3.450E 01 1,800EP02 
2*18SE 0i1I n.0O2 
a.161E 01 1.1286,02 
aEjObE 01 iolOOE oQ 
2,1069 O1 1.099tw0g 
1.987E 0%1,L037EP02 
1.97bE 01 1.032E*02 
4*021E 01 I.055E-02 
E,366E 01 i.235E*02 
2,954E D1 1,5429-02 
WORE2 01 loSIALP09 
2,761E 01 1,45ig-02 
2*7772 01 1,449E-Va 
2.419E 01 1,263L-02 
2.160E 01 1.127to02 
a,153E 01 1,123ewOa 
2,46DE 01 lo264E-02 
2.730E 01 1,.42E02 
Z.9422 01 1.535F.-02 
4.243E DI Z,214E-02 
S.iSIE 01 2.688EV02 
5,603E 01 2,9RA2 02 
6.036E 01 3.IS02,02 
6,042E 01 3.ME-202 
b.486E 01 3,385L-02 
6,732E 01 3.513LOU2 
6.864E 01 3,sdak,02 
6.867E 01 $.5e4EP0a 
0,682E 01 3.59UtbR 
6.919E 01 3,bl1E*02 







4,a16872O- 1,843E 03 
4.954E 02 .1.873F 03 
.6.372E 02 -1.206E 
.6.419e 02 .. 32E 
03, 3.a802 03 
























5,709E 02 -1.969E 03 .6.569E 02 -1,312E 03 
6,364E 02 -2,097E 03 .6.760E 02 -1.419E 03 
6,143OE VE -a.348E 03 .7.207E 02 -1.618E 03 
6.4302 OR .4.504F 03 .7.555E 02 -1.7aaE 03 
















































b.5huE 01 2.782t02 
6.510E 01 2.006E ot 2.072E 01 t,"30E u2 -2,859E 03 .6.483E 02 -4.010 03 4.342E u3 5.14"E 01 P.663k-02 5,309E 01 2,771E-Ua 






8,070E 0 o 
8,017L 02 -3.03E 03 
9.681E 02 -3.108E 03 
.9.059 
9. 2 11 
02 -2.17E 03 











6,80oE 01 4.380E 00 6.574E 00 1.147E 03 03.111E 03 -9054E 02 -2.236E 01 a.bo0E 03 1.122E 01 5.858E.03 1.685E 01 8.792E603 
6.912E 01 3.630E 00 5.175E 00 1.272E 03 -3.2336 05 .9.464E 02 .2.286E 03 .0148E 03 9.0O3E 00 b,855.03 I.32bE 01 6.9lE.03 
6,973E 01 Z.995E 00 4.481E O0 1.359E 03 -1.268 03 .9.542C O2 -2.330E 03 4.922E 03 7.675E OU 4.005.-03 1.148E 01 5.993E03 
7.068E 01 2.351E 00 3,1400E 00 1.463E 03 -3.3boE 03 .. 64E5 02 .2.386E 03 5.036k 03 6,0256 00 3.145L.03 W713E 00 4.547h"03 
7.111E 01 2.060E 00 3,122E O0 1,501E 03 03,3/5E 0) .9.680E 02 -2.407E 03 5.086E 03 5,279E 00 2.755E-03 8,00E 00 4.176E"03 
7,Rb4E 01 2,017E 00 2.135E 00 1,611C 03 .3,4bOE 03 -9,806C 02 -2.470E 03 5.273E 03 5.169L 00 2.696E.03 5.471E 00 2,855E.03 







1.6741E 03 .3.49SE 03 -9.867E 02 .2,50tE 03 





















1.869E 03 -3.592E 03 
1.901E 03 -3,604E 03 
1.939E 03 .3.6B5E 03 
-1.082E 03 -2.570E 
*1.O 4E 03 .2.570E 



















8,729F 01 1,891E 00 0.000 1.939L 03 -3.b?5E 03 .1.055E 03 -4.57CF 03 5.705E 03 4.8b14 00 2.549E-03 0,000 0.000 
READING = 0060 BLOCX P 109 TIpE 0 202.011 MACH 6.0 P1 7U7,149 IT : 9eb.3 PAGL 6
 
x DDRAG CORAG CF HC 
q4,OOE 01 1.174E 02 1.174E 02 2.199E-03 .339E.02 
4,001E 01 1.773E-01 1.176E 02 2,200E-03 4.344E-02 
4,131E 01 1.6L2 01 1.337C 02 2.31,E-03 A,645E00a 
4.13BE D1 1,171E 00 1.349E 02 2.321E-03 4.6t6E.0 






















4.626E 01 2.US5 01 4.!04E 02 a,'466E-O3 4.511E-02 
4.731E 01 1.680 01 R 37*E 02 2,47SE-03 M.Za5E.OR 
4.73aE 01 4.322601 2,376E 02 2.476E-03 4.211E-02 
4.O3lE 01 1.153E 01 t.qg'E 02 2.0e8.o3 3.9u9E.02 











5.283E 01 2.007E 01 3#019E 02 2.040E-03 1.6.1Ew0R 
5.333E 01 4.1096 00 3.060E 02 1.955E03 1.613E-02 
5,407E 01 6.191E 00 3.122F 02 2.981E-03 3,702E-02 





















5.632E 01 3.251t-01 3W78E 02 1321E-03 3.1%4E-02 
5#646E Ot 8.3'E'O1 3,887E 02 3,3329803 3.13bE.02 
5.654E 01 '4750E01 3,292E 02 3,387E-03 3,116E.02 
S.-S2E 01 1.62E 00 3.308E 02 3.337E-03 3.183E-02 











6.080E 01 l.lOO 01 3.538E 02 3.361Em03 3.1918.0Z 











6.506E'0 2.841E 00 4.017E 02 3.334E-03 3.122E02 





















6,912E 01 3,727E 00 ".a85E 02 3,tOSE.03 I1,73E.02 
6.973E 01 2.851E 00 4:33E 02 3,084E-03 1,133E.02 



















7.354E 01 3.171E-03 4.444E 02 2.932E-03 b'054E-03 

















6.72#gE 01 4.948E.01 4:521E,02 2.919E-*3 6ble.03 
8,729E 01 0.000 '4521E 02 2.919E03 6t,4E.03 







CALCULATED THRUST........................ 1351, (LBF) 
 ANGLE OF ATTACK . ........................ 0.000 (DEGREES)

MEASURED THHUST....,.............01 1557, (LF) MASS FLO 
 RAIIO.......,....,,.... .. 0.9854
CALCULATEU SPECIFIC IMPULSE.,***..*,., I 006. 
(LBF.SEC/LBN) ADOITIVE DRAG COEFFICIENT.......m..o*.... 0.0005

MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE..,..,.,,.... 233, (LOF.SEC/LsP) 
 LIrITING PRESSUhE RECOVERY EFFICIENCY.... 0.1637
 
CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT............ 0.5377 DELTA PT2............................e. Q.jlb3 (pFI

MEASURED THRUST COEFFICIENT....,........ Obi97 TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY . SUPERSONIC..... 0.031 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERy - 8UBSONIC...,.. Ot6bO 





- SUPERSONIC.,.. 0,0951 
SUBSONIC...... 0.9047 
CALCULATED 
STREAM THRUST *.......**o .............. 
NET THRUSTo e, . ............... 
SPECI IC IMPULSE...,.............,,. 





KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC... 0.9452 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUJO6IC .... 0.8914D 
ENTHALPY AT PQ - SUPERSONIC............, -5,89 





FUEL.-AIR RATIO*........ ,,................ oO250
 
INLET FRICTION ORAr *,o.........a.....,= IT (L.BF) EOtIVALENCE RATIO.........as.... .... o, 0.651
INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE,,,.*,,,.. , -71864 (LOP) COMBUSTOR EFFICIENCY.....,............. 0,879

COMBUSTOR FRICTION 0RAG..m....o,..,, 345#3 (LBF) TOTAL PRESSURE RATIC....a,.........#...., 0.1534

COP U5 TOR STRUT DRAG,,.......... ... . 75.60 (LtF)
** * COYSUSTOR EFFECT3VEhSS.............. 0.6076
COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE............. 881, (LBF) INJECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS 
 0.6b5%, 0.6342,

NOZZLE FRICTION ORAG,..,., ,,,,,** 7,,, (LBF)
0.56 

NOZZLE STRUT 3RAG7 (LOF)
.28 

NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANG4b......*.*,,,,., 
 1188, (LDF) NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRALt,,..,.,, 1296, (LSF)
 
FXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG,*,****....***... 55.00 
(LBF) VACUUM SIRAM THkUST COEFFICIENT CS..., 0.92bb

EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGNAL............v, .12 9. (LOF) 
 NOZZLE COEFFICIENT . CI*.n............. 0.8515
 
TOIAL EXTERNAL DRAG *, q *I2804, (LOP) PROCESS EFFICIENLY,... ..............so, 0. 423
... .,.,*..*., 
TOTAL STRUT DRAG,*.,,............# 112.88 





CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE....,.,....,, .1333, (LbF)
 
MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE,.......... -1127, (LOF)
 





NOMINAL COWL LEADING EUGE..,....,*,.*,* 34,8a (IN) INJECTORb STATION VALVE
 
SPIKE TRANSLATION..,...... .............. 0.318b (IN) IA 
 o'aO
 
INLET T14ROAT,.,,...,.., ,,,,,,,,**,,,, 10.40. (IN) 1S8I'30N
 
COWL LEADING EDGE .... 350O$ (IN) 
 IC 44,300
NOZZLE SHRUUC TRAILING EDGE .. .,,. 73,543 (IN) 2A 48.779
 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE,..,*,,...... 87.29b (IN) 
 2C 46.250
 
STRUT LEADING EDGE...................... 5,459 (IN) 
 3A 54.069 E
 
STRUT TRAILING EOGE.................. b5.Obv (IN) 3t 56,254 
 E
 
COMBUSTOR EXIT..., .* ........ 62.2L9
* ..... (IN) 4 44.804
 
Reading 64 
t = 239.81 sec. 
217­
RLAIN6 0 0064 tUC w I= 1 EIz 239.b I ..C', b.u P1 = '147.q99 TI = 2 r PAGE 
5 p F.1 A P y k E P r R T 
M wND 'U N L P 7 1 GA HrA flt.T SnNY -ACH VEL S A/A w A/AC PU Im f. IAL PHI V AC 
CO oap00 0*389 494 -31-b( 97)1 .3=9bl Rd~bSi 9b4 5,999 590u l,d2fi U.10665 2b.942 0,98'63 5042 18b5 187.? 





664.1( 790)1.2943 2b.851 d577 
63.( 770) 1 2Q64 2o.651 2549 0.399 1017 4.084 0,10665 26,942 0 .986s 4061 1,o85 i84.9 
'IND TUNNEL 3 u 0 
0.000 7a7,499 297b 
0,000 0.380 399 




1.4944 28,85? 2577 







1.2943 28.851 2577 
1.,M4 b.86,51 2550 0.392 999 2.082 0.10b06 26,540 0,9066 4969 1.630 187.4 







( 773) 1,2901 
351) 1, 534 
28.851 2559 
28.851 1820 2.535 4614 1,680 0.94463 ab,942 0,1114 4308 67.7uo 159.9 
INLET UpNHSK o 
40.400 496,104 2924 
40.400 13.380 1365 
0 3 
647,1( 773) 1,,961 
207.1( 336 1,3t5o7 
48.661 25bS 
28.651 1786 2.627 4693 1,884 0,65875 26.942 0,1225 4349 62*027 161,4 





647,1( 773) 1.2961 2851 2555 
(I,17.(744) 1,2993 2bo 55I 2513 0,467 1225 1.944 0,05875 e.6.94 0,1225 4349 16,350 161*4 





o47,1( 773)1.2,961 RO,851 Z554 
22*01 3511 1.3533 28.051 1821 R.533 4612 1,884 0.94451 26,49Q2 0.1114 307 67.69d 1549 
CO~dUSTOR 0 9 2 21 
41.300 17d.270 0869 
41,300 20.165 1704 




1,3000 26,55Z 2644 
10411 46,5 2 2069 2,053 429 2,054 0,95a92 07,127 0,1111 4157 6a,924 153.8 0,23 0807 
41.310 184,167 2798 
41.310 20,213 1629 




1.3032 2b,457 e.618 







657,1( 796) 1.3038 26,446 2613,
301,9( 43) 1.3453 ?6.445 2032 2,075 1116 2.041 0,9541b 27,127 0,1410 4142 69.511 15407 0.23 0,00 




o 2Z.985 1694 
656,4( 796) 1,3037 d6.449 d!613 
31d#9( 461) I,A}aZ 2b. 49 2067 1,988 aJO9 2q044 9.95436 R7*1a7 0,1110 4118 60,94b 151,0 0,e3 0,00 
COMBUSTOR 0 13 6 5 
42,460 
42.460 
119,724 3153" (d9,6( 907) 1.286S 26,.865 2740 
35.905 !035 418.3( 660)1,310 20.066 Z 0 1,400 3402 2.102 0,94500 27,147 0,1141 39b5 49,96Z 140.9 Qma 0.35 
COPSUSTOR 0 14 7 
44.095 
44 0 95 
106.184 WI7 
66 960 7 29 49 
635.3( 943) 1,2 03 27.044 2775 
5 213 , ( W )9 1 .29 1 1 27 s045 a6 45 0 .8 13 2 3 08 2. 1 1 7 0 .9 125 2 d7,147 0 ,1161 39 063 4 73 4 14 4 7 0 a O 0 5 0 
COMBUSTOR 0 is 8 3 
44o310 106aI63 3245 
441310 67,926 4938 




1.2815 27:022 2766 
i.a917 7 P23 e.642 853 22b3 d.115 0.91094 27.1V7 0.1163 3942 31,895 144,6 0.a3 0,48 
04*800 106,064 3162 
44 .800 70,490 2 889 
C0PSU8TUR 0 17 
628,af 9091 
5 36.7 ( 6R2) 
10 2 
1.2852 26.946 2738 
1 .29 42 26 9 7 26 27 0,8 Q7 P219 2 109 0 90739 47,1 27 0, 1167 390 8 29 ,68 1 144,U 0 ,93 0, 44 
44.60 i06,05 





626.3( 909) le852 26.945 2738 
53 b 5 ( 82 R) 1.29 42 2 ,9 46 26 ,6 0,807 212 o a.109 
11 17 





641.5( 842) 1°31b?3 
b65.2( 760) 1, 204 
26594 V7aU 
?2..59 ebOb 0.776 203v 2.JUR 0.8685b d7.5"7 0.1436 5904 al.39U lal.7 0.76 0.0 
RaAOING P 0004 bL)LK =11 TI'4= ?39.81J MACH b.I PI1 707.499 7 z !97f~b 
PAGk 2 
P T H GA-tA rOLwT (INV HALH VPL b /A AAC H"IA' 0 1A PHI LiAC 
CUPBUSIOR 0 19 1 2 
'6.260 L('o.o0b 2539 6b7,l( 84 ) 14.166 22.69b 272 
46,260 66.285 231' t,65.1( 761) 1.3244 22, 95 26u8 
COIBUST0R 0 20 IS 4 
7,310 96.723 737 b3b,6( 9I) 1.3074 22.594 26V6 
4,310 6t,5384 a504 549.9( 8263 1.315a a4,594 a694 
COMBUSTOR U 21 14 2 
0.778 2030 2.342 




47 ,47 0.1332 
390 5 27.37? 
U048 2b6.148 
141.1 0.76 0.03 







1.3073 22,597 2807 
1.J150 2Z.597 4t93 0.773 2082 e.367 0.00675 27,547 0.1333 4060 26,103 147.Q 0.76 0.10 

















b28.7(1001) 1.2955 12.541 2904 
529.6( 903) 1.304R 22.b42 2703 0.800 228 ?.693 0,75257 47.647 0.1029 
lb 8 
650.9(1038) 1.3110 19.541 3006 
509.9( 898) 1.33 19.541 2027 0.939 e65b R.063 0.79443 E8.092 0.155a 
17 2 
650.b(1040) 1.3108 19.544 3006 
509,3( 8993 1.3222 19.544 2828 0,941 2661 2.663 0.70351 aa.0qa 0,1554 
4190 26.053 152.1 0,76 0.19 
4Z93 29.75 1533 1.4 WO 
4?95 29.094 153,4 1,31 Ql-9 






472,1( 939) 1.3163 
19688 3064 
19.0 9 2873 1,008 2954 a.687 Q.05195 8.002 0.1662 4418 30.205 151.8 2.34 0.14 





















1,2744 20.d02 3298 










W,6(1361) 1.2727 20,235 3308 
466sZ(1017) 1,3003 20,440 e937 
22 £ 





614.2(1394) 1,db64 20,312 
?44.7(1035) 1,2975 20,319 
3333 








609.9(1419) 1.2649 20,374 3352 
221,4(1043) 10958 2038Z 2959 1.490 4409 2.779 0.39295 28.00Z 0.2782 51/1 26,924 184.7 1.34 
0.33 





3699 604.9(1444) 1.2615 20.434 
471 193.V(1046) 1.2945 20,444 
S369 








e02.4(1635) 1,2318 20,51 3493 














602.1(jJ99) 1.2535 ?0.556 3406 
127.6(1043) 1.4926 20.572 4947 
27 3 
601.5(1502) 1.2530 20.565 31410 
124.4(IQ03) 1.2924 20081 4947 
1.653 "872 
1.658 4 86 
!.796 0.29629 26.002 0.3690 
4.798 0.29416 86.002 0.3717 
5040 22.434 194.3 L.34 



















1,2330 20. 39 
,?2706 20.l77 
3489 





413 59q.6(1622) 1.241 




31e5 1,gb2 4632 2,644 0.29647 2H.902 0.30$8 5473 21.343 195.5 1.34 0.45 







598.8(1591) 1.23V4 2U.761 
141.b(1166) 1.2768 2Y.791 
3467 
6070 1.547 h75j 2.815 0.29602 2&002 0.Ot93 b66 21,859 195.9 1,34 D,43 
R AOING c 0064 P)LOK b I6 TJWE u 239,011 .A~Ll 6, 6T 74 1 449 ?1 = 7 , AGE J1 d9/ 
P 1 11 CAI A M(IL,4 4CIV HALH VE L .1 A/ /A vuplm Q 0AC PHI tTAC
 
COh8USTOR o 36 31 !D
 
$7.765 61.4t4 S7*u 5q5.to(jqbe) 1.4578 20,0ob 866
 
57.765 11,115 45be 74.a( 963) 1.$ObI 20.bI9 !855 1,7b9 5108 4.76q 0.29139 26,002 0.3753 5b14 23.12b 196.9 1,34 0.36
 
MCOM BUS TOR 0 39 la 7 
M 58.765 102./65 3134 S91.bf1209) J., A99 19 2 3172 
5605 ,03371598 -44.9( 577) 1.3b71 19.983 4314 2,439 S644 4.b84 Ose894'1 260n4 0.3177 55 b 25, 9V 191,3 J. 4 0?2 
Cbet3USTOR 0 00 33 6 
60.795 49,876 4428 58A.4(1750) 1.4097 21.,4 3549
 
60.795 18,537 J7D2 209,4(1425 ) 1,d463 21.d25 3267 t.318 4 33 2.839 0,29954 Z8,002 0.3650 5512 e.0.165 190.9' 1. 4 0,54
 
L.OPUSTOR 0 41 34 4
 
62.215 SS.07 4264 !)T9,0(1680) 1.423b 21.000 35lo
 
L.OBUSTOR 0 42 3b 5
 
64.679 il0=bU 4549 568 .7(18 0 ),1.1972 R 1 29 3566 
64.679 R1.101 3978 25 ,6(1502) .R77 1,94 3369 1,179 3971 2,88 O09163 28,001! 0.3704 b462 11.996 19bB 1. 0,58
 
CO tUSTOR 0 43 36ub
 
b5.055 48.908 q~i2 567,U(028e) 1.1895 21.358 S573
 
65.055 21.588 4161 28b.3(1609) 1.215 21.469 3010 1,095 3734 Z.659 0,27112 2d.O002 0.0032 5U79 15.732 19507 1,34 0.61
 
CORBUJSTuR REfEN a4 37 a
 
65.055 02,908 4663 60Z.4(1852) 1,1860 21,S35 359o
 
65.055 23.341 424 350.5(1659) 1,,!079 Z4,47 3446 1,030 3550 aobbb 0,27112 28,002 010032 5500 14.957 196,4 1#34 0,61

NOZZLF AE 45 38 5
 
U7,29i 42.906 4612 567,0(1816; 1,1845 21.358 3573
 
87.29t 1., 2291 -544,9( 820) l.a99 21,540 2619 2,848 7459 4,859 0.05644 !B.G00! 1.9371 7109 6,54e 453,9 t,34 0,61
 
N02ZLE PG 4b 39 " 5
 
$7,291 4d.908 4612 567,0(1816) 1.1895 21*358 3573
 
87.291 0.389 1742 =70001605) 1,3207 2%,54 4304 3,537 8149 40859 0.02536,0 2 4,3114 lg 75
] 3,?Il 96wte]_
 
NOZZLE AE REGEN 47 40 5
 
87.291 42.906 4063 602,4(1852) 1.186O 21,335 3590
 
67.e.91 1,46 !343 -5246C94) 1.2949 21,b4AO 2646 2,836 7507 4.866 0,05644 28,002 103}71 7160 6,584 a55.7 1,34 0s01
 
NOZZLE PO REGEN 40 4 5
 
81.29 42.08 4663 60a.4(1852) I.L640 Z1.335 3590,

57 .29 1 0 -489 1777 7 40 07 
( 619 ) 1 .3190 al~bg l 23 i b 3 , " 3 OR16 R 86 6 0 02506 28 O0 R 4 3 b24 75 05 3 ,900 410 *9 1 3 4 0.61
 
FICTIVE CUM60STk 67 60 0
 
b5.055 a96,104 544S 567,02103) I.LS79 ?l,9u5 V757
 
b550 5 5 0 3 8 9 129 0 -I a0 ? ? ( 4 3 1) 1 03 9 3 U oI 6 4 19 68 4 ,781 9 410 ,69O 0 ,9 49 69 2 6, 0 0 a 2 .6 86 8 84 5 8 5,9 5 1 30 4 ,9 1 34 1 90
 
FICTIVE NOZZLE 6B 61 0
 
07.291 R7.669 4550 b4Z.3(1800) 1,1847 21,00 596
 
07.291 t.537 2ba0 .410.1( 954) 1.e.8Q9 21v540 ?7bfi 2,476 6903 2,89Q 0,05644 28,O00 109371 6771 6.055 ?41,0 1,34 0,61
 
REACIhG = 0064 PLOGK 151 1111F w 239.$11| MAH bV PT 9 707.499 TT M 4911,1, PAGE A
 
XABB P-lb P.ClH PDA UA W-10 0-ne CA LL P.Io/ps F.18/pTO P-11b/P50 P-OB/PTO 
b.98|EMOI 1.00e 00 U.000 -4,41VE-01 VwOuo 0.000 00O O 2,470L-02 4.688E 00 1.398 -03 QOOU 0.000 
1.836E 01 













1163(4E 02 .b08E 00 







3.508E 01 3,864F. 00 O.000 -3.86M 02 O.OuO 0.000 O.000 6b. U4E 02 9,989k 00 5.196E.03 0.000 0.000 
3,519L 01 3. 56E 00 5,738F 00 -4 .2q7E v,! Q.OvO 0.000 O.OOU b.SS85E 02 9,919E 00 5.tb9E-03 I.476E ol 7,676EP03 
3,520E 01 30655E 00 50103E 00 -4,297t od oovu *QuO 00000 6,657E 02 9.9lbE 00 5,1 7E-Ul 1*4bE 01 7,6R9L-03 
3.5SSE 01 3,710E 00 3.6513E 00 -4,366 Va 0,OUV 0,O00 0.000 7,209E 02 c,.97E 0 5.043E-03 9.009E 00 4.894E.03 
3PS8bE 01 3,83ZE 00 4.82bE 00 -4.506E U2 -a.6bOF 02 -2.65BE 02 0.000 1.50L 02 9,86E 00 5.146.03 4,0946 00 2ob1Eoo3 
3,606E 01 3,870k 00 e=b~bE 00 -4.613 04 -eobE D2 2.68ftE OR o.ono 7,749L 02 9.954E 00 5,117L-U3 60e30E 00 3,553E-03 
3,701E 01 4,21DE 00 6.69$E 00 -5.048E 02 -3oOV2E OF -2.8u0E 02 -I.bl4E 01 8,77!6E 02 1,0836 01 5,62-03 1.72 E 01 8o960Ew03 
3,732E 01 4*079L UP b.047E Ou -5.16t 01?-3.10t 02 -2.894E 02 -2.155E 01 9.063E v2 I.0 9E ol 5. 57t-03 &!067E 01 1.075E-02 
3.803E 01 3.785E 00 1,329E 01 .5,29aE OR -3.3 )3E OR -3.020L 02 -3,333E 01 9,834E 02 9.735E 00 b.064E-03 3.4tL9E 01 1,77SE-02 
3,8$4E 01 59293E 00 1,564E 01 -5.27JE 02 -1.470E 09 -3.085E 02 -3.893E 01 1,018E 03 1.362E 01 7,0b1L-03 4.022E 01 2.0929-DE 
5,8.75f 01 7.2314E 00 1.526E 01 -5.273E 02 -3.637E U2 -3.186E 02 n.517F 01 1,o6aE 03 1.861E 01 9.678E-03 3.925C o1 2,O429-Da 
3,881E 01 7.545E 00 1.520E 01 -5.274E Oe -3.666F Da -3.204E 02 -4.623E 01 1.072E 03 1.941E 01 I.OUgL-Ue 3,910E 01 2.033EPV2 
3,901E 01 8.4boE 00 1,557E 01 -5.266L v4 -3.756E Da -3,26 2tO .940E 01 1,094E 03 E.181E. ol 1034t.-02 4,0 04ol P083E-02 
3,95OE 01 1.661E 01 1.431E 01 -5.39SE oa =ae.ouE 02 -3.432E 02 -5,730E 01 1.150E 03 4,273t 01 2.222E-02 3,168C 01 1,6476-0R 
3.981E O1 1,723E 01 5,400E 00 -5,626L 02 -4.1bgE 02 -30021 02 -6.4SE 01 1,1079 03 4.433E 01 2.306k-02 1,384F 01 7.224gwO3 
4QOOOE 01 1,760E 01 5.196E Qu -5.796E OR -4.24E7 "2 -3,b~be 02 o~ 01 1.209L 03 4.527E 01 2*355E-02 1,336E 01 6,051E-03 
,04Ot 01 2.344E 01 4755E 00 -6,221k 02 -4,5blE 92 .3,840g E02 1.25E 01 1,256E 03 6.028E 01 3,135E.02 1:22E 01 6,3t2E-O$ 
0,O41E 01 2.35BE 01 4.744E 00 -6b23JE 02 -4.ScbE 02 .3.84SE 02 .7.235E 01 1.257E 03 6.066f 01 3.155L.02 1 226E 0l 6,347E.D$ 
4.130E 01 3oA57E ol 3.764E O -7,5602 -­ 51 De s324 02 V119aE Os! 1.362E 03 9.405E 01 4.892E-02 9,601E 00 S*OJ5Ev03 
4*L3iE 01 3,6719 01 3.75SE 00 .7.5blE DR -b.531E 02 .4.330E 02 -..20E 02 1,363E 03 9,443E 01 4,91L-OR 9.053E 00 5,021E-03 
4.117E 01 3.766E ol 3.681E 00 -7.69SE DR "5.6ebE DR -4.360E 02 -1,2SPE 02 1.311E 03 9.687E 01 S.038M-02 9.4699 O0 4.9256.03 
4,190E GI 3.949E 01 6.0839 00 .7.913E 02 -5.610E 02 ..41 02 -1.376E 02 1.38bb 03 I.0ibE 04 5.203E,02 1,666E 0l 8,673EPU3 
4,46E 01 4.984E 01 !,797E 01 -9,082t 02 -/.6taE Dd -5.072C 02 -Z.b79E OR 1,501E 03 1.02E U. 6.667E-U 7,lc? 01 3.742E,02 
4.409E 01 6.805F. 01 b.057E 01 -9.443L 02 -1.1" E 03 16.4.59E 02 -5.090E 02 1.699E U3 1.76bt 02 9.1#34E-02 1.66le OR 8.646e.02 
4.4319 01 70112E 01 60973E 01 .,456 02 -l=av9E D3 .6,647E 02 .5.430E 02 1,7d5E 03 1.829E 04 9.515E.0? 1.605E 02 0.659E-02 
4,480E 01 7,676E 01 6.510E 01 -9.549E02 -1.340E D3 -7,L,%6E 02 -6.251E 02 1,785E 03 1.974E 02 1,027L-01 lo6T4E OR 8,708EoD2 
4.481E 01 7,67BE 01 6.SlfjE 01 -. 552E 02 -1.302E 03 .7,156F. 02 6.266E 02 1,786E 03 1,973E Od iOabE-OI 1,67SE 01 8.709EPDP 
4.62SE 01 7,042E 01 6,6tSE 01 .8.7409 02 -1.740E 01 .6.610E 02 *8.868E 02 1,963E 03 1.811E 02 9,421EV02 1,70ZE OR 8.85AE-D2 
4.62 E 01 7.038C Ot 6.619E 01 .8.732E 02 .7*bli 0) -8.620E 02 -.,887E 02 i.9641E 03 1.810E "2 9.415£-02 1.70 E 04 8.85SEP02 
4,731E 01 6.579E O1 6.08E 01 -7.192L 02 -2.049E 03 .9.607E 02 .OW88 03 2.094L 03 1o69eE 02 8.801E-02 1.724E 0O! 8.961E-02 
4.733E 01 6.5&dE ol .70GE Q1057.16SL %1 -1. t E 03 vlbg 02 -1.093E 03 2,097E 03 1.694E 0. 8,800E-02 1.723E 02 Wkq(mQZO 
4,6liE. Ol 6.69SE 01 5,776F 01 -5.697E 02 -2.265E D3 -1,032E 03 -1.933E 03 a,194E 03 10M 01 0,957E-O2 1.406E 02 7.727f..02 
4,877E 01 4,964E 01 4.984E 01 -4.017E 02 pa.460E O -1,088E 03 -1,342E 03 2,277E 03 1.262E 02 6,667E-02 1,02 E 02 0,b67E-02 
4.87aE 01 4.e72E 01 4,972E 01 *4.OIIE 02 *2.432E 01 -1,089E 03 -1,343E 03 2,78L 03 lZ79E 02 6.651E,02 1,279E Oa 6.65tKo 
4.931t 1 4,340E Ot 4.540E 01 -2.725E 02 -R.b54E 03 -1.132E 03 -1.42EE 03 2,345E 03 1.116L 04 5.6602O 1.114E OR 5,806LP02 
'.O72E 01 3.330E 01 3* 30E nl 1.1076 Ol -a.65bL 03 -1.239E 03 -1.616E 03 2.522E o3 8.565E 01 4,55E-02 8,56SE 01 4.455twU2 
5,2d2E 01 2.33ZEQ 3&E01 O 3.2J 6h 02 -3.249E 03 .1.378L U3 .1.871E 03 d.7b9E 03 5.999E 01 3.12DE-02 5.999E 01 3.19QE-02 
5,332E 01 2,1659 01 2.165E 01 3.813E 02 -3,334E 03 -1.40BE 03 -1.926E 03 d,85ZE 03 5.56qE Ot 2,896E-02 5.$69E 01 2,696tD2 
5,4D7E 01 2.019E 01 2.019E 01 4.6R2E Q.! -3,09E 03 -1.450E 03 oR.00E 03 2,948E 03 5.10E 01 9,7UIE-0e 5,193E 01 2.701E.02 
5.483E 01 1.7t1e 01 1.871E O1 5.316E 02 -3.579E 03 -1.490C 03 -4.08E 03 3,0469 03 4.813E 01 2.503E.02 4.813E Ol 2.503EPU 
5.576E UL 1.710E 01 1.71UF 01 6.20e 02 -3.714E 03 -1,534E 03 -4.184E 01 3,164E 03 4.39eE 01 2,288E.02 4.396E 01 2,2b8EVU2 
5.626E 01 1.623E 01 1.623E 01 B 152E 02 -3.787E 03 -1,554E ol 8,all 01 S.209E 93 4,174E 01 2.111E-02 4.174E 01 2.17IL-02 
5.631E 01 9.262E 00 1.613E 01 8.198E 02 -3.795E 03 -1.556E 03 -2."39E 03 3.21lbE 03 R.382E 01 1.aM9-02 4.1UE ol 2.158E-02 
5.64SE 01 9,26,!E 00 1,589E Al 8.302t 02 -3.613P 03 -1.561E 03 .2.252E 03 3.234b 03 2.382E 01 1,269tL-02 4,087E 01 2,126E-02 
15.653E 01 1.5SE 01 1.575E DI 8.366E 02 -3.U84E 03 -3,563E 03 -2.260E 03 3,254 v3 4,051E ol 2.107t-02 4,0519 01 2,JGTE-02 













5.776E 01 1.111E QJ 1.111E 01 9.0O56L 02 -3.9/UE 03 -1,60ib 03 -2.377E 03 3.UU2E 03 2.859E 01 1.067E.02 2.859E 01 i.487Lv02 
5.878E 01 6,337% UP 0,337E OU 9.258t Ua o4.Ub9E 03 -1.625E 03 -a.463E 03 i.532t Q3 1.630t 01 8,478e-93 1,6 OE 01 8,478k*03 
6.079E O1 1,6t4E 01 1 0649.0 9.26aE 02 -4. VSE 03 -1,663L 03 -2.630E 03 3.790L 03 4.794E 01 2.093L-02 4,794E 01 2,mE,02 
6.221F 01 1,701E 01 1:701E 01 9.288 02 -.o442E 0 -.,69E 03 -2.752E 03 .,72E 03 4.374 01 2.?7SE-02 4.374E Ol 2.275E.02. 











4. 15 01 
2.179E 01 
PDA GOA9
,288E 02 .73dE 
9.268E 02-q*.7bl0E 





O3 -2.971E 0 
03 S.uOot q3





















tD 0.529E 01 2,039E 01 2.21RE 01 91268a 02 -4811E Q3 -I.782E 03 -3.029E 03 A.3tb6 03 5.a4Qh 01 2.7a7L-Va b.691E 01 2.960E-02 
E.o 6.64S9 01 1.157E o1 9.6)OE 00 1,106E 03 -4.geaE 03 .I.832 E 03 .3.15d 03 ,.583E 03 '.??bE 02 1.548k.02 t.U92E 01 I.296E.02 









7 llbE 00 
5.060E 00 
4.aB0E00 
1,303E 03 -,OSA8F 03 1 -1348E 033.1901 04 
1.503E 03 -5,095E 03 .1.862E 03 -3.e33E 03 
1,632E 03 *5.)17E 03 -1.873E 03 -3.27$E 03 



























1.810E 03 .5.245 03 
1.843E 03 -5B.2OE 03 
t.890C 03 .3,355E 03 


























U,94IE 03 .5,341E 03 -1.903e 03 *,4"8F O 
1,999E 03 -5,3bE 03 -1.907E 03 .3,457E 03 
2.000 03 -.5305E 03 *1.907E 03 .3.457E 03 
2O4E - .4441E 0) -1,914E 0o -),OBE 03 


























6.161E 01 1,475E 00 0.000 a.20oE 03 -. 444E 03 -1.937E 03 -350BE 03 5,628E 03 3,194E 00 1.973E.03 0.000 0,000 
6,442E 01 1,300E 00 0.000 2,231E 03 .5,4bSE 03 -1,947E 03 .3.508E 03 5,68U1 03 3,3A4E 00 1,7399.03 0,000 0,000 






2.268E 03 .5,47E 03 1.965E 0 .3,08E 03 











READING = 0064 BLOCK 1b TIE z 239.811 OAC ,L PT pO7,699 T1 = 290.6 	 PAGE 6 
x UDSA, CJIRAr CF MC
 
4,.OOL 	01 1,143b 02 1,143E OR 2,I8le.03 4,hUoE.02
 
4.041 	 01 1,75bEvl i1.145E 04 .1d2tV3 4.4v9E.O
 
4.131E 04 1,9-1v1 .3.16E 02 2,4b5 w03 5.ulkE.0 
4.137E 01 1.i84E 00 1.330E 02 2.18Ew3 5,20bE-O
4.150E 01 2,239E 00 IrSSZE OR 2,436E-03 b.5b9Em02 
1 
.246E 01 1.602. 01 1.532E 02 2.S56E-01 7.1$7E.04 
4,409t 01 2,283E Vi 1.7l1 02 q.984Eu03 7.bcE-O 
4.43 1 E 	01 R.Suq UO 1.766E 02 3.05SE-g3 f.luaE.Oa 
4.480e 01 505S3E 00 102H3E 02 3,06tt03J 7.OU4efl2 
4.a6E 0 1,08ErVl 1.824E 02 3.05E.o3 7.OU4os.2 
4,25E Ot lb40E 01 ;.98E 02 3,443L.03 t.Zt6E.Oz 
4,6a6E 01 1,16 9 E-01 1.989E O 3,23E-03 6.2b8E.Oa 
9.7h1E 01 1.091E V1 .089 E OR 2,6S76-03 1.6 TE.O 
4.733E 	 01 2.363E-01 4,101E 02 2,945E.03 7.30E-02 
at1j7,345e Uc Z,17UE 02 2.890E-0) 7,34t020 

4.677F (11 ?.0i1E OP 2AMaE 02 3,295L..9l *.*i4E,0i -
4,870E 01 l.Iabg'o1 2,k4bE OR 2,88tE.03 7,276Ea02 
4.931E 01 5.b5|E O0 2,SOZE 02 2,812a"03 7.0?bE.02 
5.072E 01 1.4959 Ul 2.45E 02 2,756E-03 b.a4OE-Oa 
5.82E 01 2.106E ol jqa7OE 02 2,77E03 ".9b6E.Oa 
5,332E 01 5,20'49 00 2.722E 02 2,870E-03 ~4.sbaE-o2 
5.407E 01 7.153t 00 £,8flOf 02 2.855LE03 M.3'itE.02 
5.483E 01 7.614E 00 2.676E 02 2,a6aE-C3 4.009E.02 
5.576E 01 9,Oo6E 00 d,96t 02 2,8606-03 3.Oe7EOZ 
5,626E 01 2.993E 00. c.!96e 02 Z.h3sevo3 1.406E.09 
5.631e 01 4.a39E-ut 3,00E 02 3.003EnO03 2.6tbE.Oa 
50445E 01 .i1b6L uO 3. 2E OR24 8d8E-o3 a,9o8E.02O 	 5,053E 01 bDi g-.U1 3.019E 02 3, a5kPQ3 3.U24ENO. 
b).481E 01 2,3$4E 00 3.04ZE 02 2.993h-o3 3.11uI-oa 
5.704E 01 1,867E 00 3.061E O 2.970L03 3.00SEO 
itd 5.776E 01 b.llE 00 3.L22E 02 A.B97EqoS 2.bM9E.02 
5.670E 	01 8,R;3E O 3.911E 02 2.yaSE0 1.94OE-0 
6.0799 	 01 1.550E 01 3,366E 02 2,551k=03 4.09'4 .O6,221F. 0, 1*0741 ul 1*174E 12 1,b7bE.101 14/111O 
6,468E.01 1032E 01 3,667E 02 3,079E-03 3,S4SEwC2
 
?. 	 6.5059 Ot 2.574E 00 3.693g 02 3.249f'03 S.28E-02 
6.509- 01 2.659E-01 i.695E 02 3.338E,03 3.339E.02 
6.529E 01 1,352E 00 3.709E 02 3.335E.03 3.3ebEn02 
o 691E 1.171E 01 3.024E Oa 3.20Em03 2.442E.02 
0.7629 01 4,322E 00 3.fs6E 04 3.7E03 £.1oTEiO0 
6.839E 01 4,550t VO 3.913E 02 3,i15E03 1,61C-0426.911E 01 3063ge 00 3.9E 02 3.07te-03 1.309.02 
6.972E 01 2.705E 00 3.9761 02 3.002E-03 L.loUE.OH 
7.067E O 3.6q9E O0 4.013E 02 2,999e-03 9.395E.03 
7,IOt 01 1,470E 00 M.02bE 04 2.904E.03 8.6t6EP0 
7.263E 01 4.763E 00 4.075E 02 2,956E-03 7.4bbE.03 
?353g 01 2.166a 00 4,097E 02 2.897L-03 b.540E.03 
7.35E 01 3.102E-03 4.097E 02 2,897E-03 5.5blE-03 
7.486E 01 1.14SE 00 4.10BE 02 2.1EO 7.69/E.03
t' 7.771E 01 2.505E On 4.133E O2 2.q47E-03 8.115E-03 
6'3 2.'53IL 02 2.8/7E-03 0.1tdE-038.161E 	01 O0 4.IStE 
ro 	 8.4q2 01 1.068L VO 4.169E 02 ,846.-V3 b.537E-03 
b.7R8t 1 4.795E-01 4,174E. 04 4,878L-03 /.ObbE.03
8.729L O 0.000 4.174E V? 2.878L-03 (.U9E.0 









 1726. (LtF) A'GLE UF ATTACK *... . . ...... ..... 0.000 CUEILRLES)t') M ,AGLRED **RU* T..........................* 185 , LdF) MASS FLUK HATIu., ........,,, .,......, ,.. 0,9863
 
..
W, CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULLSF,,, ,,,.,, 1628, (L8FSLC/LdP) A0D1TIVE ORL, ,,,,,,.. .OEFFICEN
0 0004
MEASURED SPECIFIC ImPULSE....I.......... 1701. (LtFSECtLSM) LIPITING PRESSURE RFCnVERy 
EFFICIENCY.... 0,1626
CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT..,....,,,.. O,6b8b DELTA PT.., ,,...,. ,, ,,,.. (PSI)
v .. 0,1181
MEASURED THRUST CUEFFICIET..... ... #.,, 0,7$31 
 TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY " SUPERSONIC..... 0.301I 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUBSUNIC....... 0,16*19 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUPERSCNIC.... U.8963kREGENERA1IVE.C00ED ENGINE PLRFOMANk 
 INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC,... V.9055
CALCULATED 
 KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY i SUPEkSONIC... 0,9379
STREAM THRUST...................**,,, , 6820. (LeF)
3 KINETIC ENER6Y EFFICIENCY s SUBSONIC..... 0.8676
NET THRUST...... ,........,, I .*,, ., 1775, (LUF) 
 ENTHALPY Al P0 * SUPERSONIC,.. *,...,..., -6,20 (BTU/LBM)
SPECIFIC INPULSE...I.."................ 1674. 








FUEAIR RATIO..,...o......., ,., , 0.0393





-736.4 (L8!) COMBUSTOR EFFICIENCV...,.s.....,,,, 0,600

COMBU$TOR FRICTION DRAG ,9,,,,,,,,,,, 854.9 (LOP) TOTAL PRESSURE RATIOQm.,&.. ,A . *.......
0 ,1 44q
COMBUSTOR STRUT ORAG.."*.. ,... ,,,... 
 0.77 (LeF) COMBUSTOR EFFECTIVENESS.,.......,..... 0,7744
COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE...,......,..., 1171, 
(LOF) INJECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS 0,7291, 0,7633, 0.7402,
NOZZLE FRICTION DRAOG. ............. , 4,10 ILEF)
 
NOZZLE STRUT DRAG..,,*,.........,,, 0100 (LOP)
NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE.,.9..,..,...... 1291, (LUF) 
 NOZZLE
 
EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAGge,,*.**,,,**,, 49.54 (LOF) 
 VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT w CS.... 0.9524
 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL,........, -1059. (LOF) 
 NOZZLE COFPFICIENT . CT,..*........a.... 0,87S
TOTAL EXTERNAL 
.RAG,.,... PROCESS EFFICIENCY............,....,..... 0.08-70
,...,,.** "1109, (LOF) 

"TOTAL STRUT o.AG.,.,.,.,,,.=,,.,,,*, KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY.,......so..... 0.8933
0,77 (W.F) 

CAVITY FOHCE........os........-10,....... 971 (LUF)
 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL F.tC,, ....... (LBF)
790a 

MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE.,.,.,,, ,og,, .629, (LOP)






NOMINAL COOL LEADING EDGE......,,,,..,. 3a9884 (IN) INJECTORS 
 STATION VALVE
 
SPIKE TRANSLATION .............. boot... ,,314 (IN) 1A 
 40.400
INLET THROAT......so, ,,.....,.... 40OkOO (IN) 
 ltb 41,300 8

CO"L LEADING EDGE.....,...,,,,,.,.,,*,. 5.199 (IN) 
 IC 44.300
NOZZLE SHROUO TR ILINfI EDGE.....,...... 73,539 (IN) 
 JA 48,775 D
 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE..,,,,... ,. , Tva9i (IN) 
 2C 46,250 A
STRUT LEADING EDGE.,..@.,,,..,.. ...... 56,45 (IN) 3A 
 54.065
 
STRUT TRAILING EVGE,....... ,,,***,,65,05b (IN) 
 3 56,250
CUMBUSTOR EXIT.............





t = 261.41 sec.
 
READING a 0064 BLOCK 115 TIlE c 261,411 MACH 6.u P1I 74b.laV TT z 2')81,a PACL
 
PAMJ$T PERPDRMAtrE 
END S IJ M A R Y R E PI R T 
P T i GA MA hOLWT 9ONV rACH VEL 8 ./A A/AC MONTH r IVAL Phi TAC 
WIND TUNNEL 1 0 5 
0.000 746,749 2981 665.2( 791) 1.2943 28.52 2579 
0000 0.309 





q7) 1.3987 28.851 985 5.991 5908 1.126 0.10655 >6.9U6 n.059 5039 9.784 187.3 
0.600 I.062 2961 6bb.( 791) 1,2942 d8.51 2579 
0.600 16.307 2913 644,5( 771) 1.2963 28.51 2551 0.400 1019 2.083 0.10655 26.906 0.9659 4970 1.686 184.7 





665.2( 791) 1.2943 28.652 2579 
.33.0( 96) 1.3987 28,851 982 6.021 5911 1.826 0.10476 26.454 0.9859 4956 9.624 187.3 










2552 0,391 999 2.083 0.10476 26.454 0.9859 4956 1.626 181.3 
INLET THROAT 5 0 2 












653.a 779) 1,i955 26.051 2563 
206.3( 336) 1.3569 28.651 1785 2.650 4729 1.884 0.85798 26.9D6 0,t224 4370 63.051 162.4 







653.2( 779) 1.2955 28.851 2563 
623.2c 750) 1.a906 28,5851 2522 0u85 1224 1.946 0.09798 26.906 0.1224 4370 16.320 162.4 
COMBUSTOR 0 8 1 2 







221.0( 350) 1.3536 20.551 1819 2.557 4650 
2 21 
1.684 0.94366 26.906 0.1113 u328 68,193 160.9 









1.2909 26,521 8659 
1.3431 26,51 2044 2.148 £1391 2.051 0.95205 27.093 0,1111 4235 64.96a 156.3 0.24 0,07 
41.312 803.382 2832 
41.312 18.944 1582 
COMBUSTOR 0 it 
668.9C 811) 1.3021 26.446 2633 
284,0( 429) 1,3V77 26.406 2002 
4 21 
2.192 4389 2.039 0.95282 47.093 0,1110 4234 64,983 156.3 0.24 0,01 
41,377 203.314 2821 
41 377 19.199 1581 
COBUSTOR 0 12 
668.7( 808)
286,9( 40 ) 
5 21 
1.307 26,435 2629 
1.3479 86.434 2002 2.183 U371 2.038 0.9528S 27.093 0.1110 4226 64.723 156.0 0.24 0,00 
41.500 199.245 2819 
4150O , 19.975 1604 




1.3028 26,433 2628 







664.6C 83) I3032 26v433 2623 
303.9f 445) 1.351 ?6,432 2035 2.008 4R49 2.048 
7 4 





6569( 829) 1,Z89 26.548 265a 
351.2C 526) 1.3322 26,548 8185 1,790 3911 2.069 0.91180 27.093 0,1160 9065 55,419 150.1 0.24 0.10 
COMBUSTOR 0 15 8 3 
4.410 141,242 2909 
44 310 26.683 1952 
COPBUSTOR 0 16 
655,8t 834) 1.2961 
356.1( S37) 1.3305 
9 3 
26,569 65b8 










1.2963 26,616 2670 






366.9( 561) 1.2964 26.615 2670 1.3270 26.616 Z846 1.605 3783 e.079 0.906a5 27.093 0,1167 4032 53.295 140.8 0.24 015 







1.2931 26.711 2690 
1.3224 26.712 2290 1,686 3723 2,090 0.85395 27.093 0,1239 4032 U9.411 106.5 0,94 0.23 
REACING - 0064 HL,IQ K 175 TI. 0 261.411 r6CI 0.Q P1 = 746.70, tI = P981p PA, 2 
P T 6rA"rA <PLT hOV fibrlA vEL -'/A A/AC PQVIN w iVAL PP I IAC 
C.IweIJsT0p u 19 
'47.31o 112.036 316a 




1.285S 2b.9(iS 27(42 
I.S 4 26.90b 365 1.5? 3717 4.107 0.19457 27.093 0.1331 009" 6b.o 1°i.1 u.e4 0.39 
COMBUSTOR a 20 13 a 
47.337 111.679 3171 637.9( 913) 1.2852 26.913 2744 
47.337 28.353 2311 362,2( 6a2) 1.3J38 26.914 2368 1.568 3714 2.108 0,193d44 .7.093 0.1S33 4095 45.195 Is5.e 0.24 0.40 
COMEUST0w 0 21 14 4 









h77) 1.3080 27.071 2017 1.549 3744 2.120 0.74038 27.093 0.1429 0157 U3,079 153.6 0.,!4 0.52 
U8.787 105.875 3252 630.0( 937) 1,2810 27.030 2768 
48,787 22.363 2276 31b.6( 629) 1.3138 27.032 2345 1.609 3959 2.116 0.68066 27.093 0,1554 4244 01.683 155.9 0.24 0.49 





627.5( 926) 1.287 26.997 2756 
290.1( 594) 1.3183 26.999 2289 1.795 Ai0 2.11t2 0.63659 27.093 0.1b62 u/4 40.648 157.8 0.24 0.47 
COMBUSTOR 0 24 17 3 
50.727 102.859 3248 621,9( 935) I.09 27.053 2765 
50.727 14.887 2076 2i8.( 568) 1.3207 27.055 2244 1.925 4321 a.117 0.54954 27.093 0.1950 4302 36.431 161.7 0,2il 0.51 





o14.2( 992) 1.2713 27.290 2820 
217.7( 604) 1.3135 27.295 2296 1.940 4454 2.137 0.4 68 27.093 0.2379 4509 30,783 166.0 0.24 0.70 
COMHBSTOR 0 26 19 302 









1.2895 27.679 2536 1.590 4032 2.163 0.42651 27.093 0.2480 4544 26.720 167.7 0.24 1.00 
54.067 56.694 37134 646o6(1226) 1,2574 24,348 3096 
54.067 21.355 3033 377.6( 970) 1.2838 24.360 2819 1.301 3668 2.422 0.40706 27.412 0.2629 4563 23.207 166.5 0.60 0.4b 





61).5(1227) 1,2571 24,352 3097 
378.1( 972) 1.2835 24.365 2821 1.299 3665 R.422 0.,0678 27.412 0.2o31 4564 23.166 166.5 0.64 0.47 
COMBUSTOR 0 29 22 4 
54.837 52.748 44048 642.4(1336) 1,2372 24,700 3175 
54.837 24.750 3405 413.5(1127) 1.2614 24.729 2973 1,139 3385 2.443 0.38467 27.412 0.2782 4647 20,233 169.5 0.64 0.60 
COMBUsTOR 0 30 23 4 
55.760' 50.372 4328 636.7(1435) 1.2168 25.032 3234 
55.76o 27.268 3871 437.3(1263) 1.3383 25.085 3002 .045 3159 2.457 0,36122 27.412 0.2963 4761 17.733 173.7 0.64 0.73 
COP8U$TQR 0 31 24 4 
56.252 ' 45.244 4595 662.2(1703) 1.196! R2.698 3470 
56.252 28.609 4266 464.7(1563) 1.2124 22.772 3360 0.807 2980 2.707 0.29452 27.731 0.3676 5262 13.39 189.8 1.04 0,63 
COMBUSTO8 0 32 25 2 
56,262 45.227 (4597 6*2.1(1703) 1.1960 eZ.700 3470 
56.262 28.636 4269 485.1(1564) 1.2121 22.774 3361 0.866 2976 2.707 0.29425 27.731 0.3679 5264 13.610 189.8 1.04 0.63 
CO8USTOR 0 33 2* 3 
56.317 45.107 4628 661.7(1716) 1.1932 22.73a 3475 
56.317 28.118 4291 477.8(1572) 1.2097 2a.815 3363 0.902 3033 2.709 0.29342 27.731 0.3690 5212 13.634 190,1 1.04 0.64 
COMBUSTOR 0 34 27 3 
56.457 44.986 4653 660.8(1726) 1.1910 22.762 34179 
56.457 28.309 4326 479.6(1586) 1.2068 R2.846 3370 0.893 3011 2.710 0,29132 27.731 0.3717 5290 13,631 190.8 1.04 0.65 
COPBUsTOR 0 35 28 $ 
56.537 45.694 4647 660.2(1723) 1.1918 22,757 3478 
56,537 29.386 4334 487.4(1590) 1.2069 22.b36 3374 0.871 29 0 d.708 0.,9463 27.731 0.3675 5300 13.462 191.1 1.04 0.65 








658.3(1736) 1.1889 22.196 3464 
49E.1(1610) 1.2030 22.877 3385 
30 4 
0.852 2884 2.708 0.29360 27.731 0.3668 5333 13,158 19d.3 1.04 0,60 
M' 57,043 46.116 4747 b5b,0C17S5) 1.1848 22.d8 3491 
7 57.043 30.282 4436 489,5(j630) 1.1962 22,938 3394 0.852 2893 2.709 0. 9316 27.731 0.3693 5356 13.179 193.k 1.04 0.68 
REAOIN 0064 1LOCK 1j75 TIME = 261,411 MACm 6,0 PI m 746.749 TT z 8981.1 PAGE 3 
P 1 
tD COMBUSTOR 0 38 
t'3 57.767 46,097 4833 
57,767 30.705 4bb3 
COMBUSTOR 0 39 
58.787 46,529 '856 
58,787 32.062 4612 
COMBUsrtO 0 40 
60.797 47.393 4925 60,797 30675 0649 
COMBUSTOR 0 'I 
62,217 48#074 4948 
62.217 26.314 4615 
COMBUSTOR REGEN 42 
62.217 48.074 4965 
62.217 28.885 4646 
NOZZLE AE 43 
H GAMMA MOLWT SOV MACH V8L 6 w/A , A/AC 
31 4 
6S2.0[1797) 1.1751 22.970 3506 
087.31680) 1.18b2 23.078 3s15 0.841 ?871 2.712 0.28851 27,731 0.3753 
32 4 
605.7{1806) 1,1729 23.010 3 08 
493.08'700) 1.185 23.114 .425 0,805 2757 2,711 0.48667 27.731 0.3?77 
33 4 
b34,.Zt833) 1,1665 23.108 3516455.9C1713) 1,1763 23,244 3420 0,874 2989 2.709 0.29664 27.761 0.3650 
34 4 
627,1(1841) 1,1645 23.148 3518 
410.6(1697) 1.1761 23.A18 3402 0,968 3291 2.707 0.30468 27.731 0.3553 
35 21 
641,1(1849) 1.1636 23.133 3524 
431,6c1 71 12 1.1743 23,300 3412 0,9M9 3238 2.710 0.30468 27.731 0,3553
36 S 
Mos 1 9 IvAC Phl ETAC 
5426 12.B72 19$,7 1.0a 0.74 
54178 12.282 197,5 1,04 0.75 
504 13.779 196.3 1.04 0.79 
5414 15I.55 195.2 1.04 0.81 




40.074 A948 627,1(1835) 1.1645 23.1ia 35181.244 2591 *536.4 671) 1.2795 2$.584 2644 2,886 7630 2.707 0.05589 27.731 
PO 44 37 5 




46,074 4908 627.1(1835) 1.1645 23.148 3518 
0,389 1994 -760.0( 648) 1.300 23,584 d340 3.560Ag REOEN 45 30 548.074 4965 641 1 1849) $o1636 23o133 352 
B331 2.707 0.02480 27.731 4.3658 7616 3.211 274.6 1.04 0,81 
87,293 1.252 2614 -527,6( 880) 1,2786 23,584 2655 2,881 7647 2,710 0.05589 27.731 10371 
NOZZLE PO REGEN 46 39 5 
87.293 45.074 4965 641.H±8'49) 1.1636 23.133 352487.2E93 0,389 2010 -754.3( 694) 1,3018 23.584 2349 3.550 5356 2,710 0.02466 27.731 4,3867 
FICTIVE CO4BUSTR 67 60 0 
62,217 304o297 5416 627,1(2031) 1.1637 23.633 364162.217 0,389 1092-1167.7( 464) 1.3220 24.?05 8013 0,708 9477 2,550 0.03870O ,731 2,7976 
FICTIVE NOZZLE 66 61 0 





61643 260.1 1.04 oval 
3,405 275.5 1.04 0.81 
5,700 304.6 1.04 1,00 
5,824 239,2 1.04 0.81 
XAPS p.1p P.Qb P04 (iox U-]P Q.AB CakA L P.T / SL t-ib/pro PQOb/ SO 11.0/Plo 









-3 .40 v I 





















3.508 ot i8bbh 00 ).000 - 63 02 .QvO O.QOo V.000 6.k OQL v? Y.99L Ov .?63 -03 O.U00O 0.000 
5 . 19 Ol S.91 7E UO S.738 110 -4.296E u2 0, l- 0.000 U.000 6,RbSE 02 1 .00/F 0 1 .2ah 03 1 .475E 0 1 7.684 -03 
3baOE (11 3.919 , O 5.10,F 00 -4.297L Ue ).Ooq 0.O00 0.000 6.8"L v2 IovnE 01 5.2 ft 03 1.467h 01 7.6u0EP03 













Oa -1.99$L 02 















3.6"SE 01 4.2elE 00 d,626P O0 -4.812L 02 -Z.OtOE 02 -2,070E 02 0.000 8.164E 02 1.08SE 01 5.653L-03 1.189F 01 h.19se-03 
3.701E (11 4.Zd56 00 6,63FE 00 .5.049E 02 .2.252E Oa P,139E 02 -1.176E 01 a.722E 02 1.066E O1 5.65ft.113 1.7569 02 9,149E-03 
3.1'13t 01 4.109E 00 8.150E O0 -5.159E 02 -2.332E OZ -2.175E 2 O- ,57C 01 9,Obuk 02 1.056E 01 5.502E-03 2,09tE 01 I.D91E-U2 
3.eo$E 01 3.850E 00 1.328E 01 .5.294F 02 -e.SU E 02 -2.270E 02 -8.425E 01 9.832E 02 9.89bE 00 5.156E.03 3.414F 01 1.77BE-02 
3.83SE 01 5,402E 00 1,559E 01 .5,27qE 02 -2.596E 02 .2,316 02 -?,eO4E 01 I03 O 1.469E 01 7.234L-03 4,007E 01 2.WQePUR 
3,875E 01 7.377E 00 1,551E 01 -5.284E 02 -2.70E2 02 -2,581 02 -3.282E 01 1.064E 03 1.8b(E 01 9,87Bto03 3.988E 01 2,077%w0 
3,e2E2 01 7.704e 00 1.550E 01 -5,285E 02 -2.,728E 02 -2,392E 02 -3.361E 01 1.072E 03 1,961E o! I.i'32Eo02 3,98SE 01 2.076E-02 
3.901E Of 8.650E 00 1,57AF Oj .5.280E 02 .2,7b$2 02 -2,426L 02 -3.587E 01 1,{094 03 2.224E 01 1.1582=02 4,O4 r 01 2.106E-02 
3.933E 01 1,376E Of 1.610E 01 -5.329E 02 -2,db2E 02 o2.4672 02 -3.956E 01 1.130L 03 3,537E 01 1.8426-02 4.139E 01 R,1562PU2 
3.950E 01 1,6552 01 1.405E 0! .0,01E 02 -2.937F 02 -2.522E 02 -4,155E Of 1.15OE 03 4,2552 01 2.216L-02 S,612E 01 I.B8IE-02 
3.982E 01 1.7M7 01 1.030E 01 -5.570E 02 -3.041E 02 -2.590E 02 -4,S132 01 1.187E 03 4.309E 01 2.286L-02 2,6bE£ 01 1.379E-02 
4.000E 01 
4oO E 01 
1.737E Of 
PoObSE 01 
1 02.IE 01 -5,6826 
1,009E 01 -5.94iE 
02 
02 
-3,3049 02 -2,632E 02 -4,716E 01 

















og.947E 02 o3,25E 'OZ -2.7$2E 02 -5,ZIQE 01 











4.131E 01 2,81RE 01 9.767E 00 .6.711E 02 .3.719E 02 2.97TE 02 -BO0202 01 1.363F 03 7,230E 01 3.766L-02 e.511C 01 1,308E.02 
4,1382 01 2.86b5 01 9.744E 00 -6.776L 0Z -3.841E 02 -2.996E o2 .8.309E 01 1.371E 03 7,367F. 01 3.837L,02 i.505E 01 1,305ev02 
4.1S0E 01 2.966E Of 1.029E 01 -6.900t 02 -3.933E 02 .3.033E o2 b.999E 01 1,386E Q3 7.62bE 01 3.972L-02 2.645E 01 1.3782P02 
4.246E 01 Zal9E Of 1.452E 01 .7.510h 02 -4.9d82 02 -3.349E 02 -1.579E 02 1.501E 03 6.218F 01 3,239E-0P 3.733E of 1,9q44202 









02 -7.3J8E OP. -4,082E 
02 -8.060E 02 -4-30SE 
02 -3.296E 02 



















20383E 01 -8.110E 02 -6,078E 02 =4. ,06E 02 -3,772E OZ 
e,280tE Of .7.862E 02 -1,039E 0,5-4.953L 02 -5.440E 02 



























03 -5,414E 02 -6.164E 02 











4.e79E 0f 2.236E 01 
4.932E-"01 1.913E 01




-5.55B2 02 .1.432E 03 -b. O09E 02 -8.3|52 02 
.4.904t 02 e..49E 03 -6.220E 02 -8,764E 02
















5.283E 01 1.245E 01 I1e4SE 01 -2*222E 02 -1.65BE 03 -7,516E 02 01.106E 03 2.789E 03 3.201E 01 1.667L-02 3.201h 01 I,.W7202 
5,333E 01 1.809E 01 1,609E 01 -1,82SE 02 -1.912E 03 -7.687t 02 -1,143E 03 2,B52t 03 4.651E 01 2.423L-02 4,651E 01 2.a23E-02 
5.407E Of Z.I bE 01 2o136E 01 *1,072E o? R.,006E 03 -7,93SE 02 -1,212E 03 2,947E 03 5,490E 01 2#860E02 5,4902 01 e,86OEvOe 
5,40aE el 2040OE Oi 2.140E Oi -..06E 0? -2.0u7E 03 -7.937E 02 -1.213E 03 R.948E 03 5.502E 01 2.866L-02 5,502E ni 2.866E-02 
5.484E 01 2.475E 01 2.475E 01 .1,6632 Ll ., .119F 03 -8.18?E 02 1.300E 013 .04bE U3 6,363E 01 3.31at-02 6.363E 01 3.310E.U2 
5.576E of 2.727E of 2.727E 01 1.038k 02 -2.279E 03 -8,470E o2 -. 427E 03 3.164E 03 7.010E 01 3,652E-02 7,010F 01 3.652e-02 
5,62SE 01 2.861E Of .B612 of 6.074E 02 -2.366E 03 -8611~E 02 -1,50SE 03 4WE08 03 7,3552 01 3.831E-02 7,3552 01 3.831E"02 
5.626E Of 2.864E Of 2.86A2 01 6,0906 02 .2.3oOE 03 o8,61BE 02 -1.506E 03 3.Z09E 03 7,362E 01 3,835E.02 7.362E 01 3,635EP02 
6632E 01 2045E 01 2.879E 01 6.17SE 02 -2.378E 01f"8,b282 o2 -1,StSE 03 3.316F 03 7.057E 01 3.676E-02 7.401E 01 3,8552-U2 
5.641,E 01 2,7452 01 2,917F 01 A,364t 02 -2.405E 03 -8,66SE 02 -1.539f 03 3,234E 03 7.057L 01 3,676E.02 7,499E 01 3.906E-02 
5o65OE of a.9392 01 2.939E 01 6,082E 02 -2o4402 03 =A.686E 02 -1.552E 03 3,245E 03 7.555E 01 3.93SE-02 7,5552 01 3.935t-02 
$.baae 01 3,0152 O! 3.015F 01 6.870b 02 -4.411F 03 .8.759E 02 -1,597F 03 3,a802 03 7.751E 01 4.037L-02 7.751E 01 4.03?LwO2 
5.70DE 04 J.O0235 0! 3,028E Of 7,160L 02 -2,515E 03 -8,017E Oa -1,634E 03 3.309E 03 7.785E 03 0,05SE-02 7,785E 01 4.05SEVO2 
5.777E 01 3,070E 01 3.070F 01 7.991E 02 -2.6Q8E 03 -8.997E 02 -1.74BE 03 3.402E'03 7.594E bl 4.li22-02 7.894E 01 4.112EP02 
5,879E 01 
6.080E 01 
6 .b,2?2 E 0 1 
3.206E Of 
3 0676 01 
2.83 1 0 1 
3,206E 01 
3.067E 01 
2 .83 1 E *Ol 
8,718t 02 -4,842E 03 -9.238E 02 -1.898E 03 
FT 91E 02 -3.135 E 03 -q .693E 02 -2,!b52 03 
0.79 1L OP - S.3 39 E 03 -tOuS t 03 2.334E 03 
3,532E 






7 88 6E 01 
7 .279 t 0 1 
4,294t0a 
4.108 E02 
3 79 1 L 02 
esa4E 01 
7 88 6E 01 
7 279 E 0 1 
4,29CE022 
4,1O8E -02 
3,79 1 t. 2 































8.791E 02 13.7$7E 03 -1.099E 
8.791E 02 *3.705E 03 -1.107E 
03 .2.6SOE 05 



















03 -3.974E 03 *1,158E 
03 .,O2E 03 -1,170E 
03 -2,8t6E 03 











6.84OE 01 4.615E O0 6,767E 00 1,398t 03 .4.0va 03 1.189E 03 .2.907E 03 4.760E 03 1.186E 01 6,1801.03 1.740E 01 9,062L03 







1.618E 03 -4.207E 03 I.R09E 03 -R,99B2 03 

















1.TSE 03 -4.305E 03 -1.22aE 03 .3,082E 03 


















1.9 4E 03 *4.443E 03 .1,43E 03 -3.180E 03 




















2.073E 03 -4,5049 03 -1.26SE 03 -3.Z391 03 
2,144E 03 :4 518C 0) .1.280E 03 .3-239E 03 
2,174E 03 "4.531E 03 .1.93E 03 -3.239E 03 
5,523E 03 
5.628E 03 













8,72E 01 1.890E 00 0.000 2.213E 03 -4.5b4E 03 -1.315E 03 -3.239E 03 5.7054 03 4.859E 00 2.531E-03 UOO1 0.000 
8,729E 01 1.891E 00 0.000 8,213E 03 .4.Sb4e 03 1,3162E 03 .3.239E 03 5705E 03 4,OtE 00 2,532E-03 0.000 0,000 
REh ING m 0064 BLICK m / lvIv = 2hi11 MACH n.0 VI 1t4.lq9 TT 2981." PAGt 6 
X QIWAG CURAG CF HL 
4,0iOE 01 t.tbbt 02 1.1ioE 02 2.168E.03 ".SVoE-O0 
4.OqIE 01 1*762tl01 1.187E 02 a.la8L.v3 4.3ubE-Oi 
4.130L o 1.745E 01 1.36E 02 2.781E-03 4.5$3E-02 
4.131F 01 1.984E-01 I.A6oE 02 2.49E.03 5.005E.02 
4.138E 01 1.216E 00 1.37tE 0? 2.98E-03 5.ldeE.0Z 
u.ISoL O 2.215 oO 1.399E 02 2P uaE03 5.4b45F04 
4,4abE O1 I.?bDE 01 1.b75E 02 2.048E-03 5.I171E02 
4,'4oe l 21896h 01 I.06OF O 22StEaLV3 b.d6!-02 
4.431E 01 3.655L 00 1,901E 02 2,601E'03 b5.d7-02 
4,80E 01 8,450E 00 1.986E 0 2.629E-03 5.958E02 
4.481E 01 2,014E-01 1,988E 02 2.657E.03 5.9V2E02 
4.626E D1 2.425E 01 2,23CE 02 2.649E-03 5.785E-02 
4,731E 01 1.650E 01 2,395E 02 2.666E-03 5.644E-02 
4.734E 01 a.2RE01 2.399E 02 E.768Ew03 5.4555E02 
1,611 01 1.179E Ot 2.517E 02 2,742E.03 5.309E-02 
4.879E 01 9.894E 00 2.016E 02 2.758E.03 a.SbbE.02 
4032E 01 7.480E 00 2.691E 02 2.6951E03 4.138-.0 
5.o73F 01 1.8081 01 2.872E 02 2.589E-03 3.474E-02 
5.283E 01 2.2869 01 3.100E 02 2.520E-03 2.975E-02 
















5,576E 01 6.977E 00 3.353E 02 3.154S103 3.b6E"02 
5,625E 01 2.232E 00 3075F 02 3.340E-03 3.350E.O 
5.626E 01 5.797E-02 3.376F 0 3.329E03 3.363E.02 
5,32E 01 3.214E-1- 3.379E OP 3,320E-03 6,365E.02 
5.646E 01 8,114E 01 3.387F O 3.330E-03 3.3*81.02 
5.654E O 4,66SEt01 3.392E Oa 3.399E-03 3.299E.02 
5.682E 01 1,59SE 00 3,408E O 3.334E-03 3,306E.02 
5.70aE 01 1,2666 00 3.421E 02 3.33SE.03 3.391E08 
5.777E 01 ".025E 00 3.46!e 02 3.336E-03 3.3OE02 
5.87qE 01 5,515E 00 3.516E 02 3o373E-03 3,339E-02 
6,OC 01 1,126E 01 3.6 9E 02 3,339E-03 3.447E02 
6.22E 01 8.910E 00 3.718! 02 3.324E-03 3,480E.Oa 
1.729E.01 2.519E 00 3.911F 02 3,319t.03 3,039E.02 
6.46eE'01 1.773E 01 4.088E 02 3.350E.03 3.4ubE002 
6.506E 01 2.936E 00 4.117E 02 3.341F-03 3,352E202 
6.510E 01 3.151E-01 4.120E OP 3.341E-03 3,350E.02 
6.530E 01 1.584E 00 4.136E 0 3,336E-03 3.304E.O 
6,696E 01 1.273E 01 4.264F 02 3,227E.03 i.134E*03 
6.763E 01 




















7.111E 01 i.672E 00 4.481! 02 3.061E.03 9,174E.03 
7.264E 01 5.403E 00 d.535E 02 3.032E.03 7.67E.03 
7,354E 01 2.U34E 00 .559)E 02 2,975E-03 5.745E03 
7.354E 01 3.146BE03 M.559E 02 2,979E-03 5.735F.03 
7.487F 01 1.256E 00 4.572w 02 3,017E-03 7.674E-03 
7.772E 01 2,651E oO b.599E 02 3.003L'03 7.bhJE.03 
8,162E 01 2.431E 00 4.623F Op 2,917E-03 5.19E-03 
M 1,443E 01 1.087L 00 U.634F 02 2,913E-3 b.413E-03 
















LALCL')LATEU TNIUST . ......... 
 ,,. 1591, LLBF) ANGLE OF ArACK ................. .. D.000 (CEGRES)

MEASURED THRUST..,o.............H.... 1879. (LF) MASS FLON RAI4U............. .....
H.i859
 
CAICLJLATEU SPECJFIC IMPULSE............. 
 19d9, (LPF.SEC/LbM) AlLITIVE ORAG COEFFTCIENT,..,........... O'O004
MEASIREb SPLCIF 
 ICPULt ....... , 74. (L8F.SFf/L6M) LIIIING PRESSURE FCPVERY EFFICIENCY.... 0,1637
 
CALL(LATPU TNHUST 0.6347
CVEPFICI~tT. *...  ,FLTA PTe..,.........................e. U.1178 (PSI)
 
$LLSURFLI INMUST CUEFFI.IEIT..,,...,,.... 0.7091 rnrAL PRESSURE RECOVERy - SLPEkSLNr..,. .0.405
 
TrlAL PRESSIJRE RECOVERt - SLbSCNIC ...... o.t66
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUP0R$OKI .... 0,8962
REGEMEPATIVE-COOLED ENGINE PEQF{td ANCt INLET PROCESS EFPICTENCY . SBSI L .. . .. 0.9050 
CALCLJLATEU 
 KIKFIIC LNENY EFFICIENCY . UPEMSUtIC... .94bO
 
SkEAM 1RUST .. ... =..... 6650, (LbF)
T ....... .,. 
 KIMETIC E,4ERGY EFFICIFNCY - 6UBS3CIC..... O.893Q
NET ................. 0............. 1608, LLSF) 
 ENTHALPY A T PO - SLPERONIC..........,.. .6.10 (bTU/LBf)
M
SPECIFIL I PULSE.,,......... ,,,,....... Ir9O. (LBF-SEC/LBM) ENTfIALPY AT 
PO - SUR806IC.............., 29,93 (BTU/Lam)
 




FUEL-AIR RATIO...... s.;... ............. . 0,0306
INLET FRICTION DRAG.. ...,,,,, ,,,,,.,, 
118.6 CLEF) EOIJVALENCE RATIO... a................... 1.044

INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE.. .....,.....,, ..7ld.7 (LaF) CuBUSTOR EFFICIENCY............... ..... .
 
CUOfrUSTLJH 
FRICTION DRA D. .. ,......a. 253.2 CLBF) TOTAL. PRlESSURE RATIO.............,...... o,1580
COMBUSTOR STRUT DRAG................... 55.85 (LBF) COMaUSTnR EFFECTIVENESS.................. 0,7982
COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE,.,.. ,*.. 1085, (LEF) INJECTOR 
DISCHARGE rOEFFICIENTS 0,73u3p 0,8017t 0,65909
 
NOZZLE FRICTINORAG .,...............,O 72,82 (LBF)
 
NOZZLE STRUT ORAGoo,... ,,..,**... ... 42,33 (LBF)
0 0
NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE.,.. .. ,,,. ,,
0 1219, CLeF) NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRALS....,........... 1334, CLEF)

EXTERNAL FRICTION DAG. ... ,,., ....... 79,61 (LBF) VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEIFICIENT - CS.... 0.9220
 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRLL .. ,.,.,.. -1729, (L1F) NOZZLE COEFFICIE$T - CT ........ ,..,,o., 0,8455

TOTAL EXTERNAL RAG,, ... 9,,,,,,.,,., .1808, CLeF) PROCESS EFFICIECY....,,..,........,.... 0,8307
TOTAL STRUT DRAGla, ,,a, 0 ,,*,,,, 128.18 (LF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY ...... ,a..... u.8241 
CAVITY FOMCEoo ,.,,,,o,..,..,,,., .1608. (LdF) 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE,........,, 01026, CLEF)

MEASURED LOAD CELL FOkCE.,,,,,,,,,.,, .1536. (LBF)





NOMINAL COIL LEADING EDGE......... C],884 INJECTORS STATION VALVE
(IN) 

SPIKE TRANSLATTCN......o...... ,.......O,36b {IN) 
 IA 40.400
 
INLET THROAT,,,.,,.,,, ,,,,*, 00,f4OO (IN)
0 0 ,0 IS 41.302 a
CO3L LEADING ED8lo 35.201 (IN) iO 44.300
NOZZLE SHROUD TRAJLING £DGE,.,,,,,, 73.541 (IN) ?A 
 48,777

NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING OGE..,, ,,,.,, . 87,296 (IN) 2C 46.2b0
 
STRUT LEAUING EDGE.......,,...,.,,... 56.U57 (IN) 3A 54,067 E

STRUT TRAILING EDGE=.....,..........,.,.. 65.05, (IN) 38 56,252 
 E
 




t = 293.81 sec. 
READING 0OU64 b0CK4 211 Tll V = ?43.811 ACM 6,0 P7 I 747.e49 It * 4962,2 
 PA6bL 
RoAhM JNCTLI P ~ ~ 
- ,y 7 .7F" 
S U M M Ak Y R E P r,4 7
 
'ANUNLP TI GAMPA MOLwT SrNV MALH VSL 8 o1A w AIAC mupl 0 IVAC Phl TACI 
0.000 747,249 49e2 659.4( 185) 1.$949 a o,Sk b,ebt
o.000 0.386 399 -33, L( 96) J.,5907 vbb5 1 9 t k 6,007 5ks88 1,b24 0.I0656 2b,947 0VgU7 Oe9 9, 751 18b6 
SPIKE TIP Ns 4 0 L 
0.600 1$.0SO 49b2 bb9,6( 785) 1.2948 e8.851 2571
0,600 16030 2894 b368q(705) 1, 969 28,S51 25q3 U,396 1013 4.081 0,10654 40.910 000 73 
 49IR 1,078 104,5
 
IND TUNNt4 3 u 0
 
0.000 741,249 29b2 bt-Y.4( 785) 1,49 9 28.b5R a ,71
0.000 U.379 396 -33,q( 95) 1,3986 28.851 977 6.027 $890 1,824 0.10507 26,570 0,9073 4900 9,018 186,7

SPIKE TIP NS 4 0
 
0.600 1S.050 4962 b5g,4( 7a5) 1.2940 28.051 2571
 
0,600 16.361 2896 t,39,6( 766) 1,2968 28651 2S44 0,392 
 990 2.061 0,10507 46,570 0.9473 QqbO 1,627 180,7

INLET THROAT 5 0
 
40,400 S06.013 4912 b44.1( 770) 1.2965 28.b51 2550
40,400 15.225 1Sga 214,8 344) 
1,4550 28,051 1809 2069 4035 1,880 004461 !6,947 0,1114 4316 ",m05b 16U09
 
40,400 306.013 2912 644.1f 770) 1.2965 R805S1 Z550
40.140o 13.08$ 1S40 200,5( 3 0) 1.J562 26,8S% 1771 
2#660 4711 1,880 0,85893 96,947 0,1225 4W5 69,890 16107

IN"ET ONNRSK 7 u a
 
4U.400 123,609 a912 6 4,1( 770) 1.2965 28,B51 2550
 40.4O0 1o06.393 24313 
 614,6( 7423 1 a995 20,051 a 10 QOmq8 1910 19945 Q,135893 46,9470A 5 4357 j me36 thel7
COM BUSy R 0 8 1 3-­
40.410 305,431 2911 644,1( 770) 1 2965 Z6,651 a5s0
40.410 15,238 1395 at$ 0( 344) 
1:3S49 260S51 1805 2,567 4634 1.881 0,94470 26,947 0. 111 4316 6e.028 &60.1
 
COMBSTOR 
 0 9 a 91
 
41.300 181026 2075 66a:0c e30) 
1 3000 Zb.319 4657
014 0O 20.396 lb90 a92 51 463) 1:34l9 20,319 aQTO 2,017 4300 
2,004 Q,05178 Z7,15F 0.1111 4210 63.742 155.0 0,26 0.07
COMBUSTOR 0 to 3 21­
41.310 I 5.665 2797 66d,0( 806) 1,3035 26,a37 2629
41.318 20. 40 1607 a93 Ot 439) J, 467 2Rb2M 
2025 RoW UR97 2.051 0,95357 R7.15? 0,1111 4209 63.070 155,0 0.26 0.01
 
COMBUSTOR o 11 1)"a1
 
91.375 195,709 2705 661,7(8602) 1,3041 26, U5 24
 
0 32,112
COMBSTORla 5 4276 2.049 0.95501 27,152 0.1110 42006;s.465 154,7 0 6 0.00
 
41,500. J85,I40 4814 661,0(6811) 1.30a7 ?6.958 M65
41.500o 22,541 1683 309.0( 461) 
1.3429 20,258 E069 2,029 4197 2.056 0*955D3 27,152 0,1110 4183 6a.304 154.0 0.46 0.03
 
COMBUSTOR 0 13 6 4
 
42,460 137.484 3063 654,4( 693) J.990a2 0 pbq a7ab
42.460 31.824 2189 368.1t 611) 
1.3199 26,565 2325 1.628 3785 9.101 0.94585 27,152 0.1121 4100 5b635 151.3 0egb 0,26

CO BUSTOR 0 14 7 5
 
441095 110,637 5608 639,9(LOSS) I.ab39 27.200 dSQ7
4.095 57.11? 3135 477,9( 900) 
1,2004 27.al2 2708 1,051 2847 2.146 0091334 27,152 0.1161 4100 40.406 151.00,e6b 0.74
 
COpoUSTak 0 is 8 a
 
44,310 109,989 66JO 637mS(1055}) 1 037 #?7m4t a887
44.310 98.b61 3157 1482.7( 907) 
1,2705 27va 1 2716 1,026 2786 2.146 0.91175 27,152 0,1163 4098 -39.477 150.9 0,R6 0,75

COpeUBTGR 0 16 9 
 a
 
44,800 109424 bS 3g7(1048) I.e646 27.206 4679
44.80o t,. I9 6181 493.6( 915 ) 1.2T66 e 1.411 27a6 0.968 2639 2.145 0,90820 RNI152 0.1167 4086 37.24 150.5 0.26 0.74
 
COPHU81ok 0 17 10 0
 
44.810 109.dR0 $587 632.b(1046) 1.4646 21,d06 2879
44.d10 64.166 S181 49S.5(9(15) 1.2789 27.211 02#6 
0,968 2639 2.145 0.90821 47.152 0.116F 4O066 37.R47 150.5 0.26 0.741
 
CO~dUSTOR 0 10 11 8
 
46.d50 102.967 30S! 047,u(.10033 1,2916 a3.594 2898

ab.d50 56097 27Uq 
 b10.5( A0) 1,3039 23,595 046H 0.95B 2613 (?.33a 0,6658 27.465 0,1a50 4O S 35.164 149.1 0.65 0.21
 
REA0IN (0 O bO iLOCK ?11 TV E = P93.h11 I-AtM 6.0 P1 . 747.2h9 77 m 2q6p. PAG1 2 
P 1 14 tL S0V -4C6 VFL S '/A A/AC MOPqfIp IVAC PH OIAC 
COPSUSTOR 0 19 ii a 
46.260 l02.923 3062 606.9(1003) 1.4916 h.1.95 ?696 
46,260 d,773 a710 51.v( 8091 1,50938 es.59o 129 (.956 2613 4,3 0,6654k a7.Mb5 0.1I9 4096 35,148 109.1 0,65 O.? 
COBUS10U 0 20 ;3 4 
47.310 99.066 4317 63b. (±08) 1.280V e3,650 4975 
U7,310 56.317 2925 408.5( 942) 1.2932 23.157 2800 0,965 2709 d.356 o0,05aq 7.65 0o1332 4234 33.903 154,1 0,05 0.31 
COfrUSTOR u 21 14 2 
47,335 99,025 3321 634.9(108fi) 1.2796 23,660 2976 
47,335 50,396 3930 80,85( 943) a, 0S9?3,062 2010 0.963 ?707 2.356 U00434 477.05 0.1333 
COtBUSTOR u 22 15 4 
4236 33,832 j543 0,65 0341 
46.110 95.249 3b47 626,6(1164) i.26b? 84,110 3046 
8.110 54,3q5 3143 472.3(1016) 1.2824 20 b1152883 0.965 2781 9.V 0o7SQ)3 27.405 0,1029 
COMBUSTOR 0 0 14 6 
43b3 34427 156,9 Qo05 0*49 
48.77S 89.817 3a13 641.6(1165) 1.2867 21.32a 3105 
48,775 40.a64 2736 40,0( 973) 1.3026 Z1.327 2882 1.086 3130 2.569 0*09099 27.766 0.1552 4463 34,001 160.6 1,06 0.3 
COMBUSTOR 0 24 17 a 
48.785 89,758 3216 641,7(166) 1.28*5 21 3 8 3106 
0 45-AMl.tSh Z737- 443~1 973) I.DZ6-&129 2883 10015 3135 9,509 O (2906 R7,706 Q0j15u5 
COMOUSTOR 0 25 
16 4 qJ65 334.009 1*017 ls6 Ol. 
49.315 87.003 3339 637.3(1213) 1,2805 21.046 3148 
49.315 38.475 2700 406.5t 988) 1.2994 21. 8 2894 1,175 3398 2.582 o005287 27,70 0.t662 4572 3A.480 lb4,6 106 P.26. 
(OXBUBTOR 0 2b 19 4 
50.72s 79.684 3664 026.8(1339) 1.2635 ?IY64 3252 
50.72S- .3hE-3Ql -3qDo,6(Wt704 1.2611 21.772 2971 1,2b0 3743 2.61-.0,b563 27,70b 0*195.0 4015 3.364 173.3 1.06 0.J& 
COOBUsTOR 0 a7 30 A 
52.825 74*636 3857 613,41C14114) 1.2522 21,977 5305 
52.825 2e.012 2979 237.5C1O56) 1-28a8 21.993 2941 1,474 4337 2.628 0.05606 27.786 0.2379 
CUISetITO R u 28 21 3 
5086 30.736 183.1 1.06 0.42 
0 0 63.335 730921 38/3 610,$(1421) 1.2511. 21.999 3309 53.325 20.337 ?948. 41-b(1044) 1-285b 2117 2926 1-.521 A11I1 2.630 0.43742 27,766 0,2Q80 5136 .0.257 184.b .1. 0z4 
CUbBUSTOR 0 29 2a 4 
SqJ~4.075 7R.303 3919 606.q(1438) 1,2482 Pa.052 5321 
54.075 8.580 39244 18,2(1040) 1.2849 22.073 ?919 1.5k7 4575 2,634 0.41233 F7.786 0.2631 
COPBUOTOR 0 30 23 3 
5203 29.113 187.2 1 6 .04 4 
54.835 71.455 36934 602,4(1444) 1.2471 24.070 3324 
54.835 1h.000 9il 159,5C102?) 1.2861 22.098 289Z 1,625 4708 2,63b 0.38992 27.786 0.278 5263 2..529 L69,d 1.Qb 0o.A& 
COPBUSTDR 0 31 211 4 
P 55.760' 69,335 3990 597.9(1466) 1.23)4 2 .141 3338 
55.760 15.486 2918 135,7(102t) a.a815 22.167 2899 1,659 4809 2,640 0.36610 27.76 0.2963 5329 21.361 191.8 1.06 0.46 
COWBUSTOR 0 32 25 5 
56.260 54.190 4456 595,6(1650) 1.2063 22.b17 3440 
565 14.T76 3505 10.6(1650) 1.4539 ?P71? 10? 1,535 4760 ,08 O40.9494 7,706 0,3670 5503 21020 196.1 1.06 0,61 
COrBUSTQR u S3 26 5 
56.315 61.977 4106 595.4(1511) 1.3358 22,261 3366 
56.315 11.605 2909 7'1oc4021) 1.2830 2a.299 2805 1,770 5107 2.b56 0.29401 27,706 0.3690 557 23,333 196.2 1.06 0.50 
COIBUSTOR 0 34 27 3 
56.455 61.779 4114 594,8(1515) 1.2346 22,270 3367 
56.455 11.50b 2912 71.3(102) 1.2820 .2310a85 1.774 5118 2,657 0.29189 27.786 0,3717 5515 24,dl6 196.5 1.06 0,50 
CO'U$TOP 0 3s 2b 9 
56.535 55.262 4437 594,5(1643) 1.2100 2.000 3437 
5653s 1 ,385 3J52 129.41232) 1.25b6 ?a2t91 3063 1.5b5 4b24 2.681 0.,9516 e7.786 0.3675 5540 22.128 190.7 1.06 0,61 
COPBUslOR 0 36 29 3 
5b.81s Sa,.06 441 593.3(1636) 1.2 1 24. 80 3033 
56.815 1S.987 340b 111.2(1213) 1 5b9 2074 SQ06 1.592 4861 2.679 0.29419 27.766 0,36e4 5b56 ?2.315 199.3 1.0* 6,60 
COPeUS70R 0 37 30 it 
51.0141 57.A00 4357 59.3(1611) 1.,17 2 622 3021 
57.041 13,256 3261 9b,3(1164) 1.2651 2d.597 30 2 1.605 a972 e!.04 0.9310 27,706 0.3693 5540 22.695 1997 1.06 0.58 
GA! , $ 
COP-UsTuP u 3t) 31 5 
b7.765 b4#45d 4I23 589,3(15%b) Ioa342 42.,e 3369 
b7.76s Id 9pO 2860 4U.7(1001) 1,2843 U 0 32 a86n 1.832 5e 39 2,653 0.48908 07,780 0.3753 $557 23.53( ?OU,b 1.06 0.51 
t'-' COPEVSTOR 0 39 32 7 
C"- 58.785 112.805 3416 585,801241) 1,27b5 21 oe5 1b5 
5,7F35 
7 n MIAN(J0l6OV PACH VEL /A AIAC PUpp, Q IYAC Phl ETAC
 
6 6.11d 1722 -B8!,4( 581) 1.3368 21,1,29 0301 2,90q 5/83 9.556 Ooe8724 27,786 0.5777 5585 25,b13 01'0 1.06 0.3t 
COPBUsTOR 0 40 33 6 
60.795 53,27e Q711 579,407513 I1157 U.9el 3401
 
16,6O 3893 1,2278 23.091 3298 

COVHUSTOR 0 01 34 A
 
62,215 55.181 4657 574.5(1129) 1,1909 22,676 3472
 
60.7195 l 14793(1404) 1,450 4650 a,692 0,497" 47,766 093bQ $572 21,479 400,5 1.06 0.79
 
68.215 16-594 3OU0 134.8(1367) 1.00 23.031 3182 1.474 4691 
€067 0,30529 27,786 0,3553 bbb1 24.255 eOO.1 1,06 0,70
 
co~wJsTOR o 4a 35 5
 
64,679 07,992 4991 564,701863) 1.1578 23.24b 3510
 
64.079 200759 OU88 U7?,3(16A4 1,1735 2 .532 3336 1.232 4109 2.706 0oRB938 et*766 0,3709 5542 1b.479 199.5 1.06 0.86
 
COM6USTOR 0 43 36 5
 
65.055 03.900 508? 563,0(1900) J.1500 P3,339 $529
 
6$.055 21.122 4669 260,9(1718) 1,1563 23.637 3373 1.153 3888 2.713 0,26903 Z7.786 0.4032 55 9 16,255 199.41 1,06 0,97

COPBUSTOR REGEN 44 37 4 -­
650055 143.940 5136 616,901924) 1.1481 2 ,265 550
 
65,055 21 971 47S0 326.2(1754) 1.1046 23,56R 3402 1,181 3814 2,723 0i?690) R7#766 00403? 5503 15.947 200,? 1,06 0,97
 
NOZZLE At 45 38 5
 
87.291 43.940 5082 563,0(1870) 1,1500 23,339 3529
 
87.291 1.4iZ 3005 -b06000a) 1,262 24.082 2798 2,733 7o48 2.713 Q.05600 R7,7dt- 1,9371 7306 6,657 2620 1.06 0,97 
NOZZLE 846 3§ 5 
87'a9l 43,9f40 5002 $63.0(1670) 1.1500 23.339 3589 
87.?91 0, 6_2 7 -86b,q( 745) t,kS 1. 24,08 2457 3,407 8$18 _?.713 0.02955 47,786 4velo7 78)? 2,985 86109 t O8 0,97 
NOZZLE AE REGEh 4 7 40" 5 
87.291 43.940 5136 61t).9(1924 ) 1,1481 25.= 85 3550
 
07.291 1,q448 3101 -567,6(1063) 16a58= 249081 2838 2,712 7699 a,72$ 0.05600 0766 1,9371 7367 6,700 2651| 1,06 0,97
 
NOZZLE PU REGEN 48 41 5
 
87.Z91 43,940 5136 616.9(1924l) 1.1481 23.465 35S0
 
87 ,29 1 9 9 8 6 43 40 -86 4,0 ( 7 6 4;) 1 ,28 48 2 4 ,98 3 P 49 3 ,457 0 0 0 4 a ,723 9,92 ?1 4 27 ,78 6 11 , 8 8 7 9 1 6 ? 9 6 1 0 4 0, I m, 0 9 7
 
FICTIVE COMBUSTR 67 60 o
 
65,055 396,013 5341 563,0(200(1) 1.1666 23,o1l 3#j?
 
FICTIVE NOZZLE 66 61 0 
87,291 R5.255 4986 536,7(18601 1.1461 23,30Q 3492 
87.?91. 1.800 3499 0)98,4(1224) 1,276 24,058 2980 a,296 -6441 R.755 0,05600 a7,786 1,9371 b8 I1 ,954 245*5 1,06 0,97 
RLACINt-r. 0064 BLUOCK = 211 jl E = 2q1.811 -AALt 6.0 PT --747.4ag4 TT m 262. PAGL 
XABS P.1b P-04, PDA 909 .-IA OGG CA WL p-TW/E0 IF /PTO P-04 /PS0 F-OB/Pl0 
6,981E.01 1.025E 00 0.000 -4,397L-Ul OUV 0'no0 0.009 2,"70E,02 e.6'SSE 00 1.31e4-03 Q.000 0.000 



























3.519F. 01 3.924 00 5.100E 00 L.a$?k U, Q00o0 0.000 0.000 6,SbO 02 L t.M nl S,5SI -O 1,47 E 0& 7.6aft03 
3,520E Qj 3.925E 00 5.b68E 00 .4.20?E 02 U,0VO 0,000 U.000 69,357E OR I.10E 01 5,Rbt53 046 46 01 70586E-03 
3,5 5E 01 4,030E 00 3.1300E 90 .4,360t O2 0,000 0.000 0,000 7,209; 02 I,0q3E 01 5,393L-03 9,834E 00 5S.O5.03 
3.586E 01 3,926E 00 2,12bE 00 .4.506E 04 -2.5tseE 09 -2.582E 02 0.000 7.529E UP 1.017E 01 5.257L.03 5.4199E 00 2044 E903 
3.606E 01 3.865E 00 2.917E 00 -Qeb~bL 02 -e.61OF 0R -2,60E 02 0.000 7,729E 02 1,000E 01 5.1U7.03 7.549E 00 3,900E&03 
3,bSE 01 4.21aE QO0 ,021E 00 -4.792 02 - e,6/E 02 .2674E 02 0,000 8.164E 04 1.090E 01 5,637E.03 1.19tE 0l 6plaSEP03 
3.70j 01 4.220L 00 6,772E 00 .5.027E 02 -a.80E 02 -2.758L 02 -9,471E 00 8,7d6k 02 1,092E 01 5.647L-03 1,7SSL O1 9.063t-03 
3,732F 01 4,101E VO 0.050E 00 -5,141L 02 -d,9 7t 02 -2.810E 02 -1.263E 01 9,063E UP 1.061F 01 5,468t-03 4,0W 01too./7EPQR 
3.803E 01 3,835E 00 1.320E 01 -5.276E 02 -3.128E 02 -2.9336 02 -1.948E 01 9.830E 02 9.925E 00 5.132L-03 3,446E 01 1.777E-02 
3.834E 01 9.392E 00 1,561E 01 -S,259E 02 -3,c 0E 02 =.99SE 02 -9,248F 01 1,018E 03 1.39SE 01 7,215E.03 4.040E 01 2,08YEW02 
3.87SE ol 7.39$E go 1.54-7e 01 .5.267E 02 -A.35E Q2 .3.091E 02 -2,629E 01 1.064E 03 1,914E 01 9.8961.03 4,004E 01 2.071foo0a 
3.881E 01 7,715E 00 I.5A5E 01 .5.268E 02 P3,317E 02 .3.108E 02 -2.690E 01 1,072E 03 1,997E 01 1*032L-02 3.996E 01 F,0068EP02 
,901E 01 8,6b06 g0 1.56BE 01 -5.2b5E 02 -3,449L 02 .3.162L 02 o2.871E 01 1,094E 03 2.246E 01 1.162E.02 4.058E 01 2.098E.02 
393 01 1037REA1 I-LOS5E 0 1.--5 ,318E E02 viA l?5 1 F OR-326E 02 -34160E 01 IIJQE Q3 3.551E 01 1,836L-02 4,L54E 01- 2, 14-0E 00 
3.950E 01 1.652E Pi 1.3879 01 .5.387E 02 . ,654E OP. .3.3229 02 -3319E 01 1.150E 03 4,277E 01 2.,1E-O2 3.5809 01 1.656E.02 
3,981F 01 1,713E 01 4,95DE OP vS5hE Oe o3.80aE 02 *3,144E 02 -3.SqOE 01 1,167E 03 4,34E Ot 2,293L-02 2,5SE Ol 1,33REE-o 
4,000E 01 
4,040 E 01 
1,749E 01 
2.176E 01 
9:Q bE 00 .5,676k 02 3.896E 02 -3,52HE 
9 14BE 00 -5.961E OR -4,L19E 00 -3.699E 
02 %34159E 01 











4.0aiE 0! .2Pt66E 01 9.74511 00 -5.968E 02 -4.l e!E 02 -3,?0oE 02 -4,214E 01 1.257E 03 5.650E 01 2.926E-02 2,52RE 01 1.304E-02 
4 .13 B0 0 3.13 5?. 01 -- 9 ff 36E 00 -6,854t 02_v 1 a 9 3E 02 il IATF 02 96,462E 01 1,362E 03 0.114E 01 4al~bE-02 22443E 91. lta§3 E 





9col E 00 -6,902t 
I54l tj .7o089 
02 a5a090E 02 -4,187E 02 o9,093E 01 








3 000& 01 
1,260EP02 
1.552E-02 
4.24bE 01 3.532E 01 2,632E 01 -7.672E 02 -7.016E 02 -4.844L 02 -2,235E 02 I.S01E 03 9.142E 01 4.747E-02 7,330E 0l 3.790E-02 
4.0~q9E 01 5.741E 01 5,681E 01 -7.494E 02 "l,IU2E 03 -6.t6EE 02 4.455E 02 1.6M9 03 1.486E 02 7,683E-D? 1.47DE OR 7.603E-02 





%*700E 01 -7.404E 02 -lelbOE 03 -6,367E 02 -5,216E 92 
5.744E 0t -7.935t 02 -1.2V5E 03 -6.859E 02 -6.092E 02 










ImqT H 0,2 7,649E,02 
1,4167E 02 7.687EwO2 
1,487k OR 7.688ee*U 
4=.625E 01 Soad80E 01 5.073E 01 -6.?07E OR -100aE 03 "8.309L UP -6.964E 02 1.963E 03 1.523E OR 7.677Ew02 I.SRQE OR. 7.860EN..R 
4 62 E 01 5,1380L Ot 5074E Ot .6.69qL 02 -W7iZ£ 03 -6,31E OR -9,006E 02 1.9t4E 03 I.52aE 02 1*70Tk.-Oa 1,52DE 02 7,8blEV02 
4:73'JE 0l 
4.133E 01 




5 7 3 0 E 0 1 
4,.426e 01 
5.96SE 01 .5.192E 02 w.0."E 03 vq.296E 02 mi.124E 03 
5.970E, QI -5.169E 02 vd.O OE D "9.319E 02 a.129E 03 
5 , 0 9 E 0 1 3 ,797E 0 2 -a ,28 E 0 3 =q ,99 9 E 0 2 01 ,2 3E 0 3 
4.426S 01 -?,315E UP -2.04"E 03 -1,055E 03 -1.398E 03 
2.094h 03 
Z,097& 03 
















6 8 7 7 E 0 2 
SOga E-2 
4.87BE 01 4.416E 01 *41E 01 uZ,292L 02 -2.450E 03 .056E 03 P1.400E 03 2sM0E 03 IatME 02 5.909E.02 1,143E QZ 9,909EP02 
q.931F 01 3.847E 01 3.a47F 01 -I.JSOE UP -?.*518E 03 -i,099E 03 -1.480E 03 2.34SE 03 9.957C 01 5.149tQV2 9.957E 0! 5S14E-02 
5.072E 01 3.169E 01 3,169E 01 1.643E 02 -2.,7IE 03 -1.204E 03 el.b67E 03 e.522b. 03 6.a0%E 01 4.241 E-0 b=aOIE 01 4,241EP02 
5.282E 01 R.201E 01 2,201E 03I 4.400E UP -3,243E 03 P1.340E 03 -40903E 03 R.709E 03 5.6qTE 01 2e.90- 5aO97E 01 2046E-02 
5.332E 01 4.O34 01 4.034E 01 40qSOE 02 =3.$e2E 03 -1,369E 03 -1.9539 U 2,852E 03 S.eb3E 01 2,742 -02 5,263E 0L 2,722Ev02 
5.407E 01 1.85BE 01 1,058R 01 5,703E 02 -3,06E 03 0.,09E 03 .4.027E 03 ?.948E 03 4.8099 01 2,407E-02 4,809E 01 2,4137Epu2 
5.403E 01 1,680JE JH1466bOZ 01 6,389E 02 -5.546E 03 vt.4?M 0l -2oQ99E 03 3* "6Z 03 Q,346E 01 aq o-u 4,34ai 0t iamF-g02 







6.917E 02 -4.735E 03 .1,509E 
0. 950E Qe -3.741t 03 -1.50JE 
03 -2.226E 03 
03 -2. Z3 U 03 
3,ZC9E 03 









5.611SE 01 8.Slae 00 1.450 01 9.054E 02 .3.758E 0 -1.516E 03 -E224E 035 3,234k 03 2,203E 01 1.139E.02 3,75?E 01 1,940LP02 
5.653E 01 1,439E 01 lo439E 01 9.112k 02 -3.7bbE 03 -1.518E 03 -2,249E 03 3.2 5E 03 3.723E 01 1,92SE-02 3,723E 01 1.9RSEo02 
I 5.681E 91 1,399E 01 1*399F 01 9.297E 02 -3.401F 03 -1.528E 03 -2.a73E 03 3.Rb~e 03 3,620e 01 1.872t0n 3,620E 01 1.87RE-00 
5,704E 01 1.34be 0Ol ,626E 01 9,44e Ve = 7 05 1.535F 03 -2.d93E 03 3.3U9E V3 3.431E 01 1.77U .QF 03E 01 1,774t-02 
S 5,770E 01 1.092E 01 1.092E 01 9.75%b Ue -3.910E 03 -1.556E 03 -4.355P 03 3.402e 03 2,826E 01 1,061k-02 20e26C 01 10.46ta-02 
6.079E 01 1.665F 01 1.665E 01 9.981L OP .4.lbbE (13 .1,617E 03 -4.569E 03 3.790L 03 4.409E 01 2.R28P.02 4.309E 01 22M-02 
READING OOb bLOCK c ell I1'E = 243,811 n1Cft 10 o1 p 7U7.249 TI = 21hf PAGE I
 
XAB3lk P.Ou pOA Qvx '.0 .Ob CAALL P-Tet/P$L P.,o/Pro P0UO/PSO P-uBt/pO6.468E 01 Z,07bE 01 2,076E 01 9.QbIE 02 .4.5YbE 03 -l.716E 03 -2.d7SE 03 LA.289E 03 b.372F 1 21.778L.02 5. 72E 01 2,778E.026O505E 01 2.085E v1 2,139E 01 9,981E 01 6QgE 03 I,73OE 0 2 0 4,337E 0S 5.39tE 01 ,79O-O2 5.531E al 20863E-026,SOqE 01 2.045E 01 A.106E 01 9 .9b1 02 ;0 767E03 .,731E03 2.915E 03 4,32E 03 5.3qbE C I .79nE-02 b5554E 01 2.872E"02 
m 0.S29E 0L 1.982E 01 d,1OE 01 9.9U3E U2 -".bfie 01 .l.759E O .2.932E 03 4,3o8E 03 5.14Fl 01 2. EO2E 56'42E 01 2,917L-02
w1 669E 01 1. 127k vI 9,45E 00 1I071t 03 -',Uu4E 03 -I.790E 03 -3.050E 03 4.583L 03 2.917E 01 1lSBL-02 2,394E 01 1.238E026h.7aE 01 A.199E 00 9,135F 00 1,363t V3 .. 894t 03 .1. O6L 03 -3.088E 03 Ubb L 03 2,lIE 01 1,097E.oa d.$bE 01 1,Zada 2 6,839E 01 4.670E 00 b.QSE 00 1.561EL 03 4.9bE 03 .1.82le OS 3.132E 03 ',TtOE 03 1,209E 01 6,250 . 3 I,799E 01 9,303b036.911E 01 3,6tSUE 00 4,910E 00 1.690E 03 -5.ouE O -1.833E 03 -3.176rE 03 4.848E 03 .466E 00 ,b95t.O l.271E 01 6,571E,036,972E 01 28OOE 00 4,187F 00 1.773E 03 -5.05bE 03 .8qOe 03 -3.E15E 03 4.4eE 03 7,a'6E 00 3.747k-03 1,083g 01 5.603i-03
 
7,obTE 01 1.974E 00 $.060E 00 1,867L 03 .b.1 0E 03 .1.850E 03 -3.271E 03 5,OSbE u3 5.106E 00 e.642E-03 7.949E 00 ".095E.03
 
7.11OE 01 1,600L 00 i80aE 0 1.899 03 -5.14DE 03 .1.853E o3 *3.29U1 03 5.08BE 03 
 4.141E 00 2,1I-03 7,2aE 00 3.7509P03
7.4h3E 01 1.822E 00 1.6885 00 1.99S 03 -b,21V 03 -1,863E 03 -3,353E ODS 5,273 V3 4,7tSE 00 4187UE 0) 15EP03,438E.0 2,
70,53E 01 1.952E 00 7.650E.Ox 2'.054E 0 5,9E 03 .l.86SE 93 -3,381E 03 5.372E 03 5.054E 00 2.613E.03 1,980E O0 IOa49-o1
7.35UE 01 1.953E 00 7,600E.01 2,056E 03 -5.249E 03 ..8o8E 03 .3.38LE 03 5.372k 03 b.OSE 00 2,613e.03 1,967E 00 1.017f-Q7.486E 01 2.145E O0 0.000 2,099E 03 '5.3u6E 03 -1,87SE 03 *).431E 
03 5,424E 03 5.551E 0Q 2,871E.03 09000 0000
 
7.771E 01 
 2.IIOE 00 0,000 2.18E 03 *5,319E 03 *1.868E 03 "3.431E 03 5,509 03 5,461E 00 2,8R4E.03 0.000 0.000
8.tEe 0 1.450E 00 0,000 2,260E 03 
*5.334E 0 -1 ,90H 03 -3431E 03 5,628e 03 3,753E Ou lt940E"Q3 0,000 0.000
8.UU9E 01 .380E 00 0o,000 
 2,292F 03 .5,348E 03 -1.917E 03 .3.QSIE 03 5,682E o3 3,571E O0 1,847h.0 0.000 Q.O00.
8,728E 01 1.795E 00 0,000 2.329E 03 .5.3?IE 03 -1.94E 03 -3.431E 03 5.705E 03 4,bl6 00 E335E.03 0,000 0.000
 
8,729E 04 1,76E 00 0,000 2.329E 03 
 bob3t1E 03 -1,940E 03 3.'43tE 03 5.705h 03 .b18E 0) 2.336E03 U,000 0.000
 
Rdc o 6,e 
RE D , =1 O ,ub" 0L =1 1 ?93.411 t '. 6 v 1 77 24 TC 9 AGE ­
4 .Wg0 a 61| 1.I I vl2 1.177F J2 I b 4 k- 0 1 .ej c-Oa 
4 .I- OIE ()I 7. 7Eu I0 I .~ O 4 ,7E0 7,2.0 
V .ce )514.,1 oS O 05 l1 .lS 1,2 3L0 ~SEO 
4.137E 01 i131EVOI 1365E Oa 2.390t-03 5.Ab$E.O2
 
4,736E 01 1,664 01 I.S54E 02 2,5O(k.03 ?,5!vE-O2
 
4.731E 01 3n -E09 138E043.659L-03 1.2 $bE.04
 
4,aIOE 01 7.07 00 1.9,0oE 02 3,076h-03 7. "IE-O2
 
4.477g O1 1,b3581 1.910E qa 3.073E-03 l , Ot-Oa
 
4.625E 01 2.03E Ol 2,11SE 02 3.337 O0 6.652E-04
 
4.626L 01 1 .381EO01 2,1 6E 02 2.8962-03 7.640E.02 
4.731E 01 1,719 01 2.248E V2 2.905E-03 7.5/TE-O2
 
5.733E O1 J 1,36L-01 2,,!11E 02 3,017t-03 7.2bl&.02 
4.077e 01 0.631L 00 2.437E 04 3.266E-03 b.UOEwO2
 
4.878E 01 3050 2.59bE-03 bOd3E-O2
2.UlgO0 02 

54.931E 01 6,669t 00 2.502E 02 2.899L-03 0,7 oEmO2
 
5.072E 01 I.75E O0 3.672E 02 2,84SE-03 5.80E-02
 
5.202E 01 2.392t O01 P,9E Oa 2.848E-03 4.615E.02
 
5.432E O 5.06 296E 02 2.921E-03 4.69E.Oa
bE01 0 

5),407E 01 8.301E 00 S.USOE 02 289O6E,03 4.013E-02
 
5.483E O 8.1 0E0100 3E 3.13E022a7LE 3 4.7.iE-O2
 
5561E 01! 9.557E 00 3,308E 02 2.865E-03 3,.9 2E.02
 
5.626E Ol 3.154E 00 3259 02 2.839E-03 4.2U9E.Q2
 
5607E 01 .66SE O1 3.264E 02 3.26t-O.0 !.019E.02
 
5.641E 01 I .21SE UO 3,*!768E OZ2.8ble-3 d.7436E.02
 
5.653E 01 72a1E*Ul 3*959E u2 3.372E.03 e.740E.D0
 
5681E5 ()I 2,730E 00 3,3087C 02 3,013E=03 a.937E-O2
 
b504E 01 i,837E 00 3.328E 02 2.989E-03 a,85TE-O2
 
S,529E 0l1 6.335 00 ,3.39E02 2.92bEo03 2.5b5E-02
 
5.878E 01 9,21OM 00 3.483OE 02 2,.7VE-03 1.70qE.02
 
6.079E O 1.70bE 0O h.6ITE 02 2.542E-03 31504E.02
 
6.221E 01 1.125a O0 3.7513E 02 3 -O,] 3.148E.02
 
6,978E Ul 2.01Et O0 3,959F 02 3,147e-03 3.IU Ei.O2
 
6.505E! 01 2.7,9 00 5.987t n2 3.343E-03 3.1bslE-0e
 
6.509E 0 i2.7836t01 3.969E 02 IU55L-03 610£E-02
 
6.529E 01 1.745, 00 4-004E 02 3.17nE.-03 .5.1b3E-Oa
 
7,953E Ol I.2I9E 01 4.125E O2 3.39E-0o3 5.4u4E.0e
 
b7625E 01 0.480E 0O 4.105E 02 3.370L-03 2.Ob4E-02
 
7,.839E 01 4,704E 00 4,417E 02 3.392E-03 I.5t)QE.O2
 
6.972E L 2.760f 00 4*.qE O2 3.3.93 7.IV4E.02
 
7,V67P 01 3.7e L VO 4.q680E Od 3.Z19E-03 6,5J90.
 
7.110E 01 1.479E 00 4, 79E Oe 3.198E-03 7.,e2E.O3
 
1.771E (1 2.0900 .403E 0 3,0b9L-u3 7.409E-03 




ECALCULATED THRUST...a,*.,*,, ..,.... 
W MEASUkbU IHRIIST..,...o............,....CJ CALCULATEQ SPECIFIC IVP1.bE .. ,,.,..
 











CALCULATED TIHIJST COEFFICIENT,......... 0,7170 

MEASURED THRUST COEFFICIENT..........., 0.7063 





STREAM THRUST,......°too........ I... ... 





THRUST COEFFICIENT°....... ... s.,..,..,, 

MO1ENTUM AND FORCES 

INLET 	FRICTION DRAG.... ,. 

INLET 	14OMENTUM ,o,,0COMBUSTOR FRICTION ORAG .. , ,........ 

COMBUSTOR 8RUT ORAG.op... , .,,...,. 

CONBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE 0 .,,,.,, oo**
4
 




NZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGEo o ,, ,,........... 
NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL."., ..., ....
EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG.,........ p*,,,+, 

EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL....,,,......, 

TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG%,*,o.,.,*,,... 






































CAVITY FORCE . o ............ a,, 15(7. (LtF)
 
CALCULATED LP pCE.LL ac....a.. 5j6* (LBFI
MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE9os,,: :,,,, -1393. CLOF) 




NOMINAL COWL LEADING EDGE,o,,,. ,*,,.,, 34,864 (IN) 

SPIKE TRANSLATIUN*,.,O...,...,..,,O.... ,0.31l (IN) 

INLET THROAT..,....... , *,,,***. 0 40.40
,,° (IN)
COWL LEADING EnGEos=,,,...,ao,*o ..... 35Gl9U (IN) 

NOZZLE HROVO TRAILING EDGE.... . ,. 73, 9 (IN) 

NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING aPGE,,,7#,,,,,,*,
6? Jg1 (IN)

STRUT LEADING EDGE. .... ,,,.,.,,,,,,**. $b.45h (IN) 

STRUT TRAILINGE...,...,.,.,,,
... , o. b5,055 (IN) 





ANGLE OF ATTACK .*..****..*..., ,. 0.O0O (DEGREE$) 






LIMITING PRESSURE RECOVERY EFFICIENCY..o. 0.1631
 
DELTA Plo, .,, ,,o,.,... U,1171 (PSI)
.... ..... 

TOTAL PREbSURE RECOVERY - 5tPENSOIC ..... 0.4095 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY * 8L 8CANIC...,... 0.16b4 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY . SUPERSONIC.... 0.8982 
INLET 	PROCESS EFFICIENCY . SUeO&IC.... 0.90S7
 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC... 0.9415
 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY , SUBSONIC..... 0.897
 
ENTHALPY AT PO - SUPERSONIC, ... a...... -8,09 (bTV/LUM)
 









COM8UBTOR EFFICIENCY ....... ,.,.,,,. 0,099









VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT * CO.... 0.9336 
NOZZLE COEFFICIENT . CT..,,**** ,,,*, 0:4464 
PROCESS EFFICIENCY,.......$,,A.......... o.ne8 



























b3S 0J" A h Y R F P a R t 
14NTPE T1 rAMP A "GL- T{ ONY MALH VFL w/A I A AC pup 







607 1.2926 4t,5.15? 
100(tO
)) 1.39d9 26. 351 
2600 
999 5.90b 5964 1.831 0.10730 26.9b3 0,9807 5097 9.945 189.1 
S J e IIP ',b 2 0 3 
0.600 18.075 3034 |U 87 1.2925 2dd.51 2600 
O~bO0 ibd5b a962 659,5( 785) 1.2948 200651 e571 0.40f 1047 e0880 0.1073G !b,953 0.9807 qg ! 1.74h 18U.1 
WINL TUNNEL 3 0 a 
0.000 749.749 3035 0b1,A( 807) 1.292b 26.052 .2000 
0.O00 0.380 4U9 -30.9( 98) 1.3988 48.0$1 993 6.01S 5970 1.,331 0.10377 46.007 0,9bD01 9A 9.646 109.2 












2b71 0,391 1006 2.088 0.10377 2b 067 o.q807 q33 I.823 189.e 





b70 Sf 796) 
236,9( 363) 
I.R938 28,051 2b 5 
1,3507 28,b5i184~8 ZS$0 4614 1.891 0,9U777 eb.953 0.1l10 4309 bb.647 162.1 
INLET UJPNRSK b 0 3 
40.M00 300.443 2999 670.5( 796) 1.2938 R8,851 e.580 
40.400 13.687 1410 218.9c 348) 1.3540 2d,65I 1614 2,61!1 4754 1.891 0.6181 2b.953 0.1221 4411 63.657 163.6 
IN4ET UNNRSK 7 0 4 
40.400 125,405 2999 670.5C 796) 1.2931 2866 5286 
40.4O. 107.781 2897 639.8( 76b) 1.2969 28.051 254 0,117 Id40 1.951 0.85161 26.953 O~ld2l 4411 :blbo9 lb3.6 
COVEUTOR 0 0 1 
40,Alo 299.522 e999 t)7QS( 7q6) 1.2936 2tl,851 4566 
40.410 15.949 1468 234.3( 364) 1.3507 E8,651 1849 2,527 4672 1.091 0,94765 26.9b3 0.1110 4360 b0.809 162.1 
COMBUSTOR 0 9 2 4 
41,324 436.453 2990 bb7,9( 794) 1.2940 Re 51 2582 
41.324 10.524 1610 273.9( 403) 1.3427 ad651 1934 a.290 4440 1.900 0.9500a !6.953 0.1108 4245 b5.561 157.5 
COPOUSTOR 0 l0 3 
41.389 432.013 d990 667.7( 793) 1,294fo Z6.651 2582 
41,389 16.734 1627 276.9( 406) 1,3 21 20,851 1940 2.27Y 44R2 1.907 0.95049 46.953 0.1107 9236 65.324 157,2 
COPBUSTUR 0 11 4 
41.500 226.001 2988 667,3( 793) 1.2941 28,651 2561 
41.500 19.078 1646 20R.0( 411) 1.3412 26.651 1951 2,2bl 4491 1.909 0.95023 26,954 0.1107 4220 64.o47 156.6 
CUOUSTUR 0 14 5 5 
44,460 197.700 4975 663.3( 789) 1,R945 2851 4576 
42,460. 20.5ij 1746 S04.b( 433) 1.3374 28.851 1994 2,127 92 1.917 0.94134 26.953 0.1118 4141 62.061 153.6 









1.2953 28.851 ES65 
1 .337 4 280 51 199 9 2 101 4192 1.919 0.90796 26.953 0 1159 4106 $9 ,18 O R O, 







1.4954 2651 2564 
1.3373 26.b51 1995 2,09/ a185 1.919 U.90674 !b.953 0,tl61 miol 58.966 15d.a 
COMBUSTOR 0 lb h 
44.8nO 180.b19 2936 651,6( 770) 1.2()57 28.051 4561 
44,S00 20.138 1733 305.5( 435) 1.3371 2b8051 1998 2,01S. 4162 1.919 0.90323 26.953 0. 115 4088 58,QPI 15%.7 










1. 311 2d.851 
4560 
1998 2,082 U161 1.919 0.90323 26.953 0.1165 Q007 5b.402 151.0 










2001 4,b113 1.923 Ob5116 26,953 0.1236 4056 54.401 15U,5 
COPSUSTOR 0 la 12 
a?,510 151.882 2901 641-0( 767 ) 1.29b8 2 85t1 546
 41.31 17.983 1735 306.2 436) 1.3370 28.851 2000 2,n47
0 4093 1.928 V.79181 26,9$3 0,1S29 4041 50.2165 149.9
 
READING a 0065 BLOCK 60b TIME =-lb4,O33 MACH 6.0 P7 =749.749 T] = 30 4,6 PAGE 1! 
P T H GAMMA POL 'T -SOhV MACH VEL 8 /A 4 A/AC MuMTm a TVAC PHI ETAC 







b40O6( 767) 1.29b80 
305,9( 435) 1,3370 
48-51 e546 
24.651 1999 2,048 409a 1,92a 0.78b34 26.953 0.1335 4041 SU,155 149.9 
COM6USTOR 0 20 13 5 
48,11t0 143.678 2891 637.9( 764) 1.2971 26.854 2542 
48;110 16,507 1716 300,8( 430) 1.3379 28.051 1909 ZOb5 4107 1.930 0,73779 26.953 0.1420 4044 47.009 150,0 







635.5( 762) 1.4973 28.551 R5A9 
289,6( 419 ) 1.3398 28,851 1966 2.116 4161 1.932 0.07715 26.9la3 0.1554 anb6 43.185 150.9 





633.9( 760) 1.2975 28,851 RSi36 
R74.2( 409) 1,3417 26.051 1945 2.166 4213 1.933 0.63330 26.9S3 0.166R 4090 41.459 151.7 
COMBUSTOR 0 23 16 s 









1.3455 28,851 1903 2.o 4 4308 1.93b 0,53974 26.9$3 0.1950 4132 36.132 153 
52,839 115,150 ?840 625,0( 752) 1 ag9d 28.851 2524 
$20839 7,984 1483 238,1( 367) 1,3490 2805 1 1897 9,369 4400 1,941 0.44238 R6.953 0,2379 4172 30.449 154,8 










184S 2,399 0426 1.942 0.42430 26.953 0,2480 41U4 29.184 155.2 
COMBUSTOR 0 26 19 
, 8534.089 :,P602 24396 807 143 622,S( 749) 1,2 87 28,851 25 1 295,1( 354) 1.J5a7 2t8,851 1626 2.39 4459 1.94a 0.39996 46.953 0,2631 4200 27,716 155.8 
54,84q 109,057 2835 621.1( 748) 1 2989 28.051 2519 
54od49 6,371 1411 al9.0( 348) 1:3940 26.851 1614 2.472 b485 1.943 0.67822 26.953 0.278d 4211 2t,,36a 156.3 










746) 1,2990 28.851 2517 
343) 1,3553 R6,851 1801 2004 4509 1 945 0 35545 2605 3 0,2961 4242 2 ,908 156 6 












1.9991 26,851 ?516 




4.473 13 40 
6%e,9( 746) 
200.5( 3301 
1.2991 ?8 §51 a516 
1,3583 268 S1 1771 2,58 4 4576 1 9 94 0 .285 24 26 953 0,3689 4256 20 283 157 9 
COM USTOR 0 31 24 5 





199*8( 329 ) 
25 4 
IP3984 2aoUI81 769 2,58b 4578 1.955 0.dS310 26.953 0,3717 4257 20.145 157.9 
56,549 93,011 2826 618.6( 745) 1,2991 2B,851 2515 
96,549 4,474 1336 199.5( 329) 1.3985 20,OSI 1768 2,590 4580 1,954 0,25636 R6,9 3 0,3675 4258 20030 156.0 
COVOUSTOR 0 33 ab 4 
56,829 93.223 2825 616.3( 745) 1,2991 P0,651 251S 
56.829 44441 1332 198-4( 328) 1,3587 28.051 1706 2,595 41583 1.953 O0.8536 26.9$3 0,3688 4259 20027 158.0 
COMBSsTOR o 34 27 A 
57.005 9.N,433 202 626.0t 745) 1.a99 288,5i 25i5 
57,05s 4,41 0289 107C 327) 3.3509 a8,651 1764 2.600 4586 1.953 0.P88483 Z6,953 0,3695 4RO0 20.300 15a.1 
COMBUSTOR 0 35 28 3 
57,779 93,290 R8Z2 (17.1( 7a4) 1.2993 28.851 2513 
57,779 4,313 1320 195.2( 325) 1.3595 4d.05l 1758 2.613 4595 1.953 0,28041 26.953 0,3753 4264 20.024 158.2 
COMBUSTOR 0 36 29 3 
5S,799 93,49b 2818 616.1( 743) 1,,2994 28.851 2512 
[.@58*799 4.257 1312 193-3( 323) 1,3599 28.651 1754 2,8di 4600 1.952 0,27862 Z6.953 0.3777 42b5 19.916 156.2 
W,..C0MBU8T0R 0 37 30 5 
C4 0u8a9 94,490 2812 bi°(741) 1.2996 damd8l 2510 
60.e89 4.459 1322 195.7( 32S) 1.3594 48.851 1760 2.601 4577 1.951 0,a8832 Pb.g53 0,365U 4251 20.508 151.7 
READING Q 0065 B40CK z bO TINE m 164,033 MACH b., PI = 749.709 Tt a 3034.6 PAG4 3 
P T H GAMPA MOL.T SONV MACH VEL 6 A/A . A/AC MOHIM 0 IVAC PHI ETAC 












1765 2,583 4S59 1.950 0,.2913 an,963 0.3553 4241 20.983 157.3 










1773 2.55'04529 1,955 008070 26.953 0,3749 4223 19.7$9 56.7 


















6111( 738) 1,29 99 28.851 2505 
38.7( 168 ) 1.3q46 28,851 1293 'JIS 5352 1.960 0.05432 26.953 1,9371 4671 4.519 173.3 












1.2999 28.851 2505 
1,3942 28.851 1303 4.098 5340 1.961 0OS631 286953 1,8686 4665 4674 174,1 
65,069 300,243 2801 611.1( 738) 1,a9q9 2b.851 2505 
85.069 9.399 487 -140( 117) 1,3991 28,851 1083 5,154 5584 1,870 0.0849 26,953 1,2309 480a 7.419 178.2 







1,3007 28.851 2494 
1:3990 2,51 1023 5,s47 5606 .88a 0.u5432 26,953 1.9371 4808 4,73P 1700 

























1.836E 01 1.050! 00 0.000 -3,96E 01 0.000 0.000 0.000 l,634E 02 2.630E 00 1.400e-03 0.000 0.000 
3,070E 01 2,1709 00 0.000 -1.655E 02 v.0uo 0,000 0.000 5.053E 02 5.436E 00 a.694E203 0.000 0.000 
3,oE 01 3,850E 00 0.000 .3,615E 0 O0.ovo 0.000 0.000 6,804E 02 9.72OE 00 5,175L-03 0,000 0.000 
3,5218 01 3.899E 00 b.885E o0 .4,299E 02 OOuo 0.000 0.000 6,860E 02 9.767E 00 5,200Eo03 1.474E 01 7,049E.03 
3.521E 01 3.900E 00 b.85tE o0 4.299E 02 0.000 0.000 0,000 6.663E 02 9.769E 00 5.201=-03 1,466E 01 7,803403 
3.5b5E 01 3,95o 00 3.926E 00 .4,.3*S 02 O.0Uo 0.000 0.000 7,401E 02 9.895E 00 5.268k-03 9.836E 00 5.23?7-03 
3,588E 01 3.892E 00 2.050E 00 -4.51Z? O 1,3b5SE O2 .1.388E 02 0.000 7,,53E 02 90750 00 b,191 -03 5.135E 00 2.734E-03 
3,606E 01 3.860E 00 8,7856 00 .4.606E 02 -1,400E 02 -1.400E 02 0.000 7.721L 02 9.00E 00 5.14188.03 6.976E 00 3.7158.03 
3.648E 01 4.20 00 4.990E 00 -4.796E -1.434E 02 .1.4346 02 0.000 8.157E 02 1.05RE 01 5.bO3E.03 1,125E 01 5.968!.3 
3.701E 01 4,165& 00 6.641E 00 -5.032E 02 .1.6469 02 -1. 479E 02 -1.666E 01 8.718E 02 1.038 01 t5.S55L-3 1.664E 01 8.857E-03 







*5,279E 02 01.920E 02 
.5.298E 09 .8.015E 02 
*1,574E 02 -3.457E 01 











3.87SF 01 7.191E o0 1,534C O .256 02 -4.1456 02 -1.675E 02 -4,699E 01 1.063E 03 1.801F 01 q,591E:O 3,842! 01 2.046E.02 
3.83E 01 7,S6Oe OD 1,525E Ot 5257E 02 :2:1731 02 :1,689E 02 -4.034E 01 1,07?e 03 1,894E 01 t,008se802 ,SNoE01 2.ole"O 
3.901F 01 ,10E 00 1,551E 01 -5.250E 02 -a.241E 0 ..727E O -5,145E 01 1,093E 03 8,107E 01 1.122e.02 3.885E 01 2.068E.U2 
3.934E Ot 1,378 01 1,591E O -5,302S 02 w2.317E 02 .1.8066 02 -5,705E 01 1,331! 03 3,56E 01 1,630E.02 4.000! 01 2.131t-0Z 
3.9509! 0 1,641E 01 1.28E 01 .5.3748 02 .2.4491 02 .1,851E 02 .5.978E 01 1,150E 03 4.111E 01 2169E-02 3.077F 01 1.638E02 
3.983E 01 1,708 01 4.750E 00 -5,620L 02 "2.6U8E 09 *1.956E 02 0,526E 01 1,108E 03 4,263E 01 ?.270Eo02 1.190E 01 6.335E03 







4.836! 00 w6a170E OR -a982E O o2.174E 04 P7,U8aE Ot 
1,226E o0 o6,179E 02 .2.928e 02 .2.178E 02 "7.500E 01 
















4,139E 01 2.111E 01 3.342E O0 -1.318E 02 -3.679E 0 -2,6134 02 -1.066E 02 1.372E 03 6,9 1E 01 3,695E-02 8,372E 00 4.458k.03 
4.15oE 01 2.854E 01 3.740 00 .7.060E 02 .3.7b6g 02 .2.68E 02 .1,119E 02 1.385E 03 7.149E 01 3806E-02 9,369E 00 4.98E6.03 
4. 4 E 01 1,046E 01 7.174E 00 -8.070E 02 .4,872E 02 .3.163E 02 -1.70E 02 1.500E 03 2.621E 01 1.395L-02 1.91E 0 9.568E803 





l 7aE 01 .8.136E 02 97.3680 02 .1,121E 02 .3.248E 02 















1.20)E 01 -8.193E 02 08.046E 02 .4.373E 02 













4.731E 01 1.576E 01 0.407E D0 -8.238E 02 -1.0 9E 03 5.4986E 02 -5,391E 08 2.093E 03 3.947E 01 2.tQRE802 2,106E at t1t8tE802 







-8,0688 02 wi1171E 03 o5,027E 02 -5,0,51 02 











4.933E.01 1,129E 01 1,129E 01 7,762E 02 -t.18OE 03 .6,497E 02 -6.506E 02 2.3466 03 2.0 9E 01 1.5VO6602 2.029E 01 1.506E-02 
5.074 01 4.61E 00 4.6W 00 -6.674E 02 -. 304E 03 P6.795E 0 "7,07OE 02 2.523E 03 1,155E 01 6.15Eo3 1,155E 01 6,152L.03 
5.284E 01 6.52S5 00 6.525E Do .6,261E 02 1.50E 03 *7.44SE 02 -7.75 E 02 2.789E 03 1,635E 01 8003E-03 1.035E 01 8,703U.01 
5,33i1F 01 6,0o2e 00 6.058 00 .6,098f 02 .0548E 03 .7.58aE 02 07.897E O 2.053E 03 1,509K 01 6o36eO-0 1,509! 01 0,0368.O 
5,409E 01 
5.48SE 01 
5,0 1E 00 
".lSn 00 
5081E 00 -5,883E 02 01,580E 03 -7,781E 02 





















3.469E O0 -5,531E 02 .1.6611E 
3,099E 00 *5.175E 02 -00,E 
03 .8,171j 
03 .Bo,67E 
02 -8.473E O 





















3.060E 00 .5,166E 02 -I.tbSE O .8.275E 
2.959E 00 -5,147E 0 1.690E O -8,297E 
2.90E o0 .5.1356 oa .1.694E O .8.309e 
2000E o0 -5,099E 02 .1701E 03 -8.351E 
2.925E 00 -5,071E 02 -. 0UbE 03 -8.382E 
02 .8.575E 02 
02 -8,599E 02 
02 -0.613E 02 
02 -8,668E 02 
































00 a=qa2E 02 -1.761E 
o0 .4.899E 02 -1.760E 
03 .8,476E O -8.83E 02 




















00 04.893E 02 -1.832E 03 .8.836! 02 















6W 6,507E 01 4,275E 00 2:794E 00 -4.893E 02 -1,693E 03 .9.086W O .9.606E 02 4.337E 03 1.071E 01 5.702E-03 6.99bE 00 3.7266-U3 
' 6.511E 01 4.21SL 00 aI15E 00 -4.893E 02 -1,894E 03 .9,09OE 02 -9,651e 02 4.3Q2E 03 1.071E 01 I,702 -03 1,05$E 00 $.3,SE03 
,READING = Obb BLOC = 60 TINE = jon033 MACM 6.0 P1 = 749,79 IT = 3034.0 PAGL % 
XABS P.IB P-0B POA oX U-1R O.00 CAmAlL P.I/PSo F-I/PTO POb/fpSO P-OB/P'lO 
0-(1?tO1 E 000 e:QbE :L,:83t O -:i:8y9E 03 -9.110E 02 -.9077E 02 4.366L 03 1.o21E "I 5,439t-03 7,427L 00 3.901.EU3 
5o360E 00 -4,07ce Ue "1.94SE 03 "9*9btE 02 .Qo008E 03 4,"3L 03 6.11,!E O 3.2baL.y3 1.S43E u0 7,149.U03 
6 01EL 1.970E 00 4.4022 00 .3.75bL 02 -. 946E 03 -9.494E 02 -1.017E 03 4.665E 03 4.95 ou 2.6286.o3 1.101E 01 5.872L.03 
b.a4lE 01 1.4306 00 3.19ZE 00 -3.030E UP *1.9tIE 03 .9.338L 02 -1.027E 03 '476OE v3 3.582 0O 1.907E03 7.996E 00 4.2b7L03 







e.109E 00 -2.060L 02 1.9a9E 03 .9.396E 02 -1.049E 03 
2.185E 00 .. aQIE 02 .2.009E 03 .9.430E 02 1.066E 03 



















7.265E 01 9,187E01 1,420E 00 -6,926L 01 -e.041E 03 -9,48bE 02 -1.093h 03 5.273L 03 2.3022 00 1.2c5.U03 3.056E 00 1.8672?03 





1.205E Qo -1,866k 01 
1.205F 00 .1.636L 01 
-2.5O4E 03 
.2.o 4E 03 
-9.5086E 02 -1.103E 03 
























.Ob E 03 
.9.535E 02 -1.122E 03 











8,163E 01 1.250E 00 0,000 7.Q86E 01 w4.2.0E 03 .9.657E 02 -1.124L 03 5.630E 03 3.13fF 00 1.667E6.3 0.000 0.000 









-2,105E 03 .9.631E 02 .l.12E 













RaAD0 6 = 0065 BLOCK = 60 TIFF : lhl.033 -ACM o.0 PT 2 i4Q.7J9 FT 3034.0 PAGE 6 











4.132E 01 1.659E 01 1.320E 02 2.349E-03 4.761E.02 
4.139E 01 I.i91E 00 1.332F 02 2.356bh03 4.7b7EO? 
4.150E 01 
4









4.411E 01 2.9566 01 I1.23F 02 2.4 9E.03 4.U4E-02 
4.431E 01 3.534E 00 1.859E 02 2.53E03 Us.OUE-oa 
4.8OE 01 8,629E 00 I,94SE 02 2.bblbE-03 .8V9E.Od 
.4826 01 4.18IE.0 1,9a9? 02 2;464E.03 4. p0.oa 
4J.626E 01 !.4Jb4E 01 d.195F 02 2.486E-03 ".bfat.o2 
4.731E 01 1.697E Ol 2.365E 92 2.492t-03 a.dbdEwOd 
4.735E 014 
. 



















5,074E 01 1.656E 01 2.417F 02 2.377E-03 eo74E.Oa 
5.484E 01 2.075E 01 3.0 2 5E 02 2.319E-3 2.lbE.O 
5.33F 01 4.375k 00 3,069E 02 2.302EE03 2.046 .02 
5.409E 01 6,246E 00 3.131E 02 2.2806-03 1.905E.02 
5.485E 01 5,982E 00 1.191E 02 2.263E-03 1,7baE202 
5.576E 01 6.770E 00 3,259E 02 2.247E-93 1,6b86.08 
5.62EE 01 2.309E O0 3.282E 02 2.198E-03 1.296E.02 
5.633E 01 3.145E.01 3.285E 02 2.197E-03 1.293E.02 
5.647E 01 7.890E'01 3.293E 02 2.195E-03 1.262E.02 
5.655E 01 4,547E-01 3.297E 0 2.1896.03 1.293E.02 
5.683E 01 1.567E 00 3.3136 02 2.183E-03 1,2 4E.02 
5.705E 01 1.277E 00 3.32t6 02 2.1786.03 1.218-E. 
5.778E 0i 4.057E 00 3.367E 02 2.167E03 1.2 1 .02 
5.&BoE 01 5.644E 00 3.423E 02 2.157E:03 1.23b .02 
b.081E 01 1.125E O 3.536E 02 2.160E-03 1,2b1E.02 
6.a23E 0 8,164E O0 3.617E 02 2.1606E03 1.317E.02 









1.195 o 2 
1.072E.02 
b.531E 01 9.5J'JIOl 3.789E 02 2.206E-03 1.ObE02 
6.697t 01 8.252E 00 3.672E 02 2.18E-03 1.146C.02 
6.764E 01 3.031E 00 3.902E 02 2,179E-03 9.8$4E.03 
6.84 1 E 01 2,Q0E 00 3.432E 02 2.117E.03 1.699E.03 
6.913E 01 2.352E 00 1.955F 02 2.081E-03 6.66R2E03 
6.974E 01 1.91$E 00 3.974E 02 2.094E03 7.13SE03 
7.069L 01 2.094E 00 4.003E 02 2,003L.03 6.332E.03 
7.1±26 01 1.186E 00 4.015E 02 2.0356E03 S.6eaE-03 
7.8656 01 3.5447E 00 4.051E 0R 1.9706-03 4.,2U1.0S 
7.280E O 2.903E-01 4.054E 02 1.968E-03 4VlE.03 
7.355E 01 t009E 00 40686E 02 1.962E-03 4,146E-03 











6.1b3t VI 1.711E 00 4.107E 02 1.964L-03 4.b6E9.03 
6.44E 01 9,81E-01 4,116E 02 1.925E03 4.0/4E.03 
8.730E 0 3.901EQ 4.1206 02 1.943E-03 4-59bE03 
to. 6.730E O 0.000 4.12O6 02 1.943E-03 4.597E.03 
-3 
0O6b MACHIREA'ING  SLOCK ; 60 1I4 c 164.03 1 6.0 PT a 799,79 r o q.b PAGE 7 
RAMJEI pFWFuRgRANCE
 
W ENGIhE PERFORMANCE INLET
 
CALCULATED THRUST.,.... ........ 1,,,,,,, (LBF) ATTAC 0,000
.293. A"GLE OF ... ,. .................. (DEGREES)
 
MEASURED !HRUST......,,,.,., ., ..... .399, (LBF) MASS FLOA RATIU..,.....*................ V.9$07
 
CALCULATE SPECIFIC IMPULSE..*..,....... -E9, (LBF-SEC/LUM) ADDITIVF DRAb COLFFICIENT,..,.....,...., VOU09
 
MEASURED bPECIFIC IMPULSE..,,.,,...,,,,,.. -400 (I8F-SEC/LaM) LIrITING PRESSURE RFECOVERY EFFICIENCY.... 0.1649 
CALCULATEU THRUST CUEFFICIENT......... ... 1151 DELTA PTe..,,*,... .................. .1199 (PSI)
MEASURED THRUST tOEFFICIENT............ ..1b67 TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY . bUPEFSUNIC..,.. 00005 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVEHY - SUbSONIC...... 0,1673 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC.... 0.8940 
RFGENEHATIVE-COQLED ENGINE PERFORMANCE ILFI PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SL.RSOtIC..... b.,9042 
CALCULATED KINETIC E4ERGY EFFICIENCY - bJPEFkSONIC... U.9455 
STREAM THHUbTT, . ............................0, (LBF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY bUbS NIC..... 0.946
 
NET TMRUST.........,,..........,.,, ... ,. 0, (LCF) ENIHALPY AT P. - SUPERbONIC*....,...... .1.64 (bTJ/LBM)
 
SPECIFIC IMPULSE.........,............ (LF*SEC/L9M) ENIMALPY AT PO - SUBSONIC.,,,.....,... 34.53 (iTu/LBM)
 , 










INLET FRICTION DRAG., .,,,,... 115.8 (LBF) EQUIVALENCE RATIO........,,,........... 0,000

INLET MOMENTUM CANGE.*..,*....*.,***., 0732,2 (LBF) COMBUSTOR EFFICIENCY.*.......,.....,..... 0,000
 
COMBUSTOR FRICTION URAG,.....,,,,..... 262.5 CLeF) TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO,........,,,...,... 0.2696
 
COMBUSTOR STRUT DRAG.,,......** ,***... 13.87 CLBF) COMBUSTOR EFFECTIVENESS*..... .......... 0,6800
 
COMSUSTOR MUMENIUM CHANGE............. 149. (LBF) INJECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS
 
NOZZLE FRICTION DRAG*.......,,,.,........ 30.26 CLEF)
 
NOZZLE STRUT DRAG ..,.,..**.,.,,,,, 0,00 (LeF)
 
NOZZLE MOMENTUM CMANGE,.@,, .. ,....o. 506, (LSF) NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL*,..,.*.*.**: 6 2. (LBF)
 
EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG..q...**....*.... 0.00 (LBF) VACUUM STREAM TMHUST COEFFICIENT . C$...o 1,0292
 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL....,,,,,.... 0, (LbF) NOZZLE COEFFICIENT - CT.................. 0.9862
 
TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG........... .... .100, (LF) 1.2160
*.. . PROCESS EFFICIENLY.......o,,............ 

TOTAL STRUT DRAG.............*....,.,. 13.87 (LBF) ENERGY EFFICIENCY......,,.,.,* mOS43
. KINETIC 

CAVITY FORCE.,,,....,*.,,,,,,...,. .1132, (LBF)
 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE.,,,,.,...... o2506, (LBF)
MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE.t.,,*....,.... . a12. (LBF)
 




NOMINAL COWL LEADING LUGE............... 34,884 (IN) INJECTORS STATION VALVE
 
SPIKE TRANSLATION.,.............*,, o,, 0,S28 IA JO,4OO
. (IN) 

INLET THROAT....,.......,,.,,......... 40.400 (IN) la 41,314
 
CONL LEADING E3GE**,..,.,.*,,.,.*.* 35.21$ (IN) IC 41.300
 
NOZZLE SHROUD TRAI INr EDGE,..,.....n.. 73,55k (IN) 2A 48,789
 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE,..,,,,,* ,,,*..87,30b! (IN) 2C 46,250
 
STRUT LEA1ING EDGE...................., 56.4b9 (IN) 3A 54,079
 
STRUT TRAILING EDGE... ..,,.,,,,..,,,, 6b,069 (IN) 3b bb,264
 




t = 174.83 sec. 
249
 
READING = 0065 BLOCK a 72 TIWE Z 174.833 MACH 6.0 P A g75,999IT 
RAMJET rENFRANCE 
= 3(.20,7 
- - 3- PAGM 
S U V1 A R Y R E P 0 k T 
P T h GAmrA MOLfl t.V MAL" VLL S 4/A A/AC rIM IVAt PHI ETAC 





b77.2( 803) 1.2931 2u.54 
.30.3( 99) 1.3988 28.851 
59 
996 5.976 5950 1830 0.10666 e6.866 0,9834 bUbb 9.86e 1806 










2566 0.403 2034 4.086 0.10666 26.866 0.9834 a970 1.71S 18b.0 





677.2( 803) 1.2931 26.852 2594 
-31.3( 98) 1. 988 8.8051 991 6.010 5954 1.830 0.10413 26.229 0.9834 4950 9,635 188.7 
SPIKE TIP NS 4 0 0 
0.600 16.087 3021 677.2( 803) 1.d929 280651 4594 
0,600 16.400 295 657.0( 783) 1.2950 28851 2568 0.391 1005 2.086 0.10413 26.229 0.9b34 4950 1.626 1081 










1856 2.303 0645 1.893 0,94040 26,86t 0.115 4337 67.883 161.4 
INLET UPNHS 6 0 3 
40.400 89,451 2992 66e,6( 794) 1.82940 28.851 29583 
U0Q.00 13.783 1023 222.?( 352) 1.3533 28.851 1821 2.59b 4726 1.093 0,85491 46.866 0.1227 4300 64,791 163,0 
INLET ONNRSK 7 0 4 
40.400 123.844 2992 668,6( 790) 1.,939 25.851 2583 
40.40.0 106.283 2890 
COMBUSTOR 0 8 
637.6f 764) 
1 21 










1.2962 27.708 2620 
1.35 27,708 1859 2.555 4709 1.966 0.94332 46,953 0.1116 4336 69.617 160.9 0,11 0.07 
I% 
41,992 184.165 2883 
41.292 15.744 1580 






1,299 26.577 2648 







1,3018 26.534 2633 
1.3499 26.531 1972 2,2b9 4974 4.039 0.9468Q 27,084 0,111 4210 65.972 155,7 0.3 0.01 
CO6U8 TOR 0 11 4 21 
41,367 191.0214-Z836 671.5( 810) 1.30I1 26,528 2631 
41.367 16.018 1$42 Z75.0C 416) 1,3497 26,526 1975 2.255 4454 2.039 0.94885 27044 0,1113 4201 65.681 155.3 0.23 0.00 
COMBUSTOR 0 12 5 81 
41.500 186.294 28344 1,50o 160659 1572 






1,3022 26.527 2630 







667.6( 806) 1.3085 26.587 2625 
a7448c J15 ) 1.3498 26.526 1974 2.246 4434 2.057 0.94103 27.0M4 0,1122 4087 64.8636 151,1 0.23 0,00 







1.3008 26.582 2630 
1,3383 26.582 2106 1.941 4088 2,060 0.909 8 27.040 0.1161 4015 57.761 198.4 0.23 0,05 
COMBUSTOR 0 15 8 21 
44.31o 142.661 2802 658.4( 799) 1.3030 26,535 2616 
4.31a 20.394 1745 332,1( 475) 113399 26.535 d093 1,930 40Ul 2.057 0.90723 47.040 0.1164 4004 56.967 148.1 0.43 0.01 
COMBUSTOR 0 16 9 21 
44,60O 10.553 2787 655,7( 79q4) 1.3036 26.528 2609 
40.800 2.450 1784 345.8 487) 1.3384 26.526 2116 1.861 3938 8.05b 0.9034,! 27.044 0.1169 3982 55.285 47.2 0.23 0.00 







1.3037 26,527 2609 
1.3384 26.527 2115 1.862 3938 2,056 0.90372 27.044 0,1168 3982 55602 147.2 0.d3 0.00 









1.3093 26.5$0 2600 
1.3319 26.530 0121 1.oe 3872 2.056 0.85095 27,040 O,1 I 5965 51,e0l 147.4 0,43 0.00 
READING s 0066 8LOCK 72 TIVE = 174.833 MACH 6.0 P! a 745.999 TT = 3020.7 PAGE 2 
P T h GAMMA kULLT $ONv ,ALH VEL s 01A A/AC Mop 0 IVA PrI LTAC 
COMBUSTOR 0 19 12 
47.31o 12e.90a 2935 643.0f 838) 1.4963 2b.727 2650 
47.310 23.305 1975 342.9( 51) 1.3288 26.77 4210 1.76 3875 2.078 0.79196 27.044 0.1333 40b4 U1.6t7 14.9 0.3 0.17 
COPfUSTOR 0 20 13 3 
47.327 121,862 2948 642.9( 842) 1.2957 26.74, 2665 
47.327 23,495 1993 3"03.8( SWb 1.3280 2t,742 218 1,7um 3869 2.080 0.7o932 7.04" 0,133b 4057 1.4655 150.0 0.23 0.19 
COMBUSTOR 0 21 14 4 
48,110 106,033 3192 639,2( 91b) 1.2A42 27,021 2746 
48.110 25,839 2306 355.7( 638) 1.313a 27,023 2361 1.595 3766 2.107 0.73801 27.04 0.t431 4112 S3.194 154i. 0.23 0,4e 
COMBUSTOR 0 22 15 4 
46.777 118.56Q R480 636.1( 852) 1.2939 26.799 2615 
48.777 16.278 1909 301.6( 5213 1.3306 26.799 2171 1.865 4091 2.084 0.67944 V/.044 0.1554 4166 3.20 154.1 0.a3 0.23 
COMBUSTOR 0 23 16 4 
49.307 131.427 2890 
49.307 14.304 1662 
633,7( 812) 1.2998 26066 2628 
260.0( 449) 1.3924 26.)66 2039 2.097 4R77 2.065 0.63544 27.04U 0.1662 4204 4a.239 155.5 0.23 0.12 
COMBUSTOR 0 24 17 21 
50.717 148.317 2719 626.0( 772) 1.3055 Rbtb.6 578 
50.717 8.831 1349 212.8( 359) 1.3605 28,547 1851 2.462 4558 a.044 0.54157 27.044 0,1950 4272 38.361 156.0 0.O3 0.02 
COMBUsTOR 0 25 18 5 
52.817 106.952 2947 621.3( 8$) 1.2946 26.12 0660 
52.817 9.262 1631 215.8 439) 1.3425 26.812 2015 2.236 1505 2.087 0.44308 27.044 0.2379 Q351 31.075 160.9 0.23 0.25 
COMHUsTOR 0 26 19 5 
53.317 134970 2763 
53,317 7.005 1323 
6o00 785) 1.3032 26.620 2593 
18 4.8( 352) 1.3611 26.620 183a 2,545 4667 2,056 0.42573 27.044 0.2400 4368 30.75 161*5 0.23 0.08 
COMUSTOP 0 27 20 3 
54.067 1267047 2795 
54,067 6,892 1347 
618,1( 795) 1.3017 26.660 2605 
179,8( $99 ) 1.3593 26.660 1848 2,544 4683 2.062 0.40131 27.044 0,2631 4388 29.206 162.2 0.e3 0,12 
COMBUSTOR 0 28 21 3 
54,827 120.201 2822 
54.827 6.375 1364 
616,3( 803) 1,3004 26.694 2614 
174,5( 363) 1.3500 26.694 1858 2,541 4702 2.068 0.37950 27.044 0.2782 4407 27.733 162.9 0.23 0.14 
COPBUSTOR 0 29 22 3 
55,760 113.027 2853 614,4( 812) 1.2989 26.734 2625 
55.760 6.039 1386 168.6( 369) 1.3565 26,734 1870 2.526 4723 2.07! 0.35614 7.044 0,2965 4429 26.142 163.8 0.3 0.18 
COPUSTOR 0 30 23 5 
56.252 75.619 3067 613,5( 877) 1.2809 26,969 2700 
56.252 5.862 1663 1786( 446) 1,3394 26.970 2026 2.302 4665 2.121 0.28696 27.044 0.3679 4*74 20.b03 165.4 0.23 0.30 
COPSUsTOF 0 31 24 6 
56.307 125.318 2733 
5b.307 3.559 1135 
613.4( 776) 1.3043 26.610 2581 
135.5( 300) 1.3723 2b.610 1706 2.806 4890 2.057 0.O8620 27.044 0.3689 4475 21.750 165.5 0.23 0.07 
COMBUSTOR 0 32 25 2 
56.407 124.490 2737 613.1( 777) 1.3041 26.615 2562 
56.447 3.834 1137 134.7( 301) 1.3722 26.015 1707 2.806 4893 2.05( 0.28410 21.044 0,3717 4*78 21.603 165.6 0.23 0.08 
CO8USTOR 0 33 26 21 
56.527 44.O96 3707 613.0(1072) 1.a547 27.711 2889 
56.527 5.763 2373 170.6f 650) 1.3036 27.737 2355 1.989 4684 2.191 0.28733 27.044 0.3675 4480 20.915 165.6 0,23 1.00 
COMBUSTOR 0 34 27 21 
56.607 44.125 3705 612.5(1072) 1.2548 27.711 2888 
56.807 5,662 2362 1711 646) 1,3041 27.727 2350 2.000 4700 e.191 0.28648 27.044 0,686 4485 20.923 165.8 0.23 1.00 
COPBUSTOk 0 35 28 21 
57.033 "4.011 3704 612.2(I72) 1.2548 27.711 2888 
57,033 5.539 2351 167.6( 63) 1.3045 27.727 2345 2.011 0716 d.191 0.28579 27.044 0.36q5 448q 20.947 160,0 0.23 1.00 
COP8USTOR 0 36 89 21 
57.757 43,156 3701 611.1(1071) 1,2549 27,711 26887 
57.751 6.145 2319 157.9( 633) 1.3057 27.7a7 2330 2.044 4762 2.192 0.28135 27.044 0.3753 4497 20.b22 166.3 0.23 1.00 
m"-C0po5s 0 37 30 21 
a158.777 39.356 3697 
'5.777 4.012 2233 
609.(c069) 1.,548 F7.711 2885 
131.6( W07 ) 1.3088 27.727 2289 2.137 a892 2.199 0.27956 27.044 0.3777 4500 21,253 166.4 0.23 1,00 






41 613 36891.537 2046 
H GAMMA MOLWI IIONV IIAGH YEL 
31 21 









IVAL PHI ETAC 
lb5.8 0 a3 1.00 







1.2549 P87,711 d682 
1.3100 27.727 2273 2.lb9 b930 2,202 .a9713 a7.040 0.3b5S 4470 24.767 165 0.43 1.00 







604,4(1064) 1.2551) R7.712 2880 
235,P( 710) 1.2qbg 27,727 2Q/45 
44 a00 




42.714 36806 0S.7(1064) 
10.173 2702 277.2( 751) 
KRENE 42 35 3 
1.2558 27.71,! BOBO 










1.2472 27.702 2941 
1.2875 27.726 2560 
-





0.731 1431 -102.6( 373) 




1858 3.200 5945 2.191 0.05q51 27.044 1.9371 5360 5.036 198.2 0.23 1.00 
87.283 
87.283 
44714 3680 603.7(1057) 1,2$58 27*719 28800.395 1219 ;161.1( 315 ) 1,3S82 27,727 1723 3.590 6188 2.191 0.03595 27.044 2.9374 5497 3.458 203.3 0.23 1.00 










1.2472 27.702 2941 
1.3366 27,727 192S 3,163 6089 a.209 0.05451 27.044 1,9371 5501 5.158 803.4 0.23 1,00 
87.083 42.714 38b4 670.1(1124)
87.283 00395 1300 -13ao9f 337) 
FICTIVE COMBUSTR 68 59 4 
1.2472 27.702 291 
1.3531 27.127 1776 3.502 6362 2.409 0.03468 27.044 3,0461 5656 3.427 209.1 0423 1,00 
65,047 
6 5 ,V47 
489,491 3607 
0 0195 7 2 4 
603.7(1066) 1,e801 27.719 2887 
2 9 1 ,7t l14 1.3 86 1 27 72 7 13 41 4 ,99 0 b 69 4 2 .0 5 4 0 06 55 0 27 .0 44 J. bJ 19 578 9 6.81 4 214.1 0. a3 1 .00 






ob8.1(468) 1.2550 27,710 286q1.3274 27,727 2048 2.663 5496 2.230 0.05451 27.044 1,9371 5103 4.65b Idb.7 0.d3 1.00 
READING 0 0005 3 LOCK m 72 TIMF C 1111.833 14AC 6.0 PI = 7 5oq99 TT m 020°7 PAGE 4 
XABS p.IR P-OR PDA wOX IV-18 oQ8 LA ALL P.Tf,/Pso -IH/PTO 1-ou/psO pwUa/v 10 
6.981E-01 I U55E 00 O.O0C , 0.000 0,,0o 0 9.000U ?.4/OE-Ve 2.672E DU I 'ai:-os05 .000 0.000 
1.8366 01 1.059E 00 0.006 .3.513E -' O.Ouo 0.000 J.0DO 1.63&L 02 2.072k Oil 1.414E.03 0.000 0.000 
3.070E 01 2.175E 0 =00.D 1.661t; Q 0.00 0.000 0.000 5.Q533 u,? 5bbM UV R.916L-03 0.000 0.000 
3.508E 01 3,887E 00 0.000 P V8 O.OuO 0.000 0.000 6.604E 02 9.b gE DO 5.210E-03 O.000 0.000 
3.518E 01 3.902E O0 5.822E 00 -4.2,'66 02 0.000 0.000 Q.000 6,850E 02 9obS33 00 5,23IL-03 1.475E 01 7.804EP03 
319E 01 3.9036 DO 5.788E 00 -4o26tE 02 0,000 0 0000 0.000 6.853E 02 9,88SE 00 5.232t-03 1.466E 01 7.759E-03 
3.3555E 01 3.955E 00 3.772F. 00 A.,36le 02 0.000 0.000 0.000 7,213E 02 1.0,MZ 0 5,302F.03 9.555E 00 5.057L.03 
3.586E 01 3.910E 00 2oOSCE 0K -4.502E 02 -1.08GE OR -1.056E 02 0.000 7.525E OR 9,903E 00 5.241E-03 5.192E 00 2.748E-V 
3,606E 01 3,880E 00 2.867E 00 .4.608E 02 -1,010E 02 -1.070E 02 0.000 1.733L 02 9.827F 00 5.201E.03 7.,!64E 00 3.844E-03 
3.648F 01 4.218E 00 4.557F 00 b.=798E 02 -1,091E 02 -1.097E 02 0.000 5.169E 02 I.U68E 01 5.35aE.03 1.154E 01 6.1O9EoQ3 
3.701E 01 4.185E 00 t,b690E 00 .5.036E 02 -1.2bS E02 1.131E 02 -1.520E 01 8,730E 02 1,060E 01 5.610E-03 1,694F of03.89b8L-03 
3.732E 01 4.062C 00 7.92SE 00 -5.J 44 02 -1.354E 02 -1.152C 02 -2.014E 01 9.059E OP 1.024E 01 5,4111E-03 .OVL7o01 .O62 PQ2 
3,803E 01 3.775E OD 1.3415E 01 -5,273E 02 -1.518E 02 .1.204E 02 -3.137E 01 9.838E O2 9.561E 00 5,060 -03 3.400E 01 1.803E.02 
3.634E 01 S.,139E 00 %o582E 01 *5.249E OR -1.59HE 02 -123DE 02 -3.4,17E Of 1,018E 03 1,327E 01 7.0e3t=03 4,008E3O 2m2EE-U2 
3,8753 O1 7.210E 00 1.541E 01 -5.243E 02 -I,7U4E 02 -t,27SE 02 -4.259E 01 1.0659 03 1.826E 01 9,635E-U3 3,902E 01 2.06S3-02 
$,881E 01 7.481e Do IP5353 01 -5.244E 02 -1.720E 02 -1.286E O2 -4,347E 01 1.071E 03 1.G9SE 01 1.003 -02 3.88BE 3! 2.0583-02 
3.901E 01 8.450E 00 1:5623 01 -5.237E 02 -1.781E 02 .1.3153 02 04,661E 01 1,094E 03 2.1auE 01 1.1 33L-023 .956E 01 2.094t-02 
3,932E 01 1.356E 01 1 602E 01 -5.283E 02 R1,88je 02 -1,368E 02 -5.134E O| 1,13CE 03 3.435E 01 1.388-02 4.059E of 2.146E-02 
3.950E 01 t,661E 01 1.181F 01 .5,$683 E 02-1,9453E02 °.03E 02 -5.41JE 01 t,t5IE 03 4.ZnOE 01 2.2a7E-U2 2.991E ()I 1.583E-02 
3.981E 01 1,714E 01 9.750C 00 -5,607E 02 -4.0b9E 02 .1,472E 02 -5.874E 01 1,107E 03 4.$42E 01 2.296 -02 1.203E of 6,367E.U3 
4.OOOE 01 1.748E 01 4.513E 00 -5.789E 02 -a~j~bE 02 -t,520E 02 -6.160E 01 1.?09E 03 4.427E 01 2.343L.0? 1.156E 01 6.130E.03 
4.0414o 01 2.077E 01 4.aObE 00 .6,188E 02 -e,308 02 .,29E 02 b.781E 01 I.R56E 03 5.260E Of 2.784t-02 1.065E 01 5,6386,03 
4,041E 01 2.085E 01 4oA9TE 00 *60tq7E 02 -e.,31 04 .,632 02 .6.797E 01 l~S 7E 03 5.28L 13 2,79.7 02 1.063E 01 5.626E*03 
4,129E 01 2,8103 01 3.38BE 00 "7.257E 09 -2,845E OR .1.902E 02 -9.433E O1 1,362E 03 7.117L 01 3,767E*02 b,580E 00 4,541EP03 
4,130E 01 2.818E 01 3,37B3 00 -7,270E 02 -2,8b3E 02 -1,9053 02 =..77E 01 1,363E 03 7.138E 01 3.776E-02 8.557E 00 4,52EPE03 
4-137E 01 2.87RE 01 3.319F 00 -7.356E 02 -2.903F 02 -1.9a73 02 -9.764E 01 1.371E 03 7.R733 01 3,8503=02 8. ObE 00 4,449E-03 
4oI503 01 a,981E 01 3.905E Do -7,533E OR -3.911E 09 -1.972E OR -1.039E 02 1.3bbE 03 7.551E 01 3.916t.-02 9,139-E 00 5.23SE-03 
4,246E 01 1.691E 01 8.1353 00 "8.268L 02 -3.96R3 02 *2.352E 02 -1,611E 02 I.501E 03 4.284E 01 2.267L-O2 2,060E o1 1.090E-02 
4.409E 01 2.361E 01 1,530E 01 -8.705E 02==11 02 -3,ZBtE 02 -a.830E 02 1.69BE 03 5.981E 01 3,1bSE-U2 3,876E Of 2.0$1E.O2 
4043le 01 R.453E 01 lob Ge Of w8,769E 02 -b.443E 02 o3. 403 O02 3.003E A2 1,725E 03 6.213h 01 3,288E.02 4.117E of ?.}79EO2 
4. 03E 01 2.65SE of 1,835C 01 -a.906E 02 -7,4163 E02 3.814E 02 -3.362E 02 1,785E Q3 6.724E 01 3.559E-02 4.6413 01 2.46O4-92 
4,480E 01 2,654E of1 .836E 01 .8.9UBE 02 .7.1 YE 02 .3.616E 02 .3,363E 02 10M85 03 6.723E 01 3.558h.02 4.650E 01 2,4616-OR 
4.626E 01 2.13S3 01 2,459F of =.,31E 02 -9.50OE 02 .4.q28 E02-4,322E 02 1.964E 03 5.408E 01 2.862 -02 b.228E Of 3.296E-02 
4,7311E 01 1,761E 01 2,9GE 01 -7977SE 02 -1.063E 03 -5.661E 02 -4.967E 02 Z,095E 03 4.461E 01 2.361E-02 7*36SE 01 3,E9SE P0 
4,733 01 1.784E 01 Z:9153 01 -. 74SqE 02 -1,0b53 03 -5.673L 02 .4.977E 02 2,097E 03 4.518E Of 2,391E.02 7.383E Of 3.908e.02 
4,811E 01 2,B4OE 01 2 320E 01 *7,07SE 02 01.roSE D3 .6.18ME 02 -5.465E 02 2,194E 03 7.193E 01 3.807E-02 5.896C of 3.Ia0E-02 
4,878E O01 1,828E 01 1.828E 01 -6.438E 02 -1.248E 03 -6.S9SE 02 -5.888E3 02 2.783 03 4.629E 01 2,450E.02 4.629E Of 2.4503=02 
4.931E 01 1.430E 01 1.430E 01 -3,988E 02 .1.314E 03 .6.907E 02 .6.2309 02 2,304E V3 3.ba3E 01 ].917E-02 3,ba3E 01 1,917b,02 
5.072F 0 O UL 0.! 0 8.831E 00 -5.133E 02 -1.4b83 03 -7.669E 02 -7,009E 02 2.522E 03 2.237E 01 1.184E-02 a°2373 01 1.104E.02 
So282E 01 9.262E 00 9,262E 00 =.,37E 02 -1.647E 03 *8.621L 02 -7.849E 02 2,788E 03 2. Qbe 01 1.242L-02 2#346E 01 1,2AU,02 
5.332E 01 7.005E 00 7,005E 00 -3,92SE 02 -1.6633 03 .8.1316E OR -8.017E OR ,652E 03 1.774E 01 9.3903=03 1.774E 01 9,390EP03 
5,4073 01 6,692E 00 6.692E 00 -3,660E 02 -1.744E 03 .9.086E 02 -8.256E 02 2.94BE 03 1.69 )E 01 8,971L.03 J.69SE of 8.971E,03 
5.483E 01 6.375L 00 6.37tE 00 .3.407E 02 -1.782E 03 .9.332E 02 -8.485F 02 3.04SE 03 1.615k 01 8.546L-03 1.61SE 01 8,546E-03 
5.576E O1 6.039E 00 6.039E 00 =3oWE7 04 -1.834E 03 -q.597E 02 -8,7473 E 023,165E 03 1.530E 01 8,095E=U3 1.530E of 8,09S3o03 





5682GO0 :2.629E 02 -1.862E 
5:792E DoO=.S91E OR -I,8bSE 
03 -9,7Z6E 
03 .9.756E 
02 -8,892E 02 











5.653E 01 5,763E DO 5,763E 00 =..68E 02 .1h872E 03 .9.772E 02 -8,949E 02 3.24SE 03 1,460t 01 7,TZ6E-03 1,460E 01 7.726Ev03 
5.6gi3 01 5,662E 00 5.662F On ..43E 02 -1.86$E 03 .9.8623 E029.020E 02 3.26CE 03 1.434E 01 7.590 -03 1.434E O1 7.590E-U3 
5.703E 01 5.539E 00 5.539F Do -2.439E 02 -1.895E 03 -9.870E 02 -9.077F 02 3°3UqE 03 1.403E 01 7.4U5 3 1.403E 01 7.aR5E-03 
5.776E 01 5.145E 00 5.14E O0 -2.29LIE 02 -1.9d5E 03 .9.98SE 02 .9.258E 02 3. OF 03 1.303E 01 b.097F-03 1.303E 01 6.897P.03 
5.87BE 01 a,012E 00 4.012E 00 -2.188E OP -1.9bOE 03 -1.011E 03 -9.489E Od 3.53HE 03 1.016E 01 5.379E-03 1,016F 01 5.37qE3u3 
6,019E 01 1,537E 00 1,537F Do -2,181E 02 =ROWbE 03 -1.026E D3 -9.796E 02 S.790L 03 3.894E 00 2.061L-0 3.894F 00 2,0614PO3 
6,221E 01 





00 =.161E 02 -R.032E 
oo .2.1813 02 .!ogE 
03 -1.0313E 03 .9.96tE 













W .50En .8L0 ,4E0 a11 I 3-ofu 3-,00 1a37 3e7S f141o0 ,1E0 ,aEu
 
0READIuf0065 BLOCK 72 TIME a 174,8$3 MACH 6.0 PT a 745.999 TT a 3020,7 PAGE 5
* 
XASB P,10 P-06 PDA QOX 0.1B 0.08 CAWALL P.IS/PSO PWB/PTO P.Ob/PsO P.O/P40­
c'n 6-509E 01 1.080E 01 9.630! o0 .2.181E2 a .a1bE 03 .1.065E 03 .1.061E 03 4.342 03 2.735E 01 1.4BE-02 2..19E 01 1.214,02 
6029E 01 1.022E 01 1.0056 01 .081E 02 *2,135E 03 -1.068E 03 -1.067E 03 4.368E 03 2,587E 01 1.369E.02 a.5452 01 1.34J7202 







*5.474E 01 .&:199E 03 -1.0861 03 .1.110E 













".qiiE 01 1.615E 00 ?:.96E 00 7.506E 01 .2,23E 03 .109E 03 q1.1302 '3 q,8482 03 4,597E 00 2.433EV.3 5.a9Se O0 f.802E14 
6.972E 01 2.1201 0 2,207E 00 i.199j 02 -2.2)52 A3 .1,0959 03 .1.0140 03 4,942E 03 5.369E 00 2,842E 03 5.591a oo 2.959E1.3 







2 134E 0o 
1R2e 00 
2:088 02 :90267g 03O 
2.727E 02 -2.2V9E 03 
1.0981 O -1,169E 03 











7P2785 01 9.7506*0- 1.S2ZE 00 2.775E 02 .a,294E 03 .1o.Ooe 03 .1.193E 03 .90E 03 2.4699 00 10307L-0 3.094E O0 1,6389003 
74.53E 01 9.371E01 1.805E O0 3.$54E 02 02,304F 03 .1.1021 03 -1,2029 03 5,3749 03 2,374E 00 1,256k.03 3.05?E 00 1.615E*03 
7.353E 01 9.3692.01 1.205i O0 3;1771 02O2.304E 03 *1.102E 03 -1,202E 03 5.375! 03 2.373E 00 1.256E-03 3.052E 00 1.615.w03 
7,486E 01 8.O001.01 0.000 3.368E 02 .2,34E 03 -1.103E 03 -.1221E 03 5,427E 03 2,203E 00 1166E-03 0.000 0000 
7.7711 01 8.6009-01 0OOQ 3,714E 02 -2,348E 03 -1.107E 03 .1.2212 03 5.52SE 03 .178E 00 1#153E.03 0*000 0,000 
0 16ei 01 "i2SE-00 0.000 4,170e 08 .i#,)41 03 .1.1101 03 .1.221E 03 5,6)0e 03 3.2296 00 1.7096a03 0.000 0000 
8:4c01 





4,4292 02 :9)54M 03 .lA1l4 03 :1.221E 03 











8,728E 01 1.316E 00 0.000 4.7131 02 .2.342E 03 -,.121E 03 .1,R21E 03 5,707E 03 3.332E 00 1.763E-03 0.000 0000 
READING P 0065 OLOCK N 72 TIME 
iDORAG CDRAG 

4,040E DI 1,152E o2 :,ISZE 02 

4.0O 1E 01 1,91SE-01 1,153K 02 

4,129eqIO 81se 01 1033SE O2 

A-03DE 01 1,963EV0I 1,337E 02 

40137E Ol 2,3SE Do looe 02 

4,150E 01 2,309C 00 1*374E 02 

4v216E 01 1,833E 0I1,%986E 02 

4i31E 01 3.957E 00 1.900C 02 

4*809'01 B'597E O0 1 96(;E 02 

4,480E-01 3.WEP02O 1:986E 02 

4,731E Oi 1,629E 01 9,393E 02 
4,733E 01 2,60BE"01 2,395 02 
4.811E 0i 1.164E 91 2012E 02 
4:,76C 01 9.6269 O0 2:606E 02 
5.072E 01 1,741E 01 29$56E 02 

SoZ62E 01 2.089E 01 .,bS 02 

5,'332E 01 4,4844 00 3.110E 02 

5,40.7041 .e5o0e-OO 3.WSE 02 
EST6E 01 7.07se 00 3"306E 02 
$ob2SF 01 2,297E 00 3,329E 02 
S*631E 01 3,433E"01 3*333E 02 
5,681E 01 Z,iWE 00 3,36BLE 02 

5 776E 01 5,445F 00 3,439F 02 

5:078E 01 7.747E 00 31516E 02 

S 6:079E 01 1,687E 01 3,685E 02 

- 6oE Oi ol 3,80ge oz
ai I~gm 

6.909E 01 2.S26E-O! 4,0 22 02 

,= 60529E 01 1,302E O0 4603SE 02 

.6,6gSE O1 q,410E O0 4:130E 02 

6,7629 01 2,87AE 00 1 02
4,~g E 
69a39E Ol 2:72E 00 4ol~bE 02 

6oigE Ol a itSs 0 4.aT O2 

6.972E 01 1,7a6e 00 4,225E 02 

7.067E 01 2.7409 00 4,252E 02 

7,1ioE 01 1.145E 00 4.26E6 02 

7,263E 01 3,432E 00 4.298E 02 

E 1=7 01 4 301E 09
,363E =O 

IP353E 01 2.980E-03 4,315E 02 

7,486E 01 7,749E.01 4.322E 02 

7.771E 01 1.357S 00 4,66E 02 

P,161E 01 1,643E 00 4., $E 02 

0:4142F 01 9.03SE-01 4o361E 02 

6,78et OL 3,7?6C-Ot 4,36SE 02 
























































































































































































READING m 0065 BLOCK z 72 TIME a 174,833 MACH 6,0 PT a 745.999 







CALCULATED THRUT....,**.0.,*... 3a. (LBF)

MEASURED T2RUSTee....*.,3,.... ., ,. .234, (LBF)

CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE......,,,... lt, (LIF3SEC/LBM)

MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE,.,,**.,.s,,,. -1316. (LBPFSEC/LBM)

CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT,, ..,... 00127 

MqA§UREQ THRUST COEFFI0IENT,..,..,,,,., 
-,0927 





STREAM THRUST .... so.,,.. s,,=..,,** 5257, (LBP)

NET THRVSI......,, ,..,, 166, (LBF)
....... ... 

SPECZFC IMPULSE....,......*.,,......... 933r (L0PFEOC/LBt) 





INLET FRICTION GE115,8 (L)
ZNL p NOHENTU1 CANGE,.....-..,...... 0$410 (6ar"' 
copBaLLTOR FRICTION DRAG2860,,,,,, 886 (LOF)

COVBUSTOR STRUT e .,64 , 2RAa (LBF)
:ots, 

COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE..,,.,..*,., l11, (LOF)

NOZZLE FRICTION DRAG,, ,P5.6 ,, $4.56 (LF)

NOZZLE STRUT 0RA0..;;.4.,e.,. ,, ,, O,0O (Lap)

NOZZLE M0NEATUM CHANGEs055a.,,..,,. 85 CLP8F)

NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRALI .,N,..., . 600, (LOP)
EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG.*,.,,,,,,* .,, 0,00 (LeF)

EXTERNAL PRESSUR INTEGRAL..,... .0,... 0. (LOP)

TOTAL EXTERNAL 0RAG.9,.p.e, ,,,,***...,, .1078. (LOF)

TOTAL STRUT DRAG......,..,..,..%=.,..*.*,, CLer)
CAVITY FORCE****o**e,,,*. *, 9 (100p)
 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL F'RC*,,,,.,ar,. 5 C eF)
MEASURED LOAD CELL ,,. (LBF)... .2421,2ORCE4... 





NOMINAL COWL LEADING EDGE...,...,....... 





CO01, LEADING EDE....* ,,,* ..,*,*** ,
* 

NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EDOGE.,....,,.. 

NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE,.,,.,..,,,,*,, 

STRUT LEADING EDGE,.....,to...... , ... 

STRUT TRAILING EDG*..*************,., 





















ANGLE OF ATTACK ...... e.,.... 

MASS FLOi RATIO*..........,...,....,, 









LIMITING PRESSURE RECOVERY EFFICIENCY,,.. 0,1637

DELTA PTZ.*.o..**,.., ,. .. 01195 (PSI)
,.*,,

TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUPERSONIC..... 0.3880
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY 0 SUBSONIC*,..,.*0 S660
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY SUPFERSONIC.... 

INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC...... 

KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY s SUPERSONIC... 

KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC.... 

ENTHALPY AT PO S
UPERSONIC...o.......... 












TOTAL PRESSURE RATZO...,.....*, ... 0Q14476

COMBUSTOR EFFECTIVENESS,.... ........ 0,7985
 




VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT - CS..,. 0,9521
















































BLOCK 12 78 TIM E 2 180,233 MA Ch 6.0o PT 9 75.499 TT
RAMJEY PERFORMANCh 4 3062,.1 3- ZY;' PAGE I 
08U IA H A R Y R E P 0 R T 
( P T GAIMHA MOLWT O0NV HAC14 VEL S o/A w A/AC MOVTM 0 IVAC PHI ETAC 
WIND TUNN&L 1 
0,000 145,499 3062 
0.000 0.40'a 421 
SPIKE TIP NS 2 
O, 5 
689:8( 81s) l029t8 28,852 Z611 
-28 1( 101) 1.3989 256.51 1007 So952 5993 10934 0,10694 26,840 0,9799 
0 3 
51IDS 90960 19040 
0,600 |stO62 3062 
0,600 t6m 3b 2909 
"wI No b f u Ng t - "- 1 
0,000 ?45,499 30142 
O0O00* 0,38 414 
OPIKE TIP NS 4 
0,600 18,062 3062 
0e600O 16 0380 R995 
NUT THROAT * Is 
Of00 104,47 3009 
(040 ....'" i ,'6'52 lgt6 
INLET UpNRSK 6 
40.4o 304,017 3009 
40.400 13,436 1400 
689,8(615) 1.2916 28o851 2611 
6674 ( 93) 1,2939 2851 2562 0,405 1054 2,091 0*10694 26*840 0,9799
0 .... 
669,69( 85) 1,2918 2085a9 2611 
-29,5( 100) 1,3989 28,8SI 999 6,003 5999 1.634 0.10317 2S.899 0,9799 
0 0 = 
669.8( 815) 1,2916 28.851 Ol1 
6694( 795) 12937 28,851 2584 0391 1010 2091 010317 25895 0.799 
0 4 
67317C 199) 1,2934 a8,es1 asgo 
23a*8( 361) 1,3511 8boSI1844q 2,549 4701 1,091 0,93949 26#840 0O.ItiS 
0 3 
673:7( 799) 1 294 28,851 a590 
217 RC 347) 1,3944 28,851 18;0 2,640 11779 1.091 0.85409 a6,640 0,1227 
4955 1.752 184@6 
4925 9,619 19002 
924 1620 1902 
4368 68,630 16a6l 
4409 63,437 L64.3 
494O06 12$ 872 309q 
40O404 W:o 448 2400 
COPOUsTOR 0 a 
40.410 255.929 2967 
140*410 12#525 1416 
CbMOU$TQR O 9-
419R92 109,294 2596 
1,292 "1sbea 1975 
CO bUsTOR 0 to 
41,302 198.507 ZB90 
41,302 15717 1530 
COMOUsTOR 6 it 
613,1( 7V9) l,Z934 2botl% 9990 
643*1{ 769) 1,;966 20,051 2549 0-, 108 1*95a 4,85409 0,840 0,1227 
1 21 
675:1( 820 ) 1 2958 27,650 2629 216 7C365) 1:3548 R1*6S0 1857 2, 79 4789 1.969 0,94258 26,932 0,1116
2 -21 . .. ..-
6?8l1( 831) I1a996 6:462 2659 
P70 1( 426) 1,3 77 26 460 1997 2,26R 4518 2 052 0,94795 a76028 0,1113 
3 21 " 
678,0( 819) 1,3016 26,418 2644 
870,6( 414) 1,3505 26,417 1972 2,290 4515 R,.045 0,9482? al,028 0.1113 
4 21 
4409 16,04)4 j,4 3 
4367 700155 162,1 0.12 0,07 
4243 66,563 157 0 0,24 0,04 
4241 66,541 156,9 ,B4 0,01 
- ' 
q1111 %97:01 9 677,(1)109 , , 
COMBUSTOR 0 ig 
41.500 192,182 2845 
4,500- 16P84 156 
5 21 
677 4( SO) 1,3020 26,410 2641 
28:1 4p4 1.3487 26,410 1.993 24226 4442 2,046 0.94938 27,028 041111 4211 65,536 155,960,24 0,00 
42,460 13:361 1548 275a3( 419) |a3496 260a09 1963 9,241 444S 2,061 0,94047 270028 0,Il12 4118 64,967 iU9,4 0&4 60'O0 
CO" USTOR 0 14 
44,087 149.367 2813 




1.3028 26,420 2626 
1.3382 26,420 2123 1.879 3909 a,061 0.90874 aT,0aB 061i61 4040 56.333 149's 0,24 0,01 
4}14t5 0O1 2600 
44 3 t0 24 279 1803 
€OMBUsTUR 0 16 
440800 1360384 2855 
44O soR0 -26 60 %9 8 
669,4( 8o8) 1,3034 ab,411.2621. 
3593 3 C 49 9) 1 3 77 66,411 9139 1 845 3933 2 06 1 0 90669 R7 02 6 0 116 4 
9 3 
659,1( 8t8 ) 1.3007 260480 R640 369 ,3( 531) 1 .3322 26 480 2196 1 734 3808 2 072 0 90 288 27 026 D1169 
4028 55 419 1 49 0 0 ,&A 00O0 
3997 53 .426 14 07,9 4 0 .O 
44@802 13b,427 28'54 
44802 26 681 19 97 
COMBStOR 0 is 
69911(818) 1.3007 96,479 2640 
369 3( 5S31) 1 3322 26 a479 2196 1 0? 34 3808 2 07 9 0 90318 2 7,028 0 0 1688 
11 13 




a7.110 1 60 
651,4(80o7) 1o3094 24.834 2647 
384.9( ,542) 1.33T8 24.835 2232 1,667 3652 2,164 0.S5b6E 27,172 0.1240 3945 4U.559 145.2 0.42 0.01 
READING C 0U65 BLOCK = 78 TIME = 180,233 mACH 6.0 PT 745.499 T! m 306a.1 PAG
 
P T H JGAl rA 40 1 N Ar~CH VE1 5 ./A A/AC Pupip 0 IVAC PMI TAC 







1,309U 24,835 Ph47 
1.3377 24.835 2232 1,666 3b51 e.164 Q.65499 V114I 0.1241 3q46 Qoe517 145.2 V.4, 0,01 
COMOUSTOR 0 20 13 4 
47.31o 106,008 0796 643,7( 846) 1,3036 29,976 2693 







1.3032 2U.984 4696 
1.3300 2 .984 2311 1,560 3b~b 2.185 0.79307 27.112 0.1338 3986 UO, 39 14b.7 U.42 0,09 







1,2979 2b,111 2737 
1,3241 25.111 2367 1.542 3603 2.200 0.74151 47.112 0.1431 4035 91.522 10b.5 0.42 0,16 







1.3058 23.U4 2742 








637,6( $741 ) 
61.4( 599) 
1,3057 23.806 d173 
1.3334 23,606 2336 1.599 3718 2,213 0,68584 27.298 0,1554 4ObB 39.624 149,7 0.58 0,09 







1.3025 23.877 d769 
1.3310 23.876 e.355 1.606 37BE 2,293 0.64idl 214296 o.ib6a 4144 37.704 151.6 0,58 0.12. 
COMBUSTOR 0 26 19 4 
50,717 81.748 3018 626.6( 960) 1.2934 24.U8,! 2839 
50.717 19.R37 2145 32G,7( 698) 1,3231 24,08Z ! t,616 3912 2.309 0.54665 27,298 0,1950 4260 3h.234 1506 0.58 0.ZI 







1.2919 44.132 2846 
1,3279 24,132 e339 1.843 4264 2.313 0.44805 a7@298 0.2379 4638 29.68b 162o6 0.58 0.23 
COMBUSTOR 0 26 21 2 
P 53.317S53317 79-177 3032la.382 1951 615.1( 464) 1.,!924 24.127 2842239.( 992) 1,3299 24.127 2312 1. 76 4337 a.312 0.42973 27.298 0.2480 4466 28.966 164.6 0,58 0.23 









22".6f 588 ) 
2 
1.2913 20.155 2849 





609.6( 973) 1.V909 24167 2850 
209,t( 5T7] 1t?. R4.160 a264 1,9o 4476 R.316 Q,38301 47.298 0.2782 4541 26,649 166,3 0,$6 Q.25 
COMBUSTOR 0 31 24 3 
55.760 73.839 3088 606.6( 983) 1.2894 24.404 2860 




54,649 341 9 
215 5 
605.1f109S) 1,2728 24.544 ?.969 
56.252 9.238 225U 198.8(6913) 1.312a 24.548 !46Q 1.830 45b09 c!.369 0.28966 07.29b 0.3079 4696 20.290 17i.0 0.58 0.40 
COPBU$TOR 0 33 ab 5 
56.307 b4,234 3192 605.0(1018) 1.aB43 24.312 R895 
56-30 7 7.540 ;9?9 163,9( 583) 4.32b6 2,314 d889 A,059! 48 e.340 0.48089 27.298 0.3689 4699 2 .093 172.1 0.58 0.51 
COMbUsTOP 0 34 21 3 
S61447 63,933 3197 604,6(10201 1,2641 24.318 2897 
56.447 7,481 1931 162,4( 583) 1,3284 24.32o ago 2.05q 47D4 2,341 0.,!8677 27.298 0.3717 4703 20.965 172.3 0.5B 0.31 
COMBUSTOR 0 35 2d 7 
56.52 7 50.043 3400 604,4(1089) 1.2738 9.526 2963 
56.507 9.008 2242 191,1( 684) 1.3141 24.530 2M44 1.861 4548 2.365 0.d900)3 27.298 0,3675 4707 20.499 174.4 0.58 0.39 
COMBUSTOR o 36 29 3 
56.807 57.116 3364 60.5.7(1083) 1.,?746 24.511 2958 
56'a07 80775 2206 184.1( 672) 1,3157 24.515 2416 1.5o9 0502 2.36S 0.48911 21.?98 0.3606 4716 20.5q4 17d.8 U,58 0.39 







1,27aA 9.524 0961 
1.315? 14.529 2430 1,80d 4588 2.366 0.28848 27.298 0.3695 47e.3 0.569 173.0 0,58 0,39 
REfi ING : 0065 13LOCK 78 TIVZ c lb0233 mACH 6.0 P), = 795,49,y TT I Sgoe ! PAGE 
P T., H GAMMA MOLV.T SONN MACH VEL b K/A A AAAC Kimr . IVAL PHI LTAC 
M' LOPBUSTOR 0 3d 31 " 
= 57.757 55).9U2 3437 b01.3C11011 1,27111 24:573 4?74 (=J51,757 b-775 2258 179.3( 68q) 1I3130 24 578 2449 1,876 4595 J.367 U.284OU 87.26 0,3153 4742 20,RI60 173,7 0.58 0.Ul 
COU8UB;TOR, 0 39, 38 1
 
58,.007M 102.07,7 2850 599.0( 903) 1.3002 2 099q 2771
 
58.777, 4.8001 1334 69.0( 395) 1.3607 S.994 1940 R,605 5052 Z.074 0.28219 27.,!Y8 0,3177 4751 22.155 174.0 0.58 0,17
 
CORBUB.TOR o 40 33 6
 
B. 4ob, ..326, 3890 594.5(1257) 1.249 a5.080 30913 
60.187, 12.625 e976, 246,( 929 ) 1.2813 i5.105 2749 1,5113 4173 2.406 90 2904! 47.98 0.3690 4740 lb,936 174.b 0,58 0,6,!
 
COMBUSTOk 0 41 34 5
 
62.207 42,4A5, 4302 590.7flq001 1.2152 29,564 3189
62.207 180.8L 370.7 338.7C1181), 1.2438 29.630 29941 117 3551 2.428 0,29993 27,298 0,3b53 4731 16.551 17530 0,58 0,SR

COk@UsTOR 0 42 35 4 

64,671 40q930 4177 583.4(1356) 1oa20 25,439 3161 
,­
6k..071 16.156 3496 30b.9(1107)1 .4555 25.491 492o 1.27b 3129 ?,425 0.2843u !7.e98 0,3749 4116 1b.477 Ile*/ 0.5b 0,77
 
COMSUs9XOP a 43 36 3
 
65,041 37.966 4180 58R,2(13571 1.2230 25.446 3160.
65,047 15.H6 3907 306.5(11il) 1.2S47 25.500 2929 1,2bd 3714 a.431 0.26430 a7,296 0.4032-
 4713 15.254 1790.0,58 0.77
 
COMBUSTOR REGEN 44 37 3
 
65,047 37o966 4369 670.20427) 1.2114 25,407 3210
6$-047 t6.73a 3767 409,9(12n5) 1.2413 25.484 3020 1.195 3;08 2.452 0.26430 27.298 0,4032 
 479'0 14.021 175.5 U.58 0.77
 
NOZZLE A& 45 38 5
 
87,283 3,7.966 4180 582,2(1339) 1.2230 25 446 31 0
07,26-3 0.978 1903, -258.0t'S58) 1.3165 25:514 2209 2.935 604 2.431 0.05502 
 27.298 1,9371 5966 5,544 219*3 0.58 0,77
 
NOZZLE PO 46 39 5
 
81.283 37.966 Ula0 58a.2(133q) 1.2230 25.4aa 3tb0
 
87.283 0.402 159 -376.4( Q40) 1.3349 R5.514 1995 3.47d 6926 2#431 0.03005 27.a98 3,5467 
 6241 234 228.b 0.58 0,77
 
NOZZF AE REGEN OP' 40 5
 
87,283 37,966 4369 670.2(1427) 1.2114 25.407 3218
 
87,aO3 1.031 2052 -209,a( 607) 1.3302 25.514 2289 2.698 6633 2.452 0.05502 47,298 1.9371 
 t,140 5,672 22 9 0.b8 0,77
 
NOZZLE PU REGEN 48 al 5
 
157.283 37.966 43b9 679.2(IU27) I.ZI14 ab,407 3218
 
87.283 0.402 1633 -343.9( 472) 
1,3242 25,514 2057 3.403 7123 2.452 0.02894 2T.296 3,6831 b423 3.4a03 235.30U.56 0.77
 
FICTIVE CUMBUBTR 68 61 0
 
65,047 304,17 4682 58R,2(1932) 1.2100 26.040 3a69
 
65.047 6,402 1073 "715,0t 298) 1,3574 26,IS0 1664 4,844 8057 a.a81 0.05107 27.490 2,0868 7051 6 95 256..5 0.58 1.00
 
FICTIVE -UZZL8 b9 b2 0
 
87-483 26,477 4130 563pl(1338) 1.2227 25,446 3141
 
.87 -283 . 1,161 2129 183 6( 633) 1.3071 25,51a 329 2,6 d5 6112 2.55 0.550 2 27 .49 0 1.9371 5762 5 .226 2111 D58 0.77
 
READIN G C O0bb 6LOCK z 78 TI E = 180.233 VACH 6.0 pl = 74 ).499 T1 = 506d.1 PAGE 
XABS P.IF P-0b FDA LJOA U.1p, 9-0 CA ALL P.It,/Pso F-I '/PTO p.0b/pKU P.08/Plo 
6.9BJE-01 1,05bE 00 0.000 .14,4ubE-Ul O.OUo OUuoO Q.000 40/lOt-V? 2.625L OU 1.015t.V3 voOUV 0.000 

















5.37F Ov 2,931E-U3 





3.518E 01 3,9066E 00 5.9219 00 -4,300E U2 Q.090 01000 .Oo0 6,8b0E 02 9.7leE 00 5.239L-03 1 .4738 01 7.9R4L.03 
3.519E 01 3,907E 00 5.880E 00 .3V]UE 02 qvo 0u.000 0.000 60t)36 02 9.721b Ou 5.240E-03 I .4b5E 01 7.895E.U3 
3*55SE 01 3.965 00 3 .6168F 0 -4 .376E 02 O.Ovo 0.000 J°UO0 1.213k 02 9,06b6 00 5.319L-03 9.499E 00 b.121 -V 























9.72 t 00 







3,701E 01 4.185E 00 6,730E 00 -5.051L 02 .2.93E02O. 2,76SE O2 .1.647E 01 8.730E 02 1.041E 01 5.614 .03 1.674E 01 9,027L-03 
3.732E 01 4.071E 00 7,97SE 00 -5.158E 02 -3.0 "E 02 -2,616E 02 -2.18RE 01 9,059E 02 1.013E 01 5.460t-03 1,964 01 1.070LvU2 
3.803E 01 3.805E 00 1 .346E 01 -5,289E 02 -3.280E 02 -2.9a08 02 -3.396E 01 9.83RE OR 9.067E uu S. 104L-03 3.35OE 01 i SB6E-02 
3,d34E 01 5.291t. UO 1,582E 01 S.,266k 02 -3.390 02 .2.999E 02 -3,914E 01 1.018E 03 I.J188 01 7,0974-03 30 31E 01 2.123E.02 
3.87SE 0t 7.791E 00 1.541E 01 -5,265E 02 -3.548E OR -3,088E 02 -4.606E 0i1.l065E 03 1.014E 01 9.7b0L-03 S.834E 01 2007E-02 
S. 81E 01 7,566L 00 1.535C Of .5,266E02 -3.971E 02 .3,101E 02 -4.701E 01 1.071E 03 1.8tl38 01 I.OISE.O2 3.619E 01 2.D59h-Q2 
3.901E 01 8,55DE 00 1,562E 01 -5.2hiE 02 - .654E 02 .3.150E 02 -5.0398 01 1.090E V3 2,127E 01 i1417E-02 3.68878 01 R.096E-02 
3,932E 01 1,365E 01 1,604E 01 -5.309E 02 -3,704E 02 .3,230E 02 w5=5a7E 01 1.130h D3 3.395E 01 1,830E-02 3.990E 01 2.ISI$EvUR 
3.950E 01 1,669E 01 1.1841 01 -5.3q88 02 -3.866E 02 .3,281E 02 -5.84aE 01 I.IS]E 03 4.152E 01 ?230L-02 2.94SE 01 1.588E-02 
3.981E 01 1.719E 01 4.d00E 00 -5.636E 02 -4.OuSE 02 -3,374E 02 =6.343E 01 1.187E U3 9.277E 01 2.306L.02 1.194E 01 6.439 -U3 
4.O00E Ofi.17518 01 
4.04oE 01 2.077E 01 
4.608E 00 
4.210E 00 
.5.817L 02 -4.1018 02 .3.436E 02 .6,64qE Ol 











4.041EO 01 5 OOf4,0EGo .6. 22E 02 -4.311E 02 .3$77E 02 -7.338E 01 1.257E 03 5.188E 01 2.797E.02 1,045E 01 5.63aEP03 
4.129E 01 2.804t 01 3.323C 00 -7.265E U2 -4.94bE 02 -3o911E 02 -1.029E 02 1.362E 03 6.977E 01 3.761E=02 8,268E 00 4.057E-03 
4.130E 01 2,812E Of 3.313E 00 -7.298L 02 -4.955C 02 o3,921E 02 -1.034E 02 1.363E 03 6.997E 01 3.772L-02 6.243E 00 U.444E-93 
4.137E 01 2.865E 01 3.44b8 00 -7.38UE 02 =.o014 02 .3.948F 02 ..06E 02 1.371E 03 7.129E 01 3.843L-02 8,O083 0 4,3579.03 
4.ISOE 01 2,q7UE ul 3.956F Q0 -7.561L 02 -5.141E 02 -A.O00E 02 =1.137E 02 1.386E 03 /.399E 01 3.9a9E-02 9.843E 00 5.$07 ..u3 
4.246E 01 1.766E 01 9-059E 00 -8.30SE 02 -6.266E 02 -4.478F. 02 -1,788E 02 1.501E 03 4.395E 01 2.369E-02 e,254E 01 1.215E-92 
4.409E 01 2,866E 01 1v771E 01 -8.786E 02 -0,717E 02 -5*016E 02 -4.159E 02 I.698E 03 7,134t 01 3,84SE-02 4,406E 01 2,3758wUZ 
4.431E 01 3,017E 01 1,8369 01 we.875E 02 -9,110E 09 -5,011E 02 -3.356E 02 1.725E 03 7.5013E 01 4.047E-02 Q,574E 01 2.4(36EP02 
4.980E 01 3.39E 01 1:987E Oi .9,096E 02 -1.009E 03 -6.266E 02 -3.824E 02 1.785E 03 8.33,!E 01 4.492E-02 4..95E 01 2.666EU 
4.48OF 01 3,34SE 01 1 9865 01 -9.099E 02 -1,009E 03 -6.268E OR -3. 86 02 1.78SE 03 8.331E 01 4.091k.-02 4.946E 01 2.686E"QR 
4.6Z558 01 2.99E O1 2.428F 0! -9.176E 02 -1.297E 03 .7.621E 02 -5.3419F 02 I,9bSE 03 7,.450E 01 U,016E-02 6.041E 01 .257F -U2 
4.626E 01 2,992E 01 2.4131E 01 -9.171 02 -1.2Y9E 03 -7.630E 02 -5,3S7E 02 1.9b4L 03 7.44E 01 4.013E.02 6bf 01 3.26th-02 
4.731E 01 2.7358 01 2.750E 01 -8.636E 02 -1.507E 03 .8.543E OR -6.525E OR 2.095 03 6.1305E 01 3.bbqE-02 6.042E 01 3.669E.UR 
4,733E 01 2.73aE 01 2.7558 01 -8.60GE 0O. -1.510E 03 -8.558E 92 -6,544E 02 2.097E 03 6.813E 01 3.673E-02 6.8S58 01 3.696E~f;R 
4,811E 01 Z.8808 01 2.534F 01 .8.004E 02 -1,659E 03 .9.203E 02 -1.383E 02 2,194h 03 7.166L 01 3,863t-02 6,305E 01 3.399E-02 







-7.244E 02 -1.777E 03 .9.729E 02 -8.042E 02 











5.072E 01 1,924e 01 1.924E 01 .5.0948 02 - .OlqE 03 tII1UE 03 -9.691E 02 2.922E 03 4,787E 01 2.5M 02 4,787E 01 2,560E.02 
5.282E 01 I.30SE of 1.346E 01 -3.294E 02 -2.338E 03 -1.246E 03 -1.092E 03 2.786E (13 3.350E 0! 1.806E-02 3.350E 01 1.806 -02 
5.332E 01 1.233E 01 1.238F 01 .2.95SE 0O.-E.39dE 03 =i.274E 03 .1.118C 03 a.85at U3 3.06118 0 1.861IL02 3.081E 01 Iebblh-02 
5.407E 01 1.141E 01 1,141E 01 -2.497E 02 -e.4bdF 03T1.314E 03 -1.154E 03 2.948t 03 4.839E 01 1.5318=02 e..839E Otle1531L-02 
5.463F 01 1o04RE 01 1.011E O1 -2.074E 02 -2.541E 03 .1.352E 03 -1.189E 03 3.045E 03 2.594E 01 1.396E.02 2.S94E 01 1.39B8=02 





9.068E 00 -4.149E 
9.192E 00 -3.887L 
01 
01 


















5.645E 01 5.80h 00 9,075E Go -3.292E 01 -i.61E 03 -1.14216 03 -1.d55E 03 3,23"L 03 1,465E 01 7.697L.03 2.a5bE 01 1.217E-U2 
5.653E 01 9,008E 00 9.008E 00 -2,099 01 -2.bd2E 03 -1.424E 03 -1,2586 03 3,245E U3 2,241E 01 1.208L-02 2.241E 01 1.208Ew2 
5.6881 O1 8.7758 00' 8.775F 00 -I.76S8 01 -2.703E 03 -1.U34E 03 .1.269F 03 3.280E 03 4,183E 01 1.I77-02 2.183E 01 J.117E 02 
5.703E 01 8.775L 00 8.775E 00 -9.146E 00 - ,719E 03 -..44E 03 -1.271F 03 3.3U98 03 2.183E 01 J.177E.02 2.183E 01 1.177R.04 
5.776E 01 8.77SE 00 8.775F 00 1.465E 01 .2.7bdE 03 .1.463E 03 -1.305E 03 3.402E U3 2.183E 01 1.177E.02 2.183E 01 1.177E.02 
5.076E O1 
6 .8 0 7 9E 0 1 
6b .2 2 1 E 0 1 
4.800E 00 4,600E Go 
io28 2 E O f 1 2 8 2 E 0 1 
1 .8 8 E 0 1 1 .8 8 6 E 0 1 
3.037E, at -2,829E 03 -..49E 03 -1.339E 06 
3 .2 42 E 0 1 -2 .9 5 0E .0 3 ­ 1,5 37 L 0 3 -I. 4e2 E 0 3 
3.R 2 k 0 1 - U 5 7 E O 1 5 5 9 E 0 3 -1.4 9 8 E 0 3 
3.532E u3 
3 .7 9 0 E o3 
3 97 e E 0 3 
1.194E 01 
3 .IqIE 0 1 
4ob b E 0 1 
8.,439 -03 
i , 7 d OE -0 2 
2 .5 3 3 L -2 
1.194E 01 
3 .1 91E 0 1 
4.6 9 B E 0 1 
6.439E-U3 
1.72 0 E P0 2 
2 5 3 3 E -0 2 




XA86 POA OOx U- s (4.0b CAWALL P.Io/psv P.IT/PTO P-Ov/PSo Pece/PHo
,LJD667E 01 1.616E 01 1.61hE 01 3.2P?E Ul .3.2b7F 03 
 .*bl6 03 *1.6 Ot 03 U.2$ 9 L V3 4.020E 01 2,1b7E.02 4,OcUE 01 2.1672.02

aM6.505E 01 1,451E v I.b74E 01 3.242E 01 -3.240E 03 
.1.626L 03 -I.66hE 03 4.337L 03 
 3.611k 01 1.94%-02 3.S1E 01 2.11ih-02

r36.509E 01 1.451E 01 1.570E 01 3.242E 01 -3.293E n3 -1.627E 03 1.666E 
03 9 .342E 03 3.611 01 1.947E.02 3.905E 01 2.105.O02 
,6*59E 01 1 393E 01 1.547E 01 3.242E 0l *S.3102 03 -1.633E 03 -1b78E 03 4.368E 03 3,467E 01 1,889E-02 3,8508 01 2.0766.026.6958 01 9.14D0 00 7.680E O0 
 1.611L O .3.4eQE 03 .1.669C 03 .1.760E 03 11,83E 03 2.274E 01 1,226E*02 1.9112 01 1.030E02
 
6,762E 01 6.068E 00 7.732E O0 3.161E 02 -3.406E 03 1,6'O8E 03 -1.7808 03 4.665E 03 
 1.5152 01 8.166E.03 1.924E 0 1.037.V2
6.83qE 01 2.560E 00 6.155E 00 4.677E 02 *3.533E 03 -1,691E 03 -1.822E 03 
 4v760E 03 6.419E 00 3,461E.03 1,531E 01 8.256E.03
6.911E 01 
 .428E 00 1.680E 00 5.659E 02 -3.559E 03 .1.699E 03 -1.860E 03 4.848E 03 6.042E 00 3.257E.03 1.164iE 01 6278E-03
6.97E 01 2,300E 00 3.788E 00 6.3562 02 -3.597E 03 I.705E 03 -1.892E 03 9.922E o3 5.723E 00 3.065E.03 9,426E 0O 5,0820
7.067E 01 1.897t 00 2.400E 00 7.1688 02 .3.638 03 -1,712E 
03 .1.926E 0 5.036E 03 o.721E 00 2.545-03 5,972E 00 3.219E.03
7,110E 01 1.7152 00 2.298t 00 7,460e 02 -*3o6E03 
 1.1StE 03 -1.936E 03 5,088E 03 '.267E 00 2,300E.03 5,718E 00 3,082E.03
7.263E 01 1.191E 00 1.9352 00 8.2958 02 13,696E 03 -1.724E 03 -1.9.73E 03 5.273E 03 2.964E 00 1.598.03 
 41,815E 00 2,596E203

7.278E 01 1.140E 00 1.819C O0 8.359E 02 -3l7ooE 03 -.1724E 03 -1.976E 03 5.290E 03 
 2.836E 00 1.529E.03 4,596E 00 2,440E.03
7.35E 01 1.198E 00 1.240E O0 8.833E 02 -3.7d4E 03 .1.7282 
03 -1.997E 03 5.374E 03 R.9806 00 1,607E-03 3.085E 00 1.6639.03
 
7,353E 01 1.198E 00 1.237E 00 8.857E 02 -3.725 03 -1.7282 03 .1.997E 
03 5.3752 03 2.961E 00 1.607E.01 3,078E 00 1.659F.03
7.486E 01 13OOE 00 0.000 9,1206 02 *4,712E 03 -1.733E 03 -. 039E 03 
 5.427E 03 3.235E 00 1.74E.03 0,000 0.000
 
7.771 01 1.630E 00 0.000 9.706E 02 .3,782E 03 4.056E 00 2.186L-03 0.000 0.000
8 1.72E 03 8.039E 03 5.5252 03

.16 iE 01 1.410 00 0.000 1.036E 03 -3.791E 03 -1.7SIE 03 
.2.039E 03 5.630j 03 3.508 00 1.891E-03 0.000 0.000
6.442E 01 1.470E 00 0.000 1.OSE 03 -3.796E 03 
.1.7598 03 -2.039E 03 5.684E 03 3.65dE O 1.972L.03 0.000 0.000
0.728E 01 3.00E 00 0.000 1.123E o3 -3.812E 03 .1.772E 03 -2.039E 
03 5.707E 03 7.713E 00 4,158E-03 0.000 0.000
8.7282 01 3.103E 00 
 0.000 1.123E 03 .3.81RE 03 .1.773K 03 -. 039E 03 5,707E 03 7.722E 00 4.163E.03 0,000 0.000
 
6 READING a 0065 B6UCK q 78 TIME M 180.233 NAQM 6,0 PT m 7"50q99 TI 3062.1 PAGE 
x DDRAG CORAG Cp HC 
4,040E 01 1.156E 02 1.156E 02 2.205 00 4.34E-02 
4.041E 01 1,919E'01 1.158E 02 2,479En3 3S.b7E.02 
4t29E 01 1.827E 01 1,340 02 2.64SE-03 4.1545-02 
4.130E 01 1.974E-01 I.342E 02 2.422E'03 4,4e0E.0p 
4.137E 01 1.238E 00 1.355E 02 2.395E-03 4.4VBE-02 






















4.625E 01 2.466E 01 2-42E 0 2.883E.03 5.Sb2E.02 











4.eljE 01 IIZO1 01 a.503E Oa 2.663E-03 5.5a3e.0a 











5.072E 01 1.649E 01 2.830F 02 2.602E-03 4.343E-02 











5.483E 01 b,817t 00 3*.35E 02 2.570E03 2.09E02 










































6.079E 01 1.3409 01 3.6569 02 2.4 05803 ..955E-02 
6.221E 01 8.764E 00 3,743E 02 3.017E-03 2,924E.O2 
6.467E 01 I.614E 01 3.905E 02 3,166E-03 2.S2BE.02 
6.505E,01 2.420E 00 3.qF. O 3.159E-03 2.415E-02 
6.509E 01 2.SOE-01 3.931E Op 3.227E.03 2.46b8E02 
6.SqE 01 1.266& 00 3,944E Op 3,222E03 2.441E02 
6,69SE 01 1.031E 01 4.047E 02 3.106E.03 1,dbbE.O 











6.972E 01 2.301E 00 4.174E 02 2,930k-03 9,266E.03 
7.067; 01 3.119E 00 4.405E 02 2.86o0-3 T?.zUE.03 





















7.486k 01 9.250E-01 4.287E 02 2.784E.03 4.909E. 0 3 
7.771E 01 1,911E 00 4.30bE 02 2.805E-03 5.792E-03 












& 8.728E 01 D.000 .343E 02 2.862E-03 9.141E- 3 









CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE....,,,.of.. 











CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT............ 0.2575 

MEASURED THRUST COEFFICIENT.............. 0,38b2 





STREAM THiUbT ...,,.,,,, *,,...,.,, 









INLET FRICTION0R4G,.,...,,* ,.,* 

INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE.., ....* .e..*., 

COMBUSTOR FRICTION DRAG..*..,,,,,,... 

CO$BUsTOR STRUT 0RAG,.oo,.,.,,,,.,, 





















NOZZLE FRICTION DRAG....... ,**o,**,*. 41,39 (LOF)
 
NOZZLE STRUT DRAG.O.a., .. 0,#0,,0
. .O0 (LBF) 
NOZZLE MOMENTUM C ANGE.,....,,., ,..... 1049s (LBF) 
NOZZLE PRtSURE INIEGRAL........o....... 1090. (LOF)
EXTERNAL FRICTION ORAG...... .........o 0.00 (LeF) 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL............... 0. (LBF) 
TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG.................. .105o. (LOF) 
TOTAL STRUT DRAG...... .o...........,. -1.80 (LBF) 
CAVITY FORCE............................ .1173. (LBF)
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE............... .1601, (LOF) 
MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE,.,.,..,.,. '1282. (LBF) 
FUEL VACUUM SPECIFIC IMPULSE 0.0. 0, *13gJ.1 *x09.t,
 
- STATIONS 
NOMINAL CONL LEADING EDfEh,,*........ 

SPIKE TRANSLATION......... ,........ 

INLET THRUATI.......q...,............. , 

COWL LEADING EDGE.,....... ....... 

NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EO(E..,...e.... 

NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EO&E..,............. 

STRUT LEADING EDGE..........,.,#....,.. 

STRUT TRAILING EDGE....,..........,.. 























ANGLE OF ATTACK .. *..........
0 000 (DEGREES)

MASS FLO RATIO........oe...s.. .... 0.9799
 
ACOITIVE DRAG COEFFICIENT......,......... 0.0010
 
LIt'TING PRESSURE RECOVERY EFFICiENCY.... 0.1652
 
DELTA PTa.......... ,,. ..............0.1186 (PSI)
 
TOTAL PRESSURE kECOVERY - bUPEhSONIC.... ,o4083
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY . SUSSDNIC....... 0.1675
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC.... 

INLET PROCESS EFfICIEnCY - SUBSONIC...... 

KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC... 

KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - 8UbSOIC.... 

ENTHALPY AT PG - SUPERSONIC ..... .... ,. 

ENTHALPY AT PO * SUBSONIC........,...,,., 

COMOsUSTUR 
FUEL.AIR RATIO...... *...... .,..,..'.. 























TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO,.................. 0.1247
 
COMBUST)R EFFECTIVEVESS ................. 0.b964
 




VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT - CS.... 0.9625
 




KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY*........,,.. 0.9171
 
FUEL INJECTORS 
INJECTOR$ STATION VALVE 
iA 400~00 A 
to 41129p a 
1C 44.300 
2A 48,767 0 










READING P 0065 BLOCK 5 96 TIME m 196.4S3 MACH b.0 il = 74b.7 4 9  TT 5060,.0 PAGE 
RANMJT PERFORMANCE 
P T H GAVIA MOLNT SONV MACH VEL 3 W/A A/AC vOfpr 0 IVAC PhI ETAC
 
WIND TUNNEL 0 5
 
0,000 746.7qq 3060 689.1( 6j4) I°.q2q Z6,852 a6t0
 
0.00 0002 440 -28,2( 101) 1.3989 2 051 1006 5,954 59ql 1.834 0,10710 26.885 0,9801 5107 9.971 190,0
 
SPIKE TIP NS 2 0 3
 
0,600 18,062 3060 689.1( 814) 1.2917 28.651 4610
 
0,600 t..a3a 2987 66(3,9 793) 1,Rq40 R8.651 258 1.409 1055 2.00 0.10710 a6b.85 0,9801 4957 1.757 1844
 
WIND TUNNWL 3 0 0
 
0,O00 746,79 3060 689.1( 814 1,2919 28.852 2b10
 
0,000 0.381 410 -29,7( 100) 1.3Q8 9 28.651 999 6,005 5997 1.834 0.10321 25.910 0.9801 4916 9.620 190.1
 
SPIKE TIP NS 4 0 0
 
r5 0,600 18.06F 3060 689.1( 8j4) 1,2917 28.851 2610
 
0.600 16.381 2993 668,7( 791) 1,2938 28.651 2563 0,391 lOO 2.090 0,10321 25,910 0.9801 49e5 ,6b2O 190.1
 
-d 0 	 INLET THROAT 5 0 3
34OSI0o *)18,eo6 499 667,9( 794) J.2940 Zt.651 4582
 
40.400 15.155 1411 2Z1.7( 351) 1,3534 28.851 1820 2.596 4725 1.886 0,94106 26,885 0.1115 4382 69,108 163.0
 
INLET UPNRSK 6 0 3
 
O0.400 3,8,846 2990 667.9( iq4) 1.4940 28.051 e542
 
40,40o 14.035 207,1( 337) R 5t 1 1767 4sB0 44e2 b).835 164.5
1366 1.37 2. 4,667 1,58b 0.85551 26.8S 0.1227 

INLET DNNRBX 7 0 4
 
40.40o 1*5.387 2991 ,6180 794) 1,1941 21.861 2581
 
40.400 108,127 2691 638.0C 76 ) 1.2971 26.851 2542 0.4d8 12R5 1.950 0.85551 260885 0.1227 4442 16o289 164,5 
COMBUSTOR 0 8 t 81 
4 270,468 2950 1.2963 27.61d 262400.410 	 670.3( 815) 

0.410 14.212 1433 221.3C 370) 1.3539 27.612 1869 2.536 0740 1.965 0.94426 26.980 0.11t6 '381 69.553 162.4 0.12 0.07
 
CQMBUGTOR 0 9 2 21
 
41,a92 204.560 2879 6T3s2( 827) 1.300? .435 ?653
 
4iOa92 179294 1572 269,5( 426) 1,3479 26.435 1996 2.252 4494 2,046 0.94964 27.075 0.1113 4j74 66,329 157.9 0.24 0.04
 
COMBUSTOR 0 1 3 21
 
41.302 814.518 2637 673.1( 814) 1,3022 e6.391 2638
 
41.302 17.28b 152? 269,9( 413) 1.3507 26,390 t97t a.2?4 44q2 Z.039 0.949q4 27,075 0,1113 4273 bb.313 157.b 0,24 0,01
 
COMBUSTOR 0 11 4 ?1
 
Mld367 213.160 2830 672:9( 81a ) 1,30a5 26.384 2635
 
41,367 17.013 1530 272a6C 4i4) 4a3506 26,384 9473 2,267 4474 2.030 0.9499S 27.05 0,1113 4264 66,050 &ST. 20, 0
 
COkUSTOR 0 12 S 2t 
41.500 408.376 2827 072,3( 811) 1,3026 26.383 2634
 
41.500 18.801 1566 20 5C 425) 1.3487 26.-383 1995 2.211 4410 2.u40 0.95105 27.075 0.1111 427 65.185 1560 0.2 0,00
 
COBUsTO'R 0 13 6 21
 
4 	.460 156.629 3009 667.0( 866) tI.94Q 26.59) ?698
 
42.460 19.094 1816 a935( 496) 1,3351 a6,593 2129 2.030 4323 2.077 0,94211 e7.015 0.1122 4185 63,893 15J.6 0.O4 0.17
 
COMBUSTOR 0 14 7 5
 
44,08 122*499 3472 654.5CI0o7) 1,2714 27,151 2843
7 

44.087 38.751 4690 396,0( 757) 1.978 87.155 R548 1,4dA 35q6 ,12 0.91034 27.075 .1lbl 4179 50.79 154.3 Ua. 0.4 4
 
COMBUSTOR 0 15 8 3
 
44,310 120,317 3507 652,(1018) 1.2696 27,199 2853
 
44,410 0.R02 2755 402.5( 777) 1,2951 27.403 2554 1,385 3536 2.127 0,90826 27.075 0,1164 4174 49.910 54.2 0.24 0.66
 
COPUSTOR 0 14 9 3
 
44.800 116.165 3562 647,2(1035) 1.2665 27,280 d667
 
4.,800 43.390 287S 41b.9( 814) 1.2901 27,a86 2600 1,306 3394 2,131 0,90446 27,075 0.1169 4155 07,707 153,5 0,84 0.72
 
COMBUSTOR 0 17 to 2
 
44.802 116.194 3561 607,1(1035) 1.2666 27.280 2667
 
4,802 43.387 2874 416.9( 813) i.2901 27,286 2599 1,306 3394 2.131 0.90476 27.075 0.1168 4155 47.725 153.5 0.24 0?07
 
COMBUSTOR 0 18 11 6
 
46.250 107.237 31a4 648.6( 987) 1.2892 24.377 2866
 
4b,250 41.490 2510 431,3( 774) 1.3096 24,378 2589 1.274 3298 e.279 0.86012 27.315 0.1240 417 14.081 150.7 0.b5 0.23
 








GAMMA MOLW SONV MALH VEL 8 H/A A/AC mOrIM 0 IVAC PHI E.AC 
46,260 101,170 3183 648b5( 987) 1.2892 24,379 2866 
464.60 41.477 2b1 
COMBUSTOR 0 20
47,310 100,745 3a45 
7.3to 40.101 2633 
431.1( 774) 1.3096 24.380 a589 1.274 3298 4,279 0.85949 4.7.31 0.1241 
13 4 
635.4(1027) 1,830 24.536 2904 
416.7( 8j3) 1,3035 24.537 2637 1,254 3308 d,291 0.79991 27.315 0.1333 
4118 i4,050 15V.b 0.55 0.23 
4178 p1,118 :S.9 0,55 0.30 
COPBUSTOR 0 21 14 3 
47.327 
47.327 100.477 3253 40.085 2642 
635.2(1030)
41b.5( 816) 1.2826 24.545 89071.3030 24.547 2641 1.253 3308 2.29Z 0.79724 27.315 0.1338 4182 40.98b 153.1 0.55 0.31 










1.2770 24.682 2941 







630,6(1046) 1.2924 2.494 2960 
379.7( 799) 1.3145 22.495 2644 1.340 3543 2.437 
17 8 







630,5(0047) 1.29R3 22,496 2960
579.3( 799) 1.3145 22#497 2644 1.341 3545 28437 
18 4 







625.3(1083) t.874 22.600 2996 
359,8( 822) 1.3107 22.602 8671 
19 5 





613.0(1211) 1.2697 22.963 3110 
3W.e 939) 1,2944 22.968 2805 1.336 3746 2.483 0.55195 27,542 0,1950 4595 32.109 166.0 0.03-0.36 







597.7(j276) 1.a594 23,179 3161 
240,3( 938) 1.2917 23.190 8785 1.5)8 4229 2.499 0.45206 27,542 0.2379 
21 4 





594.5(1299) 1:2557 R3.250 3179 
820.3( 908) 12892 2$.804 001 1.5a8 4280 2,504 0.43350 27.542 0,2480 4881 26,040 177.2 0.83 0.45 
COMBUSTOR 0 29 28 4 
54,067 69,046 3800 589.9(13133 1.2534 83.300 3188 
54,067 17.426 2833 201.4( 942) 1.2890 23.315 E790 1.578 4403 2.508 0.40871 27.542 0.8631 4944 27.968 179.5 0.63 OU7 







585.5(1315) 1.,258 23,318 3109 
174.3( 921) 1.2906 23,33a 2764 1.641 4536 2.508 
24 3 






- 0 32 
580.6(1324) 1.2512 a3.354 3194 
147.1( 908) 1.2913 23.372 2746 1.696 4658 2.510 
29 5 







578,3(1476) 1.8228 23.793 3292 
152.9(1089) 1.2666 23.853 2928 
26 5 









1.2496 23,381 3199 
1. 956 23.401 2680 1.854 4969 2.518 0.29108 7542 0,3689 5209 22.510 189.1 0.83 0.50 













1.2494 23,386 3200 










577.2(1464) 1.2253 23.761 3285138.8(1062) 1.2694 23.817 2901 
29 3 





576.0(1453) 1,2276 23.731 3278 






11.9 9 307 
30 a 
575.1(1'437) 1.2306 23.6089 
112.9(1007) 1.2766 23.734 
3268 
!845 1.690 4b09 4.540 0.e9106 27,542 0,3695 5245 21.751 190.4 0.83 0.60 
READING = 0065 BLOCK 
€ 96 T!k 
= 196,433 MACH 6.0 PT = 706.149 TT m 3060.0 
 PAGE 3
 
P I H GAMMA M0LWT SONV MA(H VEL a w/A . A/AC MOMT4 0 IVAC PHI ETAC'
 
E' COMBUsToR 0 38 31 H
 
57,757 6u.417 3988 572.a a3a2) I2.08 23.539 3233
57,757 10.380 2758 74.4( 909) 1.2683 25669 2738 1.623 
4991 ao5Z6 0.28654 27.54 0,3753 5270 2d.224 191.3 0.43 0.55
 
COMBUSTOR 0 39, 32 a
 
58,777 113,265 3247 560,9(1109) 1.2821 28013 3013
 
58777 5.475 1575 -*466(499) 1.3442 22 81o 4146 2.583 5550 2.426 0.28472 27,542 0.3777 5280 24.556 191.7 0.83 0.31
 
COMBUSTOR 0 40 33 7
 
60,787 40.680 4681 563,4(1640) 1.1866 24,321 3370
 
60,787 17,137 3949 196.6(1348) %,2234 24.488 3132 1.36 4284 2.569 0.29462 27.54Z 0.3b50 
 52b9 19.014 191.3 0 03 0,83
 
COMOUSTOR 0 41 34 4
 
62.207 51.768 4521 559,j($S80) 1.2007 24.152 3343
 
62.207 15.825 3665 161,3(1241) 1,2426 24,71 3054 1,461 04462 
2,559 0.30261 27.542 0,3553 5260 20,908 191,0 0.83 0.76
 
COhBUTOR 0 42 35 5
 
64.671 45.291 4833 550,5(1697) 1.1717 24.b27 3388
64.671 19.405 4275 239,1(0471) 1.1972 24.741 3207 1.231 3947 2.576 0.28684 21.542 0,3749 5242 17.595 19Q.3 0.83 0.92 
COMBUSTOR - 0 43 36 4165.047 41.473 4918 .829(1729)
J,562 24,627 J397
 65.047 19.801 4459 270.6(1541) 1.1802 24,865 3244 1,151 3732 2.582 0.26667 27.542 0.0032 5240 15.466 190.2 0.83 0.98
 
COBUSTOR REGEN L14 37 5
 
65.047 41.473 5055 660.49t787) 1.1557 24o481 3445
 65,047 -23.03 4705 428.9(1642) 1.1653 24.71$ 3321 1.02 3408 2.605 0.26667 97.542 0,4032 
 5295 14,122 192.3 0.83 0.9b
 
NOZZLE AS 45 38 5
 
87.883 41.413 4918 548,9(1674) 1,1625 24P627 3397
 
870283 1.263 686 .507.0( 858) 1,9731 25.091 2603 2,79 7269 2.582 0.05551 27.542 1.9371 6849 6.271 208.7 0.83 0.98
 
NOZZLE PO 46 39 5
 
87.283 41.473 4918 546,9(1674) 1.1625 24,627 3397
 
87.283 0.402 2085 *722o4C 643) 1.2957 25.092 2313 3.48b 7976 2,582 0.02498 27o542 Q,3039 
 7271 3,097 264.0 0.83 0.98
 
NOZZLE AS REGEN 47 40 5
 
87.263 41.473 5055 660,9(1781) 1.1357 24,481 3445
 
87m283 1,334 2885 *432,6( 931) 1.2654 25.uS9 2690 2.75U
NOZZLE PO REGEN 48 41 S 7397 2.605 0.05551 27.542 1.9371 6994 6,681 25Z.9 0.83 0.98
 87.283 41.473 5053 660.9(1787) 1.1557 24.481 344s
 
87.283 0.402 2223 .674.1( 691) 1.2901 25.092 2384 3.429 8173 a.605 0.02401 97.542 4,4785 7 58 3.050 270.6 0.83 "0,98
 
FICTIVE COBUSTR 68 6$ 0
 
65.047 318.646 5123 508,9(1807) 1,1823 24,859 3481
65,047 0.402 12881007,0( 379) 
1.3377 25.155 1845 4,762 8824 2.418 0.04485 27,542 2.3974 7800 6.151 283.2 0.83 1.00
 
FICTIVE NOZZLE 69 62 0
 
87.283 26,621 4840 522,0(1698) 1.1596 24.612 3367
87,283 1.552 3039 w373,8( 988) 1.2590 25.087 2754 2,432 6695 d.613 0.05551 27.542 1,9371 
 6502 5.776 236.1 0.63 0,98
 
READING 9 0065 BLOCK 2 96 TIME 0 19b.433 MACH o.O PT z 06.749 IT 3060.0 PAG04 
XASs P.1B P-OD POA OOX W-1B Q.0U tAoALL P.IbPSO P.1M/PTO P.Ub/Ps0 P.08/PlO 









































































00 -4.527E OR -3.S6E OR 
O0 -4.632E 02 -3.559f 02 
*3.518E 02 























4,b939 00 .4,687E 02 -3.646E 02 .3.646E 02 0.000 
6,772E 00 -5,052E 02 -3.949E 02 -3.761E 02 -1.875E 01 
7.97SE 00 .5.161E 02 .. 0199 08 .3.830E 02 .2.484E 01 





















3.634E 01 5.453E 00 1.57S 01 -5.263E 01 .4.5*5E 02 -4.080E 02 .,449E 01 1.018E 03 1.35bE 01 7,302E-03 3.910E OZ 2.1060E-2 
3.875C 01 















1.540E 01 -5.298E 02 -o.7$E 02 .h.2oE 02 -5.233E 01 
1.535E 01 -5.301e 02 -4.753E 02 .4.?19E 02 -5.340E 01 
1.5645 01 -5.305E 02 .4,857F 02 -4.28SE 02 -5.723E 01 
1.609E01 sS.M385E UP -5,094E O .4.394 02 -6.a97E O 
1,314E Ot -5.4OE 02 .5.17E 02 .4.464E 02 -.,7E 01 
62ooE 00 -5,6535E 02 -5.309E 0 .4.590E 02 -7,195E 01 
8.002C 00 -5.796E 02 -5.e9E 02 0.675E 0? -7.541E 01 


















































02 beS0E 08 .5.328E 02 -1.173E 02 























-5.371E 02 -1.217E 02 





















-. 118E 02 -6.119E 08 -2,059E 02 













4,431E 01 4.267E 01 3.773E 01 -7,476E 02 -1,214E 03 -8,268E 02 -3,870E 02 1,74SE 03 1.061E O 3.71EOz 9.5805 01 5.0536.02 
4.480E 0i 4.994E ()1 3.184E 01 .7.5805 02 .1.3'S6S 03 -9.047E 02 .SOIF 02 1.78SE 03 1.217E 02 6.SM3502 9.4109E 01 5.0685.02 










*7.329e 02 -l.832 03 
.7,321E 02 .1.8)Se O 
.6,59 02 02.194E 03 
i.13B 03 -6.937E 
-. 14aO 03 .6,956E 



















4,733E 01 0.177E 01 3,840E O .6.51U3 00 *ataooE 03 -1.299E 03 -9,008E 02 2.097E 03 1.0395 O 559E-02 9.546E 01 51425.E02 
4.811E 01 4,010E 01 3.509E 01 .5,710E 02 "2.055E 03 .1.4 9E 03 -1.042E 03 2.194E 03 9.970E 01 5,3706.02 8.725E 01 4.699E-02 
4.877E5'01 3.232E 01 3.23RE 01 .4,678E 02 -R.603E 03 -1.496E 03 -1,46E 03 2,277E 03 8.036E O 1.328E.02 0.036E 01 P.328 .02 
Q,078E 01 3.226E 01 3,228F 01 .4.662E 02 .2.646E 03 .1.499E 03 .1.147E 03 2,278E 03 8.02SE 01 4,322E-02 8.025E 01 0.322E502 
4.931E 01 3.004E 01 3.004F 01 03.001t 02 -..1.bE 03 -1.567E 03 *I.220E 03 2.344E 03 7.469E 0; Q.02E-O 7.,469 01 4,022EO02 
5.072E 01 2.781E 01 2.781F 01 -1.663E 02 -3.127E 03 -1.735E 03 01.391E 03 8.522E 03 6.91E 01 3,724E-02 6.914E 01 3.724E.02 
5,28zE'01 1,995E 01 1995E 01 9,666E 01 .3,S50E 0) .1.951E 03 *1.SqB6 03 2.7665 03 4.9bOE 01 2,6725-Ol 4,qtbE ol 2,672EP. 
5.332E 01 1.915se 01 1:915F 01 1,47E 02 -03,638E03 -1.997E 03 .1.641E 03 2.S52E 03 4.763E 01 2,56SE-02 4.76$E 01 2.5655-02 
5.407E 01 1.7439 01 1,743E 0l 20183E 02 -3,764E 03 -2,060E 03 .1,704E 03 2.948E 03 4.333E 01 2.330O-0a 4,3W 01 2.3345EP2 
5-483E 01 1.967E 01 1.567E Oj 2,824E 02 .3.8U4E 03 .2.120E 03 -1.764F 03 3.0q4E 03 3.897E 01 2,099E-02 3,897E 01 2.099E602 
5.576E 01 1,414E 01 1.41aE 01 3,522E 02 -4.0i9E 03 -2.185E 03 -1.833E 03 3.165E 03 3.515E 01 1,893E.02 3.515E 01 1.8935.02 
5.62S5E 01 1,333E Ol 1,333E 01 4.999E 02 -4.08E 03 .2.214E 03 .1.868E 03 3,2096 03 3.314E 01 1.785k-02 3.3146 01 1.7859m02 
5.631E 0% 6.9755 00 1. 24 ol 5.037E 02 4.06SE 03 "2.217t 03 -1,871E 0) 3.216E 03 1.734E 01 9.340E.03 ).291E 01 1.7731.U* 
5.605E Ol 6.975E 00 1:301E 01 5.123E 02 "4.1O5E 03 -2,224t 03 -1,681E 03 3.234E 03 1.734E 01 9.340E-03 3.234E 01 1.702E602 













.. 147E 03 -2.241E 03 
-4.174E 03 .2t252E 03 




































02 -.494E 03 .2,560E 


















REAONG 0 0065 BLOCK m 96 TIME = 196.433 MACM 6.0 PT - 76.7"9 TI N 30t0,0 PAGO E
 
XABS P.I PODB 
 PDA 90K iIB G-0 CANALL P.j9/ps P.48/PlO P.Ob/PSo P.0d/Pl'O
tC 6.467E 01 1.940E 01 1.94OE 01 5.970L 02 '4.80E 03 -2.4176E U3 .,374 03 4.289b 03 4.825E 01 2.599E-02 4.t25E 01 2.599E"62
3 6.50SE 01 1.qb5E 01 1.995E 01 
 5.970E 02 -.,892E 03 .2.93E 03 .2.400E 03 4.'57E 03 4.886E 01 2.6318.02 4.961E 01 2.612E.0

€ 6.5Oge 01 1.965E O 2:001E 01 5.970k 02 -4.897F 03 -2.495E 03 .403 03 4.342E 0(3 a.86E 01 
 2,631jL02 4,975E 01 2o6B0802
6,529E D 1.8676 01 2.030E 01 5.970E 02 -4,919E 03 .2,503E 03 2,416E 03 Q,368L 03 4.643E 0l .SO0E.02 5.047E 01 2.7188.046.69SE O 1,056E 01 9.640E 
00 7.6a1E 02 -5,ob2E 03 -2.564E 03 .2.518E 03 4.583E 03 2.626E 01 1,4146.02 2,397F 01 1.291S.02
6.762E 01 7.457E 00 9.157E O0 
9.483E 02 .5.1)6E 03 *2.581E 03 -2.555E 03 4.665E 03 1.854E 01 9.985 -03 2,277E Cl 1.226e.02
6.839E 01 3.890E 00 6*960E o0 
 1.135L 03 -5.199E 03 .2.598E 03 -2.b01E 03 4.760E 03 9.67UE 00 5.209E-03 1.731E 01 9.320E.03
6.911 E 01 3,362E 00 4.905E 00 1.255E 03 -5,262E 03 -2.610E 03 -2.651E 03 
 4,84BE 03 0.360E 00 4.%o0E03 1.220E 01 6,568E.U3
6.972E 01 2.909 00 3.970E 0o 1.337E 03 -5.JI2E 03 .2.618E 03 -2.694E 03 4.922E 03 7,248E 00 3,904E-03 9.872E 00 5.317E-03
7.067E 01 2.1% 00 2.515E 00 1.428E 03 5.314E 03 .,.62BE 03 -2,746E 03 5.036E 03 5.286E 00 2.848-03 6.253E 00 3.368E.03
 
7.110E 01 1.770E 00 2.366E 00 
 1,459E 03 .5.3v7E 03 -2.632E 03 .e.765E 03 5.088 03 4.4016 00 2,370E.03 5.882E 00 3.1684.03
7.263E 01 1.547E 00 l.835E 00 1.5476 03 45.461E 03 
 2.643C 03 .2,810E 03 5.273E 03 3.046E 00 2.071E.03 4.563E 00 2.457E803
 
7,278E 01 1.525E 00 1.756E 
o0 1.555E 03 -5,466E 03 -2.644E 03 .2.822E 03 5.290E 03 3.7 2E 00 2,02-.03 4,366E 00 2.3519.03
7*353E 01 1,464E 00 1:360E O0 1.607E 03 .5.496E 03 .2.649E 03 .2,847E 03 5,374E 03 3.639E 00 
 1.960E-03 S.38eE 00 18219.03
 
7.353E 0i 1,463L 00 1.3568E 00 1609E 03 -5.496E 03 -2.649E 03 -2.847E 03 
 5.375E 03 3.639E 00 1.960b.03 3.376E 00 1.8186.03
7.4B6E 01 1.3559 00 0.000 
 1.63Q9 03 -5.555E 03 .2 657E 03 %2.899E 03 S.aE 03 3,369E 00 168158-03 0,000 0000
7.T7IE Ol 2.600E 00 0.000 1.71E "
03 -5.SOt03 -o2z672 03 -9,8099 03 5#525E 03 6.465E 00 3.fbot03 0.000 0.0008.161E O 1,840E 00 0.000 1.813E 03 .5.568E 03 .2,690E 03 04.899E 03 
 5.630E 03 0.575E 00 2.464.E03 0.000 0.000
8,442E 01 1.500E 00 0.000 1,850E 03 -5.60SE 0 .2.707E 03 *2,699E 03 5.084L 03 3.730E oo 2.009E03 OO00 0.000
8.728E 01 3$14%e 00 0.000 1,906E 03 05,63E 03-2,7349 03 .2.899E 03 5,707E 03 
 7.820E 00 4.212E.03 0.000 0.000
 
6.728E 01 3.14BE 00 0.000 1,906E 03 05,6339 03 .2.735E 03 *2.899E 03 5.707E 03 7.828E 00 4.216h.03 0,000 0.000
 
READING = 0065 61.CK c 96 TIME a 196,33 MACH 6.0 PT a 746,749 TI = 3060,0 PAGE 6 
X DORAG CORAG CF HC 
















4,137E 01 %.815E 00 1-481F 02 2.359E.03 4,b2E-oz 
4.150E 01 2466e 00 1,405E O 2.373E-03 5.082E-04 





































































5,483E 0l 7,733E 00 3.291E 02 2.870E.03 3.419E6.02 
5.576E 0t 9.t65E 00 3.383E 02 2.843E.03 3.185E-O 
5o6ESE 01 2.963E 00 3."1E 02 2,808E-03 2.806E-02 
5.6316 01 4.425E.01 3.417E O a.9739.03 .Ju7E.O 












"V0. 5.703E 01 5.776E 01 1,8349 00 5.909E 00 3.477E Op3.536E 02 2.926E-03 2.877E-03 2.565E.02 2,39E.02 
o -.jb . a t 
5.978 016.0 O 
6-bajE 01 
8,648E 001,519E 01 
1.053E 01 








6.467E 01 1.915E 01 4.071E O 3.139E-03 3.0VE-O4 
-6.5056E01 2.575E 00 4,097E 02 3,319E-03 2.870F.02 





















6,911E 01 3.522E 00 4.3509 O 3,198E.03 1.1 9E-02 
6.972E 01 2.652E 00 4,377E 02 3.174E.03 1,044E.02 
7.067E 01 3.586E 00 4.412E 02 3.t23E-03 7.6.-03 
















7.353E 01 3.300E-03 4.492E Op 3.046L-03 5.3b4E.03 
7.466E 01 1.04aE 00 4.503E O 3.033E-03 5.108E.03 
7.771 01 
8.tiE O 
tl' 6.442E 01 





























CALCULATED THRUST..........,,,,,,,,,,,. 139n, (LaF) ANULE 
OF ATTACK ...............,o,#..,.. 0.000
MEASURED THRUSTe........,..,,,,,,,,,.,,, 
 ils. (LF) MASS FLOW NA7IO,...................is,,.., OoO
 
CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE..,..,... o 2114. (L6F.SEC/LBM) 
 ADDITIVE DRAG COEFFICIENT................ 0.0010
MEASUREO SPECIFIC IMPULSE..,,.,,,,,, 
 2005, (LbF.SEC/LBM) LIVITING PRESSURE RECOVERY EFFICIENCY.... 0.16bb

CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT,.,,...,,,0 ObQ0 DELTA 
PT2.....to,.....,..... ,,,,.. 0,1174

MEASURED THRUST COEFFICIENT............ O.5i62 
 TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - bUPEhSONIC,,. 0.4270
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY SUSBBONIC,..... 0,1679
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY S
UPERSONIL... 0,9033
REGENERATIVE.CUOLED ENGINE PERFORMANCE 
 INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY 8UBSONIC. .... 0.9062
 
CALCULATED 
 KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - bUPEHSON1C... 0.9368STREAM THRUST.....,s,, ,,,o,,,, ,,, 6639. (LWP) 
 KINETIC ENERGY FPFICIENCY - SUBSONIC.... 0.8834
NET THRUST......lo...to.............. 1527. (LF) 
 ENTHALPY AT PO - SUPERSONIC...........,,, o4.00 

SPECIFIC IMpULSE,.., ,,.,2323, (LBFsSEC/LBM) ENIHALPY AT PO . SURSONIC...l,,........ 34.o0 







FUEl.-AIR RATI~O...., s... = * * .,...* s. o O024
 
INLET FRICTION 118*, (LOF)
**,.,,. RAG.,...,, EQUIVALENCE RATIO0,.,.......,.....,... v.833
 
INLET MOMENTUM CMANGE,,,.. ....
,,* o730.1 (LSF) COMBUSTOR EFFICIENCY0.....9..,,...,,.. 0,983
COMBUSTgR FRICTION ORAGo,.,,,,,,e,,,t 
919, (LOP) TOTAL PRESSURE RATO..,,....,...,...,, 0,1301
COMBUsTOR STRUT DRAG..,....*,,,,,,. 
-5.72 (LaF) 
 COMBUSTOR EFFECTIVENESS.... .. o.*......,o 0,8452
COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE,..,..,..,.,.. 858. (LaF) 
 INJECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS 0,8458@ 0,7326,

NOZZLE FRICTION ORAG(., *.......,,e.,,.
47,53 (L6F)

NOZZLE STRUT 0,00 CLF)RAG,.,oo,,oe,,,,,,.,,,

NOZZLE MOMENTUM C1ANGE.,.,.,,,,,,,,,, 1262. CLBF) 
 NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL,*,,..'..40,, .1 1309, (LW)
EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG.*.,,,o,,,,,,,,,, 0.00 (LBF) VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT - Cs..., 0.9492
EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL..,,...,.., .. 0. (LbF) 
 NOZZLE COEFFICIENT * CT................ OS7

TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG.,.,,=o..,,.....,, 'i00, (La!) 
 PROCESS EFFICIENCY...,,,. ,,,,....,,, 0.8793
TOTAL STRUT DRAG.....,,,.,,,,,,,.,,,,,... 

.5.72 (LBF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY&...,...,...,. 0,8859
 
CAVITY FORCEso, ,...,,,,..,.. , *1293, (LOF)

CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE.,,,,.. .. ,, s1103. (LBF)

MEASURDU I0AD CELL FORCE.,,.,,,,..... '1175. (LkP)

FUEL VACUUM SPECIFIC IMPULSE u00 009, -b,5, .ltb.80
 
STATIONS FUEL INJECTORS 
NOMINAL CONL LEADING EDGE,,,,,,,.*.,,, 
SPIKE TRANSLATION,..,..., ,., ..... ,., 
INLET THROAT.,.,, ,,,,,.,, ,,,, 
COWL LEADING EDGE.,,. ... ,,* ,,,,, ,*,.,
NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING E ....,,.... 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE.,.....4, .. 
STRUT LEAVING EDGE.,......, ,,,,.,,
STRUT TRAILING EDGE,,..,,,,,,.....,,,.












































t = 201.83 sec. 
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RAI =006b ALCICK = .102 TI-E = 201 .833 MACM. 0- " 7-b.49 T7 = 30i2,u PAGL 
S al P Y N v P Q R T 




0.34 1 412 
67f,7( t503) 




,b63 l 5.915 5952 1.030 0.10674 26.883] O.QU33 '073 9,073 166.7 







b77,7( 803) 1.292q 28051 4505 
650,1( 7 L2) Iaq51 26b6 I 4566 G.UVb IV39 !.067 0,10674 Zb600 n,063S 49519 1,7e 1ba.5 
WIND TUNNEL 3 0 u 
00000 146.499 304a 
0.000 0.380 607 
SPIKE TIP 1,8 4 
677.7( $30) 1.29310 2b,552 
.31.3( q8) 1,3968 24.651 
0 0 1 
b?5 









1,2929 2b,051 2595 
1,2950 28.b5l 2568 0'39i l0n5 2.097 0.10380 26.141 nobn3 u;35 1.021 18b.6 












1809 2.59b 4695 10883 0-9U100 26.883 001115 43!53 68.653 1li9 










1776 2.666 4770 1, 83 0, 55b 26.8b3 0,1227 4393 63,41b 163.4 
INLET DNNRSK 7 U 
40,400 
40 4 0 0 
124.,41 
10 7 .3 67 
2955 
28 $7 
657.3( 783) 1,245, 268aS 2568 
" 7 .6 ({ 75 4 ) 1 .2 9 b 2 2 8 ,0 5 t 25 2 80 . b 1 21 t 9 1 .947 0 .,855 06 2 6 8 83 0,12 2 7 43 93 1 6,. 0 7 14 3, 4 







659,8( SO } 1, 974 














1.3013 26.421 2640 
1.3477 26.420 2000 2,21d 4428 2,DU3 0.909b3 47.075 0.1113 4255 65.34U 157,2 0.20 0.04 





t,62,9( 804 ) 1.3032 
0 1 .5( 405) 1.35v4 
2b.376 2625 
26.67b 1975 2.241 4425 2.035 Q.9U992 27.01b .1113 U25465.32 l 7.1 0.44 .1 












2b.370 1977 22 50 b407 2.035 Q.9099.5 0 .075 0.1113 4246 65.065 156.8 0.Z4 0.00 
CUPbUSTOR o 12 b 3 
41-500 208.781 d803 
41,500 20,29i! 15dl 
COPOUSTOR 0 13 
662.0( 8(03) 












1.2988 26,493 2656 
1.3372 26.493 2118 I.qb3 UI57 2.06U 0,94210 27.01b 0.112d 4177 60.85b 154.30O.iQ 0.10 







1.2615 27,303 2894 
1.2848 V .1, l !639 1,215 3S6b 2.135 0.91034 0 .7,05 0.1161- 4166 67162u 154.7 019! 0.8e 






425.6( 874 ) 
1.2590 27,453 2905 
1.2813 27.463 2669 1.23C 3 2 2.136 0.906e7 el.075 0.1164 4107 40,32O 15q.b 0.,1 0.86 






444.,7( 919 ) 
1.2551 7.55S 2922 
1.2750 27.560 1719 1,137 3093 2.141 0,90445 d7,015 0.1169 4JV U3.40, 154,ti 0.24 0.94 
COMBUSTOR 0 17 10 
44-802 
4 4 .802 
112.770 3769 
5 2 7 2 3 3 2 15 
635.3(1099) 
44 4 ,1 9 18 ) 
1.2551 21.554 d921 
1 2 75 1 27 ,S6 5 !7 1 9 1 ,1 S7 3 0 93 2 , l u i 0 . 90 47 5 27 .0 15 0 1 1 6 8 41 b0 43. 4 83 1 5 4.4 O * e M 0 9 4 









1.012 23,799 81k72 
1.4-56 23.00)1 756 1.01b Rfl3b 2.352 0.062h3 V,401 q.ia0 4215 3b.U21 153.6 O.66 0.29 
ReADZmG t 0065 BI.OCK 4 i02 TIVE P 201-033 MACH 6,0 PT a 746.499 TT a 30e.?, a
 
p T M GAMhA MOLWT 80NV IACH VEL 8 W/A H A/AC mOYTM Q IVAC PHI VTAC 





642.7(1000) 1.2811 23.802 !972 
482,1t 924 ) 1.2955 23.604 4787 1,017 2835 2.352 0.b6J20 V.7==021q Qalh 37.98b 153.9 0.66 0,29 
WABUsTOR 0 20 13 
47,310 102.723 3600 62e.2(1183) 1.2658 24.1a2 3063 
47,31o 59,560 3203 475.8(1038 ) 1.2797 24.117 2905 0.951 2762 2.372 0.80a43 27.401 0,t133 4386 30.44S 160.1 0.06 0).4 
CO BUSTOQ 0 21 14 3 
41.307 Ift.64 3612 
47.327 59,b74 3al7 
CO bUSTOR 0 !a 
628.0(1188) 1.2661 24.155 3067 
476,0(j00a1 1.2790 24160 P910 0.940 275e 2.373 0,79975 27,401 0,1338 
15 4 








W.78(1207) 1,493 24s482 3143 
450.1(1130) 1.2653 24095 2987 00 70 2097 2,390 
1() 6 





626,1)(1292) 1.2693 21,777 S212 
411.4(1084) 1,a871 21o782 2992 1,097 1283 2.580 0,69692 a7,704 0,1552 4651 35.561 16709 1,04 0,33 





626,7 1293) 1,2691 k1,779 3213 
410*4(1084) 1,2870 RtoT84-2992 1,100 3990 2,580 0,6602O 47,704 0,$554 4653 35,50, 1660 1*04 0,33 





621.1(1326) Ila645 21,871 3238 
353-7(1069) 1.2880 a1.679 2968 1,239 3658 2,567 0.65095 27,704 0.1662 47ti 37,007 1710 1,04 0.36 





607,9(1443) 1,2472 22.189 33a2 
285,4(1130) L,2754 Usd0O 025 1,395 4017 2,611 0.55476 P7,70u 0.19S0 4997 34,629 180,4 ImO4 0,45 
COMBUSTOR 0 27 20 4 
. 
18 22.2,75 3232 180,0(1144) 1.2707 22.477 3014 1.S05 4537 2,626 0.45471 27.704 0.23793o~us28at a: 5205 32.058 190,U 1.04 0,52 
0 53.317 
COPBUsTOR 
R0 a7a 3160 
0 24 
151sj(1119) 1.2733 22.47$ 2984 1,967 4674 R.bR5 0,4360 
22 4 




779 18584-7(1539) I.a303 iu.4Q5 3379 
10,585 3160 123#7(1114) 1,2725 22.539 2978 1,609 4793 R.629 0.4111| 27P04 0.2631 
0oeso30 23 3 
5379 30,620 194,2 1,04 0,54 





15. 20 3099 
0 SR 
57R.7(1558) 1.2265 92,567 3387 
6407(1087) 1.2736 22,620 ?94S 1,71d 5042 2,633 0,36483 27,704 0,2965 
25 9 





570 a(1729) 1,1898 23 0a3 3467 
72:9(1316) 1.2397 23:i9h 3133 1,69 4088 2.672 0.29396 27.704 0.3679 5662 2a.784 204.4 104 0.72 





569.9(1563) 1.2249 2Z.587 3388 
-f).0(10251 1.2788 22.644 287S 1,870 5378 2.640 0.29319 27,704 0,3689 5666 240502 204.5 1,04 0,57 





$69:1565) I'aa5 22, " 3309 
-11 5(j0aS) 1.27e? 22*651 2874 1.876 531i 2,6U0 0.29103 27.704 0.37i7 5674 24,382 20Od.1s0 0,57 




14,02 4 M9 
568.9(%9o9)1 .1499 23,490 3533 
57.3(1590) 1.1696 23.918 3265 I,550 5060 2.0 8 0 29434 07.70h 0.375 W6 8 23.145 05 0 1.00 1.00 







$67.6(19o81 t.1500 23.4q2 393R 
430(1980) 1.1707 23.990 3257 1,573 5124 2.688 
30 21 
0,29347 27,704 0,3686 5693 23,36b2 05,5 1,04 1.00 
wi 57.0335'7.033 50.678 5125 IR.951 4345 
566.6(i908) 1.1500 23.49S 3532 
26.ICIS69) 1.1721 24.004 32,18 1,6UI 5201 d.60 0.09276 a7,709 0.3695 $704 ?3.b62 205.9 1.04 1.00 






$8 31 21 
51185L5S0)1. 
CA~rA MOL-T br 
J 5 
v MAL' VfL 5 4/A A/AC MOPIH L WvAI Ptil LIAC 
C 57,757 10,990 4 58 "25,7(1532) 1.1764 24,012 6209 1.607 5429 8.690 U.4884d 27.704 0.375S 5748 24. 19 20b.7 1.04 1.o0 
COMBUSTOR 0 59 3? 21 
56.777 
58.777 
386052 5063 559-b(I691) 
5.775 4007 -162.2(1426 ) 
1.1479 23,465 3516 
1.1895 24,122 3134 1.918 0 1l.709.28t,39 27.704 0.3771 5734 .16,752 d07,0 1,04 1,00 





553.bf1904) I.J509 23,1l 35g29
84.0(1611) 1.1606 23.9h3 32b? 1u7 48qb 2.081 O.,!9b35 27.794 0.3650 5713 22.625 20b. 1.04 1.00 
COMBUSTOR 0 41 34 21 
62,2o7 
6 a 207 
54.123 5115 
1 . 406 44a7 
549.0(1903 ) 1,1512 23526 3526 72.6 0160 ) 1.16 47 23 97 4 3 277 1 .490 488 3 2. 079 0 .30 439 27 70 4 0.355 3 5697 13.097 405 0 . 1.0l 0 






539,5(18qb) 1.1510 23,531 
144.9(165) 1.1647 23,913 
3521 
310 1.344 4455 2,bg8! 0,2885 27.70a 0.3749 5672 t9, T4 2047 . 1.0 0 
COMBUSTOR 0 43 36 200 
65.0a7 47,330 5087 537,8(1891) 1.1%04 " .523 3517 
65.041 20.099 4600 169.9(1678) 1.1614 23.865 3336 1.251 a172 2.666 Q.768ZJ 27,7014 0003a 5668 17, 91 204,6 ;.04 1.00 










1.1d7l 2 ,383 3557 
1.1565 R3,791 35B 1I.W5 4447 2.70a 0.26823 27,704 0,4032 57)" 16,536 00,3 1.04 1,00 
87.283 
87028.3 
47.330 5087 517.8(0834) 
1.341 2905 -650.9( 981) 
1.1504 23.$23 3517 
1.2653 Z4.235 2746 2.80b 7712 R*aBb 0.05584 27,704 1.9371 7306 6.099 263./ 1,04 1.00 







1.1504 23,523 3517 
1,2862 24,23b Z026 3.504 8503 Z.b88 0,02363 27,70" 4,577b 7765 3.122 981.0 t.04 1.00 
NOZZLE 4E REGEN 47 40 5 
87.263 
87.263 
47.330 5188 639.2(1937) 1;1471 23.383 3557 
1,406 3064 ,580,3(1091) 1.2593 24.234 2823 2,766 7612 2.708 0,05584 27.70a 1.9$71 744 6.774 d68.0 1.04 i.00 
NOZZLE PO R8GEN A8 41 5 
87.263 
87.263 
47,130 5188 b3V, (19373 




24.236 P488 3.4b 8666 2.70d 0.02283 27,70O 4.7368 7942 3.015 286,7 1#04 1.00 
FICTIVE COPBUSTR 68 61 0 
65.047 
85o047 
316.074 5307 537,8(1981) 
0,395 11415-119491( 438) 
1.1677 23,759 3601 
1,3267 24.23b 1962 4,7 4 9309 2.528 0,04080 47.100 2,6608 6284 5,903 aq99. 1.04 1,00 






322 .516*4(1114 ) 
1.1480 23.509 348b 
1.250 a4,931 ?886 4.40% 7160 2,717 0.05584 27.704 1,9371 6965 b,21$ 251#4 1,04 1.00 
READING P 0065 H OCK , 102 TIjE = 201.833 MACH 6.0 PT 0 746099 IT x $01!2, 	 PAGE
 
XABS p-18 P-0B PDA QOX W.18 Q.06 CA ALL P-Ifl/P8o p= B/PTO Pffut/PO p.08/pIo
 
6.98iE-OL 1.06SE 00 O.UO0 -4.397E-01 V.OUU 0.000 0.000 2."70E-02 Z.b94E 00 1.42Tk-03 0.000 0.000
 
1-836E 01 1.065E 00 0.000 .3.545E 01 O.Ouo 0.000 01000 1.634F 02 2.69aE 00 I.P27E-03 0.000 0.000
 
3,070E 01 4,200E 00 0,000 .1.676E 02 OO 0.000 0.000 .D b.053E 02 5.564E 00 2.947E-03 0.000 0.000
 
,5O8E 01 3,90aE 00 0,000 -3.655E 02 0o0OV 0.000 00000 6,804E DR 9.86qE 00 5,2?TE-O3 0,000 0.000
 
395teE 01 3,9269 00 5:82SE 00 -4,318E DR OOOO 0.000 0.000 6.860E 92 9.930E 00 5.259E.03 L.473E 01 7,803E,03
 
3#5199 01 3@927E 00 6 796E o0 -4.318E 02 0o000 O6000 0.000 6.053E 02 9.933E 00 5,261E.03 1,466E 01 7,76MepU3
 
3.555E 01 4,010E 00 407nE 00 -4.389E 02 0.000 0.000 0.000 7.213E 02 1.0146 01 5,372E-03 1.030E 01 5.456E,03
 
3.586E 01 3.974E 00 2.600E 00 -4,519E 02 -S.t;I5E 02 .3.615E DR 0,000 7,525F UP 1.005F 01 5.323E-03 6,576E 00 3.413E-03
 
3.606E 01 3.950C 00 3.351E 00 -4.617E 02 -3.6b7E 02 .3.657E 02 0,000 7,733E 02 9.99iE DO 5.291L-03 8.476E 00 4.489E-03
 
3.6486 01 4,207E VO 4,90E go0.4.792E 02 -3.747E OR -3.74?e OR 0.000 6,169E 92 1.064E 01 5,635-03 1,24E 01 b,5709-03
 
3.701E 01 4,235e 00 6.66SE O0 .5,'022E 02 -3.91UE 02 -30865E 02 -1.091E 01 6,730E 02 1,071E 01 5.673E.03 1.736E 01 9,1,96E-03
 
3,732E 01 4,11aE 00 QoOOOE O0 -5,131E 02 -4,07SE 02 .393E 02 -1.392E 01 9.059E 02 1,041E 01 5.SObE-03 2,023E 01 1,072E-02
 
3,803E 01 3.84SE 00 1.336F 01 .5.26SE 02 -4.3a6E OR .9.110E 02 .2.j57E Ol 9,83BE OR 9.725E 00 5,151E.03 ,385E 01 1,793e-02
 
3.834E 01 5.912E 00 1.570E 01 -5.25SE 02 -4.44E 02 -4,192E 02 "2.480E O| 1.018e 03 1,394E 01 7.38gh-03 3,471E 01 2.103 E02
 
3,875E Ot 7,757E 00 1.541E 01 -S.2764 02 -4.008E 02 .4.317E 02 .2.9JOE 01 1,06SE 03 1,964E 01 1.039g..02 3.899E 01 2.065L-02
 
3.881E 01 8,066S 00 1.537E 01 -5.?80E OP -4,633h 02 uU.33E 02 -2.969E 01 1,071E 03 2,040E 01 1,081E-02 3.889E 01 2.060E-0
 
3m901E Ok 9s1?QE 00 1:567E 01 :5:287e 02 :4043E 02 -4,0SE 02 -3.176F 01 1.094E 03 2.319E 01 1,228E-02 3.963E 01 2.099EP02
 
3,932E 01 1*418E 01 1 (OSE 01 S 352E o2 4qOb7E 02 -4,51SE 02 "3.490E 01 tot30e 05 3,587E 01 %,90OEwO2 4,07SE 01 2,158EO
 
3,950E 01 1,717E 01 I 37OE 01 -5,413E 02 -4,958E 02 -4.5SE 02 o3,674E 01 lil le 03 4.344E 01 2.301E-02 064E 01 1,83SEP0E
 
9981E 01 1.747E 01 9:650E 00 .5,624E 02 .5,19E 02 P4.722E DR *3.97,5E 01 1,187E 03 4.419E 01 2,340E-02 2,44E 01 1,293E-02
 
4,O00E 01 1,766E 01 9,575E 00 -5051tE 02 -5.227E 02 e.,01E 02 -4,161E 01 t.R0qE 03 4,466E 01 2*36SE-02 2. 2E Ol 1,2838-o2
 
4.01rOE 01 20889 01 94199E 00 -6.033E 02 -S,468E 02 -S.0O7E OZ -4.609E 01 1,256F 03 5,aSLE 01 2,797a.02 9.30?E 01 1.262E.92
 
4,04SE 01 '2.0969 Ot 9:tS6E 00 -6*0391 02 06074E 09 -5.012E 02 *4.622E 01 1,257E 03 5,301E 01 2,86BEW02 2,381E O1 I'ail1moa
 
4429E 01 Re8069 01 9 0719 00 ROO8M8 OR 06,276E 09 -5949E 02 07,82S1 10t*62E 03 7.097E 01 3,759&*02 2,a94E Ol 1,215EP02
 
4,130 01 2,814E 01 906B8E 00 -6.83BE 02 -6,2bbE 02 v5,o00F o2 -7.881E 01 1,363E 03 7,118E 01 3.7706-02 2,a93E 01 t.2159,UR
 
137E O1 9004RE 00 -6,90SE 

,q1509 0'I 2,T7E 0l1,0e85E 01 -TO4CE 02 -6.534E 02 -5,618E 02 -9.160E 01 1,386E 03 7.521E 01 3.984E.02 ?.744E 01 1.453EP02
 
;' ?0E 01 2,34E 01 20136F 01 o7,403E 02 :8:07be 02 :b:319E 02 -1,7SIE 02 1,501E 03 5,91tiE Ot 3,"$6-02 6,3SE 01 3,196E-0R
 
J .4: 2.867E 01 	 02 b63bbE OR -5,53SE 02 v€82$E 01 1,37tE 03 7.250E O1 3.640E-02 a,287E 01 1,21lEvU2
 
,4.409E 01 1,59E 01 4 5g2E 01 -7,022E OR 1 S67C 03 8 22 OZ -3.446 02 1,695E 03 4,144E 02 6,06&-02 1.161E 02 6,MC|,02
 
4'.-4.31E 01 4824C 01 4,7389 o1 -7o001E 02 01,22E 03 -8,56SE 02 -3.69SE 02 1,712K 03 1,220E 02 6.4b3E-02 1,198E 02 6.34SEPUR
 
,e4D 4:480i O S,48RE Ot 5.06le 01 -6,983E 02 91,376E 01 .9.378E 02 "4,381E 02 to78E 03 1.3a7E 02 7.344E.02 1,280E 02 6,TOF-p
 
C. 4.80E 01 S*o0E O1 5-962E 01 -6.986E 02 -1.31tbE 03 -9.381E 02 -4,36E 02 1.785E 03 1,387E 02 7.34aEO02 1,260E 02 6.781E-02
 
0 4.2SE 01 5.30OE 01 6*016E 01 -5,895E 02 -1=897E 03 -1,102E 03 97,154E 02 1,963K 03 1.345E OR 7,12OL-02 1,S22E 02 8,059E"02
 
4,626E 01 3,317C 01 6:023E 01 "9,877E 02 -l.9019 03 1*1839 03 -7,176E 02 1,9649 03 1,345E 02 7,123E,02 1,523E " 8.0666P0g
 
.4, "if 01 5,196E D1 6 714E 01 -4,0396 DR 2,2991 03 -1,347E 03 -9,514E 02 2,095E 03 1.315E 02 6,963E.02 1,69BE 02 8,944LPOR
 
4..-..733E ol S.210E ol 6,72$9 Ot .3.966a 02 -2*305t 03 -L.350E 03 -9s5516 OP. 2.0976 03 1. IOE 02 6.979E.02 1970iE OR 9.009E.QR
 
-4W' 	 4,811E.*0i 5.750E Ol 506b3E O! o2,39be 02 -2.564E 03 .1,4659 03 -1.119E 03 2,1949 03 1,454E 08 7,703E*O2 1.47E 02 7.452E-OZ
 
4,877E 01 4,568E 01 46Y86E 01 -e,359E 01 -a,7'05E 03 ot*558E 03 ol.236E 03 2,Z779 03. I.LbOE 02 6,146EV02 1.160E 02 6.146EV02
 
49678E 01 40573E 01 A:$73E 01 -8.12CE 01 -2.798E 03 -1,559E 03 -1.239E 03 2,278E 03 1.157E 02 6,t~bE-02 1,057E 02 6:IZ6E-()2

4,951C Ol 3.787E Ol 3 7879 01 3,426E 01 -2.954E 03 .,30E 03 01,323E 03 2,344 03 9.57BE 01 5.07 E-02 9,$76F 01 5 073EP42
 
5,072E 01 3,08SE 01 3:0619 01 2081E 02 -301ZE O3 -1,601E 03 wl.StSE 03 2,5429 03 7,792E 01 4,JRYE-O2 7,79kE 01 4,121E.02
 
SP282E 01 2,2276 01 2 M2E 01 5,804E 02 03,701E 03 *2,052E 03 wlY49E 03 9,788E 03 5,634E 01 Z,964evO2 $0644 O1 Z,964E.012
 
!5,332E 01 2.027F 01 2.027E 01 6.3579 02 - .877E 03 -.. 80E 03 -1.79BE 01 2.852E 03 5,027E 01 2.716L-02 5.i 7e 01 2.7164-02
 
5,407E 01 1,898E 0l1, 058F Ot 7.108E 02 =.*O17E 03 n2,146E 03 *1,870E 03 2.948E 03 4.701E 01 2.490E.02 4.701E 01 2.490E,02
 
5.483E Di 1,687E O1 1 687C 01 7,796E O2 -4.14E 03 92,20BE 03 P1,940C 03 3,04SE 03 4.ZhE 01 2.261E.02 4.96BE 01 2.261E-02
 
5.576E 01 1,532E Ot 1:53E 01 8,S49E 02 -4,295E 03 -2.277E 03 -2,019C 0 3 ,165E 03 3.875E 01 2,05RE-02 3,87SE 01 2,052e£=U
 
5,625E 01 1,450E 01 1*450E 01 1,016E 03 .4.30SE 03 w2,307E 03 -2.058E 03 3.209E 03 3.667E 01 1.942E-02 3,667E 01 1,9Q2Ep02
 
$0 31E Ol 7.500e 00 1.411E ol 1 0M0 03 -4.372E 03 -2.3106 03 wa.062E 03 3,216E 03 l 897E 01 1,0059-02 3,644E 01 1,930E-02
 
S,64SE Ot 7,500E 00 1,4179 01 1.029E 03 -4.390E 03 -2,317E 03 -2.074E 03 3.234E 03 1.897E 01 1.005E=02 L565E 01 1.899E-02
 
5-653E 01 1.4049 01 1.404E 01 1.OESE 03 .4,490E 03 -2.321E 03 -2.Q79E D3 3.245E 03 3.554E 01 1,86te.O2 3955RE 01 t1.0131EV
 
5.681E 01 1.357E 01 1.357E 01 1.053E 03 -4,436E 03 -2-335E 03 -2.101E 03 3.280E 03 3,433E 01 1,818E-02 3.433E 01 1.818E-VZ
 
5,703E O1 1,295E 01 1,295E 01 1.066E 03 -4.b4E 03 -2.346E 03 -2.118F 03 3,309E 03 3.B76E 01 1,735EM02 3.276E 01 1,735E-02
 
5.776E O1 1.09SE 01 l.095E 0t 1.098E 03 -4.551E 03 -2,376E 03 -2.174E 03 3,402e 03 2.770E 01 1.467E-OR2 .770E 01 1.467E.02
 
5,578E 01 5,775E 00 5,775E DO 1,117E 03 -4.651f 03 -2.411 03 -ea4E 0$ 3,532E 03 1,461E 01 7,736k-03 1.461E 01 7.736E-03
 
L 6 07 9C 0 1 t ,6 46 E 0 1 1,64 6E 0 1 1 .12 CE U3 . 3 E 0 3 2. 45 8 E 0 3 0 3 3.79 0E 03 A, | h 4E O ! 2 20 5 E -0 2 4.1 6 4E 0 1 2 205 E-0 2
 8dS -2,3 6 SE 

6=, 2 2 1E 01 1.6 41 L U l 1 -6 4 1E 0 1 1 , 1 2 0 E U 3 -4,9b 2E 0 3 -2,49 1 E 0 3 -2.46 1 E 03 3.9 7 2E 0 3 4 .1 5O E 01 2 .1 9 8E .0 2 4 1 5 0 E 0 1 2 .1 96E vV 2
 






1 012F 01 
PDA GuX 
1to6 03 ->.dLtE 03 
'.I,




a .269L 03 
P.Ib/P3O 



















1,120E 03 -.. b3SE 03 .2,600E 03 -?e.b3E 0S 
1.120 03 .b.2aF 03 -2.b02E 03 -2.666E 03 
1j2L 03 -5.293E 03 -2.611e 03 -2.081E 03 





























03 .5.533E 03 .2.697F 03 .a.837L 03 
03 -5.604E 03 .2. 7 19E O -. 89UE 03 
u.6h5E 0-3 1.977E 01 




















O -2.737E 03 .2.997 






















-5.898E 03 -2.161E 03 .3.137E 03 













7.353E 01 1.437E 00 1.39O6 on R.bBE 03 .5.937E 03 -2.767E 03 .3.1696 03 5.374E 03 3.b3ak 00 1.925t-&3 3.bl6E O0 1.862F-03 
1.353C 01 1.437E QU 1.388E 00 2.160L 03 -5.9$79 03 -2.767E 03 -3.169F 03 5.375E 03 3.634E O 1.92SE-03 3.5106 00 1.859E.03 
7.4866F 01 1.405E o0 0.000 2.190E 03 -6.091E 03 -2.77SL 03 -3.226E 03 5.427E 03 3,554E 00 1.8862603 U,000 0.000 











-2.810E 03 -3.226E 03 













.728F 01 5.410E O 0.000 .469B 03 -. 02E 03 .?.856E 03 -3.226E 03 5.707E 03 8.625E O 4.568h.03 0.000 0.000 
8.728E 01 3.414E 00 0.000 2.469E 03 -6.002E 03 -2.856E 03 *3,226F 03 5.707E 03 8.b3SE 00 4.573E-03 0.000 0.000 
READING =0065 8L0CK 102 TiE c 201.633 :IACh 6.0 PI = 7J6.4q TI 3082.4 PAGE 6
 
00NA CVHAG 4F HC 
4040E 01 1.199% 02 1.199F 02 2.t,8-03 ",249k02 
4.a0q1 01 1.877E-01 1.201F 02 2.6SE703 L.1t1E-02 
4.ISoE 01 1.903t-ol 1.379F 02 2.3bOF.03 5.016.E02 
4.137L 01 1,194E 00 2*3q1E 02 2.352L.03 .11bE*02 
.L150E 01 2.421E 'i0 1.1bF 02 2.36bE-03 S..o5'4-04 
.e06F 01 1.710E 01 1.587F 02 2,009E-03 5.8bE-02 
4.409E 01 2.676E ul 1.054P. 0 2.602E-03 7,941E.02 












4.625E 01 2.29bE 01 !.200 02 3.3a24"03 6.796E02 
4.b26F. 01 1.494E-Oi 2.402E 0 2.980E-03 7,b8EE90 
4,731E 01 1,396E 01 2,341E 02 2,943E-03 77941.02 
4.133C 01 2.202E0 a.344E O 3.073E603 74e4E02 
4J.$IE 01 401DE 01 44456 0 3,025E V 1.314E.O 
4.877E 01 8.967E 00 2.534E 0 3.278E03 6.409E2O 
4.878E 01 I.04E-01 2.5b36E 02 3.021E-03 7.065E-02 
4.93IE 01 7.Z0aE 00 2.608F 02 2.950E03 6,593E-02 
















5.483E 01 8.595E 00 3.262F 02 2.922E.03 3.7b0!.02 
5.576E 01 1,016E 01 3.384E 02 2.900E-03 3,510E.02 
5.6256 01 3,292E 00 3.417E 02 2.869E-03 3.167E.02 
5.b31E 01 4,933E01 3.422E 02 3.053E-03 2.540E.02 
5.645E 01 1,2776 00 3,35E 02 2. F8-803 4.73E-O. 
5.653E 01 7.4796.01 3.402E 02 3.32i-0.3 2.795E.02 
5.681E 01 2.752E 00 3.470E 02 3,313E-03 2.743E-02 
5703E 01 2.245E 00 3.492F 02 3.309E-03 d.6bE.02 
%(%776E 01 
Q -.a878E 01 7.353E 00 1.122E 01 3.566F 02 39678E 02 3,308E-03 3.413E-03 2,399E-02 1.59E6O 











6.505E 01 2.96E 00 4,278E 02 3.336E.03 3.170Ei.2 
4b, 6.609E 01 3.089E-01 4.281F 02 3.416E-03 3.ab3E.02 
6.5a9E 01 1,603E 00 4p297t 02 3.414E.03 3.W8E.02 
b.69SE 01 1,313E 01 4.428E 02 3.354E603 2.369E.02 
6.762E Oi 4.682E 00 4.475F 02 3.336E-03 2,018E-02 
6.639E 01 4.815f O 4.523E 02 3.2636.U3 t.5ln6. O 
6.911E 01 3.798E 00 4.561E 02 3.239E.03 1.275E-02 
6.972F l 2-851a O0 U-590F 02 3.210F-03 I1.25-E02 
7.067E 01 3.008E 00 4.628E 02 3.16F-03 8.5IE-03 
r.zloE O 1,499E 00 4.43E 02 3.13E.03 7.817E.03 
7, 63F 01 4.7g8e vO a.6qO9 02 3.105C.03 6.419E.03 
7,278E OL 4,052E-01 4.bq4F 02 3,100-03 b,2bE03 
7.353t 01 1,881E 00 4.713E 02 5.0766 03 b.54*!.O 
7.353E 01 3.aO16-03 4.713E 12 3.076E-03 5.591F.O$ 
7.486E 01 1.099E 00 4.1214E 02 3.0706.03 5.bb66.03 
7.771E 01 2.967E 00 4.750E 02 S.139E03 9.109E-03 
8.16jE 01 2.056E 00 4,779E 02 3.069E-03 6.9026.03 
M 8.442E 01 1.282E 00 4.792E 02 3,02q-03 b.bbE.03 

















CALCULAlED TIHHUST................. o... 1869. (LBF) 
 ANGL" UP ATTAC ................*.... 0,000 DEGREEb)

MEASURED THRUST....,................. 
1665. (LOF) MASS FLO4 RATIO.................. ... u9833
 
CAICULAIED SPECIFIC ImPULbE........... 2302. (LSF.SEC/LBM) 
 AI)DITIVE )RAG COEFFICIENT ............... 0.0007

MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE................ 5 (LBFSEC/LOdH) 
 LIrITING PNESSURL RFCOVERY EFFIClNLVY.... U.1645
 
CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT........... 0.7d7a DELTA PT. 
 ......... , U.1169 (PSI)

MEASURED THRUST COEFFICIENT, . . ....... O.b664 TOTAL PRESSUR. RECOVERY 
* bLPEnSCNIC..... O.4234
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY . SUBSONIC....... 0.1668
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIEN4Y - SUPERSOlvZC.... 0.9026
REGENEMATTVEwCOOLEn ENGINF PERF08ANCE 
 INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY . SUbaONIe...... 0.9063 
CALCULATED KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - bUPEMSUNIC... 0.9373
SIkEAm THRUST......... .... 7U77. (LUF) 




 .... 2002. (LBF) tNTHALPY AT pG * SUPERSONIC ............. *-.14 C Ul/LBM)

SPECIFIC IMPULSE,..n................ 2439, (LaFWSECILBN) 
 ENTHALPY AT P0 * SUBSONIL.......,....... 31.142 (bTU/LM











INLET FRICTION DRAG....o..P.........= 1%9.9 (LOP) EQUIVALENCE RATIO.,o.. p...,..., ....... 1l040
INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE.......... 4 4 3 * 3 ,. so723.1 (LBF) COMBUSTOR EFFICIENCY..................... 1,000
CUM$USTUR FRICTION DRAG........
 I....,. 307,9 (LOP) TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO, ........... .,o.... P.1497
COMBUSTOR STRUT DRAG.......,.
 .. ,*,,m. 11.97 (LB) COMBU8TOR EFFECTIVENESS.................. 
COMBUSTUR MOMENTUM CHANGE.... .... .... 1315. (LBF) INJECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT8 0.8488, 0.7147t 0,8040# 0,7092
NOZZLE FRICTION DRAG.....o.... ...... 52,08 kLfiF)
NOZZLE STRUT DRAG.,..$..,,,., ,*.. 0.00 (LSF) 






NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL....... .... ,... 1349. (LWP)

EX1LRPAL FPICTIO1 RAG................... 
 0.00 LOF) VACUUM SIREAM TMkUST COEFFICIENT - C5.... 0.9534 
EXTERNAL PRE$SII$ IrtLGRAL,............. 
 0. (LaF) NOZZLE COEFFICIEKT . CI...........a..... 0.8695
 
TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG,. ,,,.,,,.,.,.,. .1515. (LBF) PROCESS EFFICIENCY............*o,.,.,.. V8872
 
TOTAL STRUT .RAG........,...Io,,, KINETIC ENERGY EFFLCIENCY............... o0,956
, 11.91 (LFJ 

CAVITY FORCE.......,,.....,.......... .1319, (LaF)

CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE.,....... .... 005, CLBF)

MEASURED LOAD CELL FONCE...:::: 0 :.::..1299. (817)LBP)






NOMINAL COWL LEADING EDGE,...... . ..,.. 34.884 (IN) INJECTORS
. . STATION VALVE
 
SPIKE TRANSLATION............... 
 ,O.O. oe9 (IN) IA 40,u0O A 
INLET THROAT,..... s*..........,**.o.. 40s400 (IN) 183 41.292 8
COWL LEADING EOGE,...............,., .- 35.191 
(IN) TO 4.300
 
NOZZLE 6HROUD TRAILING EOGE,,.......... 73.531 (IN) 2A 48.767 C
 
NOZZLE PLUG TNAILING EDGE............,, d7,206 (IN) ac 96.250 E
 
STRUT LEADING EDGE.,...,.................. Sb6.7 (IN) $A 
 54,057
 
STkL1 IRAIL14b EDGE....................... bbll (11) 
 3b 56.202
COMBUSTOR FXIr ,T , ,,, ,,,,1,,*,, 65.4/ (IN) 01 40,792 
Reading 65
 
t = 218.03 sec. 
281
 
RkAOING = O0ob bLOCK I20 TI'E 2 P1.033 M A Ch 6. PI a p05,999 TT a 3054.4 PAGt 
R4'OET PERPORMANCE 












-28,5( 813) lots 
1.2920 !80S4 4608 
1.3969 2$.oel 1005 5.9"1 5975 1.834 0,1069j ib.5t7 UqdOb 5097 9.94b 89.b 
SPIKE TIP NS a 
0.6 0 0 IS.018 3054 
0 3 
687.sC 813) t.2918 28.851 2608 
0.600 16.186 29I 665,2( 791) 1,2941 28.d51 857e 014V9 l055 2.090 0.10*93 ae..157 Oq80b 4946 1.155 i4a. 
WIND TUNNEL 3 0 0 
0.000 745.999 30$4 b7,4( 83) .2920 28.85a 2608 
0.000 0.380 412 .30.0( 99) 1.3988 20.851 997 6,009 5992 1,834 0.10303 25.817 0.960b 4914 9.59 189.9 
SPIKE TIP Nb 4 0 0 
0.600 1',OQie 305 607.a( 813) 1.4918 28.51 26U8 
0.600 16.33b 4987 667.1( 793) 1,2940 28.851 2581 0.391 1v09 2a.Oq 0,10303 dS.877 0.9806 4914 1.616 189.9 
INLET THROAT 5 0 2 
40,400 31U,819 2991 
40.400 15.134 aJ 1 
INLET UPNRSK 6 
668,1( 7941 





1820 2.597 4726 1,806 0.94010 26.8b7 0,115 4378 69.053 163,0 
40.400 31b,819 2991 6613l( 794) 1.294 28,b51 2582 
40.400 13,016 1365 207,2( 337) 1,3567 26,851 1767 2.b8 4808 1.886 0,85464 26.857 O.127 q418 63.784 164.5 
INLET DNNXSR 7 0 4 
0,400 125.883 2991 668,1( 794) 1.2940 g8,851 a582 
40.U00 108,041 2891 6381( 765) 1.2971 28,8j 2542 0,48i! 1225 1.950 0,85464 96.857 0,t27 4418 16.271 164.5 
COMBUSTOR 0 6 1 21 
aO.410 465.b92 2945 670,9( 19) 1,2967 21,428 2631 
40.410 15.167 1461 220.5( 380) I.3525 27.427 1892 2,466 4705 1.977 0.9403a 26,967 0.1116 4377 69.012 16.3 01t4 0.07 







1.3009 26,192 8661 
1.1467 26.192 8023 2.195 M442 2.060 0.94941 27069 0.1113 4275 65.535 57.9 0.27 0.04 









1,3030 6.146 d644 
1.3496 26.IU5 1997 2.223 4439 2.052 0.94971 21.6ob 0.1113 427 65.515 157.9 0.27 0.01 







1.3034 26,139 2641 
1.3495 26.139 1999 2,211 4420 2.051 0.94972 27,069 0.1113 4265 65.233 157.6 0.87 0.00 




. 20873 161a 
67b28( 817) 1,3028 26.152 2645 
295,.8( 443) 1.3465 26.152 2032 2.137 4343 2,055 0.95082 27.069 0,1111 4248 64.179 156.9 0.87 0.01 
COrBUSTOR 0 13 6 4 
42,460 147,854 3104 666.8( 903) 1.2897 26o.67 2742 
42,460 29,599 2128 353,5( Sq) 1.3224 26.468 8299 1,782 3959 2.103 0.94189 27.069 0.1122 4180 57.947 194,4 0.47 0,2b 
COfeUSTOR 0 14 7 5 
44,087 113,469 3734 653.4(1098) 1.2578 27.226 8929 
44.087 53.102 512 468.Q( 9j7) 1.2776 27.236 2724 1.13b 3094 2.157 0.9101a 27.069 0.11bl 41b3 43,163 154.5 0.27 0.80 
COMBUSTOR 0 1 8 3 







467.6( 930) 1.2757 
9 3 
87,265 2739 1.107 3031 2.158 0.90006 27.009 0,1164 41b2 2.777 154.5 0.47 0,82 
44,800 111.672 3770 646,0(1109) 1.2556 27.294 2936 
44,600 58.341 3293 479,3( 952) 1.2729 21.304 2762 1,04b 2888 4.159 0.90424 27.009 0.1169 4176 40.5b1 154,3 0.27 0,85 
COPBUsTOR 0 17 10 2 







1,4729 27.303 2762 1.046 2888 4.159 0.90455 27.Ob9 0.1168 4176 40.604 154.3 0.27 085 
46.250 105,b53 3278 653.2(1075) 1. 826 e3.682 2471 
46,250 56.968 653 494.5(.921) 1.2966 23.683 0187 1,011 2818 2.357 0.86226 273*3 0.124u 4208 37.76D 154.7 0.67 0.27 
5 2= 0L6OINHLOC$ * 10 TIME 2 18.033 kIACH b.0 P1 = 7 g5.999 17 z 505li,. PA t 
P T H GArMA M(,LT 6ONV MA1H VEL S -1A A/AC 'OUtIF 0 IVAL PHI ETAC 
COPbUSTOR 0 19 12 2 
46,260 105.621 3281 653.1(1076) 1.2825 e3,685 ?972 
46,260 So.959 8856 
COPBEUsTOR 0 20 
494,3( 922) 1.961 2S.086 2708 1.01! 2619 e.357 0.d6163 27,363 0.1241 
13 4 
a2Q9 3/74 153.? V.07 0.21 
41,310 102,004 3553 639.6(1713 1.2686 23.993 S056 
47,310 55,964 3121 473,9(1012) 1.2836 23,996 2881 1.00 2880 2.377 0.80191 27.383 0,1333 432 35,86 159,3 0.67 0,39 
COMBUSTOR 0 2± 
47,327 101.821 3565 
47,327 56.040 3134 
14 3 
639.4(1175) 1,2679 24.006 3060 
470.0(101)7 1,2830 24 . 1 d865 0,997 2077 c.378 0.79983 27,383 0,133d .368 35,730 159.5 0.07 O,3q 
COM8USTOR 0 22 15 4 
46.110 98.,06 3811 629.9(1261) 1,2545 24.467 3125 
48.110 53.929 3365 45,.1(1096) 1.2709 aea9a 4958 1.Ou2 2966 2.394 0.IU727 27.363 0.1431 000 34.439 16Q.$ 0.67 0,50 
COPBUSTOH 0 23 16 6 
b -
48.767 3.09 3482 
"0.767 44.389 2958 
COMBUSTOR 0 24 
b3a:5(1261) 1.2735 21,106 £187 
4R05(105O ) 1,2914 21.710 !958 1.11b 3302 2.574 0.O9616 27,674 0.1552 
17 2 
4605 35.724 466.4 1.03 0,30 
48777 93.039 3485 635.41262) 1.2734 21.708 3188 
484777 44.269 2959 419.7(1090) 1.2914 21.712 2958 1,110 3308 8.574 0.09526 27.674 0.1554 46V7 35.71a 16.5 1.03 0,30 
COMBUSTOR 0 25 18 4 
. 
49,307 90.646 3587 
49,307 37.879 a966 
633,2(1301) 1.2680 21.814 3220 
373.4(1051) 1,2896 21.620 2952 1,221 3606 2,583 0.6502Q 91,67T 0.1b6a 1471 30.457 17U.3 1.03 0.33 
P CO8UBToR 0 26 1i " 4 
50.717 83.341 3892 621,1(1420) 1.2508 22.130 3307 
50.717 30.881 3164 
COMBUsTOR 0 27 
307.4(1122) 1.2781 R2.147 3013 1.31% 3962 2.608 0.55141 27.670 0.IQSU 
20 4 
49bo 34.116 176.9 1.03 0.43 
52,817 77.457 4108 60b.8C1504) 1.2368 22.37a 3360 
52,017 22.275 3192 203.4(Itp5) 1.2733 22.411 3003 1.495 1488 2.624 0.45421 47,6719 0.2379 5217 31.676 180.5 1,03 0.50 
COMBUSTOR 0 26 21 3 
53,317 77.705 4087 
53.317 ?0,08z 3100 
602,6(1495) 1,2381 22.364 3354 
178,4(10927 1,2769 22396 a964 1565 4639 2,623 0.43565 87,674 0.2480 5266 31.410 190.3 1,03 0,50 
COMBUSoR 0 29 22 4 
54.067 7,.842 4137 
54,067 18.471 3107 
597.9(15151 1,2346 22o425 3365 
1466(1093) 1,R757 28.463 2962 1.604 a752 d.(27 0.0066 27.674 0.2631 5332 30.327 19d.7 1.03 0,51 
COMBU$TOR 0 30 23 3 
54,827 74,731 4160 
54,827 14.837 3077 
593,5(1523) 1,8329 22.458 3369 
115.8(1080) 1,2763 28.499 29Q6 1.655 4874 2.629 0.38834 27.674 0.2782 5392 29.4t4 194.8 1,03 0.58 
COMBUSTO3 0 31 24 4 
55,760 ' 73.152 4194 588.6(1537) 1,2303 2.504 3376 
55,760 15.300 3059 90,2(1072) 1,2762 2R.550 2934 1.702 4994 2.631 0.36443 27.614 0.2965 5457 2d.283 197.2 1,V3 0,54 
COMBUSTOR 0 3? 25 5 
56,25a 56.77B 4621 
56.252 14.489 3639 
586.3(1705) 1.1949 22.953 3456 
100.0(1294) 1.4440 23.100 3121 1.580 4933 2.671 0,29364 27.674 0,3679 5608 22,511 202.7 1,03 0.69 
COMBUeTOR 0 33 26 5 
56,307 68.305 4178 586.0(1530) 1.4307 22.495 3371 
56,307 10.762 2863 15.6( 995) 1,2832 22.541 2847 1.877 5342 2.636 0.49287 e7.614 0,3689 561? 24.316 402.8 1.03 0.53 
COMBUSTOR 0 34 27 3 
56,447 68.186 4163 
56.4u7 10.647 k862 
585.4(1532) 1,2304 22.501 3372 
1z,1( 994) 1.2832 ZZ.548 2846 1.862 5356 2.637 0.29071 27,674 0.37t? 5620 24,.197 203.1 1.03 0.94 
COMURT 0 35 28 21 
56.527 48.957 5138 
56.527 11,036 4 1 
585.0(1912) 1,1491 43.090 3535 
84.7(1604) 1,1666 Z3.979 3274 1.54$ 5004 2.692 0,2.940 27.674 0,3675 56!5 22.86A 403.3 1.03 1.00 
COMBUSTOR 0 36 29 21 
56,807 49.046 5137 583.8(19112 1.1491 23.492 3535 
56.807 13575 4410 70.7f1545) 1,1676 23,991 3267 1,551 5067 2.691 0.29315 27.67D 0.3686 5640 23.085 20J.8 1.03 1.00 
COPUsTOR 0 37 30 21 
CDC. 
5 7.033 46.683 513657.033 12.951 4363 5e.9(19j1) 1,1491 ?3.493 35354.0(1583) 1,161 8 4.005 3257 1.579 5144 4.091 0.294u5 ?7.674 0,3b95 5650 23.30 -204.2 1.03 1.00 














to9 5o. 299 
579.9(1908) 
2.9(1507) 
1.1090 23.493 3531 
.172b 24.044 3228 1.604 b374 2.bS9 0.e6791 e1,67A 0.3153 5674 24.O03 a05.0 1,03 1,00 
COfbUSTOR 0 39 32 21 
58,777 37.663 5095 576.5(189) 1.1471 23.4b5 3519 








570.6(1908) 1.1500 23.517 3532 
60,787 ao,050 4406 103.1(1619) 1.1663 23.970 3267 1.4/1 4837 2.685 0.29603 47.674 0.3650 5661 24d,51 a04.5 1,03 1.00 
COMBUSTOR 0 41 34 21 
6a.207 5a.338 5128 566.3fj907) 1.1503 23.b25 3531 
62.207 16.312 4461 98.7(1616) 1.1669 23.975 3286 1.414 4037 2.t82 0.30405 7.614 0,3553 5645 22.850 204.0 1.03 1.00 







1.1502 23.530 3525 
1.1623 24,910 3323 1.3d5 44u 8.685 U.48821 27.674 0.3749 5620 19.713 203.1 1.03 1.00 





555,8(1895) 1.1496 23.522 3520 
217.8(1691) 1.1593 43.860 3346 1.2!9 4112 2.691 0.26794 R7.074 0.0Q32 5616 17.123 203.u 1.03 1.00 





64$,9(1935) 1.1467 23.399 3555 
277.5(1721) 1,1548 23.783 3369 1.271 4282 2.708 0.e6794 27.670 0.4032 5657 17.830 204.4 1.03 1.00 
NOZZLE AE A5 38 5 
87,283 46.079 5101 555.(18146) 1.1096 23.522 3520 
87,R83 1.369 2967 -627,8(1004) 1.2632 24,271 2771 2,778 7696 d.691 0,05578 270.674 1.9371 7299 0.671 263.7 1.03 1.00 
NOZZLE PO 46 39 5 
87.283 
87.283 
4b.079 5101 555.8(1846) 1.1496 23.b22 3520 
0.401 2279 *890.5( 7al1) 1,2844 24,272 !448 3.075 8507 R,691 0.0?350 27,6/4 0.5974 77b9 3.101 281.5 1.03 1.00 
NOZZLE AE REGEN 47 40 5 
87.283 
81,263 
4b.079 5187 63.9(193S5) 1.1467 23,399 3555 
1.426 3124 -5'5.55(065) 1.2574 24d?69 2837 2,74! 7760 2.708 0.05578 27.674 1.9371 7399 6.743 467.4 1.03 1.00 
NOZZLE PO REGEN 8 41 5 
87.283 
87.283 
4(,079 5187 643,9(1935) 1.1467 23.399 3555 
0.401 2386 -8505( 781) 1.2807 24.272 2502 3.457 8t46 2.700 0o02481 27.674 U.7359 7924 3.066 286.3 1.03 1.00 
FICTIVE COMIUSTR 66 61 0 
65,047 
69947 
318.819 5330 555.8(1988) 
0.401 1430.1160,1( 444) 
1,1609 23,769 3607 
1.3254 24,72 1973 4.73 4342 2.528 0,04100 27,674 2.6152 b305 5.952 300.1 1.03 1.00 
FICTIVE NOZZLE 69 62 0 
87,R83 
81-283 
29.703-5020 5310(1861) 1.1467 23,496 3090 
1.678 3348 -73,5(1155) 1.2045 24.262 2922 2.427 7091 2,723 0.u5578 21.674 1,9371 6931 6,146 250.5 1.03 1,00 
READING Z 0065 BLOCK m 120 TTVE a ei8.n33 MACH 6.9 P1 = 7a5.999 11 305d.d PAGE
 
XASS P. Ib P-Oti PDA GOX W-1I F Od CA ALL P.10/psu P-IH/V]O P.00 /FSo P-Q1PIo 
6.98JE-fil 1.070E 00 U.000 -U.394L.01 Q.Quu 0.000 UU00 ?.4/OP-02 2*0?Qb OU 1.4 E-Q3 0,000 0.000 
1.1 3&C 01 1.070h 00 o,000 -3,562 01 U.OUO) 0.000 ljofl 1 5 OP 2.671,F QU 1.434E-03 UOOL 0.0U0 
3.508E 01 3.892E 00 0.Q00 .3.656L 02 O.OUO 0,000 0.000 6.804E 02 .711E Ot, 5.217L.03 0.000 0.000 
S,518E 01 3.918E 00 5,903E 00 -4.325E 04 O.000 00000 0.000 6.850E U2 9,777E 00 5.2!)2E.05 1.473E at 7.913t -03 
3.519E 01 3.9Q0E 00 5,67DE Do d,.3Z6k 02 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.853L OR 9.781f 00 5.254L-03 lo465E l 7.869E-U3 
3.555P 0140 E 0,tO0 3.934F Oc -0.397E d O.VV O.O0n U.000 7.213b 02 4.001E 01 5,375L-03 9.811E O0 5.27OL-03 







-4.639E 02 -3.2eOF 





















S.70ti 01 4,2OSE DO 6.846E 00 -5.05SE U, -3.Sbk)E 02 -.03t, 02 -1.558E 01 8.7306 02 1.049L 01 5,637E.03 3.706L ol 9.177ErO3 
3.732F 01 4,097E 00 8.062E 00 -5.161E 04 - ,672E 02 -. u.b5L o,2-,.069E 01 9.059E O? 1,022E 01 5.492E.03 g?.012E 01 1.081E.02 
3.803E 01 3.8USE 00 I..iOOE 01 -5,29S 02 S.m9.i9E 04 -3.619L 02 -3.208E 01 9.838E OR 9.gq4E 00 5,154t -03 3.344E 01 1.797 .U2 
3.834E 01 5,381E 00 1.570F 01 -5,279L 02 -4.oobE 02 -3.692t 07 -3*6" E 01 101BSE U3 1.343E 01 7.213t-03 3,918E Ol 2,105E V2 
3.675E 01 7.D49E 00 1,537E Ot -5,186E V2 -4.243E 02 -3.eV9E 02 -4.34aE 01 1.0659 03 1.850F 01 9,985E-03 3.835E 01 2.060L-02 
3.881F 01 7,733E 00 1.532F 0l -5,289F U2 -4,RfUE 02 -3.627E OR -4.431E 01 1.071E 03 1,930E 01 1.037L-02 3.8 a4 Ot 2,054E*02 
3.901F 01 8,750E 00 1.560E 01 -5,288E 02 -4.368E 02 -3.893E 02 -4.747E 01 l.Vg4E 03 e.183fi 01 i.17UE-02 3.8(gE 01 2.092L-02 
3,932E 01 1,387E 01 1,602E 01 -5.34E 02 -*5iESb Od *004E OR .5.221E 01 1,130E 03 3.4161E 01 1,859E.02 3.999E at01 0EP92 
S.950E 01 t.692E 01 1.3b9F 01 -5.42AE 02 -4.6,0E 02 =..077E U2 -5.501E 01 1.151F 03 4.2a3E 01 2.269E.02 3.367E Ot 1o809 -02 
3,981E 01 1.741E O1 9,?SOF Oo -5,614E U2 -4,6ObE 02 -4.210E O? -5.962E 01 1.107E 03 a.344f, 01 a. 3sqt, 2 2.0OBE 01 1.24OEP02 
4,000£ 01 1.772E at 9.178E Do -5,746E 02 .4.926F 02 .4.301E 02 .6.2d6E 01 1.209E 03 4.421E 01 2.375E-02 2.290E 0l1.t230L-02 







-6,049E 02 "5.202E OR -U.SOqE 02 -6.925E 













4,13oE 01 2.913E 01 8.6919 00 -6.901E OR -6.104E 02 .5.012L O? -1.09ZE 02 10563L 03 7.266E 01 3.qQ4E-02 2.169E 01 1.165t-02 
4.137E 01 2.970E 01 0,667E 00 -6,973E OR -6.191E 02 -5,051L 02 o1.140E 02 1,311E 03 7.410E 01 3.981Ear2 2,16$E 01 1.162E-02 
4.150E DI 3.086E 01 1.OOSE 01 -7.117E 02 -60M17 02 -5.134E 02 -1.243E 02 1.386E 03 7.701E 01 a.137b.02 2.716F.a01 .49E.02 
4,246E 01 3,225E Ot 2@687E 01 -7.630E 02 : .O$6E 02 -5*834E 02 -2.202E 02 1.501E v3 8.07TE 01 U.32 n.02 6.704E 01 3.692E-02 
4.409E at 5.2256 O1 5.396E 01 .7,344E 02 Iibb0E 03 -7.612E 02 -4,038E 02 1,698E 03 1,304k O4 7,004L.02 1.346 02 7= 23U-0a 
4.431E 01 5.499E 01 5.449E at -7.31u 02 -1.222E 03 -70q21E 02 -4.29SE 04 I~ldSE 03 1. 72E 02 7.371E-02 1.360E 02 7.305EW02 
4.080E 01 6.i01k 01 5,567E 01 .1.294E 02 -1.364E 03 .8.653E 02 .4.98SE 02 1.78SE 03 1.522E 02 8.179E.02 1.389E 02 7.463EP02 













o3 -7.081E 02 











4.731E 01 5.02RE 01 b.171E 01 -4.S77E 02 v2,24!SE 03 .1.231E o3 -9.905E 02 2,09SE 03 I.M5E 02 6.732L-92 1.540E OR 8,272E-0R 
4,733E 01 5.033E OL b.t75E 01 -4.509E OR -2.a 1E 03 -1,233E 03 -9.981E 02 2,097E 03 1.256E 02 6.747L-02 1.54JE 02 8.277E-02 
4.811E 01 5555E Ot 5.231F 01 -3,068E 02 -4.490F. n3 -t.336E 03 -1.1541 03 2.194E 03 1,386E 02 7.446E-02 1,30SE 62 7,012E"02 











03 -1.420E 03 .1.269C 03 

















2.0M? 02 -6.107E OS -1.640E 
5,024E 02 -S5b9E 03 -10340E 
03 -1.526E 03 











5,332E 01 2.008E Ot 2.005E 11 5.574E 02 .3.618E 03 -10502E 03 .1,796t 03 4.852L 03 5,011E 01 2m692E.U2 5.011F 01 2,692E-02 









-3.9d8E 03 -1.995E 
-4,005E 03 -2,V56E 
03 -1.933E 05 























9,303F 02 -4.130E 03 -2.082E 03 -4.047F 05 
9.344E 02 -4.136f 03 -2.085E 05 -2,051C 03 
9.W k7 ,? . lb4E 03 -2.092E 03 -e.Oh2E 03 





















b.68jF 01 1,3576 at 1,357E 01 9.6?uf Q? -4,147E 04 -2.108E 03 -2.069E 06 3,28DE 03 3.387E 01 1.8?ot-U2 3.387E 01 t.82oL-o2 
.5,703E 04 1.295E 01 1.295E It 9.803t OR -4.2e E 03 -2,1?t 03 -2.106E 03 3.309E U3 3.a3aE 01 1,736t -02 3.,!3eE 01 l,736b.UR 
5.776E 01 
5.87SE 0! 
t 6 .U79E 01 
1,095E 01 
6,OO0 O0 
1.6 05SEO t 
1.095E 01 
b. OOOE 00 
1.bOS p 0 1 
1.0134 03 -4.3VSE 03 -2.14t~ (13 
1.032E 03 04."UUE 03 .2.176t 03 
1.035 L 03 -4.5 0oE 03 -? 2 1EE 03 
-2.160E 03 
-2.d?4 03 









4.005 F 01 
1.468h.02 
(1.043L-03 
2 15 1 F. U2 
2.732E 01 
1.497E 01 
4.005SF 0 1 
1,4W8-02 
B.0q3L u3 
2.15 1E- 02 




. 467E 0 
P.Ju 


















4. 7-7 01 
Pm.U/pIO 
2.Su%16.2 
O t.5SE 01 2,074E0 1.953 Oj t.035L uS -0.9t36 03 -2.042L 03 -d.31E 03 "b.$37E 03 5.175 01 2,7WIL-02 .87 SE O ?.618L-02 
6.509F 01 2.07UE o1 1.957F O1 1,03SE 03 .4.97E 03 -a.SaUE 03 -4.634E 03 U'3.E 03 5.1756 01 2.780b-O 4.884E 01 2.644 -Oa 
6,529E 01 1.909E 01 1.980E O 1.035E o -S.0O0E O .2,352L 03 .4.64tE 03 ".3o8E 03 4,9136 01 2.639L.02 4,9iE 0t 2.654 .v2 
6,64sE 01 1,098E 01 9.66OE 00 1.201L 03 -6.It3E 03 -2.0OSE 03 -a.75bE 03 4,563E 03 2.BOE 01 1.472L-02 d.IOF 01 1.295E-.2 
6,762E 01 76786E 00 9,307E G0 1.392E 03 -5.27E 03 o E42503 -2,793E 03 0,6bSE 03 1.916E 01 1.09E.02 2,32 E 01 1.24BEUP2 
6.839E 01 3.qSSE 00 7.105E 00 1.562 03 .. 2N9E 03 .2.440E 03 -2.839E 03 u.70OE U3 9.094E 00 5.2081-03 1.773E 01 9.524E.03 
6.911E 01 3,6OE 00 5.045E 00 1.705E 03 .5.342E 03 w2.USIE 03 .2.890E 03 4.848E V3 d.634E 0V .638E.03 I d59E 01 6.7b3E03 
6.972E 01 3,100E 00 4,095E Oo 1.789L 03 -b,392E 03 .2.459E 03 -.,933E 03 40'22t 03 /.7356 00 0.155E.03 1,022E 01 5,489E.03 
7.067E 01 2.126E 00 Z.bt1E 00 1.883F v3 -5.449E 03 -2.67E 03 -2.981E 03 5.036E 03 5.305E 00 2.8501-03 6.525C O0 3.5056.03 
7.110F 01 1,665E 00 2.426E O0 1.914E 03 -5.4b8E 03 .2.471h 03 02.996F 03 5,088E 03 4.205E 00 2.659F-03 6.054E 00 3.252E.03 
7.26SE 01 1.485E 00 1,755E O0 2.001 03 -5.524E 03 -2.460E 03 -3.044E 03 5.273E 03 3.705E 00 1qo90E.03 4.379e 00 2.353t.03 







2,062h 03 -.. 55E 03 
4.065E 03 -5,Sb6E 03 
-2.48E 03 o3.071E 03 













7.486E 01 1.930E 00 0.000 2,103e 03 *5.60TE 03 .2,490C 03 -3.1t7E 03 5.427E 03 4.816E 00 2.587E.03 0,000 0,000 
7,771E 01 2,730E 00 0.000 2,196E 03 .5,618E 03 .2.500E 03 -3.117E 03 5.525E 03 6.812E 00 3,660.E03 0.000 0.000 
8.161F 01 2.125E 00 0.000 2,300E 03 -5o68E 03 -2,511E 03 -3,117E 03 5,630E 03 5,303E 00 2.849.-03 0.000 0.000 
8.442E 01 1.570E 00 0.000 2,341E 03 -5.617E 03 .2.520E 03 3.1171 03 5,6d4E 03 3.9186 Ou 2,1056.03 v.000 0.000 
8.728E 01 3.465E 00 0,000 2,L01E 03 .5,652E 03 .2.534E 03 .3.117E 03 5.707E 03 8,46E 00 4.64E03 0.000 0.000 
8.728E 01 3,469E 00 0.000 2.401E 03 .5.652E 03 .2.530E 03 -3,117E 03 5,707C 03 8.6956E 00 4.650E.03 OO00 0,000 
6 -ReADING z Ob5 BLOCK 40 TIO z 2V1033 "ACH 0,0 P1 z 145.999 TIa 3054,4 PAGE 
X DRnAG CORAr CF HC 
9.40E 01 1.9c?- 02 1.192E 02 2.l&SL'03 ' 2S7P-02 
4,o9iE 01 1.0-lj10~4 E 02 EU99e-.03 4.100E.02 
4.29E 01 1.79E 01 1,371E 02 2.616E.03 4.773E.02 
4.130E 01 1.919-E01 I.h75E 0 2.389L-03 5.090E.02 
4.137E 01 1.2 1 00 1.397E 02 Z.3596.03 5,ja5E.02 
4.150E 01 2,43eE 00 l,411E 02 2.376E03 b474E-02 
q4.46E 01 1.691E 01 1.501E 02 2,gbAL-03 (,031E-02 
4,409E 01 2,624L 01 1.844t 02 2,773E-03 6.031E-02 
4.43jE 01 3,418E 00 1.878E 02 3,056k-03 ?.zR3E.0 
4.480E 01 7,632E 00 1.954E 02 3.067E-03 7,oE"o 
4.480E 01 3.t06E-02 1.954E 02 3.0o7E.03 1,2b4E-0 
1.62SE 01 2.2a7E 01 2.177E 0 3.2E-03 b.87E..O 











4.811E 01 1.036E 01 R.42E 02 3.009t-03 7.2o7E-02 
4,877E 01 9.040E 00 2.516E 02 3.260E-03 6.3b8.E02 
4.876E 01 I.UOIEO1 2.5168 02 2.9 9QE-03 6.904E.02 
4.93 1 E 01 7.12E O0 2.589E 02 2.937E-03 b.5bOE-OZ 
5.072e 01 1.821E 01 2.771E 02 2.876L-03 !281E-02 
5.282E 0 2.521E 01 3.023E 02 2,879E-03 4.653&.02 
5.332E 01 5.86E O0 3.082E 02 2.957E-0,3 4.2dE.02 
5.407E Qi 8,689E 00 3,1696 02 2.918E03 4.013E-02 
5.483k 01 8.4b2E uC 3,253E 02 2,914E-03 3.748E-O 
b.576E 01 1,005e 01 3.3SE 02 2,89U.03 3.4982E.O 
5.625E 01 3,251E 00 3,386E O 2,867E-$03 .172E-02 
5.b3jE 01 4.876E-01 3.391E O 3.045E.03 2.504E.02 
5.645E 01 1,262E 00 3,404E 02 2.810-03 2.645.EO 











& 6E O '78tE 01 7,322E 00 1.116E Ol 3.530E O 3,646E 02 3,3346-03 3.a38E-03 2.3/2E-O 1.556E802 
0 
A7.;079E 01 
4 j.221EO; 2 le OO 1.352C 01 3.857E 02 3,992E 02 3.297E-03 3.286E-03 4978E.02 3.0a12.0 


















v 6.69SE 01 1.283E 01 4.Js91 OZ 1.377E-03 2.4u4E.02 
6.762E 01 .605E 00 4.437E 02 3.361E-03 *0442E02 
6.839E 01 4 .747t 00 14,48 4F 02 3.315L-03 1.530E-02 
6011P8 01 3.766F 00 4.522E 02 3.275E-03 1.275E.02 
6.9726 01 2.842E 00 4.55OF 02 3.851E-03 I.1d9E02 
7*067E 01 3.754E 00 4.568E 02 3.188E-03 8.250E03 
7.110 E 01 1,447E 00 4,602E 02 3.167 .03 7.4s5e-0J 
7,263E 01 4.573E 00 4.648E 02 3.129E-03 6.193E03 
727BE 01 3.9QbE-O 4.652E 02 3.126E-03 o.lIOE.03 
7.353F 01 1.921E 00 4,67iE 02 3.121e=03 6.064E-03 
7.353E 01 3,675E-03 4.671E O2 3.121L-03 0,004E.03 
7.486 01 1,250E 00 4.6 4E 02 3.139E-03 7.042E-03 
7.771E 01 2.779E 00 4,.712E 02 3.1?1E.03 9.OvOE.03 
8.161E 01 3.033E 00 4.74aF O 3.117E-03 7.4 E2.03 
r.3 8.4a2E 01 1.331E 00 4,755F 02 3.063t-03 b.9cOE.03 
C a.7288 01 h.0,6E-O 4.762E 02 3.1o6E03 L.OokE"0e 
-A b.7R8E 01 0.000 4.762E 02 3.106t-03 1.0o9E.02 
READING c 0065 BLOCK i 140 TIME A 216,033 IACI 6.0 Pl g 745.999 TT ±51S. PAGc 7 
RAMJFT PFRUPmPaC
 
ENUIIE PEQFO ACF INLET
 
CALC.ULATEO THRLST.....,..........*. tO. (LbF) 
 AVOLL OF AtTACK ........... . . ... 0.000 (DEGREES)

MEASURED THRUST,......., 
 ........ ,, . . 1628. LLSF) MASS FLn4 RATIO.,,. ,.. .... ...... *
 
CALCULATED bPECIFIC IMPULSE ..... ,....,,. 2242. CLeF.SEC/LBM) AOCITIVE OnAG COEFFICIENT . ............ 0.0009
 
NEASUREU SPECIFIC IMPULSE.,...,...... 1995. (L6F.SEC/LBM) LTfITING PRESSURE RECOVFkV EIFCIENCY.... 0.l65
CALCULAIED THRUST COEFFICIENT......... 0.7183 UFLTA PT7.......... ,,,*,, ....... 6.1173 
(PSI)

MEAbURED TMRMJST CUEFFICIENT..,.......... 0.391 
 IfT)AL PRESSURE RkCCVER0 - SUfEkSCNIC.,... u.4a7u
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUeSOniC....... 0.1679
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY * SUPERSONIL..,. 0.9045
 
REGENERATIVE-COOLEO ENGINE PERFORMANCE 
 INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUBSCNIL...... 0,9060
 
CALCULATED 
 KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUPEkSUNIC... 0.9369
STREAM THRUST ........... ,............ 7026. (LBF) KINETIC ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC.... 0.8854
 
NET THRUST..,.mot..............,,
, , . 1925. CLEP) ENTHALPY AT PO * SUPERSONIC ........... 4.10 (bTU/LBM)
SPECIFIC IMPULSE.,.... so,..... ,.......,. 2359, (LOF-SEC/LSM) ENTHALPY AT PO SUB0NIC....... .o.... 31420 (BTU/LBM)





FUEL.AIR RATIO. ...................... 0.030
 
INLET FRICTION DRAG,...,.o..,,,*&.,,,,, 119,2 (LOF) EQUIVALENCE RATIO....... ..... .......... 
 1.035
 
INLET NOMENTUM CHANGE ...o...... .... 0,,.'723.4 
(LOF) COMSUSTOR EFFICIENCY........,............ 1.000
 
COMBUSTOR FRICTION DRAG..=.,...., 
 305,2 (LBF) TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO..........o.......... 0.1445
COMBUSTOR STRUT DRAG,.... 
 ,,,,,.... 10.91 (LUF) CORUSTOH EFFECTIVENESS.... ,.......... 0.8685
 
COruUSTOh MOMENTUM CHANGE..,,.,,o., ... 1239. (LBF) INJECTOR DISCHARGE rOEFFICIENTb 0,8361, 0.7074, 0.7952, 0.7054
 
NOZZLE FRICTION DRAG..,,,,,,. ,I,, 51.79 (LBF)

NOZZLE STRUT ORAG..........,....,...,. 
 0.00 CLEF)
 
NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE....,,,.,, $o.. 1315. CLBF) NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL,....,.*..,,.... 13b7. (LBF)

EXTERNAL FRICTION OtAGo.*...... .. ,,.. 0.Ou (LOF) VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT - CS.... 0.9496
 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL,,............ 0, CLeF) NOZZLE COEFFICIENT . CT................. 0.4643

TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAGo .......... ,.,... .1500. (LBF) PROCESS EFFICIENCY..................... 0.8693
 
TOTAL STRUT DRAG....,...,....,.,., 
 10.91 (LUF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY.. ,..........,. 0O88b6
 
CAVITy FURCI,,,,..,, ................. 01262, (LBF)

CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE............ .932. (LbF)
 
MEASURED LOAD CELL ,, ,1134. (LBF)






NOVINAL COWL LEADING D 34.884 (IN) INJECTORS STATION VALVE
 
SPIKE TRANSLATION..,......O........... 0.3069 (IN) 
 IA 40.400 A
 
INLET THROAT... so.*...,. ,,,,.,.,. 40,400 (IN) lb QI,292 B
 
CO0L LEADING EOGE...,,,.,..,.,.,.,,,,,. 35p191 (IN) 
 IC 04,300

NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EOGEo,.,....,,,.. 73.531 
(IN) 2A 48.*0 0
 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE...,.,,....... 87.283 (1N) C 46.ZO 
 E
 
STkUT LEAOTNG EDGE,.......q....,* .,..... 56.44/ (IN) 
 3A 5OO07
 
STRUT TRAILING EDGE.....a.............. 65,047 (IN) 3B 56.242
 









AL6011G = (1065 BLOCK -- 139 TI E = 235.iS3 MAS t,.O0PI = 7416.eU9 Tr = 3053S.56 
RAM tI PERFORMANCL. 
/7./' PAGh 
BS (I. 4 A P Y R E P ( k T 
WIDVNLP T h 5 A" A MQ1,A r 60 V MACH VFL S A A/AC Umlm Q IVA PHI tTAC 
01O00 lIb,249 3033 681,0C 8063 1,8927 26.852 e.599 
0,000 0,397 414 -29.6( tO00 1.3969 28,851 999 Sj969 5963 1.831 0,10b79 26.870 6.9624 5080 9,096 IOY11 
SPIKE TIP NS 2 0 3 
0.000 18.000 3043 681.0f 8O ) 1,2Q25 2d,651 2599 
0,000 10-192 2961 054,2( 765) 1.048u 20,651 4571 0.407 10 6 IP08O.10b79 26.atO o.94 4946 1.73b Ib4.! 
i-
WIND TUNNEL 3 
0.000 74b.R49 3033 
0 0 
681.0( 8n6) 1.2927 28.85Z 2599 
000o 0.379 40c) .3o.q( qs) 1.3988 28,851 992 6,01S 5969 1.831 0.10336 46.008 00982o 49 fl 9.588 189.4 
SPIKE TIP NS 4 0 o 
0.600 1d.000 3033 681. Ot 806) 1.2925 28.bbl Sqq 
0,60o 16,322 2967 bbV.8t 787) 1.2946 0.8851~ 4573 0.391 1006 2.088 0.10336 26,008 0,9e24 40e0 11616 189.2 
INLET- THROAT 5 0 
40.400 3ta.56T 2971 662.0C 7a8) 1.294B6Z8e5 574 
40.4O0 15.t65 19415 220.3( 450) 1.3537 2 68S t57 2.5bt 4701 1.885 0.90053 26.870 0.1|1i 4360 68.718 162.2 
INLET LiPNlqSK b 0 3 
40,4O0 14.567 2971 bEa.of 788) 1.2946 213,51 2574 
40.400 13,040 1360 2O5o t 335) t.3570 28,651 1784 2,679 4778 1.885 0.05503 26.870 0.1227 4400 63.0e3 163.7 
INLET DNNRSR 1 0 
40.400 107.496 2871 632,1( 799) 1,2977 28.8SI 29j3 0.483 J223 1-948 0.85503 26.870 0.1227 4400 16.255 16J.7 
COMBUSTOR 0 a 1 21 
40,41Q 154189 146A 228.bf 384) 1, 926 Z7,176 1903 2,457 4677 1.992 0,9497 27.000 O.Jtt6 4359 6b,bUE 1610= 0,17 0.01 
COV8UsToR 0 9 a 21 
1.292 207,484 28112 6660g(818) 1,3017 26,622 gbRi4 
41,292 113,686 1575 274.7t 429) 1.3460 26,322 2003 2.212 4430 R.047 0.94941 L,7.00 0.1113 42tO0 65.361 197,4 0,45 0,03 









1.3032 26,287 2631 
to "02 26.286 1983 2.233 U47 2.041 0.94970 27.069 0.1113 4259 65.344 151.3 0.25 0.00 
COMBUSTOR 0 It 4 21 
41,367 213,704 2603 666 bc(806) 1 3015 26.281 2629 
41.367 189983 IS44 27e=1( 420) 1:3500 26.281 1986 2,22U 4409 Z.041 0,94971 V7 009 0.1113 421 6b.074 t57.0 0,25 0,00 
COMBUSTOR 0 12 5 3 
41.500 207.006 2808 666,0( 800) 1,3032 26.,09 2631 
41.500 . 20.50 10922898( 434) .3475 26,288 2014 2,155 4339 a.044 0.950H2 27,06q 0.1111 4234 69.116 150.4 0,25 0,01 





660,9C 822) 1.3008 26,354 ?647 
307,2( 471) 1.3408 26.354 2085 2,017 4207 2.U58 0,94188 27.013 0,1122 4168 61-581 154.7 0.25 0.06 
COPBUsTUR 0 14 7 6 
44-087 117.069 3725 6419,0(1049) 1.2582 21,368 2918 
44-087 47.103 3070 424;9( 876) 1.2813 27,378 2673 1-253 3348 2.145 0011OJ 27.0b 0.1161 a218 47.360 155.8 0.aS 0.84 
COMBUSTOR 0 Is 6 3 
44310 115,576 3771 647.0(1103) la2556 27,429 2929 
44,310 49,506 3155 4341.8( 903) 1.2777 47,441 2703 1,20b 3259 2.147 0.9086 27.069 0.jI64 4218 45,9q3 15b.6 0.25 0.88 
COMBUSTOR 0 16 9 4 
44.800 113,2S6 36J6 642.1CIJ23) 1.2517 VT.526 2945 
44,800 54.783 3301 455,}( 90l) 1.2713 27.539 V753 1.111 3057 2.150 0.90444 27.0t)9 0.1169 4212 4e.965 155.b 0d5 0.96 
COPBUsTOR 0 17 10o 
44802 115,281 3835 6421(1123) 1.2518 27,525 2945 
44,80? 54.786 3300 455,2t 948) 1.2714 27.536 a752 1,111 3058 2.150 0.90454 27,Ob9 0.1168 4212 42,98o 155.o 0,45 O.9b 
COPOU9TOR 0 is 11 0 
46.250 :06.721 3353 bE l10O94) 1.2769 23.bQ2 2993 
46.a50 57,369 29dU 464,7(19o2) 1.2935 2S.604 2809 1.015 28bQ 2.358 0.66250 27.391 0.1240 428 38.e02 155.1 0.66 0,30 
REACING 0065 8OC 139 TINE m 235.133 MACH 6,0 P1 = 16.249 TI = S033.5 PAGE 2 
P I H GAPA M0L%7 bONYV MACH VEL 8 /A N A/AC MUPI V 1 IVAL PM! ETAC 
COMb STOR 0 19 1 2 
46'.2O lt.690 3655 t51.oQj10) 1.788 23.005 4994 
40.200 57.387 2923 480.0c 943) 1.2933 23.007 e610 1.014 2650 2,35d 0.b6181 et.391 0.14l 4250 3b.1t0 155.4 O.tb 0.31 












924 0,963 2815 Z.379 0.80213 97.391 0.1333 4421 35.096 161.4 0.66 0.43 
CorB'$ulnk 0 ai l" 3 
q7.327 103.337 3672 b37.9(1211) 1.26e3 24.162 3088 
47.4a7 59.365 3265 480.0(1061) 1.2768 !4.169 2989 0.960 2612 2.680 0.79945 27.391 0.1338 4428 34,93j 161.6 0.66 0."4 
COMBUSTOR 0 2d 15 4 
48.110 99.906 3956 b29.0(1310) i.a2d6 24.488 3164 
48.110 55.90o 3518 453.C11417) 1.2630 24.504 3003 0.918 2967 2.697 0.7748 27.391 0.1431 4s574 34.460 167.0 0.66 0.5b 
COMBUS7OP 0 23 Ib 6 
48.767 94.764 3595 638.6(130) 1.2678 21,756 3227 
a8.767 45.064 3060 413.(1001) 1.2865 21.762 2999 1.Ie0 3359 a.585 0.69667 27.69Q 0,1552 463 30.37a 169.1 1.04 0.33 
COMBUSTOR 0 24 17 2 
48.771 94.715 3598 b38.7r1309) 1.2677 21.151 3228 
48.777 4,.91U 3060 412.2(1091) 1.2865 21.764 8999 1.183 3366 2.585 0.69577 27.694 0,1554 465 36,400 169.2 1.04 0,33 





633.8(1332) 1.2644 21.825 3246 
353.0(1062) 1.2878 21.833 2962 1.265 3748 2.590 0.65071 27.694 0.1662 4791 37.902 173.0 1.04 0.35 





621.9(1465) 1,446 U9.179 3340 
29 9.1116e2) 1,2731 22.20! 3049 1.310 4019 2.618 0.55450 27.694 0,1950 5024 34.635 181.4 1.04 0.45 
COMBUSTOR 0 27 20 4 
52,517 78.973 4209 607.0(1547) 1,2305 22,422 3389 
52.817 22.500 3880 191,8(1164) 1.2686 22o465 3035 1.50? 4556 2.633 0.45455 47.690 0.2379 5294 39.198 191.2 1.04 0.53 
COPBUSTOR 0 28 21 3 
53.317 79,601 4173 603.9(1533) 1.2328 24,393 3380 
53,3l7 20.112 3164 158.0(i1l) 1.4734 22.433 2988 1.581 a724 2.630 0.4 35Q7 27.694 0.2980 5344 32.005 193.0 1.04 0.58 
COPUUsTOR 0 29 22 a 
54,067 77.927 4214 599,4(104) 1.2298 22.45 3388 
5.067 18.411 3158 130.7C1'1A) 1.2728 22.491 2981 1.6!5 4843 2.034 0.41096 27.694 0.2631 5409 30.930 195.6 1.04 0.53 
COMBUSTOR 0 30 23 - 3 
54.027 77,091 42a6 595.1(1553) 1.2a88 22.466 3390 
54.e27 16.687 3110 101.1(1095) 1.2742 22.515 2958 1.6k1 4972 2.634 0.38862 27.694 0.2782 5469 30.027 197.5 1.04 0.54 
COMBUSTOR 0 31 24 a 
55.76o - 74.959 4276 590.3(1573) 1.2251 22.528 3400 
55.760 15.344 3120 75.7(1098) 1.2729 22.584 4957 1.716 5075 2.639 0.36470 27.694 0.2965 5533 28.762 199.8 1.04 0.56 
COMBUSTOR 0 32 25 5 
56.452 58,040 4718 588,1(1748) 1.1870 2?.994 3480 
56.252 14,636 3742 80.7(1337) 1.R366 23.180 3151 1.590 5009 2.678 0.29386 27.694 0.3679 5691 22.875 205.5 1.04 0.72 
COVOUsTOR 0 33 26 5 
56.307 69.128 4295 507.9(1580) 1.2229 22.553 3403 
56.307 11.029 2976 4,0(1010) 1,2776 22616 2891 1.869 5405 2.646 0.29308 27.694 0,3b89 5695 24.618 205.6 1.04 0,57 
COMBUSTOR 0 34 27 3 
56.447 6b.925 4302 587,3(j583) 1.224 22.562 3404 
56.447 10.928 2979 0.9(1040) 1.2774 22.6R6 2892 1,873 5417 2.647 0.29093 27.694 0.3717 5703 20,490 205.9 1.04 0.57 
COMBUSTOR 0 35 26 21 
56.527 51.319 5149 586.9(1921) 1.194 23.438 3543 
56.527 14.241 4419 72,5(1608) 1.1684 23.933 3275 1.549 507a 2.693 0.a9424 27.694 0.3675 57ub 23.200 206.1 1,04 1,00 
COMBUSTOR 0 3t 29 21 
56.807 51.501 5148 585.8(1921) 1.1495 2..440 3543 
[ 56,807 13.837 4399 59.7(0594) 1.1695 23.944 3268 1.570 5131 2.b93 0.29337 !7.69u 0.3686 5723 26.393 206.6 1.04 1.00 
,, COYBUsTOR 0 37 30 21 
i-" 57,033 51.386 5147 $84,9(1920) 1.1495 23.U41 3542 
57.033 13.183 4371 O8.1(1582) 1.1708 23.958 3259 1.599 52)2 2.693 0.29266 27.694 0.3b95 5733 23.703 207.0 1.04 1.00 
READING = 0065 SLOCK =139 TTfF = 23 .133 ;ALI b.V 'PT,.1476,2"9 T1 = 03jp5 PAGk 3 
P I I GAPFA NDLWrT ONV m At, VEL el/,A A/Ac mjMUIPH IVAL PHI ETAO 
1'0 
t 77 
57,7$7 00.929 $140 11 -085 u281 5R2,Qfl917) 1.1493 11,(53.1 f 3 ?3.a~441.540 23. 996 3229 1.609 5052 ?.695 0. I 7.1V6911 0.3153 5758 24.41V 40 1.9 1 .U Ir1.0 




5.887 0 0 
57807tJ903) 1.1474 
1 4q, 4(1438 ) 1,1885 
23,413 3527 
24, J80 3 145 1 919 603 6 4 71 4 0.28 620 27 .b9 4 03 177 57 b5 26 ,b854 a b ,! 1, 04 1 00 
COPOUSTOk 0 40 $3 21 
60.767 56.927 5141 573.0(090) 1.1503 23.u89 6540 
00.787 17.175 4466 111,1(103l) 1.1667 23.907 3299 l~a57 a8va 2.681 0.49o75 e7.60 0.36SU 57u 2e.135 0t/0 I.U4 J.DU 










1,1506 23,472 3539 
1.1690 23.934 3284 1.558 4940 d.6858 Q.040 47.694 0.355S 5749 23,364 206.11 1.04 1.00 
64,671 51.619 122 560.1(1909 ) 1.1504 23.475 3533 
6 4 , T7 19 .4 4 4 4 5 65 16 3 .4( 1 6 6 5) 1 .1 633 23 , b b1 33 2 6 1 3 40 445 7 2 . 688 0 . 8 8 4 2 27 . 69 4 0 3 7 49 57 0 3 19 ,97 b 20 5.9 1 .0 4 1 .0 0 
COPOUsTOR 0 43 36 OO 
65,047 
6 5 , 0 47 
47.777 Sill 
2 0 . 26 2 46 25 
558,6(19043 1.1497 ?.3.467 3528 
2 0 7 ,b ( 16 9 1 ) 1 .1 6 0 R Z 3 8 15 33 4 7 1 .25 2 W O R , 6 9 4 0 , 2 A8 13 ?7 69 4 0 .40 3 2 57 0 0 17 .4 6 Z 2 0 5 08 1 , 0 , 1 .0 0 












23.77 4 3353 1,3 3 450 2 2 709 0 ,2b Il 27 089 4 0 .4032 5 732 1 6 7 6d 407 .u 1 0 4 1 00 
NOZZLE At 45 38 5 
87.R83 
87.Z83 
470777 Sill S58B[61860) 
1,346 2926 .641,5( 990) 
1.1497 23,467 3526 
1.2648 94,196 2757 2.810 7749 2,694 0.05582 27.694 1.9371 7338 6,722 265,0 1,04 1,00 






- 699 7( 732 ) 
l.la97 




R37 3 50 5 8 542 2. 69 4 0,U2383 V .6594 4 57 63 7818 3,137 282.3 I OU L 00 
NOZZLE Ak REGEN 4T 40 S 
87.283 
$7,283 
97.777 5148 637.2(1939) 1.1117E 26.358 3559 
1,395 3064 -5157,0(1044) 1.2603 ?4.195 2817 2,779 7827 2.709 0.0582 a7.694 1.9371 74,! 6.789 26ti.3 1 0a 1,00 




0.397 a343 -864,7( 767) 
1.1472 23,358 3559 
1.28a4 24.197 Z484 3.409 8669 2.709 0.02301 270694 4,6986 7940 .100 286.7 1,04 1.00 
FICTIVE COM61U3TR 88 61 0 
65.047 314.567 5335 558,6(1995) 1.1666 23,707 3613 
655047 0.397 1431*1188,0( 444) 1,3257 24.197 1974 4,735 9349 2,535 0,04063 27.694 2,6615 6318 5.902 300.3 1.0 1.O00 





53Q,0(1872) 1,1472 23.446 3500 
1501,M0) 3 1.2918 24,192 2897 2.492 7217 2.723 0,05582 47,894 1.9371 7012 b,261 253.2 J'va OU0 
RLADING m 0065 BLOCK = 139 TIVJ = 235.133 MAC! 6.O PI1 7db.249 TI c 3033.o PAGE 4 
XABS P.18 P-00 PDA O0x U-18 IGA kIALL P.1B/.PF PeIP/PI1 P-O/FSO P.uB/P O 
6.9$JE.O1 1,070E 00 0.000 -",369L-01 -0u0 0,000 0.000 2.4706.02 2.694E 00 1.43a1.03 0.000 0.000 
1,836F 01 1.070E 00 0.00D 3.562E 0) 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.6311E 0? 2.694t O I.34L-03 u.000 0.000 
3.070 01 2.21QE 00 U.000 -.If86E 02 U.Ovo 0.000 ..00 5.0531 V2 5.56bf aY R.91E-03 O.OOV nOUO 







5.O53E 00 .4, 3 2qj 02 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.821E 00 -4.329E 02 u.000 0,000 o.OOU 
















3.586E 01 3,961E 00 2.e5oE 00 -4.541E 02 -4.1672 O .3.187E 02 0.000 1.5 51 (2 9.974P OU 5.30BL.03 5.666E 00 3.015103 
3.606 01 3,q35F 00 3, 066E 00 -4,645E 0 -3.24E 02 -3.224L 02 0.000 7.733E 02 9.908F O 5.213.03 1 ?I9E 00 4.O8.U3 
3,601E 01 4,189E 00 4p152E 00 *4.829E 02 -3.303E 02 -3.303E 02 0.000 8.109E 02 1.v556 01 5 .6L4-03 I,97t 01 6,36BE"U3 
6.701f 01 4.200E 00 b.886E 00 .5.058 2 -0. 5bIE 0 3007E 02 '10JOE 01 8 A7j302 1. 58L 01 5.628F.-93 734E 01 9.2 eO03 
3.732E 01 ,I0bE 00 8.I122 0 -5.164h 02 *3.673E 02 -3.4695 02 -2.038 01 9,059L 02 4.U34E 01 5.501E-03 2.V43E 01 1.087E-0R 
3,803E 01 3.885E 00 1.3SOF 01 .5.301E 02 -3.90UE 02 -3.623E 02 .3.168E 01 9.838E 02 9,7826 00 5.206E.03 3.370 01 1.796-02 
3.334E 01 5.427E 00 l.567E 01 -5.BbL 02 -4.OblE 02 .3.696E 02 .3.b49E 01 1.OIEE U3 1.361E 01 7.273E-03 3.947E 01 2.101902 
3.87SE 01 
3,88 1E 01 
7.503E 00 
7,789E 00 
1.535E 01 -5,298L 02 -4.237E 02 -3.808E 02 .4.291E 01 











3.901E 01 6.8101 00 1.557E 01 -5.3022 02 .0.3b7E 04 .3.887E 02 .4.6q2E 01 1.094E 03 2.21bE 01 1.I1b6.02 3.920E 01 2.086E-02 





14552 01 -5.444E 02 -4.602E 02 -0.0561 02 -5,439E 01 











0.0005 01 1.770E 01 9,424E 00 .5.762E 02 .4.80E 02 .1.262E 02 -6.178 01 1.209E 03 4.458E 01 2.372E.02 2.373E 01 1.263E,02 
4,04D0 01 2,103E 01 9.267E 00 -6050E 0 .5,4126 02 .4,4455 02 -6.810E 01 1.R56E 03 5,296E 01 2.8165-02 2.33 01 1.242E-02 
4,0'1E 01 2.112E 0; 9,263E 0o -6,0561 02 -5.132E 02 .,495 02 *6,8 82 01 1.2572 03 5.3176 01 2.8301-02 2,432E 01 1.2Q19.02 
4.1292 01 2.846E 01 8.917a 00 .6,667E 02 -5.901E 0 -0.098e 02 -1.004E 02 1.16 E 03 7.1661 01 3.813L.02 2.245E 01 1.195. 02 
4.130E 01 2,854E 01 8,913E 00 .6,877E 02 .5,912E 0 -0.903E 02 -1.009E 02 1.363E 03 7.186E 01 3.8241.02 2.244E 01 1.194C,02 
4.1372 01 2.908E 01 8.887E 00 -6.946E 02 -5.9652 02 .4.939E 02 .1,046E 02 1,371E 03 7.322E 01 3,M975.02 2.236E 01 1.191t*02 
4,150E 01 3,019E 01 1.0812 01 .7.065 02 -6,140E 02 .5.013E 02 -1,127E 02 1.386E 03 7.6012 01 4,045E.02 8.723E 01 1.449102 
4,246101 2,044E 01 2a.70 01 -7.373E 02 -7.532E 0 P5.66SE 02 -1.071E 02 1.501E 03 5.14b5 01 2.7392E02 6,221E 01 3.310E-02 
.0409E 01 0,5961 01 4.820E 01 .6.806E 0 pt.075E 03 P7,3945 02 . .3551 02 1.698L 03 1.157E 02 6.159f.02 1,2151 O 6,0651.b2 
4,43E1 01 4,946E 01 4.955F 01 -6,774E 02 .1,18EE 03 *7,703 02 .3,574E 02 1.7251 03 1i2455 02 6.628L02 1,248E 02 6,640E02 
4*480E 01 5.715E 01 5.842E 01 .6,749t 02 -1.bIE 03 8.Q39E 02 -4,176E 02 1.752 03 1.439E 02 7.658t-02 1.320E 02 7.0d4E.02 
4.460 01 5,715 01 5.2432 01 -6,752 02 I,264E 03 .8.442 02 -.178E 02 1.7852 03 1.439E 02 7.6582-02 1,320E 02 7.025E"02 
4,6251 01 5.384E 01 6.0902 01 -5,649E 02 -1.723E 03 -1.064E 03 -6.592E 02 1.963E 03 1,356E 02 7.2151=02 1.533E 02 8,1611.02 
4o6261 01 5,32E 01 6,0*6 01 .5.631t 02 .1.727E 03 .1.06SE 03 .6,611C 02 1.964L 03 1.3551 0! 7,212E-02 1.535E 02 8,169E-02 
3 ,73tE 01 5,1422 O 6.7101 01 -3.7755 02 -2,017E 03 .1,213E 03 .,8,43F 02 ?,095E 03 1 295 02 6.8901-02 1.690E 02 8,992E&02 
4.73S5 01 5.15SE 01 6,720E 01 .3.702E 02 .083E 03 .1,151 03 8.6755 02 2.097E 03 1.298E 02 6,905e.02 1.492E 02 9.005k-o2 
4.812E 01 5.665E 01 5.516E 01 -2.133k 02 -2.3 9E 03 .1.319E 03 -1.010E 03 2.194E 03 1,026E 02 7.591E.02 1.389E 02 7.3921.02 
4.877E '01 4.506E 01 4,506E 01 .5.900 01 -2.516E 03 -1,4031 03 -1.11tE 03 2.277e 03 1.135E 02 6.039E-02 1.135E 02 6,0391-02 
4,872 01 a.4911 01 4.491E 01 .5.669E 01 -2,519E 03 l.41046 03 .1.115E 03 2.278E 03 141311 0 6.018E.02 1.131F 02 6,0185.02 





3.133E 01 3.0785 02 -R.9851 03 -1,627L 03 -1.359F 03 















2,011E 01 6.596E 02 -S.4831 03 -1.871E 03 -1.612C 03 











5,083E 01 1.669F VI 1.6692 01 8.021L 02 .3.7261 03 .1.986E 03 -1.140E 03 3.045E 03 4.202E 01 2.236e.02 4.2022 01 2.2361.02 
5.576E 01 1.534E 01 1,$342 O 8,711E 02 .3,858E 03 .2,047E 03 -1.8t15 03 3,1651 03 3.864E 01 2.0561-O 3,664E 01 2.056E-02 
5,65E 01 1.064& 01 1,464E O 1.03E5 03 .3.940E 03 .2.0751 03 -1,846E 03 3.209E 03 3,68E 01 1.961E.02 3,4852 01 1.961E'02 
5.6312 01 7.500E 00 1.4962 05 1.0421 03 "3.947E 03 -2,0771 03 -1,8502 03 3,216E 03 1,889e 01 1.oose.0o 3.666E 01 1.951E.02 
5.645E 01 7.500 00 1.436E 01 1.052E 03 .3.943E 03 .-. 084E 03 -1,8592 03 3.23aE 03 1.88E 01 1,005L-02 3.615E 01 1.924E.02 
5.653E 01 1.020E 01 1.0424 01 1,057t 03 *3.9bEE 03 -2,088E 03 -1.865E 03 3.245E 03 3.586E 01 1.908202 3.586e 01 1,908102 
5.612e 01 1.384E l 1,384F 01 1,076E -03 6$.985E 03 -2.100E 03 -1,884E 03 3,280E 03 3.4642 01 1.8501-02 3,464E 01 1.8542102 
5.703E 01 1.3185 Ul 1,318E 0 1.0e9t 03 -4.010E 03 -2.110t 03 -1.9002 03 3.309E 03 3.319E 01 1.767L-02 3.319E 01 1.767E-02 
5,776E 01 1.108 01 1.1082 01 1,122E 03 -4,009E 03 -2.138E 03 -1.951E 03 3,402E 03 4,791E 01 1,485L-02 2,791E 01 1,052102 







1.7172 01 I.1I02 03 .4.3bF 03 -..2131 03 -2.1252 03 


































1.44E 03 -4.e9t.k 03 
1.144E 03 .4.739E 03 
1.4t1 03 -*.74F 03 
1,144E 03 .4.lbbE 03 
U4B v-;b 
-32 E 03 .2.373E 
-2.339 E 03 -. 4ooE 
-. 341E 13 -2.42OE 






























6.695E 01 1.106E 01 4,o00E O0 1,311E 03 .4.9d7h O -. 408E a3 .2.519E 03 4.583E u3 2.785E 0 1 1.82E.02 2,307E 01 12t6OE-02 
6.762E 01 7.705E 00 9.315E 00 1.51OR 03 -4,951E 03 .2,425E 03 -.,556E n3 4,665E 03 1.940E 01 1.033E.0a 20446E O ia.4g6EV 
6.d39E 01 3,850E 00 7.098E O0 1.690E 03 .b.oE 63 .2.441E 03 -2.601E 03 4.7tOE V3 9,694k O0 b.159E.03 1.787E 01 9.51R2-03 
6.911E 01 3,50M6 00 b.025E 00 1.813E 03 -5.1 u 03 -2.453E 03 -2.651E 03 4.d4AE 03 0.bl5E O 4.6916.03 1.265E 01 6,734k-03 







1,9929 03 ..209E 03 .2.470E 03 *2.739E 03 
2,043t 03 .5.a8E 03 -2,473E 03 -2.755E 03 
5,036E 03 
5.088E 03 




n.270E 0(0 3,337E03 
5.680E 00 3.1296'Q) 









03 -5,2b9E 03 
03 -5,316E 03 
.2,483E 03 .2,806E 03 



















03 -5.316E 03 .2,87E 03 -2,626E 03 

















2.305E 03 05,380E 03 -2,505E 03 42,675E 03 






















-5,419E 03 .2@5a4E 03 .2.875E 03 











READING = 0065 BLOCK 139 TIVE= 235.133 MACH 6.0 pI 74b.2Q 17 3033.5 PACE 6 
x pORAG CORAG CF kc 
4.0UOE 01 1.t'3e 2 1.193F 02 2.172E-03 .26SE.02 
4.UIlE 01 3.919E-01 1.195E 02 2.558L-03 4.019E-02 
4,129E 01 1.767E 01 1.i736 02 2.554EW03 ' aE-OE.0 
















i.40qE 01 2.674E 01 t.d~lE 02 2.583F..03 6.191E.02 
4.0316 01 3.536L 00 L.887E O2 3,009E-03 7.1,92E 9 
4.U80E 01 6.003E 00 1.967E 02 3.038E-03 7.24E6.0 
4.460E 01 3.256E-02 1.967E 02 3.038E-03 7.243E.02 
4.625F 01 2.300E 01 4.097E 02 3.333E-03 b.859E02 











U,811E 01 1.035E 01 2.s55E OZ 3.034E-03 7.397E-02 
4.77E 01 9.196E o0 4.547E 02 3,264E-03 6,46E6.O 
4,d78E 01 1.437E-01 2.548 02 3.020 .03 7.012E.02 
















5,40TE 01 8,891E 00 3.21b8 02 2,926E03 4.OoEwO 
5.483E 01 8.671E 00 3,30RE 02 2 917L-03 3,? RE-O0 
5.576F 01 1.0dSE 01 3.405E 02 2.895E-03 3.53E02 
5,.625E 01 3.309E 00 3.438E 02 ?.87dE-03 3.211E-02 
5.631E 01 0,9676-01 3,443E 02 3,064E.03 2.5526.02 
5 o4SE 01 1,287j 00 3,456E 02 2.836E-u .690E-02 






































6.529E O 1,619E 00 4420E 02 3.417-03 S.257E02 
6.695E 01 1,321E 01 4.452E 02 3.358e.03 4318 .02 

































7.353E 01 1.987E 00 4.736E 02 31.i02E-03 6.343F.03 
7.353E 01 3.A22EwO3 4.736E 02 3.102EP03 bJ'44E.03 
7.486E 01 1.271E 00 4,749E OR 3,111-03 ob9b9E-03 
























CALCULATED THRUST...,.................. 1928. (LaP) AtGLE OF ATtACN .......... ........ 0.000 (uEGREfb) 
MEASURED THRUST........1.,. ......... 1910. (LBF) MNSS FLOw HATIO TI... . ......... 0.9840 
CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE.............. 2339. (LBF-SEC/LBM) ADOITIVE DRAG COEFFICIENT....a........... 0.0008 
MLASURED $PLCIFIC IMPULSE.....,..,,... 2390, tLbFSBEC/LBM) LImITING 0 NESSURL NTCOVENiY EFFICIENCf.... U.1648 
CALCULAIEU THRUST COEFFICIEr-T,,........ 0.7606 DFLIA PT..,.... ....... ,......0.1172 (PSI) 
'EAURF THRUST CUEFFiCIENT. ... ,..,... L.?7 IrTAL PRISbURE RtCOVtRY - SLPEhkSOIC,..... u,4 2 1 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SQUbSUNIC..... *1671 
INLET PROCESS EFPICIENCY - SUPERbONT.,.. 0,9015 
RFGENERATIVE-COOLEO ENGINE PERFORMANCa INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC ...... 09060 
CALCULATED KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUPErSON&C... 0.93b5 
STfLAh THHUT........................... 709. (LaF) KINETIC ENER6V EFFICIENCY - SUbSONIC..... u.SMbh
 
NET THRUSTe......., .,.... ,,.. ,,,, 2Db, (LBF) ENTWALPY AT PO . SUPERbONIL.........,. .5.00 (bTU/LB)
 
SPECIFIC IMPULSE.,......,,.....,........ 2444. (LBFeBEC/LSM) ENTHALPY AT PO t SUBOONIC................ 32.61 (BTU/LiM)
 





FUEL.AIH RATIO...... .. ... . ..,,......... 0.0307
 
INLET FRICTION DRAG,". ,........,,,..a. 119.3 (WLF) EQUIVALENCE RATIO.....;,to........ 1,0S
 
INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE..s........,,...... -724.3 (LOP) COPBUSTOR EFFICIENCY.....,....s,.*e,,... 1000
 
COMBUSTOR FRICTION ORAG.. e....., 310,8 (LOF .0.1519
........ TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO...............,.. 

COPBUSTOR STRUT DRAG.................... 10.93 CLBF) COPBUSTOH EFFFCTIVENESS................. 0.0739
 
COMBUSTOP MOMENIUM CHANGE,.,.,......,... 1340. (LBF) INJECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS 0.842b9 0.07509 0.7967, 0,7047
 
NOZZLE FRICTION OlAo,*o,* ... 5,, o*, , 52.64 (LF)
 
NUZZLE STRUT ORAG., .... *...,....
***, 0,00 (LOF)
 
NOZZLE MOMENTUM CJANGE..........,. .,. 1312. (LOF) NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL*.......s...see. 1365. (LOP)
 
EXTERNAL FRICTION ORAG...*.......,,*,,. O.O (LOF) VACUUP STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT * CS.... U.9555
 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL...,......',l.. 0. LBF) NOZZLE COEFFICIENT - CT......,.......... 0,8716
 
TOTAL ExThRNAL DRAG,#..,,.,,..., ., ... 1560, CLBF) PROCESS EFFICIENCY..................... 0.8876
 
TOTAL STRUT DRAG.*.,,,@ ,,,,0,, 1093 (LOF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY,..,,,, ,,....0.9005
 
CAVITy FORCE...,, ., ,1214.a (LOF)
 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE,**,.,,..... -880o LRF)
 
MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE*.............., .868. (L8P)
 




NOMINAL CU4L LEADING EDGE.........,.... 3U.88 (IN) INJECTORS STATION VALVE
 
SPI.k TRANSLATIONI.. ,,........ .... t,,.,. 0.306Y (IN) IA 40.400 A
 
INLET THROATT........ .,,......... 40.400 (IN) Is 41.22 B
 
COWL LEADING EDGE,............,,,..,. 35.191 (IN) IC 44.300
 
NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EUE,,*,,...,,..., 73.b3l (IN) 2A 48.767 r
 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EVGE...,,,,........ 87.284 (IN) 2C 16.250 E
 
STRUT LEAVING EDGE...................... 56.447 (IN) 3A $4,057
 
STRUT TRAILING EUGE.......,...,......... 65.04 (IN) 38 5,242
 








: RAMJET PE RFOPMANCE 
= PF A P Y p F P P I 
S T A -'%- 8 n,\L*v vA C H vEL 8 ,/A w A/AC r'0 TM .TVA P 1i~IM LTAC 




0 .3R q5 
673.5f 799) 1,2933 28.d6o 2590 
0.. .V(0 ] 1 .3988 2a.859 Qq3 5.982 5938 1 .E29 0.107g 2 7 .P07 0.9646 5084 9 68 3 188.3 





673, f 799) 
652.tr 77)) 
1.2932 2S.A59 2590 
!.205a ?tb. Eq 2561 0.1103 it'll 2.085 0.10Tng 27.097 P.qbdb u9 1.71t 1A0.7 







1.2q33 280 60 
1.398A 28.859 
2590 
988 6.015 5921.89,Bg 0.10U63 26,30E 6.9846 U969 9.b62 186.3 
SPINP TIP N'S 4 0 0 
O.000 18,137 3010 b73.kkf 799) 1.2q32 28.659 259n 
O.6n 0 1,44 2944qg 653.7( 180) 1.2q53 pS.659 2563 A.391 1003 2,085 0.I04hl 2h.385 008916b "bqg 1.631 18B,3 
INLET THROAT s 0 14 
40.400 00,338 a974 6ba,8( Te) 1.2945 28,839 2975 
UOe4O0 16,319 IU90 23q99 369) l.3494 28B59 186t 2.072 14600 1.893 0.99454 27,007 6. 1lb a330 67,523 160.3 





662,8( 7A91 1.2945 2.859 25 
224.6(394) 1.3527 28.859 1Ba7 2.564 4683 1.8q3 0.85868 27.007 0.12aB 4373 62.4qO 161.9 
INLET ONNRSK 7 0 4 
40.400 123,419 2974 662,8( 7pQ) 1.2945 28,85q R575 
40.40o 105.720 2B70 631.7( 198) 1.2977 28.859 2533 0.1193 1248 1.949 0.0868B 21.007 0.1228 4373 I6.659 161.9 
COPBUSTOR o e 1 4 
90,410 279.681 8970 662.8f1T89) L,294S 28,859'4575 
40.410 16.399 149t 240,3( 370) 1.3993 2a.859 1862 2.470 11598 1,8q3 009443 27.007 0,1116 4q2 67,484 160.3 





660,1( 786) I.2907 28.959 2972 
278.6( 408) 1.3017 28.859 1943 2.248 14369 1.908 0.94636 27.007 0.1114 4208 64.259 155.8 







1.24al 28.859 2S71 
I13tilp 28.859 194q 
2.p32 4351 1.909 0,9U683 27.007 0.11J4 4j99 haO 2 155.5 





659,3t 765) 1.2908 28.859 2571 
287.8t 4t7 ) 1.3401 2 859 1962 2,197 4312 1.911 0.94761 27.007 0.1113 417q 63.498 154.7 





65q.9( 7BI) 1.2953 ?8,859 256S 
308,1( 417) 1.3366 28,659 2003 2.080 al6b 1,918 0.93926 27.007 0,1123 4102 60,806 151,9 
COMBUSTOR 0 13 6 
44.083 177.132 2918 645.9( 772) 1.2962 ?8.859 2553 
a4,OP3 20.441 1735 306.1( 435) 1.3369 28.859 1999 2.062 4123 1.919 0.90713 27.0117 001682 4070 58.1P6 15007 
COVBUsTOR 0 14 1 a 
U4.310 176.034 2913 66 771) 1.2963 2M .09 2551 
04,31o 20.1434 1735 306.0f 435) 1.3370 P8.659 099q 2.059 0116 1.919 0.90543 a7.007 O.1165 4064 57.qI4 150.5 
COMBUSTOR 0 15 8 4 
44.7Q8 172,030 290M 641.9t 768) 1,2966 P0,695 ?S47 
44,79s 20.SI8 1739 307,ac 436) 1.3368 2d b5q 2001 2.045 4093 1.919 0.90189 27.007 n,1169 4050 57.364 150.0 
COpauti~op 0 16 9 It 
44,800 17e86 Z908 hal q( 168) 1.2966 28.859 2547 
44.800 20.512 1739 307,t( 436) 1.33be 2859 2001 2,045 4093 1.919 0,90170 87.007 0.1169 4050 57,393 150.0 






308.3f 4' ) 
1,2973 28,859 2537 
1,3366 28.859 2003 2,016 N042 1.923 O,6u93Q 27.007 0.12,11 4016 53.354 148.7 
CDP BUSTOUP o 18 it a 
d7,31 145.506 2865 h3o.1f 757) 1.297A Pb.859 2531 
47.310 18,287 1738 306,b( *klb) 1.336A 29.8 9 2001 2.P10 0022 1.427 0.79041 27,nn7 n.1330 4001 hg.401 148.t 
2 REAP ,r - 0061) BLOCK . 71 TIPE 177,00a M6CH 6.0 PT a 709.74q TT A 3-11001 PAQE 

p T rAG kA MCLKT 60NV 4ACH VEL $ /A AI AC NOPIM r IVAL "HI ETAC 
CO dUSTOQ 0 19 S2 
47.323 1V5.,U8e 885 03gmOf 757) i.2q78 Pd.69 25.5( 
117,323 14.?53 1737 306,7( 430) 1,3368 a8.859 21Jon ?,oil aQ2,l 1.921 0,jP9 4 27.00l n.1331, aftul 04136 14P.1 
COMBUSTOR 0 20 1 S 
48.11O 137.791 2854 6?6.7( 7901 1,2082 Pa,859 22 
118.1to 16.767 1716 301.0( 4501 1,337R 6.859 lq~q P030O 4037 1.9?9 0.73007 8 .0o1 nt432 400a 46.213 a. 
CO I STOO 0 21 14 1 
db.773 1320803 2846 624. ( 731) 1.2q9 . tIS892523 
abp773 14.882 1675 a8q.q( a|g) 1.3 ? Zb.ti59 1q66 2,0811 UOnO 1.931 0,67891 27.007 n.15r,4 402# 43.130 laq.1 
COP81'STOR 0 2a is 3 
a9,303 130.167 28M0 62Z.4f 7o9) 1.206 28.859 2540 
aq*303 13,419 1636 279.3( 401)|] 10408.859 1945 2,131 4144 1.932 0.63457 27.1)07 0.161)2 404 fib.862 149.9 





bl8 3( 748) 





CCPUSuQa 17 el2,230 42di 1.935 0.54083 27.607 .1950 4092 '15.646 isi.5 
52.813 110.705 2009 6J3.2? 700) 1.2q99 28,b59 2508 
52.813 8.106 148t 237.5( 367) 1.3 g0 28.859 1856 2.337 433 1.9110 o.44327 27.007 o.a379 4133 29.867 153.0 
POFE1ISTOP 0 25 18 4 
53.313 109.330 2805 612.1( 7% q ) 1,2q97 2b.859 2506 
534313 7,&19 1460 R31.9f 161) 1.3911 28.BS9 18413 P,3bb 4362 1.940 0.42515' 27.007 0.2460 4145 Pe.817 1153.5 
54,O63 107,049 2800 610,6t 738) 1.2999 28.859 250a 
54.063 6.996 1432 224.6f 354) 1.3927 28.859 1827 2.405 4394 1.941 0.40077 27.007 10?631 4160 27.365 194.0 
COVeUsTOR 0 27 2U 
54.6"3 104.422 2795 b09.Z( 736) 1,3000 28,859 1502 
948823 6076 1410 218.9( 348) 1.3S39 28.859 1814 2,436 W9 1.9D2 0.37698 27.D07 DPIA2 4171 26.026 134.4 





O07.6( 735) 1.3002 28 459 2500/
213.3( 343) 1.3552 28:85q 1801 2.007 44 1.944 0.$5556 R7.1107 0.2466 alai 24.546 150.8 
CDOURTOR 0 29 22 
56.2ae 87.347 2788 607.0f 734) 1.3003 28.889 2499 
56.248 4. "9 1346 202.1( 331) 1.3578 P8.8S9 L1775 2.936 4501 i.9S4 0me986137 27.007 0.3679 4211 20.045 155.9 







06.9 f 71 ) 1 300 3 28.859 2 49201.8f 331) 1,3579 28.85q 1774 2.538 4502 1.954 0.88581 27.007 0.368q 4211 19.997 155".9 
COPSUSTOF 0 31 R4 5 
S6.443 86.9a8 2787 606.7 t 714 1.3603 28,659 249q 
56.4a 3 4.528 1343 201,2t 330) 1.358D 28.859 1772 R.SQ2 4505 1.95A 0.28371 27.007 n.3717 4212 19.862 156.0 
COPESsTOR 0 3a 25 
56.S23 688=12 2787 606.6( 734) 1.3003 28.859 2LI99 
56.5?3 4,575 1341 200.8( 330) 1.35al P8.859 1772 F.%44 U506 1.953 0.28704 27.007 6,3673 4P13 2G.lo1 156.0 
COMBUSTOR o 33 26 5 
56.803 88.266 P.786 606.3( 733) 1,3003 28,859 2498 
56.eo3 4.541 1337 199,8( 329) 1.3-583 P8.859 176q 2.549 "510 1.953 0.88594 27.007 0.3t'aU 411 20.UaO 156.1 
COMBUSTOR 0 314 27 a 
57,029 88.472 2789 606,0( 733) 1,3004 28.859 Z498 
r7.029 4.520 1335 199.t( 328) 1.3585 28.a5q 1767 2.S53 4513 1o9S2 0.214545 27.007 4.3694 4216 20.0to 156.1 
COPSUqTOR a 3s 28 4 
$7,753 88.2?7 2782 605 1t 732) 1.3005 28.859 24q6 
57.753 4,410 1325 196.6t 3p6) 1.359, 28.8r,9 1762 P.567 U521 1.g52 0.28097 27.007 01%7!53 0219 19,7hi 156.2 
COMBUSTOR 0 $6 29 3 
58.773 88.483 2778 6Oa.of 731) 1. 006 28.859 2495 
M 58.773 (I.Yi1 1311 194.6( 324) 1.3595 P8.859 1757 2.516 U526 1.Q52 Q.27918 27.n(,7 6.1777 4220 19.637 156.3 
to rDOp Bt ISTOR 0 37 30 5 ' 
hO .78'; A9,5tO 2772 h02.3( 724) 1.3008 ?60 59 2Q02 
60.7p3 4,55S 1396 196.9f 3261 1.3590 86.659 1762 




C43. COM EP 38
tsUT 0 
62,203
: Q,422 2769 

o 	 2.203 4.72e' 1335 

tOPrUsTOR 0 39 
















R7.27o 0.38LJ 697 

NOZZLE pq 42 

87.279 7b.765 2762 

87.21q O,395 703 

FICTIVE COMBUSTR 62 

65.043 280.338 2762 

hs.043 0.395 086 

FICTIVE NOZZLE 63 

87.279 194.614 2734 

87.279 0.246 466 

a 	 71 TIME a 177.0, JACH 6.0 b TT c PAGF 3Qf 14,79 

1 GAMMA MCLt'T bONV MACH VEL S A/A 4/AC M(7T0 0 vAC PHI ETAC 
31 5
 
601,3C 728) 1,3009 ?8.659 2"91
 




599,5( 727) 1.3011 28.b.59 ail
 
202b 312) 1.3577 28.b59 1776 2.r19 '56 1.955 0.efjP6 27. 0.5749 di




599. ' 7p6) 1.3(1( ?ti59 2a8
 




599.R2( 72) 1.1011 28.859 248A
 




S99.2( 726) 1.311 28.859 2488
 




599.2 7p6) 1,301I 28.B59 2488
 




590.9( 	7jR) 1.3020 28,859 2476
 
17.1( 112) 1.3991 28.859 1060 5.P06 5516 1.893 0.05443 27.007 1.371 4752 4.666 176.0
 
REArTIr 9 00639 BLOCK 2 It T~wF - 177.0011 o.iCk 6,0 PI a 7a9.749 It 3010.1 PAGE 4 
XAFS P.18 P-af PnA MOX - i 1-:pp CAILL P.18/Pso P.In/010 P.Ob/ps0 P-OO/PTO 
6.991E.01 
t ,e6F 0 
3,0709 OL 
1.0enk 10 
































3.500F 01 3,93IJE 























3.555F 0o1 o 0n00 
3.5PSF Of 3.964C 
Oil 3.043F no 
00 1.050e On 
=..49F 0P . 0 u0 
B.63qL OF .1.309F 
A.n I 















3.6482 01 U,20E 0to .545F 00 .4.4150E 02 -1.357F 04 .1.357E 02 0.000 8.114E UP 1.075E PIl 5,663E.03 1,1515 01 6.063E.03 
3,7D01 4.I0 7 0 O 6*823F On .5.210E 02 -1,605F 02 .1.400E OF .2,05jF 01 6.731E 02 1.157E 01 ,OM5-03 1.726 01 9.101E.03 
3.75i 16 aO SOF 00 5.1215P Go -5.33dE OP -1.696E 02 tI.B25E OF -2.708F o1 9.057E 02 1.108F Of S.802F-03 2.058F at 1.0811E02 
3.8DPF 01 3,A302 00 1,361E 01 .5.081E 02 -1.9139 02 .4(?nE 0? -. 2P9F 61 qoA41E o? 9obqqE 00 Si0eh-03 3.0 6E 01 IA1SE.Oi? 







.%.d6hE OR -2.160E P2 .1.586E 02 

















3.9 f 1F 8Ol O 1 0 0 1.568F Of .S.W E7 02 - 226E OR *t.636E 02 -6.2PIE 111 1.095E 03 2.231E 11 1.175E-02 3,97DE 01 2.09JE-02 
3.931E Ofi 1.33E at 1.601F.Of .S46 OF .2.39TE 02 -1.70,15 02 -6,9o9F 01 1.129E 03 3.371JE 01 1,7779-02 4,5SHE 03 20 1:,.02 
3.95oF 01 1.611E 01 
3,98oE01O1.696E 01 
1:1689 Of 







OF -7.ME3 61 



















.6.01?2 02 -2,748F 02 .1.91SE 02 .8.2q8E 01 
-6.41tE 2O -a9832 02 -2.070E 02 -9,12qF 01 
I.;,GqE 01 
1.256C 03 


















.7.461E 02 -3.70SE 
.7.5411E 02 .3,771F 





























7.31BE Go0-1131SE 02 -5.11ZE 02 .3.031E 02 -a.081F OF 




















-8.424E 02 *6,62SE 
.. 23E 02 -8.631E 
OR -4.189E 02 -4,a39F 













Q*626E 01 1,646E 01 9,9352 Go .8. 1i 02 -1.055E 03 G.,847E 02 -5.7m6E 02 t~qb9E 03 4.169E 01 P,196E-02 2,516E 01 1.3252P02 






9, 9GE O0 
.8,497E OF -1,184E
.8,3151E 02 -L.273E 
03 .5.a92E 02 -6,504E 02 











U,6177F.. .0 01 1,05SEl1*19 Of 1. 0 552 01 -8.03SE OR -1.3140E1119 1 ,,320 I 















02 -8.48OF 02 
02 -9.222F 02 
2.S22E 03 











5,331V 01 5,1115E 00 5,857F 00 .363E 02 -1.6681E 03 .7.297E 02 -9.319E 02 2.8522 03 1,1483E 01 7,8131E-03 1,463E 01 7,813E.03 
5-482E Al 3.q37E 00 3.937Ef 00 .508AE 02 -1.746E 03 .7.66qE 02 -9,795P 02 3.04SE o3 9.971E 00 5.252E-03 9.971E 00 9.252E.03 
5-576 01 3.334E On 3.334F On .50P13E 08 -1.788E 03 -7.873E 02 =..00E 03 30t65E 03 8,43F 00 a.447E.03 8.443F 00 4.1147E-03 
S 
5.625F 01 
5.630 F 01 
3.OR0E 00 
i.462E 00 
3.020F Go .5,b9UE O -1.8006E 
2.984E no .5.08SE 02 -1.608E 
03 -7.962E 02 -1,010F 03 

















2.agAP 00 -S.U66E OP -1.812E 
2.043E Go -5.45SE 02 -1,815F 
03 
n3 
-7-99tE 02 -1.013E 03 













2.66E 00 2.662E 00 
2."38 Do0 2 Ab r 60 
.5.419E 02 -1,824F 



























3:4951r On .5.306C 02 i1.855F 
3.112F On .5.228E 02 -1.88fiF 
1.5002 00 -5.P16E 02 -1.933E 
1.631F 0"-.5.2162 02 .1.958F 
03 .8,167E 02 -1,039E 03 
03 .8.27b2 OP -1,099F 03 
03 -8.42SE 02 -1.00OF 03 
03 .8.521F 02 -j,106F 03 
3.4U2E 03 



















6.467F of 2.7066 O06 2.706F 00 -5.216L UP -2.007F 03 -8.72UE 02 -1.135F 03 4.289E 01 6.053E 00 3.610E-03 6.893F 00 3.610E.03
 
. 51IFsnFO1 4.2752 V0 ?.b88si .5,2tE OP -2.011k 03 A .7tIE OF -1.1o1il 
 03 4,3142E 03 i.oB3E 01 5.702F-03 ?.313E 00 3.85?E-01
 
READInG c 0069 LOCW 71 ITve = 177.00u hAV- 6.0 '-Pl 7119.7u9 TT = 3o10.1 PAGk 5
 
YARfi P.I0 P.Ob PDA 
 G0X 0.p G=Ml CA4dAL P.10PRo P.IR/PIO PfOl/PS0 P-OB/PTO
6.528F 01 4001E 00 2.975F On .5,ptfE 0? a.?otE 03 -8.760E 02 -. i"j3F 03. 4G;.6M 03 l.flF f! 5.337E-03 7.514 nO 3.9686E03
 
w 	 6.bq4S 01 1.730E 00 6.280E On -U.777C 0 -2.0SE V3 AR. Oe 02 *1.14SE 03 0.53E 03 4.38!E 00 ?.3076-o0 1.590E 61 l.376E.03 
6.761F 01 1.5?8E 00 4.147 0 .Q.nbFt 02 -2.07nF 03 .8.95E 02 -1.175E 03 4.665E 03 3.BV,8 00 2.037E-u 1,050F 0 5.532E.03
 
0W 2,2956 &n On -3.I37F 02 -2.087E 03 -8.991E 0 *-1I,1 03 A.7602 03 3,279F 00 1,727L-03 7.706C 00 '.05qEw.31 3.u1J36 
6.910 F 01 
 1.384E 00 2.010E 0no -2.9535 0P .103E 03 .(?0 3E 02 -1.Rot 03 '.8UFE 03 3.5neE 00 10ea4Lo3 5.090E 00 2.681E-03 6&97. E 01 1.460E 00 1.973E 0 .?.587E 02 .2.117E 03 -9.046E 0? -1.214E Q3 4.9d2E 03 3.697E 10 1.947E-03 L.996F 00 2.631E.03 
7.066F 01 1,102E 00 I.QISr On .2.06SE 02. .13BE 03 .9.077E 02 -1.23iF A3 3.636E 13 	 3.2qaF 00 1.736E-03 4.b49F Ao 2.554E.03
7.10q9 nl 1.030E 00 1.727P 00 -. ASnE 0 -2.107k n3 q,0oE np *1.esF 03 5.0pgt 03 3.115E 0C, i 6tp-0 4,37aF 00 '.30aE.03 
7.262F 01 1.216r 00 1.g~uE On -1,227E OP *2.173F 03 q~.lgqe 02 *i.4eCE 03 S.273E (3 3.fl~fF t'u 1.A22L.0 e.t81! no JIJ10.037.277E 01 1.21SE 00 1,097P 0o .1.176E 02 -2.175E 03 - .133 02 -1.262F 03 5.290e 03 3.077E 00 1.6216-03 
 2.777E 00 1.463E-03
 
7.352E 01 1.116E 00 1.28OF 0O .7,74QE 01 .2.1b7E 03 .9.150E 02 -1.4725 03 5.374E 01 2,826E 00 t.aBet.03 3.2 1F no 1.707E.03
7,353E 01 1.11SE 00 1.8 1P 00 .7,50E 01 -2.187E 03 .9.150E 02 1 272663 5.175 03 2.824E 00 1.hOAE.03 3.244E bO 1.709E.03

7.485E 01 qs.00E-0 -0.000 .5.3346 01 2.212E 03 -9,178E 02 .1.29aE 03 50a27E 03 2.380E 00 1.25"L-03 0.000 n.000
7
.77OF 01 q600E.0 0,000 .1,536E 01 -2.217 03 Q9.230S 02 .1.2qQ4 03 5.52sE Ol 2.431E D0 1.280E.03 0.000 0.000
8.160E 01 1.24SE 00 0.000 3,177E 01 -2.223E 03 -9.29E0 02 *1.2949 03 5.302 0l 3.153E 00 1.661L-03 0,000 0,000
8.401F 01 l,175E 00 0.000 R,8b'E 01 -2,229E 03 aq,34qE 02 -1.299E 03 .6 4 03 4.975E 00 1.567E-03 0.000 0.000
 
8,727E 01 1.290E 00 0,000 8.839E 01 .2.240E 03 -9.456E 02 .1.a9E 03 57O7C 03 3.267E 00 1.721E=03 0,000 0.000
8.72SE 01 t.290E 00 0.000 8,8'0E 01 -*Z,2"E03 *Q.4S6E 
02 -1.2q4F 03 5,707E 03 3.267F 00 1.721 -03 0.000 0.000
 
PEAL1Nr = 0069 PLUCK c 71 TTkF z 177nOa SACH 6.0 PT 79g74 ft 3no.i PAGE 
v OORAG CURAG CP HC 
4,0OnF 01 
4.0flj9 01 




1.165E Op ,247E-03 
1.167T~ 02 2.pjSAE.O3 




4.136F 01 1,180E 00 1.3389 02 2.382E-03 4.8dbE.n2 
4.1oF n1 2.494E O 1.363F OR 2.fo4Ee03 4.800F.02 
b.246 r n1 1.736E 01 ).537F Op P.026E-03 4.949F.o 
4,406R 01 2.879E 01 1.825P 02 2.a67E-03 4.837E-02 





.q4(p 02 2,1181E.03 
1.919E OR 2.031E.03 
U.834E.0 
4.835E-02 
4,626F 01 2.07UE 01 2*l07V 0 2, 02E.03 4.593E.O2 
4.731E 01 1,675E 01 2.364F Op 2.507h.03 AJ2b0E.02 
4.73pE 01 I.835E-01 2.366E 02 2.106E-01 4.273F.02 
4.allF 01 1.17aE 01 2.014F 02 2.a99E.03 3.St,7F.0 
4.877F 01 Q,ai0E 00 2.576F OR 2.aPE O3 3.601E.02 
4.9QnE 01 6A64E 00 4.64"6 n2 P.AuE-03 3.316E.02 
5.071F 01 1.642E 0i 2.809P Op 2.390E.03 2.7006.02 
5.8F 01 2.0599 01 3.0l4E 02 2,331E-03 2.1696.02 
5.33$E 01 4.344E OA 3.058E 02 2.315E.03 2.061E-02 
5.406F 0' 6.203E 00 3.120F 02 2.290E.03 1.919E.02 
b. 68E 01 5.941E 00 3.179E 02 2.277E-03 1.796E.02 
5.576E 01 6.911E 00 3.28E 02 2.261E-03 1.669E.02 
5.625E 01 2.205E 00 3.2716 F6 ?.?i7EBo3 1.312EE02 
5.630E 01 3.1 7E-01 3.a?4e 02 2.216E-03 1.308E.02 
5,004F 01 7.847E.01 3.28PF 02 ?,215 .03 1.2976.02 
5.652E 01 a.523E-01 3.286E 02 2,2088-03 1.308E.02 
5,680E 01 1.579E 00 3,302E 02 P,202E-03 1.299E.02 
5.703E 01 1.270E 00 3.315E 0 2,197E.03 1,293E-02 
5.779E 61 4.0366 00 3.3552 0 2.186E.03 1.2.SE-02 
5.877E 01 5.614E 00 3.tijr 12 2,177E.03 1,250E.02 





3.609F O 2,179E-03 
3.743e 02 2.2tO003 
1.332E.02 
1.283P.02 
6.504E 01 2.015 00 3.764E 0 2.236E-03 1.2082.02 
6,508E 01 1.966E.01 3.766E 02 2.227E.03 1.075E.02 
6.528E 01 9.399E-Of 3.775F Op 2.221E-03 1.054E-02 
6.694E 01 1.164E 00 3.857E OR P.2386.03 1.lA3E.0 
6.761E 01 2.90UE 00 3066R 02 2,171E.03 8.975E.03 
(.838E 01 
6.9 1oF 01 
2.778e 00 
2.1t1E 00 
3,913F 02 2.120E-03 
3,93$g 02 2,074E.03 
7.310E03 
6,056E03 
6.971E 01 1.696E 00 3.9520 02 2.073E-03 6.102E.03 
7,066F el P.57 6 00 3.9786 0 2.05P.03 5.796E-03 





4,024F Op 1.995E03 
4.027F 0p 1.996E.03 
4.4386F03 
.49UE-03 





4.002E O 1.999.E03 
4,Q05r 02 1.954E-03 i,608E.03 3.816F-03 
7.77O 01 i.500E 00 4,066P 0 .4466E03 3.857E-03 
8.16E 01 t.759E 00 0.063P Op lq77E.03 9.672E.03 
8.:41F 01 q.7l1E-01 4,093E 02 l.958t-03 4.448E-03 
6.72 7F 01 4.068..01 4.097F 02 10465E.03 4.755E.03 
8.726E 01 0.000 9.097F Op 1,96SE603 4.7b(F-03 
C 
PArh








MEASURFO fHRUST......... .. . . ........ .432. (LaF) -,ASS FL11 PATIU........... ....... 0.9846
 
CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE....... .. -335. (L[F-SEC/LHM) ArCITTVE ORAG CnEFFICIET................ 6.0006
 
MEASLRFD SPECIFIC IPULSE ..... ...... .032, (LbF.SEC/LH') IVTTING PRSSIUNE RECOVERY EFFXCLFNMY.... C.1b23
 
CAICIJLATFI, rHRIJST COFFFICSIAT .. OFt,A PTP ................. 0-20 (~o 





MEASIIREU IRUIST COEFFICIFJT............ .. 1707 TnTAL PRESSURF PECCVIRY - SLPF"SfC 
..... U.3739
 
TMTAL PRESSURE Pr OvEpY . SUOSCNIC....... 0.1ba6
 
INLFT PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC.... 0.8892
 
REGENERATIVE.COOLPD FINE PERFORMANCE 
 INLFT PROCESS EFFICIENCY . SUStrNIC.,..... .9035 
CALCULATFO KINETIC ENERGY FFFIrIFNrY . SUPERS(TIC... (.9419 
STREAK THRUST....... ....... ,, I.. 0. (LBF) KINET!C E'ERGY FFZIrIFNCV - SUBSLMIC..... 0.8936 
NET THRUSI,.,.. ......... ,.......... 0. (LOF) ENT"ALPY AT PG - SUPERSONIC............ , 0,8h (BTU/LBM) 
33.07 (BTU/LN)








FLEL.APR RATIO .......................... ,0.0000
 
INLET FRICTION DRAG.................s... 116,5 (LbF) EqUIVALENCE HATIO.....s ................. 0,000
 
INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE. ...... ...... -757.6 (LOP) CORUSTOR EFFICIENCV..................P... 0,000
 
COMSJSTOR FRICTION ,. . 02G.5...(LBP) TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO...........,......... 0.2738
59.9 

COMBLISTOR STRUT DRAG............: ......... 13,50 (LOF) COMBUSTOR EFFECTIVENESS................. 1.6853
 
CONBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE... ,, ...... 154, (LOF) INJECTOR OISCHARGF rOFFFICIENT5
 
NOZZlE FRICTION DRAG,........., ,,.... 33,37 (LBF)
 
NOZZLE STRUT ORAG.,...lot....,......,. 0.00 (LEP)
 
NOZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE,....*,,, 1........ 677, (LEF) NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PRESSURF INTEGRAL.............g.. 610. (LeF)
 
EXTERhAL FRICTION ORAG.....,,......... 0.00 (LBF) VACIIUM STREAI THR" T COEFFICIFhT C .... 1.0253
 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL..,............ 0, (LOr) NOZZLE COEFFICIENT . rT.................. 0.983
 
TOTAL EXTEkNAL DRAG..................... -1075. (LaP) PROCESS EFFTCIENCY,..... .............. 1.1995
 
TOTAL STRUT RAG, .,...._.,. 4..... .. 13,30 (LBV) KINETIC ENERGY EFFIrIENCY..,,o.o.v..... 1.OVT 
CAVITY FORCE,.........,..... .. ....... oi130. (LF)
 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE,..... ....... .*2540, (LOF)
 
MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE. ............ *2637. (LBP)
 





NOPIWAI COWL LEADING EDGE................ 3U,884 (IN) INJECTORS STATION VALVE
 
SPIKP TRANSLATTON..............I...... 0.3029 (IN) IA 400O0
 
INLET THROAT...... .......... *....... 40,400 (IN) 1B 1,2688
 
COWL LEADING EOGE,.1..0,... ,..a...... S. 35.167 (IN) IC 44.300
 
NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EOGF.,,........... 73,527 (IM) 2A 48.763
 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EOGE..........,,.,. 87.279 (IN) PC 46,2O
 
STRUT LEADING EDGE... o.................. 56.443 (IN) 3A 5,053
 
STRUT TRAILING EDGEs .... q,....a..a.... 6.043 (IN) 3M b6.238
 










P T H rAhl A mfnI. T snflV riALH VFL s .IA w A/At I OpTl. r TVAC Phi ETAC 
wIhC TU-4EL 1 0 5 
0.000 748.750 29S6 651.3t 777) 1.2QS6 28.6" aSbO
 
0.000 0.383 393 -30.7( 951 1.3q86 28.859 973 6,020 58q9 1,621 0.16671 27.053 O = gB 50V 9.716 IR5.7
 
9PIKE TIP NS 2 0 5 
0.6O0 lb,0A7 2036 651,3t 177) 1.2q5S 28,855 2560
 
O.6nO 16-3h0 R669 631,2t 7S,3) 1.2477 2b,059 2531 0.196 1062 2.071$ 0*1nb7l 27.053 0.9Pqe 4qqo 1.66e IP4.5
 
-INC TUNNEL 3 0 0
 
0.000 748.750 2936 651.3f 777) 1.2956 26.860 250O
 
0.000 0.379 192 -35.0( 90) 1.3086 28.659 q7? 6.031 586L) 1.821 0.10584 26.631 60898 Qq83 Q~b38 10.,7
 
SP1KF TIP WS 4 0 D
 
0.60g 18.087 2936 651,3( 717) 1.21055 5,85q 2S60
 
0,600 16*392 VITO 631.6(75F) 1.2476 28,859 !533 P.392 992 2.078 0.105n0 26.831 n~q898 oqb3 1.632 I8507
 
INLET THROAT 5 0 4
 
40.400 t6.781 1481 237.7( 367) 1.3499 28.859 1856 2.409 4471 1.890 0.94576 27.053 6.W17 4239 65.7n9 156.7
 
INLET IJPKIRSK 6 0 3 
U0.400 258.4u 2889 637.1( 764) 1.2q7i 28.8S9 25at 
90.400 14.380 1423 222.3f 312) 1.3532 28,059 18?1 2,501 4556 1.890 0.85978 27.053 0,1228 4283 60,878 15603
 
INLET nsNRSK 7 0 4
 
U0.400 20.503 268q 637.2f 764) 1.2471 28.859 2S41
 
ao.400 102.812 2785 606.1f 733 1.300a 28,059 2C98 0.499 1247 1.9a2 0.85978 27.053 n.1228 4283 10662 I58.3
 
CONB8USTOR 0 a 1 21
 
40.410 216.664 2853 638.9f 784) 1.2993 ?7.679 2S80
 
40,410 12.515 falm 216,2t 3643 4.3540 P7.674 IA55 2,479 fi5q9 1.967 0.94880 21.143 A.1117 4238 67.812 IS6.1 0.11 0.07
 
COpeU$l0R 0 9 a RI
 
41.486 165.5S4 2790 641.(794) 1.3028 26,577 2607
 
41-286 15.674 156IJ 266,8 4211 1.3481 26,577 198b 2.)82 4332 2.044 O.9S410 21,23? 0.tI14 4114 64.239 151.1 0.22 O.04
 
CO BOTOP o o 3 al
 
01.296 172.82S 2750 641.9f 782) 1,3o47 26.535 993
 
41, 0Q6 15.710 1522 267.3( 410) 1.3507 26#539 1962 2.206 0330 2.036 0.95441 27,232 0.1114 4111 66.219 191,0 0.22 00LI
 
COPBUSTOP 0 1 a 21
 
41,361 171.583 2743 641.7( 180) 1.3050 26.529 2590
 
41,361 15,946 008 270.0( 41t) 1.3505 26,629 1965 2.193 IJ310 
2.036 D.95407 27.232 OsI14 4103 63.932 15007 0,22 0.00
 
rO SUsT0R 12 5 21
 
41.500 167,679 2741 60te2( 7e0) 1.3051 26.528 Z589
 
41,50o . 16.924 1558 279,9( 420) 
1.3489 26,528 1985 2.143 4253 2.038 0.95504 270p32 6.JI13 4082 63,116 149.9 0.22 0.00
 
CON U~STUR 013 6 21
 
42.460 136,666 2729 637,5( 776) 1.3055 26.S28 2584
 
49,060 13.549 1543 275.b( 416) 1.346 26.S28 J976 ?,15/) 0?55 2.05a 0,940ll 27.232 6.1120 992 62,563 IU6.6 0.22 0,00
 
cokeUsToR o 1 7 21
 
44,081 134,7S0 2705 629.0t 768) 1.3062 26.530 2573
 




44.310 131.246 270Y 627.6( 771) 1.3056 26.546 2977
 
44,310 26.723 1844 358,7( 504) 1.3358 26.545 218 I,708 3667 2.053 0.9122 27.23? M1165 
 3901 52.03a 13 0 0.?2 0,02
 
COPOUSTOR 016 9 3
 
04.796 12J119 27711 624.5( 789) 1.3028 26.610 259R
 
44.796 29.65Q 1978 376,7( 503) 
1.3299 20,618 2216 t~qb9 3521 2,064 0.90908 27.232 0.1170 308 al.738 142.0 0.22 0."
 
cotlOu$Tap 0 17 10 2
 
44,800 121.018 R775 624.4f 789) 1,3028 ?6.619 2599
 
04.600 29.074 1979 376.9f(50a) 1.3298 26,619 2217 1.51'7 3519 2.064 0,90898 21.232 0,1170 3468 49.7n8 102.0 
0.22 0.06
 
COmBSTOP 0 t8 tj 3
 
Ub.2bn 115.J7Q 2721 blu-9f 773) 1,3048 26,594 2576
 
46,260 2b.988 1916 365.5e .$25) 1.3325 26.594 2ibS 1.617 353 
 R.062 0,t 5b32 27,232 0.12,12 3808 46.990 141*3 0.2? 0.06
 






















2204 1.619 3612 2.072 0.79h76 27.P32 n.M43 3q1a U4.711 143.7 0.22 0,15 









1.3007 26,70b 2607 
1.3293 26,706 2207 1oA36 3610 2.073 0.70616 21.232 fto1335 3q15 VA.b66 10.,8 0. a OIS 







1.2916 26.926 2673 
IOW14 20.926 2310 f.544 566 a,0q5 0.7&252 210P32 nYU72 397 841.09 146.1 0.22 n.34 





599,7( 832) 1,2q5t 26.857 2b66 
311,1( 506) 1,3266 26,8S8 2215 1.716 3800 2.09,5 0.68417 27.232 0.1554 4000 40.3q9 1 6.3 0.,2 0.28 
rODgUSTOP 0 23 J6 3 
49. 01 106.l99 V859 
49.301 17.2Oi 0847 




1.2978 P6.d00 2624 










1.2922 26.947 2663 







1.3014 26,749 2588 
1.3522 26.749 1914 P,331 4462 2.069 0.44697 27.232 0,?379 4?91 30.997 157.6 0.22 0.19 







1.3042 26.686 2S63 
1.3596 26s686 1841 2.466 4539 a,093 0.4?870 27.232 0,P480 4307 30.2 2 158.2 0.22 0.14 







1,3009 26.780 2593 
1.3530 26,760 1900 2.361 a525 2.069 0.40411 27.23? P.P631 4329 28.4?7 159.0 D.22 0.22 







1.2966 ?6,876 2623 
1.3465 26.877 1958 2.303 45t0 2.084 0.38215 21.P32 0.2782 4352 26.786 159.8 0.22 0.30 





575,0( 8!01 1.2972 P6,861 2617 
1137.1( 395) 1.3498 26.867 1920 2.377 aS73 2.082 0.38468 27.232 0.296b 4378 25.476 160.8 0,22 0.29 





573,9f $69) 1,2681 27,084 2685 
162.7e 462) 153 54 27.08S 2055 2.208 a536 2.1ZZ 0.?8891 21.23P 0.3660 44129 20.366 162.6O .Za 0.47 





573,8( 770) 1.3M3 26,728 2568 
l2O.tf,3181 1.3672 26.7,18 1750 2,722 4764 Z.083 0.28815 27.232 P.3690 4431 21.335 162.7 0.22 n.17 





573.5( 770) 1.3033 26,727 2561 
liIoSt 316) L.3676 26,.726 1745 2.734 4772 2.063 0.28600 27.232 0,3717 443a 21.21 162,8 0.22 0.17 







1.2S94 27.720 4850 
1.3057 27132 2328 1.904 4571 2.181 0.28926 27.23Z 0,5675 4436 ?0.550 L68,9 0.22 f.00 





S72,8ct0 6) I.a59S 27,720 2850 
149:4( 626) 1,306S 27,732 2318 1,985 4603 2.181 0.28832 27,232 0,1648 444 20.6?3 163.1 0.22 1.00 
COMBUSTUR 0 35 28 21 
57.C27 U3.853 359d 572.af1tO6 1.2595 27.720 2849 
57.027 .eO29 2281 145.4( 6E2) 1.3070 27.73Z 2312 1.999 4622 2,1P1 0,2R768 2703?P 0.3693 40AS p0,bs0 163.2 0,22 1.00 





571-1(103'3) 1.2596 27.720 4A4A 
134.2f 611) 1.3063 ?7.732 2294 F.038 486 2.18e 0.?6331 270732 0.3i53 4d51 2C,5A7 163.5 0.28 1.00 
= CP8 US TOP 0 37 3o 21 
6.1 71
-396.771 42.355 3586d-912 2221 569.5603 1 1.2599 27.720 2846127.2( 604) 1.3051 27.738 223 2.0b0 704 2.103 0.FnlSI 27.23R 0.3777 4457 20.581 163,7 0.22 1.00 
,REAUTNr 2 6069 BLOCK 9 95 7TME = 198.600 -ACH 6.0 PT a 748.750D TT m 2935.A PhGE 3 
p T H rA A A ¥VL-T Snk'v 14AH VEL 5 P/A ^ A/Ac P=OPT) (1 IVAC Plil eTAC 









531ac 530) 1,31ael 
27,718 28=1 
P7.731 2 1f, 2.348 5072 2.829 0.291"it 27.?32 n=.a1;r 4b 2.901 163.0 0,22 t,00 







t.2603 27,721 2843 
1,3096 V7.73Z 2277 2.066 4700 R.181 0.299?U 27.232 0.3553 4027 P1.1574 162.6 0.2? I=aD 






20c.C A93) 1.295q 
?7.7,'l 28k3q 
27.734 aQ04 ).753 4216 R.175 0,2P361 27.23P P,17aq 4fi7 Ik., lbl,& 0.22 tPo 
COMBUSTOR 0 41 34 200 
65.041 
65,0al 




561.6r10P6) t,2608 ?7,721 MA3 
253.1f 728) 1,294ft 27,732 2470 1.590 
35 3 







1.2500 P7.710 2920 
1.2889 27.?31 2542 1,624 4128 2,204 0.26367 27.232 0.0032 4921 10.9141 166.0 0.?P l.n0 
NOZZLE AE 03 36 
87-277 
87.277 
48225 3563 561,6(1018) 




27.732 1821 3.208 5801 2.1el 0.09489 27.?32 1.0371 530n 4.91!a 19a.b 0.22 I.O0 
'JO7ZLF- PO 04 37 A 
87.277. 
87,a77 
42.295 3S63 561,6(1018) 1,2608 27.721 283A 
0.381 1163 -177=1( 300} 1.3617 27.73i! 1665 3.608 6080 2,1P1 0.03596 27.23F 2.9566 5436 3,398 09.6b 0.22 1.00 










27.732 1900 3.160 6029 2,204 0.05489 27.232 1.9371 5484 5.143 201.4 0.22 .O00 
IJ0ZZLF PO RFGEN 46 39 4 
87.277 42.295 3801 646.5€tt03) |,2500
87.277 0.383 jd88 v109.1( 328) 1.3551 
FICT~vf' COM8USTR 66 59 0 
27.710 2920 
P7.732 1754 3.9i97 WO1 2.204 0.03428 27,232 3.1019 56U5 3.362 207.3 0.22 1,00 
85.0at 298.444 3561 5f16(110L7) 1.2640 27,726 284A 
8S.0411 0.383 70q -296,4( 180} 1.3867 27,732 1328 11.934 
FIC11vE N07ZLE 67 6o0o 






.60.1( a17) 1.3362 
27.7?1 2827 
27.732 194q 2.839 5531 2.207 0.05489 27.P32 1.9371 SW117 .718 187.9 0,22 .1.00 
REbOING m 0069 BLOCK =95 TIME m J9 .bod Ach 6.U P1 z 7 8,150 TI e939.b PACE4 
VARS P.18 P.Pla Prl 00X W.IH o - CAAALL 0.11./P$ F.IV/PTO P.Ok/PSO P-ap/P o 
6. 9R IE.b I I 80EOE0 0.000 d= s.o lE u , O00 n.000 OU0O0 2,470E-02 2 AI$7E 00 1.04E-01 C.00o 0.o000 
1,836E 01 1.080F 00 0.000 -3,595E 01 o.notl 0.000 (1.0OO 1.h3de up 4!.811E ou t,442E.- O.UOO O~flO 
3.070E 01 2.29SE 00 0.000 -1.72RE 02 0.0 O 0.0O00 o'nPo 5.n5NE 02 S1906F 00 3.Dbse-03 0.900 0.000 
3.50"F 01 3.qabE 00 0.000 .3.750f 02 0.000 n.000 0.O00a 6.800E D2 I.D?9f 01 5,2706.03 O.0tO 0.000 
1.518E 01 3.960E 00 5.660F AD ..39E 02 OOi)0 0.000 il=OnO b.8AAE 0? t,033E 01 5.289E.03 1.476E 0! 7.559E-03 
3.5itE At 3.461E 00 5.626F 06 .3.92E 02 0.011Q 00o 0.060 6,851E f)2 1.,-33E 01 9.290E-03 1.467F At 7,6ihE-03 








.d~a pE 02 0.0110 















3.606E 01 3.940E 00 Z.79tv DO -4.744L 02 -2.291E 62 -P291F 02 0,0C0 7,736E 02 I.0PbF 01 5.262E.03 7.1741E 00 3,674E.0S 
3.60BE 01 4.5(?E 00 0.559F 00 =..43 P ,4E02. .O 4 7E? 02 0.000 8.17aE 02 .1112 01 5.68eE.03 1,189E At 6.089E.03 
3.7n l A& ,380C 00 6,84aF On .5.189E 02 .2,S76E 02 a,4 21E DP -1.550E 01 8.733E 02 1.ta2E 01 5.PSOL-O3 1.784F Ot 9.138L-03 
3,731E 01 11.230E On B.137F 06 -5,303E 02 .6.bSE 02 -P,464FE 02 -2.0413F 01 9,056E 02 1,103E 01 S.649E-01 2.122E 01 1.087E.02 
3.803E At 3.870E 00 8.0050 00 .5.564E 02 -2,894E D2 .2.57VE OP -3.,05F At 904PE D? 1.069E 01 S.16qE.03 2.088F 01 1,06qE.02 
3.433F 01 5.2E V0 7 990E 09 .5.bbSf OR -2992E 02 -. 624~E 02 q3.673E 01 1,01SE 03 I.U15F 01 7.244K03 a.07QE 01 l,06E-O2 
3.87SE 01 7,588E 00 1:457E 01 .5.784E OP -3,137F 02 -2.703E 02 -U.336F 01 1.065E o)3 1.979E 01 l~nl3E-O2 3.801E 01 I=q46E-O2 
3.880P 01 7.850E 00 1.537F 01 .9;788E 02 .3.155F 02 .2.714E 02 -4,416E Ot 1,071K O1 2.0 8F 01 1,048E-0F 4.0t0E 01 P.053E-02 
3.9ote 01 8.93ne 00 1-56aE At S.791E 02 -3.233F 02 -2708E 02 -4,T4SE 01 1.09SE 03 2.39F 01 1.193R.02 4.074F 01 2,086E.02 
3,931 01 1,332E 01 1.597E 01 .,84B2E 02 -3.349E 02 -2.8289 02 -5,216F 01 1.129E 03 3.474E 01 1,779E.02 AJ67E 01 2,134EoU2 
3.95AE 01 1.607E O1 1.163F Oj =..24E 0? -3.421)E M2 .2.87SE 02 -5,SA9E 01 I.151E 03 U.lq3E 01 2.147L.02 3.034F O! 1.554E.02 
3.98of01 t.60 0189O 4.7Z On -6.1486 02 -3,552E 02 -2.955E 02 -5,969E 01 1,186E 03 0.423E'01 2.265E-02 1.232F 01 6.311E-03 
4.000F 01 1.75uE 01 4.532E 10 -6,339E 02 -3.b4OF A2 -3.013E 02 -6.2689 01 1.210E 03 Q.S75F 01 P.53 E.02 1.182E Ot 6.053E-03 







.6.750E 02 .3,831E 02 .3,139E 02 =.,22E 01 











4.130S 01 2.814E Ot 3.279F 00 .02tE 02 -4,414F 02 -3.043E 02 .9.707F 01 1.362E 03 7.3u0F 01 3.759E-02 8.551F 00 4.379E-03 
4,136E 01 
4.190 E 01 
2,867C 01 
2.081f 01 
3.216E On -7.9076 0? -4.4168F 
U.o36E O0 .8.092E 02 -4.589F 
02 -3.467C OP -1,001F 02 











4.408E 01 3,143E 01 1.926E 01 .9.2 6E 02 -7.906E 02 .5.01TE 02 -2,9309 02 1,698E 03 8.197F O! 4.197E-02 5.023E oi 2.572EP02 
4,431E 0% 3,31E 0% 2.004P01O- .3 E 02 -6.3 3E 02 S.207E 02 -3.116E 02 1,726E 03 8,7igE 01 4.062E.02 5.226E 01 2.676EP02 
4QAnF 01 3.761E 01 2.1689 01 -9,650E 02 .9.169F 02 -';.64SE 02 -3.524E 02 1.785E 03 5.811E Pl 5.020E.0 5.656F 01 2.8q6E.02 
4.460C 01 3.76SE 01 a*IOE 01 -q.65E Oa -9.176F 02 -3.6q9E 02 -3.528E 02 1,76S a3 9,820E 01 S5r28E.02 5,660E 03 2.696E-02 
4.626E 01 2,733E ol 2,665F 01 .9,622E 02 -1,17qE 03 ,969E 02 -4,819E 0a 1.96SE 03 7,12TE At 3,64qE.02 6.951F 01 3.559E.02 
4,731 01 1,990E Ot 3*O21E 01 a,805E 02 -1,362E 03 -?,839E 02 -5.79q E02 2095E 03 5.190E 01 2.69E-0R 7.880E 01 4.O3SE-O2 
4:732E O1 2,O00E 01 3.025P. 01 -8.794E 02 -i,364E 03 .1,848E oa -5,769E 02 2,096E 03 5,2179 01 2,67iE.02 7.890E 01 41.04oEP02 
4.811E 01 2,730E 01 2*905t 0t .8.044E 02 -1,493E 03 -8.460E 02 06.472F 02 2.19SE D3 7,121E 01 3.646E-02 6,53OF 01 3.3M6E.08 
4.877F 01 2.070E 01 2.070F At .7.34aE 02 -1.993E 03 -Fl.914 E 02 -6.979E A2 ?.P77P 03 5.3q8F o1 P.764Ee02 5.398E 01 2.764E.02 
4.930F'0l 1.720E 01 1,720E 01 .6.920E 02 -1.666E 03 .9.31BE 02 -7,344F 02 9,34AE 03 Al.,QhE 01 2.299E-02 40.087E 01 2,2gBEP02 
5.071F 0l 10U59E 01 1.459F 01 =.,6SE 02 .1.840F 03 -1.023E o3 -8.163E 02 2,92iE 01 3.8OSE 01 1.948E.02 3.805E 01 1,998E.02 
5,281F 01 8.037E 00 8.437P Do -4,37SE 02 -2.046E 03 -1.139E 03 -9,069E 02 2.78GE 03 2.20SE 01 1.127E-02 2.201E At 1.127E,02 
5:33tE 01 7,317E 00 7,317F 00 .403)e 02 -2,088E 03 =t.163E 03 .(0.202F 02 2,652E 03 1,909E At 9,773E-03 1,909 01 0.773E-03 









.2, OE OS 
-226E 03 
-1.228E 03 -9.736E 02 











5.62sE 01 6.259E 00 6.259E On .2.731E 02 -2.293F 03 -1.276E 03 -1,017E 03 3.209E 03 1.632C 01 A.$59 -03 i.63RE 01 8.359E-03 
S.63OE 01 2.212E 00 6.211F On -2.714E 02 -2.296E 03 .1,2766 03 =..01E 03 3.,716E DI 5.771F 00 2.95SE-03 1.6209 01 8,2956,03 
5.644E 01 2.212E 00 6.0999 00 =..73C 02 .2.304E 03 .1.282E 03 -1.022E 03 1,2341E 03 6.771E 00 20S SE=O1 1.588E At 8.132E-03 
S.692E 01 6,019E 00 6.019F 00 -2.649E 02 -2,308E 03 -1.284E 03 .1.025F 03 3.245F 03 1.SOF 01 A.039FPOI 1.570E 01 8,0399"03 
5,68DE 01 5.775E 00 5,775P 00 .2,572E 02 -2.323E 03 t.=291E 03 -1,032E 03 3,280E 03 1.506F 01 7.713E-03 1.506E 01 7.713E.03 
5.763E 01 9,629E 00 5.629F Do -2.517E 02 -2,335E 03 -J.297E 03 -1.039F 03 3.309E 03 1.466F 01 7.517E.03 1.46E a 7.517C.03 
S.775F 01 5.160E 00 5.160F 00 -2.37nE 02 -2.370F 03 .1.3j2E 03 .i.058F 03 S.4O2E 03 1.34bg 01 6.eqtE-03 1.3,AbE 01 6.89leP03 
Se77E 01 L1,91E 00 4.912E 00 .2.2SAE 02 *2,4:2E 03 to330E 03 -1.083E 03 $,53PE D3 l,281F 01 6.561E-03 1.281E At 6,56SEW03 
6.07BE 01 1.57SE 00 1.575F 00 .2.246L 09 -2.475F 03 .1.351E 03 .1.1? F 03 1.790E D3 4o10SE 00 2.104E.C3 4,108F 00 2.104E.03 
6.220E 01 4.8911t 00 4.894F Do -. 246bE OZ -2.5171E 03 =1.36AE Al -1 153F 03 3.972E 03 1.276E 01 6.536E.03 1.76E At 6.bVle.o3 
(LO 6,46bE Al 8,739F On 8,739F.00 -?.246E 02 -2.6i4E A3 .1.39SE 03 -1,219E 03 4,P69L 03 2.279E 01 1.167E-02 2.279E 61 i.167E-02 
6,500E 01 t,59E 01 9.325P 00 -?.?46E OR -2.631E ni JI.401E 03 -1.230F n3 4.537E 03 3.O?2E 01 1.5a8e=c2 2.43?E 01 I.?A5EU2 













On *2.P d1 t 02 





























6.6QiF Al 5.P30E On 5.990r On .1l64F 02 .2.697F 03 -1. 25E 03 .1.271F 03 4.583E 03 l.364E 0l A.9Q85L.O 1.562E 01 P.O0E-03 











-R.730E 03 -1.437E 03 -1.2q3F 
























1.336L 02 -2,772E 03 .1,444E 03 -1.328F 03 
I090E 01 -2.eojE 03 -..1.UAE 03 .1.S3SF 03 




.03uE 00 2.063E-03 








7.262E 01 1,239E 00 1,520E 00 3.014E 02 .2.843E 03 .53E 03 .1.390F 03 5,213E 03 3,232E 00 1.655E.03 3.96E5 00 2.030E.03 
7.277E l 1,E35E 00 1.483F O0 3.073E 02 -2.846E 03 -1053E 03 .1,3q2F 03 5,290L 03 3.221F 00 1.649k-03 3.667R 00 1.qeOE.03 
7,352E 01 1 toWE 00 1.295E 0o 3,520E 02 .2.858E 03 .1 4S5E 03 .1.403E 03 5.i7UE 03 2.995E 00 1o530E.03 3,378E 00 1.730E-03 
7.352E 01 
7.(jAF C1 




00 3,545E 02 -2 856E 03 *.455E 

















7.770! 01 9.850EOI 0.000 4067E 0? .2.889F 03 -.163E 03 .1.426F 03 5,525E 03 2.569E 00 1.316E-03 0.000 0.000 
8,160R 0l 1.290E 00 0.000 't653E 02 .2.895E 03 .l.uo8E 03 -1.426E 03 5,630E 03 3.36SE 00 1.723E-03 O.OOv 0.000 
8.44jE 01 1,185E 00 0,000 4.928E 02 -2,900E 03 -1.473 03 -1.426E 03 5.68tb 03 3.091F 00 1.583E-03 0.000 0.000 
8.727E 01 1,320E O0 0.000 5.230E 02 :2.909E Q3 .1.482E 03 .1,426E 03 5.7079 03 3.443E 00 1.763E-03 0.000 0.000 
8,722E 01 1.320E 00 0.000 5,9231E 02 -2.909E 03 -l.82E 03 -1.426F 03 5.707E 03 3.440E no 1.763L-03 0.000 0,000 
6 REACT0 z 0069 BLOCK = 95 t[r a I99.A00 mACH 6.0 0= 7U8.750 T1 2q35.f PAGE 
















4.130E 61 1.923E-0 1.294E02 2.a59E.03 t.387E.02 
41.16F 01 I.P13E 00 1.306F 02 .433E.034k.4QLr.0 
4,1lboE 61 2.573E 00 1.332F Op 2.1J48L.C3 '.570)E.02 





















4.626E 0I a2.98E O| a.it" 0? 2.647E-03 5.455Ee02 
4,731E 01 i.561E 01 2.300L 0 2.;79E.03 5.241E-O 
4.732E 01 1.527E-01 2.3-0Cl 02 2.616E.03 b,136E.02 
4.811E 01 1.113E 01 2.413E O2 2.627E-03 5.2t7E-O 
4.877E 01 8.957E On 2,502E 02 2.686E-03 0.333E-02 
4.930t or 7.010E 00 2.VaE2!O 2.600E-03 3.889Em02 
5.071 01 1.670E 0t 2,739F O? 2.0SE-03 3.01E-02 
5:281F 01 2.160E 01 2.955 O? 2,059E-03 2.278E.O2 
5.331E 01 4,616E 00 3.001F Op 2.272E.03 2.134E-OZ 






















5,b62E 01 5.22E.Ot 3.237F 02 2,806E-03 1.403E-02 
5,68oE 01 p,o5S8 00 3.25BE 0; 2.799Ea03 14101E.02 
5.703F 01 1,665E 00 3.ZT49 02 2.793E-03 1,375E.02 
5.775E 01 5.331E 00 3328F 02 2,785E03 .289EOa 











6.46E 01 1.765E 01 3.862F 02 2.8079.03 1.820EO 
6,50ag 01 2.377E 00 3.8869 02 2.877E.03 1,9boE.OZ 
6,508F,01 ?.479E-01 3.bthE D? .93SE-03 ibOiSE.02 
6.528E 01 1.28E 00 3.901e 0? 2.932E-03 2.00SE-02 
6.69uE 01 9.759E 00 3:999F n? 2,PI7t-03 l.3b86 02 
6,761E 01 2.921E 00 '4026E 02 2723E.03 9.430E-03 











7,066E 01 2.779E 00 4.123E Op 2,625E-03 6.630E.03 























7.485E 01 8.3l46E0l 1.20OF O 2.487E.03 3.801E-03 
7 
,77o0 01 1,66E 00 4.2l Op 2.aTPE.03 3.7SIE-03 
8.16nE 01 1.698E 00 4.2312 02 2.502.03 4.5BF.3 
8.A4j 01 q.293E01 ".-21E 02 2.476E.03 4.277E.04 
6,727F 01 3.87UE-01 4.245F O 2.83E-03 4.tdSE.03 
.& 6,7P0 01 O.0A 4.2a0,n02 2.68'4-03 4.62bF.n3 
REAINa009 LOK q9 rTMWS IqA.609 -'AC" 6.0 PT -7fl 8 . 7 50 IT 95IPG 
RAMJFT PPRFORHAhCE
 
PIIGIF PERrORMANCF It'ti 
CALCULATED THRI9ST......I ....... 92. ANGIE OF ATTACK ............
,It...... (LF) ,  .. . 0,000 fD ,REES)

MEASIIRFD THRUST ...,. I,..... a t ... .... -75. (16) HASS FLn RAT.O.... ,,,,* ,,** 98 
CALCULATFO SgECIFIC YMPUI............. 513. (LRF.SEr/LFM) APCITTVE DRAG CVEFFTCTERT.. o........ 0.0000 
MEASUREU SPECIFIC I6PULSE. .416........... (LOFPSEC/LOm) L!IFTING PRESSURE RECOVHY PFFICXENCY.... 0.1586
 
CALCUL6TEO THRIIST COFFFCIEhT............ 0,0371 CFLTA PT .. .,*.. .. . .. ,........ 0.1207 (PSI)
VEASIjPEU F$4RU$ T COEFFICIEiT ............. ..n30o TnTAL P5SIl4F PFCCVEPy . StPEhS['Ir..... 0.345?
 
TOTAL PRESStLRF RECOVERY . SUBShICN.,.... 0.11n
 
INLET PROCESS ErFICTELy - SUPEPrSOIC.... 0.8SQ9REGENFRATTVE.COOLED pNGIE PERFORMANCE INLFT PROCESS EFFYCTENCY - SURSOIC.. .... 0.9037 
CAI CIILATFD KTNETTC ENERGY FFFIrIFNCv - SUPFhSONI... o.93Q
STPEAm THRUIT...... . ...... ... 5295 KTNETTC ENERGY EFFICIFCY - SteSCNIC.....Ie....... (LoP) e.8899
 
MlET THPUSTI.................. I........ 270. (LdF) EtTNALPY AT P0 - SLERSOIC.............. .3.54 (BTU/LRO)
 
SPECIFIC IHPULSE..........o.....,..... 1504. (LBF-EC/LSm) EPTIALPY AT P - UPBOIC................ 27.02 C6TU/ap) 
THRUST COEFICIENT....., .,*,****,v,,,, o.Ioet 
CO'bUSTER 
MOMENTUM AND FORCES 
FUEL-AIR RATIO..........t.......... ,. 0.0066 
INLET FRICTION .... ,111m2 .RAGCLBF) EOUIVALENCE RATIO..,,............v....... O224 
INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE......,,...,,. -78503 (LBF) COPUSTOR EFFICIENCYa.....,............. 1.000 
COMBUSTOR FRICTION ORAQ,.... .. , 277. (LBF) TOIAL PRESSURE RIO,,...,,............ 0.1637 
COPBU8 TOR STRUT DRAG ..... 0......... 6.26 (LeF) COVUSTR EFFECTVE ES 0.0138
t............... . 

COkSUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE..,....o.,... 166, (LOF) INJECTOR DISCHARGE rOEFFICIELTS 0,8321, 0.7o49 
NOZZLE FRICTION DRAG... ...... ,,...t 35,85 (L8F)
NOZZLE STRUT ORAGo..,,o....,..,,t,**.,.* 0.00 (LBO) 
NOZZLE NOMENTUM CHANGE......,......... 712, (L6) NOZZLF
 
NOZZLE PREBSIIRP INTEGRAL......,.......... 74R. (top)
 
EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG,....... 0.00 (LaF) VACIIUM STREAP THRUST COFFICIENT . rs .... 0.965
 
FXTEPNAL PRESSURE INTEGRALL.... ...... 0. (LF) NOZLE COFFFIrIFNI . u.............. 0.9062
 
TOTAL FXTERNAL OAG......................, .1078. (LBE) PPOCESS EFFICIENCY....................... 0.8868
 
TOTAL STPUT DRAG,...* ........ .o's..,. 
. 
6,26 (Laf) KINETIC ENERGY EFFIIENCy............... O.9242
 
CAVITY FORC..,.,...v....., ..... ,as -1180. CLF) 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE,. ., 0 , ...*2t65. (LBF)
MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE. ,,,.,*...... -2332. (LOF) 
FUEL VACUUM SPECIFIC IMPULSE 0.0, 0.0. 
STATIONS FUEl INJECTORS
 
NOPINAL rOlL LEADING EDGE .,,......., 30.80 (IN) INJECTORS qTATIO' VALVE
 
SPIKE TRANSLATION........... ,......, 0,3009 (IN) IA aO.uOo A
 
INLET THROAT.................... 4., (IN) 41,206 8
0 .400 18 

001 LEADING EIGE......t....*.,.,,. 35.185 (IN) IC 44.300
 
NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EDGE. .. too ... 73.525 (IN) 2A 4A.761
 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE,,,...... ..,., 01.27T (IN) 2C 6,250
STRUT LEADTI4 EGE....,,.,,,o.,........ 56. 41 (IN) 3A 54,051 
STRUT TRAILING EDGE......,...... .... 6S.041 (IN) 3B b6.236 
COYPUSTOR EXIT. ... O..,..,,... ,.. 65,0411 (IN) 4a,786 
Reading 69
 
t = 212.10 sec. 
313
 
P T N AmvA MVL' T bfN V MACH VEL 5 ,/ tIAC POPTP I, AL PhT bTAC 
0.000 74Y. q9 305 b87.3( 812) 1.2920 28,hhO ?6D7
 
0.000 0.403 419 .28.5( IfIn13 .qa9 2b.b59 1005 S.q57 5985 1.833 0.0,747 27.006 n.qBIZ 5125 q.995 189.b
 
SPOOF 	TIP 0'5 2 0 3
 
O.6no 16.062 30b4 W7,3( III?) .18 28.859 26o?
 
0.600 lo. 22 2961 664.9( 7ql) 1.2941 28,859 2578 O0010 1057 2.090 0.107a7 27,006 P.0814 4qqb 1,766 IF3,6
 
WINE) TUNNEL 3 0 0 
DODD0 749*999 3054 687.3( Sta) 1.2t)20 28,860 2607 
0.000 0.381 412 .30,1( qq) 1.3988 28.859 q97 6.012 5991 1.833 0.10332 25.965 O.qbJ? 4931 9.6?0 1A9,9
 
SPIKF TIP Na 4 0 0
 
0.600 18.062 S654 b87,3( 812) 1.2qtF 2A.859 2607
 
0.600 16,381 dqbT 666.9(?7031 1.243q 28.1359 2S80 0.391 100q 2.0qO 0.10532 25.965 A.CeiR Uq~l 1.620 189.9
 
MNET THROAT 5 0 a
 
40.4O0 a95,938 2989 667,&( 793) 1.2440 28,859 2981
 
ao.4100 15.908 1466 233.7t 361) 1.3507 28.859 1847 2.522 
0658 3.891 0.94382 27.noA 0.1117 4366 68.326 161.6
 
INLET UpKRSK 6 0 3
 
u0,4n0 295.93626 66,4.( TO) 1.2940 28.899 2SB1
 
40,400 t3.666 409q 218.7( 308) 1.3540 28.8S9 1813 2.613 4738 
1.891 0.85802 27.008 0.1229 4400 63.182 163.2
 
INLET CNNRSK 1 0 4
 
40.400 1249S0O 2989 667,4( 793) 1.2940 28,899 2581
 
40,400 106,960 2887 636.6f 7h3) 1.2972 28,899 2540 0,488 1240 1,990 0.85802 27.008 0,1229 4408 t6.535 163,a

CUYBLJSTDR 0 8 1 21
 
40,41o 248,355 2949 669,5( 814 ) 1.8963 27.63S 2622
 40,41o 14,875 1421 a19*7( 366) 1,3541 27,635 1865 2,5440 7a4 1,970 0,94698 27,10Z 0.1117 4365 69.814 161,0 0.12 0,07
 
COOSUSTOR 0 9 2 aI
 
41.280 488,378 '2880 672.2( 824) 1.3000 26.521 2649
 
ai.284 15079 1S72 269.7t 425 ) 1.3477 26.1527 1993 2.252 6488 2.Oa 0.95282 27.192 0.1114 4206 66,Q8 IS6,? 0.23 0,04
 
CD bVTO? 0 10 3 at
 
41,294 196.794 28410 672.2( 812) 1.3010 2648S 2639
 
41.294 lb.0i3 1530 270,2( 4j3) 1.3503 26495 MO7 2,277 &485 a.090 0.q5215 270|92 0.1115 4245 6E.363 154.! 0,23 0.01
 
COV UUTOR 0 It 4 21
 
41,359 09,.672 2834 6Y%,9(RSO) 1.302a 26479 2632
 
41.359 16.137 1S34 27391( 414) 1.3502 26.479 19T2 2.265 4467 2.040 OtQS364 R7.IqR 0,1113 4236 66.202 155.80 O. 00
 
COPEUSTOR 0 12 5 21
 
alhso0 141.586 2831 671.3( 809) 1.3023 26,478 2631
 
41.500 . 17.583 157S 285.4( 426) 1.3480 26478 1997 2.201 4394 2.0UI 0.95363 27.t92 0.1113 4215 65.125 155.0 0.23 0,00

COPBUSTOR a 13 6 2L
 
112.460 172,869 281S 666,2( 804) 1,3020 26.478 2624
 
42.460 19.086 1642 304.8f 441S) 1.3401 26.478 2036 2.0139 
4253 2.047 0,94422 27.192 0,1124 U144 62.401 1520 0,23 0.00
 
COYBSTOR 0 14 7 a
 
44,071) 119.565 31103 654.3( 903) 1.27A7 ?7.163 2818
 44,071) 39.307 2655 409.0(7TO) 1.2998 27.166 2513 1,394 3503 2.116 0.9129E 27.192 0.1163 4133 49,696 152.0 0.23 0,57
 
COPB0;TOR 0 Is 8 3
 
a4.310 117,1560 3438 692.2t 994) 1.2728 27,211 2828
 
4.310 0 925 2721 415.7( 765) I.2970 27.214 2539 1.355 34O 2.119 0.91123 27.192 0 1165 4129 OB.714 1518 0, 3 0.1
 
CD BUSTODR 0 16 9 3
 
44.744 l3.8a(0 V93 647.3(10101 1.2698 21.291 2843
 
44.794 44.188 2838 4R9.7( 801) 1.2922 ?7.296 258S 1,277 3299 2.124 0.90721 27.192 0.1170 4113 46,511 151,3 0.?. O'ba
 
COYSBUSTOR 0 17 10 a
 
44.800 11t.T88 3U93 bWT,1010l) 1.2698 27.2qt 26843
 
44.800 94.229 2839 430.Ot Sol) 1.2921 
P7.296 2585 t.276 3297 2.124 0.90722 27.192 0.1170 4112 46.49 151.2 0.23 0.68
 
rOkaB-SvOk o 18 It 6
 
46.250 41, 857 25 43 43 4.9( 77 )) J.jOT1P 2 4,o bb 25 80 I.a62 U 55 2 2 49 0. 8*1 8 27 390 0.12 2 4102 03,577 149. 8 0. 8 0,2b 
PeAo!NI. a 0069 F3L 0 (4K 1lIQ TtuE a P12004 *4ACH b.0 01I 74,q,9 IT a 3n54.3 PAGE 2 
P H rAHA $OLWT 81VNY MACH VEL 8 v/4 A/AC 'UNTP n IVIC PHI ETAC 
COPBUST(R 0 19 32 2 
i46.260 106.34 3151 t'la6.s( qy4j 1.7876 R4.846 48a9 
4L6,2b 41jt$4j 2544 43U.7 771) 1.3077 24.W0 258A 1.2t62 3255 2.209 0.6097 27.19L C..1242 4103 43.$5b 149.6 O.oM n.?6 
COlB/1STO1 0 2D 13 4 
a7.310 101.01 3305 634.2(102Q) 1.2797 25.041 8898 
47.310 4U.123 2666 415.3( 816) 1.3005 25.043 2633 1.257 3309 2.263 0.80126 27.390 M1335 4189 41.208 152.9 0148 0.35 
COPeSIITOR 0 21 14 2 
47.3tq 100,980 3307 614.1(1030) 1.27Q7 25.013 2898 
7,31 00.19 3667 o1S.Vr 817) 1.3005 25.0t5 2634 1.057 3310 8.263 0.80089 27,394 f1335 £190 L1.192 153.0 0.48 0.35 







1.270t 25.181 2930 
1.2970 25.184 2648 t309 3466 2.272 0.74672 27.39 0.1432 4279 L1 156.2 0.98 n.At 
COMBUSTOR 0 23 16 5 
48.759 '3.930 3175 6?7.0(l01) 1.28C,6 3.359 2~q4 
46.759 31.077 21462 362.8( 792) 1,3±06 23.361 262l 1.3B7 3635 R.380 0.09364 R7.573 0.155e 4351 39.188 157.b 0.71 0,35 







1.2866 233,60 949 
1.3106 23.362 2620 1.309 3639 2.380 0.69274 27.573 0.1554 4352 39.70 157,8 0.71 0.26 






329.0( 771) 1.3121 
23.393 2956 
23.395 2590 1,478 388 2.382 0.647S8 27.573 0.1662 4025 3b.544 160.5 0.71 0.27 





61002(1139) 1.2737 23.648 3029 




















592,8(12 3) 1.2357 24,023 31t1 
3ZR2,2 847) 1.2907 24,036 2729 2.578 4306 3,436 0,03407 27.573 0.24BO 4839 2960a9 175.5 0.71 0.49 
COMBUSTOR 0 29 22 4 
54.059 69,995 3792 568,5(1268) 1.2530 2u.080 3132 
54o.0S 16.585 2788 149,6( 896) 1.Z900 24.096 2734 1.619 0411 2.440 0.40917 27,513 0.P631 4898 2b.049 177.6 0.71 0.51 
COMBUSTOR 0 30 R3 3 
94.819 69.068 3809 5010.(1279) 1.2519 24.109 336 
5u.8l 
COPSI)oTQP 15.075 2752 0 31 
175.3( 8a2) 
24 3 
1,2908 P4.126 2706 1.672 4524 a.442 0.38693 27,573 0,2782 4952 27.805 179.6 0.71 0.2 
5S.760 67,750 38k3t 579.8fj203) 1.2902 20,148 3142 
55.760 13.631 2722 159.9,.88 1.2913 20.167 26901.724 A635 2.40 0.36292 27.573 0.2966 5010 20.157 181.7 0.71 0.70 
COMBUSTOR 0 32 25 5 
56,399 52.A70 427 577.6(113) 1.21570 24,606 3238 
56.24a 12.889 323? 9S.b(082) 1.2663 24,671 2672 1.860 096 2#. 3 0.292b0 27.573 0.3679 5156 20.300 186.9 0,71 0.70 
COPBUsTOR 0 33 27 5 







A32) 1.29a 24.218 2637 1.86 4926 2.453 0,29170 27.573 0.371 5156 22.330 187.0 0.71 0.55 
56.39 61.937 3876 576.81018) i.22 24.200 3152 
56.79 146 5 89.4f 830) 1I.14 5,5543 263R 1.87 499 2.53 0.28976 27,573 0.3715 5163 22.29 187.3 0.71 0.5 
COPBL'S7OP56.514 
56.519 




1.172q 25.283 3337 
1.2143 2S554 306R i.519 U661 2.510 0,29Z95 27,573 0.3675 51bA 21.?J9 187.4 0.71 1.00 
COMBUSTOR 0 36 29 21 
56.79o 
56.79q 
'43.993 40826 Q2.037 3958 575,Utj6a)130.0(13T4) 4,1730 25.284 3336 1.3159 25.$59 3060 1.542 4719 2.509 0.29193 27.573 0,3608 5161 21.010 187.9 0,71 1.00 







117.8(1293) 1.173l 25,885 3336 1.2176 25.543 3051 I.;67 4781 2.5A9 0.291U3 31,573 M,3644 5191 21.b53 188.3 0.71 1.00 















mh(,H VFt 5 -1A ,, AIA( 04PIP ]VAC Pt, I TAC 



















1.1703 5.?65 133 
112361 25,600 2924 I.Ab5 5512 2.bl1 0.48500 27.573 n.1771 
1,1748 n.302 3333 
1.2090 25.537 3106 1.367 436 2,502 0,29q 5 27,571 0.16O 
5221 
5205 
?4,417 189.3 (,.?1 1.00 
















1".2120 25.547 3091 10V2 
1.0$5S 25,312 3326 
1.2040 P5,519 3134 1.271 
4d11 2.5n0 0,30295 27.r,73 P.,t53 
3983 2.502 0.29716 27.573 0.%749 
S193 
5173 
P0.765 188.3 W t71 .60 







268.8(1417) 1.19q3 25.499 3154 
37 3 
664.3ti600) 1.1653 25.l76 337S 










AE 45 38 5 
61.9S2 4760 550.3(11576) 1.1746 25.307 3323 
1.167 2464 .450.5( 797) 1,2837 P5,626 2477 2.857 7077 2,V 8 0,05S7 27.573 1.9371 
PO 46 39 r 
U1.952 4789 5S0.3(1?6) 101748 ?5.307 3323 
0.403 1936 -631.2( 576)'1,3047 aS.627 2213 3,075 709g ?.5080O.026541 27.573 4.0537 
AE RFGEN 47 40 5 
41,95? 490 664,3(1690 ) 1.1653 FS176 3375 1.236 266 S -37q .OC $27) 1. 216 3 25.626 256 9 R. AI3 7 225 2 .511 O.0 55 7 27. 573 1. 0371 
664U 
7008 
6 A0 5 
6.112 240.9 0,71 1.00 
3.172 254.2 0,71 1,00 
6.2aO 2ab.8 0.7 t1 . 00 
NOZZL E PO RFGFN as al 5 
67.275 al.952 UqSO b64.3(l6q0) 1.1653 25.17b 371 
87.275 U.A03 2075 -584.3( 623) 1.2c)86 ?S,027 2a86 3.a57 790A 2.531 0.0 ?5ua 27,973 9.2310 
FICIIVE CO 4LUSTA 68 61 0 
65.039 295.930 4904 550,3(1669) 1.1460 25,411 3386 
65.039 0.403 1192 -866.7( 341) 1.3466 25.oo7 1765 4.772 8420 2.3SS 006,719 27,573 R.2814 
PICtIVE KOZZLE 69 &a a 
87.27 P6.4Ad 4713 S26.1fl q71 1.1717 25.j!Q3 3291 




3.17S e6l.5 0.71 
6,175 27003 0,71 





PEAUTNG 2 0069 BLOCk Q 110 TTMF a ?2.IVAP b c PT m I/lq.999 TI a 5051 
YARS P.114 P~nb PpA oox 4.1p Q . CA-ALI 0.le/kso P- I1/PTn P-ob/pso P-08/p 1O 
6.981E.01 1.085E O0 
1.836F Al I 085E 00 
3,070E (11 R.305E 00 
3.50SE n I 3.990E 00 
3.Slp, 01 4.nOE n 
3.5stF 01 4.0O02E On 
3.5-ise O1 4,n4E (10 
3.5SE 01 OL .OM3 00 
U.000 .4.406E-01 
0.000 .3.illE (11 
0.009 -1.735t 02 
0.000 .77SE 02 
5.938E 00 .. 04 E 02 
5.9021 00 .4.044E 02 
3.6820 n. .9=20E UP 

























2eg70E~fiR P.69UF 00 1 .047P.P, 
1,630 f 2 4.04 E no 1,.44E.03 
S053E 11P $.724F 00 3.1173E-13 
6. 804E 0 2 9.9n#fk 00 5.3206.03 
6. A7T 02 9.936F 0 5.335E.03 
6.A E 02 9.93ME O0 5.336E-03 
7.?I@E 02 I.OnOE 01 S.3q3F.u3 





1.47AF 01 7.91t -03 
1.465E nI 7.869E-03 
9.143F no0 o goq9t.03 
4.656E 00 2,SDEv3 
4 606F Ot 3.090E 00 
3o648F 01 d.289E 00 
3.70iE Ill 4.38DE 00 
3.731F 01 4,2SOE 00 
3,803F ni 3.Q35E 00 
3.833 01 5,571E 00 
3.875F 01 7.A77E 00 
3,efk l! q 13.1 4E 00 
3,90tF 01 9,300E 00 
3,93JE 01 1.362E Of 
3.95F 01 1.639E 01 
3,9ftoE 01 1,7112E 01 
4.QO0E 01 1.762E Of 
4,O4oE 01 2.074E 01 
4,O4JE 01 2,082E Of 
4.12BE Of 2.764E Of 
a.708F On .4,791t 02 -3.342 02 -3.34PE 02 0.000 
a.6o4P 00 a.=992E 02 .3.423E 02 -.. 23E 02 0.000 
6,895F 00 -S.235E OR -3-70BE 02 .3031E UP .1.76QE 01 
8.1879 on -5.352e 02 -3.827F 02 -3.59SE 02 -20Wt 01 
1.366E 01 .dV89E 02 .4.118E OR -3.75%E 02 -3.610E 01 
1.592F 01 -5oA83E u2 -4,RaSF 02 -3.829E 02 -4,166F 0! 
1.545E 01 -5SSgE02 -. 4SBE OR .3.946E 02 -4.07Fr 01 
1 Sor0 n I 9510lE 02 -4 . 461E 02 .3.961 E 02 -5.004F 0 
1:564F 01 .5.5241E 02 -4,56SE OR *4.028E 02 -5.377E 01 
L5 q9E 01 -S.584E 02 o-4.721 Z=t3E 02 oi o s 3qao1 
1.19OF Of -S.67?E 02 -4.825E 02 .4,201E 02 -6.236E 01 
S,50OF 00 -5.891E 02 -U,996F 02 .4.321E 02 -6,7a7F 01 
5.313E no -6.076E 02 .6.117F 02 -C.UOQE UP .7.08SE O1 
4.941C. O0 96,499E 02 09.f74E 02 0,593E 02 07,80SE 01 
4.932F 00 .6.4168E 02 -50811! 02 .4.598E 02 *T,824E 01 








1 1.1719 03 
1.09SE 03 







































b.9235 no 3.717E.03 
I,|43E 01 6.138EP03 
1.71215 01 q.190E.03 
2.033E Ol1. 092E-02 
3.391E ni I.i, E.02 
3.q54p Of 2.123E.02 
3.,85S Of 2.0619.02 
3.824E 01 P,053E.O2 
3,88LF 01 2,08E.E02 
3,97DE 01 2,i320 
R.954E 01 1.586E.02 
1.366E 01 7,333E*03 
1.319E Of 7.08aE.03 
IOR27E 01 6.588E-03 
1,22SE Of 6.576E.03 

















4,110E 00 -7.463E 02 -6,167E 02 .5.054E 02 -1.113E 
4sOSOF On .7.56SE 02 .6,?40E 02 .,5090C 02 -1,150E 
S,.842F 00 -9.730E 02 .6.404E 02 -9.170E 62 -1,23SE 
1.803F 01 .8.2781E 02 .7,796E 02 .50827E 02 .1.969E 
3.859F O! P8.111E 02 ioloOSE 03 o7.5713E 02 *3.47SE 
3.885E 01 -8., 18E OR -1 c161E 03 *7.899E OR -3,7WO 
3., OF 01 -8.192E 02 -1.293E 03 .8.63TE 02 .4.298F 

















































4.625F 0, 4.267E 01 
4.6ZO 01 4,P63E 01 
4o73jE 6& 3,6015 01 
4.732E 01 3,799E 01 
4.811F O01 3.630E 01 
41.876E 01 3.108E Of 
4.104P 01 -7.736E 02 -1.T4SE 03 -1.068E 03 =5 02 
4,106E 0! -70730E 02 -1,750E 03 -1.090E 03 -6,59916 02 
4,22ALF 61 .6.7ObE 02 *20O87E 03 =to240E 03 m8,MTIE 02 
4.2SyR 01 -6.692E 02 -2.090F 03 -Iv24tE 03 o8.490E 02 
3.611F Ot .5,690E O? -2.331E 03 .1.34RE 03 .9,SPSE A2 
3.10BE Ol -4.666E OR -2.512F 03 -1.43?E 03 -1.080E 03 


















1.019E 09 S,473E.O2 
1,019E 02 5,4741EP02 
l,0a9E 02 S,632E,02 
1.049E 02 5,6M.E02 
8.967E ofO.iSaE.0E2 
7.717E 01 4,14E.02 















2*689P 01 -3.RSOE 02 -2.691f 03 .1.49qE 
2,3t e of -2,001E 02 -2.974E 03 J.,660E 
1,826F 01 2,789F 01 -3,370E 03 -. 86SPE 
1,807 01 7.50PE 01 -3.453E 03 -1.912E 
1.658F Ot l1021E 02 -3.572E 03 -10q73E 
l.SoTF 01 2.113 E 02 .3.605F 03 .2.030E 

























































1,289E O1 J*269E 01 
6,qTSE 00 1.2800 Of 
607STE 00 1.259E )i 
1,27E 0f1.t247F Of 
1.20UE 01 1.204F 01 
1.156E 01 1.156F, 01 
1.00aE Ol01 12oOF 01 
4.169E 02 -3.572E 03 -2,122E 03 -&.?SUE 
4.206E 02 -308E 03 .2,124E 03 -1.793F 
U.289E 02 -3.1393E 03 -2,131E 03 -1,762F 
4.339E 02 .3.902E 03 .2,13SE 03 .1.767E 
'J.699E 02 -3,933F 03 ,10 E 03 -1.7ASF 
4.610E 02 -3.957F 03 -?.ISPE 015-1,199E 




















































5.082E OR -u.115F 03 
i.J07E 02 -4.260E 03 
-P.2RIE o3 
P.2Z67E o3 














.2,297E 03 -2.074F A3 3,97aE 0'; 3.Y5SE 01 2.07CE-02 .655E of 2.0TOE-U2
P 6,22ftE 01 J,S5PE 01 1:552F 41 5.107L 02 -4.3bbF 03 

eW~0069 RLOC( = 110 T,.F ± 7?1-i~ -IAC 6.0i PT =(4 9 . 9 Qq IT 3P54. ; PAGE S 
W 6,Q 
YA .p 












a.,%S UE 01 








b, 5 pF 01 
jIoqnE 
1i.QonE 







03 -. 39OE 
O 
03 
-3e. 2a F 
-e .e'i4 d 
03 4,;37F 










p .,t68F n I 
?.NOEt.02 
P .1,QE.C 










6.645E 02 -4.7'97F 
AR.1 h 02 -4.647F 




























6.91toE 01 2.79k 00 a.qIS 0n 1.13?t 03 -4.96-E n3 .2.493L 03 -2. 03 4.948E 03 7.ilrt 00 3.838t-U3 1.220E 01 6.553L.03 
hiqi 1 F 01 W'J2CF oo 3.Fer On l. OaE 03 -5.007E 03 .a.5OCE 03 -2.506E 03 4.Q22E G3 U.76E O, ?.S6L-O 9 .&SIE 00 5.310E.03 
7,ObP 01 1,St0L 00 2.b30F Oo i. 8E 03 *SObZE 03 -. SioE 03 -2.5S3r 03 5.n36E 03 3.751F Ot 2.AlE-03 6.02F 00 3.173E-03 
7.169F 01 











.2.513E 03 . .5AqF 























7 7 0P 01 
8
.160 01 
8.04 1F rl 














t.01E 03 -5.172E 03 -2.562E 03 .2.6 W0i 03 
1.1146k 03 -5.172E 03 .2.52F 03 .2.6UOF 03 
1.970L 03 -5.227E 03 -2.536E 03 .2.691E 03 
1.538F 03 -5.240E 03 -?.5*9E 03 .2.691F 03 
1.619E 03 -5.29eF O *P.56SE 03 -*26QIF 03 







































8.72 7 F Al 2.6$oE 00 0.000 1.69SE 03 .5.29Eg 03 .2.603E 03 .2.69kV 03 5.707E 03 6.655E 00 3.573E.03 0.000 0.000 
8.727E 01 2.683F 00 0.000 t.695E 03 -5.294F 03 -2.603E 03 .2.691F 03 5.707E 03 6.b63E 00 3.578E-03 0.000 0.000 
REA C,tC = 0069 ilOC< 110 TPF 1 p32.l104 NCH 6.0 P 749.999 iJ : 3m5a53 PAGE 6 
x 	 DrRAG CDPAG CF HC
 
I401'F o1 t76E 02 1l.176F n2 2.21 F 63 4.30')l.q 
q.OtFr 01 i.920-01 1,178F 02 2,IJQP03 3.b32F0D2 
4.128 	 01 1.SOE01 .1S86 02 2.6?7E-03 4.1 8Eo02 
le9qE 01 1.q55E1o 1.360F Op 2.L7;-03 4.0E-02 
4.1362 01 10232E 00 I.37?I! '0 ?.3d9 oO3 4.515E.02 
4.150F 01 2.60e 00 1.199P 02 2.ko06-03 u.777E.02 
4,206r 01 1.776E 01i 1.57(,v OF ?.ti46Eb01 a.9a1t.0 
Q.qo8 01 2.742E 01 1.851 62 P,54"7-03 7.411F.02
 
4.431E 01 3.748E 00 1.88q 02 2.877e-03 b.6969=02
 
D.a09E P1 8.122E 00 1.969S 02 2,F99Eo03 6,8bE.02

4. op 01 1.019E-01 1.970P O ?.930E-03 6.7352,02 
a.6251 01 2,a3eL. CI 2.2ar OF 1,148E.03 .jI38E.O2
4.626F 01 1.711E-01 R.216P Op 3.14081.03 6.188E.02 
4.731F 01 1,aO5E 01 .,3ROF 02 2.0PE-03 1,678E-02 
4.712E 01 t.1aOE-Ot 2.381F O 2.812E-03 6.t782-02 
4,811E O1 1.138E 01 2.4952 02 2.851E-03 6.171E-02 
4.876E 01 9.39E 00 2.591e OF 3.067e-03 5.379E.02 
4.e77F 01 1,047E-01 P.592E OF 2.$ 7E-03 5.819E.O2 
'J.9301 01 7,239E 00 a.664P 02 2.777E.03 5.3812-02 
5.071F 01 1.776E 01 2.842F 02 2,707E-03 4.850E-02
 
5.281E 01 2,339E 01 3,076?P 02 2.726E-O03 3985E.02
 
0 c 5.331F 01 S.259E 00 3.laee 6p 2.841E-03 3,776E-02
 
5.4406E 01 7.794E 00 3,206F 02 2.8137E-03 3.514Fo02
 
5.b8aE 01 7.676E 00 3.283F! Da 2.P50E-03 3,276E.02
d C, 	 5.576F 01 9.162E 00 3,37s 0 2,828E.03 3.04JF.025.62aF Mi 2,002E o0 3.4a9 Op 1.793 03 2.770E-02 
5.63e 01 4.383E-01 3.408t De 206SEin3 2.224E-02
 
9.64E 01 1.13 4 E 00 3.o4qF 02 2,766E-03 2.33E.o
 
o. 5,65s2g O 6.690E.01 3.426P Op 3.2t51603 2.366E-02 
S 5,6sE 01 2.468E 00 3.451P Op 3.2411-03 2.320E-02
 
5.702F 01 2.010E 00 3.471F Op 1p34E-03 .26SF.o2
 
S.779F 01 6.5143C 00 3.536C 02 3.223C-03 .070E-02
 
5.877 01 q.92SE O0 3.636E 02 3.30SE-03 1.296E-02
 
6.07op 01 I.SSIE O 3.82iP O 3,217E-03 2.735E02
baoE 01 11,O 01 3.q9oE 02 .19.S03 b.97C.02
 
6o46F,01 10962E 01 11.136E O 3,203E-03 2,833E-02
 
6SOu'01 2.6302 00 0.162E 02 3.2Q6E.03 4.761E.02
 
6.5081 01 2.70BE-0l 4.165F n 3.374E-03 2.831-02
 
6,528f 01 1.3952 00 4.179E2O 3.369E.03 2,808F.02
 
6.6949 01 1.143E Ot 4.939 02 3,243E-03 1.953E-02
 
6.761E 01 0.113E 00 4.33gw Op 3.221E-03 J.79SE02 
6.638F Al 4.3529 00 1.378F 02 3.165L-03 1.421F-02 
6.q10 O± 3,0662 00 4.4I2F 02 3.113E.03 1.1l.a2 
6,97jF 01 2,399E 00 4.437V OF 3,n1hE-03 9.1895203 
7.066F 01 3,234E 00 b.q70 O 3.06L.03 6.948F.03 
7.109F 01 i4796 00 4.4113E 12 3,O-3.03 6.086E-03 
7.262E 01 ,1062 00 Z1.5949 O 2,984C.03 5.6b78o03 
7,277E 01 3,491Eo0l 4.28sE 2 2.qtE.03 5.608E-03 
7.352E 01 1.727E 00 a.5417P OF 2,qstE-o3 5.061S.03 
7.352p 01 3,171E-03 J,5a05 OF Z.958E.03 5.05dEnn37.38SF 01 9,185E-01 1.555F 02 P.921E.03 4,267F-03 
7.77o0 01 2.1S'E 00 407?V O 3.011-03 7.619E-03 
8.16oE 01 2.485E 00 4.601g Op 2.927E-03 b,317r.n3 
Q0 8,441P Al 1,t43E 00 11b.61Fp 2.81-03 4.550E.03 
-' a.7?7F o0 5.017p 0l) 4,.8E'.03 4,324F.03 
S8.7?7P 01 0.000 J.OI7r OF 24802.03 f3.3351E.03 
REACfl4 Q a 0069 ALOC4( 110t TIME 2 P?.I1O4 r4AC " h.L 01 749.9Q9 I I A!., 'J.i RAS 7 
PLMJ T PFRFORAhCE 
CAtIILb1EJ TPP.15T,, 
MEASURED I . .T,..3 .
CAICIILATFO SPECIFIC 
PE&S.'1FI 5PECIPIC IMPuLSF................ nrgI,CLPW-SEC/L6M) 

CALCIL ATE,) T'4fvST COFP IIE 0.. . .. . .. I. .. fl.Su1O 
.EASURE" I qIIST CFFFICIEtT............* 0.4619 

REGtERATIVE-COOLgP FNGTNE PERFORMAI-CE 

CALCULATF 
STREAP TW'4AST ,................ . bb3. (LBF) 
NEI TyrZST..... ...... .. . ... 133". (LSP) 
SPECIFIC IMPULSE..............4..., ...... 2368. (LBF-SEC/LaW)THROST COEFFICTENT~o .,m...... ., 0.5all
 
rOMEITUN AND FORCES 
INLET FRICTION DRAG....,.....,.......... 117,6 (LOP) 

INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE.....s.............. .763,S (LOP) 

COMBUSTOR FRICTION DRAG.................. 298.6 (L8F) 

COPBUSTOR STRUT DRAG...., ............ ,... .33 (LeF)
CO"8U8TOR 4OMENTUM CHANGE....,.......... 805. (LSF) 

OZZLF FRICTION DRAG..................... uS.49 (LaF)

NOZZLE SIUT OQG .,,,,,,,,,,,,,,oo, .0.00 (LOF)
 
NOZZL.F MOMENTUM CHANCE.......,, ,, 1139. (LaP) 

NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL,.* ............. ItO4 (LOP)
 
EXTERNAL FRIC7ION DRAG.*................. 0,00 kLP) 

PXTEQNAL PRESSIRF INTEGRAL..........., 0. (L8P) 

TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG....,.... ..,..,.. .ItOo. Lev)

TOAL STRUT DRAG.... .. ........., 0,33 (Lbr) 

CAVITY FOR.E.......,. .327. (LBF)
 
CALCULATED LnAO CELL FORCE........ os,n .1247. (LOP)

ME&SPED LO4 CELL FORCE............ 1244. (L8F)
 




NOfJIAl COv'L LEADING EDGE. ............ 31.884 (IN) 
SPIKE TkANSLATT0N..,..... ...A ....... 0.2989 (IN)
INLET THROAT, ...;....$po* ... 40.400 (IN) 
CO"L LEADING ..... 35.183 (IN)
NOZZLE SHRnUO TRAILING EOGF............. 73.523 (IN) 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGF................. 87,275 IN) 
STPUT LEADINC EDGE.,., °.............. 56.439 (IN)
STRUT TRAILING EDGE.........,t....,... 65.039 (IN) 
COPBUaTOR EXIT....,.6,,.,,*,,,,,,,, 63.039 (IN) 
eN6TNF PrRF0oqmAKCr 
..... *....1180. (te') 

... . 118 , (. F)
. .. . .. 
IPUI SF........ 20QA. (LsV.SEr/LSM, 
AAGLF QF ATTAC. 
-ASR FLlt RATTIO . 
ADI'ITIVF DRA6 CnFFyC1ENT .......... o,o14Oq

(TwrTTNr PRESURL RFCcVrhV FFFIrIFNCY.... 0.1637
 
I:LEI 
,*1 .. 0,000 (rELptEB),.....* . 

.. .... ... . . 12
 
oFL TA PT2 .,...* . ....... I..I,.....I...... 
IOTAL PRESSURE ErCvE'Y - SLPEkHSIC..... 
TOTAL PRESSURF RECOVERY - SUSACAIC,..,... 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIEICY - 8UPE$CSrIC.,..INLET PRCCESS EFP!CTEWCY * SURSONTC...... 
KTNETIC ENERGY EFFICIENry . St'PESOIC... 
TkPTTC ENERGY EFFICIEiCY - SL'ELLKIC ... 
ENI'AIPY AI PO - lPERSONIC.........0.... 
EkI"AIPY AT P' * SURSONIC.... ........... 
COvBUS$TcP
 
FUtLaAIP RATZL ............. . .t # , 













VACHU" STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT - CS.... 

'fZlLE COEFFICIENT . rT............... 

PROCESS EFFCIENCY,.. ... ,............ 



























































/ ? ' -RFAVING Z 00b9 PLOCK A 126 TTIF = 24o.-309 1A L1 o.u PI 9 749.499 TT = !97l=u -["717S-	 PAGE 
RAVJEJ PENF OR-14(CE 
~ 0 - A w y 9 E P 0 R T 
p T rA"IA L^7 60NV AL- VEL 5 4/A AIAC -UpTp G IVAC Phl LTAC 
1 0 bt W ,114D TUNNL 
m' 0.000 0.389 aJt .3e.9( 961 1,1987 28,o59 962 6,002 
5697 1.625 0,I0oio 27,03b 6',9W7 506b 9.19b 186,9
 
SPIKE TIP NS 4 0 4
 
0.60o 18.062 2971 bb2,1( 7815) Ia944 26.bb9 e574
 
V.600 16.302 2903 041.4( 768) 1.296b Rb8b59 d546 0,a00 1019 Z.U81 0.10668 27,03 0,9;07 496O 1,693 184,d
 
WIND 	 TUNI'EL 3 u 0
 
O.L140 7 9.499 2971 bbe.1( 786) 1.2945 20.660 2570
 
q.000 9.379 396 -33mt( 96) 1.398bl 28.659 979 6,028 5900 1,825 0.1049b e,55 0, 9b77 49b5 4,624 187.0
 
SPIKE 11P KS 4 0 0
 
0.600 18,06Z 2971 662.1f 706) 1.2944 4b.b59 aS74
 
0.600 16.373 2906 64a.2( 769) 1.2965 28.859 d548 0.392 997 2.081 0.10496 26,553 0.9877 4965 1.627 187,0
 
INLE1 THROAT 5 0
 
40000 e.68,07Z 29V2 641,a(707) 1.2967 28,059 4546
 
40.400 16.461 IU68 234.1( 3631 1.3506 P6.859 1848 2.4Q2 U513 1.889 0,9U5a5 47.038 0,1117 4264 66.2q8 157.7
 
fhLET UpNKSK 6 0 3
 
40.400 268.07a 2902 641.2( 767) I c!967 26.859 c!546
 
40.400 14,116 1410 ?18,9( A48) J.35 0 26.059 1814 2.535 4597 10 89 0.85932a,7080,1228 4307 61,368 15990
 
INLET ONNR8K 7 0
 
R )
4o.4nO 121.S50 2902 641:2( 76 1.2967 2B859 2S46
 
40.400 1030727 2799 61V u( 37)1.2=999 2859 504 0,496 124 1,94 0.0593e ArO38 Pst O 4307 16,58a 1590
 
40,4t0 229.411 2866 64J,7( 790) 1.29e9 Z7,b14 2589
 
a0,410 14.865 06U6 Re99( 378)1 .3S21 V0,14 1088 2.410 4550 1.968 0,9148L7 27,134 0.1117 4203 67.072 157.1 0.12 0.07
 
C0pbU37up 0 9 2 21
 
41.286 180.953 4801 647.5f 801) 1.30c6 2b.480 !617
 
41.286 18,141 159a 276,.0{ 43a) 1.3467 Pb.479 2008 Z~t47 4310 2.044 0,95$88 27.R260D.Ill4 q16 63.896 153,0 0.d3 0.04
 
COMBUSTOR 0 10 3 21
 
41.296 1843.946 2760 641.3( 788)1 .3045 26.437 2602
 
41.296 16.179 1550 276,4( 419) 1.3493 26,434 1983 2,172 43083 2.037 0,95419 a7,2db 0.1114 4164 63.080 15a.9 0. 3 0.01
 
COPBUSIOR 0 11 4 21
 
41.361 186,013 2753 647,0( 706) 1.3048 26.4R30 1699
 
41.361 16t422 053 279,2(420) 1.3492 26*430 1985 2,I1 4290 R,936 0.95425 ?7,26 0,1114 4156 63,62e 154*7 0,4 0.00
 
COMBUSTOR 0 1,! 5 21
 
a1,500 184.342 2750 646.4( 785) 1.3049 26.429 a598
 
41.500 .19.d97 1590 29Q.i( 431) L0474 26029 2007 2.104 423 2,038 0.95482 27,286 0.1113 4139 62.657 154,0 0,23 0,00
 
C0P5U$70R 0 0 b 21E
 
u2.460 071.326 2734 6al.3( 780) 1.3050 26.429 2591
 
92.060 1,791 1698 307,3C 448) 1.3a45 ab'429 !OU2 2,002 4088 4.,01 0.94589 27.2a6 0,1124 40b6 60,058 150.1 0.?3 0.00
 
COMBUSTOR 0 14 7 6
 
Q4.,081 115.246 4421 629.3( 989) 1.2728 27 222 2820
 
44.Q81 02.6n4 2745 406, (773) 1.2956 27.a26 j548 1.312 53492 4.180 0,91405 47.a 6 0.1163 4097 47,47b 150.$ U.23 0,65
 
C0NBUSYTOk 0 15 0 3
 
44.31O 114.003 347 62t,2( 997) 1.4714 27,259 2827
 
44.310 4 030 d794 q10.9( 7ee) Ie935 27.465 d567 1,262 3090 d.122 0.91272 27.226 0.1165 4094 40.6h4 150.4 0.0 0.6t
 
C0P81USTOR 0 lb 9
 
a4,796 111,368 $40 622.2(10073 1.2695 27.315 2636
 
)
44.79t) 66.740 2879 R21.6( 810 1.2900 R7,3?0 !600 1,?18 3166 2,1R4 0,90087 27. 6 0.1170 4000 44.724 149.b 0,23 0.72
 
COMBUSTOR 0 17 10 2
 
44.800 111.324 3481 622.2(1007)1i.eb95 27.S1b db$6
 )
14a.e00 ob,764 2880 422.0( 414 1.4900 ?7.321 2600 1.217 31b5 4,124 0,90867 27.2 8 0.117U 4000 44,696 149,8 0,43 0.74
 
C0PSUSTU9 0 18 11 6
 
ao.450 104 .137 30d7 b~bmbf 952) 1.4929 24.186 2825
 
u
4b.250 aaf1 eub3 42b 0(.757) 1.3116 2u.638 b) 1,227 3150 e,26B Q,06414 41,46t 6Otg l 00 A2,97 ju'j,4 0.53 O.?C 








qAP(rL bVI MACH VEL 5 -IA Al C pvplo r IVA4 pol OA C 
COMOUSTUk Q 0 3 
47.31o 39.927 5 6 407,2( 7e01 1,3075 2u,51tj 2b93 1,P4l 3,!1d 4.275 0,80363 27.U66 0,1330 "111 0,1P5 149.7 0,53 0.27 







blg.O( 4e ) 1,2P79 24.518 2Rb6 
1407.1f 780) 1,4C74 2 .5;P 21 4 1.201 3218 2.479 0.603,11 2706f, 0,1335 4112 0b.153 10107 0,53 0.28 
CUPOUSTOR 0 42 1 5 
4a.110 93-30,9 3253 605,1C10271 1.2814 24.675 e.696 
U8,110 3b,459 4663 94.u( 6 1) 1.3012 2 ,677 Rb42 1,229 3247 2.294 0.74891 47,4tb 0.143,! 4183 31.794 152.3 0*53 0.,4 





b10.b(looh) 1.2qb3 22.501 
17(1,3( 775) 1,3173 2a,501 
e91a 
2611 1,311 3424 Z,4240.69bb5 470b93 0,155e 4249 3t,075 153.4 0,02 0,19 





610.$(100 7) 1,2962 U2.503 915 
3Tb.U( 775) 1.3172 U.503 2612 1,312 342 2.424 0.09574 d7.693 0.054 4250 37.042 153.5 0*OR 0.19 





605.5f%047)1.490aO d,617 2956 








593.5(1176) 1,2731 22.982 3076 
133.4t q24) 1.2961 22.986b e7l7 1.294 3601 2.473 0.55456 27.693 0.19SU 0535 31.088 163.7 0.82 0.33 





S78.9(1241) 1,263i? 23,193 3128 
238.6( 912) 1.2939 23. 02 2761 1.495 4126 2.4f!9 0.45453 27.693 0,2379 4781 "9.140 17,!.b 0.M2 0.42 






57500(262) 1.1!600 2 ,5.0S 3144 
"25"bt 9Z41) 1.018 23.264) a773 1,510 IJ106 2.494 0.43595 27.693 0.2480 "847 28.361 17Q,3 0,82 0.44 
COPBUSTO 0 29 U2 4 
54.061 
54.q061 
67.483 3719t%$576 2780 571,5(1277)200,9f 921) 1.25741 e3.312 31S6 1.2913 23.324 2766 1.557 4306 2.4980.41q09q 27.693 0.2631 14891 ?.7.499 176.b 0.62 0,46 
CUPBUSTO 0 30 23 3 

















1.292!5 23.350 2740 
1.9!548 23,384 3168 
1.e9l 43.199 ZZ33 
1,60b 4A35 P..499 0.38861 27#693 0.27a? 
1.665 4551l 2.503 0#36454 d7.693 002966 
494Ek 26.785 17U,7 0*82 0.47 
5010 25.792 180.9 0,822 0,4 
56.246 50.611 0100 b6Q.504491 1.22bl 23,829 3270 
5b.2ub 13.622 3eSt 16555(1078) 1.a677 23.882 2918 1,543 0502 2.544 0.29380 27,693 0.3680 5159 20.554 186.3 0.82 0.63 




10.3he 2 09 
560,3(1309) 1.2516 23.430 
068-A 855) 1.295 6 2S.410 
3178 
2677 1.815 859 2.512 0 29302 27.93 0.3690 S162 22.128 180*4 0.62 0.50 
COYOUSIUR 0 34 0 7 
56.44t 
5 6 ,0 41 
COPOUSTOR 
59.554 3807 559.7(1311) 1.2513 23.436 3179 
1 0 .ZS U 26 07 8 5 .4( 8 5 5) 1 2 9 5 6 2 3 .454 267 6 ! .8,l 48 72 2..5 12 0 ,290 9 2 2 7 ,69 3 0 ,3 7 1 7 
0 35 26 6 




1 3.190 S163 
Sq* (tfl4O}
1 92 2(10551 
1,2;261 a3.80.3 
I. 27 06 23 .k52 
3264 
! 9 4 1,57 9 U569 2.5 41 0.29 411 27. 693 0.3675 5175 20 .089 1 80.9 0 .82 D 62 
CONBOB-TON 0 36 a9 3 
O 56.001 12.750 3104 O~V,0(1033) 2.3.65,25 2072 1,612 4630 2,538 0,,!93,V !7.b93 r.36a6 5189 21.05b 187.4 Q,8R 0.61 




12 -4 0 LA 60 1 4 
55714(1433) ),e334 ?3,731 3246 
1 1 6 ,1( 10 0 0 ) 1 2 7 7 2 F *771 2 8 8 1 ,6 5 6 4 0 9g d~t $ U.2 9 27 5 2 7. 69 3 0 3 69 S b19 9 2 1 ,37 9 1 67 0 0VO 0.6 0 
P T hGAPtA Ifl.T bONV mACGH 0FL b ./A A/AC Uvlm 0 iVAL Phi iTAC
 
'COWBUSTOV 'i 3b 31
 
57.751 513,460 Sq16 $54.d(1351)1"!,445 !5bh3 3207 
!)7.751 10.470 all$ 74-6( 8 3) 1.2900 PS,588 27lq 1.802 4901 d.518 0.28811 2 769 r?.3753 5a24 21,94 18d,l 9.0 0,54 
CO U ST V 0 3 9 3 2 
5d.771 111.437 5171 5blh7(1071) 1.2A50 24.03U 2979 
58.771 t.,a37 1535 -4b,3( 0P5) 1,3465 Re.83e41 a2 2,576 5470 4.41b 0.28627 27 , t93 0,3777 b234 24.336 109.0 0,82 0.30 
COPBUSTOk 0 40 53 7 
60.781 11.212 3860 04.4(131) l.Z30l 24.454 31Q? 1,151 4198 2.561 Q,,9624 27,693 0.3650 5a,! 19.,2 186.6 0.82 0.81
 
COMBUSTOR 0 al 34
 
62.201 50°9qb 4420 502,60(536) 1.4U77 24.140 3316
 
6R.201 15.?87 $56q 15e.Z(1Z031 1.24t5 24.e3 3023 1.451 43eb 2.550 0.30427 27.693 0.3553 b212 2b,1737 186.2 0,be 0,74 
COPHUsTOk 0 4a 3s 5 
b4 .665 440b70 u698 b34.6(1641) 1 18c7 24.475 33b9 
64.665 18.937 4105 d27.4(1404) I. e!e 2.638 3168 1,237 3921 2.567 0.28841 a7.b93 0.3749 b105 17 .57e 187.5 0,82 0,87 
COMBUSTOR 43 3 4 
05,0ai 90,97V 4798 533.2(1679) 1,17R2 24.592 337E 
t-5.041 19.665 4317 263.9(1485) Ji$94Z 24,780 3216 1,14I 3670 2.b76 0.26813 27,693 0,405a 5190 15.294 1810 .82S 0,93
 
CO'dUsTDR RFGFN 44 37 e1
 
65.041 40.970 4945 632,9(1736) 1.1643 24.40 316
 
65,041 t8.551 4434 3S3,1(1332) 1,1843 2,72 3250 1.192 3874 2.596 9.2681$ V, 69$ 0,034 b250 16,14 189.6 0,02 0,9S
 
NOZZLE AE 45 38 5
 
67,277 40.970 4798 533.2(1635) 1.1722 44,592 3372
 
87,277 1 e21 4b42 488.4( 100) 1,2812 24928 2539 2,816 7050 Z070 0,05582 V,6593 1 9 71 6760 6,aOa 244,1 0,82 0,93 
NOZZLE RO 46 39 5
 
87.277 400.970 4798 b33,.21635) 1.1722 24,592 3372
 
87.277 0. 09 1947 -691.( $97) 1.3049 24928 aa50 3,479 7d28 e.576 0,92522 27,693 0,2876 7105 3,066 ?56,7 0.0 0.93
 
NOZZLE AB REGEN 41 40 s
 
87.277 40.970 4935 6Sa,9(1736 1.i1643 24,400 3416
 
87.477 1.4ft2 a696 =Qag.6( 863) 1,2749 24,921 Z618 2.779 72752,596 0,055f1 21,693 1,9371 6898 6,310 249,1 0,02 0.93
 
NOZZLE PO REGFN 48 41 5
 
87.277 40,970 4935 632.9(1736) 1.1643 24.460 3aJ6
 
137.277 9.389 2066 -bSW,3 63a) 1.2987 R *98 2313 3,46o1 6013 2.596 Q02432 27.693 41454 7340 3.029 265,0 0.02 0,93
 
FICTIVE CJMBUSTk 68 61 0
 
65.001 266.072 5073 533.2(1783) 1,1826 R4,904 Sabi
 
65.94; 0.389 1314 -981.6( 387) 1,3361 25,19V 1802 4,687 8724 R,424 0,0IaO07 a7,693 Z.5690 7765 5.704 ZSO,4 0#09 1,00 
Fl CTIVE NOZZLE 69 6a o 
87.277 25.387 472a 508,4(1650)1 .1689 24,576 3352
 
87.277 1.532 4699 -348,8 ( 937) IF671 24.926 2T07 2,41RO 6549 a,609 0.05582 2f.093 1.9371 6397 Sob8l 431,00Oe 0.93
 




















































i.bOE 01 0.081E 00 
A.518L vil 4.O2L uO 
3.518F 01 4,0 3E uC 
3.555E 01 4.1.5E 00 
3.5856 01 0.106E 00 
3.606b 01 aJ,090 00 
3.68f 01 4.XUbE 00 
3.701E 01 4.1105 00 
S.73je ('I 4,33t6. 00 
3.803E 01 4,015L 00 
3.83 3 F 01 5.717E 00 
3.875E 01 8,n89 0 
5.88OF 01 8.177E 00 
O.OO -3.070E U? OO 0.000 0.000 
5. 137F 00 . I.522 02 V.OvO 0.000 0.000 
b,701,F 00 *4,%c 3E. u2 O.ouo 0.000 0.000 
3.770E O0 -4.614E OR O.OUU 0,000 0.000 
2.175F JO -4,761F u2 -3,547k 02 -3.514?E 02 V.000 
3,u29q OC .4.8/6L O -3.509E n2 -3.5896 02 .OO00 
4.744F o0 .5.07 u2 -w,b/7E 0? -. 677E 02 UOn0 
6.909F 00 -5.325t 02 -3.956E 02 -3.793E 02 .1.626E 01 
fs,137F 'OU.5.445t. a2 -4,otaC 0. -3.0*EC eQ,2,1z1$E O1 
1,9bE 00 .5.724k O .4,369E '12.4,034E 02 -3.351E 01 
7.925F 00 .5B SL 02 -4,49dE 02 -4.113E 02 -3,850E 01 
1.464E 01 .5.080E 02 -14 694E 02 -. q0E 02 4,54J1 01 

























































































)1571F 01 -sb.036 t-2 *4,bt4E 02 -4.327E 02 -4,9b7F 01 
1,607E 01 .6,.06L OR 4,95g OR .4,439E 0O 5,456E 01 
1,339F 01 -6,149E 02 .b,09E 02 4.,5jSE 02 -5.761E 01 
9.12SE 00 -.,326E 02 5,211E 04 -4.647E 02 -6.238E 01 
9.046E 00 -6.U66E 02 -5,39SE 02 .4.741E 02 -6.547E 01 
8.886E O0 6,758t 02 -5,663E 02 -4,942E 02 -7.213E 01 
8.882E 00 -6.765E 02 -5,670E 02 -1.947E 02 .7.231E 01 
8.533E 00 -7.566E 02 .46!)E 02 -5.437E 02 -. O E 02 
8,529F 00 .7,575E 02 "6,476E 02 -5.443E 02 1,033E 02 
8,503F 00 .7.6444 02 .6.5U9E 02 .5.082E 02 -1,0676 02 
1.02bE 01 .7.787P 02 "6.713E O ".5686E 02 .1.145E 02 





















































































-1.139E 03 -8,16BE 02 .3.217E 02 
-1.195E 03 .8.541E 02 .3.431E 02 
-1.310E 03 -4,311E 02 -3,987E 02 
-1,331E 03 o9,319E 02 -3,992E 02 
1,Y9IE 03 .1.173E 0- -6.184F 02 































































a2,138E 03 -1.336E 03 -8.025E 02 
03 -1.337E 03 .8.0E 02 
-2.387E 03 -s.aS2E 03 .9.342E 02 
.2,S72E 03 *1.543E 03 -1.0306 03 
2.S75E 03 .1.54E 03 .1.031E 03 
-2.7l6E 03 .1.615E 03 -1,10LE 03 
-3,047F 03 -1.790E 03 -1.25eE 03 

















5.595E-02 9753E 01 
5.595F-02 9.749E 01 
5.586E02. 9.0219 01 
0.367E-02 8,420E 01 
4.3636-v? 8.411E 01 
4,109L-U0 7.922F 01 
3,820E02 7.365E 01 





















1.4016 O -3,536E 03 -2.061E 03 -1.475E 03 
2,114E OR -3.07E 03 .2.127E 03 -1.530E 03 
2,762E 02 -3.771E 03 .2,189E 03 -1.582E 03 


































1.362E 01 1.362E 01 
7.200E 00 1.354E 01 
7.200E 00 1.32E 01 
1.319E 01 1,319E 01 
1,275E 01 1.275F 0t 
1.2i26 01 1,221E 01 
1.047L 01 1.0h7F 01 
5.437E 00 5,437F nQ 
1.7Z1E 01 721E. 01 
1 579 UlI 1.79 0 
4.992E 02 -3.960E 03 .2.288E 03 -1.672E 03 
5.030E 02 .3.9obE 03 .2.291E 03 .676E 03 
5.118C 02 -4.902E 03 .2,298e 03 .1.684E 03 
5.171E 02 -3.991E 03 .2.302E 03 -1.689E 03 
5,390E 02 -q.UlE 03 .2.316E 03 -1.705E 03 
5.062L U "4,046E 03 -2.327E 03 1.718F 03 
5.7b6 042-4,11 03 -2.35SE 03 -1.761E A3 
5.953t 02 *.,25F 03 *2.39ME 03 -J1e.0g t3 
5.9010 04 *q,349E 03 -2.4 2 03 .1.907E 03 

































































1.9'4 7F 01 
1.972F 01 
P'A (JOx [,1. O.GB CA*ALL 
5.980c 02 .".bfbE 03 .2.bbOE 03 -2.11E 013 4.46qE U3 
5.9bOL 02 -4./17E 03 -2.b76E 03 -2.141E 03 4.137E v3 
5,980F 02 -4.7edE 03 -. 570E 03 -2.113F 03 11,342t 03 












4.871E 0I 2.50e.0 
a,9QSE (i1 2.591E02 
5,006E 01 2.598E.02 
b.074E 01 2,632E602 
.3694E 01 1,01E 01 9.b5JE 0 7,599k OP .M.8b1E 03 -2.647E 03 .2aE O 'I.583E 03 2,575E 01 1.336E.02 e. E 01 i.272E,02 


































5.156E 03 -2,712L 03 















1.262E 01 1.4536 00 1.lOF oo 1.523L 03 sb.234E 03 -2.726E 03 -.. b08E 03 5,273E U3 3,737E 00 1.938E.vS £S,6S6F 00 2.415L,03 
7.477E 01 1.460L 00 1.698E 00 1,530E 03 *b,-gdE 03 2,727E 03 -2.512E 03 5,290E 03 3,756E 00 1.948-03 4.369E 00 2.266L*03 
7.352E 01 1.3a"4 00 1.140e 00 1.578L 03 .b.2bBE 03 .2.732E 03 -2.535E 03 5.374t 03 3.510E 00 1.820E.03 2.932E 00 1.5iE.U3 
7.352 01 1,364E 90 t.137F 00 1.581E 03 -5.266E 03 -2.732E 03 -2.536E 03 5.375L 03 3,508E o0 i.820tc03 2,925E 00 1,517E-03 









1,681k v3 -b.3$9E 03 .2,756E 03 -2,583E 03 













8,441E 01 1.380E 00 0.000 1.801E 03 *5.34E 03 -2.791E 03 -2.58 3F 03 5.68AL 03 3.550E 00 1,841E-O 0.000 0000 
8.727E 01 2.76OE 00 0,000 1,851t 03 .5.404E 03 -2.819E 03 -2.583E 03 5.707& 03 7.099E 00 3.682E.03 0.000 00000 
8.728E 01 2.763E 0O' 0.000 1 1BSIE03 .b.4ueE 03 .2,819E 03 .2,563E 03 5,7u7 03 /,107F 00 3,686E.03 0.000 0.000 
READING u hl( = l6 T11 F - 22b.5 1h r"A. 6.0 PI o 7OU69 9.4qq 71 ev74 PAGE 6 
x iPvkh (, qG F PC 
".040E 01 1.163E u2 1.163F 02 2.239L-3 N.44SFsO0 
o.0 1E 01 1.M76E-LI 1.164E 92 2.519t-v3 3.9bL-O2 











4.150E 01 2,525E 00 1.378F 02 2.4171-03 b.l67E.oe 
4.2116L 01 1,714E 01 1,550E 02' 2.'4R-03 b.3VbEc02 
M.4OF 01 2.632E 01 1.013E 02 2.*9q6L03 7,o07F02 
4.431E 01 3.SOE 00 1.0.9E 02 2.917P0 tbo1E.Qe 











4.626E 01 1.s95E-ul 4,169k 02 2."IE-u3 b,9A1E02 
'4.731E 01 1,514L 01 4.329E 02 d..OUjt."3 b,.646E-02 
4.732E 01 1.471L-Ql E.322F 02 2.801E-03 b..bubEu02 











4.91OE 01 6.71E.UO 2,589E 02 2.?7E03 b,801E02 















5O406E 01 7.694E 00 3.tnsr 02 2,872E603 3.61E,02 

























$,652E 01 6.659E01 3.622E 02 3.2bUE6u3 2o4obE-O2 











.. 0 5.877E 01 8.5576 00 3.5078 02 2.777E-03 L.56SE-02 
S0.076E O 1.498E o1 3.657E 02 2.S45E-03 3.6 E-O 
0.220E (1 1.035E 01 3.7blE O 3,ti6E.03 2.831E.02 
6.66- 01 6.504 E 01 1.891E 2.539E 0100 30.5F0 023.975E 02 3.119E-033.288E-03 3.0476:022.1358E-O? 
I'd 6.508E 01 2.627E,01 3.978F 02 3,404E.03 2.U90E.02 
6.526E 01 1.340E o0 3.991E n2 3.399E-03 "2.812E.0? 
6.694E 0l 1l.12t vl ".104E 02 3.219L-03 4.066E.02 
. 
6.761E 016.83sE of 4.146E 004.359E 00 4.145E 024.1899 02 3.2526e031 192E-O3 1.b02E.O1.4bSE-Oa 











1.109E o1 1.321L 00 4.296e 0a 3.OqbF603 b6.6hE-03 



































8.727E 01 S.9 0E1-i M.'4356 02 3.013E-03 b.olOu.03 
6,7280 01 0.000 4.435F 02 3.013L-03 0.61E6-03 
REAvpjcG C fl09 MLDCKt=d 11P tl+ 2c(6.5u" 'AL t.u P1 c 7&9,o4 11 m e'ul. IPAGE7 
k A"'JE I PL HPrLlRMA KLE 
eNr.ItE trF(I ALE 
 INLET
 
WA CALLULATEi, THk'Jb1 ................. 1S41. (L.0F) A'NGLt0OF ATIACK ....... 
 ..... ,........ 0.000 (DFC.P Fb)
SMEASUREDIHIJbT ......... . 13j5. (LF) rASS
..... ..... PLA RATI..................... .L.9817
 
CALCULATED ECIf IC IIPULbE.,........ I. e048 . (LIF-SEC/Lbr) AIICIIVE O86G COEFFICIENT........ .. . O.O0
MEFASU'RED bPECIrIC IMPL-bE ......... 1#'IA (LdP.SLC/LSWJ LTMYTING P$4ESSuRL CECOVEPV EfFLCIECY.,...(0.1!b96
CALCULATE" THRLIbT CDEFFICIENT ........ D.5347 
 UELIA PT. ........... . ............ i o2o0 (pSI)
MEASUREO THRUST COEFFICIET.......,,. 00203S 
 TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVE0Y - 8tPE FS0C.,., 0.3577 
TCTAL PRESSURE WECGV PY * b)USONIO.o .. 0.1619 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY * SUPERSONIC=.... Q.bO7dEGFNENAtIvEWCUOLED ENG1NE PERFORmANCE 
 IkLEI PROCSS tFFICIENCY - QUEEhIC....900 
CALCULATED 
 KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - 8UFEhSNIC,... O.9279
 
Sf.EAH ...................*..... 656. (LF) KTNETIC ENERGY FFFICIENCY * 6USIC .....0.8819
NET THRUSTt .72. (LHFJ ENTHALPY AT PO - SUPERSONIC.............. -3.6h CbTU/LB)

SPECIFIC 1wPULSE.....p....s.. ....... 2248. 
(LBF-SEC/LBM tNTHALPY AT PO * StR ONC ................ 28.20 (aTU/LBSI

THRUST COEFFICIENT... , ... .*...**... 05668 
CrImUSTLRMOMENTUM AND FORCES 
FUEL.AIR RATIO,...................t....,. 090214
INLET FRICTION DRAGe... 
 o .... o ..... 110.3 (LBF) EOIV)LECE HATIO........................ O,817

INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE........ ,.,...., P792.1 (L8F) COFF40STOR EFFICIENCY...s...............o. 0,929

COMSUSTOR FRICTIO1 
DRAG........... . 201,3 CLBaF) TOTAL pRtSSURE RATIOs.oo*............ 0.1528
 
CONSUSTOR B-TRUT DRAG..,................ 
 0.29 (LOF) COMHUSTOR EFFECTIVENESS....... .t.... 0,8285

COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE., ...... ,,, 97, (LSF) 
 INJECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS 0.8101# 0,70411 0,7999, 0.6919 
NOZZLE FRICTION DRAG,.,o,,............,s 45.98 (LWP) 
NOZZLE STRUT DRAG ............ *.,O.O (LbF)
NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE.................... tao1. (LBF) NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PPaSUkr INTEGRAL#,.,.......,.so,.e Ib3't (LdP)
 
EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG,.,**,., .
 ... 0.00 (L8F) VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT s CS.... 0,9464EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTESGRAL........O,. 09 (LF) NOZZLE COEFFICIENT . CT........s........ 0.8660
 
TOTAL , (LBF)
EXTERNAL .RAG,.,,o ,.a430. PROCESS PFIC NCVY................ ...... 0.860q






CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE........... .f14a5.
M CLOF)
EASURE[) LOAD CELL FORCE..,,.. , . ,. ot1461, (L3F)
 





NOkINAL COWL LEADING EDGE............... $4.884 (IN) INJECTORS STATION 
 VALVE
 
SPIKE TkANSLATTON.,... 1......,0.1...... Q.009 (IN) IA 40,400 A
 
INLET THROAT .......teoe.....e.I. 40.400 (IN) 
 lu 41,286 a
 
COL LEADING EDGF..,.,.*,o .,,,,,, *. 35.1b (IN) 1C 44.30
NOZZLE SHROUD TNAILZNG EDGE.,...,,,..,,. 73,Sb (IN) 2A 48,7b D
 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING tDGE.,,.,*,.,.. .. 67.27) (IN) ac 6,250 E
 
STRUT LEADING EDGE............ ... , 56,441 (IN) 3A 54.051
 
STRUT TRAILING EOGE......................, 65.041 (IN) 38 b6.236
 








REA01mr.a 0069 14LOCK C 159 TIM = P5A.?Ab thAC, 6.0 j2TPT RO AN79.2497 a 3049. F / PAGE 
w S tj R y P FP qR T 
WM TNE T 1 r -% T bfQkV mACH VEL, 8 -/A A/AC ACPTP r IVAC PHT FTAC 













l 6 IA 9 a§7 6 
685.7f 811) 1.2IQ1
bf3 . 4 f 7 6 Q) 1 . Zq 
28.659 2605 
3 28 8 5 9 257 6 0 1410 1 0 56 2. L e9 9. 1 07 3 a 2 6 0 7 A q, 8 1 5 495 5 1 7 6 1 1 0 3.7 
wIlD TUNNEL 3 0 0 
0.000 749.249 3n49 
0.000 0.379 Ql1 
8P h TIP NS 4 
685,7( 811 ) 1.2921 28*860 8.605 
.30.if q9) 1,3]9as ae8,59 q95 
0 0 
6.015 r98 O 
q6.33,13i205005 
I2 0 85 2 ,429bn187 8. 
0,600 18.025 304Q 
0.600 10.36 i!989 




1.291Q 28889 2605 
1.,?9"1.1d,8059 257P 0.391 1008 2,089 0,10321 25,949 o.Q9jq 4922 J.617 IP9.7 
40.400 a94,334 2987 
410,400 1503]0 11468 
TNLET UPNRSK 6 
666,7( 7q2) 1,2941 28,859 2580 
234:1( 363) 1,3S06 28.859 IR48 
0 3 







1.2941 28,899 2S80 
1.3539 28.859 0814 2,609 4733 1.891 0.B57110 26,978 0.1228 4399 63.066 163.1 







1,291 28.899 2780 
1.2972 28,859 2939 0,489 1241 1.9130 0.85740 26.978 n,1228 4399 J6.530 161.1 
COMOUsTOP 0 8 1 21 
40,410 293.71S 2947 
409410 14,95 1 147 S 
COMBUSTOR 0 9 
666.6( 813) 1.2963 27.660 2620 
23 2 9 ( 38 1) i 3 51 d 27 660 1893 2 .467 
2 as 





671,2( 823) 1.3000 26 575 2b66 
280.8( 435) 1.3057 26:S5 20j4 2.194 4420 2,040 0.05107 27,I57 .1 114 4257 65.35S 196.8 0.22 0#04 
-COP8USTOP 0 In 3 21 
4to2q6 207.308 2841 
dt-296 18.484 1570 
COMBUSTOR 0 it 
671.2( 8 11 
2881.2f 42) 
4 21 
1.30J6 26.534 2632 
1.3082 26,539 1992 2.210 44t7 2.033 0,95178 27.157 n,1114 42S6 65.339 156.7 0,22 0.01 
41.361 206.020 2834 
010361 , 18 0 0 4 197 4 
CO~dLUSToR 0 12 
6710f O{0) 1.3021 26,528 2630 
28 9 .2 t 42 S ) 1 3 48 0 26 *5?8 1 9 9 4 2 ,206 
5 at 
a 399 2.0 3 3 0 9 51 80 27 ,15 T 0,(1 1 4 4 2 48 6 5 .0 7 0 136 , 1 0 ,22 0 00 
di.500 201,248 8832 
41.Sn0 - 20 .22 1 16 13 
COVBUsTOR 0 13 
42.460 i87.2?4 2817 
42.460 20.967 1649 
670.&( AnS) 3.3022 P80827 2629 
295 9 f 136) 1.3 a ! 26 .527 201 7 2 1 46 03 29 2.035 
6 21 
669.6C 800 ) 1.3027 26,927 2622 
U06,4(47) 1,3043 26.526 2038 2.080 4240 2.038 
0 .952 ,10 27.157 0. j1t3 
0.943S0 27.157 0.1124 
423 1 6 4.073 155 .8 0 ,22 0 ,00 
4182 62.165 I11.0 0.22 0.00 
COMOUsToR 0 14 7 b 
44,081 119.320 3618 
44081 2 818 4898 
COMBUSTOR 0 is 
6" ,3t100) 1,2638 27,460 2871 
13: 4( 816) 1 .2887 27. 67 2600 1 335 3 47 2 2.12 4 0 9 t173 
8 3 
27 157 0.1163 42(6 44.1 93 IS .9 0 2 2 0.79 
40.310 
0 3 io 
117.396 167O 
4S 073 2989 
692.4(061) t.2610 27,529 2891 
42 2 9( 8 44 1 .28 48 27.537 2633 1 287 33 89 2 12 7 0 ,90 1 27 157 n'1165 4205 07.9 44 15 4 8 0 22 0 85 
COMBSsTOR 0 16 9 1 
440796 114.iAg 3756 
4.7 9f, 9 8 95 3t55 
COMBUSTOR o 17 
607.6(1O00) 1.2S61 27,648 2913 
Q42.3 ( P95 ) 1.2777 27.660 2692 1 ,191 3 205 2.13 2 0,90657 27.157 0.1170 
10 2 
419 9 45 ,IS9 15 46 0 22 Omq 4 
44,600 
44 80 0 
114.104 
09 8 96 
3756 
3157 
647.6(t040) 1.2561 21,650 VV3 
442 5( 8 0 )} 1 .2 7 7 6 2 7 .66 1 269 2 1 .19 0 320 4 2.t 3 2 0.906 37 27 at5 l 0 . 11 7 0 419 9 45 12 4 15 4 .60 ,22 0 ,95 
CO4811STOR 0 18 it b 
46.250 
46 25 0 
106.490 3371 
52 .998 2888 
659.5ClORR) 1.2779 Z4.463 2966 
461. 5( 90 ) 1 .2 c? 2 2 4.385 27 62 I ObO 29 S4 2 .3 17 0 . 8632 1 27. 437 0mitS ] 42 9q 0 .02t,15 4.1 0.57 0 .32 
2 READING 2 00/9 PLOCR m 15q Ttwr = 254.200 MACH n,0 PT = 7d9.2u9 T? , 3nJ.0 PAGE 

P T OAMA MrLWT SONV MACH VEL 5 -/A V AjAr MUVT ; IyvC Pm! ETAC 
COktUs O P 0 lq i1 a 
46.260 LOb.t03 3376 6%9%atiOW) 1.2777 2L.366 d967 
a6.260 53,020 2891 4 8 1,sC 9j0) I.2qgO 24368 2763 1*0bI 29R3 e.317 0.662r5 27.437 Ot.4Ia 4230 3Y.986 I'.2 &.57 0.3a 
COPEIIRTV1R 0 20 13 I

a,.3to 102,5P3 3674 6 0 7.3C1t14) L.2620 a4.710 3054
 
a7.310 55,266 3222 a76.2(1022) 1.2782 24.717 2878 l.n17 
2926 2.331 0,802716 27.437 0.1334 4365 36.509 159.8 0.57 0.86 
rOvBUsTOQ 
- 0 21 la 2 
aT.1Pj 102.06 3678 6077.2016) 1.2618 20.71" 3Q5S17.321 55,36 3227 4 6.3f1023) 1.2779 24.722 2880 1.015 29P4 2.338 0,80414 27.u37 0.4335 d386 36 4b2 159.9 0.57 0.46 
COP60UTOR 0 22 is a 
46,IO 98.742 3939 63817(1275) 1.2469 25,023 3124be.l1o 52.802 347O 05 .q11105) 1.2648 2.040 29S2 1,027 3032 2.3S3 0.70810 27.037 0.,432 
 45211 35,290 164.9 0.57 0.59 
COPRUSTOs 0 23 16 6 
48o761 94004 3580 650.01264) 1.2683 22.404 3175 
48.761 u2,4Q5 3012 418.1(1040) 1.2882 ?2.409 2934 1,161 3407 2,523 0.69705 27,709 0,1552 4623 3t.905 166.9 0.91 0.34 
COMBUSTOR 0 24 17 a 
48.771 94,09 3582 649,9(1264) 1.2682 22.406 3175

L8,771 42,360 1012 4l7.1(lOaO) 1,2882 22.411 2934 1,103 3413 2.523 0.69614 27.709 0,1554 4625 36,923 166.9 0,9i 
0.34
 
COMBUSToR o 25 10 a 
49.301 92,584 3633 64sl(1283) 1.2654 22.4b6 3190
d9,301 35.162 2994 364.2(1013) 1.2896 22,473 2898 I.293 3749 2.527 0.65106 27.709 0.1662 
 4725 37.930 170.5 0.91 0.36
 
COw8USTOR 0 26 19 5
 
50.711 83,214 ROOi 633:6(1028) 1.2431 22.870 3294
 
50.711 31.31a2 3290 32A.I(±1x1) 1.2719 22.894 301J 1.306 3935 2.557 0.55488 27.709 n.1950 4462 33.930 178.7 0.4)s O.a
 
COVSUSTOP 0 27 20 b
 
52.811 77.335 4243 619,5C151) 1.2276 23.1aO 3305
 
52.811 22.612 3332 220.9rtaQ) 1.2657 23.189 3007 1.48 06466 2.573 0.45479 
27.709 0.2379 5228 31.565 188.5 0.91 0.7
 
COMOUgTOP 0 28 21 3
 
53.111 77.765 4213 616.5( 50a) 1.2296 3,11t6 3318 
53.311 20.275 3225 188.4(1108) 1.270? 23.163 2965 1.561 8628 2.S71 0,83620 27,709 0.2?40 
 5274 31.37) 190.3 0,91 0.56
 
COMBUsToR 0 29 22 a
 
C 54061 76,378 '247 612.?C151S) 1.2270 23.162 3345
S4061
;U 18.? 3805 lg9.9rjOq9) 1,2702 23214 2953 1,611 4755 2,573 041110 27,709 0.2631 5340 30.401 1927 0.91 0.57
 
COMBLUgSOR 0 30 23 3 
64.o2a 75,892 424 6082(1i15) 1,2268 23,172 3348g54.2, 1,675 4898 2.573 0.38883 27.709 0.27S2 5399 29,595 194,9 0.91 0,5816,575 3138 128.8(1073) 1.2726 23.225 2924 

55,78COPOUSTOR 0 31 20 4
 
55,760 ' 73,656 4302 603.6(1136) 1,2227 23,241 3350
 
. 55.760 15.277 3156 104,6(1078) 1.2708 ?3.304 2925 1,708 0997 2.577 0.3647$ 2.7O 
0.2966 5868 28,325 197.2 0.91 0,60 
COMeUsTOR 0 32 25 5 
96,246 57,220 4760 601.5(17i11) 1.1838 23.742 34*35
 
96.26 14.605 3801 114,V1319) 1.2318 23.948 3118 1,583 0936 2.615 0.29396 27.709 0.3680 
 5628 22.551 203,1 0.91 0,78 
£0M$USTOR 0 33 26 5 
8 56,30j 66.9a2 4366 601,3(1560) 1.2172 23.315 3366 
56.301 11.239 3079 38.8(1047) 1.2724 23.393 2886 1,839 5306 2.58 0.29319 
27,709 0.3690 5631 24.174 203.2 0,91 0,62

COMBUSTOR 0 34 27 3
 
56.441 66,740 4373 600.7(IS63) 1.2166 83.324 3368
 
56.441 11.141 3082 350(i0C0a1 1.272? 23.404 28S6 1,842 53!? 2,989 .29100 27,709 0,3717 560 24.051 03.9 0.91 0.63
COMBUSTOR 0 35 26 21
 
56.52J 51.908 S110 600 0(1807) 1.1527 P4.125 3D84
56.521 14.225 4349 1010(1527) 1,176E 24$594 3216 1.554 1999 2.626 0.29414 27.709 0.3675 56ab 22.867 203.7 0.91 1.00
 
CrOmBUSTDR 0 36 29 21
 
56.60 1 5sa121 5109 5993(186 7 1.1528 ZU.127 348a
 
co 56.801 13.837 4328 88.9(1516 
 1.17O P4.603 3210 1.574 SoS 2,62b 0,29337 27s709 n.3688 5659 23.041 204.2 0.91 1,00
 
C.W COMEUSTOR 0 37 30 21
 
. 57.027 52.01 5108 590.S(jleb) i.1q29 P4.128 3483
 
57.027 13,072 4293 68.9?1560) 1,1799 24.ol8 319A 1.609 51j8 2.626 0.29d92 27.709 0,3693 5670 23,433 204.6 0,91 1,00
 
-CH
REATNr a n069 BLOCK a 15Q TT 4E 0 P56.2114 60 PT c 749.249 TT C 3049.n PAGE 
0UT 0 
Co 7.751 5).29d 5101 595.Atj80a) t.IS26 2U.127 3061 
mo S7.7SI 10.620 418? 7.7045P) 1.1860 24.659 312 1,716 94P5 2.628 0,2P8P7 27.709 0.3193 5693 P4.304 205.5 0.91 100o 
OPO OR 38 31 al 
cat'eustop 0 39 32 Z1 
58.771 5-887 3937 i 13 9 11.1993 ?4.122 3082 1.933 5956 2.645 0.286114 277.0Q 0.3777 5699 2b.511 205.7 0.91 1.00
 
COOSsTOP 0 33 21
 
62.201 54,955 5090 583.8(1842) 1.1939 24.155 3480
 
62.201 164050 4368 108,6(1535) la1772 24,594 3224 1.512 L1575 2.018 C.30444 27#109 0,3553 59~ 23.065 204*2 0.91 1.00
 
COPUSTOP 0 42 35 200
 
646 6S R1,608 5083 576,0(1839)1. 1537 24.1137 307a
 
0 4,665 18.2 3D 449 170.1(1577) 1.1717 2 4,5 U3 3?57 
1 3 84 4506 2.62a u. 8857 27.709 n.37 9 563t 20.I0e 20312 0.91 t. 00
 
too u$tOp 0 63 ;6 200
 
65,041 47.717 5071 S74,6(183t ) 1.1530 24,149 3470
 65 001 19.59 4553 R24.6(1612) 1.1670 24.441 3284 1.274 4184 2.628 0.26828 27 709 0.032 5627 17 .45 203.1 0.91 1.00
 
C0FOUST0P REOFk* 04 37 3
 
65.O41 47#717 5150 648.R(JR65) 1.1501 24,0O19 3500
 
65,0AI 17,121 45614 240.3(1617) 1.1641 24,462 3P86 1,375 4518 2.643 0.26828 27,709 0,4032 
 b659 18.635 204,2 0.91 1.00
 
NOZZLE AE 45 38 5,
 
87,277 47.117 5071 S74,6(110|) 1,1530 24.149 34170
 
01.277 1.301 28 49 
 583,1( 933) I.R62 2 .8P 4 2606 2 83 4 76ti 2 628 0.05585 27 709 1 9371 7200 6,$06 259 9 0.91 t '00
 
NOZZLE PO 46 39 s
 
R7 .277 47.717 5071 57a6(i179 l11 o 50 93 .lu 341o
 
81.277 0-401 2209 0820.2( 698) JW87 24,826 2387 3,501 a394 2.628 0.02439 a?709 4,6358 7651 3.166 276.1 0.91 1,00
 
NOZZLE AE REGEN 47 40 5
 
874277 479717 5150 '648665) 1.190( P4,045 3900
 
0?.277 1,346 2978 -533.2( 982) 1.2989 24,622 ?740 2,806 7689 2.6113 0O05585 27.?09 1.9371 7290 6,673 a63,1 0.91 1.00
 
K'0ZZLE PO REGEN 48 41 5
 
87,277 41,717 5150 h68.2l~AS) 1,1501 24,OBS 3500
 
87.271 0.4nt 2299 -781,8C 730) 1,284P 24,826 2431 3,486 8477 2.6(k3 0.02378 27.709 4."E01 71b8 3.132 280.3 0.91 1.00
 
FICTIVE C04J8TR 68 61 0
 
65.0al 294,334 $213 S74o6(J910 ) 1.17O4 24,372 3548
 4S,041 Ooto t427-1O81,0( 430) 1.3268 24,026 1947 4,684 9121 2*979 0,0011 27,709 2,6250 6125 5.841 29302 0.91 1,00
 
FIC7?VF NOZZLE 69 62 0
 
87,277 32*746 5001 551,3(1802) 1.15D6 24.131 3443
 
87 .277 . 1.538 3153 -U63.6 (10091 1.2104 2.811 2810 2.536 1 27 2.bl34 0.0 3585 27.70 9 l.q371 6 901 6.18 6 249.1 0.91 1.00
 
XA F Pwlp P-O8 PrA OX U.1p P.nP CtALi P.Tb/PSU P.JP/PTO P.DB/PSO P=OP/PTO 





















4 17F 00 1.4'7AE.03 











4 PISE oo 
a.124E 00 
5,915E On -0.567E OR 0.000 
S.882F 60 =a.567E 02 0.0 0 
3.877E 00 -. 654E 02 0,000 







































.4.915E OP -3,Z9F 12 





























.3,07qE O2 -1.3J1F 















3.803F 01 3.980E 00 1.355F 01 .5.63SE 02 -3.970F n2 -3,70CE 02 -2,6qBF 01 q.24E OR q.q17E 00 5.312E-03 3.376E fl i,809E-02 
3,833F 01 5.1380E on 1.582F 01 -li.ASE 02 -4.083E 02 -3,773E 02 -3.099F 01 I.PJAE 03 1.390E O1 ?.D47E-03 3.943E 01 P ilE-02 




9, I90E 00 
1.540F Ot 
1 .566F 01 
-q,653E 02 -4,276E 
-5,661E 02 -4,369E 
o2 "3-gO=e OP -3.7219 















3,931E 01 1.360E 01 1.602F 01 .5.719b 02 .4.51SE 02 *4#O729 02 "4.38BE 01 10t29E 03 3.389E'01 1,81SE-02 3,993E 01 2.139E.02 





qISF O0 -%.qOE 02 
9.059F An .6. tO9E 02 
.4.7b3E 
.4.874C 
02 ma. 22 02 -5.013E 01 
62 .a.346E 02 -5.262E 01 
1.186E 03 











41.O4-O 01 2,09E 01 8.9269 Oo -6.401E 02 -5,113E OR -4*533E 02 -5.800E O1 1.257E 03 5.207E 01 2,789E.02 2.224E ol I,191EV02 
4.041E 01 2,098E 01 8,922F An -6.4108E 02 -5.119E 02 -4.537E 02 -5.819F 01 i.258E 03 5.d27E 01 2.B00L-02 2.223E 01 l~tglE-d2 
4. 129F 01 2.026E 01 6.631E 00 -7.222E 02 -5.840E 02 041-87E 02 -8.534E 01 1,.361E 03 7.0416 01 3.77PE-02 2.ISIE 01 t1 9EP0R 
4.136F Al 
4.136E 01 







-7.231E 02 -5,851E 02 
.7.301E OP .5.018? 02 
-7.648E OR -6 .0Dqt 02 
.4,993E 02 -8.582E 01 
-5,O2GE OR .8.qS6E Di 
















4.aW 01 1.912E Ot 2oZSIF 01 -7,75HE 02 P7,306E 02 05.764E 02 -1.601E 02 1.502E 03 4.76SE 01 20M53-02 5,683E 01 3.044EP02 
4.40AE 61 
4.431E 01 










-7,2SOE 02 -i.Oa4E 03 .7,533E OR -2,911E 02 
-7,22UE 02 -1 .097E 03 wl.899E 02 -3,114F 02 
.7.201E 02 -1 .226E n3 -9.61PE D2 -3.646E 02 










1 .122E 02 











5.600E 01 .6.196E 02 .1,b6E 03 -1.089E 03 -S.771F 02 
5*606E 01 *6.IOIE OR *0,701 03 .,0t91E 03 -5,78OF 02 
















4,732E 01 4,862E 01 6.205F O! ali. 4TE 02 -2.003E 03 -1 .24E 03 -7.976F 02 2.096E 03 1 212F 02 6.490E-02 I 546E 02 8.262E*02 
4.811F -41 5,435E 0! S.133E 0! .2.992E 02 .8.237F 03 -i.353E 03 =8,85BE 02 2.19SE 03 1.3"FE 02 7,25VE-02 1.279t n2 6.651E.02 





4, 236F Ai 
3.5169 01 




03 . I,.4OE 03 -9.701F 02 
03 =.,96E 03 .lOu6E 03 












5.071E 01 3.031E 01 3.131E 01 1.983E 02 -2,871E 03 .1*670E 03 -1.201E 03 2.S21E 03 7.802E At 4.179E-02 7,802E 01 4,179E.02 
9,281F ol 2.261E 01 2.261E 0t 4.qS21 02 -3.262E 03 ot.880E 03 -1.382F 03 2.786E 03 5.630E 01 3,018E-OP 5,634E Ol 3.018E.02 
5.33iF 01 2.A27E 01 2,027F 01 S,510E 02 -3.344 03 .1.923E Ol -1.421F 03 2.852E 03 SOS2E 01 2.706E-02 5.052E 01 2.706E-02 
5,406E 01 1.844E 01 1.8442 01 6.299E C? -3.463E 03 t.9q8SE 03 -1.471E 03 ?,947E 03 9.594F 01 2,461E-02 a.S94E 01 2.461E.02 
5.482E 01 1.657E 01 l.bS7P 01 6.037F OR -3.574F 03 -2.042E 01 -1,532F 03 3.64SE 03 4,130E 01 P,21U-02 4.130E 01 2,212EP02 
5,576E 01 1.928E 01 1.528P 61 7.68%E 02 .3,701E 03 .2,l06E 03 -1,59SE 03 3.16SE 03 3.8n6E 01 2.039L.02 3.806F 01 P,03qE.O2 
5,62SE 01 





9.359E 02 -3.759E 
9.LiOOE 02 -3.7651 
03 .2.134K 03 .1.68SE 03 











5.604E 11 7.950E 00 1,434E 01 q.49aE 02 -3.781F 03 -a.143E 03 -1.637F 03 3.23aE 03 1.98iE 01 1,661E-02 3.572E 01 1.913E-02 
5.5b2E 01 1.422E 01 I.Q2.1 01 9.552E 02 -3.789E 03 -P.147E 03 -1.602F D3 3.24SE 01 3.544E 01 i.899E-02 3.544E 01 1,699E.02 
5.680F DI1 ,384E At 1.384F 01 4.73SE 08 -3.819F 03 .2.160E 03 -1.659E 03 3,080t 03 3.448F 01 ).BQ7E-02 3.448E 01 1.847E.02 
5,703E DI 1.307E 01 1.307F Ol 9,866E OP -3,843E 03 -2.170E 03 -1.673F 03 3.309E 03 3.aS7F 01 ITa5E-u2 3,257E 01 1.?4SE-O2 
5,?75E O1 1,06RE 01 1.062F 01 I.PIQE Ol -3.917E 03 -?.199E 03 -107M7 03 3,40PE 03 F,646E 01 1,417E-02 2.646E al1 .417EwO2 
5.877E 01 





1.638E 03 -4.OQIE 03 
I.PdOt 03 -d.l45E 03 
-P,232E 03 o1.170E 03 











..) C4.2PoE 01 1.60SE 01 1,605F 01 10 40E 03 .,51E 03 -P30SE 03 -. 94g6E 03 3.972E 03 3.gqqE Ol 2,142E.02 3.999E o1 2042E.02 
READTNG n 0069 BLOCK a 15c TTu a 2056,00 ACH 6,0 PT a 719.269 TT = 319,1 PAGE 5 
XASS PulP P.08 PnA VOX t-flR 0.0 C"ALL P-!/PSQ P.4B/PTn P.r,/pso p-oB/PlO 









































6.91 0 P Al 
1.1150E 01 Q.24r no 
7.10E 00 4.207F 00 
a.q75E tin 7.05r no 









03 -?6103 *2.E,91F 03 
OS 2.#O83E 03 -2.241F 03 
03 .2.9QE 03 .a.ZR0F 03 














e.302E 0)1 1,.233E.02 
2304E 01 1234E.02 
1.755F 01 .aOEP103 









03 -4.877E 03 
03 -. 9 29F 03 
2.5i1PE 03 .2.35S9 













7.109F i 1.430E 00 2.63SE On 1.90SE 03 -4.947E 03 -2.530E 09 -2.417E 03 5.088E O 3,563F 00 1.OQE-O3 6.565E 00 3.517E-03 
7.262E 01 
7,277E Al 






03 .5.002E 03 -2.540E 03 






















00 2.055E 03 -5,033F 03 -2.045E 
2,091E 03 .5,086E 03 .2.oS52 
03 .2 4A9F 03 




















2.P69E 03 -5.115F 
2.3076 03 -5.129E 
03 .2.580E 03 -2.535F 03 

















2,366E 03 -5.1b2E 03 .2.6171 03 -2.535E 03 











READING c 006q PLnCC = 159 TT-F = P56.200 "ACH 6,0 PT 749,U q TT 30tq.0 PAGE 6 
DDIAG CDqAr CF HC 
4.0O4E 01 1.PJ2E 02 1.21aF 02 2.1itIE.03 4.302E-02 
4.041F 01 1.9002-at 1.ptilF OR a.0est-al 4.0552oO2 
4.129E 01 t.766E O1 1.301E 02 2.604E-03 4.675E-02 
4130F 01 i.912E-01 1.33e Op 2.407E.03 4.9SIE02 
4.136E 01 1.2082 00 1.401Y n2 2.382E.03 5.0322.02 
4
.1Sc 01 P.561E 00 1.43O! O 2.398E.03 5.263E.02 











'i.'1oE 01 8.178E 00 1.994F Op 2,977E-03 7.063E.02 
4.480E 01 6.459E-02 j.qaar 02 3.017E.03 6.9029.02 
4.62 5F 01 2.387E Ot 2.233 O 3.?775.03 6.710E.02 
*4.626W 01 1.S60E01 2,235F Op 2.47E-03 7.477E.02 
4,731E 01 1.7PE 01 2."2E Op 2.9382-03 7.5699.02 
1.732E 0 1.432E-01 2.3839 02 3.067E.03 7.2206.02 
4.81EE 01 1.074E 01 2.491F O 3.02R2E-03 7.133F-02 
4.876F 01 9.234E 00 2.583q O 3.263E-03 6.198E.02 
4,87 7F 01 









5.071F oi 1.853E 01 2.844F 02 2.875E.03 S.740E.02 
5.e81E 01 









S.406 01 6.779E 00 3.243! Op 2.94aEo03 3.913E.02 













5.63oE 01 4.906E.O. 3.460 02 3.08OE.03 .51ZEcOP 
5.64E OL 1.274E 0 3.$0e2 0p 2.867EO3 2.638E*OE 
5.652F 01 7.3qtE-01 3.488! 0 3?S9E.03 2.771E202 
5.6ROP 01 2,689E 00 3.515p 02 3.280 .03 2.730E.02 
5.703E 01 2.196E 00 3.537E 02 3.2?7E.03 2.641 .2O 
5.775 01 7.236E 00 3:609F O 3.2722EO 2.315E*02 
5.877F 01 i.OOE 0t 3.719! 02 3,355E03 1.527E2o 
6.078E 01 2.063E 03 3.925E 02 3.250E.03 3.041tE02 
6.202E Ol 1.330E 01 4.0582 02 3.237E.03 2.982E202 
6.466F-01 2.2a5E 01 4.2R1! 0 3.?6BE-03 3.097E-02 
6.5014F 6 2.990E 00 4.311E 02 3.316E.03 3.083E.02 
6.508E 01 3.103EOt 4.314F O 3 ,3q9E-03 3.16SE202 
6.528E 01 1.621E 00 4.330! O 3.396E-03 3.130e-02 
6.694F 01 .311E 01 a.i61E 02 3.326E.03 2.21 E.02 
6.761E 01 4.630E 00 4.507E O 3.308E-03 1.999E.02 
6.838F 01 4.801E 00 4.555E OP 3.257E-03 1.519FaO 
6.9tOE 01 3.80SE 00 Q'593F np 3.218E-03 l.250F.f2 
6.9Ti nl 2.53E 00 4.622F Op 3.196E-03 1.102E-02 
7.066E 01 3.775E 00 4.660 02 3.144E.03 8,183E,03 
7.109E 01 1.456E 00 .674E2Op 3,123E.03 7.2811t.03 
7.262E 01 0.679E 00 4.7219 02 3.095E-03 6.411E.03 
7.277F 01 4.11E-O1 4.725P O 3.091E-03 6.270E.03 











'7.77oF 01 2.670E 00 .783P O 3.118E.03 8,531E.03 
8.1602 01 
CA3 8.44,E 01 
20,48E 00 







787ZF (i1 6.867E.01 







REATNG a 0069 SLCW t 159 TIE = 25A,?Q rACH b.0 PT m 709Q.d9 TT a 30i4,0 PAGE 7 
PAMJET PERFORMANCE
 
t'0TNF PFrnfkMANCE INLEI 
CALCULATED THRUST..,........,,...,..,,. 1763, (L8) ANGLE OF ATTACK *.,*, ,***,..**,*,,* 0.00n (DEGREES)

MEASUpED) THRUST.,. ... II....... ,..,.,., 172, (L1F), eASS FLn RtTIOJ.. .,.,., U-981E
.,,.,,.,, 

CALCUIATE) SPECIFIC t1PULSF............. 2439. (LOP-SEC/LBM) AnCITIVE DRAG COEFFtCTENT.............,... O.OOOq

mEASLJREO SPECIPIC IMPULLSE..,.,.,.....,,.. 2151. (LbF.SEC/LBM) LIT7TINr RPSSURE QFCOVERY EFFICIFNCY.... 0.1636
 
CAICIILATEO IRlJSt 0FFICIFNT........, 0.6980 DELTA PT2.......,,.......... ...... .1194 (PSI)

 
MEASHREO 1HRUST COEFFIC1ENT.. .. . 0.654 TOTAL PRESS1RE PErVhRY - SLPfRO IC,.... 0.392A
 
TOTAL PRESSIuRE NErOVEPY - SUBSCKRIC ,..... 0.3659 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY . SUPERSONIC.... 0.8957
 
REGENERATIVE.COOLPo FNGINP PERFnRANCE INLET PROCESS EFFICTENCY - SUeSONIC...,.. 0.9050
 
CALCULATED KITKFTIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY * SUPERSONIC... 0.9351
 
STREAM T6R9ST6................. 6987, (LBF) KINFTIC ENERGY EFPIrIFNCY - SUSCNIC*..... 0.351
 
NET THRUST.. ., . ... I..,, . ........ bP, (LSF) EKTPALPY AT PO * SUPERSONIC,... . ...... .1.35 (CTU/LSP)

SPECIFIC IMPULSE. ... ,o............ , . 2556. (LBPSE1C/LBM, ENIwALPY AT PO. SURBOTC.,..,,oo..... 30.38 COTU/LB)
 




mOMENTU4 AND FORCFS 
FUEL-AIR RATIO....,...,................. 0.0271
 
INLET FRICTION DRAG**.o.o..,. ........ 121.2 RLF) EQUIVALENCE RATIO.,o.,.....,..*........ 0,914

INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE.,,..... , -761.i4 CnwBUSTOR EPPICIENCY.... ...
*.....t. (LSF ,...... 1,000
 
COPBUsTOR FRICTION ORAG........ ,...... 309.OALBF) TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO..........s.......... 0.1621
 
COPSIsTOP STRUT DRAG...#.g.............. 20,21 (LOF) CrIRUST1R EFFFCTIVLNESS.................s 0.8743
 
CON6USTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE....,,,.,,,.,, 1270, (LHF) INJECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS 0,791t, 0.6906# 0.7962# 0.6791
 
NOZZLE FRICrION DRAG,.,.. ............. 52,00 (LBF)
 
NOZZLE STRUT DeAGo o....,......
, 0,00 (L8F)
 
NOZZLE MOMENTUM CANGE.................. 1270, (LEF) NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PRESSUR! INTEGRAL..........,....... 1326. (LBF)
 
EXTERNAL FRICTION fRAG,..,.., ., .. . 0.00 (LR) VACIUM STREAM THRUST C0EFFICIENT i CS*.... 0.9584
 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL.....,,o.., . 0, (LBF) NOZZLE COEFFICIFbT - CT,**.......*....s 0.876
 
TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAGo...oo.,,......, -t510, (LOF) PROCESS EFFICIENCY,,.................... 0.8954
 
TOTAL STRUT ORAG.,...$-,...,,, ,,,, CLOF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY........,,... 0,9073
9 , 20,21 

CAVITy FORCEe..........., A., ...
o ....91206, (LOP)
 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE ,,... ... a."933,.(LaF)

MEASURED LOAD CELL F1RE4,4....,,, .1140. (LSF) 




NOVINAL COWL LEADING EGE...,.,,........... 34.854 (IN) INJECTORS STATION VALVE 
SPIKE TRANSLATION,......,,6* 4, ,I,,. IA 40.400 A.... 0,3009 (IN) 

INLET THROAT..,,... *,,,* .... ...q ... 40,400 '(IN 8 41.286 6
 
COWL LEA'iNG E*GE *,o.**9*=............. 35.185 (IN) IC" 04.300
 
NOZZLE SNROUh TRAILING EDGE.............. 73.525 (IN) A4,161 0
 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EMGE.,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 87,277 (IN) 2C 46.250 E
 
STRUT LEADING EDGE.......,..,,.........,, 56,a4l (IN) 3A 0,051
 
STRLT TRAILING EDGE...................... bS.001 (IN) 38 56.236
 




t = 265.20 sec. 
337
 
READTIjr 0 0069 BLICU 0 .169 TTM = 65.204 MACH 6,0 PT c 7u9.750 TT 2960.h PAGE 
PAMJkT PERFORMANCE 
C.O~~ A R Y P E p r) I 
P T H rAPA HOLIWT $OKV MlACH VFL a /A A/AC mup C IVAC PHI ETAC 
WIKD TI)H0'EL 1 0 5 
0.000 7a9.790 2969 660.0( lei6} 1.29u7 28.860 2571 
0,000 0,38e 39q .33.2f 06) 1.3987 28.859 981 6.n06 5890 1.82" 0o106P0 27.nS7 n~qa82 SA51 9.784 186.7 
SPIKE TIP NS 4 0 3 
0.600 18.012 2q6S 660.0( 7@6) 1.24&6 R 659 2571 
0.600 16.250 2896 6g34W 766) 1.068 P6.D59 ?543 0.401 1020 4.061 0.10690 27.057 0.98A oq7l I~b94 183,7 







70~) 1.2907 PE1.860 21571 
45) 1.3987 28.85g9 77 6.03 a 5895 1.824 0.100F0 !6.'i27 0.98P2 4gSa .598 t86.8 
4PIKF TIP NS 4 0 0 
0.600 18.012 2965 b60o0O(7;1) 1.aq46 ?8.559 2571 
0,660 16.326 289q 640,2( 767) 1.2967 28.859 2545 0.392 996 2.081 0,10480 aA.527 0.9892 495a 1.623 186.8 
INLET THFUAT 5 0 3 
40.400 aT8,394 9909 643,3( 770) 1,2965 28,8S9 2549 
40.404 160127 14s0 229.3c 3sq) 1.351? 28.859 1837 2.077 41551 1.587 0.945S3 a7.057 0.1117 AP00 66.880 156.5 
TNLET UPNRSK 6 0 3 
00.400 278,39a 2909 6M3,3( 770) 1°29bg ?8.859 2549 
U0.400 13,639 1393 R14.4f 304) 1,35$0 28.859 1803 R.S69 a633 1,881 0.85997 27.05, O.t229 4332 61.890 160.1 
INLET ONNRSK 7 0 
a0.,00 122.1418 2909 643.3( 770) 1.2965 28,899 2S49 
40,400 104,619 2808 612.8(7?on) 1.2996 28.859 2501 0.493 1235 1.943 00 5957 27.057 0.1229 4332 16,500 16091 
CO eSTOP 0 a 1 21 
AO.41O 230,837 2873 645,7( 7qt) 1.297g V.627 2591 
0.4io 15,049 1457 220.1f 376) 1.350d 27,626 1883 2.427 h571 1.96S 0,94872 27,I52 O.JI17 4286 67,3q$ 197.9 V.12 0.07 





649,4f 800) 1.30R2 26,563 2617 
aS5il 430) 1.3b67 26.563 2003 2,160 A3?6 2.037 0,99543 27.238 0.114t 4191 64,164 iS3.9 0,23 0,04 






276,0( 418 ) 
1.3040 260523 2603 
1.3492 ?6,522 1981 2.182 4323 2,030 0,9S376 27.238 0.1105 4lqO 64.072 193.8 0.23 0.01 
COMBSTOR 0 It 4 21 
411,3S9 195,427 2766 649,2( 788) 1.30Q3 26,SI? 2601 
41.359 18,820 1550 278.7f 49) 1,3491 26,516 1983 2.171 4306 2,030 0.95526 27.238 0,1113 4182 63.918 153.5 0,23 0.00 
COMBUSTOR 0 12 5 21 
41.500 191.025 2763 648.6f 70T) 1.3044 26.516 2600 
41.500 . 20,403 1595 290.7f 43t) 1.3470 26.515 2D07 2.109 4a32 2.031 0.95524 27.238 0,1113 416S 6Z,825 1S2,9 0.23 0.00 
COMBU1STOR 0 13 6 3 
42.460 L67.183 2811 644,3( 501) 1.3020 26.580 2616 
42.460 23.768 1750 316,7( 476) 1.3391 26.580 2094 1.934 4049 2.006 0.94582 27.23P 0.112Q 4112 59.512 ISI.0 0.23 0.06 
COMBUSTOR 0 14 7 5 
44.0?9 114.002 3550 634,=1(029) I.266O 27,449 2857 
44.079 46.553 2931 424,2( 827) 1.2876 27.455 2614 1.24D 3241.2,123 0.91466 27,?3A 0.1163 Ut30 46.057 151.6 0.23 0,78 
COMBUSTOR 0 is 8 3 







433,4( B50 ) 
9 
1.2S44 27.909 2642 10 95 3056 F,125 0.91277 21.238 0,1165 4129 4U,764 151,6 0.03 0.85 









1.2791 27.591 a688 1.106 2972 2.128 0.qG817 238 n.1170 4125 al.969 151,4 0.23 oog 
44.800 
44.800 
1t0.971 365d. 628,2(1097) 1.2607 27.583 288t 
S3.737 3135 492.0{ 890) 1.2791 21,591 2688 1,05 2969 2,128 0.90876 27.238 0.1170 4124 al.933 15I,4 0,R3 0.89 
COMBUSTOR 0 Is It 6 
U6.250 104.IP8 3186 6"B.41031) 1.286S 23,b89 2921 
06.25o 57.871 2789 500,6( A89) 1.2997 23.890 2747 0.983 Vol1 ?.3P9 0.86693 87.555 0.12V2 4153 36.374 190.7 0.b2 0.25 
REAQTNG 0 0069 8LnCK 0 169 T.F - 265.204 '4CH 6.0 PT = 749.750 TT R 2964.6 PAGE 2
 
P I m rAM4 InLl sfNv M4ACW VEL S /A A/AC 'LPU r IVAt PHI ETAt 
CO8LSTO 0 19 12 2 
ab.c&O 104. 1 4 318A 646,3ein3?) 1.2A64 23.891 2921 
06.260 57,.9 2791 500,0C 409) 1.2996 23.892 2747 000b3 2700 2.329 0.bfl6nd 27.555 Idji? 0155 36.J3h IsG.b 0.62 0.25 







1.2736 21,176 3003 
1.2860 24,179 2855 0.913 2608 2,348 £.80396 27.555 0.1335 315 32.665 156,6 0.62 0.36 







1.2735 ?4,17b 3000 
1.2859 24,181 2856 0.912 206 2.308 0.'0559 27.555 0.1335 4317 32.0268 IO.7 0,62 n.36 
roI'auslrp 0 22 15 4 
48.110 
48.I10 




1.2590 24,484 3064 
1.2730 24 492 2936 0.031 2733 2.367 0,75111 27.555 n.1432 4462 31.902 161,9 0.62 0.48 
COJSToR 0 23 16 6 
48,759 91.933 3384 643.9rR(21) 1.27' 21,685 3152 
48 759 45.611 2895 4402C(1025) 1.2950 21,648 8934 1,083 3177 2.565 0.70121 27.874 6,1552 SbS 34.619 163.8 1.02 0.27 
CFMBUSTOR 0 24 17 a 
46.769 qj.881 3386 643.9(122) 1.2782 21,648 3153 
48.76o 45,465 2895 U13t10?2) 1.2949 21.650 2934 1,085 3183 2,565 0.70030 27.874 A.554 4568 34,645 163.9 1.0? 0,27 
COBLISI0R 0 25 18 4 
49,299 89.732 3479 639,6(I298) 1.2735 21,742 3183 
49.299 37.758 2874 388.S(1014) 1.2943 21.746 2916 1.15 3542 2.573 0.65495 27.870 0.1612 4676 36.052 167.7 1.02 0.30 
COVBUSTOR 0 26 19 5 
50,709 81,.699 3830 629,4C139L) 1.253 22.094 3288 
50,709 32.137 3148 337.4Cj116) 1.2796 22,107 3010 1.270 3822 e.604 0.55819 47.870 0,1950 4916 33,196 176.4 1.0? 0.1 
COp6L'STOP 0 7 20 a 
52.809 75.767 4067 616,0.(8115) t,294 22,354 3346 
52.809 23.025 3191 233.8(11 7) 1.2741 22.384 3005 1.571377 a.622 O,4T970 270874 0.2379 5195 31.12a 186.4 1.02 0.48 








614.1(1476) 1,2100 22338 3342 
202,0(1089) 1.2779 22,366 2965 1,532 4501 2.620 0.43881 27.879 0,2480 
22 Q 
5246 30,96a 188.2 1.02 0.08 







177.0(1092) 1.2765 22.435 2964 
23 3 










22.473 2149 1.621 4781 2.627 0.39115 27,874 0.2782 5376 29.061 192.9 1.02 0.51 
CO1UqsTOR 0 31 2is a 
55,760 " 71.003 4178 602,6(1528) 1.2313 ?2,499 3372 
55.760 15.881 3089 124,3(1083) 1,2756 22.5U3 2948 1.659 4892 2.632 0.36686 27.874 0,0966 5445 27,891 195,3 1,02 0.53 
COMBIISTOP 0 32 25 5 
56,244 55.521 4630 600.7(1708) 1.1939 22,977 3460 
56.244 15.139 3700 134,2(1318) 1.2108 23.126 31Q2 1,38 4832 2.672 0.20582 27.874 0.0679 5612 22.212 201.3 1.02 0,68 
COVFUsTOR 0 33 26 5 
56.299 64.686 4234 6005f550) 1,2266 22.561 3383 
S6,299 11.556 2995 55,7(100 ) 1,2780 2a.615 2901 t,800 5221 2,642 0,e0489 27.874 0.3691 5616 23.928 201,5 1.02 0.54 
COIIUSTnO 0 34 27 3 
56,439 64.570 4241 600,0(1553) l.262 22,569 3384 
56.43o 11.451 2996 B2,0(1±04) 1,2779 22.624 2901 1.805 5235 e.643 0.29292 27.874 A.3715 562S 23.829 202.8 1.02 059 
COPefL'SOD 0 35 28 21 
56.519 18,386 5154 599,8(1915) 1.1'182 23.519 3537 
56.519 14.717 44167 120.0(1625) 1.1627 24.000 3288 1.090 4899 2.692 0.29615 27.87a 0.1675 5630 2U.50B 202.G 1.02 1.00 










3201 1.511 4959 2.692 0.29512 27.87a 0.3688 564 22.702 202.5 1.02 1.00 
w* COIP'UST0P 0 37 30 ?1 
C'51.or0, aS,250 5152 597.rj9(1 4) 1.1482 P3.5Pi 3536 
¢ 57.025 13.4147 4135 86.2(1002) 1.1648 24.030 32b9 1.548 5060 2,69e 0.29462 27.870 0.364 5656 23.169 2029 1.02 1.00 








.85b10 ) .Id70 
2,0,6(1597) I.1,6W 
23.511 3533 
24.082 S232 1o.00 $364 4.(qb05 O2P9Qq 27.137a A.31 56b1 2U.17F 203.8 1 .02 1,00 
50,;,7,89 
58.7.6 q 
C 0 b [ T 0 9 
60 0 
34,&4 i 1,03 592.[8(1894 ) 1.1457 23,4$1 
5 , 5 U 090 -Ti 4 .2 4 5 7 1,1772 a ,17l 
0 9"0 33 21 1 
SO.,605 5"14 8 .588, 0 t IC) 1 1. 1,0 83.50a 
3518 
3V47?.1.090 5998 2.718 
3S,3 
0,288iS 27.A74 0,377 5686 26.1635 -e 0 A 0 1.02 1.00 
ComaUsTop 0 41 
6R.I0q 51,333) .S1,47 
62.199 16 s, 41 -50,3 
COvBUsTr - 0 42 
6.,663 4.8794 'SI,33 
64.o63 19.161 1007 
'COKBUs.TOR 0 la3 
31 21 
564. 5(fjq12) 
-125,.6 (16 3,11 
35 24 
577,2(10088 
1 c6..5 C16 7 6 
36 200 
1.149? 23,549 3530 
1.1,634 24.0'03 32,94 1,455 4792 2.684 
1 
|.1490 P3 552 3528 
1.1595 2S.35 531 1o'3 1,00364 2.687 
0.30626 27.87410.,3 53 
0.29030 ?1,87a n.'3749 
564R ?2.807 
56U t9.690 
029 6 1.02 1.00 
2O1,7 1.U2 1,00 
65. 03q 19. 9V7 4662 
C~wBUSTOP REGFN 44 
65.039 Ob.4O0 5160 
65,039 19.894 403 
NOZZLE AE 45 
87.27S 45,400 5192 
238.3(1700) 1.1570 ?3,889 3350 1,227 4110 
37 2 
614.3(19181 1.1472 23,489 3540 
27a,8017181 1,15 8 23,88 3385 1.229 4134 
38 5 
57S.9(1880) 1.1484-a .543 3924 
Z,693 0.26988 27.87a 0.4012 
2,700 0.26988 27,874 0,1103e 
5618 172839 
S636 17,339 
201.t, 1.02 t.00 





Po A 6 
dS.400 5122 
O9388 9326 
AE REGEN 47 
,) s 
57.5,9C1A808 
oB88, ( 751) 
40 
1.1464 e3 543 3524 
%.2821 24:368 R667' 3.70 8560 Z,693 0.02251 2?,870 UoF345 7896 2,995 283.3 1,02 1O00 
87j2875 1 .'A40136 o576.4(1067 ) 1.2541 24364 2833 ,725 7719 2.700 0.05618 27.874 1.4371 
NOZZLE P0 RE6FN AS 4t 5 
87,275 4S.400 S160 614.,3(1918) 1.1472 ?3,489 3540 
87.275 0.388 2373 -870.qf 1711) 1-2805 24,366 2496 30462 P621 2.700 0.022 27,874 4opq7b 
FICT.AvE COMSUSTR 68 61 0 
69,,03o 215,394 534S 57S,9(1942) IsJ643 230854 360 
65,,0'39 0,368 1,31 1177,1( 460) 13201 24.38 2O|7 4,642 9366 2.540 0.03791 27,874 2.9706 
FlCT~vE NOZZLE 69 62 0 
87.275 27.345 5035 5$409(1865) 1,1448 23,501 3492 





6.739 26507 t.02 1oD0 
2.977 285.4 1,02 '.00O 
5151a 301.3 1#02 11OO 
6,0T7 240, 1,02 1,00 
AGS P.Is P.()F PDA QIx W.]A G.ne C ftLL P.1111 50 '.I pP1 0 P-08/fPso P. B/plo 
6.9PIF.01I .,690k 00 0,000 .11.389L.01 OoOOQ ft.O0 (IOo P . 70F.Op 2.8 1OE 0 C I ,45be.03 0.000 0,000 
1.836F 01 1 n90F 00 P.,'C .A28E Qi O.OoU n.000 O.Oo 1,6sub 0? 2.810E co IubaE-U3 1),OQO 0.000 
3.07OE 01 Z.46SE 00 0.000 -1,800E 02 0IOU n,(Oo0 OO0 5.051E 0? b,355F 00 1.2bRE-03 0.000 0.000 
3,5O08 Ot1 .32E 00 
3.518E n 1 4 .07SE 00 
3,51iBE 01 0.07eE 00 
3.559F 01 4.240E 00 





















6.904E 02 IOAOF Ot 
13,.8a7E C-2 IDStF 01 
6.850C OP I 15 1F O1 
7,P18E UP I.U93F Di 








I.467E a 1 
9.747F 00 








3.7nt F Al 
4 .j S0 r, 
4.115E 00 
4.470E 00 
3,08OF On -4.*IqE 
WO781 00 -5.117L 













I .05FF 01 
1.112F 01 
1,152E 01 









3.731E ol 40$54E On 8.137F 00 -5.118SE 02 -3.3e2E 62 -'St96E O2 -1.294F ni1.905S2 02 1.123E 01 6,80AL-03 2.096F 01 1.08SE-02 
3,8013F ol 








-S.652E UP -3.56bE 
-5.646E 02 -3,630E 
-5.67RE 02 .3.775E 
02 -3.$ QE 02 -i.96OF 01 
02 S,40SE OP -2.2qOF 01 

























-3o87AE 02 -3.58aE 02 -a.901F 01 






















9,325LP On .6,0OOE 02 
(?,2SBF AO .6.138E OR 
9.126E 00 .6.426E 02 
.4.214E 02 .3.8SOE 02 -3,637E 01 
-4,312F OR -3,93AE 02 -3,819F 01 
















4.04iF 01 2,0982 01 9o422r 00 -6.432E 02 oi,5 7E OR -/4.103E 02 -4,236E 01 t.2582E 03 5.4O7E DI 2.79BE=02 2,352E 01 1.217ew02 
4.12 01 2.821E 01 8.833F 00 -7.233E OR -S.ITSE 02 -4.,1S2 02 -6.607E 01 1.361E 03 7.273E 01 3.763E-02 2.277F 01 t.ME-02 
4.121A 01 2.029E 01 8.829F 00 .7.243E D2 -5.IBSFE 02 .4.520E 02 =..61OE 01 i.UH2 D3 7?94E 01 3,77bE-02 2,27t.E 01 1,118E.02 











.4.626E OP .7.601E 













4.o08E nt 4.5792 01 4:7SeF 0! 07.36AE 02 -90S59P 02 -6.822E 02 -2.518E 02 !.6gSE 01 1.180F 02 6.107L-02 1,220E 02 6.3114P02 
4.43t2 Ol U.902E 01 4 869F O1 07.54DE 02 .9.81AE 02 .7*1182 02 -2.696E 02 1.726E 01 I=284E Oa 6.53BE-02 1,255E 02 6,494E.02 
4.479E 01 5. ,19E 01 5,156E 01 -7.311E OR -1.095E 03 .7.791E 02 -3.163F 02 1.785E D3 1.43ME 02 7.441E.02 1,329E 02 6,877e.02 
4.480E 01 5S.872 01 5.160E 01 =7,31SE D2 -1.097E 03 =7,8002 02 -3.170E OR 1,766E 03 1,4UOE02 7.4?,52E-02 1,33GE 02 6.802E-02 
4.625F 01 5.954E 01 6:02tr ol .6,27oE 02 .1.490E n3 q.8BajE 02 S.,062e 02 t.96aE 03 1.412E 02 7.4M- 02 1,552F 02 8,03qE,02 
4#626E 01 5,553E 01 6,026F 01 -6.258F, 02 -1,49SE O3 -9,85SE 02 -5,0775 02 I~q65E 03 1.432E 02 7,4072w0? J,5S4E 02 8.038E.02 
4.731F Al 5,1329E 01 6.6502 Ol .4.917E DP .1.789E 03 t.,122E 03 .6.664E 02 2,.0gyE 03 1,42S2 02 7.374E.02 I,?M4E 02 9.869E.02 
4.732E 01 5.53SE Ot 6s659 01 -4.503E 02 -1h791E 03 -1,1241E 03 -6.676E 02 2.096E 03 1.427E 02 7.3e2E-02 1,716E 02 8.876E.02 
4.811F.01 6.0602 01 5.5052 O! -2.054E 02 -2,002E 03 -1.221E 03 -7.810F 02 P.19SE 03 1.562E OR 8.083E-02 1.419a 02 7.34pe-OR 
4,876F"ni 0,561E Ot 4.961F 01 .1.936E 02 -. 161F 03 -1.297E 03 .8.638E 02 2.276E 03 1.176E 02 6.083L-02 1.1766 02 6.063E.02 
4.877E 01 4,547E 01 4.547F O1 -1612F. OR -2.163E 03 .1.298E 03 -0650C 02 2.277C 03 1.172E 02 6.064E.02 1.172E OZ 6.06UE.02 
4.9 OE dI 3.7762 01 3.776E 01 -2.629E 01 -2.283E 03 .1,35B2 03 -9,2r5E 02 P,3 44 03 9.734f 01 9.036E-02 9,7348 01 9,0362P02 
S.E01 O 3.214E 01 3,214E 01 2.321f 02 -2.567E 03 .1,505E 03 -1.063E 03 2,9a1E 03 8,285E O! 4.286E.02 8.285E 01 4,286EP02 
5,281E 01 2.302E 01 2.3029 01 5,39BE 02 -2.918E 03 -1.693E 03 -1.225F 03 2,7882 03 S,936E 01 3,07tE-02 ,936E 01 3,07tE.02 























2.534E-02 4,898E 0l 
2,31IL-02" 4.466E 01 
e,53aE.0e 
2.311E.02 
9576~E 01 tS8OE 01 '1,588F Oj 9.180E 02 o3,313F 03 I]1,4SE 03 %!,4t8E 03 3,166E 03 4.094E 01 2, 10E-02 a.694F PI 2.118E.02 
5.624E 01 1.1314E 01 1,514F 01 90 89k OR 3,366E 03 :1!,920 El 03 -1.446F 03 3,209L 03 3,903E 01 2.019L-02 3,903E 01 2,D&9E-02 
5,6302 01 8.062E 00 1,505E 01 9.931E 02 03.372E 03 -i.923E 03 -1.4a9E 03 3.216E 03 2.078E 01 t,07SE-02 3,881E 01 2,0082=02 
S.6 42 01 8,06R2 00 1.484F 01 1.003E 03 .33bF 03 oi,929E 03 -t,457F 03 3.234E 03 2.078E 01 1.075E-02 3,e2fE 01 10279E.02 
S.5pt52 Ot 1,472E Ot 1.472E 01 i, 00) OS -3.39(E 05 -1.9'3E2 03 -1,U61V 03 3,24SE 03 3,794E0Ol 1,68U02 3.794E 01 1,963E.02 
5,6POF 01 1.929E Ol 1.029F 01 I~nM8 03 -3021E 03 -1,944E 03 -i,477E 03 3.280E 03 3.683E 01 1.906E-02 3.683E 01 1.906E.02 
WORE2 01 1.30SE 01 !,34SE O! 1.041E 03 -S,4a3E 03 -io9532 03 -1.469P. 03 3.309E 03 3oa67E 01 1.7gaE-02 3.087E 0! 1.794E.02 
5.775F 01 1.67SE 01 1.075F 01 1,074E 03 .3.509E 03 .1.90E 03 -I.S30E n3 3,4OPE 03 2.773E 01 1.4ae.02 2.773E 01 Ia3aE.02 
5,877E 01 







!oP93E 03 -3,5ts7F 
I.OqSF 03 .3.720F 
03 -2,009E 03 -1,57O2 













w,6,22oE 61 1.60E 01 1,64 r Ot !,09SE 03 -3.819E 03 -2.078E 03 -1.701F 03 3.972E 03 4.239E ni 2,193E-02 4.239E 01 2.193E.02 





















a.' ,! 01 
P.OU/PO 
2.S57E.02 
4-1 6.50aE O 2.025e 1ll.'56F 01 1.0nSE 03 .4.057F 03 .2.I66E 03 l.8Q1F 03 ".337E 03 5.ROE 01 2.7O1E.0Z 5.049E 01 2,612E.02 
[ 6.508P 01 2.625EC 0 Q63E 0j 1.t'qE 03 W'4.0bU 03 -2.167E 03 .I.AP3l 03 U.34?p 03 5.a2uE 01 2,701E-09 5.060F 01 2.618E.02 
W.52sBE 01 1.925E 01 14965E O1 1.09SE 03 -4.079E 03 -2.175E O -I.96E 63 4.368E 0 4.963E 01 2.5AE 00 5,11?F 0l 2.6J8Es02 
&,69aE 01 1.098E Oe 9.390E 00 1,26DE 03 -4.211E 03 .2.d27E 03 .1.984E 03 4.583E 03 2.831E 01 1.4bt.02 2.421E 01 I.252E,02 










1.643E 03 *4.3u3E 03 -2.257E 03 -2.045E 03 
1.768E 03 a.43blE 03 o2.268E 03 c2,083E 03 






















1.94SE 03 aq.,35E 03 o.2*284E 03 -2,152E 03 













7.262E 01 toOI6E O0 2.105E 00 2.P67E 03 .4.5OE 03 -2.295! 03 -2.204E 03 5.273E 03 4.127E 00 2,135t03 5.27E o0 2.808L.03 







R.1309 03 =4.5dbE 03 -2,300E 03 =2.2286 03 




















2,16qE()E 0.737?8,aW 3O3 *169i 0  
2.256E 03 04,509E 03 .­2320E 03 .2,269E 03 
2.350E 03 -.4604E 03 .2,335E 03 -2,269E 03 
.7o3Q7E9 0) (4,589E 00 
5,S58g 03 6.600! 00 
















2.391E 03 -49619t 03 















8.727! 01 3.238E 00 0.00'0 a.453E 03 .4.643E 03 ..374E O3 -2,269C 03 5.707e 03 8.347E 00 4.319L.03 0.000 0.000 
READING m 0069 bLOCK a 16q TI.e m 265,20u MACH 6,0 PI 2 749.790 T! a 29b4,6 PAGE 6 
y DHAG CORAG CF H 
4.uV8OF 0 I.206 t 02 1.2088 172 2.222E.03 4.1JgLE.02 
4,OajE 01 1.875E-Ot 1.210E 02 2.502E.03 4.UbE.O 
4.128E 01 1.7388 01 1.384E 02 2,612E.03 4.658E.02 
4.129E 01 1,8d101 1.385E 02 2.44803 4.9b2E02 
4.136F 01 1t8Qt 00 1.397E 02 2.389E-Q3 5.013E-02 
4.150E 01 2.555E 00 1.423E 02 2.405R-3 5.2T7E.O! 
,1E 01 1,702E 01 1,593E 02 4a4 EoC3 5,717E.02 
4.40BE 01 2,611E 01 1854F 02 2.608E-Q3 7.906o.02 
4.43j2 01 35648E 00 1.890E 02 2.982E-03 6.992E-02 
4.479E 01 7,669E 00 1.967E 02 3,0068 03 7,094 .02 
4.480E 01 9.520E-02 1.9688E 02 3.033E-03 7.0d5E-02 
4.6252 01 8.21E 01 8.189E 02 3.3268.03 O.67#E8aZ 
4.626E 01 1,428E-01 2,191E 02 2.970E-03 7,609E.04 
4.731E O I.319 01 2.324E 02 2.944E-03 7,653E-02 
4.732E 01 .642=E-02 2.325E 02 3.0572-03 7.3 4E402 
4.611E 01 9,659E 00 2.421E 02 3.009E-03 7.219E-02 
.b76E 01 8.4b68 00 .5068E 02 3.27 6E.03 6.30UE.0a 
4.877E 01 
4.9 30E 01 
1,359E-01 
6.939E O0 
2.507E 02 2.989E-03 
!.577E 02 2.917. 03 
6.993E02 
6.$43E.02 
5.071E 01 1,776E 01 2.754E 02 2.8658.03 5.931E-02 
5.281E 01 2.459E 01 3.000E 02 2.8828.05 4.709602 





3,14'.E Op 2.924ti.03 
3.228E 02 2.92100 
'.0~eE.0 
3.7868E.02 
5.57E 01 l.DO3E 01 1.328E 02 2.90E 0o 3.553E-02 
5.624E 01 3.180E 00 3.360E 02 2.881E.03 3.231E-02 
5.630 E 01 4.833E-01 3.365E 02 3.0666.03 Z,5978-02 
5.644E 01 I.a57F 00 3.3078 2 20609.03 2,0TE7O. 





3,11E 02 3.350900o 
30434E O 3.347E.03 
2,7672o02 
a.b748EO. 
5,775E 01 7.349E 00 3,508E 02 3,3578E.0 a,3468E02 
5.877 01 1,137O01 3#t62E 02 3, 946oo0 1.45ZE02 
6.078E 01 2:.W93 01 3.635E 02 33126'03 3,0986a03 
6.240E O t.349E O 3.970E 02 3.303E-03 3.OUSEt02 





4,222E 02 3,369E.03 
4.225E 02 3.450E.03 
3.064E-02 
3.164E-02 
a.52SE 01 1.538E 00 4.21IF 02 3.448E-O3 3.142E-02 
6.6948 01 1,269E 01 4.367e 02 3.395E-03 2,2748E08 
6.768 01 4,576E 00 4.413E 02 3.384E-03 ,t050E.02 




9 7 1E 01 
3.77BE 00 
2.834E 00 
4.4999 02 3.317E803 
4.527E 02 3.296E-03 
1,272E-D2 
1-12E-02 
7.066E 01 3.745 00 '45614E 02 3,2382-03 0,2/7E-03 
7o109E 01 19445& 00 4#$79e Op 3.213E-03 7,4108E03 
7.262E 01 4.743E 00 4.626E O 3.190E.03 6.83E5O03 
1.77E 01 4.249E-01 4.630 02 3,184E8U3 6o661E-03 
7.352E 01 1.946E 00 4.050E 02 3.152E-03 5.751E-03 
7.352E 01 3.507E.03 4.6OE 0a 3.151E-O3 5.746E603 
7o4852 01 1.1689 00 406Up 02 3.1706.03 6.68vE-03 
7.770E 01 2.bS8 00 4.608E 02 3.12t.03 8,6000E03 
8.160E 01 ,E598 00 4.717E 02 3.139E-03 6.741E.03 
W 6.401E 01 t,333e 00 4.730E 0 3.123L-03 6.654E-03 
ti, 5.727E 01 6.572E-01 4.737E 02 3,i99hU-3 I.OlbE-02 
W b.7272 OL 0,000 4.737E 02 3,2008-03 1,016.-02 




EN6INE PERFO R MANCE INLET
 
CAICULATEU THRUST
....,,..,,, ,,,. 1871. (L6F) ANGLE OF AltACK *..,,...,, .... ,..,.,,, 0,000
,o *, , 6 1 
MEASURE O THRU$ Ta..o,.v , ...... o . ,*=o. . . LBF) hASS FLOA R4710.... .., ..... t . . ,, .. . uo 8bU2
,=o 

CALLIULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE.,,,,,*,oq. ?291o (LBF.SEC/L8M) AOCITIVE DRAG 0OEFF!C!E.NI..... ,....... 
 0,0000
MEASURED SPECIFIC IMP.LE,.,,*,,,.. 
1960. (LOFUSEC/LbM) LIMIING PRESSURt RECOVERY EFFICIENCY.,.. 0.1606
 
CALWt)LATEU THRUST COEFFICIENr,,,,,,*.., 0.7Uhb 
 DELTA PT2...,,...,,o ,*,*,,,, 0.119s 

MEASURLu THtNU6r COEFFICIENT.,,.,....... 0,6369 
 TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY * SUPEhSCNIC,.,. O.S713 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY . SUBSCNICO,,O 0,1629
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONI .... V.8915
REGENERATIVE-COOLED EN6INE PERFORMANCE 
 INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC,.,,,. 0.9047
 
CALCULATED 
 KINEIIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SFEkSONsC.,. 0.9348
STREAM THRUST.... ...... ... 6964,
,, I,,,,,,, 
 LISP) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC..... 0,8871

NET THRUST ... *c...............l**. ENIHALPY AT PO - SUPERSONIC............ .72
191t, (LBF) 

SPECIFIC ZMPULSE.o0......, .., 
 , .#,, a340. (LBFOSEC/LBM) ENTNALPY AT PO * SUBSONIC.,,.o*, .,,, 28e34 
THRUST COtFFICIENT,... ......... *. o.. 0.7627 
MOMENTUM AND FORCES
 
FUELsAIR RAIO.o, .... ,.. .. ... . .. ... , 00302INLET FRICTION DRAG,,,.,,o,,,.,,,,.,,, 120.0 (LBF) 
 EQUIVALENCE RATIO... . ..................... 1.019

INLET MOMENTUM C.ANGE.,.,, ,*,,,,,,,, 763.4 (LBF) COMBUSTOR EFFICIENCY*#......, ......... , 1.000
CONSUSTOR FRICTION DRAG,, .. ,,,...,*,. 301 (LBF) TOTAL PRESSURE RAT?,n .......#,.,.,,,. 0ib3i
*,,

CUMBUSTOR STRUT DRAG,,,..........*.*,,,,,, , 
 4 (L6F) COMBUSTOR EFFECTIVENESS............o..., ,8776

OMeUsTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE..,,,..,, ,,, 13i9 (LSF) 
 INJECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS 0.8090t 0,6841,
VOZZLE FRICTION ORAG.... .... ,Q,,, , 51.48 LBF)
 
%OZZLE STRUT ORAG,,o,...000,,,,, ,0 , 00 (BF)
 
'4OZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGi ,,,,,o,, ,,,q.. 1306, (LSF)
4OZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL##O.......o. *.o 13$7, (WF) NOZZLE
 
IWTERNAL FRICTION OHAG0,,..,.*,.. ,, 00 (LOF) 
 VACUUM STREAM INRUST COEFFICIENT . CS.... 0.9404
 i9TERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL, ,,.....,.,.. 0, (LOF) NOZZLE COEFFICIENT . CT, ........ o .....* 0.8S
TOTAL EXTERNAL ORAG,..,.,a,.,, ,, 0 , o -1562, (LOF) PROCESS EFFICIkNCY.,,..,**.........,... 0,8334
0
 
tOTAL STRUT 4RAG.,,..,,,,,,=,,o,,,,*(LBF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY..,.**,,,
1 ,64
CAVITY FORCE...,. o, ,..Oo (LOF) ,.. 0.8648
 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCEo.......*,,+ 0693, (LOF)

MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE0 1,,16,3,,,,,,,=
= 16, (LOF)
 





NOMINAL CONL LEADING EDGE.,.,,,,,,,,,, . 34,084 (IN) INJECTUR8 STATION VALVE
 
SPIKE TRANSLATION..... I,......,,,....... 0.E989 (IN) IA 40.400 A
 
INLET THROAr,,... 
 40,0 (IN) lb 41,204 8
 
CO%4 LEADING ET)E,,,,,,,, **,, , 35.183 (IN) IC 44,300
NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EDGE.. .,,..... 73, 5 3 (IN) 2A 48.759 DNOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE,......,,* **. 87,7b (IN) ?c 46.50 
STRUT LEAOING EDGE .a.,...o,,,,,,,., 56,439 (IN) 3A 54.049 
STRUT TRAILING EDGE.a.,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 65,039 (IN) 38 56,234 
COMBUSTOR EXIT ..... ,,,,,, ,, 65,039 CIN)


















0.000 7a2-7Ug 2897 619.2( 7A5) 1.2965 2a,898 2542
 
0.000 0-375 385 -36,5f 0 I)1.3q 5 ?8.897 963 6.37 581S 1.810 0.10575 ar.269 n.qSp9 uf,5 1.556 IAQ.3

SAIKF TIP Ns 2 0 5
 
0.600 16,saq 2835 620.5f 7 ) J.29el P8.897 E516 0.185 
 969 2. ?3 O.}nS75 eq,26q n.Qspg 4715 l,b5)2 166,6
WIND TUNNEL 3 a 0 
0.0n0 742.749 2897 639.2( 1653 i.29bS P8.898 R54 
0.006 0.383 300 05.9f Q31 1,3906 28,.847 966 6.ni6 5812 o118 0.10719 
25,A59 1.03Pq 4727 q,7 0 $84.2
 
SPIXF TIP "s 4 0 0
 
0,600 18,20C 2997 63q.2( 149) J.2QO ;-9897 IS42
 
0.600 160 91 263F 619.8(?7a4) 1.2qdg 28987 251S 0.39? 9Pb 2.073 0.10719 2 ,.65q A.4329 47R7 1.66 194.9
 
INLET THROAT 5 0o
 
40,400 185,499 28S0 627:7( 751) 1.2q77 28,89? 21526
40, 60 0 1 8 .5 90 1 06 37 2 7 4o i f 4 n n 
) 1 .3413 28 .8q? 19 4 3 2 .1 49 a 1 7 7 1.90 9 0 , 885 2 3 2 '; . b q 0 .1 1 1 4 3 pl0 5? .4 97 I S 0 , 8
 
161(ET JP&' K 6 0 3
 
d0.600 18S.a9 265() 
627.7( 7,3) 1.2977 P8,807 2526
 0,400 15.787 1971 261.q( 390) 1.3446 28.6q7 1006 2.246 
0282 1.909 0.80476 20i.269 nt228 3P59 S3,5s0 192.7
 
INIET I)NNRSK 7 0
 
4O,4O0 107.681 2FI9 627.7f 7j4) 1'.2977 28,8q7 21328
40,40o 90.110 2744 593:4 e 7 1) 1.3014 28.897 2479 0.929 
1310 1.946 0.80416 2S26q 0.1226 3A59 16.388 192.7
 
rOPBIUbTOP 0 a I 
dO,4to 185.137 ?85q 627.7( 75U) 1,2977 P6.897 2S26
 
nO,410 i8.57i 1638 279,5t 4n9) 
1.341? 28.897 194 2.147 41174 1,909 0.88513 25069g 0.1115 380q S7.421 150.7
 
CO006(tarR 0 9 ?
 
01.30f, 152720 2850 629,0( 7qt) 1.2960 2O8,907 2523
 
4L.306 21.S40 1779 317=8{ 4a7) 1.3347? 8.897 202! Joq4O 3920 1,921 0.68170 ZS.264 A.Wl 
 3692 S4.080 1116.1
 
COM8BIETOP 0 to 3
 
ul.371 150,619 2849 624.7f ?it) 1.2980 28.8q7 a22
 
41.,371 210800 1790 320,9( 450) 1.3343 26897 2027
 
1 1.92 3899 1.922 018681i 25,269 ft.il 3603 53.818 14S,7
MAKBLSTOR 0 It 4 4
 
01.5O0 22.319 IMI? 
326.9f 40) 1.35d$ 28.897 a03q 1,89Z 3857 1.924 a.dAal;2 213.?69 0.1110 3664t 93.259 149.0
 
rOPaIJ ?OR 0 12 S 5
 
0a .46O- 127.5 8 2832 619.8( 706) i.2q86 a8o607 88 6
02.466 24.607 1912 354.6e 48) 
 1.3296 28,897 2091 1.742 3643 1.93a 0.87885 25.269 001123 3570 09 ?93 101.3

CoVeBToP 0 13 6 a
 
44.091 113.898 2801 610.6t 7-47) 1.299S 28.897 2503
4 4 .O 1 1 25 .5 7 0 196 1 3 8 .1f 4 4 7) 1.3 27 A 28 
897 2 1 1 6 1.s4 6 3 48 3 1 93 6 0.8 4 9 57 25 . 9 0 1 1 61 3 496 45 .991 13 8.4
 
com8al-TOP O 14 ?
 
au.310 112,52q 2797 609,3( 71A) 1.2047 2bt8q7 2901
414,310 25.777 
seo? 369. 9f 0993 1 3 275 2 8 97 2120 1,633 3 46 t 1 93 7 0 8 48 12 25.26 9 0. 1163 
 3 486 45.61 7 138.0
 
coveday~oR 0 IS 8 4
 
440800 109.008 2788 606.5f 733) t.3DO0 28,897 2497
414 80O 26 393 J987 37 5.4 f gl ) 1.3 28 28,897 2t3 o 1,597 3 400 1 0938 0. 8 458 2 3. ?69 0 1168 3 480 4.62? 13 6 9
 
tOVBL'-,;O0 0 16 9 a
 
44.806 108,983 2788 606.5( 7331 1.1000 28,807 2497
0U,806 26,419 1987 37S.6( 909) 
1.326A ?8,8q7 2130 10q96 3399 1.938 0.84482 29,P69 ft.1168 3460 4A,625 136*9
 
COPOUSTOP o 17 1O 5
 
46.260 9A.219 2763 599.le 7p6) 1.30Ol8 28.897 2487
 
46.2 6 o 15. q80 20 1 1 3 8 2.3 f 5i t ) 1. 3psq ? 8 ,697 2 1 4P 1.,38 s a 9 1.9 03 0.T q S li6 2 S .20 9 M. 1 2 6 3 41 ? 40 ,72 3 13 5.0
 
fOPBLIqTO 0 JA 11 5
 
4?.31O 4.06S t0998 378,4( Sp7) 1.326a 28.8q7 2t35 
1.53q 32S7 1.9a6 0.7O042 ?13.P69 n0132 
 3403 37,818 134.7
 
READJir a C371 FLOCK 9 SQ TIPP a 16,1.t38 ACH 6,U 01 a 7112?79 t7 u 2Aq7*i PACE2
 
P T A APeh mrLWT Sv MACH VF L 8 Lq A /F IGT P TVAC PHI ETAC 
COPBUS TOP 0 19 12 
aTo13O 91.112 274h 5q0.ef 7pl) I,3013 Rb,h97 2al75 
"7.33t ?41opg 1 9A 378.6f qn8) I.3276 2eb97 2135 I.57R 3285 1.91J6 0 . 7UC95 Pl,?bO .013S 3 / CP 37,Iq1 134.t: 
copaustTOp 0 20 L3 s5 
48.110 66.615 2735 5QO,1t 7jP) 1,3016 28.897 P075 
08,11A ?I0nORI Q6 36 . af 5] 1.3P76 28.697 2Oiq 1.971 3329 1.9508 0. 895 29.76c) A.1430 341P 35.b 5 135. 
COllat STOP a 21 115 5 
49.311 80.338 271q 586,2( 713) 1.302P 28.8q7 246A 
49.311 17,c95 1874 34.,0( 473) 1.3310 P8.897 P072 1.680 3480 1.952 0.59373 250269 n.1662 3B61 3P.114 0 7.0 
COmPl~sTOR 0 23 lb 5 
50.7?1 74.469 P701 5AI.At TO) 1.3027 2a.BQ7 2461 
50.72! 13,313 1783 318,9( 448) 1,3346 26.097 2023 
co eU TO0 24 17 s1.791 36P4 1.955 O.S0603 25069 0.lq (0 3511 pa.bqll 136.9 
52,apj 9.910 1685 ?92,3( *1) %.3389 28,97 1970 l,910 3764 t.460 0.41475 2S.269 O.P379 3461 24.262 1 00. 
nOpBUSTOP 0 p5 18 5 
93,32t 66.043 267q 574.3f 7nPJ 1.3A311 28.8Q7 RU51 
5331 9.3?4 1664 286.4( 4i) 1,3000 28.897 1958 1.938 37q5 1.961 0,39780 R9.269 0.2480 3573 23.463 1al,4 
COMBUJSTOR 0 26 19 5 
94.071 64.273 P673 572.6( 7n0] i.3036 28.897 2449 
54,071 8.544 163a 278.5( 4nR) I .34;10 28.897 1942 1o.975 3636 1.962 0.37497 25.26Q nP631 3 88 22.353 142.0 
e,0-8(JSTOR 0 27 20 5 
a,831 6a.371 2668 571.0f 608) 1.3038 FS.897 246 
i.,31 7.80q 1611 272.1f 401) 1.31426 ?8.897 1929 2.O05 3861 1.963 0.35460 ?S.269 A.27R? 360A 21.3(19 1U2.5 
COP8USTOR 0 28 21 5 
15.o760 60,188 2662 569,1f 60?) 1,3040 28.897 244 
$5.760 7.a39 1566 265.4( 10) 13439 ?8.8q7 1915 2.036 3899 1.965 0.332AS P23.269 6.P9A4 361P 20.167 142.9 
rP6OR 0 2q 22 
56,296 52.3J9 2659 568.3( 6) 1.3041 28.897 2442 
56,256, 5.503 1530 a50.5( 380) I.P68 25.897 1883 .118 39AS 10974 0.26817 29.269 003679 3650 16.0 9 I"I 










28,Q97 IRS? P020 39Q0 1.975 0.26737 25,2b0 n,%640 3651 16.377 ID4,5 










II80 2.195 3994 1.975 0.265IJ5 25,269 6.3717 3653 16.477 1419.6 






ab.6f 179 ) 
1,30 1 28.897l 2442 
1.3072 P8.897 1A79 2.127 3997 1.974 0.268ti7 25.260 n.1673 3654 1b66F 140.6 
COPBt'STOR 0 33 N, 
56,811 53.077 R656 567o f h95) t.3042 28,897 2414 
56.811 5.417 1516 246-8( 376) 1.3476 28.697 IA75 2.136 4005 1.973 0,2675O 25.269 (1,36AS 3657 16.651 14a.7 
COPBUSTOR 0 30 27,s 
57.037 53.293 2655 107.0f 6q5) 1,3042 28.897 244 
r37.037 5.342 1511 2145.5( 375) 1.3A78 28.897 167? 2.142 4nll 1.973 0.26708 2.69 0.16q4 3659 16,647 1 060 
COMBURTOR 0 35 28 
37.761 53,207 2651 565.qf 6q3) 1.3043 28.89?7 243q 
S7.161 5.234 199 242.1f 371) 1.3481, 28.897 1A65 2,159 402$ 1.972 0.262P9 25,Pbg 6,37S3 3665 16.411 1A5.0 
copetisTOR 0 36 29 
58.781 53,08 9646 56ab( bq?) 1.309S PS.97 2437 
.05 8 7 4 1 
ION CnPD~TlP 
5 . i57 
0 
I & A 9 
37 
23 9 .5 ( 3 6 9 1 1 .1 09 1 
30 t, 
? 8 . 097 1 95 9 2 .1 69 403 3 1 0 7?2 0 1 2 2 N,259 A .%7 7 7 3h 66 1 6 3 7 2 1 45 1 
"Ao,7QI SU,300 2630 562.q( hqM) 1.3047 ?8,8Q7 243 
40.791 5.3q0 1aq5 241.2f '47n) 1,3a8A 2 867 JR63 
2.153 4010 1.970 0.870*4 R5,259 n.365O 3653 16,84 1AU,6 
RFA0T-tr a Ao01 ALOC4 ; 59 TTF o 160.538 1ACH 6.u P7-u 742.749 77 a 2897,1 PAGE 3 
CO rovPlusTnP l P 0 38 31 fI PA MnLWT SPrv MACH VFL S A/A A/At WpVIW P TVAC PM! ETAC 
6 l2,21 54.';2 a23e 
6.211 5.597 150? 
561,3f 6pQ) 
243.Or 372) 
j.30u8 28.p97 2A3? 
1,34e4 28.897 18t? 2.138 39qg j.468 0,7763 29.?b n,3593 36U3 17.22O 140. 
tO"GLIsTOP 0 39 
64.675 50.816 262R 
64.675 5.377 1513 
C0"h3118OP 0 go
h.S.O5j 8~7.0R0 2627 
65.051 5.010 1514 
MAZZIF AE al 
32 4 
559.2f 6 e7 ) 1,3051 28,79J 2a29 
a4S,9( 375) j.307A 28,897 1873 2.114 3959 
33 A 
558.9e CA) 1.1651 ?8.8Q7 2429 
RU6 3( 37S) 1.3477 28.897 187d 2.110 3955 
34 3 
1.7'0.26316 25.26q '.7J9 







07.287 47.0S0 2627 55B.9( 6R6) 1o3051 28.847 842 
87.287 o0mpl 774 97,5 IA?) 1.3412 ?8,897 1361 3.501 5009 1.978 0.05093 25.269 109371 4103 3.961 t63.9 









&A6) 1.3051 28.897 2429 
ipt) i.q23 ?8,897 1300 3,762 5039 1,978 0.04716 25.269 2.016 gibP 3.693 160,6 













1.3051 28.097 2ae2 
1.3q89 2F.897 Ii05 41.AI5 
1.3059 28.8.07 418 
5321 1.884 0.073S2 25.269 1,(419 430P 6.080 170.5 
e742RJ 0,'433 788 61,j( 19'l) 1.sq901 ?8.897 l371 3.608 11955 1.981 0.05093 5.?69 1,9371 0107 31922 162.5 
RKADNG a 0071 PLOCK 2 50 TI P m j0.538 'MbCl 6.Q Of = 74.p719 tT 2P97.1 "GA0 4 

















.3.1464*F (11 0.000 
-I.q33E 02 C.00( 
-4.11it 02 0.000 









































3,519I 01 ItI78E 00 5.bor lo0. 751 2 000.000 0.000 0,000 6.PSqE 02 I.l1iE 01 .6A5o03 I.470E 01 7.18E03 
3.55s 01 5,2106 O 3.8 5! on .U.PAP? 0 0.000 f.OoA P.nno 7.211E 0; 1.39('2 A1 7.010Eo03 l.O2vF 01 5.t49E.03 













3.506F On 0 S.2?PE 02 .1,I261 02 
5. On 5,ul7E OP .313E 02 
9.021w nn .5.6440 02 =1.552F 02 
1.08V! At =5.1522 02 -1.603F 02 
1,05(,v 01 -. 11P71E 0? -1.851F 12 
1.01V 1 -5,003E OP =j.94E 02 
.1.281e o? OnnO 
.313E OP 0.000 
-l1,35E OP -1.9PE 01 
.4,3A02 02 -. ,636; At 
t14~41E OP -U.096F 01 














































-6.093E 02 -2.09?F 
A.126E 02 -2 ,ISP6 2p31E 02,o2 
12 
0202 
.1.536E OP -5.565 01 
.1.546E 02 .S.68F 01 
.1.5852 02 .6.001! 01 
1.0655 r3 3.3A7E (1 
1.072E Olt 3.qTE 01 




4.701E 01b.88QE A1 
?.364E.02 
P.393E.022.467F-02 
3.932E 01 1.838 01 1.727F Of .6.027E 02 .2.329E 02 .t.657E o2 -6.7190 01 i.130E 03 4.902F 01 2.475E-02 o.608F 01 2.326E-02 
3.95OF 01 













.9Y72 On -7.011E 02 
4.506F no -7.377E OP 
a.2674F 
2.907 
02 .IQ6AE 0 -8.057E 01 




















.7,386E 02 .8.913E 02 .2,02RE 02 -8.8802 01 
-8.406E 02 w3.61OP 02 '2.410E 02 -J.201F 02 


























8.4oF o .9.437E 0? .4.925F 02 2.qeqE 02 -1.936F 02 
1.60OF O .9.923E 02 .7,251E 02 o "o7QE02 .3372E 0? 
1.560F 0 .o492E 02 .7o5612 02 -4001 OP 3.579F 02 
1.462 flt-l.018E 03 -8.281E 02 .0,275E 02 -4.006F 02 
1.5015 031.698E 03 
1,725E 03 
t.785E 03 




















1.170 01 -1,045E 





OZ 5.083# 0 


























v1,1041 03 -I.38E 
Pl.021E03 -1.224E 
.9,875E 02 -1,2925 
03 *5*,979 02 .. So88F 
03 og.96E 02 .6.278F 













2O.9.0 2.547F 01 
1.3bOEO? 2.698 01 




f.Q3ij .01 i.09QE O j.OQQr 61 .0.577E 02 -1.343F 03 .6.492E 02 -6.912F 02 2.3a52 01 2.931E 01 I.B79502 2.9312 01 tI47QE.02 
5.07?E 01 6.362E 00 6.362P On .8.936E 02 -1.463S 03 .7.0616 OP .7.567F 02 2.2PE 03 1.6o?E 01 8.566E-03 1.697E 01 8.5665.Ot 







5.915r On .8.090E 02 .1,641E 
4.877? O0 n 7.881E 02 -1.6864E 
3.825F On .7.713E 02 -1.72SE 
03 .79952E02 -. 48S6 02 
03 .8.1753 02 -8.671E 02 































A.86102 62 -9. 106 r 02 













5.631F 01 1,9422 00 3,881! 10 .7.I)SE 0? -1.7q6E 03 A.725F 02 -9.216F 02 3.R16E 03 5.1042 00 2,5762.03 I,035 01 5.262.03 










-7.079E 02 .1.805E 
.1,023E 02 .1.816E 
.6.q96E O -1.825E 
03 .8.764E 02 -9,2A7E 02 
03 .8.811E 02 .9.3qiF 02 



















5.716F 01 1.720E 00 3,720P 0 -6.83PE OP 1.85F2 03 -A.9602 02 ?9.SASF 02 1,0022 0 9.9?2F 00 5.008E.03 0.922F 00 5.008Eo03 




1.325E 00 1.325P On -6.789E 0 1.94OF 
1.025E Ofn 1.4 5! On .6.789E 02 -1.969F 
1,5891 00 3.545" O0 n -. 789F 02 -2.023F 
03 .9,266E 02 .o1JF 
03 q.,366E 02 -1.032E 



















Wo 6.,502 01 3,0(OE 00 3.68F On -A.7806 0? -R.031F 03 .9.584 O? -1.073F 03 a.3372 05 1.040E 01 5.251E-03 1.032F 01 5.208E.03
 
Wt' 6.509F 0j 3.9002 on 30903F 00 -6.7892 01 -2.032F 03 .9.58SE 0? .1.073E 03 O.3442E 0! 1,0602 0I 5,251E.03 1.041E 01 5.255E.03
 
'READ To aor00% BLC '9 TMF Z 10.938 ACH 6.0 Pt = 74?.749 17 a 2f6g7,i PAGE 
YARq 
CO 6.5?QF At 
rnb,(461 














-6.351E 0 P 




e .2 O.0 5 F 03 
G-IR QarP 
-9.6OUE 02 -1.077F 
oq .71RE UP ml o r 






4 . 83 . Ol 
.h6 '3EO 3 
P.78/Ps 
I.OMOE 01 
,6P noL F0 




2. 71E- 03 
0.08/PSO 
I.dTOi7n 
1. E3F 01 




. 65 5E . 0 
P6,39 01 1 390E 00 2.6A6F 00 -. 0.?dE 02 -2.099E 03 q,79PE 0OPR I IOF 03 d.7609 03 3.707F 00 1 .671E-03 7.165E 00 3 .61 7E,03 







1 .ASSE 00 
1 .A07E 00 
9,.SO0E- 0 
1 .59SE On =4.30QE 
1.020F nnA-3.939E 












. I.1;6F 03 
".922E 03 

















7-.263F At 1MPOSE 00 1.290E 00 .3,24AE 02 .2,165E 03 -. ,910 02 -1.174F 03 5073E 03 3.210E MU 1.62nL-03 3.Aa1F no 1.7379-03 
7,27OF O! i.225E 00 1,L35E 00 .3.19se 02 .2.16TE 03 w9.912E 02 .1.176F 03 S.R9 9 0O; 3.267F 00 1,600E-03 3,027F 00 I.S28EP03 
7.353E 01 1.0 72E 100q 3 60OF.t4 2.890E 02 .2.178t 03 q,924E O -o.A SF 03 5.374E 01 a.819F 001|.443E.03 9 602F-O ! 4,04YE-O4 
7.35SE 01 1,07tE 00 3.5S9F.01 -P,883E 02 *2.178E 03 -9.920E OP -1.1859 03 5.37SE 03 2,656F 60 1.442E.03 9.491F-01 il.791E.0 
7.486E 01 8.O00E-Ot 0.0000 -2o688E 02 a.19SE (13 q*4.3E 02 -1.2M4F 03 S.URIE 01 2.04UE 00 I.ftM.3 0,000 n.O000 
7.771E 01 AOSOE-Oj 0.000 -P.3611E UP -2.201E 03 o.972E 02 -1.2m4E 03 9.921E 01 2.147F 00 1,084E.03 0.000 0.000 
6 0 1 &1F 01 8, 60OOF -01 0.000 .2.009E 02 -2,204E 03 -9 *9SE 02 -1.2W 03 S,630E 03 a.2q4E 00 1 ,15SE-03 ,000 0.000 







-1.686K 02 -2,209E 03 -t.OOSE 03 -1.204 













REA0rtt a A071 8L0 CK = 59 1WF c 160,tht,&CC '.O PT a 7112.749 TT 2197.1 PAGE 6 
xDiNA4 r~pAr CF w 
4.090E 01 J.?P41E oP l-aaur n2 2.03'JE.",3 L.eobE.OP 
'4001j 01 1.65dE"Ol 1,ebr OP 2.-358.03 4.607E.02 































4.03j8 ml 1,P9eE On 1-9051F A2 P,7OhHC3 5,08F-02 
O.QAOF A1 7133g nn 1,979E Op P.720E03 5.065E02O 
o,18aE 01 
4.6 ?h 6 
4.731F 01 





2.696E 01 2-149q 
J '6,0 .i31F 
2.753E01 2.333r 
q.850E 00 2432 
7.975E 00 2.512p






















5.072F 01 1.437E 01 ?.?lF Oj 2,41E.O 3 2.8BE02 







































5.6RjF 01 1.453E 00 3,IS9 I? 2.439E-03 1#375F.02 
5.70aE 01 1,169E 00 3,l70F 02 2.A33E.03 1,369F.02 



















6.OA7F 01 1,220E 0l 35.6F 02 2.439E-03 1.351E.02 
6.505E 01 1.848E 00 3.080 02 2.1167E803 1.27IE02 
6.5"QF 01 1.798E-01 3.58r OR 2,.04E-03 1.076E.02 
1.0 b.Sq2 01 9,161E-01 3.59AF Oj 2.OdAE.03 1.078E.02 













































7.353 01 i.855E-03 3.81v Op 2.099E-03 2.996E.03 
7.06E 01 6.162E-01 3.8188 O 2.113E-03 3.259E.03 
7.771F 01 









8,MR42P 01 6.213E-01 3.850F A P.031E.03 2,591E.03 
S,78W A1 2,0l2E-01 3.BS2p O? 2.os5F-03 2.901F.03 
8.72qk Al 0.000 3.85pr np 2.651E.03 2.902F.63 




CALCU'LATED TW'$IST.. I ...... .. ... -5b9. CLEF) 
PALCILATFO SPECIFIC TMPIILSP- -069.....(LBF.sEr/LB). nt, 

EAkS pFD SPECIFIC TU L.ULSE...,.....,,.-64 Q. (L8F-qE /LaM)

 
CALCULATID TMRIIST COEFFIrIFNT...:. ... -.2P5 

mEASLFpEp THRIIST COEFFICIENT,.:..,..... -.2653 

RFGENERATTVE.CCALFh FPGINF PEQFnPANGCk 
CAICiLATED 
STPEAV THRIST. .. ,............. .......... 0. LPF) 

'ET TwRUST....................... ........ . (LBF) 
SPECIFIC IMPULSE, ,., ...... , ,..... 0. (LBF.SEr/LBM) 
YHRUBT COEFFICTENT,. ,.,....... o.,000 
$ONENTU AMN FORCFS 
INLET FRICTION DPA~q., ... 128.4 (IBF) 
TNLET NOMENTUM CHANGE,..., .......... .866.1 LEF) 
COMBUSTOR FRTCTION ORAG................. 23o.o (LBF) 
COMBUSTOR STRUT DRAG,...,...5.. . .116 (LEF) 
COMBUSTOR MOPEMTLIM CHANGE.I............. 86. (LIP) 
vOZZLF FPICTION DRAG....I....f,, .,., 26.04 CLEF)
NOZZLE STRUT DRAGG...........
.4 .., ... 0.00 (LBF) 
NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGEE.... ......,.,.,., a63, CLEF) 
NOZZLF PRESSURE INTEGRAL . , 510. (L.BF 
FXTEO AL FRICTION DRAG.....!!... ........ 65.09 (LOP) 
FXTERNAL P'ESSIIRE INTEGRAL.............. -9q3, (LBF) 
TOTAL EYTEPNAL CRAG ....... ,.. ,..,..I1O. (LBF)o
 
TOTAL STRUT DRAG. ... ....... ..... IS.16 (LB)

CAVITY FOCE.,.....,,............ 1,, '1137. (LOP)
 
CAICJLATFD LOAD CELL FORCE.,.........,..2761. (LBP)
 
MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE... .......... 2843, (LBF)

FUEL VACIJUM RPECIFTC IMPULSE 
STAT7OS 

4OINAL CUwL LEADING EDGE..,.,.,,......... 3e,880 (IN) 
SPINE TRANSLATON..oo........,. ....,. 0.09 (IN)
iNLET THROAT ...................0..... 40.400 (I) 
COWL LEADING EOGE...........,.......... 35.195 (IN) 
NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EOGE. 4 .. ... ,, 73,535 (IN) 
OZZLF PLUG TRAILING EnGE , .,4 .... ., 87,287 (IN) 
STRUT tFACINO EDGE..... ...... 56.51 (IN)
STRUT TRAILING EDGE......... A..,........ 65.051 (IN) 






AGIE (IFATTArK ........................ 3,000 (LFGREES)
 
A"CITIVF PRAG CnEFFTCTET. ... ,.. ... . 0,0053
 
LTOTTING P~rSSJOE AFCvEPV FF ICIEIrV.... o.1426
 
DFLT& PT2 ....,............ 0.119 (PSI)
.... . 
TTAL PPEqSHkF RarOVEpY - SUPEkRCNIC..,. 0.21,9? 
TOTAL PQESSIIRF PECOVEPY - SUiS0IC"C..,.... O.id51 
IWLFT PROCESS EPFICTENCy - SUPER6OTC.... 0.860
 
I-LFT PO(CFqS EFTCtECv * SURSChIC...... oPqs 
XTNFFIC ENERGY PFFIrTENCY - SLP ESO'Il.,, (.y196 
KT%ETIC ENFGY FFPFIrIFICY O.- S'BC'Ir.... 0 8859
 
EKTWAIPY AT PO . SUEpE TC ......,,..... 6.38 (PTU/LP)
EPTMALPV AT PA . SIRBNTC .............. 29.16 CUTILR)
 
COpUJ ST(p 
FI-EL-AIR RATIO .. .. ... .I *..# , .. 0.. 060000 
EIUTVALENCE ATTO. O..,....,......,..,... 0.000 
COPfUSTOR EFFICIENC Y.................., 0,000 







VACIIUM qTqEA THRDST COEPFPIIENI . eS.... 0o.914
 



























~.RE#O7~G c'0071 '-§L12CK m!"71 -yTlmE u171,MOP 4CH 6.0 P1 m 743.2a9 T7I 
RAMJET PERFORMANCE 
a~llR- I2L PAGE 
SL fl mAPQY PRFPOlR T 
0Iwl13 H GAMMA MOLWT SONY MACH VEL S 4/A A/AC fOPIP C IVAC PH! ETAr 
',
0 0 0 743i249:2911 
0.377 388 
643.6( 7702 I.dQbO 28,698 2548 
435.8f 93) 1.3086 28.8*7 967 6;031 5830 1.819 0.10579 45,248 0.318 4665 9.586 1846. 
SPTriE TIP MS '2 0 5 
0.60o 18.1B7 2911 643,6( 77) 1.29bn 28,897 Z548 
,0.600 16.525-4898 
WINO TUNNeL 3 
b24.6( 
0 0 
751) 1.29t0 28.697 2522 0,387 975 2.074 0.10579-25 F2 0.9318 4709 1.603 186.5 
0,000 743.ag9 2911 
0.000 0,383 390 




1.2060 28.898 2548 
1.3486 28,897 969 6.015 5828 1.019 010701 25.537 0,9318 718 q.6Q2 184.7 
0,60n 1d.107,2?11 643.6( 770) 1,2960 28.897 250 
.0.600 1b.411 2846 
MltET THROAT 5 
624.0( 
0 a 
7513 1.2981 28.897 2521 0.392 988 2.074 0.10701 25.537 1.9318 4718 j.bO 184.7 














1.2973 2a.897 2532 
1.344t 28.897 1913 2.242 '288 1.911 0.80476 25.248 0,1225 3861 53.622 IS3,0 






S97,21 7 pi) 
1,2973 28.897 232 
13010 28.847 2484 0.29 1319 1.908 0.80476 29.208 0.1225 3863 16.440 19,0 







1,2998 ?7.732 2567 
1.3087 27,732 1916 2.292 4391 1,985 0.88800 2S.331 0.1114 3813 60,594 150.5 0,11 0,07 
COMBUSTOR o 9 2 2t 
01.300 125.990 27S7 631,0( 784) 1,3036 26,607 2592 
a1.300 16.110 1668 296,8( 4Sl) 1.3127 26,607 2046 1,999 4089 2.060 0,89280 25,416 0.1111 3689 56.736 106.1 0,22 0,01 







771) 1.3055 26.565 'R576 
1a0) 1030b1 26.569 2023 2.019 4066 2.053 0.89261 2S.416 0.1112 3687 56,675 145.1 0.22 0,01 
rOBUSTOR 0 it 4 21 
4!,3i5 129,96 2710 630,6(769) 1, 0s8 26,554 2574 
41,37g 16.417 1631 300St 441) j.3449 26,096 2026 2,006 4064 2.053 0.89396 25.416 0,1110 3677 S6,465 14 47 0,22 0.00 





630,0( 768) 1,3059 26,558 2573 
309.7f 90) !,3435 26.557 2044 1.959 4003 2.094 0,89416 25.416 0,1110 3658 55.630 143,9 0.22 0,00 
COMBUSTOR 0 13 6 21 
42,460 109.94h 2689 624 4( 763) 1.3065 26,557 2565 
a2.460 17,610 1723 327,9( 468) 1.3407 26.557 2060 1.852 3852 2.063 0,88538 25.1116 0,1121 3554 52.997 1398 0.22 0.00 






3q6.a 539) 1.3072 26.567 2552 1.3311 26.b67 2211 I.a89 3292 2.066 0.85495 25.b16 001161 30b8 43.733 136.1 0.22 0,01 
COmBUSTO 0 15 8 21 
44"3to 100,760 2649 611.1! 750) 1.3077 26.6S9 2S47 






607.2( 7 a 6 ) 1.308? 26.558 2541 
L4.800 31.905 012 414,0( 554) 1.3294 26.557 2238 1,390 3109 2,066 0.85014 25.a18 n,1167 3410 41,075 134,2 0,22 0,00 





(07,1( 750)-1.307 26.573 2546 
413,9( 959) 1,3286 26.573 2246 1.385 3149 2.068 0.86015 25.416 0,1167 3109 41,078 134.1 0.22 0,01 





5 5.31 73S) 1,3n93 
391.kf532) 1,3321 
26.560 2Saa 
2t.b60 2198 l.64 3196 2.06b 0.800A6 25.16 0.1239 3390 39.775 133.4 0,22 0,00 
READING M 0071 RLOCK c 71 TImE a i7l,33A MACH 6.0 OT m 7A3.2U9T .~d9jjQ p4GE
 
P T H GAMMA 000LT SONV M4CH VEL $ WIA A/AC W0.10 0 IVAL PHI ETAC 
COMBSTOR 0 19 12 21 
47.310 93.113 2572 586.9t 726 1.3103 11.S5 2512 
07,31o 23.946 1846 364.a(Soil) 1.3356 ?6.558 2108 1.554 3338 a.061 0.7T1511 V5. al 0.1332 3054 3b. 60 135.9 0.2? 0,00 
COMBUSTOR 0 20 13 3 
47.33S 92,857 2578 586.7( 728) 1.3100 26.565 2514 
a7.33' 24,0qg 1(455 364.7( 5n7) 1.3352 26.56S 2153 1.548 3333 2.062 0.74434 25.41h n,13*43 3456 36.550 136.0 Oa2 0.01 
COMBUSTOR 0 21 1 
48.110 43.834 2774 580.9( 7n6) 1.30OR 26,7qt 258 
48.1j. 25.765 P.095 369W0 576) 1.323A 26.191 a bQ 1.d35 3256 2,0AS Q.b9435 25.016 n.1429 3515 35.138 0813] ,R2 n.20 







1.3033 26.742 956S 
1.3310 26,742 2177 1,615 3515 2.081 0.63813a 25.116 0.1594 3577 34.879 14007 0. 2? 0,1 
ro BI. TOR 0 23 1b 3 
U9.315 P6.841 2679 513.2t 757) 1.304A 26.7i5 2551 
49,319 16,950 1802 303,7( 490) 1.3357 26,7j5 F.116 1,735 3672 2,076 0.59719 25.416 0.1662 36?2 34.078 jak.5 0.22 0,14 





565.Fif712) 1.3114 26,501 2490 






557.1( 722)1.3,094 26.647 2502 
52.82s 8.175 1409 210.0f 376) 1.3558 26047 1888 2.208 4268 2.061 0.41716 2S.416 0.2379 3791 27.021 149,1 0.22 0,08 





S55*Af 7?5) 1.3090 26,662 2906 






552.9t 724) 1.3090 26.667 2504 
$40GOR75 027.023 066 2 192,0( 364) 1.3561 ?6,6h6 1660 2,205 4250 2.063 0.37716 25.al6 0.2631 3830 24.906 150.7 0.82 0,09 
54,835 89,254 2551 590,5( 718) 1,3097 26.656 2496 
54.835 







1.3613 eb.656 182S 2,359 4306 2,060 0,3S666 25.416 0.2782 3651 U.,868 151,5 0.R2 0.09 
_& 55,160 81.632 a606 547,9( 734) 1,3071 26,722 2517 
55,760 6@142 1368 176.2t 364) 1.3S75 26,722 1659 2.320 4313 2,072 0.33487 29.4t60.2963 3873 22.406 15a.4 0.22 0,14 







806 ) 1,2962 26.980 2606 
407) 1.3391 26.980 208 2.096 250 2.120 0.26978 a5.at6 0.3678 392B t7.821 154.6 0.22 0,36 

















546:2( 7?3) 1.3089 26.686 ?Sol 
147.Sr 325) 1.3661 26.686 1768 2,527 4467 2,070 0.26700 25.41b 0,3717 3933 18,533 154,7 0*22 0,11 
COMBUSTOR 0 33 26 21 
56.935 33.858 IS20 546.1(1011) 1,2619 27.75S 2820 
56.535 6.010 24O0I 182,6f 659) 1.3023 21.765 2368 1,801 4265 2.192 0.26999 25.aJ6 0.3675 3935 J7.b94 154.8 0,22 1.00 





505.4ft01 ) h.2616 27.75S R820 
18091f 6561 1.3626 27.76S 2364 1,806 W26 2.192 0.26909 25.A16 0.,q688 3941 17,880 155.0 0.22 1.00 
COMBUJSTOR 0 36 25 21 
57.041 33.653 3517 544.9(1010) 1,2616 27.755 2A19 
57,041 5.782 2381 175,2f 652) 1.3032 27.765 23S7 1.92S 4501 2,.02 0.26868 25,41t, n.3693 3qA5 17.960 I55o2 0.22 1.00 







5a3.S~t~oQ) i,261A 27,75S 2AIO 
161,4( 638) 1.304P 27.76S 2336 
30 21 




q.8 7 2303 
541.6( n7) 1.2 -I9 27.756 a 16 
151.4e 628) 1.3 59 P7.765 232 1 I.qo 4 a19 2.195 0 2627 4 25.16 0. 777 3959 1e.0 44 I55.8 0.22 1.00 
IREAD,1NG a 0011 OLOCK a 71 TTI F a, 171.338 MACH 6.0 OT , 703.249 TY 1 291t.9 PAGE 3 
ST' H GA4 A KOLWT SONV' MACH VEL s WIA AIAC PDVTM c", TvAC PHI ETAC' 







1.2603 27,753 2A1n 
1,3155 27,765 2194 2,201 4830 2,a0b 0,271AO 45.4U16 0.1650 3944 20.40b 155.4 0.22 1.00 







1.2624 27,156 Z811 
1.3071 27,765 R305 1,031 4452 a.194 0,2792S 2SMJ6 0,1553 3932 19,320 154.1 0.22 tno0 







1.2631 27.757 260F 
1,2q6? 27,765 2441 1.590 3882 2,185 0.26470 25.416 0'.3749 3915 tS.969 154.0 0.22 1,40 







1.2630 27.756 Z807 
1.29PS 27.765 2489 1.06h 3649 2.t69 0,24608 25,416 0.4032 3q12 13.9 4 153.t) 0.22 t,00 





640.2C1097) i,2a9l 27,743 d 11 
379,4t $52) 1.2802 21,763 2633 1,372 3612 2.219 0,24608 25.416 00"032 4038 130813 158.9 0.22 1.00 
NOZZLE AE Al 36 
87.291 
87.291 
33.50S 3484 533.at 990)
0.7f1 1413 -109.1t 368) 
t.2630 2705Y6 2807 
1.3457 27.76S 1846 3.072 S670 2,189 0.05123 25.016 1.9371 4832 Q.514 190.2 0,22 1.00 
N4OZZLE PO 44 37 4 
67.291 
87.291 
33.505 3LI84 533.4( 990)
0,377 1198 -168,2( 30g ) 
1.2630 27*756 2801 
1.3591 27,765 1708 3.470 S925 2.189 0.03349 2S.416 P0q629 4967 3.084 195.4 0,22 1.00 





640.R(1097) 1.2191 a7.743 2911 
m55,St 422) L,3349 27 769 1958 3 014 9900 2,2 t9 0,05123 25 .416 Iq371 5045 A697 19B,5 0 .22 1;0 0 




0 377 133 4 
64O.2CI097) 1,2491 27,703 2911 
131.1 ( 3 a6) 1 3 506 27 765 17 96 3 ,459 62 12 2.21 9 0 031 S3 2 S ,416 3 1 468 5211 3 0 44 205 o0 0.2 2 1 00 
FICTIVE CONBUSTR 66 59 0 
65.095 185.190 3487 533.AC1000) 1,26SR 27.760 3812 
65,Oss 0,377 752 -285,7( l9t) 1.3847 27076S 1366 4,687 6402 2,067 
FICTIVE NOZZLE 67 60 0 





521.8( 988) 1.2633 27,7S6 2794 
.22.7( 40) 1.3292 27,765 2022 2,SO2 5220 2.225 0,0S123 29.416 1.9371 95U9 Q.l96 18916 0.22 1.00 
RrlG%0071 BL(0C$ 71 ll"F a 171.33e, @4ri b.0 PT1 793.249 17 a 2911.4 l'~rE 4 
xAHs P.19 P.08 POX 41p 0.0a CAWALL P!.p/pso P-18/PTO P.o0/PSO p.08/PO 
6.gPIF.01 
1.836F 01 

































.470E02 2.760E 00 
1P,3aE OP 2,761,F 00 
5.151E Op 7.616F C0 
6.804E 02 1.021E 01 


























5,39F aO .4.735e 02 
5.138P On URSPE 02 
2,35oF no .5.092E 02 
3-475F 00 -5.2 6E 02 
5,845F On -5.tAkh 02 
0.000 0.000 
0.000 ,oOn 
.. 223E 02 1.223E 02 
-1.837F 02 i*.237E 02 














































02 .1.307E a? .2.091E 
02 -.13322 02 .2.73BE 





















7.814 E 00 
1.248C O 
1.610! 0O -5.041E 02 -1.917E 
1.759E 0 .6.139E 08 -2.068E 
02 .1. 26E 02 4,908E 01 











3.881F 01 1.323E 01 
3.9oje 01 1.548E 01 













02 *5.8971 01 
02 .6.306E 01 
02 -6.962F 01 
1.072E 03 3,511E 0) 
-l.09aE o3 b,1SE 01 



















.b,602E 02 -2,422E 
.6,884E 02 -2.603F 
-7,0E.E C2 -2.719E 
02 .bBtfl 02 -7,32S2 0j 
02 -1. 8 06C 02 o7.966E 01 



























4.503F 00 .7,428E 02 .2.9882 
4.49lF O0 *7.L37E02C 2,905( 
3.393F O0 -8,506E 02 3,834 
3380 00 -8.519E 02 .3.846E 
02 -2.070E 0? .9.181E 01 
02 =2.07SE 02 -9.204e 01 
02 -2033E 02 -.,301F 02 

























3.300S 00 -8,6072 02 13.921E 02 a2.5tSE 02 -1.34%F 02 



















.9,659E 02 5.W07E 02 .3,246E 0R oa,26l! 02 























.1.047E 03 o8.6691 02 .4i712E O U.178E 02 
.1,074E 03 -9.881C 02 .5.170f 02 -4.711F 02 
2,075E o -9.902E 02 -5.179E 02 -a.722E 02 

































03 -70108 02 -7.629F 02 
























-1.771E 03 -8.562E 
.1.653E 03 .8.947E 

























5.82E 01 8.175! 00 8.175t 00 -6,020E 02 *2.260! CS tl#l12t 03 -1.146E 03 2.789! 03 2,169E 01 1.1002.02 2.16;E 01 1.100E-02 
5.33?E 01 7.737E 00 773W 00 -5.813E 02 .2.305E 03 -1,138E 03 -1.167E 03 2.852C 03 2,053E 01 1.OA1E-02 2,053E 02 1.041,E02 



































































6.024E O0 -4,3S3E 02 12.537E 
6.010E O0 .4,329E 02 2R.042E 
































5.20SF O0 .4.045E 02 -2.6082 
4.8372 Oa -3.q29E 02 -2.651E 
1.375V n0 -3.921E 02 .2.72F0 
03 -1,301E 0 .1.3n6E 
03 -1.322E 03 -1.331C 



























4.5622 00C.3.21! 02 
8,833F O0 -3.9216 02 




























READINV P 0071 BLOCK 9 71 TIME 0 171.338 MAC 6.0 P1 c 711$-219 TT a 241 I.d PAGg s 









1 .046E 0 1 
q.9065 00 
9.290E On 
9.553F n o .3.421 E 02 
9,90OF on -3.9R I 02 


























01 1 333L-02 










6.16PE 01 4.071E 00 4,41OF 00 .2.167E O2 -2.953C M3 *I U31E 03 .1.522E 03 0,665E 03 I.0POE 01 5.077E.03 17DE 01 5.933E*03 
6,03qE 01 2.670E 00" 4.059F Do l-t26E 02 -2.976E 03 -1.437E 03 -I.SS9F 03 4,760E 03 7,085E 00 3.592E-03 1.077E 01 $.a61EwO3 










05qOE Ot .3.0OaE 03 .1,.44E 
7.426E 0! -3.049E 03 -1.4SOE 

























7.263E 01 1,267E 00 1o99e 00 1,550E 02 -3,09SE 03 .1a46E 03 o1,6399 03 5,273E 03 3.361R 00 1.704E.03 3,9bTE 00 R,011e*03 
7,278F Al 1.260E 00 1-303F 00 1,608E 02 .3.098E 03 i.496E 03 -1.641E 03 5.290E 03 3.343E nO 1.699E.03 3.aW8 00 1,75aEP03 
7,353E 01 1.112E 00 3.490E.01 1.933E 02 -3,113E 03 -1,45SE 03 -1.65SE 03 5,7Le 03 2.9SF 00 1.,196L-03 9,LS5E.01 4.642E-04 
7.394F 01 1,111E 00 3.399F.61 t liOOE 02 -3,113E 03 .1.450E 03 -I,6SSE 03 5.1759 03 2,949E 00 1.495E.03 9.019E-01 4,S73E-04 
7-496F 01 B,500E-Ot 0.000 2.tu8E 02 -3.104E 03 -t,461E 03 .1.014E 03 9.4d7E 01 2.255F 00 1,14UL-03 0.000 0,000 
7.771E n1 8,300E-01 0.000 2.4amE 02 .3,148E 03 -1,46SE 03 o1684F 03 9,325E 03 2.202F 00 1.117E-03 0,000 0.000 
8.16te 01 8.650E001 0.000 2.8416E 02 -3.152E 03 -t,4689 03 -1.6W4 03 5*630E 03 2,29SE 00 i1 64E-03 0.000 0,000 
0.442E O1 60eO l 0,000 3,009E OR -3.154E 03 P1.47E 03 01,684E 03 S,684E 03 1,60SE O0 8:140e oa 01O00 0.000 
0.728E 01 6.tSOR-0i 0.000 3,156E 02 .3,197E 03 =.473E 03 ol,684E 03 5.707E 03 1,632E 00 0,274E Ob 0.000 0,000 
8.729F 01 6,ISOE-0t 0,000 3.156E 02 -3,l57P 03 -1.473E 03 -1.684F 03 5.707E 03 1.632F O0 R.?7SE.Oa 0.000 WOO0 
READING a 0071 BLOCK a 71 TTmE m 171.338 mACH 6,0 OT a 743,249 TT 2911." PAGE 6 





















4.1372 01 11t272 00 1.4669 02 2.561E-05 4,2712-02 
4.S0E 01 2.150E 00 1.488F 0 2.7.SE-03 .441F.02 
.21206 01 1.62SE 01 1.650! Op 2.63RE.03 4.340Eo02 
4.4 DI00 2.563E 01 1.9062 02 2,717E-0 5.557E-02 











4.66E 01 1.978E 01 2.205! 02 2,740E-03 5.150E.02 
4.731F 01 1,380E 01 2.343F 0 2,666E.03 a.812Eo02 
4:733 01 3.220E-0t 2,347E 02 2,6652-03 4.832-O0Z 
a,8iiE 01 9.457E 00 2.'4a1 02 2,652E.03 4.967E-02 
4,878E 01 7,935E 00 2.520 02 2.7162-03 4.113202 
4,93jE 01 6,i36 00 2.382P 0 2.638E-03 3,733E.02 
S.072E 01 1,508E 01 23793 02 2.6032-03 2,683E-02 
5.2822 ol 1,884E 01 2,921 OR 2.2922.03 2.300E.02 











5.5768 01 6.2502 00 3.134F 0 2.23E-03 1.804E.02 
5.626E 01 2.0562 00 3.1552 02 2,28e.0 1.666E.02 
5.631E 01 3.054E-01 3.138 02 2,466E2.03 1,232E.02 
5.645F 01 7.676E-01 3,16SE 0 2,180E.03 1.20E-Oa 
5.6532 01 4,7722-01 3,170! O 2.Q4oEo03 1,367?E0# 
5,601E O1 1.873E 00 3.1892 0 2.931E-03 1.3692o02 
9.701F 01 1.513E 00 3.20E!O2 2.0268-03 1,302.OP 
S776E 01 4.462E 00 3,aS35 Op 2,918E03 1e23i00 
5.878F 01 6.8632 00 3.321r 02 2.913E-03 1170EO0t 
6.079E 01 1.523E 01 3.473 0 3.?32E203 4.491E.03 
6.221E 01 1.112E 01 3.585E 02 2,914E-03 lo,12oO2 
604682 01 1,6319 01 3.746 02 2,93esa03 1,723S.02 
6,505E 01 2.1402 00 3.769e 02 2,9952.03 I 8001E0 
6.509E 01 2.158E-01 3.771E O 3.flJE-03 1.03OE-02 
6.5 92 01 1.08GE 00 3,782F 02 3.046E-03 1.882,02 
6,69tE 01 8.253E 00 3.865F 02 2.901E.03 1.2052.02 
6.762E 01 2.7192 00 3.892E 02 2,870Eo03 1,0859.02 
6.839E 01 2,8862 00 3,2iE 02 2.8249.03 9,24RE"0) 
6.911F 01 2,440E 00 3.945F OR 2.7962.O3 8.357EuO0 
6.972E 01 1,8282 00 3.963F 02 2.742E-03 6.714E-03 











7*278E O 204-EO1 4.028q 02 2,6/E5203 4,55IS.03 
7.3SIE 0t 1.1932 00 l,06OE 02 2,S02E03 2.946E,03 
7.35E 01 1.8832.03 4.a00F 02 2,5012.03 2.9362-03 
7.486F 01 6.340F.01 4 .046r O2 2.563E-03 3.310E.03 
7.771E 01 1,248E 00 4.0-9F 02 Z.546E03 3.233F.03 
18,161E 01 1,334E 00 4.0722 n2 2.5372-03 3,3151.03 
:8.442F 01 6.249201 4.079F 02 2.162E-03 2.ME2a03 
8.72SE 01 2.299E.0 0.08E 62 2.4S3E.03 2.518.03 
C3C.u 8,729F 01 0,00n 4.081F.02 P.532.03 2.518E.03 
Co 
READIG a 0071 RLOCV 0 71 T1kF a I11,j53 6.0 , 743. 2q TI w




ENGTNF PFRFnRI'&NCF 16L ET 
CALCULATED THRIJST........................ .96. (L8F) AhGLF OF ATTACK.... . ........ .... 3.000
EASURED TRUJST ........, $..... o.,t...o . 33 (LBF) 
 MASS FLO RTO .. .... .. 0.., ,.. ... .o(.q31
CALCULATEO SPECIFIC IMPULSE..o......... 
. 
.570. (LBF.SEC/LM) AOCIrTVE nRAG CnEFFTCTEAT......... ... 0.0053
 
MEASURFO SPECIFIC TffPILSE,........9 * ..1984. (L8F.SEC/L4') LTWYTINO PRFSS'JQE RPCfOVEHV fEFFCIENCY
.... u.lU2$
CALCULA7LO THRBUST COFFFIenT .. a......e... .. 039
 O jFLTA P'T2 .. o. e......... .,H........ u.1200 

MEASLUnEC T'RIJST CI)EFICIFiC......... *.*.l57 Tr'rL PQESSIJHF RECOVERY - 5LPFRBLAlr ..... 
 Q~dayN
 
VflTAL PRESSURE RECCVERY - StUSCIC. *. fl.i45I
 
ILET PPOCFS3 EFFTCIENCY - SUPERSONIC.... O.6642 
REGENERATIVE.COOLPn FNGThE PERFORMANCE IPLFT PROCESS EFFTCIEKCY . SUBSON C...... o*6QS7CALCOILATED 
 KINETIC ENERGY FFFItIFNCY . SUPERSONIC ... 0.9190
 
STREAM THRUST..,........ L..,......... 4792. (LMP) KtI'TIC ENERGY FFriIFry . SUPESNII C.... .8854
 
NET UST ............. . 0. LtF, E T ALP AT WO - SUPERSONI * .. ......... 7.43
SPECIFIC IMPULSE.................. . 637. (LBF.SEC/LRm) ENTHALPY AT PO - SURONIC................ 30.R3





ATIO , .,,.,,,,,. 0 oo
INLET FRICTION DR ............ ... # ... 128.3 L8F) 

INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE@, . $a,,,,t. (LBP) CONBUSTOR E#FCIENCY........,...,...... 1,000
..... *871., 

COMBUSTOR FRICTION ORAG...........,,4 8 , 248.0 (BF) TOTAL PREMSURE RATIO..................., 0.1809
 
COBUsTOR STRUT ORAG.,...........,...... 3,2 CLAF COHRUSTnR EPFPCTIVEWIESS.................. 0.8178
 
CUO0ISTOP 9OPENTUm CHANGE ............. 99. 
(LAP) INJECTOR DISCHARGE C-OrFPICIFNTS 0.7a659 0.7011.
NOZZLF FRICTYON DRAG.o, ,.......... )1117 (LOW)
 
NOZZLE STRUT CRAG.",.,,.*. ..... 4,.,0 0,00 (LF)
 
NoZZLE MOMEUTU4 C*iANGE..-......* .... 677. CL8Fj
9 NOZZLE
 
vOZZLE PRES8URE INTEGRAL............. 708, (LBF)
 
FXTERNAL FRICTION DRAGe.................. 65.67 (LF) VACUUM STREAP THMUS? COEFFICIENT * CS.... 0.9498
 
EXTERNAL PqESSJRF INTEGRAL ,............ .1001. (LSF) NOZZLE COEFFICIEKT * CT,....,, .. .,, 0,8863

TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG..,,.,...,.,..... .1066. (LBF) PROCESS EFFICIENCY..... ...... ,,.... 0.8351
 
701kb. STRUT 016G,.............. 
 3.24S (LOP) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY..,............. 0.8817 
CAVITY FORCE,,. . 9 ...... ,...... .1106. (la) 
CALCULATED L0AO CELL FORCE,. .. ,,,,,. .t2VQ. (LBF)

HEASURED LOAO CELL FORCE. ......... . 2503. CLaF)
 




NOMINAL CONL LEADING EDGE........ .... 3a.684 (IN) INJECTOS STATION VALVE
 
SPIKE TRN4ATTON.........,............ Ojilb (IN) IA 4n,400 6
 
INLET THROT0............. .... ... 4O,400 (IN) Io ql300 6
. 

COWL LEADING EnGE.a,..,,,#......,...$.I.. 35.S99 (IN) IC 44.300
 
NOZZLF SHROUD TRAILING EDGE,....,,.... 73.539 (IN) 2A 48.775 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE ..... .*,,.... 87.291 C 46.250, (IN) 

STRUT LEADING RPOE . ....... ,, .... ,. 56.4sb (IN) 3A 54.06S
 
STRUT TRAILING EDGE........ ..%,. .... 65.055 (IN) 3B $6.250
 




























WIND TUNNEL 1 

0.000 743.749 2940 

0.000 0.381 394 

SP-IKE TIP NS 2 

0.600 18.262 2940 

0.600 16.587 2876 

WIND TUNNEL 3 

O.OOQ 743.749 2940 

0.000 0.386 396 

SPIKE TIP NS 4 

0.600 18.262 2940 

0.600 16.551 2875 

INLEt THROAT 5 

40.400 192,342 2d77 

40.400 18.155 1624 

INLET UPNRSK 6 

40.400 192.342 2877 

40.400 15.468 1559 

INLET DNNRSK 7 

40.400 108.536 2877 

40.400 91.102 2763 

COMBUSTOR 0 8 

40.410 164.664 2829 

40.410 12.794 1513 

COmBoSToR 0 9 

41.300 130.310 2760 

41,300 16.922 1676 

COMBUSTOR 0 10 

41.310 134,920 2720 

41.310 16,968 1635 

COMBUSTOR 0 11 

41.375 134.033 2713 

41,375 17.210 1641 

COMBUSOR 0 12 

"1.500 131.866 2710 

41.50 18.787 1682 

COMBUSTOR 0 13 

42.460 118.330 2692 

42.460 21.791 1782 

COMBUSTOR 0 14 

44,095 100.979 2995 

44.095 36.804 2369 

CONBUSTOR 0 15 

44.310 100.900 3004 

44.310 36.835 2378 

COMBUSTOR 0 16 

44.800 100.527 3017 

44.800 36.905 2393 

COMBUSTOR 0 17 

44.810 100.555 5017 

44.810 36.868 2391 

COMBUSTOR 0 18 

46.250 98.767 2794 

46.250 31.408 2127 

S U M M A R Y R E P O R T
 




652.3( 778) 1.2951 28.898 2560
 




652.3( 778) 1,2951 28.897 2560
 




652.3( 778).1.2951 28.898 2$60
 




652.3( 778) 1.2951 28.897 2560
 




634.1( 759) 1 2972 28.897 2534
 




633.1( 759) 1.2972 28.897 2534
 




633.1( 759) 1.2972 A8.897 234
 




631.6( 777) 1.2998 27.667 2571
 




632.6( 785) 1.3036 26.9dI 25945
 




632.6( 773) 1,3054 26.540 2579
 




632.3( 771) 1.30,7 26.S34 25.6
 




631.6( 770) 1.3058 26.533 2575
 




625.0( 764) 1,3064 264 33 2567
 




613.6( 855) 1.2920 26.897 2674
 




611.8f 858) 1.2915 26.913 2677
 




607.6( 862) 1.2907 26.941 2681
 




607.5( 861) 1.2907 26.941 2681
 




595.9( 835) 1.3014 25.382 2669
 
376.3( 618) 1.3241 25.382 2348 1.412 331, 2.169 0.80411 25.503 0.1238 

















3831 60.752 151.4 0.11 0.07
 
3701 56.552 145.8 0.22 o.d4
 
3700 56,487 145.8 0,22 0.)1
 
3689 56.249 145.3 0.22 0.00
 
3§69 55.151 144.6 0.22 0.00
 
3580 51.455 141.0 0.22 0.00
 
3585 41.900 141.2 0.22 0.31
 
3590 41.853 141.4 0.22 0.32
 
3594 41.660 141.6 0.22 0.35
 
3594 41.679 141.6 0.22 0.34
 
3624 41.422 142.1 0.37 0.16
 





































































































































































































































H GAMMJA rOLwT S04V MACH VEI S W/A h A/AC 
12 	 2
 
595.8( 	835) 1.3014 25.382 2669
 




586.5( 	840) 1.3002 25.428 2674
 




586.2( 	840) 1.3003 25.428 2673
 




579.7( 	855) 1.2978 25.496 2690
 




576.8( 	853) 1.3046 24.146 2707
 




576.7( 	854) 1.3045 24.148 2707
 
312.6( 	592) 1.3316,'24148 2315 1.570 365I%4'.258 0.64379 25.625 0.1554 

18 	 4 1.'
 
573.1( 	874) 1.3016 24.215 2730
 




564.9( 	887) 1o2994 24.278 2744
 




554.8( 	989) 1.2846 24,610 2853
 




552o51954) 1,2895 24.542 24k7
 




549,0( 	947) 1.2904 24.500 2808
 




545.8( 	93Q) 1.2927 24.458 2789
 




542.4( 956) 1.2889 24.546 2817
 




540.7(t074) 1.2711 24.914 2033
 




540.6( 981) 1.2852 24.626 2843
 




540.1( 984) 1.84724.638 2846
 




539.9(1075) 1,2709 24.919 2934
 




539.0(1078) 1.2706 24.929 2936
 




538.4(1082) 1.2698 24.946 2940
 
146.1( 699) 1.3088 24.952 2456 1.804 443t p.355 0.27089 25.625 0.3693 

WOMTW a IVAr PHI ETAC 
3624 41.411 142.1 0.37 0.16
 
3675 40.184 144.J 0.37 0.19
 
3676 40.178 144.1 0.37 0.19
 
3725 38.428 146.1 0.37 0.22
 
3776 36.402 147.4 0.53 0.15
 
3777 36.368 147.4 0.53 0.15
 
3830 34.707 149.5 0.53 0.18
 
3948 31.702 154.1 0.'53 0.21
 
4994 26.379 159.8 0.53 0.35
 
4&P4 '26.398 160.9 0.'53 0.Si 
4162 25.525 162.4 0.53 O 30
 
4194 24.795 163.7 0.53 0.28
 
4229 23.351 165.o 0.53 0.32
 
4329 18.'536 169.0 d:53 0.47
 
4332 19.462 169.0 0.53 0.35
 
0i73719:o3' 169:2 0 ;g -0 ,3 
4340 18.644 169.4 0.53 0.47
 
4350 18.658 169.7 0.53 0.48
 




































































0997 1936-"304.4( 562) 1.3125 25.937 2207 2.911 6424.2.413 0.05165 25.625 1.9371 

46 39 
 5 	 "'
 
34.712 4181 520.2(1318) 1.2188 25.863 3130
0.381 1559 Z423.2( 443) 1.3309 25.937 1994 3.4*6 687t p.413 0.p2817 25.625 3.5514 

75 	TIME = 174.938 MACH 6.0 PT = 741.749 TT = 2940.3 





536.3(1101) 1.266 25.012 2957
 




533.8( 921) 1.2934 24.468 2779
 




529.8( 961) 1.2876 24.598 2820
 




527.0(1224) 1.2448 25.438 3054
 




521.2(1342) 1.2198 25.855 3130
 




529.2(1343) 1.2188 25.863 3130
 




632.1(1430) 1.2039 25.805 3201
 












































NOZZLE AE REGEN '? 40 'S
 
87.291 34.712 4418 632.1(1430) 1.2039 25.805 3201
87.291 0.992 2130 -241.1( 625) 1.3045 25.937 2308 2.864 6610 2.439 0.05165 25.625 1.9371 

NOZZLE PO REGEN 48 41 5
 
87.291 34.712 4418 632.1(1430) 1.2039 25.805 3201
87.291 0.381 1695 -380.9( 486) 1.3236 25.937 2074 3.433 7120 2.439 0.02685 25.625 3.7265 

FICTIVE COMBUSTR 68 61 0
 
65.055 192.342 4471 520.2(1443) 1.2150 26.209 3210
65.055 0.381 1113 .666.9( 307) 1.3S52 26.294 1689 4.563 7707 1.287 0.04486 25.625 2.2304 

FICTIVE NOZZLE 69 62 0
 
87.291 20.502 4134 503.9(1325) 1.2166 25.857 3110




MOVTW Q IVAC PHI ETAC
 
4378 18.362 170.8 0.53 0.51
 
4389 20.060 171.3 0.53 0.29
 
4381 20.319 171.o 0.53 0.34
 
4375 17.856 170.7 0.53 0.69
 
4365 14.794 170.3 0.53 0.86
 
4363 13.694 170.3 0,53 0.87
 
4448 12.655 173.6 0.53 0.87
 
5576 5.156 217.6 0.53 0.87
 
5819 3.008 227.1 0.53 0.87
 
5757 5.306 224.7 0.53 0.87
 
6034 2.971 235.5 0.53 0.87
 
6356 5.373 248.0 0.53 1.00
 
5273 4.711 205.8 0.53 0.87
 

















































0.000 -1.9312 02 0.o000 
0.00 -4.1122 02 0.000 
5.6272 00 -4.7632 02 0.000 
5.598E 00 -4.7642 02 0.000 
3.8722 00 -4.8902 02 0.000 






















































5.8912 00 -5.4252 02 :2.772E 02 -2.772E 02 0.000 
8.9632 00 -5.6462 02 -3.0702 02 -2.8592 o2 -2.1052 01 
1,0792 01 -5.7662 02 -3,1942 02 -2,9132 n2 -2.810E 01 
1.4492 01 -5.3952 02 -3.4752 02 .3.0402 02 -4.3512 01 






























1,7662 01 -6.129E 02 -3.798E 02 .3.2082 
1.790E 01 -6,1652 02 :3.Sg12 02 73.2262 
02 -5.9052 01 











3.901E 01 1.5562 01 1.768E 01 -6,269E 2 3.9 2E 02 -3.2852 02 -6.4622 01 1.094E 03 4.0872 01 2.0922-02 4.6452 01 2.378E-02 





1.302E 01 -6.603E b2 -4.210 
5.2502 00 -6.8832 G2 -4,4092 
02 .5.460E '02 -7.5032 01 















5,0192 00 -7.055E 92 -4.5332 02 
4.5212 00 -7.4392 2 -4.8192 02 
-3.6802 o2 -8.5342 01 











4,04112 01- 2.1082 01 
4.130E 01 3.044E 01 
4,506E 00 -7.482 02 -4,8262 02 .3.88SE 02 -9.416E 01 

















3.387E 0 -8.5882 02 -5.7122 02 -4.384E n2 -1.3282 
3.306E 00 4.68 02 -5.793E 02 -4.4232 oZ -1.3702 























1.8192 01 -9.600202 -7.4282 02 -5.136E o2 ?2.2922 02 





















3.968E 01 -9.224E. 0 -1.099C 03 -6.606E 02 -4,3852 02 
3.755E 01 -9.106202 -1.2062 03 -7.0472 n2 -5.009E 02 
3.7512 01 -9.105E 02 -1,08E 03 -7.056E 02 -5.0222 02 
3.123E 01 -8,4502 02 -1,535E 03 .8.329E 02 -7.021E 02 
































2.6612 di -7.786F 02 "1.717E 03 .S.l98E,02 -8.56BE 02 
2.6502 61 -7.7772 02 -1.7822 03 -9.2172 02 .8.604E 02 
















4.877E 014,8782 01 
4.9312 01 
2.2192 012,2±62 ci 
2.016E0 1 
4.219E 01 -6.4552 02 -2.075E 03 a1.0312 n3 -1.049E 032.2162 01 - .4'432'2 -2,0772 03 -1,0312 5-. E0 






2.984E-n2 5.828E 01°0 2,°220






4 9IE 1 .05Et 2051 0 .585E,9 -. 19E 3n1.0692 03 -1.10021.5662 di 1.5662 OA -4.514E 02 -2,379E 03 21.1622 03 -1.2172 























1.213E 01 -2.5112 02 -2.6962 03 -1.3092 03 -1.387E 03 



















9.2622 00 -1.6822 02 -2.8662 03 ;1.380E 03 -1.486E 03 
9.0172 00 -1,2582 02 -2.9552 03 -.4182 03 -1.5382 03 
8:885E 00 -2.2852 01 -2,9982 03 ±I.4352'03 71.5622 03 


































-1.1022 01 -3.019E 03 -1.442 o3 -1.5752 03 
4.4072-01 -3.041E 03 ..1.A53E 03 -1.5882 03 
8.951E 00 -3:058E 03 .1.459E 13 -1.5992 03 






























-3.176C 03 -1.501E 

















6.2212 01 1.2362 01 1,236E 01 5.0412 01 -3.3492 03 -1.5552 03 -1.794E 03 3,9722 03 3.245E 01 1,6612-02 3.2452 01 1.6612-02, 
READING = 0071 BLOCK = 75 TIME = 174.938 MACH tO PT = 741,749 TT = 2940.3 PAGE 5 
XABS P-IB P-OB PDA GOX O-IB 0-OR CAWALL P-IB/PSO P-IB/PTO P-OB/PSO P-OB/PTO6.468E 01 1.587E Ol 1.587E 01 
 5.041E 01 -3.498E 03 -1.595E no -1.904E 03 4.289E 03 4.168E 01 2.134E-02 4 168E 01 2.134E-026.505E 01 1.331E Ol 1.641E 01 
 5.041E 01 -3.524E 03 -1.601E
( 6.509E 01 1.331E 01 1,646E 01 63 -1.923E 03 4.337E 03 3.496E 01 1.79UE-02 4,309E 01 2.206E-02
5.041E 01 -3,527E 03 -1.602E 03 -1.925E 03 4.342E 03 3.496E 01 1.790E-02 4.324E 01 2.214E-02
6'.529E 01 1.285E Ol 1,675E 01 
 5.041E 01 -3.540E 03 -1.605E n3 -1.935E 03 
 4.368E 03 3.376E 02 2.728E-02 4.399E 01 2.252E-02
6.695E 01 9.040E 00 7.160E 00 
 1.791E 02 -3.638E 03 -1.630E n3 -2.008E 03
6.762E 01 6.609E 00 7.462E 00 4.583E 03 2.374E 01 1.215E-02 1.880E 01 9.627E-033.323E 02 -3.670E 03 -1.638E 03 -2.032E 03 4.665E 03 1.736E 01 8.886E-03 1.960E 01 1.003E-026.839E 01 3.815E 00 5.983E 00 
 4.955E 02 -3.707E 03 -1.646E o3 -2.061E 03. 4.760E 03 1.002E 01 5.129E-03 1.571E 01 8.045E-03
6.911E 01 2.965E 00 4.600E 00 6.055E,02 -3.741E 03 -1.653E n3 -2.089E 03 
 4.846E 03 7.787E 00 3.987E-03 1.208E 01 6.I85E-03
6.972E 01 2.245E 00 3.206E 00 
 6.751E 02 -3.769E 03 -1.657E 03 -2.113E 03 
 4.922E 03 5.896E o0 3.01BE-03 8S420E 00 4.311E-03
7.067E 01 1.677E 00 4.035C 00 
 7.404E 02 -3.808E 03 -1.662E 03 -2.146E 03 5.036E 05
7.110E 01 1.420E 00 1.163E 00 4.405E 00 2.255E-03 2.718E D0 1.392E-03
7.598E 02 -3.824E 03 -1.664E n3 -2.159E 03 5oSSE 03 3,729E 00 1.909E-03 3,055E 00 1.564E-03
7.263E 01 1.292E"00 1.620E 00 8.258E 02 -3.865E 03 
 I1.671E n3 -2,19SE 03 5.273E 03 3.395E 00 1.738E-03 4.255E 00 2.178E-03
7.278E 01 1.280E O0 1.411E 00 
 8.319E 02 -3,868E 03 -1.671E n3 -2.197E 03 
 5.290E 03 3.362E 00 1.721E-03 3.705E 00 1.897E-03
7.353E 01 1.134E O0 3.650E-01 8.661E 02 -3.887E 05 -71.673E n3 -2.213E 03 
 5.374E 03 2.978E 00 1.525E-03 (.586E-01 4.90GE-04
7.354E 01 1.133E 00 3.594E-0 8.668E 02 -3.887E 03 -1.673E p3 -2.213E 03 5.375E 03 2.976E 00 
 1.524E-Qg 9.440E-01 4.833E-04
7.486E 01 8.750E-o1 0.000 
 8.880E 02 -3.923E 03 -1.677E
9 n3 -2.246E 03 5.427E 03 2.298E 00 1.176E-Q3 0.060
7,77E 01 8.550E-01 0:000 0.000
.296E 02 :3.929E 03 71.682E N3 -2.246E 03 5.525E 03 2.246E 00 1.150E-03 0.000 0.000
8,161E 01 8,800E-61 0.000 9.597E 02 -3.)33E 03 -1.68TE 13 -2.246E 03 
 5.630E 03 2.311E 00 1.183E-03 0.000 0.000
8.442E 01 6.950E-01 0.000 9.712E 02 -3.936E 03 -1.690E n3 -2.26E 03 
 5.684E 03 1.825E 00 9.345E-04 0.000 0.000
8.728E 01 8.950E-01 0.000 9.964E,02 
-, 
942E 03 4.696E o3 -,2.246E 03 5.707E 03 2,351E 00 1.203E-03 0.000 0.000
8.729E 01 8.954E-01 0.000 9.964E 02 
 5,942E 03 ;10696E 03 -2.246E 03 5.707E 03 2.352E 00 1.204E-03 0.000 0.000
 
REAOING = 0071 BLOCK 75 TIME = 174.938 MACH 6.0 PT 743.749 TT z 2940.3 PAGE 6 
X ODRAG CDRAG CF HC 
4.040E 01 1.281E 02 1.281E 02 2.400E-03 4.535E-02 
4.041E 01 1.771E-01 l.283E 02 2.646E-03 3,432E-02 
4.330C 01 1.671E 01 1.450E 02 2.769E'03 4.111E-02 
4.131E 01 1.765E-01 1.452E 02 2.574E-03 4.359E-02 
4.137E 01 i.117E 00 1,463E 02 2.550E-03 4.438E-02 
4.150E 01 2.129E 00 1.485E 02 2.564E-03 4.674E-02 
4.246E 01 1.588E 01 i.643E 02 2,624E-03 4.983E-02 
4.409E 01 2.451E 01 1.88BE 02 2.683E-03 6.536E-02 
4.431E 01 3.035E 00 1.919E 02 2.864E-03 6.115E-02 
4.460E 01 7,146E 00 1.990E 02 2.859E-03 6.108E-02 











4.731E 01 1.459E 01 2.355E 02 2.720E-03 5.414E-02 
4.733E 01 3.436E-01 2.359E 02 2.746E-03 5.3 55E-02 
4.811E 01 1,035E 01 2.462E 02 2.708E-03 5,060E-02 
4.877E 01 8.760E 00 2.550E 02 2.921E03 4.442E-02 
4.878E 01 1.281E-01 2.551E 02 2.701E-03 4.770E-02 
4.931E 01 6.339E 00 22.614E 02 2.665E-03 4.539E-02 





















5.576E 01 7,436E 0O 3.219E 02 2.536E-.3 2.393E-02 
5.626E 01 2.397E 00 3.243E 02 2.554EJ03 2.207E-02 
5.631E 01 3.548E-01 3,246E 02 2.748E-03 1.756E-02 
5.645E 01 9.147E-01 3.255E 02 2.559E-03 1.848E-02 
S.653E 01 5.574E-01 3.261E 02 3.177E-03 1.803E-02 
5.681E 01 1.971E O0 3.281E 02 2.750E-03 2.044E-02 
5.704E 01 1.478E 00 3.295E 02 2.747E-03 2.045E-02 












r6.468f 01 8.566E 00 1.456E 01 3.629E 02 3.775E 02 2.586E-03 3.056E-03 2.684E-02 2.559E-02 
6505E 01 2.158E 00 3.796E 02 3.225E-03 2.290E-02 
6509E 01 2.293E-01 3.798E 02 3.298E-03 9.342E-02 
6.529E 01 
6.695E 016.762E 01 
1,159E 00 
9.553E 003.469E 00 
3:810E 02 

















7.067E 01 2.605E 00 4.05SE 02 2.865E-03 5.013E-03 
7.110E 01 9.399E-01 4065E 02 2.856E-03 4.830E-03 
7.263E 01 3.461E 00 4 099E 02 2.b71E03 5.276E-03 
7.278E 01 3.218E-oI 4,102E 02 2.858E-03 4.969E-03 
7.353E 01 1.29E 00 4.11SE 02 2.763E-03 3.170E-03 
7.354E 01 2.034E-03 4.115E 02 2.762E-03 3.159E-03 
7.486E 01 6.846E-01 4.122E 02 2.781E-03 3.564E-03 
7.771E 01 1,348E 00 4.135E 02 2.763E-03 3.402E-03 
8.161E 01 1.435E 00 4.150E 02 2.750E-03 3.535E-03 
C-0 8.442E 01 6.951E-01 4#157E 02 2.699E-03 2.929E-03 
8.728E 01 2.893E-O 4,160k 02 2.727E-03 3.547E-03 
8.6 729E 01 0.000 4,160E 02 2.727E-03 3,546E-03 





CALCULATED THRUST....................... 569. (LBF) 
MEASURED THRUST........,............. 426. (LBF) 
CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE.............. 1384. (LBF-SFC/LBM)
MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE................ I03b. (LBF-SFC/LBM)

CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT............. 0.2305 

MEASURED THRUST COEFFICIENT.............. 0.1724 

REGENERATIVE-COOLED ENGINE PERFORMANCE 

CALCULATED 
STREAM THRUST............................ 5444. 
NET THRUST........................... 740. 







INLET FRICTION DRAG......,............. 128.1

INLET MOMENTUM CHANCGE...,............. 
-872.0 (LeF) 

COMBUSTOR FRICTION 6RAG....... ,p,...... 251.5 (LBF)

COMBUSTOR STRUT DRAG................... -16.12 (LBF)

COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE.............o., 532. (LBF) 

NOZZLE FRICTION DRAG.....,......... 36.34 (LBF)

NOZZLE STRUT 0RAG.,;......,... -O.O0 (LAF)

NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE...,,............, 910. (LBF) 

NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL................. 946. (LBF)
 
EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG.........., .. 65.90 (LaF)

EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL...............-1005. (LBF)

TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG........,.......... ....-1071. (LBF) 

TOTAL STRUT DRAG,,........ ...... ,... -16,12 (LBF) 

CAVITY FORCE........... .................. -1136. (LBF)

CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE,*,.........,, 
-1638. (LBF)

MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE........... ,.., -1779. (LBF)


















INLET THROAT... .....,. .... ?..,..... 

COWL LEADING EDGE .... ,............... 

NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EDGE............. 

NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE,............... 

STRUT LEADING EDGE...,................... 























ANGLE OF ATTACK .......................... 3.000 (DEGREES)
 
MASS FLOW RATIO........................... 0.9300
 
ADDITIVE DRAG COEFFICIENT................ 0.0052

LIMITING PRESSURE RECOVERY EFFICIENCY.... 0.1436
 
DELTA PT2................................ 0.1186 (PSI)
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUPERSONIC,.. 0.2586
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUBSONIC....... 0.1459
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC.... 0.8678

INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC...... 0.8973 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY SUPERSONIC... 0.9125 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC..... 0.8774 
ENTHALPY AT PO - SUPERSONIC,,... .......... 6.64 (BTULBM) 

















VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT - CS.... 0.9456 
NOZZLE COEFFICIENT - CT .................. 0.8738 
PROCESS EFFICIENCY....................... 0.8504 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY................ 0.8777
 
FUEL INJECTORS 
INJECTORS STATION VALVE 
IA 40.400 A 
I 41.300 B 
IC 44.300 
2A 48.775 0 
















C:)WIN. TUNE P T1 

,0000 743.499 2913 

0,000 -0.37-7 389 

-SPIKE TIP NS 2 

0.600 18.175 2913 

-0.600 16,509 2849 

WIND TUNNEL 3 

0.000 743.499 2913 

0.000 :0.383 390 

SPIKE TIP NS 4 

0.600 18.175 2913 

0.600 16.470 2848 

INLET THROAT 5 

40.400 192.600 2828 

0.400 17.880 1587 

INLET UPNR5K 6 

40.400 192-600 2828 





40,10h 07.876 26g8 

40.400 90.592 2116 

COMBUSTOR O 8 

40.410 162.264 2783 

40.410 -12.727 1489 

COM13USToR o 9 

41.300 127.82S 2710 

41.300 16.496 1640 

COMBUSTOR 0 10 

41.310 132.939 2667 

41.310 -16.539 1596 

COMBUSTOR 0 11 

41.375 132.249 2660 

41.375 16,814 1600 

COMBUSTOR 0 12 

41.500 130.638 2656 

41.500 18.447 1641 

COMBUSTOR 0 13 

42.460 120.320 2633 

42.460 23.739) 1770 

COMBUSTOR 0 14 

44.095 95.713 3085 

44.095 48.406 2642 

COMBUSTOR 0 15 

44:310 95:367 3046 

44 310 49o511 2659 

COMBUSTOR 0 16 

44.800 94.440 3059 

44.800 52.028 2671 

COMBUSTOR 0 17 

44.810 94.417 3059 

44.810 51,972 2670 

COMBUSTOR 0 18 

46.250 88.399 2641 

46.250 43.765 2231 

= q6 TIME = 193.838 MACH 6.0 PT = 743.49c) TT = 2912.6 
RAMJET PEPFORMANCE 
S U M M A R Y R E P 0 11 T 
0H 5GAMMA MOLWT SONV MACH VEL s W/A W A/AC 
643.9( 770) 1.2960 28.898 2548
 




643.9( 770) 1.2960 28.897 2548
 




643.9( 770) 1.2960 28.898 2548
 




643.9( 770) 1.2960 28.897 2548
 




618.5( 745) 1.2987 28.897 2514
 
2657(595) 




618.5( 745) 1.2987 28.897 2514
 
248.( 




,618.5( 745) 1.2987 28.89'7 2514
 




618.2( 766) 1.3014 27.563 2556
 




619,9( 775) 1.3051 26.391 2582
 




619.8( 762) 1.3074 26.346 2565
 
290.7( 434) 




619.4( 759} 1.3077 26.340 2562
 




618.6( 758) 1.3078 26.339 2561
 




611.35(751) 1.3086 26.339 2550
 




595.2( 887) 1.2871 26.873 2710
 




592.8(888) 1.287d 26.882 2710
 




586.9( 879) 1.2880 26.873 2700
 




586.8( 879)) 1.2880 26.872 2700
 




56887( 829) 1.3090 23-929 2680
446.81( 688) 1.3230 23,929 2476 
1.076 2669 P.258 0.809,57 25.677 0.1238 
7"PAGE
 
MONTM 0 IVAC PHI ETAC 
4667 9.591 184.8 
4706 1.606 186.4 
4714 9.686 184.8 
4714 1.642 184.8 
3808 57.820 150.e 
3855 53823 152.7 
3655 16.145 152.7 
3807 60.369 150.2 0.12 0.07 
3681 56.411 144.7 0.'24 0.04 
3680 56.349 144.7 0.24 0.01 
3670 56.131 144.3 0.24 0Y.00 
3650 54.990 143.5 0.24 0.00 
3570 50.309 140.3 0.24 0;00 
3562 35.710 140.0 0.'24 0.42 
3559 35.008 139.9 0.24 0.43 
3542 33.226 139.2 0.24 0.42 
3542 33.245 139.2 0.24 0.42 









































































































































































































































= 96 TIME 193.838 MACH 6.0 PT z 743.499 TT = 2912.6 





588.6( 829) 1.3090 23.930 2680
 




574.9( 854) 1.3050 24.038 2708
 




574.6( 854) 1.3050 24.040 2709
 




564.9( 891) 1.2995 24.173 2750
 




567.9( 882) 1.3119 22.004 2773
 




567.8( 883) 1.3118 22.006 2774
 




562.2( 916) 1.3073 22.099 2813
 




549.0( 984) 1.2982 22.295 2886
 




532.8(1085) 1.2844 22.589 2988
 




529.441116) 1.2802 22.675 301
 




524.5(1133) 1.2777 22.732 3032




519.9(1141) 1,2765 22.762 3038
 




514.7(1151) 1.2749 22.802 3047
 




512.1(1291) 1.2535 23.161 3161
 




511.9(1173) 1.2715 22,868 3066
 




511.2(1175) 1.2713 22.873 3067
 




510.8(1282) 1.2550 23.159 3154
 




509.6(1273) 1.2565 23.138 3147
 




508.5(1263) 1.2580 23.115 3139
 




WOMTM 0 IVAC PHI ETAC
 
3515 	33.526 136.9 0.54 0.10
 
3581 	33.636 139.5 0.54 0.15
 
35B2 	33.625 139.5 0.54 0.15
 
3654 	32.286 142.3 0.54 0.20
 
3718 	31.557 143.6 0.83 0.11
 
3720 	31.536 143.6 0.83 0.11
 
3795 	30.519 146.5 0.83 0.14
 
3968 	28.413 153.2 6.83 0.21
 
4176 	24.991 161.2 0.83 0.30
 
4220 	24.100 162.9 0.83 0.33
 
4280 	23.466 165.3 0.83 0.35
 
4335 22.954 167.4 0.83 0.36
 
4393 22.23a 169.6 0.83 0.37
 
4535 17.767 115.1 0.83 0.49
 
4538 19.166 175.2 0.83 0.39
 
4545 19.088 17S5 0.3 0:39
 
4550 18.088 175.7 0.83 0,48
 
4564 18,309 176.2 0.83 0.48
 
4574 18.512 176.6 0.83 0.47
 
READING = 0071 BLOCK 
P T 

C.0 COMBUSTOR 0 38 
-3 57.765 48.028 3554 
57.765 10.125 2523 

COMBUSTOR 0 39 

58.785 87.'073 2860 

58.785 5.175 1429 

COMBUSTOR 0 4o 

60.795 50.542 3515 

60.795 110.050 2458 

COMBUSTOR a 41 

62.215 46830 3731 

62.215 12.312 2809 

COMBUSTOR 0 42 

64.679 38.840 41e2 

64.679 17.582 3605 
COMBUSTOR 0 43 
65.055 35.647 4254 

65.055 18.'590 3780 

COMBUSTOR REGEN 44 

65.055 35.647 4507 

65.055 30,478 4396 

NOZZLE AE 15 

87.291 35,647 4254 

87.291 1.009 2013 -424.6( 638) 1.3089 23.91S 2540 2,874 6127 2.592 0.05221 25.902 1.9371 

NOZZLE PO 46 39 5
 
87.291 35.647 4254 _479.7(1458) 1.2141 23.832 3202
87.291 0.377 1586 -571.2( 491) 1.3292.23.915 2094 31464 7252 2.592 0.02668 25.902 3.7904 

NOZZLE AE REME 47 40 S
 
87.291 35#647 4507 614.8(1593) 1.1975 23,762 3360
87.291 1.086 2233 -346.3( 716) 1.3001 23:9i5 2456'2.823 6935 2.623 0.05221 25.902 1.9371 

NOZZLE PO REGEN 48 41 5
 
87.291 35.647 4507 614.8(1593) 1.1975 23.762 3360
87.291 0.377 1738 -520.0( 542) 1.3214 23.915 2185 30449 7536 2.623 0.02531 25.902 3.9952 

FICTIVE COMBUSTR 68 61 0
 
65.085 192.600 5040 479.7(1790) 1.1174 24.716 3455
65.055 0.377 1497-1020.4( 4i6) 1.3276 25.034 1939 4.467 8664 2.469 n.03711 25.902 2.7254 

FICTIVE NOZZLE 69 62 0
 
87.291 25.158 4191 452.2(1465) 1.2144 23.834 3258
87,291 1.187 2227 -348.2( 714) 1.3003 23.915 2454 2.579 632q 2.614 0.05221 25.902 1.9371 

= 96 TIME = 193.838 MACH b.0 PT = 741-LI99 TT = 2912.b 




5U5.4(1230) 1.2630 23.035 3113
 




501.7( 975) 1.2976 22.389 2871
 




495,2(1215) 1.2649 23.021 3099
 




4904(129) 1.2523 23.260 3161
 




481.3(1464) 1.2206 23.748 32t)9
223.5(1235) 1.2483 23.798 3066 1 171 3591,2.58P 0.26976 25.902 0.3749 
36 4 i4 
479.7(1491) 1.2141 23.832 3283 




614:8(1593) 1 1 75 23.762 3360
 








MOMTM, a. IVAC PHI ETAC
 
4598 18.858 177.5 0.83 0.44
 
4610 21.239 178.0 0.83 0.24
 
4600 19.579 177.6 0.83 0.44
 
4592 19.073 171,3 0.83 0.51
 
4579 15.055 176.8 0.83 0.67
 
4578 12.886 176.7 0.83 0.70
 
4523 6.656 174.6 0,83 0.70
 
5916 5.458 228.4 0.83 0.70
 
6204 3.007 239.5 0.83 0.70
 
6122 5.626 236.3 0.83 0.70
 
6453 2.964 249.1 0.83 0.70
 
7238 4.996 279.5 0.83 1.00
 
5684 5.135 219.4 0.83 0.70
 
REACI,4G~t 007X blOCK zS 98THE %265.638 MACH b.C PT 702.4~99 1I v PAGE 5 
XA S P-18 P-0l POA Gox 0-18 0-03 CAtALI. P-Ie/PSO P-I8/pO P-08/PSo P-OB/PTO 









1,57E 02 -'hobaE 03 -2.iB4E 















6.762E 01 7.459E, 00 6.025E 00 4.762E 02 -4.2blE 03 -2.280E 03 -1.982E 03 4.665E 03 1.987E 01 I.005E-02 2.138E 01 1.081E-02 
6.839E 01 q4,470C O0 6.i01E 00 6.560E 02 -4.S)bE 03 -2.301E 03 -2.01bE 03 4.lbOE 03 1.191E 01 6.0202-03 1.65sE 01 8.SSIE"03 







8,537E 02 -4.401E 03 -2-327a 03 -a.074E 03 











7-110E O 1.580E 00 2.441E 00 9.700E 02 -4.466E 03 -2.345E 03 -2.12LE 03 5.0866 03 4.209E 00 2.128E-03 6,502E 00 3,287E963 
7.263E 01 1.598E 00 1.420E 00 1.058E 03 -4.517E 03 -2.360E 03 -2.158E 03 5.273E 03 '.25E 00 2.152E-03 4,64qE 00 2.49JE103 
7.2786E OL 1.600E 00 1.592E 00 1.065h 03 -4.5d2E 03 -2,361E 03 -2.161E 03 5.290 03 4.862E 00 2.155L-03 4.242E 00 2.dSnE-03 
7.353E 01 1.SoiE o0 4.550O0 1.106E 0I -o5USE 03 -2.367E 03 -Zo178E 03 5.374E 03 4.Q08L 00 2.062h-03 1.212E 00 6.128E-04 
7-34E 01 1.504E 00 4.489E-01 1.107E 03 -4,b 4bE 03 -2.367E 03 -2.178E 03 5,375E 03 4.007E 00 2.026E-03 1.196E 00 6.046E-04 
7,4861 01 1.335E 00 OOOu 1.137E 03 -4.41E 03 -2.377k 03 -2.214E 03 5.a27L 03 3.556E 00 1.798E.03 0.000 0.000 
7.771E O 1.890E 00 o.o0 1.20"E 03 -4.5 E 03 -239SE 03 -?,-138E 03 5.SSe 03 5.035E 00 2.545E-03 0.000 0.000 
8.161E 01 1.335E 00 OO0 1,271E 03 -.95b2E 03 -2.414E 03 -2.138E 03 5.630E 03 3.556E 00 1.798E-03 0.000 0,004 
8.42E 01 1.OOE 00 0.000 1. 97E 03 -05t5 E 03 -a.431z o0 -a.i3in o3 5.642E 03 2.691E O0 1.360E-03 0.000 0.000 
8.728E 01 1.480E 00 0.000 1.327E 03 -4.597E 03 -2.459E 03 -2.13BE 03 5.707E 03 3.943E 00 1.993E-03 0.000 0.000 
8.729E 01 1.481E 00 0,000 1.327E 03 -4.597E 03 -2.459E 03 -2.138E 03 5.707E 03 3.945E 00 1.995E-03 0.000 0.000 
READING =- 0071 BLOCK a 198 TIME = 205.638 MACH 6.0 PT = 74a.499 
 TT m 2902.1 
 PAGE -4
 
XABS p-IB P-Ob 
 PDA oOX Q-IB O-ce LANALL P-18/PSO P-IB/PTO P-Ob/PsO P-OB/PTO
(5.981E-01 1.040L 00 o,000 -a~ias5L-Oi 0,000 0.000 0.O000 2.U70-02 2.771E 00 1.401E-03 0.000 0.000
1.836E 01 1,040L 00 0.000 -3.463E 01 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.434E 02 ,771E O0O .,vlL-03 0.000 0.000
3.070E 01 2.970E 00 
 0.00Q -1.972E 02 0.000 0.,0 U.000,Oo bo' 3E 02 7.918F OU 4.O(IOg-03 O.VO0 0.000
3.508E 01 3.824E 00 0.000 -4.173E OR O.OQO 0.000 
 0.000 ().804E 02 1.019E 01 9,150E-03 0.000 0.000
3.519E 01 4.,141k O0 5.540E 00 -4.816E 02 0.000 0.000 0.000 6 .0bbE 02 1 .103E 01 557E-03 I .478E 01 7.4706-033.520E 01 4.1b8E UO0 5.517E 00 -4.817E 02 O.OUU 0.000 0.000 6.857t 02 1 .108E 01 5,600E-03 1.00OE 01 7.430E-033.b55E 01 5.14SE GO 
6.794E 00 -4044E 02 0.000 0.000 
 0.000 7.209E 02 1.371E 01 6.929E-03 1.011E O1 S.ItOE-O3
3.586E 01 5.009E 00 2 .,!SOE 00 -5o156E 02 -5.440E 02 -5.420E 02 0.000 7.549L 02 1 .334E 01 6 .746E-03 5,994E 00 3.03CE-033.606E 01 4.925E 00 
 3.406E 00 -5.292L 02 -5.461E 02 -5.481E 02 0.000 
 7.149E 02 1,3leE 01 6,633E-03 9.075E 00 0.588E-03
3.648E 01 4.129E 00 5.SqSE 00 -5.482E 02 -S.615E 02 -5.61SE 92 
 0.000 6.164E 02 1.100E 01 5.561E-03 1,57OE 01 7.939E-03
3.701E 01 5,115E 00 9.03$E 00 -5,691E 
02 -5.6BSE 02 -S.791E 02 o1.769E 01 8.726& 02 I,36SE 01 6.869E-03 2.407E 01 1.2|Vt-02
3.732E 01 4.857E 00 1.0O0F 01 .5.803E 02 -b.136E 02 -5.900E 02 -2,361E 01 
 9.063E 02 1.294E 01 6.542E-03 ?.904E 0l1.448bE-02
3.603F 01 4.280E 00 1.451E 01 -5 .94 IE 02 -b,523E 02 -6.157E 02 -3.658E 01 9.834E 02 1.140E 01 5.764E-03 3.866E 0l1 .95SE-023.634E 01 8.016E 00 1.612E 01 -5.990E 02 -6.704E 02 -6.281E 02 -4od3lE 01 1.018E 03 2.136E 01 
 1,0bOE-02 4.296E 01 2.112E-02
3,875E 01 1.282E 01 1.766E 01 -6.203E 02 -6,94 E 02 -6.453E 02 -4.965E 01 
 1.064E 03 3.417E 01 1.727E-02 4 703E 01 2 378E- O2
3.881E 01 1.359E 01 1.790E 01 -6.242E 02 -6.990E 02 -6.482E 02 -5,08aE 01 
 1.072E 03 3.621E 01 1.831E-02 4,769E 01 R,41IE-O2
3.901E 01 
 1.591E 01 1.774E 01 -6.353E 
02 -7,11SE 02 ob,57tE OR -5.434E 01 1.094E 03 4.238E 01 2.143E-02 4.725E 01 2.389E-02
3-932E 01 1.870E 01 i,747E 01 -6.563E 02 -7.324E 02 -6.724E 02 
 5.998E 01 1.130E 03 4.981E 01 2.518E-02 4,65SE 01 2.394 E-02
3.950E 01 2,02SE 01 1,311E 01 -6.693E 02 -7,44SE 02 -6.814E 02 -6.310E 01 
 l.1bnE 03 5.395E 01 2,727,E-02 3.493E 01 1.766E-02
3.981E 01 1.805E 01 5.275E 00 -6.972E 02 -7.671E 02 -6,985E 02 -6.860E Ot 1.187E 03 4.809E 01 
 2.431E-02 1.405E 01 7,104E-03
4,O00E 01 1.676E 01 5,047E 00 -7,144E 02 -7,810E 02 -7.092E 02 -7.17BE 01 1.209E 03 
 4.464E 01 2.257E-02 1.345E 01 6.798E-03
4.00OE 01 R.00OR 01 4:5 E 00 
-I,514E 02 -8.,d,!E 02 -7.3341E 02 -7.08CE 01 
 1,2S6E 03 S.,16E 01 2.6979-02 1.214E 01 6,s35E-03
4.041E 04 .2o011E 0 ol q
4.43O0 -7.523E 02 =8O.IJE 02 
4.,340E 02 -7.906E 01 1.257E 03 5.A57E 01 2.70SE-02 1.210E 01 6.118r:-03
4.131E 01 2.747E 01 3.436E 00 -8.556h 02 -9.016E 02 -7.94SE 02 -1.066E 02 1.363E 03 
 1.318E 01 3.700E-02 9.154E 00 4.628E-O3
4.137E 01 2.800E 01 3.356E 00 -8.639E 02 -9.092E 02 -7.99SE 02 
-1.097E 02 1.371E 03 7.460E 01 3.711E-02 8.941E 00 4.520E-03
4.1S0E 01 2.902E 01 3.956E 00 -8,BOLE 02 .9,24aE 02 -8.089E 02 -1.154E 
02 1.386E 03 7.732E 01 3.909E-02 1.054E 01 5.328E-03
4.246E 01 2.085E 01 8.558E 00 
-9.613E 02 -I.o07E 03 -Ro852E 02 -1.7L6E 02 1.50tE 03 b.554E 01 2.808E-02 e.,OQE 01 1.153k-0g
4.409E 01 2.S04E 01 1.639E 01 
-1.01SE 03 -9.53M 03 -1.024E 03 -2.994E 02 
 1.699E 03 6.671E 01 3.373E-02 4.367E 01 2.20BE-02
4.431E 01 2.559E 01 t.725E 01 -1,021E 03 -1.360E 03 -1.042E 
03 -3,18LE 04 1.T2SE 03 6.818E 01 3.447E-02 4.596E 01 2.343E-02
4.480E 01 
 2o685E 01 1.920E 01 -1.054E 03 -L.447E 03 o1.08SE 03 -3.62ZE 02 1.713SE 03 7.153E 01 
 3.616E-o2 5.116C 01 2.586E-02
4.481E 01 
 2.687E 01 1.924E 01 =1.035E 03 -1.449E 03 =1.080E Q3 -3.631F Od 1.766E U3 
 7.l57E 01 3.618E-02 5.126E 01 2.591E-02
4.625E 01 2.920E 01 2.498E 01 
-toO23E 03 -1.700E 03 -1.207E 03 -5.004E 
02 1.q63E 03 7.78f)E 01 3.933E-02 6.654E 01 3.364E-02
4.626E 01 2.922E 01 2.502E 01 -1.023E 03 -1.709E 03 -1.208E 
03 -5.013E 02 1.904E 03 7.784E 01 3.935E-02 6.66SE 0l 3 369E-02
4.731E 01 3.092E 01 2 920E 01 -9,674E 92 -1.897E 03 -1.292E 03 -b.OSOE 02 2.094E 03 0.238E 01 
 4.16SE-02 7.779E 01 3:93sc-0A
4.731E 01 3.113E 01 2:930E 01 -9.664E 02 -1.902E 03 
-1.294E 03 -6.075E 02 2.097E 03 8.292E 01 41.192E-02 7.e6E 01 3.96E 02
4.811E 01 3,745E 01 2.738E 01 -9.061E 02 -2.036E 03 .1.394E 03 -6,620E 02 
 2.194E 03 9.977E 01 5.044E-02 7.294E 01 3.6687fit0
4.877E.01 2.573E 01 2.573E 01 -8.254L 02 -2.147E 03 
-1.404E 03 -7.424E 02 2.277E 03 6.855E 01 3,46SE-02 6,85SE 01 3.46SE-02
4-,878E, 01 2.971E 01 2.571E 01 -8.241E 02 -2.148E 03 -t,4OSE 03 -7.433E 02 2.278E 03 6.846E 01 3.462E-02 6.84SE 01 3,62E-024.931E 01 2.439E 01 2.439E 01 -7.549E 02 -2.233E 03 
-1.04E 03 -7.890E 02 2.345E 03 6.490E 01 3.265L-02 6.498E 01 3.28SE-02
5,072E 01 t,973E 01 '1.975E 01 -5.916E 02 -2,45iE 03 -1.543E 03 -9.073E 02 2.522E 03 5.256E 01 2.657E-02 5.256E 01 2.657&WOR
5.282E 01 ?,35SE 01 2.35 E 01 
-3,53SE 02 -2.764E 03 - Io.6EOE 03 -1.084E 03 2,7d9E 03 6.274E 01 3.172E-02 6.274E 01 3.17U 02
5.332E 01 1.990E 01 1.990E 01 
-2.970E 02 -2.837E 03 -1.710C 
03 -1.127F 03 2.652E 03 S.$02E 01 2.680E-02 5o30?E 01 2.6809oER
5.407E 01 1.790E 01 1 .790 F 01 -a.239E 02 -2.943E 03 -1.755E 03 -1.188E 03 2.948L 03 4.768E 01 2.410E-02 4.768E 01 2.410E-025.483E 01 1.586E 01 1.580E O1 -1.584E 02 -3.047E 03 -1,79BE 03 -1.249E 03 
 3.046E 03 4.226E 01 2.136E-02 4.226E 01 2.136E-02
5.576E 01 1 . 18BE 01 1 -418E 01 -8.675E 01 -3 . I 8E 03 - I,.684E 03 - Io.32E 03 3. 164E 03 3.778E 01 1.9 10E-0O2 3778E 01 t.190E-O 25.626E 01 1.327E 01 1.327E 01 6.518E 01 -3.227E 03 -1.870E 03 -1.397E 03 3.209E 03 3.536E 01 3.536E 01
1.787E-02 1.787E-02
5.631E 01 7,3SOE 00 1.317E 01 6.894E 01 -3.234C 03 -1,87,2E 03 -1.361E 03 
 3.216E 03 1.958E 01 9.899E-03 3.509E 0|p 1.77411-02
5.645E 01 7.350E 00 1.29212 01 7.744E 01 -3.249E 03 -1.877E 
03 -1.372E 03 3.234E 03 1.958E 01 
 9.899E-03 3.441E 01 10T4OE-OR
5.653E 01 
 1.277E 01 1.277E 01 8.260E 01 -3.257E 03 -1.680E 03 -1.377E 03 3.245E 03 
 3.4ORE 01 1.720L-02 3.402E 01 1,72E-E02
5.681E,01 1.226E 01 1.226E 01 9.894E 
01 -3.287E 03 -1.890E 03 -1.397E 03 
 3.280E 03 3.267E 01 1.652E-02 3.267E 01 i.652EE02
5.704E 01 1.136E 01 
 1.136E 01 1.104E 02 -3,31LE 03 -1.898E 03 -1.413E 0.5 3.309E 03 3.026E 01 1.530E-02 3.026E 01 1.530E-02
5.776E 01 8.460E 00 8.460E 00 1.373E 02 -3.304E 03 -i,921E 03 -1.46JE 03 3,402E 03 2.254E 01 
 1.139E-02 2.254E 01 1.13ge-02
5.878E 01 5.025E 00 5.025E 00 1.529E 
02 -3.41SE 03 -1.951E 03 -1.524E 03 
 3.532E 03 1. 39E 01 6.766E-03 1.339E 01 6.76BE-03
H 6.079E 01 1.002E 01 1.002E 01 
 IS47E 02 -3.640E 03 -2.004E 
03 -1.636E 03 3.790E 03 2.671E 01 1.350E-02 2.671E 01 1.350E-02
6.221E 01 1,434E 01 1.434E 01 1.547E 02 -3,76OE 03 -2o047E 
03 -1.713E 03 3,97RE 03 3,b21E 01 1.932E-02 3.821E 01 1.932E-02

-w 6.468E 01 1.753E 01 1.753E 01 1.547E 02 
=3.99oE 03 -2.152E 03 -1.844E 03 4.269L 03 4.670E 01 2.361E-02 4.670E 01 2.361E-02
 
















1.3011 23.329 785 
1.3563 P3.330 2013 2.444 0920 2.34 0.6t27 2,.78 0,3/77 425 20.359 171.d 0.66 0.20 
COMBUSTOR 0 39 32 6 
60.795 47.202 3467 500.4(1144) 1.2678 24.000 3018 
60.795 10.025 2456 163.2( 777) 1.3039 24.006 2575 1.667 434 2.439 0.75S3 aS.7s8 0.bsto 4415 16.bO 171.4 0,66 0.44 
COPSUSTOR 0 4o 33 5 
62.215 01.446 36o5 535.6(1285) 1.2438 20.432 3126 
62.215 14.344 3108 435.1(1003) j.2750 24.456 2838 1.305 3875 2.471 0.28300 ?5.758 0.3553 4407 17,041 171.1 0.66 0.60 
COPOUSTOR 0 41 34 4 
64.679 37.028 4089 526.6(1365) 1.2273 24.706 3178 
64.679 17.S29 3543 297.4(1159) 1.2529 24.745 2987 1.134 3387 2.488 0.26825 25.758 0.3749 4394 14.118 170.6 0.66 0.70 





525.0(1381) 1.2231 24.763 3187 
328.0(1207) 1.2454 24,.804 3029 1.036 3139 2.496 0.84939 25.758 0.4032 4392 12.167 170.5 0.66 0.72 





617.2(1455) 1.2110 24.725 3247 
487.4(1347) 1.2252 24.769 3155 0.808 2S48 g.518 0.24939 25.758 0.0032 4'37 9.877 172.3 0.66 0.72 




0.956 1920 -316.3( 581) 
1.2231 24.763 3187 
1.3149 24.826 2249 2.885 6488 2.496 0.05192 25.758 1.9371 5669 5.235 220.1 0.66 0.74 
NOZZLE PO 45 38 5 f 
87.291 34.135 4136 525,V(1363 1.2231 24.763 3187 
87.291 0.379 1527a 44.q( 452) 1.3343 24,826 2020 3.449 6966 2.496 0.02751 25.758 3.6554 5929 2.978 230.2 0.66 0.72, 
NOZZLE AE REGEN 46 39 5 





2075 -264.1( 633) 
4t 40 s 
1.308 24.826 2332 2.848 6641 2,518 0,05192 25,758 109371 5818 5.356 225.9 0.66 0,72 
87,291 34.135 4329 617.9(1'55) 1,2110 24.725 3247 
07.291 0.375 1644 -410.$( 487) 1.3285 24.626 2005 3.439 7171 2.518 0.02646 25.758 S.7999 6106 2.949 237.1 0.66 0.72 
FIC71VE COMBUSTN 67 60 0 
65,055 
65.055 
196.2P2 4804 525.0(1622) 1.1956 25.542 3344 
0.375 1264 -822.7( 362) 1.3420 25,718 1811 4,53a 8212 2.373 0.04058 25.758 2.4783 6813 5.179 264.5 0.66 1.00 
FICTIVE NOZZLE 68 61 0 
87.291 27.477 4085 503.3(1362) 1.2243 84.707 3168 
87.29Z 1.054 2037 -217.0( 0) 1.3100 41.826 2312 2.703 6248 2,508 0.05192 25.758 1.9371 5525 5.041 214.5 0.66 D.%9 




















































































































































































































h GAMMA MOLWT SONV 
12 4 
592.7( 760) 1.3107 25.472 e570 




592.5( 761) 1.3104 25.477 2572
 




587.3( 812) 1.3028 25.657 2635
 
419.6( 646) 1.3201 25.65b 4392 

MOmiM 0 IVAC PHI ETAC
 
3431 35.e59 134.5 0.34 0.04
 
3431 35.136 134.5 0.34 0.04
 
3463 31.363 136.b 0.34 0.1b
 
35c5 31.471 136.8 0.66 0.01
 
3526 31.441 136.9 0.66 0.01
 
3590 29,977 139,4 0.66 0.05
 
3739 27.573 145.R 0.66 0.11
 
3960 20.723 153.7 0.66 0.32
 
4013 21.633 155.8 0.66 0.32
 
4080 21.322 158.4 0.66 0.35
 
4139 21.110 160.7 0.66 0.36
 
4202 20.589 163.1 0.66 0.38
 
4353 16.467 169.0 0.66 0.52
 
4356 17.918 169.1 0.66 0.41
 
4364 17.855 169.4 0.66 0.41
 
4369 16.810 169.6 0.66 0.52
 
































































































MALH VEL S h/A w A/AC 

1.328 3034 2.11U 0,74771 85.505 0.133! 

1.322 3027 2.142 U,74694 25.505 0.1133 
1.211 2896 e.164 U.b9 677 d5.505 0.1429 

1.350 3125 2.310 0.64797 25.758 0.1552 

1.350 3126 2.311 0.64713 25.758 0.1554 



































1.3046 23.921 2586 1.636 4230 2.443 0.27254 25.758 0.3690 

1.702 23.921 3009








1.2881 24.197 2740 1.470 4028 2.464 0.27271 25.758 0.3608 

57.041 42.912 3602 553.k(1193) 1.2605 24.105 3060
 
. 57.041 11.358 2699 209.7( 861) 
1.2940 24.116 2683 1.545 1146 2.457 0.27230 5.758 0.36Q3 4393 17.544 170.6 0.66 0.48

J.w COMBUSTOR 0 37 30 5
 
CO 57.765 50.490 3295 550.3(1084) 1.2772 23.600 2905
57.765 8,460 2188 1a5.b( 687) 1.3160 23.803 d453 
i.BS5 4500 2,423 0.26797 25.758 0.3753 4416 18.741 171.4 0.66 0.37
 
q.EAOING = 007,1 BLOCK m198 TIME = 285.638 MACH '6.0 PT = 742.499 TT = 2902,1 PAGE V 
RAMJET PERFORMANCE
 
S U M M A R Y R E P O R T
 
P T H GAMMA MOLWT bONV MACH VEL S H/A W A/AC MOMTM 0 IVAC PHI ETAC 
WIND :TUNNEL 1 0 5 
0.000 742.499 2902 64U.7( 767) 1.2963 28.096 254a
 
0.000 0.375 366 -36.2( 93) 1,3986 28.897 964 6.035 5820 1.818 0.10570 25.242 0.9323 4656 9,561 184.5
 
SPIKE TIP NS 2 0 5
 
0.600 18.100 2902 640.7( 767) 1.2963 28.897 254U
0.600 16.436 2839 ,6217( 748) 1.2983 28.d97 2518 0.388 976 2.074 0.10570 25,242 0.9323 4691 1.604 185.8

WIND TUNNEL 3 0 0
 
0.000 742.499 2902 640.7( 767) 1.2963 28.98 2544
 
0.000 0.380 388 -35.9( 93) 1.3986 28.897 966 6.022 5819 1.818 0.10668 25.473 0.9323 4698 9.046 184.41
 
SPIKE TIP NS 4 0 0 
0.600 18.100 29,02 640.7( 767) 1.2963 28.897 2544
 
0.600 16.402 2837 621.3( 746) 1.2984 28.d97 2518 0.392 987 2.079 0.10668 25.473 0.q3a3 4698 1.636 184.4
 
INLET THROAT 5 0 4
 
40.400 196.212 2795 606,6( 735) 1.2997 288097 2500
 
40.400 17.430 O48 2S5;4C 384) 1.3456 28,64t 1893 2.220 4i0o1.898 0.88501 25.242 0.1114 3795 57.020 150.4.
 
INLET UPNRSK 6 0 3
 
40.400 196.222 2795 608.6( 735) 1.2997 286.897 2500
 
40.400 14.862 1486 230.7C 368) 1.3493 28.897 1857 2.316 4302 1.898 0.80456 25.242 0.1225 3841 53.787 152.2 
INLET ONNRSR - -7 Qi~ - - ., I I40i4O0 107.,593 2795 735) a$0oo 41qOOj'C 1.2998 28,b97
40.400 90.524 2485 576,O( 703) 1,3032 28.A97 a054 0.520 1276 1940 0.80456 25a.42 0,1225 3841 15.956 15202
 
COHOUSYOR - 0 8 1 4 
40.410 195.620 2795 608.5( 735) 1,2997 28097 2500
 
40.410 17.450 1550 255,7( 385) 1.3458 28.897 1894 2,218 429a 1.898 0.88490 25.242 0.1114 3794 57.784 150.3
 
COMBUSTOR 0. " 9 2 4 - I ' 1 
41,310 159,509 2783 405.b( 732) 1.3001 20S897 ?49541.310 20.253 1686 
 293.1( 422) 1,3388 28.897 1972 2,004.39S1 1.911 0.88648 25.242 0,1112 3676 54,432 145.7
 
COMBUSTOR 0 10 3 4
 
41.375 157.355 2782 604.7f 732) 1.3002 28.897 2495
41,375 20.519 1699 296,0( 425) 1.3383 28.897 1978 1,987 3931 
1,912 0.878 25,242 0.1110 3667 54,232 145.3
 
COMBUSTOR 0 11 4 4
 
41.500 152.908 2780 604.1( 731) 1,3002 26.897 2$J9$
 
41.500 20.989 1720- 30i,6( 431) 1.3373 28.897 19a9 4*956 S091-1.914 0.8803 25.242 0.1110, 3649 S3.692 144-.b
 
COMBUSTOR 0 12 5 5
 
42.460 132.007 2762 598,9( 726) 1.3008 28.897 2486
 
42,460 23.247 1818 328.6C 458) 1.3332 20.897 2042 1,801 3677 1.922 0.87931 25.242 0.1121 3552 50.252 140.7
 
COMBUSTOR 0 13 6 3
 
44.095 116.921 2727 588.4( 716) 1.3019 26,897 2471
 
44,095 24,073 1864 3141.3C 470) 1.3314 28,897 8066 I701 3516 1,927 0.84909 25.242 0,1161 3474 46,391 137.6
 
COMSUSTOR 0 14 7 3
 
44.310 115.613 2722 566.9( 714) 1.3021 28.897 2469
 
44.310 24.224 1869 342.6( 072) 1.3312 28.897 2069 1,690 3496 1.927 V.84761 
25.242 0.1163 3464 46,05$ 137.2
 
COMBUSTOR 0 15 84
 
44.800 112;'889 2710 S83.5( 711) 1.3024 28,097 24 4
 
44.800 24,527 1877 344.9( 474) 
1.3309 28.897 2073 1.667 3455 1.927 0.64431 25.242 0.1167 3444 45.334 1360
 
COMBUSTOR 0 16 9 3
 
44.810 112.840 V710 583.4( 711) 1.3024 26,897 2464 
44,810 24.536 1877 344 9( 470) 1,3309 28.897 2073 1,666 3454 1.927 0.84031 e5,242 0.1167 3443 45,323 136.4 
tOMBUSTOR 0 17 10 21 I 
46.250 83,044 2660 600.2( 784) 1.3075 25,526 2603
 
46,250 27.091 2029 
 396,7( 582) 1,3291 25.526 2292 1.392 3190 2,151 0,80415 25.505 0.1238 3380 39.872 1329.0,34 0.07
 
COHBOSTOR 0 18 11 21
 
46.260 87.283 2554 6O0.1( 751) 1.3123 2b.421 2560
 




t = 285.64 sec.
 





ANGLE OF ATTACK ........................... 3.000 (DEGREES) 
MASS FLOW RATIO...........................0.9321 
ADOITIVE DRAG COEFFICIENT................. 0.0053 
LIrIrING PRESSURE NECOVERY EFFICIENCY.... 0.1427 
DELTA PT2................................. 0.1161 (PSI) 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUPERSONIC..... 0.2648 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUBSONIC....... 0.1450 
INLFT PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC.... 0.8740 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC....... 00003 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC... 0.8979 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC ...., O861q 
ENTHALPY AT PO - SUPERSONIC.............. 0.67 (OTU/LBM) 
ENTHALPY AT PO - SUBSONIC..........I..... 25.05 (BTU/LBM)' 














VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT - CS.., 0.9755 
NOZZLE COEFFICIENT - CT................... 0.9015 
PROCESS EFFICIENCY ....................... 0.9730 























CALCULATED THRUST ............ ............ 839. 

MEASURED THRUST........................ 90. 

CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE.. ............. £630. 

MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE..,............... 1763. 

CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT............ 0.3424 

MEASUREO THRUST COEFFICIENT.............. 0,3705 















INLET FRICTION DRAG.,............. ... , 













COMBUSTOR FRICTION DRAG..................... 239.5 (LBO) 

COMBUSTOR STRUT DRAG...................... -5.10 (LUF) 

COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE................ 586. (LOF) 

NOZZLE FRICTION CRAG ....................... 39.39 (LBF)
 
NOZZLE STRUT ORAG..... ..................... -0.00 (tOF")
 
NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE.................... 1130. (LBF).

NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL ................ 1173. (LBFP
 
EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG................... 65.35 (LBF) 

EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL................ .1001. (LBF) 

TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG....................... 1066. CLeF) 

TOTAL STRUT DRAG........................ -5,10 (L" ) 

CAVITY FORCE.............,............... *I1 C WeF)
 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE............. .1385. (LF)
 
MEASURED LOAD CELL. FORCE...................1315. (LeF)
 




NOMINAL COWL LEADING EDGE................ 34.884 (IN) 

SPIKE TRANSLAfIUN........................ O.31q (IN) 

INLET THRUAT.... ......................... 40.400 (IN) 

COWL LEADING EDGE........................ 35.199 (tI)

NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EDGE.............. 73.539 (IN) 

NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE................ 87.291 (IN) 

STRUT I.EAUING EDGE....................... 56.455 (IN) 

STRUT TRAILING EDGE......,................ 65.OSb (IN) 















READING a 0071 6LOC< 197 TIME = 2V.738 MACH 6.0 PI = 7U2.499 TT 2905.7 PAGE 6 
X ODRAG C0RAG CF HC 










4.131E Ol 1.4556 01 1.434E 02 2.496E-03 4.7!7E-02 
4.137E 01 1.052E 00 1.41'E 02 2.504E-03 4.70bE-02 
4.150E 01 2.028E 00 1.465E 02 2.522E-03 4.831E-02 











4.480E 01 7.2682 00 1.9732 02 2.662E-03 4.923 -02 






















4.811E 01 9.043E 00 2.4 0E 02 2.807E-03 5.475E-02 
4.877E 01 7.897E 00 2.509E 02 3,228E-03 4.298E-02 
4.876E ol 1.178E-01 2.510E 02 2.749E-03 S.113E02 
4.931E 01 5.567E 00 2.566E 02 2.713E-03 4.961E-02 
5.072E 01 1.370E 01 2.703E 02 2.660E-03 4.260E-02 











5.483E 01 6.058E 00 3.037E 02 2.912E-03 3.1031-02 
5,576E 01 7.201E 00 3.1092 02 2.800E-03 2.9u12-02 
5.626E 01 2.389E 00 3.1332 02 P.8496-03 2.614E-02 
5.631E 01 3.538E-01 5.13bE 92 2.996E-03 .1 '4 E-02 
5.64SE 01 9.2706-01 3.145E 02 2.843E-03 2.232E-02 
5.653E 01 5.359E-01 3.1512 02 3.2032-03 2.263E02 
5.6812 01 1.8686 00 3.169E 02 2.985E-03 2.3836E-0 
5.704E 01 1.4006 00 3.184E 02 2.957E-03 2.299E-02 











6.221E 01 8.496E 00 3.515E 02 2,8'2e-03 2.7E-02 
6.A68E 01 1.464E 01 3.6622 02 3.101E-03 2:b65E62 
6.505g-01 2.011e 00 3.6622 02 LW3.7E-03 2.4d46E-0 
6.509F 01 2.053E-01 3.684E 02 3.337E-03 2.517E-02 
6.529E 01 1.043E 00 3.694E O 3.332E-03 2.5092-02 
6.695E 01 9.141E 00 3.786E 02 3.169E-03 1.901E-02 
6.762E 01 3.502E 00 3.821E 02 3.136E-03 1.7d4E-0 
6.839E 01 3.745E 00 3.858E 02 3.070E-03 1.3abE.02 













7.110E 01 1.238E OQ 3.955E 02 2.918E-03 6.945E-03 
7.263E 01 4.042E 00 3.996E 02 2.889E-03 6.144E-03 
7.278E 01 3.931E-01 3.9992 02 2.878E-03 5886E-03 
7.3532 01 1.475E 00 4.014E 02 2.799E-03 4.043E-03 
7.354E 01 2.410E-03 4.014E 02 2.799E.03 4.O32E-03 
7.486E 01 8.S16E-01 4.022E 02 2.839E-03 5.0956-03 











8.728E 01 .807E-0t 4.076E. 02 2.795E-03 5.367E-03 
. 129E 01 0.000 4.076E 02 2.799E-03 5.310E-03 
5 READING = 0071 BLOCK 197 TIME = 28U.738 HACH b.0 PT = 742.i99 TI z 290.7 PAGE 

XABS P-IB P-Oh PDA OOX G-18 0-0 CAWALL P-18?PSO P-1B/PTO P-O/PSO P-OB/PTO 
6.505E 01 1.837L 01 1.796E 01 1.430k 02 -4.011E 03 -2.191E 03 -1.a21E 03 4.337E 03 4.890E 01 2.475k-02 4,360E 01 2.419 -02 
6.509E 01 1.837E 01 1.801E 01 1.030E 02 -4.0151 03 -2.193E 03 -1.823 03 4.342E 03 4.90E 01 2.475E-02 4.794E 01 2,426E-02 
W, 6.529E 01 1.748E 01 1.827E 01 1.430E 02 -4.036E 03 -2.203E 03 -1.833E 03 4.368E 03 4.b51E 01 2.354E-02 4.863E 01 2.4*6aE-2 
6.695E101IO5E 01 8.290E 00 2.q29E 02 -4.18SE 03 -2.276E 03 -1.908E 03 4.583E 03 2.674E 01 1.354L-02 2.206E 01 1.116E02 
6.762E 01 7.454E 00 8.025E 00 4.6460 02 0.234E 03 -2.299E 03 -1.936E 03 4.665E 03 1.983E 01 1.004 -02 2.135E 01 l.081&702 
6.639E 01 4.470E 00 6.196E 00 6.438E 02 o4.2obE 03 -2.32o 03 -1.968E 03 4.TbOE 03 1.119E 01 6.020E-03 1.649E 01 6.344E-03 
6.911E 01 3.515E 00 4.485E 00 7.635E 02 -4.336E 03 -2.336E 03 -2.000E 03 ,.846E 03 9.354E 00 4.733k-U3 1.193E 01 6.040E.03 
6.972E 01 2.705E 00 3.756E 00 8.413E 02 -4.313E 03 -2.346E 03 -2.027E 03 4.922E 03 7.198E 00 3.643E-03 9.994E 00 5.058E-03 
7.067E 01 1.937E 00 2.620E 00 9.279t 02 -4.420E 03 -2,360E 03 -2.060E 03 5.036E 03 5.156E 00 2,609E-03 6.9721E 00 3.529E-03 
7.110E 01 1.590E 00 2.443E 00 9,578E 02 -4.438E 03 -2.365E 03 -2.073E 03 5.088E 03 4.a31E 00 2.i14-03 6.502E 00 3.291E-03 
7.263E 01 1.608E 00 1.815E 00 1.046E 03 -4.489E 03 -2.379E 03 -2.109E 03 5.273E 03 4.279E 00 2.166E-03 '4830E 00 2.444S.03 
7.278E 01 1.610E 00 1.588E 00 1.053E 03 -4.493E 03 -2.381E 03 -2.112E 03 5.290E 03 4.284E 00 2.168E-03 4.227E 00 2.i3-03 









4.517E 03 -2.387E 03 -2.130E 03 



















1.190E 03 -4.647E 
1.260E 03 -4.667E 
O] 
03 
* .4155 03 -2.232 













8.4'IE 01 1.O5E-00 0.000 1.286E 03 *4.6o4e 03 a2.4s2E 03 -2.232E 03 5.680E 03 2.701E 00 1.367E-03 0.000 0.000 
8.728E 01 1.480E 00 0.000 1.316E 03 -4.712E 03 -2.60E 03 -2.232E 03 5.707E 03 3.938E 00 1.993E-03 0.000 0.000 
8.729E 01 1.481E 00 0.000 1.316E 03 -4.712E 03 -2.480E 03 -d.232E 03 5.707E 03 3.941E 00 1.995L-03 0.000 0.000 
READING = 0071 BLOCK 1 TTME = 284.738 UIACH 6.0 P1 = 742.499 TT 2905.797 PAGE.f4
 
XABS P-'B P-08 PDA 4OX 4-IB 0-OB CAwIALL P-1I8PSO P-IB/PTO P-08/pso P-O6/PTO6.981E-01 1.040L 00 0.000 -4.405E-01 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.470E-02 2.767E 00 1.401E-03 0.000 0.0001.836E 01 1.040E 00 0.000 
 -3,063E 01 0.000 0.000 
 0.000 1.634E 02 2.167E 00 1.401E-03 0.000 0.000
3.070E 01 2.975E 00 0.000 -1.974E 02 0.000 0.000 0.000 
 5.053E 02 7.917F 00 4,007E-03 0.000 0.000
3.508E O 3.826C 00 d.o00 -4.178E 02 O.OuO 0.000 0.000 
 6.804E 02 1.01E 01 5.153L-03 0.000 0.000
3.519E 01 4.142E 00 5.552E 00 -4.821E 02 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.854E 02 1.102E 01 5.578E-03 1.478E 01 7.478E-03
 
- 3.520E 01 4.158E 00 5.523E 00 -.4.822E 02 
 O.OUO 0.000 0.000 6.857E 02 1.107E o 5.601E-03 1.470E 01 7.439E-03
3.555E 01 5.140E 00 
 3.810E 00 -4.948e 02 0.000 
 0.000 V.000 7.209E 02 1.368E 01 6.923E-03 1.014E 01 5.132.-03
3.586E 01 5.010E 00 2.275F 00 -5.160E 02 -5.492E 02 -5.492E 02 0.000 
 7.529E 02 1.333E 01 6.748h-03 6.054E 00 3.064E-03
3.606E 01 4.930E 00 3.430E 00 -b.296E 02 3.648E 01 4.14O2 00 -5.553E 02 -5.553E 02 0.000 7.729E 02 1.312E 01 6.6406-03 9.126E 00 4.619E-03
5,914E 00 -5.485E V2 -5.689E 02 -5.689E 
02 0.000 8.164E 02 1.102E 01 5.576E-03 I.574E 01 7.966E-033.701E 01 5.115E 00 
 9.050E 00 -5.694E 02 -6.043E 
02 -5,868E 02 -1.752E 01 8.726E 02 1.361E 01 6.889E-03 2.408E 01 1.219-02
3.732E 01 4.857E 00 1.091E 01 -S.806E 02 -6.212E 02 -5.978E 02 -2.339E 01 
 9.063E 02 1.293E 01 6.542E-03 2,904E 01 1.470-b2'
3.803E 01 4.280E 00 1.452E 01 -5.943E 02 -b.b01E 02 -6.239E 02 -3.624E 01 9.834E 02 
 1.139E 01 5.764E-03 3.863E 01 1.9552-02
3.834E 01 8.020E 00 1.612E 01 
-5.993E 0? -6.783E 02 -6.364E 02 
-4.193E 01 1.018E 03 2.134E 01 1.080E-02 4.291E 01 2.172E-02
3.75E 01 1.283E 01 1.768E 01 -6.20E2 02 -3.030E 02 -6.538E 02 -4.921E 01 1.064E 03 3.415E 01 2. 3 8 2
1.728E-02 4,704E 01 12r0
3.881E 01 1.360E 01 1.792E 01 -6.244E 02 -7.070E 
02 -6.567E 02 -5.037E 01 1.072E 03 
 3.620E 01 1.832E-02 4.770E 01 2.414E-O
3,901E 01 1.592E 01 1,775E Ot -6,455E 02 -7.196E 02 -6,657E 02 -5.385E 01 1.094E 03 
 4.23bE 01 2.144E-02 ,4.724E 01 2.391E602,
3.932E 01 -. 370O 
 01 1.747E 01 -6.565E 02 -7.407E 02 -6.612E 02 -5.94 
E 01 1.130E 03 4.977E 01 2.519L-02 4.650E 01 2.3S4E02
3.950E 01 2.025E 01 1.312E 01 -6.696E 02 -7.528E 
02 -6.903E 02 -6.253C 01 1.150E 03 
 5.389E 01 2.727E-02 3.492E 01 1#767E-02
3.981E 01 1.805E O 5.300E 00 -6.qT4E 02 -7.7b5E 02 -7.075E 02 -6.799E 01 1.167E 03 4.803E 01 
 2.431E-02 1.410E 01 7.38E-03
4.000E 01 1.676E 01 5.0686E 00 -7.146E 02 -7.694E 02 -7.t83E 02 -7.115E 01 
 1.209E 03 4.499E 01 2.257E-02 1.349E 01 6.8252*03
4.040E 01 2,003E 01 4 566E 00 -7.S16E 02 -8,2uSE 02 -7.426E 02 -?.818E 01 1.256E 03 5.330E 01 
 2.697E.02 1.215E 01 6.150.03
4.041E 01 -2.011E O 4.554E 00 -7024E 02 "8.216E 02 -7.033E 02 
-7.636E 01 1,257E 03 5.351E 01 2.708E-02 1:212E 01 6:133b3
4.131E 01 2.747E 01 3.425E 00 -8.557E 02 -9.luaE 02 -8.045E 02 -1.057E 02 1.363E 03 
 7.310E 01 3.700E-02 9.115E 00 4.613Ep3
4.137E 01 2.800E 01 
 3.344E 00 -8.640E 02 -9.1786E 02 -8.093E 02 
-1.085E 02 1,371E 03 7.451E 01 3.771E-02 8.898E 00 4.503E03
4.150E 01 
 2.902E 01 3.947E 00 -8.802E 02 -9,346E 02 -8.187E 02 -1.141E 02 1.386E 03 
 7.724E 01 3.909L-02 1.050E 01 5.316E-03
4.a246E 01 2.085; 01 8.576E 00 -9.614E 02 -4.0tSE 
03 -8 .956 E 02 -1.094E 0a 150F2 03 5,54Ef 2.808L-02 2.288E 01
o o 4.409E 01 2.504E 01 1.646E 01 -1.015E 03 -1.330E 03 -t,035E 1.15SE-0203 -2.951E 02 1.699E 0 6.6646E 01 3.373E-02 4,360E 01 
 2.217E-012
4.431E 01 2.559E 01 1.727E 01 -1,021B 03 -1.366E 03 -1.054E 03 -3.135E O

-5 1.72Sg 03 6.611E 01 3.947h-02 4.594E 01 2.325E-QV4.46E 01 2.685E 01 1.9'IE 01 -1.034E 03 -1.46E 03 -1.097E 03 -3.567E 02 1.785E 03 7.145E 01
4.481E 01 2.686E 01 3.616E-02 5.083E 01 2.573E-02
1.914E 01 -1.034E 03 -1.455E 03 
-1.098E 03 -3,576E 02 1.786E 03 7.149E 01 3.618E-02 5.093E 01 2.578E-02
Q 4.625E 01 2.901E 01 
 2.454E 01 -1.0252 03 -1.711E 03 -1.220E 03 -4.913E 02 
 1.963E 03 7.718E 01
4.626E 01 2.902E 01 2.457E 01 -1,024E 03 -1.713E 03 -1.221E 03 -4.9226 02 1.964E 03 3.906E-02 6.529E 01 3.304E-02
 4.734E 01 3.058E 01 2.851E 01 -9.709E 7.72RE 01 3.908E-02 6.539E 01 3,309t-02
02 -1.899E 03 .1,306A03 -5.92aE 02 
 2.094E 03 8.138E 01 4.119E-02 7.586E 01 3.8399-02
 
9
I. 4.733E 2.099E 01 - ,70 0 -1,903E -1.3082811 01 3,079E.730  01 660 9.114E  02  2 03b 03 69E -5,952E 2.097E 8.193E 4.1472-024.877E01 2.561E 01 0303 6.676 0202 2.194E 0303 9.926E 0101 5.024E-02 7.611E 3.flaE-022.561E 01 -8.316E 02 -2.145E 03 -1.419E 7.182E 0101 3,63SE-02
03 -7.26b8 02 2.277E 03 
 6.815E 01 3.449E-02 6.815E 01 3.449E-02
 
4.878E 01 2,559E 01 2.559E 01 -8.302E 02 -2.147E 03 -1.420E 03 -7.274E 02
4.931E 2.276E 03 6.809E 01 3.446E-02 6.809E 01 3.446E-0201 2.449E 01 2,449E 01 -7.611E 02 -2,231E 03 -1.459E 03 -7.721E 02 2.34SE 03 6.516E 01 3.298E-02 6.516E 01 3.2986E02
5.072F 01 1.962E 01 1,962E 01 -5.980E 02 -2.447E 03 -1.559E 03 -8.862E 02 2,522r 03 5.221E 01 2.642E-02 5.221E 01 2.6429P02
5.282E 01 2.355E 01 a.355E 01 -3.604E 02 -2.756 03 -1.697E 03 -1.062E 03 2.789E 03 6.267E 01 3.172E-02 6.467E 01 3.112E-025.332E 01 1.96SE 01 1.96SE 01 -3.04 02 -2.630E 03 -1.727E 03 -1,103E 03 2.852E 03 5.230E 01 2.647E-02 5.230E 01 2.647E-025.907E 01 1.762E 01 1.762F 01 -2.321E 02 -2.935E 03 -1.772E 03 -1.163F 035.483k 01 1.556k 01 e.9q48 03 4.689F 01 2.373-02 4.689E 01 2.3/3L-021.55t6 01 -1.678t 02 -3.057E 03 -1.815E 03 -1.422E 03 5.046E 03 4.141E 01 2.096L-02 4.141E 01 2.096E-02
5.576E 01 1.400E 01 1.400E 01 -9.920E 01 -3.157F -1.866E 03
03 -1.291E 03 3.166E 03 3.726E 01 1.886E-u2 3.726E 01 1.8866.025.626E 01 1.316E 01 1.316E 01 5.377E 01 -3.215E 03 -i.888E 03 -1.327E 03 3.209E 03 3.502E 01 1.772L-02 3.502E 01 1.7729-025.631E 01 7.312E 00 1.301E 01 5.750E 01 
-3.2e1E 03 -. 890E 03 -1.331E 03 
 3.216E 03 1.946E 01 9.846E-03 3.477E 01 1.760E-02
5.645E 01 7.312E 00 1.283E 01 6.593E 01 
-3.2S6E 03 -1.895E 03 -1.341E 03 3.234E 03 
 1.946E 01 9.848E-03 3.41SE 01 1.728E-025.653E 01 1.270E 01 1.270E 01 7.106E 01 
-3.,45E 03 -1.898E 03 -1.347E 03 3.24SE 03 3.379E 01 1.710E-02 3.379E 01 1.710E-025.681E 01 
 1.222 01 1.222E 01 8,733E 01 -3.274E 03 -1.908E 03 -1.366E 03 3.280E 03 3.253E 01 1.646E-02 3.253E 01 1.646E-025.704E 01 1.133E 01 1.133E 01 q.679E 01 -3.291E 03 -1.916E 03 
-1.381E 03 3.309L 03 3.015E 01 1.5466-02 3.015E 01 1.526E-02
5.776E 01 8.460E 00 00
3.460E 1.256E 02 -3.309E 03 -1.939E 03 -1.430E 
03 3.402E 03 e.251E 01 1.139E-02 2.251E 01 1.139E-02
'5.878E 01 5.025E 00 5.0 5E 
00 1.412E 02 
-3.4b8E 03 -1.969E 03 -1.4886E 
03 3.532E 03 1.337F 01 6.768E-03 1.337E 01 6.768Et03
k. 6.079E Of 9.950E 00 
 9.9506 00 1.430E 02 -3.619E 03 -2.022E 03 -1.596E 03 3.790E 03 2.648E 01 
 1.340-02 2.64SE 01 1.340E-02

-4 6,221E 01 1.426E 01 1.42o0E,0 t.4302 02 -3,731E 03 -2.065E 03 -l.b72E 3.972E 0303 3.194E 
01 1,9 0-02 3.794E 01 1.920E-02
C0 6.46BE 01 1.747L 
OI 1.747E 01 1.430E 02 -6.9/1E O.1-1,800E
03 - 05S 03 4.269E 03 4.649E 01 2,3b3h-02 4.649E 01 2.353k-02
 
'REAVING = 0071 BLOCK = 197 7IME 2a4.738 MACH 6.0 PT 742.499 TT = 4905.7 PAGE 3 
P T H GAMMA HOLWT SONV NACH VEL S W/A % A/AC MONTH a IVAC PHI ETAC 







1.3015 23.328 2721 
1.3566 23.328 2012 2,441 4909 2.391 0.26618 25.749 0.3777 4415 20.308 171.5 0.a6 0.19 





542.2(1137) 1.2689 23.985 3012 
165.4( 770) 1.3049 23.992 2566 1,692 4342 2.437 0.27544 25.749 0.3650 4405 18.587 171.1 0.66 0.43 
COMBUSTOR 0 U0 33 5 
62.215 41.394 3B46 531.6(1278) 1.2451 24.417 313 
62.215 14.256 3087 231.7( Q096) 1.2761 24.439 2831 1.368 3874 2.469 0.28891 25.749 0.35,3 4398 17.031 170.8 V06 0,59 
COMBUSTUR 0 41 34 4 
64.679 36,943 4073 528.6(1358) 1.2285 24.093 3174 
64.679 17.471 3526 299.9(1153) 1.2540 24,730 2982 1.134 3382 2.487 0.26817 25.749 0.3749 4384 1A.096 170.3 0.66 0.69 
COMBUSTOR 0 42 35 u 
65.055 34.053 4120 527.0(1375) 1.2243 24.750 3183 
65.055 18.168 3661 331.0(1202) 1.2465 24.790 3025 1.035 3132 2.495 0.24931 25.749 0.0032 4383 12.133 170.2 0.66 0,71 





623.8(1453) 1.2116 24.711 3246 
444.5(1302) 1.2316 24.767 3117 0.961 2995 2.58 0.24931 25.749 0.4032 4445 11.605 1782. 0.66 0.71 
NOZZLE AE 44 37 5 
87.291 34.053 4120 527.0(1356) 1.2243 24.750 3183 
87.291 0.952 1908 -311.0( 577) 1.3157 24.810 2243 2.887 6475 2.495 0.05190 25.749 1.9371 5655 5.222 219.b 0.66 0.71 
NOZZLE PO 45 38 5 
87.Z91 34,053 4120 527.0(1356) 1.243 24.750 3183 
87.a91 0.376 1519 -438.1( "5O) 1.3350 24.810 2016 3,448 6909 2.495 0.02761 25.749 3.6413 5912 2.98a 229.6 0.66 0.71 
NOZZLE Ah REGEN 46 39 5 
87.291 
87.291 
34.053 4324 623.o(1453) 
1.009 2071 -256.a( 631) 
1.2116 24.711 3246 
1,3059 24.810 2330 2.848 6636 2.518 0.05190 25.749 1.9371 5811 5.352 225.7 0.66 0.71 





4324 b23.5(1453) 1.41L6 24.711 3246 
1631 -402.Q( 4(b) 1.3289 24.810 20 4 3.438 7165 2,518 0.02650 25.749 3.7931 o099 2.951 236.9 0.66 0.71 
FICTIVE COMBUSTR 67 60 0 
65.055 196.619 4804 527.0(1622) 1.1956 25.548 3344 
65.055 0.376 1264 -820.7( 361) 1.34e1 25.724 1811 4.535 8212 !.372 0.04064 25.749 2.4737 6810 5.187 264.5 0.66 1.00 







1,2265 aI.756 3161 
1.3120 a4,710 4290 2030 6253 2.504 0.05190 25.749 1.9371 5516 5.043 214.2 0.66 0.71 
REAbING - 0071 BLOCK 4 197 T1NE = 284.738, MACH 6.0 PT 742.499 TT 2905.7 	 PAtE a 
P T 

COP8USTOR 0 19 

47.310 84,678 2569 

47.310 29.544 1988 

rOMBUSTOR 0 20 

47.335 84.447 2574 

47.335 29.695 1996 

COMBUSTOR 0 21 

48.110 77.416 2741 

4B.110 32,145 2224 

COMBUSTOR 0 22 

48,775 74.760 2386 

48.775 25.609 1827 

COMBUSTOR 0 23 

48.785 74.687 2368 

48.785 25.588 1829 

COMBUSTOR 0 24 

49.315 71,086 2482 

49.315 24.487 1908 

COMBUSTOR 0 5 

50.725 65.t43 2625 

50.725 19.619 1956 





52.825 23.550 2688 

COMBUSTOR 0 27 

53.325 52.021 3200 

53.325 19.655 d559 

COMBUSTOR 0 28 

54.075 51.492 3253 

54,075 17.622 2553 

COMBUSTOR 0 29 

54.835 50.960 3270 

54.835 15.562 2500 

COMBUSTOR 0' 30 

554760 49.836 3311 

55.760 14.003 24S6 

COMBUST'OR 0 31 

56.260 39.859 £703 

56.260 13,161 2927 

COMBUSTOR 0 -32 

56.315 44.669 3408 

56.315 10.190 2447 

COMBUSTOR 0 33 

56.455 44.597 34113 

56.455 10.072 2445 

COMBUSTOR 0 34 

56.535 40.650 3604 

56,535 12.697 2874 

COMBUSTOR 0 35 

56.815 41,296 3665 

56.815 12.225 2823 

COkBUBTOR 0 36 

57.041 42.807 3589 

57.041 11.329 2687 

- COMBUSTOR 0 37 

57.765 50.270 3286 





































































MOmNM 0 IVAC PHI ETAC
 
3428 35.480 131.5 0.34 0.03
 
34a9 35.365 134;5 0.34 0.03
 
3479 31.444 136.4 0.34 0.14
 
3520 31.475,136.7 0.66 0.01
 
3522 31.443 136.4 0.66 0.01
 
3585 29.875-139.2 0.66 0.05
 
3734 27.583 145.0 0.66 0.10
 
3955 20.681 153.6 0.66 0.32
 
4007 21.713 155.6 0.66 0.32
 
It 
4073 21.410 158.2 0.66 0.34
 




4193 20.620 162.8 0.66 0.3T
 
4343 16.471 i68.7 0.66 0.51
 
4347 17.901 168.8 0.66 0.40
 
4354 17.35 169.1 0.66 0.41
 
4359 16.803 169.3 0.66 0'.5"1
 
4373 17.039 169.8 0.66 0.50
 
43b3 17,505 170.2 0.66 0.47
 
4406 18:689 171.1 0.66 0.37
 




350.9( 617) 1.333q 23.080 2371 1.452 344R 2.$47 0.51564 25.749 0.1950 

19 5 I p II
 
575.6(1058) 1.2819 23.669 2944
 




574.8(1052) 1.287 23.657 2937
 




568.8(1070) 1.2800 23.720 2954
 




564.8(1075) 1.2790 23.746 2959
 
279.b( 796) 1.3057 23.749 2614 









$60;2(1090) 1.2767 2 a972
 
557.91228) 1.2545 24.408 3089
 






MACH VEL 6 W/A w A/AC 

1.343 3055 2.140 0,7475? !5.498 0.1332 

1.338 3047 2,141 0.74674 25.498 0.1333 

1.217 2905 2,163 0.69659 25.498 0.1429 

1.353 3127 2.309 0.64776 2549 0.1552 

1.353 1O8 a.309 0.64691 25,749 0.1554 

, 




557.1(1125) 1.2712 23.910 3003
 




556.8(1221) 1.2 57 24.191 3083
 




555.6(1214) 1.2568 24.174 3078




554.7(1187) 1.2613 24.097 3056
 
212.5( 857) 1.2946 24.107 2678 1,545 4138 2.455 0.27221 25.749 0.3693 

30 	 5 .
 
551.9(1081) 1.2777 23.196 2962
 
149.e( 685) 1.3164 23.800 2450 1.813 4489 2,423 0.e6789 25.'749 0.3753 

1.301 3447 2.415 0.40536 25.749 0.2460 

1.365 306 2,420 0.38210 25.749 0.2631 

1.445 3776 4.422 0,36133 25.749 0.2782 

1.502 3911 2.426 0,33926 25.749 0,2963 





 0071 iLOCK m.97 lImE -2e4.738 MACH 6.0 P7 a 74R2.499 IT 0 2905.7 PAGE
RAMJET PERFORMANCE
 
S U M M A R Y REPORT
 
P T H GAMPA MOLWT SONV MACH VEL $ W/A
WIND TUNNEL 1 0 N A/AC MLMTM a IVAC PHI ETAC 
0.000 742.499 906 641.b( 768) 1. 962 28.898 e546
 
0,000 0.376 387 *3b.0( 93) 1.3986 48.097
SPIKE TIP NS 2 0 5 965 6.034 5624 1.819 0.10570 25.234 0.9321 4658 9.S67 184.6
0.60O 18.100 2906 64t.8( 168) 1.2962 28.897 eSUb
 
0.600 16.434 2842 622.1( 7g9J 1.2982 28.097 2520 0.388 
 977 2.074 0.10570 45.2340.Q321 4690 1.o0b 185.9
 
WIND TUNNEL 3 0 0
 
0 000 ' 742.499 4906 b1.8( 768) 1.2962 28.,98 2546
0.000 0.380 389 -35.1( 93) 1.39B6 
28.897 967 6.022 5823 1.819 0.10660 25.451 0.9321 4697 9.b4b 184.5
 
SPIKE TIP Ns 4 0 0
 
0.600 18.100 2906 641.b( 768) 1.29t2 28.697 e546
 
0.600 16.402 2841 622.3(749) 1.2982 28.b97 2519 0.394 
 987 2.074 0.10660 25.451 0.9321 '697 1.63b 184.5
 
INLtT THROAT 5 0 4
 
40.400 196.619 2797 609.3( 730) 1.2997 26.897 2501
40.400 17.412 1549 255.4C 385) 
1.3458 28.897 1894 2.222 4208 1.898 0.58476 25.234 0.1114 3797 57.857 190.5 
INLET OPNRSK b 0 3 
40.400 19o.619 4797 609.S( 736) 1.2997 28.897 2501
4O.400 14.848 14b d36.b( 368) 
1.3492 28.897 1857 2.318 4306 1.898 0.80432 25.234 0.1225 3843 53.618 152.3
 
INLET DNNRSK 7 0 4
 
40.400 107.645 2797 609.3( 736) 1.2997 28.697 a501
40.0400 90.581 2688 576.7( 704) 1.3032 28.a97 2455 0.520 
1276 1.940 0.8043 25.234 0.1225 3843 15.951 152.3 
COPBUSTOR u 8 1 4 
40.410 196.217 2797 609.3( 736) 1.2997 28.897 d501
40.410 17.432 1550 e55.8( 385) 1.3458 28.897 1894 2.220 4206 
1.899 0.68465 25.234 0.1114 3796 57.821 150.4

COMBUSTOR 0 9 2 4
 
41.310 159.796 2785 605.7( 733) 1.3000 28.897 2496
41.310 20.232 1688 293.2( 422) 1.3388 28.897 
197a 2.005 3955 1.911 0.88623 2b.e34 0.1112 3678 54.470 145,8
COMBUSTOR 0 10 3 4 
41.375 157.633 2704 605.4( 732) 1.3001 28a.97 2496
41.375 20.497 1699 296.1( 925) 
1.3383 28.697 1978 1.969 3935 1,912 0.88757 25.234 0.1110 3669 54.270 145.4
 
CONBUSTOR 0 El 4
 
U1.500 153.174 2782 604.8C 732) 1.3001 28.897 2495
 
'1.500 20.967 17a0 301.8f 431) 
1.3373 28.897 1989 1.958 3894 1.914 0.88777 25.234 0,1110 3650 53.730 144.7
COMBUSTOR 0 1 5 5
 
42.4bO 132.214 2765 599.7( 727) 1.3007 28.897 2487
42.460 . 23.223 119 32.b( 458) 
1.3331 28.897 2042 1,803 3681 1.922 0.87906 2S.234 0.1121 3554 50.291 140.8
 
CO0BUSTOR 0 13 6 3
 
44.095 117,129 2729 589.1( 716) 1.3018 28.897 2472
 
44.095 24.041 1865 341. ( 470) 1.3314 28.897 2067 1.703 
3520 1.927 0.84884 285.234 O.L61 3476 46.438 137.7
 
COMBUSTOR 0 14 7 3
 
44.310 115.820 2724 "7.7( 715) 1.3020 28.897 2470
44.310 94.191 1869 344.7(472) 
1.3312 28.897 2069 1.692 3501 1.927 0.b1736 25.234 0.1163 3466 46.103 137.4
 
COMOUSTOR 0 15 6 3
 
44.800 113.065 2713 S84.3( 711) 1.3024 28.897 2466
44.800 24.499 1878 645.1( 474) 1.3309 28.897 2073 
1.669 3459 1.927 0.84406 25.234 0.1167 3446 45.378 136.5
 
COMBUSTOR 0 16 9 3
 
44.810 113.020 2713 56'.2( 711) 1.3024 28.897 2465
44.810 24.500 1878 345.1( 474) 1.3309 28.b91 201a 
1.668 3458 1.927 0.84407 25.234 0.1167 3445 45.367 138.5
 
COMBUSToR 0 17 10 21
 
46.250 82.63 2663 60141( 785) 1.3074 25.520 2604
06.250 26.770 2027 395.9( 561) 
1.3292 25.520 2291 1,399 3205 2.152 0.80393 25.498 0.1238 3389 40.037 132.9 0.34 0,07

COMBUSTOR 0 18 11 21
 
46.260 87.139 2557 601.1( 752) 1.3122 25.415 2502
46.260 26.796 1916 39t.0(.518) 1,33a5 25.415 2237 












CALCULATED TMRUST. .. ,.,....,.,...I.. . 121e. (LbF) ANGLE OF ATTACK ...... ,,,......... 3.000 (DEGREES)
MEASUREO THRJST .. ... . . . . .. . . 1O24. (LHF) MASS FLOA RAiIu ........ = . . ., U.9319
 
LALCULATEU SPECIFIC I!PULSE ... t......I.. 1177, (LdF-SEC/LbM) LDOIIIVE DRAG COPFTItNl,...,..,... . U,.005$S

MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE...,......... . a00. (LbFvSEC/LBM) LIMITING PRESSURE RFCOVERY EPFICIENCY..o. 0.1446
 
CALCULATED [HRUST COEFFICIENT............ 0,493d DELTA PT........................... O.IS9 (PSI)

WEASUREG THRUbT CUEPFICLENT ....... .... 0,5501 
 TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY . SLPESOkIC..... O.dbeO
 
TOTAL PRESSLINE RECOVERY - SUBSONIC ......0.1449
 
INLET PPCCEib EFFTC ENCY - SUPERSONIC,... 0.8751
 
4EGEERATIVE.C0OLD ENGINE PERFORHANt INLET PROCESS EFPICI NCY - S8,90NIC,.8,., gdopo

CALCULATED 
 KINETIC ENERGY EtFICIENCY - SUPEhSONIC... 0,6953
 




SPECIFIC IMPULSE.e...., I ,,... o.. 1967. (LBF-SEC/LBN) ENTHALPY AT P0 - SUBSONIC. ., , ., 24.7$ (BTU/LBK)
 










PUELsAIR RATIO ... =,,,e,,. 0O 7Q
.. gam 

INLET FRICTION oRAG,,., .. x29,0 (LdF) o.., 0,073
,1 ,,,***,,*, EQUIVALENCERATIO,..,..,......,,

INLET NOf4ENTU CHANOE.... goo 00R,3 (LSF) CDOFJSTOR EFFICIENCY..,................. 0.689
 
COMBUSTOR FRICTION ORAGL@Of.....,....... io (LBF TOIAL PRESSURE RAT9I,,..,,, .,a. 0 , 0.1048
COMOUSTOR STIRUT DkA5,#*,, ... go ... , ... 3,10 CLOF) COMBUSTOR EFFECTIVENESSo.e.......... go., 0.7040
 
COMBUSTOR POMENTUM CHANGE,.* ... o.s,,q,.. 8ee* (LPJ INJECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS 0.7920, 0,6775,

NOZZLE 0RAI3 no.O...,uaRION qa;oV°.... (LBF)
 




: 12, (LF) NOZZLE
 
NOZZ.LE PRESSURE 10SRAL,,.,...,,..,,|.
ies { F)u 
EXTERNAL PR1CTION ORAG..oo.,,C,..,.s 66,27 (LOP) VACUUM STREA THRUST COEFFICIENI - C... 0.9731 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL.,.......... w1009 (1LF) 1UOZZLE COEFFICIENt CT.,,..., ..... 0,8969 
TOTAL STRUT ORAG,.o....,..,.....,,. 3,10 (LBF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY,..6.,....... 
 0.9411 
CAVITy FORCE..,.....,.....,as,.... 1117 (LOF)

CALULATED-L0ArO PELL FjR9,..m _m,, 11M,0 (LapF)
MEASURED LOAD CELL F *eaa. CLeF) 




NOMINAL COWL LEADING EDGE....*...*o. 3,80'4 (IN) INJECTOR$ STATION 
 VALVE
 
$PIKE TRANSLATION................o....... 0.314 (IN) IA OV0OO0
 
INLET THROAT...,...,,,.,.,........, 40.400 (IN) lB 41.300
COWL LEADING EOGEa......,,...........,. 35.599 (IN) IC 40.300 
NOZZLE HROUD TRAILINp ED ..... too.,..?. 2A r?3.539 (IN) o'75 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE,..,,..,.,.,... 00,291 (IN) c *b.aso E 
STRUT LEADING EDGE,........ ....... $b,45 LIN) 3A 54,065 
STRUT TRALLI'tG EDtE.5*A.,,,...... . z5N05 38 56'a50'.. (14)

COMBUSTOR EXIT...,.,,,,so,**, .....,,*.. 65,055 (IN) 4 44,800
 
READING = 0071 BLOLK 101 TIXE m 270.336 MACH boo PT a 743.249 TT m 2908.5 PAGE 6
 
CD6r RAG CF NC
 
4.O9OE 01 1,290E 02 1,290F 02 2.3b8En03 4,439E.02
 
4,OUIE 01 1.690E-01 1.292E 02 2.369E-03 4.491E.02
 
4.131E 01 1,a5JE 01 l,437E 02 2.489t-03 4,744E-02
 
4.137E 01 1.051E 00 1,448E 02 2.497.03 4,773E.02

4.5QE 01 2.O21k 00 1.468E 02 2,S1SE-03 4.817E.02
 
4.246E 01 l,SdQE 01 l.62IE o0 2.593L-3 i.90EeO
 
4.409E 01 2.511E 01 1,872E 02 2.638-03 ,690Eo402
 
4o431E 01 3, o E o0 1,9o4E 02 2,639t-03 4.89SE.0
 
4.980E 0l 7.26cE 00 1,977E 02 2.b34E-03 a,8oqEna

4.481E l 1,431E-01 1.978E 02 2.634E03 4.ObOE0OZ
 
4.625R 01 2,099e 01 2.kL8E 92 3.28!E-03 5,3S4EnOd
 
4.626E 01 1.316E-01 2m189e 02 2,867E.03 bdO0E.02
 
4.731E 01 1,150E 0l 2.3049 02 2,908E.03 6,18Ew02

-4.l731OL a.9L-g1 aJ07E 02 3,015E01 6.216BE O 
4.811E 01 7.680E 00 2.384E 02 2.960E03 .1t,1E.02
4,077E 01 7.417% 00 2.458E 02 3,333E203 '4.77E'2o
4dLsiE 01. IUllEmQL 245E- 02 2. 5ALtt itbiDE-0g
4.s91E 01 S.7Y5E 00 .NI7E 02 2.767E-03 5.21IE.OS 
5.072E 01 1:394e l 2o.b6E 02 2.733Ew03 5.3J6Es02 
5.262E 01 1,.ilE 01 2.83.7!. 02 2,816L.03 4,33E! 62 
5,332! 01 4.313E 00 .,880E 02 2,974E.03 3Q5OEO

5.407E 0l 6.544E 00 2946 02 2QbiE.03 3.075E00
 
5403E.0± b.SEM AO. -301±E Qa 2.94 M1.i 3.Ji&taa
 
5,576 01 7,7792 00 $.089E 02
2 2,90E803 3,21EP-025.626E 01 2 ,97 t 00 3.115E 02 2,889E03 *,OUQE.0E 
5,631E0O 3,ftE2p-1 3.119E 02 3.043EP03 2,355Ea02
5,645E 01 1.003! 00 39%29E 02 2.881E"03 2,4602-02 
5.653E 01 5,768Ep0j 3,134E 02 3,242E-03 ?..544E.02 
5 L6&IE 01 24005E.00 305E 02- 3.038EM03 R,6b4EBG0
5,704E 01 1,694E 00 30.7oF 02 3,014Ew03 2.554EsO0 
5.776E 01 ,282E 00 3,223E 02 2,930E.03 4.161E-02 
: 7ei0z b6 3.aLo. Ma.724Lwnt.t3- e7j 9-(1L D0 6,079E 01 1.374E 01 3,437E 02 2.445E.03 2.Eoi!.oa 
6,221E 01 9,488k 00 3.532E 02 2,866E03 2.64E.02 
6.JhBE -0L A htL L .3.bg96EA 3.01±Em0..2937Ea0. 
6:505 01 A.I90E 00 3,7182 02 3.2529403 e,mn4Eo0 
6.5091-O 2.264E.01 30720E 02 3,3562s03 Z,74 o2026.529E 01 -14 1 SI2 00 -3,732E OZ 3.3521!*03 Z.738E*QP 
6.695E 01 9,951k 0 3.831E 02 3,211E-03 i05bE08 
6,762E 01 3,782E 00 3,869E 02 3,181IP03 1.900E-O 
0,839E 01 4,03E 00 3.909E 02 3.116E.03 1.403Eo0 
6,911E 01 3,279E 00 3.942E 02 3,069E-v3 t,2d0EO2.
 
6.072E 01 2 ,460k 00 3,967E 02 3.038E-03 1.0S2E.02
 
7.067E 01 3.3a9E 00 4.000! 02 2.9922E03 6.39BEsa3
 
7.110E 01 1,353E 00 4,013E 02 2.976 03 7,864E-03
 
7.263E 01 4,39 9E 00 '4057E 02 2.946E-03 b.1TobEO
 
778E 01 3.7912E0± 4.061E 02 2.935E03 6 35bEv03
 
7*353E 01 lO90E 00 4.077E 02 2,863E03 l.b2E*03
 
7.35E 01 2,6iE.03 4.077E 02 2,863E-03 4.451E-03
 
7.486E 01 9,3332-01 4.086E 02 2.9052,03 5.7bbE.03
 
CD 7.771E 01 2.187k 00 14l06E 02 2,94SE-03 7,b936,03
13 8.161E 01 2,32IE 00 4.132F 02 2.671E-03 5,714 -03
 
0.44 E 01 9.808E.01 I,1OE 02 2.813t-03 4.5Q9E.03

8,728E 01 '.1i24E-U1 4.10E 02 2.852E-03 5.OtbE-03
 
8.729E 01 0.000 4.4a6E 0 2.852t.03 5./0E.03
 
READING C 0071 6LOtK *_1i1 TIME = 270.338 NbC' 6.0 PT m 743.249 TT 2 290&.5 PAGE 5 
U-IF 0.08 CAALL P.IP$/F$u P-18/P1o PuOI/PsO P.08/PTO
XAB$ P.18 P.DO PDA box 
6,5OsE 01 1.897E 01 laB35F 01 ,73S4E 02 .4,5606 03 -2.462E 03 -2+.t7E 03 .337E 03 5.0400 01 2.553E*02 4.73E 01 2,469t-02 
6.509E 01 1,897E 0± 1o83E 01 n,730L 02 -.4bo5E 03 2.465 03 -2,120E 03 4,342E 03 5.D40 01 2.533F.-02 0,8956 01 2.480Eo B
 
6.52 E 01 1.8117 1.685E 01 02 o4.609E 03 2a.478E 03 -2 73E03 ".5658 03 4,611h 01 2.037648 5.o07E 01 2.536E%02E 0 4,741 
6.;9SE 01 ,096E O0 8c63 00 6,29Te 02 0.704b4 03 -2.567E 03 -.217E 03 04583E 03 2,911E 0 1,75E-02 2.892E 01 6.161EP02 
b762E 01 7.9336 00 8,715E 00 8.132E 02 oO.84F 03 .8,59aE 03 P.a 87E03 4.6455L 03 2.107E 01 1,0676-08 2.315E 01 1,173e6.0 
6.8396 01 4.05E 90 623E 00 1,004E 03 -0 9uE 03 -2,640E 03 oZ2t2E 03 4,760L 03I103 01 5 94 E-03 174E 01 9,4451E0 
03 o4.956E 03 -2.639L 03 02,317E 03 

0,972E 01 2,690E 00 4.0626 00 1.209E 03 5o4.99F 03 .2,652E 03 .-2.36E 03 4,922E 03 7.145E 00 3,619E.03 I,078E O0 5.066E03 
7,067E 0i 2,108k go a,62oc.00 1.301L43 -5.Q04 03 .2,.668C 0 -$..38603 5.036L. 03 5,400E 00 2,83Y6.0! 7,4"F900 10,7903 
7.1106 01 I.8Q51 00 2.627E 00 1.334E 03 S*076E 03 .2.6706 03 02,402E 03 t1,0886 03 4,00E6 00 2,482E-03 4,9779 00 3,5346.03 
7.9631 01 1,695E 00 1.940E 00 1,429E 03 -5,17E 03 .2.692E 03 .24456E 03 5,273E 03 4,501C 00 2,280Eo03 5153E 00 2,610F.03 
7.278E 01 1,§80E 00 tO.7O 00 -1,436E 03 -S6o.&4E 0 -2,693E 03 .2.46E 030 5,90E03 4,46at O0 2mOEQ3 4,5?O09 O O
 
7I.S5sE 01 1,611 '00 5.100E-01 1.401t. 03 -5.16aE 03 '2.7011 03 02,467E 03 5,374E 03 0,280E 00 2,168E,03 1,355E 00 6,8621.04 
7,354E 01 1.611E 00 5.036E.01 1,4J82E 03 -5,108E 03 .2,701C 03 .8,4606 03 5,375E 03 41.279E 00 2,1686.03 1&338C 00 6,776t.odJ 
7,486E 01 1,1490E 00 ,0 .0 00 1,9M5 03 -5.8±96 03 -2,71,1E 03 .8.5066 03 S,a27k 93 -, 97E 00 2,0059-93 od006 - 0.00 
7.111E 01 2.1801e 00 00000 1.589E 03 -5.aille 03 .2.7356 03 .8.506E 03 5.5851 03 5.790E 00 2,933E-03 0.000 0,600
 
0#161E 01 1.5006 00 0.000 1.667E 03 *5.204t: 03 08.1506 03 -Z,506E 03 5,630E 03 3,984E1 00 2,0186.03 9.000 0.000 
g934flg 01 1#105E 00 0,000 1,696E 03 -5949$E 03 -2,779E 03 58a,5066 03 ,6649 93 R.OM5 g .1,41879*1.0- v Q190 
6.9 1E 01 3,499k 00 4,860E 00 1, 128B E 4.4E 03 9.95E 00 4,708i03 1,29iE 01 6a5399 0 
8.728E 01 1.5756 00 0.000 1.788F 03 -5.319E 03 2.813E 03 W2.506E 03 57076E 03 AtJ13 00 2,1191.03 0.000 0.000 
8.729E 01 1.576E 00 0#000 1.728E 03 w$*319E 03-.283E 03 *2,506t 03 5,707E 03 1,186E 00 120OEmO3 0.000 0.000 
READING a 0071 1)60CK = 161 TIME = 270.346 MACH 6.0 PT = 743.249 TTI= 2q08.5 PAGL
 
XAB8 aR 11 P.Ob PDA (lox U1 -0I -£A LL P-Iv/ 80 P-IS/PTO P-QatPTOd  PaU.8/Pf,8
6.961E.01 1.040L 0000 - . P46Ewot 0.000 0.000 2.4109-02
0,000 2.762E 00 1,399E"03 0.000 0,000

t.036E Ot t.04OC 00 0,000 -3.463E 01 0,000 0,000 00000 1.634E 02 2,762E Ou 1,39qe.O3 ,OeO 0,000
 
3 a0 7 Q 0 ,O0 S0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 -1 .9 8 6 E O R 0 .9 u O 0 .0 0 0 U * 0 0 0 S .0 5 3 0 2 7 0 0 0 .0 4 3 L G O O D 
9 8 1 E 003 0 0 0
 
3.50SE 01 
 3,83R 00 0.900 -4,20E 02 0.000 O~ro0 0.000 6.804E 02 1,018E 01 5,156E-03 0,000 01000
3,519E 01 4,154f O0 5,5baE O0 -4.80E 02 0,009 01000 0,000 6p8aa 
 02 jbjO3E 01 S@S569o03 1#477E Ot 7*4803D
 3,520E O1 4,01E 00 5,53aE 00 -4,847E Q2 0,000 0.000 0,000 
 6,857E 02 1.108E 01 5,612E-03] 1,70E 01 7,44E-O3

3,555E 01 5,1759 90 38081E 00 -4.973E 02 0.000 0,000 0,000 7.209E 02 .$74E 01 6.963E.03 1.031C 01 5,a22EwO3

S,586E 61 5,04SE 00 2.40OO 00 -S.153E 92 -b. "IE 02 .5.951E 02 0,000 7,529E 02 
 1.341E 01 6.792E.03 6.374E 00 3,2?9&-03

3,6069 01 U.970E 90 3,536E 00 -5.319t V4 PbU18E OR -6,018E 02 0.000 7.7a9E 02 019EO6,607E.03 .9,397E 0 4066 03
3q,648E 01 9,158t 00 5.987E 00 -5,507E 02 b~jt5E OR .6,165E 0 Os0.00 8.164E 02 1,104E 01 S.599E.03 1.59DE 01 8,055E"03

3.701F 01 S,170E 00 9.077E 00 -5S7O7 02 -6,50BE 02 .6.3S9E 02 -1,683E 01 80M 6 OR 1,373E 01 6.956kie03 a,411F 01 1.221E-09
 
3.603E 01 4-205E 00 1.451E 01 wS*973E 02 :7 L096 02 -6,76RE 02 -3,79E 01 9,934E 02 |118E 01 5,76SEP03 3.653E 01 1,952F,,0a

3.834E 01 8,042E 00 
 1.611E 01 .6.023E 02 7:39OF 08 -6,897E 02 4,024qE 01 1,01SE 03 2.136E 01 1,082E 02 4l279E 01 2,16SEI10a
 
3,1381E 01 t#365E 01 1,787E 01 .6.278E 02 R7.602E 02 -7,ili9E 02 4,632E 01 1.07RE 03 3,626E 01 1.837E-02 4048E£ 01 2,0SEPOR

3.901E 01 1 #598E 01 1.771E 01 6 39 IL 02 -7 0735E 02 7 ,218E 02 -5 16 6E 01 1 09 0E 03 4.244 01 ? ,IS0E 0 2 4703E 01 2 ,38 9E 0 2
 
3.05E 01 2*02SE 01 1,310E 01 P6.7349 02 P8,008E 02 -7.OOGE 02 *5,997E 01 
 1o1S0E 03 59370t 01 2,72S v02 3,4799 01 19702EP02 
3s961E 01 1,8049 01 5,300e 00 -7,013E 02 a8,33OE OR 7,619E 02 a6*519E Ot 1,td7f 03 4.790E 01 2,42TEO02 1 ,0DE 01 791316w03 
4,OOOE 01 1 p.031 0_ S&QbtE 00 V7,104E 02 -8.479E O 7.7 9-7E E02 "021E 01 1*2092 03 40445E 01 2v29E-.OZ 10qE -01 6 a 8 lt-.03 
4*04OE 01 1,996E 01 4.561E 00 -7.553E OR -89816E OZ PS.067E 0R mTo494E 01 9,25E 03 5,30aE 01 2,686Eo02 1,aUE 01 6.137Ei,03

14,0 4 1E 1 " 2.0 0 4E 0 1 4 ,5 49e 00 97,9 6 i t 0 2 e .0 .8 S E 0 2 e .O T 4E 0 2 -7 .5 1 1E 0 1 1 2 5 7E 03 5 , S a SE 01 2 6 9 7 L -0 2 1 2 0 8E 0 1 6 ,12 0 E *0 3
 
4.0371! 0 O M 019 
 3031tE 00 .8,7te 02 .9,845E 02 oB,005E OR ot*O40F OR 1,371Z 03 V9391E 01 3,?QaEvR0*8486E 00 4,4028P3

49150E 01 2,684E 01 3:9339 00 -8832E 02 01.090E 03 W6,906E 02 -1,094F 09 S.3069 03 79699E 01 3SOOgi,02 1.044E Ot 5*291tc,03

4 2 46 E 0 1 2.0 7 4 E. 0 1 8 . 4 E 0 0 -. 6 3 6 E O R , 1 .1 3b E 
Q 3 -9 .7 S E 0 2 e l a b il O R _ 1 ,50 LE 5 .5 0 B E 01 90 k io a4 2 6 E 0 1 
0 3 2.7 0 2 1 # 1 5 0 EO ZO
41.40 9 E 0 1 2 5 1 1 E 0 1 J ,, 40 E 0 1 -1 , 0 1 7E 0 3 -1.413 E 0 3 -1 .13 0 E 0 3 02 08 25 E 0 2 1 6 9 9E 03 6 ,6 7 VE 0 1 -0 2 
3 3 7 ')E 4 .355 E 0 1 2 ,20 6 E *0 2 
4.43LE 01 2.S69E 01 10 77E 01 -1,O2SE 03 -1,452E 03 tot5iE 03 -3,009E 02 1.725E 03 6.823E 01 3.456EP02 4.987E 01 2.926EPOR 
4&400C .01 -2o70AE. 01 a4.19Z 01--1,030E.-a -IL#S49E 03 91*198e 03. %3,,5OSF-02 I 78SE_-0 74471L O-L 34633"- _6 M423E l .-1,0EpOZ
4 ,4 1 E 01 ? ?OB 9 0! 2,430E 01 1 030E 03 -i 55 LE 03 -tal9 M 03 -3,516E 02 1,786E 03 7 ,193E 01 3 6 44E P02 6. 45 4E 01 3 ,a69 9 024 *62 SE 01 3,903E O t 4*O21E 0 1 -9.743E 02 : &:8 1 4E 03 o a g335E 03 -5 ,38 dlE02 1,963E 03 1.03 7E 02 5 .25 1E *02 1 ,064E 02 S,410E 024.426E 01 3.911E 0-1 4*0-12E 01 *9,73&E 02 L 676E. 3 mi.336E 03 05,397E 02 1,964E.03 L U3-9E 0?- 5.2h2EvO2 1i07iE 0? 5qaevo2 
4.731E 01 4,76RE 01 5l,193E 01 -e,561E 02 -2,10E 03 -1,431E o3 *b 939E 02 29094E 03 lo,170E 02 6,43E-02 je 79E OR 6.986EaOR 
4.733E 01 4,794E 01 5.220C 01 -8,537E 02 -ast1iE 03 mt,433E o3 -6.975E 02 
 9,097E 03 1.273E 02 6o050k,,02 1.386E 02 7,023EDO2
 
4 * 6 7 7 F , 0 1 3 ,2 63 E 0 i 
 3, 08 3E 0 1 .6 ,293 E 0 a 45 0 3 * 1 , 5 5 8 E 0 3 -8 ,9 4 6 E 0 2 2 92 7 7 E 0 3 8 0 1 9 9 0 1 4 , 11 7 k ,,0 8 , 7 1 9 E O 1 4 , 4 1 7 9 mO24,0789 01 3,269E 01 3,269E 01 -6,276E 02 mes4"E 03 -19550E o3 -60959E OR 278?E 03 8,68HE 01 4,,399Eq02 6,683E 01 4.$99EwO2 
4 9 3 1E O L 2 ,5 6 E 01 -2.S56 E Q1 %5.47 1E 0 2 a2,56 E o3 a 6e 0$3OS 60DAEO R 45E ISO 3 ,43 9 E P102 b c7 &9E 01o .9 2 .3 0 3 M8 0 1 3 ,A SS9E 02
5,072E 01 2.877E Ot !*877E 01 
.3,463E 02 m2,fJ3E 03 -1,716E 03 -I119E 03 ZSa2E 03 7,641E 01 3,871E-02 7.641E 01 3,8719P0R

5.282E 01 2,2276 91 2.227E 01 o6.530E 01 93,195E 03 .1.873E 03 -1,322E 03 2,789E 03 5.916E 01 2,,q97Ev02 5.916E 01 2,9976a0l

5.332E OL 2.12RE 01 2 12E 01 .8.768k 00 :3.274E 03 mi,909E o3 
 10hiSE 03 2.052E 03 S.636f 01- 24OS5EP02 5,636E 01 24.55EpD-.

5 ,4 07E 0 1 1 .8 9 E 0 1 t , 809 E 0 1 6 ,8 5 E 0 1 - 3*3 E 0 3 91 ,960E 0 3 o ID429E 0 3 2 9 4SE 0 3 5 ,O t6E 
0 1 2 5 42E 0 2 $,0 1 0 S 0 1 2 ,542E M O R
 5,483E 01 10511E 0 Ot $541 01 1.3?SE 02 -3.501E 03 02.01HE 03 -1,49E 03 3,0469 03 
 4,399 04 2022SE-02 4*392E Ot 2256 00
5 5T 6E 0 1 1 .5 1 4E 01 t.b li lg 0 1 2.1 1 0 E 02 ,,36 3 t R 03 6 1E 3 4 4at it. . O F $.2 0 7 0E , 0 3 1 .5 03 E 0 3 ] 2 0E 0 1 2 F0.2 0 --- .2 0 1 aobe
5 9IJ2 6 E 0 1 1.43B E 0 1 1.4$BE 0 1 3 .749E 0 2 -3 0 9 4E 03 -2.096 E 0 3 -1 5 9 0 E 0 3 3 2 0€ O 0 3 3 81 VE 0 1 1 9 3 SE 02 819E 0 1 1 ,9 3 S E P0 2
 50631E 01 70725E 00 1*43DE Ot 3,790E 02 03,700E 03 o2,096E O3 -1,60ZE 03 B.?16e o3 
 2052E.01 1,039EP02 3,797E 01 1,9A39P0a

504511 Q1 .7,T2SE D-O 1,40BE 01 3.802E 02 -3016bE .03. 2104E 03 -IsbUE. 03 3,234E 03 2.05RE 01 1,039E-02 3*7-40E 01 1J095EP9.025 *053E 01 t 396E 01 IP496E O A 3 ,939E 02 
 3 7 SE 03 2 ,108E 03 - 1 ,610E 03 3 ,2 5 L 03 3 708E 01 1 ,87 4 -=02 706E 01 1 078EM02
 
'5,661E 01 1 3 E 01 I 3 94E 01 4 ,118 L 02 : 3 757E 03 2 119E 03 - 1.637E 03 3. U80E 03 3 59 B 
01 1 0 21E .=02 ,596E 01 t,821E P02
 
5 7 0 4E 0 L1 25 4E 0 1 1 .25 4E 01 4.2 4S E 02 3 , 1 01E 03 2 .12 8E o3 v1. 65 3 E 0 3 3 3 3 RE 1 .608E 0 2 3 ,332E 0O sa6 k wD2O
3 3 0 9 E 0 3 0 1 !
t5076E 01 9.360E 00 9. 60E 00 4.542E OR -3.85-9E 03 -9.156E 03 -1.703E 03 3.492L 03 2.46E 01 1,259E-02 
 2.86bE Ot 1.259Eo02
¢ 5,678L 01 5.550L 00 5,S5OE 00 4.71L V2 - .9655 03 -2,192E 03 -1.764E 03 $0$2L 03 1 .174E 01 7.467E.03 1,974E 01 7,47gE0316.019E 01 t.IU2E 
01 1,122E 01 4.734E 02 -4.132E 03 o2.257E 03 -1,675E 03 3.790k 03 2.961E 91 1,510L-0 Rg8 1 l. 151 OpvQ_ 
b 2 2 1E 01 1. 4 E 0 1 i.2iO F 0 1 4.7 3dE 02 - 0. 2 65E -i.9 5 6E 3 9 72 E 0 3 3 .2 93 E 0 1 1.6 68E -020 3 -2 ,309E 0 3 03 3.2 95 C 0 1 1 6 6 8 E *0 2
 6,4 6 8E 0 1 1 .7 5 6E O 1 1 .7T oE 0 1 4 7 44E 02 
-4 ,5 4 E 0 3 2. 43 8E 0 3 -4 .0 95E 0 3 4o289E 0 3 4 6 6 4E 01 2 ,363 E -0 2 4 ,6 64E 0 1 2,36 3E=OQ ,
 
RLADIt4G' = 0071 bLfiCK = -lb1 T I,* = 270.338 AC h b.O PT 7U3 ., 9 T I - 2000., PAGE 
P T H GAmmA mOL T bUPV MACH 0 w1A A16C putlim I VAL Phl LTAC
VFL 

,COPBWsTOk U 38 31 4 
58.785 8SU35 0990 546.4(1037) 1.2932 e4,13b 2q~t 
58,785 S,550 154t 7.0( Sol ) 1.3482 22.136 a140 2 .405 5195 40,74 O.2b 1125.9$6 (113777 47e.5 21,646 182,e 0.87 0.24 
W, CO0NUSTOR U 39 32 b 
= 60,795 49.226 3738 539.0(1315) 1.25 9 22.05/j.3193

W, 60.795 11.225 8721 121.0( 919) 1,299e 24.e73 2765 1.644 4544 20574 0.27744 45,9 b 0.3650 4718 19059d 18107 0,07 0.4b
 
COMBUSTOR D 40 43 4 
62.215 48,440 3822 534,4(1347) 1.2485 22.956 321S
 
62* 1S 12,400 pab66 141.7( 913) JRS55 92975 025 1,569 44335 79 0.9S496 25.9 6 0.3553 4702 J9.433 181. 0,e7 0.49
 
CO BUSTOR 0 41 34 5
 
64.679 17.560 3613 247,5(t279) J=a443 23,bR3 3112 1,196 3720 9016 0,47011 25996 0,3749 46b5 15,616 180,6 0.07 0.65
 
COMBUSTOR 0 42 S5 4
 
65.055 30.544 IJ370 522.3C1555) 1,2065 23.562 3335
 
6590S$ 18#661 3885 288.8(1398) 1,2314 23.632 3172 1,017 3418 2.b27 0,25111 25,936 D=a03R 4683 13.339 180,5 0,87 0,69
 
COMBUSTOR RELEN 4i 36 al
 
6S.055 36.542 4530 611.7C1621) 1.1059 43512 3385
 
65*055 12.552 3769 238. 10312) 1,2358 23:640 3130 1,382 43R4 2,6417 0,25111 25.936 0,4032 4782 16.874 184, 0,87 0,69
 
NOZZLt A 44 37 5
 
87,291 36,542 4370 522.3(1531) 1,2065 23.562 3335
 
67,291 10Oal 2097 m421,9( 675) 1.3052 0 67?2 2398 2,867 6874 2,627 0.05227 gS.936 1.9371 6058 5#584 43396 0.87 0,69
 
NOZZLE PO 45 36 5
 
87.291 36,542 4370 SR2,3(1531) 1,2065 23,56a 3336 
87,291 0.377 1643 058l,0( Sjb) 1,326 23.67? 2139 3,473 7439 R9627 0,04608 95,946 3,86?.8. 064 5,011 245,4 0,07 0,69 
NOZZLE AE REGEN 40 39 5 
87OZ91 36.54a 4530 611,7(1621) 1,1959 23o512 3305 
87,291 1-091 224L_969,BC 727) 1 299_ R3,672 2473 2,830 79008 Zo647 005827 25,936 1.9371 _ 191 5,693 238,7 9907_0,69_ 
NOZZLE PO REGEN 41 40 -5 
07.291 30.502 4530 61107(1621) 1.195q 23.bI2 $38S
 
87?291 0,377 l1.42 0547.0( 550) 1,3210 a316 7.aa198 3,Y64 7614 R,647 Qo0?521 95,936 0,0168 6526 a.983 d5i ofQ07 0,09
 
FICTIVE COMBUOTR 67 00 0
 
65,055 197,699 5166 522*3(1862) 1.1699 24044 506
 
65,055 0o-77 1504*1056,6( 05) 1.3219 24.86S 1993 4,462 8694 2.501 0.03584 25,936 2.8254 7442 4.954 287.0 0.07 1.00
 
FICTIVE NUZZLE 66 61 0
 
87,291 29,323 4309 493,8(1530) IiC79 a39569 3314
 
67??91 -i.LAY a2lb .376,9f 717) 1.3004 23o67a 2460 2,006 0eo0 9,639 0,05W7 25,936 1,9371 .5895 ,309 2?=O 0t-Q7 D.69,
 





19 Ila 4 





594.U( 84q) 1,30al 24.861 !o43 
4Y.V(744) 1.3145 24.461 d547 0.90$ 2 11 c!.Z19 0.7S040 25.599 0.1332 S5 0 2c.954 138.3 0.44 0.16 
COMBI)STOP 0 !0 1$ 
47.33S 50.070 4475 a67.8( 745) 1.3124 24,b b 49 0.904 233 e.219 0,1495b 45.' g4 O133 354e. 26,138 138,9 0.44 0,16 







Ia928 25.071 a764 










21,646 k53S 1,477 Z982 2.446 0.652IJ5 45,9J6 0,1552 3709 30.,!40 V13.0 0,87 0.08 





q25#7( 710) 1.33}06 a1*47 2534 1,180 2989 2.44t 
17 0 
0,65160 25,936 0.1 54 3711 30,267 143,1 0,87 0,08 
49,319 25,S62 L966 370,3( 660) 1,3357 2h5647 2456 1.363 3346 2.44S 0,609110 25,946 0,1662 5 85 31.690 146.0O.i7 b.06 








391.9( 860) 1,3115 
19 5 
2e,0a e.957 







$75,7(1171) 1 476b 22,397 30bl 
3RIO( 023) 1,2909 P2*00 2794 &,278 3570 2,539 0,42969 25,936 0.2379 
20 4 






306.9( 940) 1.2962 
2d.47a 3104 
22.416 281i 1.297 3646 a.SU6 0.40899 25.936 0,2480 4267 23.137 165.3 0.87 0.34 







566.2(1217) L,2699 24.539 3119 
275,5( 932) 1,2959 29,535 2799 1,307 3027 2.551 0,48487 e.5.936 0,2631 4358 22,091 168,0 0,7 0,36 








564.9(1219) 1.2695 2R.545 3120 
240,6( 904j 1,4982 R2,551 4763 1,456 4022 2,b51 
23 







0 3142.518 3971 
%%.9 j,2j 1.2-W 22.b-18 3139 
R16.3( 910) 1.2966 22.0aS 27b6 1,497 4140 2.b57 0.34172 25.936 0,2963 
24
.555,5(1405) 1.2389 23.054 3457 
4486 21,987 173.0-0.87 0.34 
sba60 t4.378 3187 223.00094) 1,8722 23.003 a955 1,332 400 4.601 0.87530 25.936 0,3676 4648 17.470 179.Z 0.87 0.52 
: 
SO 
COMBOS:top a 39! 25 5 
56.315 41.78b S641 556,2(1280)
Ub5TOi 11,010244 2155,3C 892) 
1.2599 2eo72 3168 
1.2966 22,733 2738 1,636 0479 a.5730.27443 25.936 0,3690 4651 19.40 1793 0,87 0,42 
56 4 5 
56,455 
7. 59 3 0415 5 5 5.6 12 8 3 ) 1 .2 9 42 .731 17 0 10.904 2646 l5a.V 61)3) 1.2964 22,743 a738 1.641 4493 2.573 0.272416 25,936 0.3717 4660 19.023 17907 0.67 "04i" 










14,96a 3145 al0.1(1078) 
0 35 28 3 
43.776 -046 551400(1396)
13.b5 l31 05 198.,!(1062) 
0 36 2q 4 
4b.99c) 00 554.1(1365) 
12.544 2958 |75.3(1007) 
1.2397 23s045 3254 
I.d740 23,073 ?.938 1,41454156 2.5990O.M705 25.946 0.3075 
1.211US 25.037 S251 
I.2756 43.064 e922 1.444 4,!0 2,591 0.27460 aS.936 0.3688 
1.2d59 2j.950 3230 
1,d22 2a.9?b d8b5 1.518 434t5 2,SqO 0.Z741e 25.9h6 0.369 
4665 17.194 179pa08007 0.5d 
4680 16.009 180.5 0.87 0,52 
4691 18,526 180,9 0.07 0.49 





550.1(1?41) 1.2657 22.63$ 3137 
lvd.3f 11 5) I JO411 2.*L5 2627 1.8u,' 47342 2.557 0.26983 d5.936 0.3753 4716 19.050 181.6 0.87 0.40 




S U m M A A R E P 0 R T
 
WN UtLP T 1 0P GAP A MOLwT 6ONV MACH VFL b w/A W A/AO PUpl 0 IyAC PHI VAC
 
€ 0.000 t430?49 a908 644,7( 769) 1,20bl 2009b 2547
 
O.00O 0.377 368 -35,9C 93) 1,3QDB 28.097 Q66 6.032 5827 1,8t9 0,10580 J5.ZS4 Q.9319 u664 9. "t1 84.7
 
SPIKE TIP NS a 0 5
 
0.600 18.100 2908 64e,7( 769) 1,2qb1 28.897 Z547
 
0.600_- l,425 Z845 623,5( 750)1,!2981 26897 R541 0'$89 960 a'074 0,10580 a5,254 0,9319 4690 lb1l 185.7
 
WIND 	TUNNEL 3 0 0
 
0,000 la3,249 2906 044.7( 769) t~dgbt a8-898 a547
 
0.000 . 0.380 389 -35,6( 93) 1,3986 28697 967 6,043 Sb26 1,09 0,10654 45,431 0,9319 4696 9,6QO 164,6
 
$PIKE TIP NS 4 o 0
 
0,600 10.100 4908 642,7( 7b9) 1.2961 26.97 2547
 
0.600 16,402 2644 623,2( 750) 1,291$2 26,697 2520 0,392 988 Z'074 0'l0b5q a5,431 0,9319 4696 1.636 184.6
 
INLET THROAT 5 o
 
40 ,40o 197.699 2792 607,7( 735) 1,2998 26.097 a499
 
'40,400 17.338 1942 25 .6( 383) 1,3462 26.897 1890 2.220 4410 1.898 0,88545 a954S 0,114 J799 57,930 150,4
 
J. NLET UpNRSK 6 0O
 
40.40o 197,699 2798 607,7( 735) IJ998 28.897 aQ99
 
40.400 14.787 1479 947,0( 366) 1.3496 6,097 L854 2,2 4307 1,090 0.00495 a5,04 0m1R5 3845 53,879 152o
 
INLET DNNRSK 1 0 4
 
40,400 107,72B 2792 807,8C 735) IZ9g8 28,897 a499
 
qO,4O0 99,685 9683 575,3( 703) 
193033. QP897 2493.0J$19 1273.1#939 0200495 a5'a54 O'Mt 045 t$0930 15224
 
COMBUSTOR 0 8 1 4
 
40.410 197,296 8792 607,7( 755) 1,2996 28,097 2499
 
40,410 1 7.aO8 1543 253#9(383) 1,3461 a ,897 1890 2,226 4208 1096 0 08534 25,25A 0,1114 .3796- 57.694 150a4
 
COMOUSTUR 0 9 a 4
 
41,3t0 160,bpl a779 600,0( 731) 1.3002 28,897 a494
 
COMBUSTOR 0 10 3 4
 
41*375 158,655 2778 603.7( 731) 1.3003 26,1397 2493
 
41475 P,0,377 %(L90 M9,(,( 423) 1,338Z aO#097 1973
 
10997 3939 1,911 0.80520 R5,254 0.i110 3671 SA,378 145#4
 
COMBU5To0A 11 4 49
 
41,500 154,184 2776 603,1( 750) 1.300_3 98LJ97 a 92
 
41,500 1,3378 28,897 1984 ,t
20.839 1710 299,IC 428) t.965 3900 1,913 0.88847 25,0 OiIO " 3653 53,844 144,7
 
COMBUSTOR 0 12 5 5
 
42P60 - 133,18a2 758 597.6C 725) 1*3009 28,897 Z405
42.460' 23.041 1807 
 at)O( 455) 1,3356 a8,897 2036 1,812 3689 1.921 0.0797 25o254 0,!121 3557 50.441 140,9
 
COMBUSTOR 0 13 6 3
 
44,o95 %17,997 9741 5Seb.O 71P) 1.30al 28,897 4469
 
44.095 23,021 Last 337.7( 47) 1.3319 20897 2D60 1.714 3530 1*925 O.8995O 25,254 0,1t11 3Q79 46.601 13708
 
COPBU8TOR 0 141 7 3
 
U4031O 110,780 a7165 85,2(712) 1.&022 aO0f$97 e967
 
44,31o 23.940 1854 338,6( 468) L.3318 Z8,d97 2061 1,704 3513 1.926 0004603 25*254 0,116,1 3470 46,292 13704
 
COPBUST09 0 15 8 3
 
044800 115,160 4703 581.4( 7U9) 1,3027 a8,697 2401
 
44,8O0 230961052O 337o9(aS6T) 1,3318 280097 2060 lob94 3490 1.925 0,84472 25o254 0,1167 3456 45,417 13069"
 
COMBUSTOR 0 16 9 3
 
. 010 1 5a157 4703 581#3( 709 ) 1.3047 ?&#b97 24(a

44.810 23.967 1852 337.9( 467) 1.3319 26.897 2060 1.694 3490 1.92S 0,84473 R5.RSU 0o1167 3456 45.614 130.8"
 
COPOUSTOR 0 17 10 13
 
4b,250 86,948 a591 b03'q9(787) 1,3113 ?4,644 2618
 
46.250 39.620 2142 454.2 (868) 1,3266 24.64 2394 I.lq3 2736 2.197 0.60097 25,590 001238 3433 34.313 134.1 0.44 0005
 
COMBUSTOR 0 to It 2
 
4bo260 80.875 2593 603.8( 7SO) 1,311,e 24,6bO 2619
 




t = 270.34 sec.
 





CALCULATED THRUST........................ .1185. (LBF) ANGLE OF ATTACK ......................... 3.000 (OEGREES) 
MEASURED THRUST.......................... 1328. (LBF) MASS FLOM RATIO.......................... 0.9315 
CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE.............. 1741. (LBF-SEC/LBH) ADDITIVE DRAG COEFFICIENT..............,, 0.0093 
MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULbEo................ 1951. (LbF-SEC/LBM) LIMITING PRESSURE RECOVERY EFFICIENCY,... 0.1427 
CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT.............0.4630 DELTA PT.. ................................ 0.1158 (PSI) 
MEASURED THRUST COEFFICIENT............... O.5'412 TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUPERSONIC,.. 0.2658 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SU8SONIC......p 0.1450 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC,=., 0.8752 
REGENERATIVE-COOLED ENGINE PERFORMANCE INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC..... 0.9008 
CALCULATED KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC,.. 0.8946 
STREAM THRUST............................ 5998. (LaF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC,. , 0.8585 
NET THRUST............................... 1317. (LBF) ENTHALPY AT PO - SUPERSONIC.............. 0.67 (BTU/LBM) 
SPECIFIC IMPULSE.................. ........ 1935. (LBP.SEC/LM) ENTHALPY AT PO - SUBSONIC ....... a;.... 25.22 (STU/LBM) 





FUEL-AIR RATIO .. ......................... 0.0270
 
INLET FRICTION DRAG,....,,.=o....,,.. 129.2 CLBF) EQUIVALENCE RATIO......... ,,... ..... 0.873
 
6
INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE ............ ,.. .88S.9 CLBF) COMSUSTOR'EFFICIENCY,.... 0r 72
o.,......,,.. 

COMBUSTOR FRICTION'-DRAG.,. .... .. 241.8 (L8Ft TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO*,.................. 0.1837
 
COMBUSTOR STRUT DRAG..................... . 261 (LBF) COMBUSTOR EFFECTIVENESS................, 0,6921
 
COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE,,............... 854. (LBF) INJECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS 0.7959, 0.6767.
 
NOZZLE FRICIION DRAG..................... .42.59 (LBF)
 
NOZZLE STRUT ORAG ........ ,,,,,.,. . 0,00 CLBF)
 
NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE.,,,........, 1217. (LF) NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGRAL.........,....... 1260, CLeF)
 
EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG .................... 66.45 CLeF) VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT - CS,... 0.9760
 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL................ .1009. (LBF) NOZZLE COEFFICIENT - CT.................. 0.9001
 
TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG....................... 1 (LBF) PROCESS EFFICIENCY........................ 0.9665
.076. 
TOTAL STRUT CRAG......................... 2.61 (LF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY................ 0.9473 
CAVITY FORCE.............................. .1183. (1L8F 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE.................. Q74. (LBF) 
MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE................. -930. (LBF) 
FUEL VACUUM SPECIFIC IMPULSE -167.7, -122.6, 
STATIONS FUEL INJECTORS
 
NOMINAL COWL LEADING EDGE................ 3a.884 (IN) INJECTORS STATION VALVE
 
SPIKE TRANSLATION........................, 0.314b (IN) IA 40.400
 
INLET THROAT, ........ o........... .... , 40.400 (IN) 1s 41.300
 
COWL LEADING EDGE... ,,,.,,o. 35.199 (IN) IC 44.300
 
NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EDGE............. 73,539 (IN) 2A 48,775 0
 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGF................ 87,291 (IN) 2C 46,250 E
 
STRUT LEADING EDGE....................... 56.455 (IN) 3A 540651
 
STRUT TRAILING EDGE...................... 65,055 (IN) 38 56.250
 
COMBUSTOR EXIT..,......................... 65.055 (IN) 4 44.800
 
6 RLACING m 0071 BLOCK = 117 TIME = 266.738 mbCH 6.0 PI 742.249 TT 2916.0 
 PAGE 























4.246E 01 1,528E 01 1.623E 02 2.594E-03 4.959E-02 
4.409E 01 2.510E 01 1.874E 02 2.639E-03 4.891E-02 
4.43:E 01 3.RCIE 0 1.906E 02 2.640E-03 0.867E-02 
4.480E 0i 7,259E 00 1.974E 02 2.635E-03 4.862 -02 
4.481E 01 1.431E-O 1.980E 02 2.635E-03 4.ebE-02 
4.625E 01 2.106E 01 2,191E 02 3.291E-03 .29E-02 
4.626E 01 1.324L-01 2.192E 02 2.859E-03 6.238E-02 
4.731E 01 1.158E 01 2.308E 02 2.899E-03 6.44E-02 
4.733F. 01 2.51be-01 2.310E 0? 3.008E-03 b.E166-0a 
4.IiE 01 7.742E 00 2.388E 02 2.957E-03 6.017E-02 
4.877E 01 7.455E 00 2.462E 02 3.333E-03 4.8V6E-02 

































5.631E 01 3,78aE-01 3.117E 02 3.038E-03 2.346E-02 











5.704E 01 1.577E 00 3.168E 02 3.010E-03 2.546E-02 
5.776E 01 5.225E 00 3.220E 02 2.927E-03 2.103E-02 
5.878E 01 7.593E 00 3.296E 02 2.726E-03 1.686E-02 
6.079E 01 1.365E 01 3.433E 02 2.445E-03 2.8u3E-02 
6.221E 01 9.408E 09 3.527E 02 2.854E-03 2.64LE-02 
6.468E 01 1.618E 01 3.689E 02 3 .008E-03 2.9t4E-02 
6.05E01 ?.164E 00 3.710E 02 3,255E-03 2.710E-02 
6.509F 01 2.235E-01 3.713E 02 3.349E-03 2.734E-02 
6.529E 01 1.136e 00 3.724C 02 3.346E-03 2.77E-02 
6.695E 01 9,845E 00 3. 2E 02 3.202E-03 2.079E-02 
6.762E 01 3.749E 00 3.860E 02 3.172E-03 1.896E-02 
6.039E 01 .008E 00 3.9002 02 3.106E-03 1.42E-02 
6,911E 01 3,258E 00 3.932E 02 3.059E8-03 1.219E-02 
6.972E 01 2.445E 00 3.957E 02 3.o28E-03 1.052E-02 











7.278E 01 3.803E-01 4.058E 02 2.9268E-03 6.54BE-03 
7.353E 01 1.599E 00 4.068E 02 2.855E-03 4.53b8-03 
7.354E 01 2.63E-03 4.068E 02 2.854E-03 4.b7E-03 











8.442E 01 9.891E-01 4.132E 02 2.803F-03 4.515E-03 
t8.72E 02 4.123E-01 4.13b8 02 2.843E-03 $.930E-03 
.7a9E 01 0.000 4.136E 02 2.844E-03 5.933E-03 
READING = 0071 BLOCK = 177 TIME = 2o6.738 MACh 6.0 PT = 742.2J9 TI c 291 .0 PAGE 5
 
XABS P-I P-08 PDA Qox -IB G0OB CAHAI.L -P-Ib/PSu P-1/PTO P-Ob/PS0 P-OS/PTO 
6.505E 01 1.894E 01 1.83,E 01 4.4UOE 02 '4.bdbE 03 -2.50 E 03 -2.124E 03 4.337E 03 5.025E 01 2,551E-02 L.861E 01 20abgE-02 
CW3 6.509E 01 1.894E 01 1.840E 01 4.408E 02 -4.b.1E 03 -2.504E 03 -2.127E 0 4.342b 03 5.025E 01 2.551E-02 4.883E 01 2.480E-02 
= 6.529E 01 1.807E 01 1,882E 01 1.408E 02 -4.bbE 04 -2.517E 03 -2.138E 03 4.368E 03 4.795E 01 2.435E-02 4.995E 01 2.536E-02 
W 6.695E 01 1.091E 01 8.590E 00 5.97E 02 -4.832E 03 -2.608E 03 -2.2a4E 03 4.583E 03 .895E 01 1.470E-02 2.279E 01 1.157E-02 
6.762E 01 7.906E 00 8.700E 00 7.795E 02 -4.889E 03 -2.635E 03 -2.254E 03 4.b65E 03 2.098E 01 1.065E-02 2,308E 01 1.172E*02 
6.839E 01 ,.455E 00 6.713E 00 9.698E 02 '4.9!;lE 03 -2.661E 03 -2.290F 03 4.760E 03 1.182E 01 6,002L-03 1.781E 01 9.044E-03 
6.911E 01 3.494E 00 4.855E 00 1.094E 03 -5.006E 03 -2.681E 03 -2.325E 03 ',848E 03 9.271E 00 .,707E-03 1.488E 01 6.541L-03 
6.972E 01 2.680E 00 4.u67E 00 1.1756 03 -5.049E 03 -2.694E 03 -2.355E 03 4.922E 03 7.111E 00 3.611E-03' 1,079E 01 5.479E-03 
7.067E 01 2.146E 00 2.840E 00 1.267E 03 -5.10 E 03 -2.710E 03 -2.396E 03 5.036E 03 5.695E 00 2.892E-03 7.535E 00 3.826E-03 
7.110E 01 1.905E 00 2.641E 00 1.300E 03 -b. e8E 03 -2.716E 03 -2.412E 03 5.088E 03 5.054E 00 2.567E-03 ?.008E 00 3.5S59E03 
7.263E 01 1.746E 00 1.935E 00 1.398E 03 -5.190E 03 -2,734E 03 -2.456E 03 5.273E 03 4.632E 00 2.352E-03 b.134E 00 2.607E-03 
7.278E 01 1.730E 00 1.699E 00 1.405E 03 -5.195E 03 -2.736E 03 -2 459E 03 5.290E 03 4.590E 00 2.331E-03 4.508E 00 2.289E-03 
7.353E 01 1.645E 00 5.200E-01 t.iSOE 03 -5.222E 0 -2.743E 03 -2.478E 03 5.374E 03 4.3656 00 2.217E-03 1.380E 00 7.006E-04 
7.354E 01 1.645E 00 5,137E-01 1.451E 03 -5.AdE 03 "2.743E 03 -2.479E 03 5.375E 03 4.364E 00 2.216E-03 1.363E 00 6.921E-04 
7.486E 01 1.495E 00 0.000 1.485E 03 -5.2?4E 03 -2.756E 03 -2.518E 03 5.47E 03 3.967E 00 2.014E-03 0.000 0.000 
7.771E 01 2r.185E 00 0.000 1.558E 03 -5o2A7E 03 -2.778E 03 -2.459E 03 5.525E 03 5.797E 00 2.944 -03 0.09 0,000 
8.161E 01 1.560E 00 0.000 1.638E 03 -5,2*0E 03 -2.802E 03 -2.459E 03 5.630E 03 4.139E 00 2.102E-03 0.000 0.000 
8.442E 01 1,105E 00 0.000 1.66BE 03 -5.281E 03 -2.823E 03 -2.4S9E 03 5.684E 03 2.932E 00 1.489E-03 6000 0.000 
8.728E 01 1.5956 00 0.000 1.700E 03 -5.316E 03 -2.857E 03 -2.459E 03 5.707E 03 4.232E 00 2.149E-03 0.000 0.000 
8.729E 01 1.596E 00 0.000 1.700E 03 -5.316E 03 .2.857E 03 -2.459E 03 5.707E 03 4o235E 00 2.150L-03 0.000 0.000 
READING --0071 8t.OCK = 177 TIME = 266.738 MACh 6.0 PT = 742.249 
 1TI= 291o.0 
 PAGE
 
XABS P.18 P-Ob 
 PDA DOX Q-IB a-OR CAWALL P-IB/PSg P-1B/PlO P-OB/PSO P-OB/PTO
6,981E-01 1.040E 00 0.000 
-4.409E-01 0.000 
 0.000 0.000 2.4!0E-U2 2.7S9E 00 1,4011 -03 0.000 00000
1.836E 01 1,O4DE 00 0.000 -3.463E of 0.ooo 0.000 0.000 
 J,634E 02 e,759E 00 1.401E-03 0,000 0.000
3-070E 01 3,020E 00 0.000 -1.992E 02 OOVO 0.000 0.000 5.053L V2 8.013E 00 4,069 -03 0.000 0.000
3.508E Of 3,840t 00 0.000 " ,21SE 02 0.000 
 0.000 0.000 6.804E 02 1.019E 01 5.173E-03 0,000 0.000
3.519E 01 4.162E 00 5.568E 00 -4,660E 02 
 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.854E 02 1.104E o1 5.607E-03 1.477E 01 7.501E'03
3,520E 01 4,179E 00 5.540E 00 -4.861E 02 0.000 0.000 
 0.000 6.857E 02 1.109E 01 5.630E-03 1.Q70E of 7.464 -03
3.55SE 01 5,180E 00 3.911E 00 -4.987E 02 O.OVU 
 0.000 0.000 7.209E 08 1.374E 01 6.979L-03 1.036E 01 5.269E-03
3.686E 01 5.060E 00 2.450E 00 -5.197E 02 -6.Ob6E 02 -6.056E 02 0.000 7.529E 02 1.342E 01 
 6.617E-03 6.50CE 00 3.30it-03
3.606E 01 4.985E 00 3.b8lE 00 
-5.331E 02 -6.1,!3E 02 -6.123E 02 
 0.000 7.729E 02 1.323E o1 6.716E-03 9.502E 00 4.82SE-03'
3.648E 01 4.162E 00 6.016E 00 -5.5192 02 -6.213E 02 .6.273E 02 
 0.000 a.164E 02 1.104E 01 9.608E-03 1.596E 01 8.105F-03
3.701E 01 5.190E 00 9.08tiE 00 -5.730E 02 
-6.6.0E 02 -6.471E 02 -1.680E 01 8.726E 02 1.377E 01 6.992E-03 2.411E Of 1,22002
3.732E 01 11012E 00 1.091E 01 -5.846L OR -6.817E 02 -6.592E 
02 -2.242E 01 9.063E 02 1.303E 01 6.618E-03 2.8952 O! L.470t-02
3,803E 01 
 4.290E 00 1.451E 01 -5.988t 02 -7.227E O2 -6.880E 02 -3.472E of 9.834E 02 1.138E 01 5,760E-03 3.849E 01 1,95SE-02
3.834E 01 8.049E 00 1.611E 01 -6,0392 02 -7.420E 02 -7.018E 02 -4.016E 01 1,0182 03 2.135E 01 
 1.084E-02 4.275E 01 2.171E-02
3,87S2 01 1.289E 01 1.763E 01 -6.2552 02 -7.682E 02 -7.211E 02 -4.712E 01 1.064E 03 
 J.4192 01 1.736e-02 4.6T8E Of 2,375E-O2
3.881E 01 1.366E 01 1.767E 01 -6.2941E 02 -T.T,?bE 02 -7.24QE 02 -4.823E Of 
 1.072E 03 3.624E 01 1.840O.-02 4.143E 01 2,408E-02
3.901E 01 1.599E 01 1.771E 01 -6.407E 02 -7.860E 
02 -7.34S2 02 -5.156E 01 1.094E 03 
 4.242E 01 2.154E-02 4.698E 01 2.386E-02'
3.932E 01 1.872E 01 1.744E 01 -6.619E 
02 -8.006E 02 -7.517E 02 iS.690E 01 1.130E 03 4.967E 01 2.522E-02 4.627E 01 2.349E-02
3.950E 01 2,02UE 01 1.311E 01 -6.750E 02 -8,218E 02 -7.619E 02 -5,96SE 
01 1.150E 03 5.369E 01 2.727E-02 3,478E 01 1,766E.02
3.981E 01 1.802E 01 5.325E 00 -7,028E 02 -8.4b3E 02 
-7.813E 02 -6.506E 01 1.1131E 03 4.781E 01 2,428E-02 1.413E 01 7.174E-03
4.0002 Ot 1.672E of 5.091E 00 -7.199E 02 -8.614E 02 
-7.933E 02 -6.607E 01 1.209E 03 4.435E 01 
 2.252E-02 1. 5SE 01 6,85$E-031
4.040E 01 1.994E 01 4,504E 00 -1.566E 02 -8.9t SE 02 -8.208E 02 -7.479E 01 
 1.2569 03 5.290E 01 2.686E-02 1.216E 01 6.17 E-03,
4.041E 01 -2.002E 91 4.572E 00 -7.575E 
02 -8.964E 02 -8.215E O2 -7.496E 01 1,257E 03 5.311E Of 
 2.697E-02 1.213E 01 6.9$9E-031
4.11 1E 0t R727E 01 3.4$2E 00 -6.600E OR -9.917E O4 -6.904E 02 -1,01SE Od 1.30SE 03 
 7.235E 01 3.674E-02 9,107E 00 4.684E-03
4.137E 01 2,779E 01 3.350E 00 "8.682E 02 "9.998E 02 -8,9582 02 -1.040E 02 
 1.371E 03 7.374E 01 3.744E-02 8.888E 00 4.513E-03
4.150E 01 2.880E 01 
 3.952E 00 -8.843E OR -1.016E 03 -9.063E 02 -i,0952 0R 1,3b6E 03 7.641E 01 3,8802L-02 1.049E DI 5,3d4E-03
4.246E 01 2.074E 01 8,5682 00 -9.647E 02 -1.1bbE 03 -99,?8E02O -1.031E 02 
 1.501E 03 5.502E 01 2.794E-02 2,d7lE 01 1.154E O2
4.409E 01 2.509E of 1.646E 01 
-1.018E 03 -1.05SE 03 -1.150E 03 -a.8492 02 
 1.6i99E 03 6.656E 01 3.380E-02 4.354E 01 2.213EoQ2
4.431E 01 2.566E 01 1.068E 01 -1,023E 03 -1.41SE 03 -1.171E 03 o3,03SE 02 1,72SE 03 6.806E 91 
 3.457E-02+ 4.956E 01 2,5TYE-02
4.480E 01 2.696F 01 2.381E 01 -1.031E 03 "1.513E 03 -1.220E 03 -3.535E 02 1.785E 03 7.I54E 01 3.633E-02 6.316E 01 3.208E-02
4.481E 01 2.704E 01 d,39JE 01 -J.031& 03 -1,515E 
03 -1.221E 03 -3.SZ16E 02 1.786E 03 7.175E Of 3.643E-02- 6.34SE 01 3.2229-024,62SE 01 3.875E of 3.899E 01 
-9.800E 02 -1.9QlE 03 -1.359E 03 -5.413E 02 1.963E 03 1.026E 02 5,221E-02 1.03$E 02 5,253EP02
4.626E 01 3.683E 01 3.910E 01 -9.794E 02 -1.903E 03 -1.360E 03 -5.428E 02 1.964E 03 1.030E 02 
 5.232L-02 1.037E 02 5.261E-02
4.734R 01 4.737E Of 5.009E 01 -8.690E 02 
-2.154E 03 -1.457E 03 -6,967E 02 2.094E 03 1.257E 02 6.382E-02 1.32qE 02 6.74SE-02
4.733E 01 4.749E 01 5.035E 01 
-8.668E 02 "2,16E 03 -1.459E 03 -7.004C 02 2.097E 03 1.260E 02 6,398E-02 1.336C 02 6.783600?
4.611E 01 
 5.115E 01 4.042E 01 -7.616E 02 -2.3.58E 
03 -1.528E 03 -6.099E 02 !,i94e 03 1,3572 02 6.891E-02 1.072E 02 5.44SE-D2
4.877E.01 3.190E 01 3.190E 01 -6.517C 02 
-2.103E 03 -1.566E 03 -8.970E 02 ?.277E 03 6.464E 01 4.2989-02 8.464E 01 4.240E-02
4.878E 01 3.177E 0! 3.177E 01 -6.501E 02 -2.4852 03 -1.587E 03 -8.98EE 02 
 2,218E 03 8.430E 01 4.281E-02 8.430E 01 Q.U 12w02
4.931E 01 R.4982 01 2.498E 01 -5.717E 02 -2.595E 03 -1.632E 
03 -9.629E 02 2.3452 03 6.629E 01 
 3.36&E-AD2 6.629E 01 3.366EO02
5.072E 01 2.6 4E 01 2.842E 01 -3.742h 02 -2.86BE 03 -%.747E 03 -1.121E 03 2.522E 03 
 7.547E 01 3.832E-02 7.547E of 3.8322-02
5.282E 01 2.227E of 2. 272 01 -9.497E 01 -}323E 03 -1.90%E 03 -1.324E 03 2.769E 03 5.910E 0 
O IE0102 5.910E 0O }ODIE&02
5.332E 01 2.104E 01 2.104E 01 -3.866E 01 -3.310E 03 -1.943E 
03 -1,367E 03 2.652E 03 5.583E 01 2,8352-02 5.S83E 01 2,83SE b2
5.4C7E 01 1.877% 01 1.877E 01 
 3.836L 01 - ,4,!bE 03 -1.99SE 03 -1.430E 
03 2.946E 03 4.979E 01 2,528E-o2 4.979E 01 2.528E-02
5.483E 01 1.646E Of lt-46bE 01 t,Ob6E 02 -.5.539E 03 -2.047E 03 -1.492E 
03 3.046E 03 4.368E 01 2.218E-02 4.368E 01 2.218E-02
5.576E 01 i*508E 01 L,500E 01 1,798E 02 -3.610E 03 -2.107E 03 
-1.563E 03 3.164E 03 4.0O01E 
01 2.031E-02 4.001E 01 2.031E-02
5.626E 01 1.433E 01 1.433E 01 3.423E 02 -3.733E 03 -2.153E 03 -1.600E 03 3,209E 03 
 3.802E 01 1.931E-02 3o8022 01 1,93tE-02
5.631E 01 7.650E 00 1.25E 01 3.464E 02 -3.740E 03 o2ot35E 03 
.1.604E 03 3.216E 03 2.030E 01 1.031L-02 3.780E01 1.920E-02
So64SE 01 7.650E 00 1.404E 01 3,5S6E 02 
-3.756E 03 -2.141E 03 -1.614E 03 3.234E 03 2.030E 01 S,0S1E-02 3,725E 01 joB 12-02
5.6i53E 01 1.392E o013,9aE 01 3.612k 
02 °3.7o52 03 
-2.145L 03 -1.620E 03 $.245L 03 3.693E 01 1.87SE'02 3.693E 01 1.875L-02
5.681E 01 1,3b02 01 1.350E 01 3.791E 02 -3.796E 03 -2.156E 03 -1.640E 
03 3.280E 03 3.582E 01 1.819E-02 3.582E 01 1.819E-02
5.704E 01 t,252E 01 1.,!52E 01 3.918E 02 
-3.842E 03 -2,1652 03 -1.656E 03 3.309E 03 3.322E 01 1.687L-02 3.322E Of 1.687F-02
5.776E 01 9.390C 00 9.390E 00 4.21SE 02 -3.900E 03 -2.S93E 03 -to707E 03 3.4u2E 03 
 2.491E 01 1.265L-02 2.491E 91 1.R65E.02

.878E 01 5.587E 00 5.587E 00 4.386E 02 -3.997E 03 -2.229E 03 -1,768E 
03 3.532E 03 1.482E 01 7.528E-03 1.4134E 01 7.52BE-03
6.079E 01 1.102L ul Il02~E 01 
 4,408E OR -4,1152 03 -2.294E 03 -1.0861 
 03 3.7902 03 2.925E 01 1.485E-02 2.92SE 01 1.4856-02
 
.b221E 01 
 1.234E 01 1.234F 01 4.408E 02 -4,309E 03 
-2.346E 03 -1.962E 03 3,9t2L 03 3,27bE 01 1,663E-02 3,475E 01 1.b63E 02
S6.468E 01 1.753E 01 1,75SE 01 4.a08t 02 
-4.519E 03 -2.477E 03 -2.102E 03 
 4.,c89E 03 4.651E 0O - 2.3b2E-o2 4.651E 01 2.362E-02 
READING m 0071 BLOCK 177 TIME = 26,738 MACH 6.0 PT = 742.249 TT = 291§.0 PAGE 3 
P T H GAMMA MOLWT SONV MACH VEL S W/A w A/AC POMTM 0 IVAC PHI ETAC 





546.6(1030) 1.2941 22.116 2940 
14.9( 502) 1.3483 82.117 2162 2.3db 5158 2.473 0.,6759 25.886 0.3777 4690 21.450 181.2 0.87 0.23 
C'COMBUSTOR 0 39 32 6 
60.795 9.115 3683 539.7(1295) 1.2571 22.002 3177 
60.795 11.0 5 2665 129.0( 899) 1.948 22.B15 2742 1.653 4534 2.571 0.27690 2S58b 0.3650 4678 19.509 180.7 0.87 0.45 





534.0(1333) 1.2508 22.916 3205 
146.6( 962) 1.2872 22.933 2814 1.566 4406 2.578 0.28441 25.806 0.3553 4668 19.474 180.3 0.87 0.48 
COMBUSTOR 0 41 34 5 
64.679 39.593 4239 524.1(1505) 1.2160 23.415 3311 
64,679 17.529 3643 252,1(1265) 1.2470 23.470 3102 1.18q 3689 2.615 0.Z6959 25.866 0.3749 4651 15.457 179.7 0.87 0.64 
COMBUSTOR 0 42 35 4 
65,055 36.247 4323 522.3(1537) 1.2102 23.511 3326 
65.055 18.629 3840 293.1(1342) 1.2348 23.573 3163 1.071 3387 2.626 0.25064 25.886 0.4032 4649 13.192 179.6 0.87 0.67 
COMBUSTOR REGEN 43 36 21 
65.055 36.247 4488 612.1(1605) 1.1993 23.464 3377 
65.055 34.521 4453 593.6(1591) 1,2010 23.473 3366 0.286 06Z 2.646 0.25063 25.646 0.403a 4339 3,746 167.6 0,67 0.67 
NOZZLE AE 44 37 5 
87.291 36.247 4323 522.3(1515) 1.2102 23.511 3326 
87.291 1.028 2059 -411.o( 662) 1.3075 23.608 2381 2.871 6636 2.626 0.05217 25,886 1.9371 6010 5.543 232.2 0.87 0.67 
NOZZLE PO .,, 45 36 
" 
,5 . I I 
87.291 36,247 4323e, 22.3(1515) 1.2102 23.541 3326 
87.2i1 Q%377 616--566. ( 507) 1.3281 23.608 ?126 3.471 7381-.4686 0.02630 25.886 3.8 43 6309 3.016 243,7 087 0.67 
NOZZLE AE REGEN 46 39 5 
87.291 36.247 4068 612,1(1605) 1,1993 23.464 3377 
87.291 
NOZZLE 
1.079 2203 -359.7( 714) 
PO REGEN 47 40 '. -




87.291 36.247 41488 612.1(1605) 1.1993 23.464 3377 
87.291 0.377 1715 -532.4( 541) 1.3 30 23.605 2186 ,462 7567 2.646 0.02541 25.886 3.9770 6472 1.986 250.0 0.87 0.67 
FICTIVE COMBUSTR 67 60 0 
65.055 197.281 5166 522.3(1863) 1.1698 24.443 3506 
65.055 0.377 1505-1058.4( 455) 1.3218 24.864 1994 4.459 8694 2.501 0.03584 25.886 2.8199 7426 4.954 286.9 0,07 1.00 
FICTIVE NOZZLE 66 61 0 
87.29i 29.847 4267 495.7(1519) 1.2117 25.S17 3306 
87.291 1.117 2159 -37S.5( 698) 1.3034 23.608 2434 2.712 6602 Z.636 0.05217 25,686 1.9371 5866 5,353 226.6 0.87 0.67 
RLADING = 0071 BLOCK = 177 I11E = 2b&.736 MACH b.0 PT = 742.249 tl = d916.0 PAG 2
 
P T H GAMA MOLT bONV MACH VEL S w/A A A/AC MONTH a IVAC PHI ETAC 







846) 1.3025 24.836 !690 
738) 1.3133 24.b3b 4539 0.9e4 2345 2.419 0.74898 25.546 0.1334 s524 27.295 137.9 0.44 0.15 
COMBUSTOR 0 40 13 
47.335 82.442 2777 594.6( 847) 1.3025 24.838 2691 
47.335 48.918 2456 485.6( 739) 1.3132 24.839 2541 0.920 2337 2.219 0.74814 25.546 0.1333 3526 27.171 13b.0 0.44 0.15 
COMBUSTOR 0 21 14 4 


















1.3158 21.612 2771 
1.3327 21.612 25±1 1.196 3003 2.442 0.65119 25.886 0.1552 3684 30.387 142.3 0.07 0.07 







1.3158 21.613 4771 
1.3327 21.613 2511 1,198 3009 2.443 0.65034 25.886 0.1554 3686 30.410 142.4 0.87 0.07 
COMBUSTOR b 24 17 a 
49.315 75.194 2525 600.8C 869) 1.3163 21.611 2765 
49.115 ,24,983 1924 
COMBUSTOR 0 25 
376.b( 6461 
18 5 






590.2(1026) 1.2961 22.004 2942 
394.0( 833) 1.3133 22.005 2696 1.163 3134 2.500 0.51837 25.886 0.1950 3942 25.247 152.3 0.87 0.2 








576.2(1159) 1.2783 22.362 3069 
326.2( 915) 1.3002 22.365 2785 1.270 3537 2.538 
20 4 
0.42487 25.886 0.2379 4203 23.356 162.4 9.87 0,31 
53.325 55.858 3380 573.4(1183) 1.2749 22.430 3090 
53,325 21.042 2719 310.2( 927) 1.2980 22.434 2797 1.297 3627 2.544 0.40750 25.886 0.2480 4255 22.974 164.4 0.87 0.33 





568.7(1202) ;.2721 22.489 31,06 
279.4( 920) 1.2977 22.494 2786 1.366 3805 2.549 0.38413 25.886 0.2631 4326 22.712 167.1 0.87 0.35 







564.4(1205) 1.2715 22.508 3108 
245.3( 894) 1.2998 22.513 2752 1.452 3995 2.549 0.36325 25.886 0.2782 4388 22.554 169.5 0.87 0.36 
: COMBUSTOR 0 30 23 4 







1.2981 22.567 2755 1.493 4112 2.556 0.34106 25.886 0.2963 4453 21.797 172.0 0.87 0,38 
56.260 ' 42.106 3930 556.8(1389) 1.2416 23.010 3247 
56.260 14.330 3153 228.1(1082) 1.2741 23.036 2945 1.377 4056 2.600 0.27477 25.886 0.3678 4613 17.318 178.2 0.87 0,51 





556.5(1265) 1,2621 22.682 3157 
160.5( 881) 1.2982 22.692 2726 1.633 4452 4.571 0.27390 25.886 0.3690 4617 18.950 178.3 0.87 0.41 





555.91268) 1.,616 22,b91 
157.5( 882) 1.2980 22.701 
3159 
2727 1.637 4465 2.572 0.27193 25.886 0.3717 4625 18.870 178.7 0,87 0.41 





555.6(1385) 1.2423 23.002 324$ 
215.4(1066) 1.2758 23.028 2928 1.409 4126 2.598 0.27498 25.886 0.3675 4630 17.632 178.9 0.67 0,51 
COPBUSTOR 0 35 28 3 
56.815 43.339 1909 554.4(1381) 1.2430 2e.995 3241 
56.815 13,500 3074 203.b(1051) 1.l773 e3.020 2912 1.439 4189 2.596 0.27407 25.886 0.3688 4646 17.844 179.5 0.87 0.51 





553.4(1352) 1.2482 22.918 3221 
181.2( 998) 1.2837 22.938 2856 1.511 4316 2.589 0.27365 25.886 0.3693 4657 18.353 179.9 0.87 0.48 
COMBUSTOR 0 37 30 5 
ul 57.76557.765 52.033 35139.390 !397 550.3(1232)109.6( 802) 1.2670 22.611 31291.3068 2d.618 a6 4 1.790 4696 2.55b 0.26931 25.686 0.3753 4681 19.655 180.8 0,87 0,39 




WIND TUNNEL 1 

0,000 7a2.299 2916 

0.000 0.377 389 

SPI$E TIP Nb 2 

0.600 18,112 2916 

0.600 16,443 28S2 

WIND TUNNEL 3 

0.000 7U2.249 2916 

0.000 0.381 391 

SPIKE TIP NS 4 

0.600 18.112 2916 

0.600 16.414 2851 

INLET THROAT 5 

40.400 197.281 2797 

40.400- 17.340 1546 

INLET UPNHSK 6 

40,400 197.281 2797 

40.400 14.789 1484 

INLET ONNRSK 7 

40.400 107.605 2797 
40.410 90.580 268e 

COMBUSTOR 0 8 

40.410 196.881 2797 

40.410 17.360 1547 

COMBUSTOR 0 9 

41.310 160.585 2785 

41.310 20.109 1683 

COMbUSTOR 0 10 

41,375 158.432 2784 

41,375 20.369 1694 

COMBUSTOR 0 11 

41.500 153.976 2781 

41.500 20.829 1714 
COMDU0TOR 0 12 
42.460 133.061 2763 

42.460 23.019 1810 

CO148USTbR 0 13 

44.095 117.978 2726 

44.095 23.773 1853 

COMbUSTOR 0 14 

4U.310 116.770 2720 

44.310 23.890 1856 

COMBUSTOR 0 15 

44.oo 115,099 2707 

44800 23.9a8 1854 

COMBUSTOR 0 16 

44.810 115.085 2707 

44.810 23.928 1654 

COMOUSTOR 0 17 

46.250 86.915 2579 

46.250 38.672 2122 

COM6USTOR 0 18 

46.260 86,842 2561 















1.2959 26.b98 2550 
1.3986 28.897 968 6,029 5835 
1.2958 2b.897 2550 
1.820 0.10565 25.205 0.9315 




644.9f 771) 1.2959 28.898 2550
 




644.9( 771) 1.2958 a8.897 2550
 




609.4( 736) 1.2997 28.897 2501
 




609.4( 736) 1.2997 28.897 2501
 




(09,( 736) 1.2997 28.897 2501 
576,§( 704) 1.3031 28.897 2455 0.519 1275 1.940 0,80339 25.205 0.1225 
1 4 
609.4( 736) 1.2997 28.097 2501 




605,§C 732) 1.3001 28.897 2496
 




605.3( 732) 1.3001 28.b97 2495
 
294.b( 424) 1.4385 28.897 1975 1.996 3942 1.912 0.88654 25.205'0.1110 

4 4 
604.6( 731) 1.3002 28.897 2494 
300.2( 429) 1.3376 28.897 1986 1.965 3903 1.914 0.88674 25.205 0.1110 
5 5 
599.1( 726) 1.3008 26,.97 2487 




58b.0( 715) 1.3019 28.897 2471
 




580.4( 714) 1.S021 28.897 2469
 




58a.5( 710) 1.3025 26,897 2463
 




582.5( 710) 1.3025 28.897 2463
 




604.9( 7B4) 1.3119 24.617 2614
 




604.6( 7843 1.3118 24.620 2615
 
453.0( 634) 1.3273 29.20 2387 1,155 2756 2.197 0.0495 e5.546 0.1239 






















































CALCULATED THRUST......#.. ,*,,,,. 17?", (L-F) ANGLE OF ATTACK ....... so..............o. 3,000 (CEbREES)
 
c ME6aSUREd TdRLJST,....,. .. , 1847. MASS PLO RAIIO,.................... , ('.9314
,~, ,.,,, .. (LOF)

to CALCULATED SPECIJIC .1......... 1706. (.BFSC/LHP) ADOITIVE DRAG C .FF..ItNT,.........
0.005s
 
MEASUREO SPECIFIC ItPULSE,.........#..,.. 1777, (LaF.SEC/LBM) 0IPITING PRESSURt RECOVEHY EFFICIENCY..., 0,1425
 
CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT .... ,,.. O,T221 DELTA PT2.....,.,,.,, ....... ,...... 0.1167 (PSI)

MEASURED THRUST COEFFICIENT .,,,.. ,.. 0.7522 TOTAL PUESPRIE RECOVERY - SLPERaiONiC...4, O.46;6
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECCVtRY - SUSSOkIC,....,.. 0.1448
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUPhR80N1C.... 0.0734
 
REGENEMAT!VE-COOLED ENGINE PERFORMANLE INLET PROCESS CFFICILNCY - OUBOpNIC..,. 0,9000
 
CALCULATED KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY S UPEHSONIC... 0.0972 
STREAM THRUST....... I...........,.... 650. (LOF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY SUdSONZC..... 0.8616
 
NET THRUST.........,.,..,.... 18S8. CLeF) ENTHALPY AT PO a IPROI....... 1,93 (BTU/L8N)

SPECIFIC IMPULSE...................... 1768. (LOFoSEC/LBM) ENTHALPY AT PO - SURSONIC............... 200a (BTU/6B$)
 




c . . . . n , 4





INLET FRI.TION ,,,#RAG,,,,l..,.....1297 (LOP) .., .....0 1,333
,., EQGIVALENCE iATO...,,,... 0 .,0
INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE,,:....... ,.... so 8e8 CLBF) COPBUSTOR EFFICZENCV.....,.,,,..,, 0.632
 
COJ6U8TQR a45,,4 tLaFr TOTAL PRE5SURE RAZO.occ:: cc,.:.o:alol
 
COMBUSToR STRUT 7RAO,...,..,.,,....1db (LOP) COMBUSTOR EFFECTZVENESSoo..oo,...... 0.S8bi
 
COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CNANGE..... ,...., 1408. (LOP) I'JECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS 0.7807, 0.7648,
 
NOZZLE FRICTION 40.!77 lE
LaP)
NOZZLE STRUT ORAG .o..,,...,,.,. .,. 00 

NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANE..,os... ........ (LEF) NOZiLE
1254, 

NUZZLE pRESiUR NITEGRAL ,o.a... (LF)
....... o1300o 

EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG..,,,.,,..,,.. ,.. 07,18 (LOP) VACUUM STREAM THRUST CUEFFICl#h CS... 0.9540
 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL....,,..,,,,. .a1021. NOZZLE COEFFICIENT CT,...,.......,, O,71s9
CLBP) ,o 

TOTAL DRG, .eu.c.n....flO so~fNA (LOan PRUCE05 EFFIGIENCY.....Csft.a.aa91
 
TOTAL STRUT ORAG ........,..,..,.... .aro (LeF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY,...,.....o. 0,8974
 
CAVITY FORCE.............,......... -1167o CLEF)
 
MEASURED LOAU CELL FORCE-at.n.,....,,. .407, (LOP)

FUEL VACUUM SPECIFIC IMPULSE -1T7,4,v139,6,
 
- STATION3 FUEL INJECTORS 
NOMINAL COWL LEADING EDGE o.......o,,.. I,88M (IN) INJECTORS STATION VALVE
 
SPIKE T Qv314, (IN) IA 40,400
 
INLET THROAT .... ,,.,,.o,,,,a,, 440,o0U (IN)' IS 41,300
 
COWL LEADING EDGE,........,.....,.... 35,199 (IN) 2 'c44,300
NOZZLE SHROUD TRAIILN tOf,,s ....o ao 73.539 (IN) A 40775 0
 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE,..., ,,,. 87,891 (IN) 2c 46250 E
 
STRUT LEADING EOGE ........,.,.,. ..... 56.455 (IN) 3A 54,065
 
STRUT TRAILING EOGE,J..,.,,s...,., , 65,05b (IN) 3B 56,B O
 
CONOUSTOR EXIT .......... ,.., .,,....65.055 (IN) 4 44.800
 
6 RLACING m 0071 BLOCK = 157 TIME a 248.738 MACm 0,0 P1 742,749 TI E 2917.3 PAGE 
xCnAQ CORAG CF HC 
















































































































































5.648E 0.1 aP4LE 00 
5,704E 01 1,784E 00 










5.078 9L 8,631E 00 3.a9ie 02 2.739,O3 .87bE*O. 
0 
6.079E 01 1.527E 01 
6,2218 01 1.029E 01 
















1.29 9 L1)0 
1,113E v1 
4,1714 00 












6,639E 01 4.388E 00 3.960E 02 3.1688.03 1640E.02 
6.911E 01 3,586 00 3.999E 02 3.186E-03 1.3l4e=02 
6.972E C1 2,6295 00 4,025E 02 3,0975.03 1,153E-02 













7.2.78E .01 'J.1bE01 4.127E oa 3.011:03, 7.27E:03 


























































1.002L 03 *5.7dbE 03 
1.062L U3 *b#/,2E 03 
U-18 n.08 
-2.587E 03 s3,139F 


















6,529E 01 14950E 01 2,092E 01 1.062E 03 .5,7o3& 03 -2.605E 03 -3,ISE 03 4,36BE 03 5.168E 01 2,6264-02 5546h 01 208176-02 
Cj 6.695i 01 1.142k, 01 9,110E 00 1,231t 05 -5.90/E 03 ei09e 03 .3.260E 03 4,583E 03 3,027E 01 1.SOhE0B Z 2.414E 01 1.227E.02 
















l.02E 03 -6.044E 03 -2.740E 03 -3,304E 03 
J616E 03 .6,11E 0) -2,708E 03 .,345E 03 
1,74 1t 03 -o,172E 03 .2,788E 03 .3.384E 03 
1o826 U3 16,218E 03 .2.802E 03 03,416E 03 

































1,949e 03 .6,30bE 03 
2,049F 03 -. 37!E 03 
-82E 03 *3,480E 03 

















2,057E 03 -6.378E 03 















7.354E 01 1.711k 00- 5,732 .01 2.106E 03 -,6.uE 03 2.855E 03 .3.552E 03 5,375E 03 4.534E 0O 2.3u3E.03 tSI1E 00 7,747EP04 







2.218E 03 .6.405E 03 
2,297E 03 -6.510E 0 
-2.892E 03 .3.593E 03 











8 42E 01 1,135E 00 0,000 2,3a7n 03 .6,533E 03 v8.940E 03 -3,593E 03 5,680E 03 3.008E 00 1,528E-03 0,000 0,000 
a;726e 0i 3,760!OQ 0.000 2,362E 03 06.5b9E 03 .2.976E 03 .3.593E 03 5.707E 03 4.665E 00 2,370E.03 0.000 0.000 
8.729e 0l 1,761E 0o 0.000 2,368! 03 00,569E 03 -2,976E 03 -3,5M3 03 5,707! 03 4.668E 00 8.371E-0S 0.000 0,000 
REACING = 0071 5LOCK a J57 TI F =-24b,7jb P.AC H o,0 Pt= 7U4.749 71 = 2917,3 PArEq 
XARS P.18 P-0a RDA ux ( - P Q-o toA-AL P.-I /iso F-lb/PIO P.-O/so P.OW/TO
b.981E-01 1.040E VO O.U0o "4.012t -Ol U.OOU 
 OO00 U.000 2.a70E-02 2,756E 00 1,400E-03 0*000 0,000

1,0366 01 1.04Ok 00 0.000 *3.463E Of OOOU 0.000 0.000 1.634E OR 
 d.?S6E. Ou 1.600E-03 0.000 0.000
 
,oE~o 01 3,00E 00 0.O009 -1,99at V2 0,000 0.000 
 0.000 5.053E OR 8,017E 00 0,073E-03 0,000 01000
 
3.508E 01 3,88ge 00 0.000 .4.233kEU2OvU 0.000 01OO0 6,004E 02 1.029E 01 5.2d9E-03 
 0,000 O'Oua
 
3.519E 01 4,195E 00 5,571E 00 .41.879E Q2 V,000 qOD0 0.OD0 6,85aE 02 1.112E 01 5,648E-03 1,476E 01 7,500E-03

3.5Z0E 01 Q,?14 VO 5,546E 00 -4.880E 
02 O.OVQ 06000 0,000 6.85% OR joilbE 01 5,610E-03 1,970F Of 7#406PO=3
 
S.SSSE 01 5,18GE 00 4,111E 00 -5.004E 02 O.OVO 0,000 0.000 7,209E 02 1,373E 01 6.974E-03 1.090E 01 5,535a,03

3.586E 01 5*069E 00 2.025E Ov 
-5.203L 02 -5.594E 02 .5594 02 0.000 1.529E 02 1.343E 01 6.824.03 7.437E 00 3,8039P03

3.606E 01 5.000E 00 3089E 00 5.331L OR -5,451C 02 -5.657E 02 0.00O 1.749E 02 1,325E 01 6,73Z 0 JO JE 01 5,237E,03
3,646E 01 U 2 7t 00 b.18OF OU .5,51ZU 02 P5,795E 02 -5,79SE 02 O~vO0 8,160E 02 1.120E 01 5,692E-03 1,6B E 01 8.3209,03

3.701E 01 5,290E 00 9.070E 00 -5.729t 02 -6.1a2E 02 .5.977E 02 -1.451E 01 
 6,726E 02 1,40RE 01 7 IZE-0S 2,40E 01 1,221E-u2

3 7 52E 01 5 ,O0009 00 lmogl E 0 1 -5 ,8 3e O R 6b,264E 02 -6,090 E 02 " 1 93 6E 91 9 06 3£ O E 0 6,7 1Z -9 3 a 859 9 01 1,o 5 E OV?
 
3,803E 01 4050E 00 1.445F 01 6.010E 02 :6.6bbE OR -6.356E 02 -2,99SE 01 90834E 02 jIS3E 01 5.W5E-03 3,830E 01 1,196w.2

3,834E 01 8,073E 00 
 1*609E 01 m6,0646 02 -6.830E 02 -6.483E 02 -3,463E 01 1,O1SE 03 2.14OE 01 1,067E-02 4,64E of 2@166Eo02

3,07SE 01 1,28% 01 1,75()E 01 -6.288e OR -7.007E OR o6b6(1E 02 -q=o609 Of 
 1,064E 03 3,qI0E 01 1&732-02 qp655a 01 2,565go0R
3.88tE 01 1,363E 01 1*780E 01 -6.32DE 02 -7.l 0E 02 -6,691E 02 -4,15SE 01 1,072& 03 3.613E 01 1,835E-02 4716E of 20976-02 
3.9019 Of 1,594k 01 1.766E 01 -6.4336 02 -?.2d7CR,8E 02 - l 1, 0941E 41, 25E a.146E-084,4416O 01 03 Of 4,680E 0l 2 23776-02
 
3.950E 0! 
2,022E 01 1,31aE 01 -6,77SE 02 97,550E 02 -7.03SE 02 S5.jSQZ O1 ILSOE D3 5.360E 01 2,723E-02 3.416E 01 1.T669,02
3p981E 01 1.800E 01 SwM7E 00 -7.052E 02 07,71LE OR 
-7,211E 02 *5,596E 01 1 v 7E 03 4,770E 01 2,42E.02 1,02$E 01 7#237EP03
 
-4.OOOE 01 1.669E 01 S.&23e 00 -7.222 OR P7.906E 02 %7,321K 02 
 5,853]E 01 1,209f 03 4.424E 01 2.247EP02 1,ME0 Ql b109PLOO3
4,0OJOE 01 1,97BE 0t 4,580E 00 -7.587t 
02 vb,213E 02 -7,5719 02 P6,42SE 01 1,256E 03 5,a42 01 8,663E-02 1,14E 01 6,167E-03

4o04JE 01 1.986E 01 4,567E 00 .7.596E 02 98.2eE 02 -7.577E 02 nb,460E 01 
 1.257E 03 5,26UE 01 2*673E-02 1,210E 01 6,148E-03

-4u 13 4 - i n .? vi d I .- 43 45E 0. - 8 , 6 0- 2E 02 -P 9 , 0 7 4E O R 9B, 2 oS E 0 2 E 0 1 A 3 63 E 0 3 .1 0 S E 0 1 ,60 9 t v o Z B s b E 0 .0 -45 0 3Ee90- o6 868 7 
4.137 01 2.7319 Of 3 sa56 00 -6,688E 02 w9,146E OR .8.25XIE 02 -6,90qE 01 1.37SE 03 7,238E 01 $,677h-02 6,630t 00 4,844903

4,150E 01 2,827E 01 5.?27E 00 -8,841E 02 -9.268e 02 *8,350E 02 -9,3656 01 1,386& 03 7,494E 01 3,807E-02 10385E 01 7o038L"03
 
4 .2 abE 0 1 2 .o66 B o l 2 .0 3 E O f 19.32 3E 0 2 mi .05 5E 0 3 -9.1 5 4 L 0 2 
 1,o39 6 E 0 2 1 ,50 1 E 0 3 5. 47 hE 01 2* 7 8 ZE POZ 5 ,3 9 ZE 0 1 2 7 3 9 E .P %2
 
4,409E 01 4,374 01 4.6OSE 01 -8.934& 02 -1,317E 03 -1,073E 03 -a,436E 02 1.699t 03 1.159E 02 5,89DE-02 |oaE[E 02 6.20SEP02
 
4.03jr 01 4.67SE 01 4.609C 01 -8.897E 02 -1.3$E 03 =..96E 03 a2,620E 02 
 1,725E 05 1,240E 02 6,298E-02 1,274E 02 6,074E-02

4 , 4 80E 01 5 ,3 7 0 f; 0 1 5 * Rb 5E a; .8 , 830 L 0 2 *1, 4 1 9E 0 3 .1 . LIBE 0 3 w3 ,30 5 E 0 2 1 ,78 SE 0 3 1.423 1 O R 7 , 23 0 l o 2 1 * 9 E U . 7 , M alEQ g 4 .o 18 1 Z 0 1 5 , 3 7 8e 0 1 5 ,27 4E 0 1 -8 .8 29E 0 2 t ,48 RE 0 3 - 1 .1 4 9 e 0 3 -3 .3 23E 0 2 1 ,7 66E 0 3 1,42S E 0 2 7 ,2 41E -0 2 1 3 9 6 9 0 2 7,I O I L *0 2
 4,625E 01 6,587E 01 b615tE 01 
.7,0549 02 -1.976E 03 .1,303E 03 .6,736E 02 1,963h 03 1.746E 02 8,068E-02 1,753E 02 8,906EP02
4.626E 01 6.59SE Ot 6.624E 01 -7.744E 02 I1.gUOE 03 1.304E 03 .6.766E 02 1.964E 03 1.74(E OF 8s8MwU2 1,756E OP 0.9f.9ePOZ
 
4,7 3 1E 01 7 .47 6E O f 7 ,6 0 PE 
 0 1 -6,03 0 C 0 2 -2 ,3 97 E 0 3 .1 .41 1E 0 3 -9 .8 6 6 E 0 2 2,0 9 4E 0 3 1 9 8 1 1 0 2 1 .O 0 7 E PO t 2,0 1 5E 02 toOER E O t
 
4 .7 33E 0 1 7 , 4 ? 3 & 0 1 7 ,62 SE 0 1 .5 .9 9 9 L 0 2 o 2 .4 97 E 0 3 .1 .41 3 E 0 3 
.9, 9 40 E 0 2 2 .097e 0 3 1 .9 61 E O R 1 ,0 0 6 E .0 1 2 ,0 2 1E 0 2 1 , D 2 7 E P0 1
4 .8 1JE 04 7 .3 65 E 0 1 6: 37 6E 01 4,3 4ZE 0 2 .7_U 1 0 M~g0 3 E, 0g E 0 3 . U- O E 0 3 -1.2 iO E 03 1 , 9 5 2E 9 s9 l 6E vQ2 1,6 9 0 E Q 2 8 0 114E -024.8 7 7 & -0 l 5 .305 E O f 5 M5 E 0 1 .2 5 48 E 02 *2. 926 F 0 3 P1 .5 5E 0 3 - 1 ,37 SE 
03 672 7 7 E 0 3 1,406 f O F 7 .142 9-O Z 1. 06 E O R 7 ,1 1eg oo R
 4 .67 8E 01 S.28 9 E 0 1 5 ,28 9 E 0 1 - 2,5 2 0E 0 2 - 2 9 3 le 0 3 - I,55 AE 03 -1 .37 7 E 0 3 2.27 BE 0 3 1 ,O aE 0 2 7,1 2 0E 0 2 1,4 0 2E 0 2 7 ,1 2 0OE O R
 4 9 3 1E O 1 4.43SE 0 1 - U.A35 E Of "1 17 7 E 02 3.09 7 F 03 -i.60 aE 
 0 3 - 1.4 93E 03 2.345 9 03 1.17 5E 0 2 5 .9 7 0E .J2 1 .175L -02 -5 97 0E P0 2
5.072E Of R.957E 01 2 957 C 01 1.55 6E 02 .4,4a3E 03 1.7 3C0 O 3 1 753E 03 2 5 22E 03 7 8 37 6 01 3 9 6IL-02 7 ,437E 01 3.98 1E .02

S*282E 01 2,OOE 01 2,400E 01 4.505E 02 -3.957E 03 .1,906E 03 -2,051L 03 2,789E 03 6.361E 01 3,231b'-02 6.361E 01 3,BMt-02
5 *3 3 2E Q l P .3 q9 E Ul 2.34 9E O t 5,1tUE U 2 -4.
05 BE 0 3 o l .946E 03 .2 .j i3E 0 3 2 0 5 eg 0 3 6 .2 2 SE 0 1 3 . 162 E -02 6, Z 2 5E 01 3 1 6 2 E *0 2_
 5 *407E 01 2 ,1 08E 01 2 *O08 E 0 1 5 9 8 4e 02 .4.2O bE 03 2 .O003E 03 - 4 0ME 03 
 2 9 48 E 03 5 5 8 6E 01 2 .838E 02 5 586E 0 1 2. 63 8 E 0 2
5, 48 3E 0 1 1 ,664E 01 1 86 4E 01 6,75 4E O j! -4 3 '8 E 0 3 2 06 0E 03 -Z ,28 8 E 0 3 3,O 4b E 0 3 4 9 3 9E 0 1 2 , 09E -0 2 
 4 ,939E 0 5 2 509E 0 e
5 576E 01 1,713E 01 1 713 9 01 7 58 4E 02 .4.510E 03 2 .126E 03 2 385E 03 3.16 4E 
 03 4.S 4OE 01 2.306E -02 4 540E 01 -2 .306E 02
5 6 26E 0 1 1 6 32E 0 1 1003 aE 01 9 5 1 4F 02 -4 , s BE 
0 3 -2 .156E 0 3 -2o 43 3 E 03 3 .209 e 03 4 3 24E 0 1 2 19 7E - 02 4 ,32 E 0 1 2 sl9 7Ew02
5 6 3 1E 0 1 9.11 2E 00 1 6 23E 0 1 9, 56 0E 02 W4.5 9 0E 0 3 ma, 15 8 E 03 .2.438 E 03 3 2 16E 03 2.4 1 5E 01 1 .2 47 4 02 4,341E 0 1 2, M8 E O 2
5 , 64SE 0 1 9 1 1 2E 00 l o 6OO E 0 1 9 6 6 5 E O R -4. 616 E D3 m2. 16S E 0 3 2 .45 1 E 0 3 3 .2 6 0E 0 3 2o 41S E 0 1 1 , 2 2 7 L- 0 2 4 , 2 40E 0 1 
 2xfS 4L[ vO 2
5 *65 3 E 0 1 1 5 8 7 E 0 1 1 5 8 7 E 0 1 9,7 2 9 02 - 4 .6 4 7E 0 3 2 1 69 E 0 3 - 2 ,4 56 E 0 3 
3 ,245 & 0 3 4.2 0 6E 0 1 2, 1 3 6E -0 2 4 .2 06E 0 1 2 1 3 6 5 po z
 5 ,6 8 1E 0 1 1.541E 01 =IS E 0 1 9 9 3 3E O R -4,b b E D 3 2 , 182 E 0 J 2 .48 4E 
 0 3 3 .28 DE 0 3 4.08S E 0 1 2 .0 7 5 E -0 2 4 ,085 F 0 1 2 , D75 E *0 2
 5 ,7 0 4E 0 1 1.419 E 0 1 
1.4 1 9E 0 1 1 .0 0 8 E 0 3 -4 , 697E 0 3 u2 .1 93 E 0 3 -2.5 0 AE 03 3.3 0 9 E 0 3 3 .7 6 2 E 0 1 1. 911E -0 2 3 .7 62 E 0 1 1 .9 1 1 E P O 2
c.o5 ,1 7 6E 0 1 1, 0 49E 0 1 1 .0 29 E 0 1 1 0 1 t 0 3 " .7 9 2E 0 3 .2,22S E 0 3 
-2 b6 7 03 40? z!, 01
3. 0 3 7 27 E 1 .3 8 5 E -0 2 2, 7 27E 01 1 ,36 SE 0 2 (Z5.078E 01 b.037L 00 
 6,037E 00 1.060L 03 -4.916E 01 -2.267E 03 -2.650E 03 3.532E 03 1.600E 01 0.1RqE-03 1.600E 01 8,129h-03
ro 6 079E 01 1 30E 01 1.3RE 01 1 06L 03 " .15E 03 
 2 .5343 03 -. 810F.03 3,790h 03 W -02 3 .49E 01
3.9 E 01 M77 1,7775,QP
 
6 2 21E 0 1 1 6 9 0 E 0 1 1 -6 9O R0 1 1 .0 62 E 0 3 -5 3 d3 E D3 
-2 0 0 5SE 0 3 .2 918E 0 1 3 ,97 2 E 0 3 4 .47 9E 0 1 
 2 .27 5 f- 0 2 4.,11 9E 0 1 2.27 SE -0 2
 6 .46 af 0 1 
 2,01 E 0 1 2 0 1 2E 0 1 t .06 2 03 -5 .bbE 03 -2,558E 03 -3 .108E 03 4,289E 03 5 3 3 2E 0 1 2 709E- 02 5.33 RE 0 1 .o2 709 e 0 2
 
R tAVINGz 0U71 bLIlI(K C-'37 TIT4E --2£8130 IACH b.0 P1 142.749 71 = !91A.3 PAG 3 
P T h GAMPA MOLJ1 51%v MHAL" VEL b -t/A A/AC Q"Iv 4 hA, Phl EIAC 
COPBUSTOR 0 30 31 7 1 
58,785 97.965 4184 560b6C245J 1.28o6 19.7q9 3 u 8 
58.785 6.037 1631 -87,6( 596) 1,3444 19,801 43qh 2,439 5122 21722 0.1a745 26.2b9 0.3777 52$a 24,137 400.1 1.33 0.24 







1.P3'48 20,601 3409? 
1.709 d0. 07 307A 1.594 4907 .b'6 0do8090 26,259 6,3,50 5231 212 I ".s 1,33 0.45 





551.2(1754) 1,2117 20.888 
1'a.b(1394) 1.2509 20.4 
3556 
32b4 1,385 4520 2.b67 0.28851 I6b2$9 0,3553 528 20.268 199@1 1.33 0,53 
COMBUSTOR 0 41 34 4 
64.679 4.4Q3 4614 538,1(1853) 1.1886 21.134 3592 
64 679 20.192 4061 216.2(1597) 1,2164 2;1e55 3402 1,180 013 a,886 0.734d 2bd Q 0,3709 5208 17,057 1900 1.3 0,61 
COMBUSTOR 0 42 35 4 
65.055 40,816 4676 535.8(1880) 1.1808 21.198 3599 
t5.055 20.543 4d3 25U.7(1664) 1.2049 ?1.330 3440 1,098 3777 4.896 0.5425 26. 59 0,4032 5205 14,925 198.2 1,3 0,63 









1.1762 21,160 3681 
1.1940 21.87 $192 0.994 3470 a.907 0,85425 2h,259 0.032 b3! 1W.711 199,2 1,33 0,63 
NOZZLE AE 14 37 s 
87,291 
87.291 
40.816 4676 S35.8(1860) 




21,427 d649 2,834 7565 9896 0.05293 26,259 1,9371 6769 6,224 457.8 ts3 0.63 
NOZZLE P0 45 38 5 
87.291 40,816 4676 535.8(1860) 1.1800 21.198 3599 
87.291 0377 1817 0831.7( 640) 1,3149 21,427 355 3,513 872 a.896 0.02382 26,259 4,3045 7168 3,06a 273V 1.03 0.63 
NOZZLE AE REGEN 46 39 5 
87.291 
87.491 
40.816 4745 587.8(191R) 1.1762 21,160 3621 
1,28 2455 -575,9( 895) Ia805 21.487 4709 2.817 7031 4,907 0o0529 26.259 1,9371 6837 4.276 460.4 1,3 060 
NOZZLE PO NEGEN 417 40 5 
87.291 40016 4745 587,8(191a) 1.1762 Z1.160 3621 
67,291 9,377 1869 "611,4 66o) 1,3I2M R1.447 23 6 3,507 8347 2.907 0,02342 26.259 A.3780 7252 3.u5 E76.2 1.33 0.63 




Q0377 4Q7-"17#,9( 49) 
1.1793 21.707 3759 
1,3286 21,974 ?006 0,491 9368 2,757 0.0373 26.a59 2.9520 7931 5.056 302.0 1.33 1.00 
FICTIVE NOZZLE 6a 61 0 
87.-291 
87.991 
27.142 U605 5037(1847) 1,1748 R1,195 3569 
1,45a 675 .48OQc 987) 1,2806 21,427 a019 R,494 7030 2,927 9.05O93 26.209 19371 058 5,782 Z45.9 103 0.63 
READING ; 0071 BLOCK - 1 17 -TIME CC 48,73e MAC8 6.0 PI a 144,749 TT a 2917,3 PAGE a 
P I M GAMMA MOj.. SONV .ACH VEL 5 K/IA A/PC bplPm 0 IVAC PHI klAC 





603,b( 169) 1,3224 
55. 724) 1.3267 
22#7133 R617 
e2.,783 2551 0.586 1496 2.290 0.7546J 25,736 0.1332 3768 17,540 146,4 0,67 0,00 
COMBUSTOR 0 20 13 21 
47.335 94.483 "3oh bO04.( 766) 1.3227 22.777 461 
47#33S 75,89 224 558,9f 722) 1,3a70 24.777 Z548 9,505 14y1 Z,284 0,75370 !9,738 041 33 3771 17,471 146.5 0,67 0.00 
COMBUSTOR 0 21 14 5 
48,11o 90,229 2763 59?,0( 902) 1.3042 23.058 4761 
480110 68.705 9592 5",4( 840) 1.3D99 23,00 2700 0,65b 1770 ?,.637 0.70316 2-3.738 0.1929 3931 19,342 t52,7 0,67 0,14 




5 ,047 ZS55 
644,301013) 1o3lbo 19,424a 
531,3( 903) 1,32 9 19.Z24 
982 
2840 0,830 ?37 2,686 0,06059 26,259 0,155a 4032 2MI198 15316 1035 0109 
COPOUSToR 0 23 16 2 
460785 81.670 2620 042,2015) 1.3146 19.229 298S 
48,785 52,806 2359 530,5( 905) 1.3237 19,929 a841 0,832 2365 R,667 0,65973 26,259 0,1554 40 5 24,246 153,7 1,33 0,09 
COMBUSTOR 0 24 17 
49.315 77,94 2881 635,9(1122) 1.3026 19.436 3098 
COMBUT5 4434 25a 4641)184 947Z1 ,5 70R7a0,10 b99016 152,5 59 j301 
COMBUSTO 
50,745 
7 058as8 if) 21264.881.693 
79,6958a382 b0,b(l990} 1.2082 19,699 93a1 2531 ,5 , 8 6 9015 aa2,1 66 ,3 2 
5Oo72s5oR9.6 2S8 36.6 990 1,031.059312531 ,5 ,28 629OJS 44?. 6, .302 
COMBUSTO 0455265 9 50=(8 ,b8 0033 
U5a -212 '4sPD0- 2064 a89,0(1099) I 293q 20.049 3031 1,300 3965-a.799 0.43100 24.25, 0o2379 4698 a6,55b 178,9 103 0.31-





599.3(1447) Is2631 20.137 3378 
279.9(lt39) 1.2855 2U,146 3069 1#303 3998 a.809 0,41339 26,259 0,2480 4755 25,b84 181*1 1,31 0,33. 
,7iW54,075!..q54,015 61,294 3721 21,079 2 59 
593,7(14172) 1.2595 20.201 3396 
24.11136) 1.2676 80,a11 3061 1.366 4102 2.814 0.38967 Z6.239 0,2831 4834 25.328 184.1 1,3_3 Q,35 







588,3(1460) 1,2582 20,227 3401 
204,7(1111) 1.2892 20.236 3032 1.445 43el 
23 4 





502.1(I51t 1.2536 20,304 3422 
176,3(l1aZ) 1.2869 B0,J19 3039 1,403 4506 2.b23 0.44599 ?6.2b9 0,2965 4978 ZA,230 18-9*0 1*33_0*17 
" COMBUSTOR 0 31 24 5 








-463,6(1360) 1.2570 20.802 3245 
25 b 
1,371 4449 2.871 Qo27874 26.259 0,3676 5168 19,271 19618 1.63 0.49 
56,315 52,44 39S7 578.6(1572) 1.241 20,t8 1461 
56.315 12.670 2941 109,8(IL22) 1.2844 20.4b3 30?.9 1.68 4870 2.843 0.a7785 ab,259 0.3690 5172 21,03u 197,0 103 0.41 
COMBUSTOR 0 33 26 3 
56,455 5ava9l M97 570,t(1576) 1.RU35 20,448 3463 
56,A55 1a,5S& 4945 101.3(1124) 1.2841 20,473 3031 1.612 4884 2.844 0.47586 26,P59 0.3717 5182 20.940 197.1 1,33 0,41. 
COMBUSTOR 0 54 27 
56,535 47.961 4960 5177.6C711) 1.2204 20.738 3539 
5653S 15.869 3P65 168.4(1342) 1.2590 20,795 3229 1.401 4S26 a.1369 0.27894 26.259 0.3675 5167 l9o618 197*5 1*33 009 
'COPBUSTOR 0 3b 28 3 












1.2608 2u,7s9 3a14 
IPaB6 20.647 351S 
1.4Z9 4594 2,867 0.27802 26.259 0.3t)86 5295 19.050 198.2 1,33 0.49 
"S15.041 14.194 3e5l1 24,5(la5l) 1.2695 20.69a 3149 1.508 4748 a,859 0.27769 ab,959 0.3693 5218 ZQ.483 198,7 1,350,46 
COMBUSTOR 0 37 30 
57.765 59.716 3784 571.4CJ498) 1.2552 P9,498 411 
57,765 10,290 a58| 24,1( 972) 1.2993 R0.31a 2805 1.820'5214 2t618 0.47519 ab.a$9 0.375) 5244 22,136 199,7 1,33 0.37 
-9 V A R Y k E P h, k T 
Co-K UNLP 7 h RAMPA mrLwi bntV MACH VEL 8 /A 4/AAC pumrm r IVAC Phl kTAC 
cn 0.00 792,749 2917 645.3( 171) 1.24'59 db898 !'560
 
0.000 0.417 390 -35.5( 94) 1.396 b.W9 q68 b.029 9b37 1.02U 0.10512 2b,2,0 0,9314 4665 9.589 185*0
 
SPIKE TIP NS a 0 5 
0.60o 18.125 4917 645.3( 171) J.,!958 28,697 e550
 
0.,600 16.454 2653 b2f),1( 753) I.,!ql8 2b.091 4524 0,388 e.ulb o.10572 252 , )3) 1s,011 186,1
980 (no690 

WIND TUNNhL 4 0 0
 
0.000 142,1U9 29J7 6a5.3( 7711 1,2qb9 20.89b 25bn
 
loo00 0,SB1 391 ., 94) 1. 466 28 09I 970 6,0t6 5835 Iqb20 0,In651 000 9 0,9314 u7v0 9.059 185.0
 
SPIKE TIP NS 4 0 0
 
O.600 18=1E5 4917 005.3( 771) 1.2958 26,097 e5S0
 
0.600 10.1425 aS52 025.bt 75a) J.dq79 ai.697 e.524 0,392 909 2.075 0. 651 25.409 OQ314 4700 1,637 185.0
 
INLET THROAT 5 0 4
 
40.400 194.d99 2809 612.7( 739) 1,2993 28$d97 a506
 
40.400 17.610 1865 259.13( 369) 1.44Q9 260907 1903 2,208 42D2 1,901 0,8842 25,220 0,1114 379t, 57.74b 15Q0b
 
INLET VPNRSK 6 0 3
 
40.400 194.299 2809 b1d,7f 7$9) 1.2993 a8,b97 2506
 
40,400 15*011 1502 243,0( 372)1,h3484 R6,897 1667 2,304 4301 1.901 0,8D385 95,290 0.19?5 3843 53,734 15?,o4
 
INLET ONNRSK I u a
 
40,400 107.581 2609 612.7( 739) 1.2993 28,b97 8506
 
40,400 90,436 460 579,9( 707) 1.3028 Rb d97 4459 0,5?.1 140Z 1,94t 9,80 85 95,aaO 0.1225 0S4 16,021 15e,4
 
COMBUSTOR 0 a 1
 
,40.410 193.912 2809 612,7( 739) 1.2993 26.697 a506
 
n
40.410 17.630 1506 ?00,a( 389) 1.3449 913.697 1900 2.206 4200 10901 0,08813 29le~ 4.1114 3795 57,72D 150,5
 
CO0MBUSTOR 0 9 a 4
 
41.310 158.785 R747 bO9,3( 736) 1.2997 28.897 2501
 
4L*31O 29,401 1703 a97,0( 420) 1.3351 26.097 1900 1,997 3953 1.913 0.88571 ?.5.2dO 0.111e. 3600 54.414 10 .9
 
COMBUSTOR o to 3
 
41.375 156,702 2796 609,0( 736)1,29?97 28,891 RS01
 
410375 209664 17%3 a99.9( Q@9) 1.3376 28,897 1966 1.981 3933 1.914 0,08705 2S.2Z0 0.1110 S670 54.217 L45.5
 
COHaSTOk 0 11 4 4
 
41.500 152,49b 2794 6013.5f 735t 1=a998 ?8.1397 e.500
 
41,509 91,116 1733 30t).14 434) 1.3 07 Z5897 1997 1,95t 369S 1.910 V.8)67;0 25.j aO 0.1110 3653 5}=700 144.8
 
COMBUSTOR 0 12 5 3
 
42.460 130,441 2778 603,5( 130) 1.3003 28.d97 :193
 
42,460 , 24, 66 1790 320.9( 450) 1,3343 28.*97 2027 1,855 3760 1.921 0.837854 25.220 0.1121 3589 51,338 142.3
 
COMBUSTOR 0 13 6 8
 
44,095 laO,854 2743 593.1( 720)1,301a 20.897 !478
 
44.095 E0,376 1717 301.0C 4301 1.3375 2a.097 1988 1,923 3823 1.916 0,64035 5.220 0.1161 38350.060 14R,-9
 
COMBUSTOR 0 14 7 9
 
44,310 141,430 4737 591.5( 719) 1. 016 28.697 2476
 
44.31o 20*198 1*708 298,4( 428) 1.W39 28.697 1983 1.931 3829 1.915 0.84687 45.?20 0.1163 3603 50. 98 142.9
 
COMBUSTOR 0 is 8 21
 
44800 182.676 2721 586.7( 714) 1.3021 2b.8q7 44b9
 
4 .800 19 01) 168a 29d,0( 421) 1.3390 d81b97 1970 1.950 36 0 1.912 0.84357 e5.240 0.1161 36V2 5 .344 14,2.
 
COMBUSTOR 0 16 9 13
 
44,810 142,913 27Z1 5136,6( 714) 1.3021 2 897 2469
 
44.610 19,160 1603 e.91.6( 4121) 1.3390 i2a,897 1969 1.951 3842 1.912 0,0435a 25.240 0.1167 3602 50.364 142.8
 
coPSaTj~Ol 0 17 10 19
 
4 .250 q3.249 2967 b20,1( 81W 1.3186 22,U24 ebb2
 
46.250 6h.o09 4267 548.9( 7W 1 ,3254 i2.ed4 4559 0.7$7 1" 7 2.304 v,81ISd 25.148 ').1038 3603 23.802 140.0 0.07 0.04
 
COV6UTUH 0 18 11
 
U0.260 93,25C, 94b5j b9,9( 601) t, ije 1
46628 

116.e80 66.097 220 5'A9.1(.730) 1.12n " .02 255RA 0.736 1883 4.304 0,8110d 45.738 0=|239 360a 23,737 140.0 0,67 0.02
 
Reading 71 
t = 248.74 sec. 
385
 









CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE .............. 











CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT............ 0.5306 

MEASURED THRUST COEFFICIENT.............. 0.5389 





STREAM THRUST ............................ 6153. 

NET THRUST............................... 1473. 

SPECIFIC IMPULSE.......................... 1801. 





INLET FRICTION DRAG...................... 128.1 

INLET MOMENTUM CHANE................. 081.4 (LBF) 

CONBUSTOR FRICTION DRAG............ 239.8 (LBF)

COMBUSTOR STRUT DRAG.................... -3.78 (LBF)

COMBUSTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE.............., 998. (LBF)

NOZZLE FRICTION DRA6,..,,............... 42.56 (LBF)
 
NOZZLE STRUT DRAG.'.;............,..... -. O0 (LaF)

NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE NE..,...... 1185. (LBF)

NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEERAL...;G......... 1228. (LBF)

EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG................... 67.51 (LBF) 

EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL............... .1023. (LAF) 

TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG......................1.1091. (LBF)

TOTAL STRUT DRAG......... ,.=............... -3.78 (LBF) 

CAVITY FORCE,.*........ .. .... -1328. (LBF

CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE............... .-1117. (LBF)

MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCE................. -1095. (LOF)





NOMINAL COWL LEADING EDGE................ 34.884 (IN) 

SPIKE TRANSLATION.......................... 0.3168 (IN)

INLET THROAT ...........,..;,.........,. 40.400 (IN) 

COWL LEADING EDGE ..... . ,35.201 (IN) 

NOZZLE SHROUD jRAILINS EDGE............ . 73,541' (IN)

NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE ............. 87,93 (IN)

STRUT LEADING EDGE......................... 56.457 (IN) 

STRUT TRAILING EDGE... ................. 65.057 (IN)





















ANGLE OF ATTACK *.. ................... 3.000 (DEGREES) 
MASS FLOW RATIO.......................... 0.9317 
ADDITIVE DRAG COEFFICIENT................ 0.0053 
LIMITING PRESSURE RECOVERY EFFICIENCY.... o.1426 
DELTA PT2................................ 0.1175 (PSI)
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUPERSONIC..... 0.2584
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUBSONIC.,..... 0.1449
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC.... 0.8707
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC...... 0.8989
 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC... 0.9035
 
KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC,.... 0.8685
 
ENTHALPY AT PO - SUPERSONIC............. 3.01 (ATU/LBM)



















VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT - CS,.. 0,9631
 




KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY................ 0.9186
 
FUEL INJECTORS 













REAOING = 0071 BLOCK 111 TIME = 207.338 MACH 6.0 PT =7412749 TT 2909.8 PAGE 6
 
X DDRAG CDRAG CF HC 
4.040E 01 1.281E 02 1.281E 02 2.380F-03 4.485E-02 
4.041E 01 1.756E-01 1.283E 02 2.666E-03 3.409E-02 
4.130E 01 1.672E 01 1.450E 02 2.7782E03 4.030r-02 
4.131E 01 1.754E-01 1.452E 02 2.563E-03 4.293E-02 
4.138E 01 1.107E bO 1,463E 02 2.535E-03 4.570E-02 
4.150E 01 2.070E 00 1.484E 02 2.547E-03 4.648E-02 
4.246E 01 1.543E OL 1,638E 02 2.602E-03 5,462E-02 
4.410E 01 2.222E 01 1.860E 02 2.751E-03 7.329E-02 
4.431E 01 
4.480E 01 
2.531E O0 1.885E 02 





4.481E 01 1.386E-01 1,946E 02 3.035E-03 6.598E-02 
4.625E 01 1.736E 0l 2.119E 02 3.374E-03 5.881E-02 
4.626E 01 1.167E-01 2.120E 02 2.903E-03 6.996E-02 
4.731E 01 1.094E 01 2.230E 02 2.850E-03 6.865E-02 
4.734E 01 2.803E-01 2,233E 02 2.946E-03 6,621E-02 
4.811E 01 7.928E 00 2,312E 02 2.902E-03 6.482E-02 











5.073E 01 1.432E 01 2.587E 02 2.716E'03 5.197E-02 
5.283E 01 1.944t 01 2781E 02 2.739E-03 4.441E-02 
5.333E 01 4.465C 00 2.826E 02 2.904E-03 4.060E-02 











5.626E 01 2.632E 00 3.066E 02 2.837E-03 3.000E-02 

































6.222E 01 9.582E 00 3.493E 02 2.783E-03 2.857E-02 
6.468E 016.506E 016.510E 01 
1.642E as2.208E 002.276E-01 
3,657E 023,679E 023.681E 02 
3.012E-033.268E-033.361E-03 
3.163E-022.882E-022.913&-02 
6.530E 01 1.157E 60 3*693E 02 3.357E-03 2.905E-02 
61696E 01 1.008E Ol 3.794E 02 3.204E-03 2.184;-02 
6.763E 01 3.850E 00 3o8WdE 02 3.113E-03 1.985E-02 











7.068E 01 3.283E 00 3.963E 02 2.976E-03 8.28CE-03 
7.111C 01 1.308E 00 3#976E 02 2.961E-03 7.630E-03 
7.264E 01 4,243E 00 4,019E 02 2.913E-03 6.579E-03 
7.279E 01 3.663E-01 4,023E 02 2.922E-03 6.234E-03 
7.354E 01 1.533E O0 4.038E 02 2.650E-03 4.364E-03 
7.354E 01 2,515E-03 4.038E 02 2.849E-03 4.353E-03 
7.487E 01 8.785E-01 4.041E 02 2.882E-03 5.352E-03 
7.772E 01 2.099E 00 4.068E 02 2.937E-03 7.661E-03 
8.162E 01 2.289E 00 4.091E 02 2.861E-03 5.682E-03 
8,443E 01 9.737E-01 4.1OE 02 2.812E-03 4.689E-03 
8.729E 01 4.223E-01 4.104E 02 2.856E-03 6.270E-03 
8.729E 01 0.000 4.104E 02 2.856E-03 6.273E-03 
READING = 0071 BLOCK z III TIME = 207.338 MACH i.0 PT = 74P.749 IT = 2909.8 PAGE 5 
XAOS 
CO, 6.468E 01 
CO 6.506E 01 






















































PDA , QOX O-IB 0-0R 
5.700E 02 -5,496E 03 -2.749E n3 -2.747E 03 
5.700E 02 -5.543E 03 -2.765E 05 -2.777E 03 
5.700E 02 -6.548E 03 -2.767E n3 -2.781E 03 
5.700E 02 -5.572E 03 t2 . 776E 03 -2.797E 03 
7,352E 02 -5.754E 03 -2.836E q3 -2.918E 03 
9.176E 02 -5.816E 03 -2.855E n3 -2.963E 02) 
1.108E 03 -5.891E 03 -2.873E n3 -3.018E 03 
1.230E 0'3 '~5960E 03 -2.686E n3 -3,074E 03 
1.310E 03 -6.017E 03 J2. 8 9 5 E o3 -3.122E 03 
1.397E 03 -6.095E 03 2.966E 0a -3.189E 03 
1.497C 03 06,125E3 -2.910E A3 -3.215E 03 
1.515E 03 -6.202E 03 -2.921E o3 -3.2818 03 
1.522E 03 -6,207E O' -2.9222 n3 -3.285E 03 
1.564E 03 -6.239E 03 -2.927E 03 -3,312E 03 
1,65E 03 -6,239E 03 -2.927E 0 -3.312E 03 
1.593F 03 -6.301E 03 -2.935E (3 -3.366E 03 
1.661E 03 -6.31fE 03 Q9.949E (13 -3.366E 03 





















4.899E 01 2.483E-02 
5.320E 01 2.696E-02 
5.32oE 0t 2.696E-02 
5.065E 01 2.567E-62 
2.946E 01 1.493E02 
2.098E 01 1.063E-02 
1.124E 01 5.695E-03 
8.807E O0 4.463E-03 
6.748E 00 3.420E-Q3 
4.956E 00 2.51Ie-Q3 
4.144E 00 2.100E-03 
3.879E 00 1.965E-03 
3.852E 00 1.952E-03 
3.699E 00 1.875E-03 
3.698E 00 1,874E-03 
3.427E 00 1.7SE-03 
5.579E 00 2.827E-03 













































1.764E 03 -6.342E 03 -2.976E 03 -3.366E 03 











8.729E 01 1.641E 00 0.000 1,796E 03 -6,363E 03 -2.997E o3'-3.366E 03 5.707E 03 4.360E 00 2.210E-03 0.000 0.000 





























































3.519E 01 4.222E 00 5,561E 00 -4.787E 02 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.855E 02 1.122E 01 5.684E-03 1.477E 01 7.487E-03 
3.520E 01 4.239E O 5.532E 00 -4.788E 02 0.000 0.0O0 0.000 6.858E 02 1.1262 01 5.7071-03 1.470E 01 7.449E-03 







2.350E 00 -5.131E 02 -3.935C 02 -3.935E 02 
3.468E 00 -5.264E 02 -3.979E 02 -3.979E 02 
























1.080E 01 -5.801E 02 -4.606E 02 .4.284E n2 -3.220E 01 















1,612E 01 -5.994E 02 -5.142E 02 -4.567E 02 -5.759E 01 











3.882E 01 1.365E 01 1,782E 01 -6.243E 02 -5.432E 02 -4.741E o2 -6.911E 01 1.072E 03 3.626E 01 1.838E-02 4.736E 01 2.40BE-62 







1.736E 01 -6.565E 02 -5.794E 02 -4.980E 02 -8.148E 01 
1.313E 01 -6.701E 02 -5.92 E 02 -5.073E 02 -8.562E 01 





















4,664E 00 -7,533E 02 -6.733E 02 - .6622 02 -1.071E 


















3,5132 00 -8.646E 02 -7.919E 02 -6.369E 02 -1.550E 02 




















2.38E 01 -9.501E 02 -1.021E 03 .7.4472 o2 -2.7602 02 
5,379E 01 -9.111E 02 -1.447E 03 -9.524E 02 -4.951E 02 
5.343E 01 -9,081E 02 -1.510E 03 -9.845E j2 -5.252E 02 





















4.481E 01 6.071E 01 5.258E 01 -9.097E 02 -1.668E 03 -1.064E 03 -6.037E 02 1.786E 03 1.613E 02 8.173E-02 1.397E 02 7.079E-02 
4.625E 01 5.559E 01 5.014E 01 -8.487E 02 -2,160E 03 -1.293E o3 ,8.669E 02 1.963E 03 1.477E 02 7.485E-02 1.332E 02 6.751E-02 
4.6 BE 01 5.556E O 5.012E 01 -8.480E 02 -2.164E 03 -1295E o3 -8.689E 02 1.964E 03 1.476E 02 7.480E-02 1.332E 02 6.748E-02 





4.830E 01 -7.421E 02 -2.539E 03 -1.455E 03 -1.084E 03 











4.878E 01 3.599E 01 3.599E 01 -5.243E 02 -3.002E 03 -1.6552 n3 -1.347E 03 2.277E 03 9.562E 01 4.846E-02 9.562E 01 4.846E-02 
4.879E 01 3,591E 01 3,591E 01 -5.224E 02 -3,0052 03 -1.657E 03 -1.348E 03 2.,278E 03 9,540E 01 4.835E-02 9.540E 01 4.835E-02 







2.5512 01 -2.189E 02 -3.528E 03 -1.900E q3 -1.629E 03 
2,IfiE 01 3.807E 01 -3.987E 03 -2.127E 03 -1.860E 03 

























1.661E 02 -4.222E 03 -2.244E 03 41.978E 03 
2.326E 02 -4,355E 03 -2.310E 03 -2.045E 03 
















5.626E 01 1.4139 01 1.413E 01 4.707E 02 -4.581C 03 -2.417E o3 -2.164E 03 3.209E 03 3.753E 01 1:902E:02 3.753E 01 1.902E-02 







4.838E 02 -4.6082 03 -2.429E n3 -2.179E 03 

























5.196E 02 -4.686E 03 -2.4622 n3 -2.225E 03 
5.503E 02 -4,779E 03 -2.498E Q3 -2.281E 03 
5.682E 02 -4,889E 03 -2.543E 03 -2.346E 03 





















I 6.222E 01 1.2712 01 1.271E 01 5.700E 02 -5,222E 03 -2.654E n3 -2.568E 03 3.972E 03 3.376E 01 1.711E-02 3.376E 01 1.711E-02 































































































= ill TIME - 207.338 MACH 1,.0 PT = 74,.749 rr = 290q.8 





510.5(1313) 1.2633 21.725 3216
 




506.5(1062) 1.2953 21.161 2989
 




498.9(1305) 1.2640 21.734 3209
 




495.5(1402) 1.2495 21.979 3280
 




483.0(1593) 1.2142 22.484 3393
 




481.2(A624) 1.2067 22,569 34§6





603.5(1714) 1.1926 22.503 3471
 




481.2(1591) 1.2067 22.569 3406
 
NOZZLE 	 AE REGEN 47 40 5
 
87.293 37.366 4572 603.0(1714) 1.1926 92,503 3471
 
87.293 1.137 2285 -430.8( 176) 1.2976 22.674 250o 2.821 7194 2.748 0.05250 26.048 1.9311 

NOZZLE Po REGEN 48 41 5
 
87.293 37.366 4572 603.5(1714) 1.1926 22.503 3471
 
87.293 0.376 1761 -625,9( 581) 1.3200 22.674 2258 3.474 7843 2.748 0.02460 26.048 4.1340 

FICTIVE COMBUSTR 68 61 0
 
65.057 191,923 5246 481.2(4982) 1.1619 g3.486 3q)2
 
65.057 0.376 1584"1208,5( 501) 1.3152 24.004 207 4.426 9195 2.595 0.03394 26.048 2.9963 

FICTIVE NOZZLE 69 62 0
 
87,293 27,161 4298 449.7(1596) 1.2072 22,573 3381
 
87.293 1.236 2290 -429.0( 778) 1.2974 22.674 25S2 2.598 6651 2.741 0.05250 26.048 1.9371 





37.366 4365 481.2(1591) 1.2067 22.569 3406
 




OMTM 0 IVAC PHI ETAC
 
4824 20.069 185.2 1.05 0.40
 
4834 22.270 185.6 1.05 0.24
 
4823 20.709 185.2 1.05 0.40
 
4814 20.093 184.8 1.05 0.47
 
4799 15.768 184.2 1.05 0.61
 
4797 13.386 184.'1 1.05 0.64
 
4876 14.531 187.2 1.05 0.64
 
6210 5.724 238.4 1.05 0.64
 
6532 3.036 250.8 1.05 0.64
 
6388 5.870 245.3 1.05 0.64
 
6749 2.999 259.1 1.05 0.64
 
7733 4.850 296.9 1.05 1.00
 
5982 5.410 229.6 1.05 0.64
 
READING = 0071 


































































































































































H GAMMA MOLWT SONV MACH VEI 
 S W/A W A/AC
12 2
 
594.3( 847) 1.3111 23.084 2716




580.1 900) 1.3036 23.260 2776
461.04 




579.7( 901) 1.3034 23.23 2777




569.7( 955) 1.2958 23.436 2837




578.7( 948) 1.3116 20.758 2873




578.6( 948) 1.3115 20,760 2874
402.9( 7743 
1.3269 20.760 2635 1.125 2965 2.541 0,65442 26.048 0.1554 
18 4 
572.7( 981) 1.3073 20.842 2911 
469.5( 780) 1.3250 20.842 2640 1.208 3189 2.553 0.61204 26.048 0.1662 
19 4 
558.5(1010) 1.1961
~ 1 	 1q.066 3604
 
313.21 8 8) 1.3169 21.066 2697 1,299 3503 2.504 0.52163 26.048 0.1950 
20 5 
540.9(1199) 1.2797 21.391 3125




537.2(12 5) 1.2762 21.459 3148




531.9(1243) 1.2737 21.512 3162
211.4( 930) 1.3006 21.516 2808 1.426 4004 2.634 0.38654 26.048 0.2631 

03 3
 $96.8(1246) 1.2730 21,532 3164
 




520.9(1270) 1.2696 21.601 3183
 




518.1(1439) 1,2439 2.013 3309




517.8(1316) 1.2629 21.716 3220




517.0(1019) 1,2625 21.725 3222
 




516.6(1434) 1.2447 22.005 3305




515.2(1431) 1.2454 21.998 3303




514.0(1406) 1.2493 21.942 3286
116,8(1027) 1.2851 21.960 2900 1.537 4459 2.678 0.27537 26.048 0.3693 

MOWTN a IVAC PHI ETAC 
3568 29.806 138.6 0.65 0.09
 
3661 28.636 142.2 0.65 0.16
 
3662 28.590 142.3 0.65 0.16
 
3753 27.722 145.8 0.65 0.22
 
3828 30.151 147.0 1.05 0.12
 
3830 	30.153 147.0 1.05 0.12
 
3917 	30.328 150.4 1.05 0.14
 
4113 	28.399 157.9 J.05 0.21
 
4351 25.148 167.0 1.05 0.30
 
4400 24.521 168.9 '1.05 0.32
 
4468 24.054 171.5 1.05 0.34
 
4527 23.703 173.8 1.05 0.34
 
4591 22.833 176.3 1.05 0.36
 
4755 18.163 182.5 1.05 0.48
 
4758 19.684 182.7 1.05 0.39
 
4766 19.595 183.0 1.05 0.40
 
4771 18.476 183.2 1.05 0.47
 
4787 18.668 183.8 1.05 0.47
 
4798 19.080 184.2 1.05 0.46
 




WINO TUNNEL 1 

0.000 742.749 2910 

0,000 0.376 388 

SPIKE TIP NS 2 

0.600 18,162 2910 

0.600 16.500 2846 

WIND TUNNEL 3 

0.000 742.749 2910 

0.000 0,382 390 

SPIKE TIP NS 4 

0.600 18,162 2910 

0.600 16.458 2845 

INLET THROAT 5 

40.400 191.923 2821 

40.400 17.863 1583 

INLET UPNRSK 6 

40,400 191.923 2821 

40.400 15,220 1519 

INLET DNNRSK 7 

40.400 107.644 2821 

40.400 90,360 2709 

COMBUSTOR 0 8 

40.410 161,025 2776 

40,410 12.764 1489 

tOMOUStoR 0 9 

41.302 127,068 2704 

41.302 16,466 1638 

COMBUSTOR 0 10 

41.312 132.206 2662 

41.312 16.528 1594 

COMBUSTOR 0 11 

41.377 131,353 2654 

41.377 16,799 1598 

COMGUSTOR 0 12 

41.500 130.012 2650 

41,500 18.531 1641 

COMBUSTOR 0 13 

42.460 120,945 2626 

42,460 25.036 1797 

COMBUSTOR 0 14 

44.097 96,145 3139 

44.097 52.136 2735 

COMBUSTOR 0 15 

44.310 95:997 3140 

44.310 53.511 2753 

COMBUSTOR 0 16 

44,800 95.668 3115 

44.800 56.673 2768 

COMBUSTOR 0 17 

44.812 95.636 3114 

44.812 56.642 2767 

COMBUSTOR 0 18 

46.250 89,706 2610 

46.250 52.867 2299 






S U M M A R Y R E P O R T
 




643.1( 769) 1.2961 28.898 2547
 




643.1( 769) 1.2960 28.897 2547
 




643.1( 769) 1.2961 28.898 2547
 




643.1( 769) 1.2960 28.897 2547
 




616.4( 743) 1.2989 28.897 2511
 




616.4( 74Z) 1,2989 28.897 2511
 




616.4( 743) 1.2989 28.897 2511
 




616.4( 765) 1.3016 27.531 2554
 




618.3( 773) 1.3056 26,377 2580
 




618.2( 760) 1.3076 26.333 2563
 




617.8f 75) 1,3079 26,3a6 250





617.0( 757) 1.3080 26.3Z5 2559
 




609.3( 749) 1.3088 26.3Z5 2548
 




592.5( 904) 1.2845 26.930 2728
 




590.0( 905) 1. 843 26.939 2728
 




583.9( 896) 1.28S3 26.931 2719
 




5858( 896) 1.2853 26.930 2718
 




594.4f 847) 1.3112 23,082 2715
 




















3798 60.212 149.9 0.13 0.07
 
3672 56,272 144.5 0,24 0.04
 
3670 56.276 144.4 0.24 0.01
 
3660 55.964 144.0 0.24 0.00
 
3641 54.789 143.3 0.24 0.00
 
3566 49.5§4 140,3 0.'24 0.00
 
3583 34.224 141.0 0.24 0.47
 
3583 33.432 141.0 0.24 0.48
 
3577 31.498 140.7 0.24 0.47
 
3576 31.498 140.7 0.24 0.47
 




t = 207.34 sec. 
377
 
READING = 0071 BLOCK = 96 TINF = 193.838 MACH h,.O P = 74 ,t099 TT = 29L2.6 	 PAGE 7 
w 	 RAMJET PERFORVANCE 
,3 	 ENGINE PERFORMANCE 
 INLFT
 
CALCULATED THRUST........................ 997. (LBF) ANGLE OF ATTACK ......................... 3.000 (DEGREES)
 
MEASURED THRUST.......................... 1023. (LBF) MASS FLOW RATIO...................o..... 0.9317
 
CALCULATED SPECIFIC IMPULSE............... 1539, (LDF-SFC/LOM) ADDITIVE DRAG COEFFICIENT................ 0.0053

MEASURED SPECIFIC IMPULSE............... o.1579. (LBF-SEC/LBM) LIMITING PRESSURE RECOVERY EFFICIENCY.... D.1428
 
CALCULATED THRUST COEFFICIENT............ 0.4059 DELTA PT2............................... 0.1176 (PSI)

MEASURED THRUST COEFFICIENT.............0. 4 b6 	 TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUPERSONIC..... 0.2590
 
TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY - SUBSONIC....... 0.1451
 
INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC.... 0.8704
REGENERATIVE-COOLED ENGINE PERFORMANCE INLET PROCESS EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC ...... 0.8986
 
CALCULATED KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUPERSONIC... 0.9052
 
STREAM THRUST............................ 5881. (LBF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY - SUBSONIC ..... 0.8701
 
NET THRUST............................... 1195, (LBF) ENTHALPY AT PO - SUPERSONIC.............. 3.36 (RTU/LMI

SPECIFIC IMPULSE....................... ... 1844, (LBF-SEC/LBM) ENTHALPY AT PO - SUBSONIC................ 27.23 (BTU/LBM)
 







INLET FRICTION DRAG.. 9 ,.
 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 7 . 9 (L BF ) 	 E QU IV A L E N C E R A T IO ,.. , .. . . . . . . . ..... ... .. 0 . 8 3 0

INLET MOMENTUM CHANGE , ,. , -8780 (LBF COMBUSTOR EFFICIENCY..;,.......I........ O. 9
 
COMBUSTOR FRICTION DRAG.,. ,,O,,, 240.6 (LSP) TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO..................... 0.1851
 
COMBUSTOR STRUT DRAG..................... -9.05 (LBF) COMBUSTOR EFFECTIVENESS.................. 0.6985
 
COM1USTOR MOMENTUM CHANGE............... 769. (LBF) INJECTOR DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS 0.7286, 0.6918, 0.7988, 0.6923
 
NOZZLE FRICTION DRAG..................... 39.65 (LBF)

NOZZLE STRUT DRAG.....,..... ..... -0.00 (LaF)
o . 

NOZZLE MOMENTUM CHANGE.,............... 1106. (LBF) NOZZLE
 
NOZZLE PRESSURE INTEGL................ 1146. (LBF)
 
EXTERNAL FRICTION DRAG...,............... 67.14 (LaF) VACUUM STREAM THRUST COEFFICIENT - CS.... 0.9607
 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE INTEGRAL................ -1017. (LBF) NOZZLE COEFFICIENT - CT.................. 0.8860
 
TOTAL EXTERNAL DRAG. .................... .1085. (LBF) PROCESS EFFICIENCY................!...... 0.9260
 
TOTAL STRUT DRAG........................ -9.05 (LBF) KINETIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY............. 0.9131
 
CAVITY FORCE..,.,,.......................... 1255. (LBP)
 
CALCULATED LOAD CELL FORCE. .. .,... 1343. ILBF)
 
MEASURED LOAD CELL FORCEo.,,,,.............1315 (LBF)
 
FUEL VACUUM SPECIFIC IMPULSE 0.0, 0.0, -158.7, -tla.1,
 
STATIONS 	 FUEL INJECTORS
 
NOMINAL COWL LEADING EDGE.,.............. 34.884 (IN) INJECTORS STATION VALVE
 
SPIKE TRANSLATION......,,................. 0.3148 (IN) IA 40.400 A
 
INLET THROATT...,................. 40.1400 (IN) i 41.300 8
 
COWL LEADING EDGE....... ,............. Ic 44.300
35,199 (IN)

NOZZLE SHROUD TRAILING EDGE ,.......... 13.5,39 (IN) 2A 48.115 0
 
NOZZLE PLUG TRAILING EDGE..,.............. 87.291 (IN) 2C 46.250 E
 
STRUT LEADING EDGE,.,,............... 56.455 (IN) 3A 54.065
 
STRUT TRAILING EDGE....................... 65.055 (IN) 3B 56.250
 
COMBUSTOR EXIT#;o...............,,.,,,. 65,055 (IN) 4 44.800
 
6 READING = 0071 BLOCK = 96 TIME = 193.838 MAC 6.0 PT 743.499 TT 2912.6 
 PAGE 

X ODRAG CORAG CF HC 
4.040E 01 1.2792 02 1.2792 02 2.3812-03 4.4902-02 
4.0412 01 1.758E-01 1.281E 02 2,658E-03 3.4072-02 
4.1302 01 
4.131E 01 
1.6712 01 1.448E 02 





4.107E 01 1.1092 00 1.4612 02 2.534E-03 4.377E-02 
4.1502 01 2.110E 00 1.4822 02 2.5472-03 4.6382-02 
4,246E 01 1.5562 01 1,6382 02 2.6012-03 5.2882-02 
4.409E 01 2.2732 01 1.8652 02 2.7392-03 7.148E-02 
4.4312 01 2.6462 00 1.8922 02 2.988E-03 6.5192-02 
4 4802 01 6.1IkE 00 1,45S2 02 3.0012-03 6.4982-02 
4,4812 01 1.1822-01 1.954E 02 2.997203 6.505E02 
4.625E 01 1.8472 01 2.1392 02 3.2582-03 5.6782-02 
4,6262 01 1.279E-01 2.1402 02 2.8562-03 6.5562-02 
4.731E 01 1.2332 01 2.2632 02 2.7842-03 6.1962-02 
4.7332 01 2.9622-01 2.2662 02 2.8462-03 6.054E-02 
4.8112 01 8.989E 00 2.3562 02 2.8042-03 5.8612-02 
4.877E 11 
4.8782 01 
7.877E 00' 2.435E 02 





4.9312 01 5.7052 00 2.493C 02 2.7432-03 5.379E-02 
5.0722 01 1,4212 01 2.635E 02 2.6912-03 4.7002-02 
5.282E 01 1.916E 01 2.8272 02 2.6982-03 3.998E;02 
5.352E 01 
5.4072 01 
4.3432 00 28702 02 





5.483E 01 6.4562 00 3.00E 02 2.852E-03 3.221E-02 
5.5762 01 7.6322 00 3.0762 02 2.8292-03 3.0002o02 
5.6262 01 2.5292 00 3.101E 02 2.794E-03 2.7072-02 
5.631E 01 3.7352-01 3.1052 02 2.948E-03 2.2002-02 
5.6452 01 9.7272-01 3*1152 02 2.775E-03 2.297E-02 
5.653E 01 
5.681E 01 
5.6982-01 3#1212 02 





5.7042 01 1,550E 00 3.156E 02 2.9086-03 2.4372-02 
5.776E 01 4.9972 00 3,2062 02 2.8662-03 2.2952-02 
5,878E 01 
6.0792 01 
7,4132 00 3.2802 02 







9.1182 00 3.5072 02 





6.5052 01 2,1142 00 3.6852 02 3,2582-03 2,659E-02 
6;5092 01 2.184E-01 3.6688 02 3.3492-03 2,6882-02 
6.529E 01 1.109E 60 3.699E 02 3.345E-03 2.6812-62 
6.6952 01 9.6432 00 3,7952 02 3.1922-03 2.035E-02 
6.7622 01 3.6832 00 S.832E 02 3.1622-03 1.8622-02 
6.8392 01 
6.9112 01, 
3.9222 00 3.871E 02 





6.9722 01 2.3222 00 3.9262 02 2.9982-03 9,5312-03 
7.0672 01 2854E 00 3:9552 02 2.9132-03 6.194E-03 
7.1102 01 
7.263E 01 
1.0682 00 3.9652 '2 





7.2762 01 3.5212-01 4.0072 02 2.899E-03 5.8352-03 
7.3532 01 1.4402 00 4.0212 02 2.8132-03 3.8362-03 
7.354E 01 2.2932-03 4.021E 02 2.8122-03 3.8252-03 
7.4862 01 7.5042-01 4.0292 02 2.816E-03 4.0402-03 
7.7112 01 1.854E 00 4,047E 02 2.911E-03 7.0292-03 







9,2012-01 4.0782 023,9982-01 11,0822 02 

















PDA' OOX 0-IB 0-OR 











.1 6.505E 01 1.871E OL 1.839E 01 3.145E 02 -5.158r 03 -2.585E 03 -2.573E 03 4.337E 03 4.962E 01 2.517E-02 4.876E 01 2.473E-02 
i' 6.509E 01 1.871E 01 1.847E 01 3.145E 02 -5.162E 03 -2.586E 03 -2.576E 03 4.342E 03 4.962E 01 2.517E-02 4.898E 01 2.484E-02 
6.529E 01 1.783E 01 1.890E 01 3.145E 02 -5,183E 03 -2.594E t13-2.589E 03 4.368E 03 4.729L 01 2.399E-02 5.012E 01 2.542E-02 
6.695C 01 1.095; 01 8.600E 00 4.694E 02 -5.340E 03 -2.648E n3 -2.692E 03 4.583E 03 2.79SE 01 1.419E-02 2.280E 01 1.157E-02 
6.762E 01 1.S70E 00 8.835E 00 6.494E 02 -5.395E 03 -2.665E 03 -2.730E 03 4.665E 03 2.007E 01 1.018E-02 2.343E 01 1.188E-02 
6.839E 01 4.145E 00 6.739E 00 8.354E 02 -5.458E 03 -2.680E o3 -2.778E 03 4.760E 03 1.099E 01 5.575E-03 1.787E 01 9.065E-03 
6.911E 01 3.236C 00 4.780E 00 9.553E 02 -5.519E 03 -2.692E n3 -2.827E 03 4.848E 03 8.580E 00 4.352E-03 1.267E 01 6.429E-03 
6.972E '01 2.465E 00 3.486E 00 1.030E 03 -5.569E 03 -2.700E 03 -2.870E 03 4.922E 03 6.536E 00 3.315E-03 9.243E 00 4.688E-03 
7,067E 01 1.825E'00 t',J7 0 E 00 1.104E,03 -5.636E 03 -2.710E 03 -2.926E 03 5,036E 03 4.839E 00 2.454E-03 3.898E 00 1.977E-03 
7.110E 01 1.53E 00 1.556E 00 1.127t 03 -5.660E 03 -2.713E 03 -2.947E 03 5.088E 03 4.070E 00 2.065E-03 4.125E 00 2.092E-03 
7.263E 01 1.426E O0 1.860E 00 1.203E 03 -5.726E 03 .2.724E 03 -3.002E 03 5.273E 03 3.781E 00 1.918E-03 4.932E 00 2.502E-03 
7.278E 01 1.415E 00 1.636E 00 1,209E 03 -5.731E 03 -2.725E 03 -3.006E 03 5.290E 03 3.752E 00 1.903E-'03 4.338E 00 2.200E-03 
7.353E 01 1.246E 00 r.150E-01 1.249E 93 -5.758E 03 -2.730E o3 -3.029E 03 5.374E 03 3.303E 00 1.675E-03 1.366E 00 6.927E.04 
7.354E 01 1,245E 00 5.090E-01 1.250E 03 -5.759C 03 -2.730E 03 -3.029E 03 5.375E 03 3.300E 00 1.674E-03 1.350E 00 6.846E-04 
7.486E 01 9.450Eot 0.000 1.273E 03 -5,813E 03 -2.737E 03 -3.076E 03 5.427E 03 2.506E 00 1.271E-03 0.000 0.000 
7.771E 01 1.985E 00 o.060 1.342E 63 -5.826E 03 -2.750E n3 ,3.076E 03 5.525C 03 5.264E 00 2.670E-03 0.000 0.000 
8.161E 01 1.325E 00 0.000 1.403E 03 -5.839E 03 -2.764E 3 -3,076E 03 5.630E 03 3.513E 00 1.782E-03 0.000 0.000 
8.442E 01 1.065E 00 0.000 1.429E 03 -5.851E 03 -2.775E o3 -3,076E 03 5,684E 03 2.824E 00 1.432E-03 0.000 0.000 
8.728E 01 1.540E 00 0.000 1.461E 03 -5.870E 03 -2.795E 03 -3.076E 03 5.707E 03 4.084E 00 2.071E-03 0.000 0.000 
8.729E 01 1.541E 00 OOdO 1.461E 03 -5.670E 03 -2.795E n3 -3.076E 03 5.707E 03 4.086E 00 2.073E-03 0.000 0.000 
4 
READING = 0071 
 BLOCK = 96 TIME Z 193.838 MACH 6.0 PT = 74 t99 TT = 2912.6 
 PAGE 

XABS P-IS P-OB POA QOX 
 0-I 0-OR CAWALL P-IB/PSO P-IB/PTO P-OB/PSO P-OB/PIG6.8.360E-0± 1.04OE 00 
-4.424E-01 0.000 0,000 0.000 2.4702-02 2.758E 00 1.399E-03 0.000 0.000118362 01 1.040E 00 0.000 
-3.464E 01 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.6342 02 2.7582 00 1.399E-03 0.000 0.000
3.070E 01 2.880E 00 0,000 -1.935E 02 O.O00 0.000 
 0.000 5.053E 02 7.6372 00 3.874E-03 0.000 0.0003.508E 01 3,902E 00 0:000 
-4.1332 02 0,000 0.000 0.000 6.804E 02 1.035E 01 5.249E-03 0.COO 0,0003.519E 01 4.214E G0 
 5.5122 00 -4.7802 02 0.000 0.000
3.520E 01 4.2312 00 5.5432 0.0O0 6.854E 02 1.117E 01 5.668E-03 1.478E 01 7.4952-0300 -4.781E 02 0.000 0.000 
 0.000 6.857E 02 1.1222 01 5.690E-03 1.470E 01 7.45E-03
3.5552 01 5,2002 00 
 3.846E 00 -4.9112 02 0.000 

3.566E 01 
0.000 0.000 7.209E 02 1.379E 01 6.994E-03 1.020E 01 5.173E-03
5,030E 00 2.325E 00 -5.123E 02 -3.7182 02 -3.7182 
02 0.000 7.5292 02 1.334E 01 6.766E-03 6.1652 00 3.127E-03
3.6062 01 4,925E 00 3.458E 00 -5.2592 02 -3.759E 02 -3.759E o2 0.000 7.729E 02 1.306E 01 6.624E-03 9.169E 00 4.6512-03
3.648E 01 4.252E 00 
 5.896E 00 -5.4532 02 -3.851E 02 -3.8512 
3,701E 01 
02 0.000 8.164E 02 1.1272 01 5.719E-03 1.563E 01 7.9302-03
5,260E 00 8,9722 00 -5.6772 02 4-,209E 02 -3.972E 02 -2.3632 01
3.732E 01 0.7262 02 1.3952 01 7.075E-03 2.3792 0 1.2072-02
4.9172 60 
 1.080E 81 -5,798E 02 -4.3632 02 -4.047E 02 -3.1542 
Ol 9.063E 02 1.304E 01 6.614E-03 2.864E 01 1.4532-02
3.803E 01 4.1502 00 1.448E 01 -5.9332 02 -4.7122 02 -4.224E n2 -4.8822 01 9.834E 02 1.1002 01 5.5822-03 3.840E 01 1.948E-023.6342 01 7.912E 00 
 1.6122 01 -5.9772 02 -o879E
3,8752 01 1,275E 01 02 -4.314E n2 -5.6452 01 1.018E 03 2.098E 01 1.064E-02 4.276E 01 2.169E-02
1.757E 01 -6.1862 02 -5.116E 02 
14.454E 02 -6.6212 01 1.064E 03 3.3822 01 1.715E02 4.6592 01 2.3632-02
3,881E 01 1,3532 0± 1.780E 01 -6.224E 02 5.151E 02 -4.479E n2 -6.776E 01 
 1.072E 03 3.5872 01 1.820E-02 4.720E 01 2.3942-02
3.901E 01 1,586E 01 
 1.762E 01 -6,3352 02 -5,2842 02 64.5602 n2 -7,2432 01 1.094E 03 4.2062 01 2.133E-02 4.6722 01 2.3702-02
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